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preface

The trading of options and the scientific study of options both have long 
histories, yet both underwent revolutionary changes at virtually the same time 
in the early 1970s. These changes, and the subsequent events to which they led, 
have greatly increased the practical value o f a thorough understanding of 
options.

Although options have been traded for centuries, they were, until 
recently, relatively obscure and unim portant financial instruments. Options 
markets were fragmented, and transactions were both costly and difficult to 
arrange. A ll of this changed in 1973 with the creation of the Chicago Board 
Options Exchange, the first registered securities exchange for the purpose of 
trading in options. The exchange began modestly, with trading only in call 
options on sixteen common stocks, but it soon became a tremendous success. 
This success, in turn, led to a series of innovations in options trading. In  1975 
and 1976, the A m erican, Philadelphia, and Pacific Stock Exchanges began 
trading call options on common stocks. In  1977, put options were also listed on 
all of the exchanges. W ithin ten years of the establishm ent of the first options 
exchanges, the volume of trading in stock options grew to a level often 
exceeding, in terms of share equivalents, that of the N ew  York Stock 
Exchange, and the num ber o f stocks on which exchange-listed options were 
available rose from sixteen to nearly four hundred. In  the early 1980s, listed 
options trading has also expanded into financial instruments other than 
common stocks, including options on stock indexes, foreign currencies, U .S. 
Treasury securities, stock index futures, commodity futures, U .S . T reasury 
bond futures, and foreign currency futures. I t  certainly seems reasonable to 
predict that options will play an increasingly im portant role in financial 
markets in the future.

The study of options has an illustrious history dating back to the late 
nineteenth century, and some of the early works in the field made pioneering 
contributions to the theory of stochastic processes. N evertheless, a completely 
satisfactory theory of option valuation was not developed until the early 1970s. 
Since that tim e, option pricing theory has been refined and expanded in m any 
ways and has proven to be extremely useful. Indeed, its implications have 
extended well beyond exchange-traded options. Quite generally, an option

vii



viii Preface

contract can be thought of as any security whose returns are contractually 
related to  the returns on some other security or group of securities. F rom  this 
perspective, the principles of option valuation can be applied to a broad range 
of financial instruments. Included in this range are not only securities that have 
obvious option-like features, such as w arrants and convertible bonds, but also 
securities tha t do not seem to be like options at all, such as common stocks and 
ordinary bonds.

The purpose of our book is to provide a detailed discussion of these 
academic and institutional developments. Rather than give superficial coverage 
of m any different kinds of options, we have chosen to concentrate on the oldest 
and largest segment of the options m arkets, options on common stocks. A s will 
be evident, m ost o f our conclusions reached in the context o f stock options can 
be easily modified to apply to other types o f options.

C hapter 1 gives a basic introduction to  put and call contracts and the 
m arket structure in which they are traded. This chapter also shows the profit- 
and-loss consequences o f some elem entary option trading strategies. In  
C hapter 2, we examine the fundam ental variables that affect option value and 
discuss why investors use options. Chapter 3 continues the introduction to 
m arket structure given in C hapter 1 and provides a detailed description of the 
environment in which stock options are traded.

C hapter 4 begins our m aterial on option valuation. H ere we derive 
certain basic properties that option prices m ust satisfy if there are to be no 
arbitrage opportunities. These methods require virtually no knowledge of stock 
price movements, and are consequently quite general. In C hapter 5, we 
describe how additional inform ation about stock price movements can be used 
to derive the exact value of an option. In  C hapter 6, we show how to modify and 
implement the theory developed in C hapter 5 for practical investment 
purposes. C hapter 7 provides some further extensions of option valuation and 
shows how the theory can be applied to corporate securities. C hapter 8 
discusses the social role o f options and gives suggestions for improving options 
m arkets, some of which have already been implemented.

W e owe a substantial debt to our academ ic colleagues who have 
contributed to the strong theoretical basis for option valuation now available. 
F o r each subject, we have usually given only one or two prim ary references, but 
m any additional references can be found in the bibliography. Special thanks go 
to F ischer Black and M yron Scholes, who developed the first completely 
satisfactory theory of option valuation; to R obert M erton, who extended the 
theory in fundam ental ways and provided m any other insights into option 
pricing; and to W illiam  Sharpe, who discovered a way to derive the 
basic principles of option valuation using only elem entary mathematics. We 
have also benefited greatly from the com m ents and suggestions of a num ber 
of other individuals, including M ichael Brennan, George Constantinides, 
K enneth D unn, John Ezell, G ary G astineau, Robert Geske, Steven Givot, 
Blair Hull, Jonathan  Ingersoll, Hayne Leland, Louis M organ, K rishna
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Ram aswam y, Scott Richard, Stephen Ross, H arry  Roth, Andrew Rudd, 
Eduardo Schwartz, D avid Shukovsky, Richard Stitt, and H ans Stoll. W e also 
appreciate the secretarial assistance of E llen M cG ibbon, Edie Vranjes, and 
June W ong. Last, but by no means least, we are grateful to our families for their 
help and encouragement.
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introduction

1
1-1. WHAT ARE PUTS AND CALLS?

Every field has its own special vocabulary. Since options trading is no 
exception, we will begin with some basic definitions. O ptions m arkets exist 
or are planned for a wide variety of instruments, so to avoid needless 
repetition we will focus on the oldest and largest of these m arkets, options 
on com m on stocks.

A call option is a contract giving its owner the right to 
buy a fixed number of shares of a specified common 
stock at a fixed price at any time on or before a given 
date.

The act of m aking this transaction is referred to as exercising the option. 
The specified stock is known as the underlying security. The fixed price is 
termed the exercise price or striking price, and the given date, the m aturity 
date or expiration date. The individual who creates or issues a call is termed 
the seller or writer,1 and the individual who purchases a call is termed the 
holder or buyer. The m arket price of the call is termed the premium or call

1 The term writer is preferred to seller to emphasize the fact that, unlike stock which originates 
with a corporation, a call is literally issued on behalf of a single individual investor.

1



2 Introduction

price. In other words, if a call is exercised, the complete transaction involves 
an exchange of

call price from buyer 
for

call from writer

and a subsequent exchange of

striking price +  call from buyer 
for

com m on stock from writer.

The buyer has the right, bu t not the obligation, to make this subsequent 
exchange, so it will take place only if he feels it is in his best interest.2

F or example, an A LCO A /JA N /50 call bought on the Chicago Board 
O ptions Exchange at the close of trading on August 20, 1979, would have 
cost $750, exclusive of commissions. This call gave the buyer the right to 
purchase 100 com m on shares of Alcoa stock for $50 per share a t any time 
until January  18, 1980. O n any trading day until the expiration date, the 
buyer can do one of three things:

Sell the call back at its concurrent

<
market price, thereby cancelling his 
position.

Exercise the call by payment of $5,000 
in return for 100 shares of stock.

Retain the call and do nothing.

O n the expiration date itself, the third alternative is equivalent to perm it
ting the call to expire. O n this date, ignoring the sell alternative, it is easy to 
see which of the other two alternatives is in the best interest of the buyer. 
This depends on the concurrent price of Alcoa’s com m on stock. If the stock 
price is greater than $50 per share, then (neglecting commissions), it will pay 
the call buyer to exercise the call, since by doing so he can buy the stock for 
$50 and, if he desires, immediately resell it on the m arket at a profit. O n the 
other hand, if the stock price is less than $50, then the call buyer should let 
the call expire. O f course, after the expiration date, the call will be w orth
less, since the first two alternatives will have lapsed.
2 A call should not be confused with a forward contract. At its maturity, a forward contract 
must be exercised. For a more detailed comparison of options with forward contracts, see the 
appendix to Chapter 2.
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To represent the contractual im plications of a call on its expiration 
date in symbols, let

K  =  the striking price,
S* =  the m arket price of the underlying security on the expiration date, 

and
C* =  the value of the call (to one share) on its expiration date.

Then

^  (S* - K  if S* > K
0 if

or, alternatively, C* =  m ax[0, S'* — K ]. Some race-track terms have slipped 
into the options vocabulary: if S* > K , the call is said to “finish in-the- 
m oney” ; if S'* <  K , the call is said to “finish out-of-the-money.”

In contrast to a call,

A put option is a contract giving its owner the right to 
sell a fixed number of shares of a specified common 
stock at a fixed price at any time on or before a given 
date.

If a put is exercised, the complete transaction involves an exchange of

put price from buyer 
for

put from writer

and a subsequent exchange of

com m on stock +  put from buyer 
for

striking price from writer.

Again, this subsequent exchange will take place only at the choice of the 
buyer. If P* is the value of a pu t (to one share) on its expiration date, then

p*  = 0 if S*
K - S *  if

or, alternatively, P* =  m ax[0, K  — S*]. In this case, if S* < K , the put 
finishes in-the-money.
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There are thus two types of options— puts and calls. All option con
tracts of the same type written on the same underlying stock constitute a 
class of options. Call and put options on the same underlying security are 
considered separate classes. W ithin a given class, all option contracts with 
the same expiration date and striking price constitute an option series.

Puts and calls are the basic forms of options. However, many other 
securities, such as corporate bonds and stocks, have similar characteristics. 
Thus much of what we have to say about puts and calls applies also to 
other types of securities. In C hapter 7 we will take advantage of this corre
spondence and develop relative pricing relationships am ong differing claims 
against the assets of a corporation.

It is easy to determine the value of a put or call on its expiration date. 
Finding its value at any time prior to expiration is much more difficult. We 
will provide an informal analysis in C hapter 2 and some precise answers in 
Chapters 4, 5 and 7. Taking a first cut now, it should be obvious that a put 
or call, since it can be exercised at any time until its expiration date, must 
be w orth at least its current exercise value. Let

S =  the current m arket price of the underlying security,
C =  the current value of an associated call, and 
P  =  the current value of an associated put.

The current value C of a call m ust then at least equal m ax[0, S — K ], and 
the current value P  of a put m ust at least equal max[0, K  — S]. We will 
refer to m ax[0, S — K ] and m ax[0, K  — 5] as the exercise value or parity 
value of a call and a put, respectively. Since an option may be more valu
able retained than exercised, its price may exceed its parity value.3 We term
this difference, C — m ax[0, S — K~] for a call and P — max[0, K  — S] for a
put, the premium over parity of an option. The m arket price of an option is 
then equal to the sum of its parity value and premium over parity.4

The race-track terms m entioned earlier are applied before expiration 
as well: If S > K , a call is in-the-money; if S =  K , it is at-the-money; if 
S < K , it is out-of-the-money. For a put, the definitions are reversed; a put is 
in-the-money if S < K. Thus, an option is in-the-money if its parity value is 
positive. If S is much greater than K , then a call is said to be deep-in-the-

3 We will refer to exercise before the expiration date as early exercise; this does not imply that 
such exercising is inappropriate or untimely.
4The use of the term “premium” to refer to the total price of an option is a carryover from 
former times when options were almost always sold at-the-money (that is, K  = S). Conse
quently, at the time of sale the “premium” and “premium over parity” were the same thing. To 
prevent possible confusion, we will always use the term “price” in place of premium, and 
reserve the term “premium over parity” to refer to the excess of the option price over the 
difference between the stock price and the striking price.
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money and a put deep-out-of-the-money. If S is m uch less than K , then a call 
is deep-out-of-the-money and a pu t is deep-in-the-money.

The profit and loss implications of an option position are often 
confusing at first. Payoff diagrams, relating the profit from a position if held 
to expiration to the underlying stock price at expiration, are a useful aid. 
The m ost elementary payoff diagram  (Fig. 1-1) describes a long position in 
stock. This relates the net profit realized on a given date in the future to the 
stock price on that date.

Profit

If the stock price on the final date is zero (that is, S* = 0), then a long 
stock position will have experienced a net loss of S, where S is the current 
stock price. If S* =  S, the position will result in no profit or loss. In general, 
net profit will equal S* — S. A $1 increase in S* is exactly m atched by a $1 
increase in net profit. In  brief, the payoff line for this position is a 45° line 
with positive slope, with a zero profit point a t S. For simplicity, we have so 
far ignored complications that may be created by commissions, margin, 
taxes, and dividends. Similarly, a short position5 in the stock is described by 
Figure 1-2. W ith a long position in the stock, the possible loss is limited to 
S , while the possible gain is unlimited. W ith a short position, just the 
reverse is true. Here the possible gain is limited to S, while the possible loss 
is unlimited.

5 A short position involves selling stock one does not own. This is accomplished by borrowing 
the stock from an investor who has purchased it. At some subsequent date, the short seller is 
obligated to buy the stock to pay back the lender of the shares. Since this repayment requires 
equal shares rather than equal dollars, the short seller benefits from a decline in the stock price.

If cash dividends are paid on the stock while a short position is maintained, these are 
paid to the buying party of the short sale. The short seller must also compensate the investor 
from whom the stock was borrowed by matching the cash dividends from his own resources. 
In brief, not only does the short seller not receive cash dividends, but he must also make 
matching payments.
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Profit
Profit

S

0 ■s* 0
K

-C

Loss Figure 1-2 Short Stock Loss Figure 1-3 Buy Call

Figures 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, and 1-6 show the profit-and-loss implications of 
the four basic positions in options. Evidently, a purchased call is like a long 
position in the underlying security, except that it has the advantage of 
insurance against extreme downside movements in the stock price. Simi
larly, a purchased put is like a short position in the underlying security, 
except tha t it affords protection against extreme upside movements in the 
stock. However, both  puts and calls have an  im portant disadvantage: The 
insurance they provide costs money in the form of the prem ium  over parity. 
To emphasize this point, suppose the current stock price S  is equal to the 
striking price K  and by the expiration date the stock price remains 
unchanged, so that S* =  S. W hile a long or short position in the stock 
would show a zero net profit, a purchase of a put or a call would result in 
the loss of the entire investment, the current option price.

At first glance, it seems that a stop-loss order would provide the same 
kind of insurance as a call. Suppose tha t we purchase a share of the stock

Profit Profit

C

0 / -S* 0
p -

Loss Figure 1-4 Write Call Loss Figure 1-5 Buy Put
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Profit

by investing S — K  and borrow ing the rem ainder, K. At the same time we 
tell our broker to sell the stock if its price drops to K  and place the 
proceeds in default-free bonds. To make things simpler, suppose interest 
rates and dividends are zero. The value of our position on any specified 
expiration date is, after repaym ent of the borrowing, apparently  exactly the 
same as a call— 0 if S'* <  K  and 5* — K  if S* > K. Furtherm ore, the net 
investm ent required was only S — K. But this argum ent has a fatal flaw. A 
call will indeed receive S* — K  whenever S* > K , bu t we will receive this 
am ount only if S* > K  and the stock price never goes below K  before the 
expiration date. Furtherm ore, it may not be possible to execute the stop
loss order exactly at K. If the stock price can take sudden jum ps, we may 
end up being sold out at a price below K . In tha t event, we would not 
receive enough from the sale to  cover our borrowing. N o t only would we 
lose our initial investment, but also we would have to pu t up m ore money 
to close out the position. This can never happen with a call. Consequently, 
the owner of a call may receive some gains tha t we will miss, and he will 
avoid some losses tha t we m ay have to bear. These advantages make a call 
w orth m ore than  its parity value. As we will see in the next chapter, when 
dividends and interest rates are no t zero, they will also influence the 
prem ium  over parity. Hence, we can conclude tha t an option gives a kind of 
insurance th a t cannot be obtained with a stop-loss order (or, in the case of a 
put, with a contingent buy order).

The payoff* diagram s clearly illustrate an im portant p o in t: the options 
market is a zero-sum game. T hat is, w hat the option buyer profits, the option 
writer loses, and vice versa. Ignoring the im pact of taxes, any claim that the 
options m arket is typically profitable for both  buyers and writers cannot be 
correct. Indeed, considering commissions, it could, on average, be sim ulta
neously unprofitable for both  groups and m ust be unprofitable for both  
groups taken together. Nevertheless, the welfare of both  groups can be
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improved by trading in options. O ther forms of insurance, for example, are 
also zero-sum games, but no one would argue that they do not have an 
im portant economic function.

The great flexibility afforded by puts and calls only becomes evident 
when combined positions are considered, such as writing a call against a 
long position in the stock, or simultaneously writing and buying different 
calls on the same underlying stock. In the next section, payoff diagram s are 
used to analyze these m ore complex “covered” positions. In C hapter 6, 
these diagram s are further generalized to analyze the potential profit from a 
position prior to expiration.

1-2. PAYOFF DIAGRAMS FOR 
ELEMENTARY STRATEGIES

If the only securities to be bought or sold are puts and calls on the same 
underlying security and the underlying security itself, then there are four 
elementary types of positions that can be tak en :

1. Uncovered
2. Hedge
3. Spread
4. Combination

The six uncovered or “naked” positions— long stock, short stock, buy call, 
write call, buy put, write put— have already been examined. These were 
shown to give rise to relatively simple payoff lines. Hedges, spreads, and 
com binations are types of covered positions, in which one or more securities 
protect the returns of one or more other securities, all related to the same 
underlying stock.

A hedge combines an option with its underlying stock in 
such a way that either the stock protects the option 
against loss or the option protects the stock against loss.

In other words, a hedge combines a long position in the stock with a 
w ritten position in calls or a purchased position in puts; a “reverse hedge” 
combines a short position in the stock with a purchased position in calls or 
a w ritten position in puts. The m ost popular hedge consists of writing one 
call against each share owned of the underlying stock. To analyze this, as 
for all covered positions, we superimpose the relevant separate payoff 
diagram s— long stock and write call. The payoff line for the combined 
position is determined, for each value S* of the stock at expiration, by 
adding together the vertical distances of the two separate payoff lines from
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the horizontal axes. A com parison of Figures 1-6 and 1-7 shows that the 
payoff diagram  for writing a call and buying the stock has the same shape 
as the payoff diagram  for writing a put. We m ight now suspect that this 
result could be used to find a relationship between put and call values, and 
we will soon see that this is indeed true.

Slight variations of the one-to-one hedge produce new payoff patterns. 
A “ratio” hedge might involve two calls written against each share of stock. 
As shown in Figure 1-8, this combined position creates a “payoff triangle” 
that produces a profit as long as the stock price does not experience an 
extreme change in either direction. However, suppose you, as a potential 
investor, believe some im portant news is about to  be made public (such as 
the results of a merger negotiation) that would have a significant im pact on 
the m arket price of a stock. But you do not know in advance whether the 
news will be favorable or unfavorable. The “reverse hedge” (Figure 1-9)— 
buy two calls against each shorted share of the stock—m ight be an appro
priate position. In this case, you show a profit only if the stock price makes 
a strong move— and it does not m atter in which d irection! W ithout options 
it may be difficult for you to take proper advantage of your beliefs. This is a 
clear example, am ong m any others, where the availability of options adds 
flexibility to investment decisions.

Profit

Figure 1-7 1 :1  Hedge (S =  K )
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Profit

Profit
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Figures 1-10, 1-11, and 1-12 show some similar hedges using puts.

Profit

Profit
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Profit

Figure 1-12 2 : 1 Reverse Hedge (S =  K)

A spread combines options of different series but of the 
same class, where some are bought and others are 
written.

Two com m on spreads are the vertical spread (also termed “money,” “price,” 
or “perpendicular” spread) and the horizontal spread (also termed “time” or 
“calendar” spread). As shown in Table 1-1, in a vertical spread, one option 
is bought and another sold, both on the same underlying stock and with the 
same expiration date, but with different striking prices.

Table 1-1
VERTICAL SPREAD (CALLS)

Striking
Price

Expiration Month
Stock
PriceJAN APR

XYZ (30) 11 12| ® 40
XYZ 40 4 i 6* V 40
XYZ (50) H 2! 40
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Table 1-2
H O RIZO N TAL SPREAD (C ALLS )

Striking
Price

Expiration Month
Stock
Price(JAN) APR (W L )

XYZ 30 11 12 | 134 40
XYZ (40) © 6! 40
XYZ 50 2! 4f 40

As shown in Table 1-2, in a horizontal spread, one option is bought 
and another sold, both on the same underlying stock and with the same 
striking price, but with different expiration dates.

N ote tha t horizontal spreads cannot be represented by a standard  payoff 
diagram. Later, when we develop exact formulas for pricing options, it will 
be possible to represent horizontal spreads by payoff diagrams, since we 
will know the value of the long-m aturity option on the expiration date of 
the short-m aturity  option for each level of the stock price on that expiration 
date.

In a diagonal spread, one option is bought and another sold, both on 
the same underlying stock, but with different striking prices and different 
expiration dates. By extension, there are four types of diagonal spreads. 
Again, these cannot be graphed in the usual payoff diagram  because they 
involve options of different m aturity. The terms vertical, horizontal, and 
diagonal arise from the form at for listing put and call prices in the news
paper.

Each of the spreads has its bullish and bearish versions. In a bullish 
vertical spread, the option purchased has the lower striking price. For a 
bullish horizontal spread, the option with the longer time to expiration is 
purchased. Finally, with a bullish diagonal spread, the purchased option 
has both a lower striking price and a longer time to expiration than the 
written option. For the corresponding bearish spreads, the positions are 
reversed. Although these terms are frequently used, they can be quite mis
leading. The names imply that a bullish spread should benefit from an 
increase in the stock price and that a bearish spread should benefit from a 
decrease. Unfortunately, as we will see in C hapter 6, this is not always true 
for horizontal and diagonal spreads. The implication is correct only for 
vertical spreads.

Figure 1-13 is the payoff diagram  for a bullish vertical spread. The call 
with the lower striking price has been purchased and the call with the 
higher striking price has been written. In Table 1-1 we would have bought 
the XYZ/30 for 13^ and sold the XYZ/50 for 4f. O ur spread requires an
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Figure 1-13 Bullish Vertical Spread

Profit

Figure 1-14 Bearish Vertical Spread
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Profit

Figure 1-15 Butterfly Spread (S = K 2)

initial cash outlay. This suggests why a bullish spread is alternatively 
termed a purchased spread. We would be said to have “bought the spread.”

O n the other hand, had the XYZ/30 been sold and the XYZ/50 
bought, we would have a bearish or written spread. These designations are 
actually m ore appropriate than  the terms bullish and bearish. As we will see 
in C hapter 4, neglecting margin, all of the spreads described as bullish 
should, for calls, indeed require initial cash outlays. Similarly, the bearish 
positions should produce an initial cash inflow. The terms purchased and 
written are descriptively accurate, while the terms bullish and bearish are 
not. O ne disadvantage is tha t the labels must be reversed for puts. A bullish 
spread using puts will be a w ritten spread; the corresponding bearish 
spread will be a purchased spread.

In a butterfly spread, two options in the middle, with respect to strik
ing price or expiration date, are purchased (written) against writing (buying) 
one option on each side, all on the same underlying stock. Figure 1-15 
illustrates a butterfly vertical spread, where the middle calls have been 
written and the end calls purchased. A small profit would be realized only if 
the stock price stays near the striking price of the written calls. A butterfly 
spread does not qualify as an “elem entary” position because it can be 
interpreted as a portfolio of a bearish and bullish vertical spread, or a 
portfolio of a bearish and bullish horizontal spread.

Figures 1-16, 1-17, and 1-18 show some similar spreads using puts.
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Profit

Figure 1-16 Bullish Vertical Spread

Profit

Figure 1-17 Bearish Vertical Spread
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Figure 1-18 Butterfly Spread (S = K2)

A combination combines options of different types on the 
same underlying stock so that they are either both bought 
or both written.

The m ost popular com bination combines a pu t and a call on the same 
underlying stock, with the same striking price and the same expiration date. 
This is term ed a straddle. A n example is shown in Table 1-3. If  written at-the- 
money, this straddle profits only if the stock price remains near the common 
striking price. In  contrast to a butterfly vertical spread with calls, where the 
middle calls are written, this straddle has greater potential for profit and loss, 
while the butterfly has less maximum profit and a limited loss. In  a written ver
tical com bination around-the-money, the written call is out-of-the-money, and 
the written put is in-the-money. W hile having the same range of profit as a 
straddle, the profit triangle is flattened.

As Figures 1-19 through 1-24 suggest, com binations have bottom  and 
top versions, depending on w hether the options are bought or written. This 
same terminology may be applied to the more complex forms of hedges in 
Figures 1-8, 1-9, 1-11, and 1-12. In general^ top  positions are described by
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Table 1-3
STRADDLE

Striking
Price Type

Expiration Month
Stock
PriceJAN APR (J/t/L)

XYZ 30 C 11 12| 131 40
XYZ 30 P 7

16 H 40
XYZ @ C 4-1 6 i 40
XYZ @ P 3i 4 | 40
XYZ 50 c H 21 4 | 40
XYZ 50 P 10i 11 111 40

upw ard pointing triangles, and bottom  positions by dow nw ard pointing 
triangles. “T op” indicates a maxim um  profit limit, and “bottom ” a 
m axim um  loss limit.

Profit

Figure 1-19 Bottom Straddle (S =  K )
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Figure 1-20 Bottom Vertical Combination

Profit

Figure 1-21 Bottom Vertical Combination
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Profit

Figure 1-22 Top Straddle (S = K)

Profit

Figure 1-23 Top Vertical Combination
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Figure 1-24 Top Vertical Combination

These payoff diagram s provide a good way to become familiar with 
various investment strategies. However, to  interpret them correctly it is 
im portan t to remember their limitations. They are valid only if all parts of 
the position are held-until expiration. Since m ost of them  involve selling as 
well as buying options, one could not be sure tha t they would be held until 
expiration unless the options could be exercised only at that time. In this 
case, the options are popularly termed European, in contrast to their Ameri
can counterparts, which can be exercised at any time on or before the 
expiration date.6 A lthough these labels do have some historical justification, 
nearly all options now traded in Europe, as well as in the U nited States, are 
of the American type. Nevertheless, we will often find it useful to consider 
European options.

A few additional qualifications should be kept in mind. If a strategy 
involves holding a long or short position in the stock, as in Figures 1-7 
through 1-12, then the corresponding diagram  is valid only if the stock does 
not pay a dividend during the life of the position. One could informally 
adjust for this by adding in an am ount for dividends received by the stock,

6 A European option obviously cannot be worth more than an otherwise identical American 
option. However, this does not imply that it will always be worth less. We will discuss this 
more fully in Chapter 4.
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Rate o f return (%)

or subtracting it if the stock is sold short. Also, the vertical placement of 
each diagram , and the corresponding profit or loss, of course depends on 
the initial price specified for the options.7 An alternative tha t avoids this 
dependence is the final value diagram , which gives the value of the position 
at the expiration date for each possible final stock price. Finally, the profit 
and loss shown do not include the time value of the money invested in the 
position. The investment m ust be m ade now, but the final value is not 
received until the expiration date. F o r some purposes it m ight be helpful to 
adjust for this by calculating profit and loss relative to the am ount to which 
the initial investm ent would have grown if it had been invested in default- 
free bonds.

A nother way to  illustrate the im plications of options positions 
requiring a positive net investm ent is with a rate of return  diagram. In this 
case, the profit on the vertical axis is replaced by the corresponding rate of 
return  earned on the net investm ent in the position. Figure 1-25 compares 
the rate of return on a long position in one share of stock with the rate of

7 Figures 1-1 through 1-24 correspond to the July option prices shown in Tables 1-1, 1-2, and 
1-3.
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return on a purchased call option. It shows the considerable difference in 
risk of equal dollar investments in stock and options.

1-3. A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE WAY OPTIONS 
ARE TRADED

In the U nited States, puts and calls have had a history of sporadic accept
ability since their first appearance in 1790. The popular misconception 
equating options with gambling has resulted in extensive governm ent regu
lation, with puts and calls at times considered illegal. The Securities Act of 
1934 empowered the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to regu
late options trading, and the P u t and Call Brokers and Dealers Association 
was formed to represent option dealers. A lthough very small during the 
1940s, options volume increased considerably during the next two decades. 
However, even by 1968, annual contract volume reached only 302,860, 
representing about 1% of New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) volume, 
measured in terms of share equivalents.

In retrospect, it is easy to see why the over-the-counter (OTC) m arket 
fared so poorly. First, transactions costs were very high. Purchase or sale of 
an O T C  call generated three types of direct transactions costs: endorsem ent 
fees (to guarantee performance of an option in the event of exercise), the 
dealer spread, and, typically, a further commission paid by the buyer. Indi
rect transactions costs resulted from subsequent equity sales or purchases in 
the event of exercise.

F o r example, on a call contract (rights to 100 shares) for which the 
public writer received $200, the public buyer would typically have paid 
$250. The $50 difference was split am ong the w riter’s share of the endorse
m ent fee ($12.50), the buyer’s share of the endorsem ent fee ($12.50), and the 
dealer bid-ask spread ($25). In addition, the buyer usually paid a $6.25 
commission, so the call would actually cost him $256.25. In the event of 
exercise, the writer of a call would pay a regular stock commission on the 
forced sale of stock to the call buyer. If he had not already purchased the 
stock, he w ould pay another commission. Finally, after receiving paym ent 
for the stock sold due to exercise, the writer would usually reinvest the 
proceeds, generating another commission.

Transactions costs on O T C  puts were even greater. Since the supply of 
written puts was usually larger than the dem and from pu t buyers, an in ter
mediary, called a “converter,” would buy the put from the writer, and 
through a series of arbitrage transactions in the underlying stock and 
default-free instrum ents, would transform  the purchased put into a call, for 
which there was the requisite dem and. Just how this was done need not 
concern us now ; it will become apparent later in C hapter 2. It was,
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however, a costly process, adding approxim ately $20 to the to tal trans
actions cost. In effect, the difference in the price paid and received for a put 
contract would typically be $70, not including the buyer’s commission.

A second reason for the low volume of the O TC  options m arket was 
tha t no convenient secondary m arket was available for puts and calls. 
Buyers and writers were essentially com m itted to their positions until the 
expiration date. N ot only did this force equity commissions on options 
finishing in-the-money, but also considerably increased a w riter’s exposure 
to risk.

The recent and m ost significant change in the options m arket was a 
response to these and other deficiencies in the O TC m arket. O n April 26, 
1973, the Chicago Board O ptions Exchange (CBOE) became the first regis
tered exchange for trading listed call contracts. At the time, a total of 48 
option  series were traded to 16 underlying securities for three different 
m aturities. Initially, 305 seats were sold for $10,000 each. Average daily 
contract volume during May, the first full m onth  of operation, equaled 
1,584, with an average of 1.7 contracts per trade. In a short time, interest in 
listed options trading has far surpassed initial projections. The CBOE, 
given its short tenure, has been the m ost successful securities exchange in 
the history of U.S. capital m arkets. By M arch 1974, m onthly contract 
volume on the CBO E exceeded the entire 1972 annual volume of the earlier 
over-the-counter m arket. By the end of 1974, in terms of share equivalents, 
volume exceeded shares traded on the American Stock Exchange. In 
D ecem ber 1983, calls and puts on 145 underlying securities were listed on 
the CBO E for an average daily contract volume of 364,977, with an average 
of 13.5 contracts per trade. In many cases, daily volume in underlying 
stocks was typically exceeded by daily volume in their associated options. 
CBO E open interest, the num ber of outstanding option contracts at any 
point in time, had grown 421 times, from 16,222 at the end of M ay 1973 to 
6,840,625 at the end of December 1983. M em bership in the CBOE had 
expanded to 1,753 by December 1983, with the last sale seat price for the 
year of $212,000.

Since the opening of the CBOE, calls have been listed on the Ameri
can Stock Exchange (AMEX) commencing January  13, 1975, on the Phila
delphia Stock Exchange (PHLX) commencing June 25, 1975, on the Pacific 
Stock Exchange (PSE) commencing April 9, 1976, and on the Midwest 
Stock Exchange (MSE) commencing Decem ber 10, 1976.8 Listed put option 
trading was initiated on all five exchanges on June 3, 1977. F o r the year 
1983, average daily option contract volume totaled across all exchanges 
equaled 536,201. The m arket shares for the year were 52.8% for the CBOE, 
26.7% for the AMEX, 12.3% for the PH LX , 8.2% for the PSE. U nder

8 The options market of the MSE was combined with the CBOE on June 2, 1980.
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standably, O TC  contract volume has fallen off, and m any O TC  dealers 
have stopped trading. The remaining interest in the O TC m arket derives 
principally from longer-than-one-year option m aturities on underlying 
stocks with listed options and options on active and volatile stocks tha t fail 
to meet listing requirements.

The success of the organized options exchanges can be a ttribu ted  to 
several innovations.

1. The creation of a central marketplace, with its a ttendant regulatory, 
surveillance, and price-dissem ination capabilities. The exchanges distribute 
pam phlets on trading in options (on tax aspects o r spreading strategies, for 
example) and m ake their annual reports and the prospectus of the O ptions 
Clearing C orporation  available to the public.9

2. The in troduction of the Options Clearing Corporation as the single guar
an tor of every CBOE, AMEX, PH LX , and PSE option affords greater 
protection to option buyers than arrangem ents provided by the over-the- 
counter m arket. The buyer of a contract looks directly to the Clearing 
C orporation, and not to any particular writer, for performance in the event 
of exercise.

3. In creating a secondary market, the Clearing C orporation  stands as the 
opposite party  to every trade, m aking it possible for buyers and sellers to 
term inate their positions a t any time by an offsetting transaction. P rior to 
the CBOE, buyers and writers of options in the over-the-counter m arket 
were essentially com m itted to their positions until the expiration date.

4. O n the CBO E and PSE (but not on the AM EX or PHLX), the broker/  
dealer functions of the specialist are separated. F or example, on the CBOE, 
the broker function is handled by Floor Brokers and Order Book Officials, 
who may not trade for their own account; and the dealer function is per
formed by Market M akers, who may only trade for their own account. 
Public orders are therefore filled exclusively by F loor Brokers and O rder 
Book Officials, while M arket M akers, trading from their own capital ahd 
inventory, provide liquidity to the m arket. To reduce further the potential 
for conflict of interest and to  increase liquidity, the CBOE, as well as the 
PSE, has instituted a competitive M arket M aker system. W ith the excep
tion of certain limited memberships, any M arket M aker can trade in any 
option at any time. In  addition, for each underlying security, a num ber of

9 Materials prepared by the AMEX may be ordered from the Publications Department, 
American Stock Exchange, 86 Trinity Place, New York, New York 10006. CBOE publications 
can be obtained by writing to the M arketing Services Coordinator, The Chicago Board 
Options Exchange, LaSalle at Jackson, Chicago, Illinois 60604. The CBOE also provides a 
seminar kit for brokers certified to deal in options and makes available on loan a film 
describing trading on the exchange floor.
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M arket M akers are assigned the responsibility of trading in the options on 
a regular basis.

5. Unlike the over-the-counter m arkets, the exchanges employ certificate- 
less trading. The ownership of an option is evidenced by confirm ations and 
m onthly statem ents received by customers from their brokers. This facili
tates one-day business settlem ent on option sales and purchases and 
reduces costs.

6. Standardization of the terms of option contracts has also served to 
decrease transaction costs.

O ptions on the same underlying stock have either a January/A pril/ 
Ju ly/O ctober expiration cycle, a February/M ay/A ugust/N ovem ber cycle, or 
a M arch/June/Septem ber/D ecem ber cycle. At any time, options are avail
able with the three expiration dates of the cycle nearest to the present. 
Therefore, the longest m aturity  an option can have is nine m onths. In its 
expiration m onth, an option expires at 10 : 59 p .m . Central Time (11 : 59 
p .m . Eastern Time) on the Saturday immediately following the third Friday 
of the m on th .10 This is the final time an option can be tendered to the 
Clearing Corporation. However, secondary m arket trading of the option 
ceases at 3 : 00 p .m . Central Time on the business day immediately preced
ing the expiration date. Furtherm ore, to exercise an option, a custom er 
m ust instruct his broker no later than 4 : 30 p .m . Central Time on the 
business day immediately preceding the expiration date .11 The calendar in 
Table 1-4, supplied by the CBOE, m arks the expiration dates for 1981 and 
the Q uotron  O ption Retrieval Code.

Striking prices are chosen by the exchanges from am ong those perm it
ted by the SEC. As of 1984, the allowable prices were integers evenly divis
ible by 5, in 5-point intervals for striking prices up to $100 and in 10-point 
intervals for striking prices over $100. Striking prices tha t violate this rule 
are allowed if they arise from adjustm ents for stock splits or stock divi
dends, as described below. If an exchange chooses to do so, it may use 
larger intervals for at least some stocks, and thus omit some possible strik
ing prices. F or example, an exchange could choose to use 5-point intervals 
for striking prices up to $50, 10-point intervals for striking prices between 
$50 and $200, and 20-point intervals for striking prices over $200.12 W hen 
options with a new expiration date are to be introduced, an exchange will

10 Prior to July 1974, listed options expired on the last business day of their expiration month. 
From  July 1974 to January 1976, the expiration date was the last Monday of the expiration 
month.
11 Each brokerage firm has its own rules regarding the deadline for receiving exercise instruc
tions, which may be prior to the 4 : 30 deadline set by the exchanges.
12 These were the striking price intervals that were allowed by the SEC prior to October 31, 
1980.
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Table 1-4
EXPIRATION CALENDAR

OE Expiration Calendar— 1981
*  ThOCM ugotoail
Options

Exchange

ARV, 1981

T W T F S 
0 2  3 

6 7 8 9 10 

13 14 15 
20 21 22 23 24 
27 28 29 30 31

APRIL. 1981

S M T W 
1

T F S 
2 3 4 
9 10 115 6 7 

12 13 14 15(£
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30

JULY, 1981

S M T W T F S 
1 2 [3 ]  4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
12 13 14 15 16 (T ^ 3 >  
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31

OCTOBER, 1981

S M T W T F S 
1 2 3 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 1 5 © ^ >  
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31

JANUARY, 1982 

S M T W T F S

HI 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1011 12 13 1 4 @ ^ >  
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31

APRIL, 1982

S M T W  T F S 
1 2 3 

4 5 6 7 8 [9 ]1 0  
11 12 13 14 1 5 @ $ >  
28 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30

JULY, 1982 

S M T W F S 
2 3 
9 104 [5 ] 6 7 8 

11 12 13 14 1 5 ( l] > $  
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31

THE FOLLOWING CBOE UNDERLYING STOCKS EXPIRE DURING THE ABOVE CYCLE

A •  ARC BS FNC DIS •  XON •  FLR •  HM •  IBM IP MRK MTC PEP SOB •  TOY WY
XP •  AVP •  BNI DAL •  DD •  FDX GWF •  HOI •  HR JNJ •  MER NWA •  PRD •  STK •  TXN •  XRX

BAM BGH DEC •  EK FNM •  HAL INA IGL •  KMG MMM PZL SY TAN UPJ

J A R Y ,1981 M AY. 1981 AUGUST, 1981 NOVEMBER, 1981 FEBRUARY, 1982 MAY, 1982 AUGUST, 1982

T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W  T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
3 4 5 6 7 1 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10 11 12 13 14 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
17 18 1 9 © ^ ) > 10 11 12 13 1 4 © ^ 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 '16 17 18 1 9 © $ > 14[[5 )16 17 1 8 © § » 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 16 17 18 1 9 @ ^ )>
24 25 26 27 28 17 18 1 9 2 0 2 1  22 23 16 17 18 1 9 2 0 @ < ^> 22 23 24 2 5 |§ 2 7  28 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 16 17 18 1 9 2 O 0 < ^ > 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

2 4 ^ 2 6  27 28 29 30 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 29 30 28 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 29 30 31
31 30 31 30(33

THE FOLLOWING CBOE UNDERLYING STOCKS EXPIRE DURING THE ABOVE CYCLE

AEP •  BLY •  BA CEA CWE GF •  HIA •  JM •  NSM RJR SO UAL JWC
AHS BAX BCC KO •  CDA HRS •  HON MGI •  OXY •  SLB •  SN UNC •  WCI
AMP BDK CBS CL •  GD •  HWP IFF •  MOB RTN SKY TG UTX •  WMB

1, 1981 JUNE. 1981 SEPTEMBER, 1981 DECEMBER. 1981 MARCH. 1982 JUNE, 1982 SEPTEMBER. 1982

T W T F S S’ M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 1 2  3 4
0 11 12 13 14 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 6 (7 ] 8 9 10 11 12 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 6 7 8 9 1011 12 5 [6 ] 7 8 9 10 11
7 18 1 9 @ ^ )> 14 15 16 17 1 8 © ^C > 13 14 15 16 1 7 © (s )> 13 14 15 16 1 7 © 4 § > 14 15 16 17 1 8 ® ^ > 13 14 15 16 17 12 13 14 15 16© <(9>
4 25 26 27 28 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 20 21 22 23 2 4 | | 2 6 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
1 28 29 30 27 28 29 30 27 28 29 30 31 28 29 30 31 27 28 29 30 26 27 28 29 30

THE FOLLOWING CBOE UNDERLYING STOCKS EXPIRE DURING THE ABOVE CYCLE
APA CHA •  GLW EVY •G E  • HT • KN MSU •  Ol •  REV S •  TEK

• BMY CGP •  DOW F •  GM ITT •  LIT •  NCR •  RAL •  ROK •  SOC
BC CSC •  ESM •  FT •  GW KM MCD •  NWT RCA SA •  SYN

OPTION PRICE RETRIEVAL CODES
To re trieve  op tion  prices, firs t key in stock sym bol Then add appropria te  exp ira tion m onth code (put or call) and s trik ing  p rice  code

'iration Month Codes Striking Price Codes

i ths  Calls Puts M onth Calls Puts M onth Calls Puts S trik ing Prices Code S trik ing Prices Code Strik ing Prices Code

uary A M February B N M arch C O 5 105 205 A 35 135 235 G 70 170 270 N
■1 D P May E O June F R 10 110 210 B 40 140 240 H 75 175 275 O

G S August H T Septem ber 1 U 15 115 215 C 45 145 245 I 80 180 280 P
ober J V November k W D ecem ber L X 20 120 220 D 50 150 250 J 85 185 285 Q

25 125 225 E 55 155 255 K 90 190 290 R
30 130 230 F 60 160 260 L 95 195 295 S

65 165 265 M 100 200 300 T

imples: Alcoa Jan/50/Call— AAAJ
General M otors April/70/Call— GMDN 
Control Data Feb/60/Put— CDANL 
Hewlett Packard Nov/80/Put— HWPWP

Q  Expiring op tion c lasses cease trad ing today 

<0>Exp ira tion da te O E x c h a n g e  holiday

N o t e :  New nine-month options are ordinarily introduced on the first business day (usually Monday) 
following an expiration date.

CBOE EXPIRATION CALENDAR published with the permission of the Chicago Board of 
Options Exchange.
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usually select, for the interval size chosen, the two striking prices closest to 
the current stock price. If the stock price is very close to  one of these 
striking prices, then often tha t striking price and the surrounding two will 
be selected. If the stock price subsequently reaches or moves beyond the 
highest or lowest existing striking price, then ordinarily trading will be 
opened two days later in a new striking price, the end point of the new 
interval. However, w ithout special permission from the SEC, an option 
cannot be opened with less than 45 days remaining until its expiration or 
while the underlying stock trades below $6.

W ith the exception of certain adjustm ents, described below, contract 
units of options are in “round lots” of 100; that is, one option contract 
represents rights to 100 shares of the underlying stock. Unlike O TC  
options, no adjustments are made for cash dividends.13 However, adjustm ents 
are m ade for stock splits and stock dividends by proportionately  increasing 
the num ber of shares of the underlying stock covered by the option and by 
decreasing the striking price. F or example, consider a single option covering 
100 shares of stock with a striking price of $50 per share. Suppose tha t the 
stock splits 5 for 4 or, equivalently, issues a 25% stock dividend. Then, after 
the adjustm ent, the option will cover 125 (100 x f) shares of stock with a 
striking price of $40 ($50 x f) per share. However, if a stock split is 1 for 1 
or m ore whole shares, the num ber of shares covered by an  option is not 
adjusted. Instead, the num ber of outstanding options is proportionately 
increased and the striking price is proportionately decreased. Thus if the 
split were 2 for 1 ra ther than 5 for 4, after the adjustm ent the single option 
would be replaced by two options, each covering 100 shares and having a 
striking price of $25 per share. In  any case, at the time of the adjustm ent, 
additional new options with standard  terms are usually introduced. These 
new options have contract units of 100 shares and striking prices chosen 
according to the rules given in the previous paragraph. Consequently, 
options tha t differ in contract units but are identical in every other way 
may sometimes be traded simultaneously. In the event of recapitalizations, 
reorganizations, or other distributions, the Clearing C orporation  will 
a ttem pt to adjust the terms of outstanding options in a way tha t will be fair 
to both  buyers and sellers.

The underlying securities chosen for listing m ust meet a num ber of 
requirements. They m ust be registered and listed on a national securities 
exchange; be widely held (at least 7,000,000 outstanding shares held by at 
least 6,000 shareholders); meet a m inim um  trading volume requirem ent

13 For this purpose, cash dividends are specified as cash distributions from “earnings and 
profits” as defined in the Federal Internal Revenue Code. Note that a call buyer would have to 
exercise the call on the business day just prior to the ex-dividend date or earlier to receive the 
dividend. On the other hand, a put buyer who also holds the underlying stock must wait until 
the ex-dividend date or after to exercise the put and still receive the dividend.
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(2,400,000 shares per year); have a closing m arket price of at least $10 per 
share for the prior three-m onth period; have a record of not defaulting on 
sinking fund installments, interest, principal and preferred dividend pay
ments during the prior three years; and have a minim um  after-tax net 
income of $1,000,000 for the prior eight quarters. Securities can be volun
tarily w ithdraw n from listing by any exchange, or they are m andatorily 
w ithdrawn if they fail to meet certain similar but less stringent require
ments. If a security is withdrawn, options trading will continue in all ou t
standing striking prices and expiration dates, but no new options will be 
introduced. If a delisted security subsequently satisfies the requirements, it 
can be listed again. M any underlying securities that would be attractive for 
listing in terms of their anticipated option trading volume fail to meet one 
or m ore of the requirements. It has not been uncom m on for an exchange to 
request permission of the Securities and Exchange Commission to list a new 
underlying security within a short time after it first qualifies for listing. At 
the time of this writing, all underlying securities are traded on either the 
NYSE or the AMEX.

Table 1-5 illustrates how option price inform ation is presented in the 
Wall Street Journal. The particular figures shown are an excerpt from the 
quotations for December 6, 1983. Each row contains the prices for all 
options on a given stock with a given striking price. Along each row, the 
call and put prices are shown for each expiration m onth. The prices are 
quoted on a per-share basis, so that the cost of an option contract is given 
by multiplying the option price by the num ber of shares covered. Options 
trading under $3, in terms of rights to  one share, trade in sixteenths of a 
point, while those over $3 trade in eighths.

The recorded prices for options represent the last trade of the day. 
The closing stock prices reported in the Wall Street Journal on the options 
page may differ from the corresponding stock prices reported on the stock 
pages. Since January  26, 1976, the high, low, and close reported on the 
stock pages are com posite prices draw n from a pooled ticker tape from all 
U.S. exchanges. In particular, for N Y SE stocks dually listed on the Pacific 
Stock Exchange, which remains open after the NYSE close, the composite 
close is likely to represent the last trade on the PSE. However, to value an 
option at any point in time, we need to know the sim ultaneous stock price. 
Since all U.S. options exchanges, as of this writing, close with the NYSE, 
the NYSE closing stock price is m ore relevant to value an option at the 
close of trading than  is the com posite price.14 Consequently, the Wall 
Street Journal is careful to record the NYSE closing stock price on the 
options page. U nfortunately, if all the option quotes for a particular stock

14 To allow a more orderly closing, during 1979 the CBOE, MSE, and PSE initiated the 
practice of closing at 3 : 10 p .m . Central Time, ten minutes after the NYSE close.
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are for the same striking price, then everything is listed on one line and no 
NYSE closing stock price is given. F or example, no stock price is quoted 
for N ational M edical Care in Table 1-5. In  such cases, only the composite 
close from the stock pages will be available.

The letter “r” means a particular option is available for trading but 
did not trade during tha t day. The letter “s” means no option of the corre
sponding type, underlying stock, expiration date, and striking price has 
been opened by the exchange. M oreover, if no options for a given under
lying stock and striking price have traded during the day, no reference to 
them  will appear in the listing, even though at least some of them are
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available for trading. F o r example, on this particular day, there were no 
trades in any Avco options with a striking price of 40. Consequently, they 
are not m entioned in Table 1-5, even though options were available for 
trading in all three expiration months.

The letter “o” indicates certain options that have nonstandard  con
tractual terms as a result of a stock split, stock dividend, spinoff*, o r special 
circumstances. This designation is custom arily used in situations where the 
identities of some of the options m ight otherwise be unclear. The options on 
M artin M arietta provide an example. M artin  M arietta stock split 3 for 2 on 
O ctober 18, 1983. Subsequently, the outstanding options were adjusted 
according to the rules given above; each old contract now covered 150 
shares, with a striking price equal to § of the former am ount. F or the 
options whose original striking price was $60, the adjusted striking price 
was $40; these are the options listed as M rtM  o 40. The quotes designated 
as M artnM  are for the new options with standard  contract sizes tha t were 
introduced after the split. The contracts of the same type and expiration 
date listed as M artnM  40 and M rtM  o 40 are thus identical except tha t one 
covers 100 shares and the other covers 150 shares. Their last trades, 
however, could have occurred at quite different times during the day. C on
sequently, it is not surprising that Table 1-5 shows different prices for the 
two Decem ber 40 calls.

Usually no special identification is given when the adjustm ent for a 
stock split or stock dividend results in a standard  contract size. In th a t case, 
adjusted and new options with the same striking price would be identical in 
every way and no distinction would be needed. F or example, this was the 
situation when Electronic D ata  Systems split 2 for 1 on June 8, 1983, and 
no special designation for its options appears in Table 1-5. Also, norm ally 
no special identification is given when the terms of an adjustm ent are such 
that none of the adjusted options has a standard  price. Occasionally, a 
stock with a special designation from a split will split a second time during 
the life of a listed option. In that event, the original options, which will then 
have been adjusted twice, are denoted by the symbol “oo,” while the 
options introduced after the first split but before the second will be indi
cated with an “o.”

M ergers, acquisitions, and spinoffs often result in the options of one 
com pany being adjusted to cover a certain num ber of shares of one or more 
other companies. In such instances, the W all Street Journal policy is to give 
no quotation  for the closing stock price, even when all of the securities 
concerned are publicly traded. O n some occasions, however, the Journal 
has followed the confusing practice of quoting the closing price of only one 
of the securities in the package underlying the option.

The W all Street Journal also gives, for each exchange, to tal volume 
and open interest figures for both  puts and calls. The to tal volume figures
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tell the num ber of contracts traded during the day.15 The open interest 
figures show the total num ber of contracts outstanding as of the end of the 
day. Unfortunately, the W all Street Journal gives separate volume figures 
for each option only for the m ost actively traded options. However, 
Barron's, a financial weekly, does quote the weekly volume and open in ter
est at the end of the week for m ost individual options. Barron's also gives 
the high, low, and closing prices for the week for each option.

The brief institutional description of organized option m arkets p ro 
vided in this section is supplem ented by C hapter 3, which describes in 
considerable detail the placem ent of a public order to buy or sell an option, 
the role of the O ptions Clearing C orporation, floor trading procedures, 
m argin requirements, listed option  commissions, and tax aspects of option 
trading.

15 These figures are the reported volume for the day. For a number of reasons they may differ 
from cleared volume, which is the actual number of contracts for which payment is subse
quently made. For example, reported trades may be cancelled due to a misunderstanding 
between the buying and selling parties that is not reconciled until the next day. More frequent
ly, cleared volume exceeds reported volume since some trades are not reported, particularly 
during very active trading periods. However, as a general rule, reported and cleared volume 
will not be significantly different.
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2
2-1. DETERMINANTS OF OPTION VALUE

In C hapter 1, we looked at the values of various options positions on the 
expiration date. At that time, an option’s value depended on only two 
variables— the stock price and the striking price. However, at any time 
before expiration, a num ber of other variables will also be im portant. In 
fact, the differences am ong the option prices tha t we see in Table 1-5 are the 
result of the interaction of a num ber of different forces.

The only way we can hope to sort out their effects is to take them  one 
at a time, so tha t is what we will do. We will always m ake the following 
com parison: If two options are alike in every way except for a single 
variable, how will their values differ? If we find some difference, we will call 
that variable a direct determ inant of option value. If we find no effect, then 
we will have to conclude th a t if this variable influences option values at all, 
it m ust do so indirectly through its effect on the direct determ inants.

The same set of variables m atters for bo th  puts and calls, but not 
always in the same way, so we will talk about calls first and then come back 
to puts. H ere is our list of the six fundam ental direct determ inants of option 
value:

1. Current stock price (S)
2. Striking price (K )

33
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3. Time to expiration (0
4. Stock volatility
5. Interest rates
6. Cash dividends

The first candidates for the list are easy to agree upon. The stock price 
S and the striking price K  will certainly m atter before expiration as well as 
on the expiration date. The higher the stock price, the higher the call value. 
Similarly, the higher the striking price, the lower the call value.

A nother im portant determ inant is the stock’s volatility. F or the 
m om ent, we can think of the volatility as a measure of the dispersion of 
possible future stock prices.1 The higher the volatility, the greater the likeli
hood tha t the stock will do either very well or very poorly. These are 
offsetting effects for the owner of the stock, but not for the owner of a call. 
He will get the full dollar benefit from the favorable outcomes, but will 
avoid m ost of the dollar loss from the  unfavorable outcomes, since in those 
cases he will not exercise the call. Consequently, the higher the volatility 
over the lifetime of a call, the higher is its value relative to the stock.2

If time is m easured in years, then time to expiration t measures the 
fraction of a year remaining in the life of the option. F o r currently listed 
puts and calls, t is f  (that is, nine m onths) or less. One effect of a longer time 
to expiration works in the same way as a higher volatility. Over a long 
period of time, a lot can happen to even a very low volatility stock. The call 
prem ium  over parity therefore tends to be higher the m ore time remaining

1 Volatility is not the same thing as a stock’s “beta.” Volatility is a measure of the variability 
of the stock price, while beta is a measure of the stock’s sensitivity to overall market move
ments. Beta is thus a measure of the component of risk which cannot be diversified away 
(nondiversifiable risk). Empirically, high volatilities and high betas often go together, but not 
always. Gold stocks, for example, are very volatile, but they tend to have low betas. For a 
discussion of beta coefficients, and modern portfolio theory in general, see William F. Sharpe, 
Investments, 2nd Ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981).
2 Note that volatility is a measure of the total risk of a stock. If you have studied modern 
portfolio theory, this may seem puzzling. You have probably heard again and again: Total 
risk is irrelevant, only nondiversifiable risk matters. It turns out that option valuation and 
portfolio theory are completely consistent, but it will not be clear why this is so until much 
later in the book.

In the meantime, here is an example that will show that if we measure volatility by 
nondiversifiable rather than total risk, we will get results that are obviously wrong. Suppose 
that we wish to value two options with identical terms on two different companies. The 
current stock price of each company is the same and is below the present value of the striking 
price. Suppose also that interest rates are constant. The first company invests only in govern
ment bonds; it has neither nondiversifiable risk nor total risk. The second company also has 
no nondiversifiable risk (a zero beta), but it has substantial total risk. The option on the first 
company has a zero value, since with certainty the stock price will never be above the striking 
price. If volatility were measured by nondiversifiable risk, the option on the second company 
would also have zero value. But this is ridiculous, since there is a positive probability that it 
will finish in-the-money.
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before expiration. Since this prem ium  shrinks to zero as the expiration date 
approaches, a call is sometimes interpreted as a “wasting asset.”

The higher the interest rate, the lower the present value of the striking 
price the call buyer has contracted to pay in the event of exercise. F rom  this 
effect, a higher interest rate will have the same influence as a lower striking 
price.3 Consequently, higher interest rates tend to imply higher call values.4

The present value of the striking price decreases as t increases, so time 
to expiration has a second way of influencing the call value: first, by provid
ing m ore time for changes to  occur in the stock price, and second, through 
its effect via the rate of interest. F o r a call, these effects reinforce each other.

O ne other fundam ental determ inant of call values remains. Listed 
options are protected against stock splits and stock dividends. However, 
unlike over-the-counter options, they provide no protection for cash divi
dends.5 This affects the values of listed calls in two ways. To understand 
why, we m ust first analyze how cash dividends affect the price of shares.

To a first approxim ation, the average stock price change on an ex- 
dividend date will be lower than the average change on other days by the 
am ount of the dividend.6 For any given current stock price, higher future 
dividends come at the expense of lower future price appreciation. In the 
extreme case, a final liquidating dividend would drive the stock price to 
zero. O rdinary  dividends can be interpreted as partial liquidation of the 
firm with a resulting lowering of the stock price. To examine this more 
carefully, let S  be the stock price just before the stock goes ex-dividend and 
Sx be its expected price just after. Let D be the am ount of the dividend. 
Suppose Sx > S — D, so tha t the stock price falls by less than the dividend. 
Leaving aside taxes, m argin requirem ents, and transactions costs, a good 
strategy w ould be to  buy the stock just before it goes ex-dividend, then sell 
it ju st after the ex-dividend date. Since we are then entitled to the dividend, 
we pay S and receive Sx +  D ?  Since we assumed Sx + D > S, we will expect

3 At first it might seem that the present value of both the cost of exercising and its benefit 
(receiving the stock) will be lower, so that the overall effect is ambiguous. But the present value 
of a random  future sum is simply the amount you would have to pay today to secure the 
ownership of that sum. No matter what the interest rate, to secure today the ownership of a 
random future stock price, you have to pay the current stock price, S. But we are changing 
only one variable at a time, so S, and therefore the present value of the benefit, remains 
constant.
4 The full influence of interest rates will also depend on, among other things, their own 
volatility and their correlation with the stock price.
5 W ith over-the-counter options, the striking price is typically reduced by the amount of the 
dividend on each ex-dividend date. This provides partial but not complete payout protection.
6 If you sell a stock prior to its ex-dividend date, you transfer the right to receive the dividend 
to the buyer. If, instead, you sell a stock on or after its ex-dividend date, then you retain the 
right to receive the dividend.
7 To avoid trivial details, we will assume throughout the book that cash dividends are received 
on the ex-dividend date.
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to earn a profit. If this were not possible, we m ust instead require 
Sx < S — D. A similar argum ent shows tha t if Sx < S — D, we could short 
the stock, then buy it back and expect to earn a profit.8 Therefore, if such 
strategies perm itting expected profit are not available, we m ust expect 
Sx = S — D : The stock price is expected to fall by the am ount of the divi
dend.9

The owners of the stock get both  com ponents of to tal return, cash 
dividends and price changes. The holders of unprotected calls can receive 
no benefit from cash dividends, only from price changes. Hence, it stands to 
reason tha t the larger the fraction of to tal return  m ade up by cash divi
dends to be paid with ex-dividend dates prior to the expiration date, the 
lower the call value. The second influence of cash dividends is related to the 
first, but is m ore complex. It concerns the optim al timing of exercise, and 
will be treated later in C hapter 4. The basic idea is very intuitive, however. 
The time rem aining in the life of the option now has a th ird  effect, which 
works in the opposite direction from the previous tw o : The longer the time 
to expiration, the m ore the stock price will be reduced by cash dividends. If 
this effect becomes dom inant, it will be advantageous for the owner of a call 
to end its life voluntarily by exercising it.

These same six factors listed on pp. 33 and 34 also influence put 
values. O ther things equal, puts should be m ore valuable the lower the 
stock price, the higher the striking price, and the lower the interest rate— 
just the reverse of a call. However, increased stock volatility, by raising the 
probability of extreme outcomes, increases bo th  put and call values.

These effects are straightforward, bu t the influence of dividends merits 
some discussion. A long position in a put can be com pared to a short 
position in a stock. Anyone who is short the stock does not benefit from 
price declines due to a dividend being paid, because he or she is required to 
m ake restitution for the dividend to the person from whom the stock was 
borrowed. O n the other hand, the owner of a pu t does get the full benefit of 
price declines due to  dividends as well as price declines due to other factors. 
Hence, as dividends increase, a pu t becomes m ore attractive relative to the 
stock itself as a vehicle for going short. The higher the cash dividends prior 
to expiration, the higher the value of a put. In addition, as explained in 
C hapter 4, cash dividends will affect the optim al exercise strategy for puts 
as well as calls.

8 Of course, at best we could actually only initiate the position at the close of trading on the 
business day just prior to the ex-dividend date and close out the position at the opening on 
the ex-dividend date. In the interim, we would be exposed to other factors besides the dividend 
affecting the stock price, but, with so little time between the transactions, this risk would be 
quite minor. In addition, the transactions costs to market professionals are very small.
9 As an institutional practice, open orders for stock are automatically reduced by the dividend 
on the ex-dividend date.
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The only surprise is the influence of time to expiration. Even with no 
dividends, this variable has separate contrary effects: G reater time to expi
ration tends to decrease put values by reducing the present value of the net 
proceeds from exercise of the put, and it tends to increase put values by 
widening the dispersion of possible future stock prices. At low stock prices 
(relative to K ), the former effect dom inates, since increased dispersion then 
has a relatively small influence on put values. M oreover, exercise at or 
before expiration is likely, and the present value of the net proceeds is more 
sensitive to the time of their receipt. For opposite reasons, the la tter effect 
dom inates at high stock prices. In brief, if it were not for the possibility of 
early exercise, at a sufficiently low current stock price, put values would 
decrease with a longer time to expiration, and at a higher stock price, put 
values would increase with a longer time to expiration. However, as shown 
in C hapter 4, the possibility of early exercise insures that put values never 
decrease when time to expiration increases.

Table 2-1 summarizes our analysis of option values to this point.

Table 2-1
SOM E DETERM INAN TS OF OPTION 

VALUE

D eterm in ing Factors

E ffec t o f  Increase

P C

1. Current stock price (5) i  T
2. Striking price {K) T 1
3. Time to expiration (t ) T T
4. Stock volatility T T
5. Interest rates i  T
6. Cash dividends T 1

NOTE: An arrow pointing in one direction means that the 
effect cannot be in the opposite direction.

Are there any other significant factors tha t can affect option values? 
There are, bu t they differ in essential ways from the ones we have ju st listed. 
Those six variables are fundam ental determ inants of option values. They 
will always m atter. The following four additional variables appear to be 
equally basic. In some circumstances they would be, but not always. We 
will find, m ost surprisingly, that in m any very im portant situations they 
have no direct influence at a ll :

7. Expected rate of growth of the stock price
8. Additional properties of stock price movements
9. Investors9 attitudes toward risk

10. Characteristics of other assets
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The expected rate of growth of the stock price would seem to be one 
of the m ost obvious determ inants of option value. Since call values are 
higher the greater the current stock price, intuition would strongly suggest 
that, other things equal, the current value of a call would be higher the 
greater the stock price is expected to be in the future. O n the other hand, 
the same intuition implies that put values, other things equal, should be 
lower the greater the expected grow th rate of the stock price. However, with 
the developm ent of the put-call parity relationship in the next section, it will 
be easy to see this intuition m ust be incorrec t! As incredible as it may seem, 
the expected rate of grow th of the stock price may not be a direct determ i
nant of option value.

The im portance of additional properties of stock price movements 
really depends on w hat is included in the volatility variable. If we allow it to 
be a m ultidim ensional measure, then it is possible for it to encompass all of 
the relevant inform ation about the probability distribution of future stock 
prices, so further variables may be unnecessary.

M odern financial theory suggests that investors’ attitudes tow ard risk 
and the characteristics of other assets should play a critical role in deter
m ining the value of any asset, including an option. However, this does not 
m ean that these variables m ust be direct determ inants of option value. 
Indeed, they may affect option values only indirectly, through their influ
ence on the stock price, stock volatility, and interest rates.

In summary, the seventh through tenth variables are all ones that 
could conceivably influence option values. W hen they do, their effects will 
be relatively complex. Fortunately, m any results of great practical value can 
be obtained w ithout having to deal with these complications.

F our m ore variables, related to the institutional environment, may 
also affect option values. These a re :

11. Tax rules
12. Margin requirements
13. Transactions costs
14. Market structure

In principle, these variables will always m atter, but their significance 
m ay be small. C hapter 3 describes the current structure of options m arkets 
and discusses prevailing tax rules, m argin requirem ents and transactions 
costs. A detailed analysis of the effects on option values of every facet of 
these rules and regulations would be very tedious, since they are so 
involved, and unrewarding, since they frequently change. Instead, in the 
subsequent chapters, we will show general ways for examining the effects of 
these variables.
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We do not m ean to imply tha t the m arket price of options will never 
be affected by yet other additional factors. Rather, we are saying th a t these 
other factors should influence option values only through their effect on the 
variables we have mentioned. If they have a direct influence, then m arket 
prices will differ from underlying values, and this may provide especially 
attractive investm ent opportunities.

In this section, we have discussed option valuation only on an infor
mal basis. This discussion serves as an introduction to Chapters 4 and 5, 
which present a considerably more detailed and precise treatm ent of option 
valuation. In  C hapter 4, under the assum ption that no riskless profitable 
arbitrage opportunities are available in the options m arket, we develop 
general properties which the values of puts and calls m ust possess. In 
C hapter 5, by additionally characterizing the path  of the stock price as it 
moves through time, we derive an exact formula relating the value of a 
given put or call to the six fundam ental factors: the current stock price, the 
striking price, time to expiration, stock volatility, interest rates, and cash 
dividends.

2-2 . THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PUTS 
AND CALLS

An im portan t and surprising relationship exists between the values of puts 
and calls with the same expiration date and striking price and w ritten on 
the same underlying stock. We are introducing this relationship now for 
several reasons. Com parison of Figures 1-5 and 1-7 alerts us to the fact that 
a strategy of buying the stock, writing a call, and buying a corresponding 
put will produce a constant profit (or loss), no m atter w hat the final stock 
price turns out to be. Surely this implies something about put and call 
values. Furtherm ore, the relationship between puts and calls provides a 
good illustration of some parts of our discussion in the previous section. We 
could pursue these questions using payoff diagrams. Instead, as a prelude to 
C hapter 4, we will use an arbitrage table. This table describes the returns of 
a specially constructed portfolio of securities associated with the same 
underlying stock. The future value of the portfolio is calculated for each 
possible level of the stock price at the expiration date. By applying the 
simple principle tha t a portfolio yielding zero returns in every possible 
situation m ust have zero current value to prevent riskless profitable arb i
trage, we can derive the relationship between put and call values.

To focus on the basic issues, we assume that there are no transactions 
costs, m argin requirements, or taxes. We believe tha t for examining arbi
trage relationships, these simplifications are as appropriate as they are con
venient. In  the long run, we would expect recurring arbitrage opportunities
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to be whittled away to the point where there is no longer a profit to even 
the m ost advantageously situated traders. These persons will undoubtedly 
be m arket professionals with extremely low transactions costs and margin 
requirements. Also, if all sources of income are taxed at the same rate, 
which approxim ates the situation for a professional trader, then the 
relationship remains unchanged when taxes are included. We also assume 
that it is possible to borrow  and lend at the same rate. Again, that is not 
unreasonable in this context. The m ain reasons private borrow ing rates 
exceed lending rates are transactions costs and differences in default risk. 
Transactions costs per dollar decline rapidly as the scale increases, so they 
are of secondary im portance in a large operation. And if the arbitrage 
operation in which we are using the borrow ed funds is indeed riskless, it 
should be possible to collateralize the loan so tha t the lender will bear no 
possibility of default. Furtherm ore, interested readers can easily modify the 
relationship between put and call values to include all of the things we have 
left out.

Before proceeding, we need to introduce one more symbol related to 
interest rates. We define r~ l to be the num ber of dollars that would have to 
be paid today in order to obtain one dollar with certainty at time t from 
now. Thus, in return for the loan of one dollar now, we will receive r* 
dollars at time t from now. In o ther words, r~ l is a present value factor. If 
the paym ent of the striking price K  will be m ade at time t from now, then 
K r~ t is its present value. In terms of bond prices, r~ f dollars is the current 
price of a default-free b o n d 10 with time t until m aturity, paying one dollar 
on its m aturity  date and nothing before then; in general, r will depend on 
the time to m aturity. If t is m easured in years, then for each m aturity  date 
the corresponding annualized interest rate is r — 1. F or example, suppose 
tha t the current price of a bond paying $1 three m onths from now is $0.96. 
Then an investment of $1 now will give S1/.96 =  $1,042 at the end of three 
m onths. If we could reinvest the principal and accum ulated interest on the 
same terms every three m onths for a year, then we would have 
$(1.042)4 =  $1.1789 at the end of the year for each $1 initially invested. 
Hence, we can refer to 17.89% as the annualized interest rate corresponding 
to the quarterly rate of 4.2%. (Sometimes the corresponding annualized rate 
is quoted as simply four times the quarterly rate, 4(4.2%) =  16.8%, but this 
understates the true return  because it ignores the fact that the accum ulated 
interest can be reinvested.)

Table 2-2 reviews all of the symbols and their definitions.

10 Strictly speaking, no bond can be default-free. Here we refer to bonds whose value is 
negligibly affected by the possibility of default. For example, we regard bonds issued by the 
U.S. government as “default-free.” By the same token, any arbitrage operation can at best be 
virtually riskless. For example, there is always the remote possibility of government action 
nullifying some contracts.
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Table 2-2
SYM BO LS

S = current market price of underlying stock 
C = current value of an associated call 
P = current value of an associated put 
/C = striking price 

S* = market price of underlying stock on expiration date 
t = time to expiration
r = one plus the rate of interest on a default-free loan over a 

given period

W e will first consider European puts and calls on a stock which will 
pay no dividends during the life o f the options. All results derived assuming 
no dividends will also hold with dividends if the options are payout- 
protected. An option is payout-protected if its contractual terms are adjust
ed in a way that will m ake its value insensitive to cash dividends. 
Subsequently, we will see what happens for unprotected options on stocks 
that do pay cash dividends.

Consider taking the following sim ultaneous position in a European 
put and call on the same underlying stock with the same striking price K  
and time to maturity t : write one call, buy one put, buy one share of stock, 
and borrow K r 1 by selling zero-coupon bonds with time t to maturity. As 
shown in Table 2-3, this gives you the am ount C — P — S +  K r 1 now. On  
the expiration date, if S* <  K , the put you bought will be worth K — S* 
and the call you wrote will expire worthless. On the other hand, if S* >  K, 
then the call will be worth S* — K , and you will let your put expire unex
ercised. In either case, you will own the stock, worth S*, and will owe K  to

Table 2-3
ARBITRAG E TABLE ILLUSTRATIN G  

PU T-C A LL PARITY RELATIO NSH IP FOR 
PAYOUT-PROTECTED EUROPEAN 

OPTIONS

Date S* < K K  <  S*

Write call C __ K - S *
Buy put -P K - S * —

Buy stock -s S* S*
Borrow K r 1 -K - K

Expiration Date

Total
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repay your borrowing. Hence, the future cash flow will be zero in all pos
sible circumstances. The reverse position obtained by buying one call, 
writing one put, shorting one share of stock, and lending will also give a 
future cash flow of zero in all possible circumstances. Consequently, if there 
are to be no arbitrage opportunities, it m ust be true tha t the initial invest
m ent required to  set up either of these positions is also ze ro :

C -  P -  S + K r~ l = 0,

which can be rewritten as

C = P + S - K r

This equation is know n as the put-call parity relationship for European 
options on stocks tha t pay no dividends.

If this relationship were violated in actual m arkets and we ignored 
transaction  costs, m argin, and taxes, we could make a certain profit on zero 
investm ent by selling the relatively overpriced option and using the p ro 
ceeds to buy the relatively underpriced option, together with an appropriate 
position in the stock and borrow ing or lending. The rem aining proceeds 
would be our sure profit, since the portfolio would require no cash outflow 
(or inflow) on the expiration date of the options.

To see how this m ight work, suppose we can invest in two four-m onth 
(t = options, both  with striking price K  = $40. Their underlying stock 
price is S = $40, and the annualized interest rate on a four-m onth loan is 
5% (r =  1.05). Suppose, further, the put and call were available at $2 and 
$3, respectively. Since K r ~ f =  $39.35, with the call selling at $3, we know 
from the put-call parity  relationship tha t the pu t should be w orth $2.35. 
Since the put is then underpriced relative to the call, we can be sure of a 
profit if we

•  Write one call at $3
•  Buy one put at $2
•  Buy one share at $40
•  Borrow $39.35 at 5% annual rate to be paid back in four months.

This nets us $0.35 immediately, representing the extent of relative under- 
pricing of the put. O n the expiration date, no further gain or loss results. To 
see this, if the stock price remains at $40, bo th  the put and call expire 
unexercised, and proceeds from the sale of the stock will exactly retire the 
loan. If the pu t finishes in-the-money, the call would expire unexercised, we 
can deliver the stock upon exercise of the put, and the $40 proceeds from
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exercise will exactly retire the loan. If, instead, the call finishes in-the- 
money, the put would expire unexercised, we can deliver the stock when the 
call is exercised against us, and the $40 proceeds from exercise will exactly 
retire the loan. In any event, no net cash outflow is required at the expira
tion date. We therefore net an im m ediate profit of $0.35. H ad we expanded 
the position to  10 option contracts for 100 shares each on both sides, our 
profit would have been $350.11

W hat effect do cash dividends have on the put-call parity relation
ship? If we can predict the cash dividends with certainty prior to expiration 
of an option, we can m ake an exact correction in this relationship. As we 
concluded earlier, on its ex-dividend date, a stock has a tendency to experi
ence a decline in price roughly equal to the am ount of the cash dividend per 
share. This causes puts to be w orth more and calls to be w orth less than 
their payout-protected values. Let D be the sum of the present values of all 
cash dividends to be paid with ex-dividend dates prior to the expiration date 
of an option. The European put-call parity  relationship for unprotected 
options then becomes

C = P + S -  D -  K r~ \

In other words, the stock price is replaced by the difference between itself 
and the present value of the dividends. The reader should assure himself or 
herself tha t violation of this relationship presents an opportunity  for profit
able riskless arbitrage. In C hapter 4, we will expand this relationship to 
allow for uncertain cash dividends.

To summarize, for European puts and calls, knowing only

1. The put price
2. The underlying stock price
3. Interest rates
4. Anticipated cash dividends

fully determ ines the value of an associated call with the same expiration 
date and striking price as the put. This implies there is basically only one 
type o f European option— the pu t; all o ther positions (calls, spreads, 
com binations) can be created by an investor on his own account. M oreover, 
regarding the put as an insurance contract against the risk of a long posi
tion in stock, a call is a com bination of insurance and a levered long 
position in the stock. Alternatively, of course, we can regard the call as 
basic and the pu t as derived from its associated call.

11 In this example, the borrowed funds are simply a bookkeeping item which permits us to 
realize immediately a profit equal to the underpricing of the put. They are unnecessary to the 
arbitrage transaction. W ithout them, we would show a certain rate of return on our invest
ment greater than the interest rate.
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The formula, with certain dividends, can also be rearranged as 
S = C — P + D + K r~ t, implying tha t a long position in the stock can be 
replicated by a portfolio containing a purchased call, a written put, and 
lending of the am ount D +  K r ~ f.

Finally, we can use the form ula to shed some light on an issue raised 
in Section 2-1: the effect on option values, other things equal, of the 
expected rate of growth of the underlying stock price. The put-call parity 
relationship says tha t C = P + S — D — K r~ l. O n the left side we have the 
call value; on the right side we have the put value plus five of the funda
m ental determ inants of option value: S, K , D, r, and t. This means that if we 
change any other variable that may affect option value while holding these 
five constant, then the change m ust affect put and call values in exactly the 
same way. F o r example, an increase in volatility m ust increase both the put 
and call values by the same am ount. This squares with our intuition. Like
wise, if a higher expected rate of growth of the stock price, other things 
equal, were to increase the call value, then it m ust also increase the put 
value. Since this contradicts our intuitive argum ents in Section 2-1, our 
intuition m ust be wrong.

At first, the explanation seems to be that we have made a com parison 
tha t could never occur. But this is a red herring; such a situation could 
definitely happen.12 We m ust conclude tha t the expected rate of growth 
affects option values in a m ore subtle m anner than  initially contemplated. 
This in tu rn  makes it much easier to believe that the expected rate of 
grow th m ay have no direct influence at all on option values. As a practical 
m atter, we believe this is at least very close to being the case. It is not a 
logical necessity, however. In Section 7-1 we give an example where an 
increase in the expected rate of grow th increases both  pu t and call values.

Finally, we w ant to emphasize once again tha t all parity relationships 
developed thus far apply to European options only. Listed options are 
American. In  C hapter 4, these relationships will be extended to encompass 
American puts and calls.

2-3 . WHY INVESTORS USE OPTIONS

There are m any reasons why investors may find options useful. Some of 
them  are obvious, but others will require some reading in subsequent chap
ters to be fully appreciated. Here we can give only a broad overview.

12 Here is an example. Modern portfolio theory suggests that for a given dividend policy the 
equilibrium expected rate of growth of a stock will be determined by its degree of non
diversifiable risk. Even the theory’s severest critics admit that there must be some truth to this. 
But nondiversifiable risk is only one component of volatility. So it is perfectly possible for two 
stocks to have the same current value, the same dividend policy, the same volatility, but 
different degrees of nondiversifiable risk and hence different expected rates of growth.
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We will not try to provide a general fram ework for m aking invest
ment decisions. Such an attem pt would take us far off track, and there are 
many other books offering this information. We will instead take it for 
granted tha t everyone interested in options is m aking decisions in a careful, 
intelligent way, has considered both  his or her long-run objectives and the 
range of available alternatives, and wants no further general advice. O ur 
goal is to show that options can offer investors a somewhat wider range of 
alternatives than they may have realized. The question we wish to ask is 
thus, W hat can options do for you tha t stocks and bonds cannot? However, 
we cannot resist quoting one of the m ost im portant messages of m odern 
work on investments, mainly because it is so relevant to m any of the 
reasons we give for using options. The message is not surprising, for it is 
really just good com m on sensq: Diversification offers many advantages; in a 
highly competitive environment, it is very difficult to obtain information not 
already reflected in market prices; consequently, one should be very cautious 
about giving up diversification in an attempt to use special information, espe
cially when significant transactions costs will be incurred as well.

Some of the additional opportunities provided by options will exist 
only in certain circumstances. M any of them may be valid for some inves
tors but no t for others. Nevertheless, the rapid grow th of the exchange- 
traded options indicates tha t m any investors have found tha t at least one of 
the following reasons applies to them.

1. O p t i o n s  m a y  o f f e r  a  p a t t e r n  o f  r e t u r n s  t h a t  c o u l d  n o t  b e  
o b t a i n e d  w i t h  t h e  s t o c k .  This is probably the m ost often m entioned 
reason for using options. After all, Figures 1-1 and 1-2 look quite different 
from Figures 1-3 and 1-4. However, this com parison can be very misleading 
because it takes into account only fixed buy-and-hold positions in stock and 
default-free bonds. It overlooks the possibilities provided by dynamic stra t
egies th a t m ake subsequent adjustm ents in the am ount of stock and bonds 
held. To find out w hat options offer over and above stock and bonds, we 
will have to examine these additional opportunities very carefully.

W ith this in mind, suppose we set out to find a dynam ic strategy for a 
stock and bond portfolio which will m ake it as m uch like a call (on one 
share of stock) as possible. A brief study of daily or weekly call prices will 
show tha t they tend to have the following features:

1. Call prices and stock prices change in the same direction.
2. A $1 change in the stock price causes a change of less than $1 in the call 

price.
3. A 1% change in the stock price causes a change of more than 1% in the 

call price.
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Hence, a t a m inim um  we would w ant the value of our stock and bond 
portfolio to have these same three features. This will be very easy. To satisfy 
the first two conditions, we will want to have a long position in less than 
one share of stock. We can meet the th ird  condition by financing our stock 
position partly  through borrow ing (that is, by selling bonds). F o r example, 
suppose tha t we buy j  share of a stock selling for $100 per share by 
investing $10 and borrow ing $40. The current value of our portfolio is 
$10— $50 w orth of stock minus the $40 owed on the borrowing. If the stock 
price now goes up by $1, then the value of our portfolio will go up by only 
$0.50. However, this will be a 5% increase for the portfolio, com pared to 
only 1 % for the stock.

Some further observation of call prices will show tha t they have addi
tional im portan t properties which we will want to match. W hen a call is 
deep-out-of-the-m oney, a $1 change in the stock price has little effect on the 
call price. If the stock price rises so tha t the call becomes at-the-money, 
then as a rough rule of thum b, a $1 change in the stock price produces a 
$0.50 change in the call price. If the stock rises further so tha t the call 
becomes deep-in-the-money, then a $1 move in the stock price produces 
nearly a $1 change in the call price.

Here is where the opportunity  to use a dynam ic strategy becomes 
essential. We want to be holding alm ost no shares when the stock price is 
low, and we want to be buying m ore shares as the stock price rises. In 
particular, when the call is at-the-m oney, we w ant to be holding about \  
share. As the stock price rises further and the call becomes deep-in-the- 
money, we w ant to have gradually bought in to the point where we are now 
holding alm ost one share. Similarly, whenever the stock price falls, we will 
w ant to reduce the num ber of shares held.

We will also w ant the adjustm ents we are m aking to  depend on the 
passage of time. O n the expiration date, we w ant to hold one share of stock 
if the call is in-the-m oney or no shares at all if it is out-of-the-money. We 
could do this by gradually increasing the num ber of shares we hold at any 
given stock price as time passes for stock prices greater than  the striking 
price, and gradually reducing the num ber of shares held at each stock price 
less than  the striking price.

There is one m ore very im portan t property we would w ant the p o rt
folio to have. After a call is purchased, no subsequent out-of-pocket expen
ditures are ever required, nor are any funds ever received until the position 
is closed out. The same should be true for our portfolio. To meet this 
condition, we will finance new purchases of stock by selling m ore bonds 
(that is, by borrow ing more), and we will use any proceeds from the sale of 
stock or from dividends to buy bonds (that is, to repay part of the 
borrowing).

Strategies having all these features will obviously get m uch closer to
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the returns of a call than any buy-and-hold strategy. But could we find one 
which would duplicate a call exactly ? In  some circumstances of great inter
est, the answer turns out to be yes. In C hapter 5, we will show precisely how 
this can be done and examine its profound im plication for option pricing. 
You may have already guessed what tha t will be. If we can indeed find 
some dynam ic stock and bond portfolio which will require no subsequent 
investment and will be w orth exactly m ax[0, S* — K ] on the expiration 
date, then the current value of that portfolio m ust be the fair value of the 
call.13

Furtherm ore, if we can duplicate a call, then we can duplicate any 
other type of option position as well. Table 2-4 shows some of the proper
ties of the corresponding equivalent portfolios for several basic positions.

Table 2-4
S TO C K-BO N D  PORTFOLIOS EQ UIVALENT TO O PTIONS

Long Stock Short Stock
(less than one share) (less than one share)

+ + + +

Long Short Long Short
bonds bonds bonds bonds

(lending) (borrowing) (lending) (borrowing)

Long Short
Buy stock stock Sell

stock (one Long Long (one stock
and share) one one share) and

w

"to
CD
CO sell + call put + buy
ir bonds Long Long bonds LL
<D
O one put one call

<D
O

nQ_

O
Q

Long Short oo
u o Sell stock stock Buy c/5
if)

< stock (one Short Short (one stock CO
<

and share) one one share) and
buy + put call + sell

bonds Short 
one call

Short 
one put

bonds

F or each option position, the corresponding stock and bond portfolio is 
given at the top of its column and the appropriate revision strategy is given 
at the ends of its row. F or example, the table says tha t buying a put is 
equivalent to a short position in the stock com bined with lending, which

13 In that case, it is really proper to say that call prices have the features we have listed 
because the equivalent portfolio has them, rather than the other way around.
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will be revised by buying m ore bonds and shorting m ore stock when the 
stock price falls and by selling back bonds and buying back stock to reduce 
the short position as the stock price rises.

C an we then conclude that we can always duplicate a call using only 
stock and bonds and tha t options can therefore never offer a new and 
different pattern  of returns? N o, this is not the case at all. To see w hat 
could go wrong with a duplication strategy, let us return  to  Section 2-1. 
O ur argum ents there imply tha t an unanticipated increase in volatility will 
increase the value of a call. It is certainly conceivable that such a change 
could occur w ithout affecting the price of the underlying stock (or of 
bonds). Consequently, the value of the call would change but the value of 
our portfolio would not, no m atter w hat dynam ic strategy we were using. 
An unanticipated change in a firm’s dividend policy would cause the same 
problem . Once again, the value of the call could change w ithout any corre
sponding change in the value of a stock and bond portfolio.

One further circumstance could also derail an attem pt to duplicate a 
call exactly. It involves the possibility of a sudden large jum p in the stock 
price.14 Here is an example. Suppose a com pany has as its only assets a 
group of copper mines in a foreign country. The price of the com pany’s 
stock will norm ally fluctuate with the price of copper and general economic 
conditions. However, there is a small, bu t continual, probability that a coup 
will occur. If this happens, the mines will be nationalized and the stock will 
be worthless. A coup could succeed only if it were completely secret, so 
there will be no advance w arning and the news will be available to many 
people simultaneously. In  such a catastrophe, stop-loss orders or portfolio 
revision strategies will be of no help in limiting losses— there will be no 
buyers at any price. N ow  a call could provide som ething tha t a levered 
position in the stock cannot— a way to insure th a t the losses do not exceed 
the value of the call.

It seems that in some circumstances we will be able to duplicate an 
option and in other circumstances we will not. W hich of these situations is 
of practical relevance? In our opinion, they both  are. Certainly, we are 
unlikely to  find a stock which will never have an unanticipated change in 
volatility or dividend policy and will never m ake a sudden jum p. However, 
it is also unlikely tha t we will find a stock for which these factors are so 
im portan t that we cannot construct a portfolio which will be very similar to 
an option. F o r this reason, we strongly feel tha t the concept of an option 
being equivalent to a carefully adjusted portfolio of stock and bonds is close 
enough to  being true in m ost situations of practical interest to m ake it an

14 When we say that the stock price makes no sudden jumps, we mean that even though the 
stock price may move very quickly from, say, 50 to 51, it will still be possible, if we wish to do 
so, to execute trades at 50|J 50*, 50f, andvso on.
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invaluable tool for understanding options. Accordingly, we will use it as the 
context for explaining our next four reasons for using options. O n the other 
hand, we feel that these factors are im portan t enough for us to conclude 
that options can in fact give a pattern  of returns tha t could not be obtained 
with stock and bonds. Indeed, it is the possible significance of these factors 
that leads to our sixth, seventh, and eighth reasons for using options.

Furtherm ore, even when there is a duplicating strategy, it will typi
cally involve a considerable am ount of trading. Thus it may happen tha t a 
m arket professional with very low transactions costs can effectively dupli
cate an option by trading in stock and bonds, while it would be very 
impractical for an individual investor to do so. F or the individual investor, 
the option and the equivalent portfolio of stock and bonds may offer identi
cal returns before transactions costs are included, but not afterward. If such 
an individual would in fact like to have a portfolio that is continually 
readjusted in a way equivalent to some option position, then he would be 
better off achieving it indirectly bu t autom atically with the option rather 
than directly with stock and bonds.

In any case, the autom atic readjustm ent feature of options would still 
not m ake them  useful if there were no investors who would like to change 
their mix of stocks and bonds as stock prices change. But it is probably 
self-evident tha t m any people would like to do this. Two categories imme
diately come to mind. First, there are those whose degree of risk aversion 
changes as their wealth changes. Some people prefer to reduce their total 
exposure to risk when their wealth decreases. Similarly, when their wealth 
increases, they feel th a t they can then afford to take m ore chances. O thers 
react in just the opposite way. W hen their wealth increases, their inclination 
is to protect their higher standard  of living by taking less risk. Accordingly, 
when their wealth decreases, they would be willing to accept m ore risk to 
try to  recoup their losses. A lthough all of this could be done directly by 
adjusting a portfolio of stocks and bonds, each group might benefit from 
having a way to m ake the desired adjustm ents autom atically. O ptions can 
provide this. A portfolio of calls and bonds would exhibit the behavior 
wanted by the first group. A portfolio of stock and w ritten calls would meet 
the requirem ents of the second group. O ption funds now m ake it easier for 
individual investors to hold diversified portfolios of options. However, in 
either case, an investor would ideally like to use options on his to tal p o rt
folio, or perhaps on a m arket index, for this purpose. A portfolio of options 
would be the next best thing, but, as we will see in C hapter 8 , it is not the 
same as an option on a portfolio.

In  the second category are those who feel th a t the sequence of past 
price m ovem ents conveys inform ation about future price movements. F o r 
example, an investor may have some rather questionable inform ation indi
cating tha t a stock is a good buy. A com m on way of reacting to this is as
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follows: If the stock moves upward, this is a good sign tha t the inform ation 
was right, and consequently I would like to increase my holdings; if the 
stock goes down, then I will assume that it was a m istake and reduce my 
holdings. A call will make the necessary adjustm ents autom atically. O f 
course, m any more examples like this could be given, and in each case the 
desired portfolio revision strategy could often be accomplished directly with 
the stock. But usually an investor will also have available as an alternative 
an option position which will provide the same pattern  of returns autom ati
cally.

2. O p t io n s  m a y  o f f e r  y o u  a n  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  b o r r o w  o r  l e n d  a t  m o r e

FAVORABLE RATES THAN YOU CAN OBTAIN ELSEWHERE. We have just discussed 
how in m any situations options may be equivalent to a portfolio containing 
a long or short position in a stock and some am ount of borrowing or 
lending. But at what interest rates are this borrow ing and lending implicit 
in options being done? The answer is, usually at the rates available to large 
m arket participants. F or m any individuals, these rates will be more favor
able than they can obtain on their own. They may thus find it advantageous 
to borrow  or lend indirectly in options m arkets ra ther than  combining 
stock positions with direct borrow ing or lending.

3. O p t io n s  m a y  in  e f f e c t  a l l o w  y o u  t o  t a k e  a  p o s it io n  in  a  s t o c k

UNDER MORE FAVORABLE MARGIN RESTRICTIONS THAN WOULD BE AVAILABLE
d i r e c t l y  i n  t h e  s t o c k  m a r k e t .  M argin requirem ents really involve three 
separate things: limits on borrow ing against long positions, limits on the 
use of the proceeds from short sales, and requirem ents for collateral to 
guarantee perform ance on short sales. C urrent regulations limit the am ount 
of borrow ing tha t can be done using the stock as collateral to 50% of the 
stock’s value; no borrow ing at all is allowed against options. The remaining 
two requirem ents concern short sales. A short sale of borrow ed stock gener
ates funds equal to the price of the stock. W ho gets the use of the money? 
Large investors are often able to negotiate a rental fee directly with the 
lender of the stock. In effect, the short seller and the lender divide the use of 
the money. Small investors are less fortunate. They have little choice but to 
arrange their short sales through brokerage firms, which typically use stock 
held in street nam e15 to m ake the sale. N either the short seller nor the 
actual owner of the loaned stock receive the use of any of the money. The 
funds are kept by the brokerage firm and the interest they earn is at least 
partly passed along to  all custom ers in the form of reduced charges. F u r
therm ore, an individual will typically have to put up more funds, in addi
tion to those generated by the short sale, as a perform ance bond to

15 When an individual finances a stock purchase partly by a loan from a brokerage firm, the 
stock must be left with the firm and registered in its name; that is, the stock is held in street 
name.
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guarantee his ability to cover the short sale. But now there is an im portan t 
difference. The individual can receive the interest on these additional funds, 
so this requirem ent imposes no economic loss on individuals with sufficient 
capital. In  summary, m ore favorable m argin requirem ents are always desir
able. Any investor would benefit from having the use of the funds from a 
short sale, and investors with insufficient capital may also benefit from less 
stringent borrow ing limits and collateral requirements. A lthough all margin 
requirem ents fall into the broad categories given here, their actual com puta
tion can be very complicated, particularly with combined positions. We will 
discuss these calculations in m uch m ore detail in an appendix to C hapter 3.

O ptions may allow individuals to obtain more favorable margin 
requirem ents than would be available directly in the stock m arket. Again, 
the easiest way to see this is to  consider the situations where an option is 
equivalent to a portfolio of stock and bonds. We have seen tha t a put is 
then equivalent to a portfolio com bining a short position in the stock with 
lending. The to tal am ount loaned can be broken into two p a r ts : an am ount 
equal to the value of the stock sold short and an am ount equal to the value 
of the put. Brokerage firms and certain other institutions would have no 
difficulty accomplishing this; they have the full use of the proceeds from a 
short sale. However, if an individual sets up such a portfolio directly, 
margin requirem ents would prevent him from receiving the proceeds of the 
short sale and lending them. He would only receive the interest from the 
second com ponent of the loan, which was equal to the value of the put. By 
taking a position in the options m arket instead, he may be able to obtain 
much m ore favorable m argin requirements. In effect, he may be able to 
obtain full use of the proceeds from the short sale of stock implicit in the 
purchase of a put.

A similar argum ent applies to w ritten calls. They would be equivalent 
to a short position in the stock com bined with lending, bu t now the total 
am ount of lending is less than  the value of the stock sold short. The differ
ence is the value of the call. So we could think of this as a short sale equal 
to the am ount of the lending, plus another short sale equal to the am ount of 
the call. M argin regulations norm ally allow the writer to receive the use of 
the proceeds from the sale of the call. In  effect, he too has received complete 
use of the proceeds from the short sale of stock implicit in the sale of a call. 
Of course, if the written call is uncovered, some collateral will also be 
required, bu t even this m ay be less than  would be necessary with a direct 
short sale of stock.

So far we have looked at options positions that give a short position 
in the stock— buying puts and writing calls. Long positions— buying calls 
or writing puts— may also offer m argin advantages. M argin requirem ents 
limit the am ount of borrow ing that can be done using the stock as collater
al to a fixed percentage of the stock’s value. We have seen that a call may
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be equivalent to a long position in the stock combined with borrowing. F or 
some calls, especially those out-of-the-money, this implicit borrow ing is a 
m uch higher percentage of the stock’s value than would be allowed if the 
position were taken directly in the stock m arket. This is true even though 
no borrow ing is allowed on the purchase of the call. F o r individuals 
wanting a highly levered position in a stock, the options m arket may offer 
the best, or even only, way of obtaining it.

The writer of a put may be able to obtain a long position in the stock 
with even greater leverage. We have said that buying a put is equivalent to 
a short position in the stock com bined with lending an am ount greater than 
the value of the short sale. So the sale of a put is equivalent to buying the 
stock by borrow ing its entire value, and then borrow ing some more. The 
am ount of this additional borrow ing is equal to the Value of the put. If you 
are an uncovered writer, some collateral will be necessary. This requirem ent 
can be m et with interest-bearing securities, so it will cause no actual loss of 
interest. However, it will reduce the borrow ing potential* In effect, you will 
be forced to loan back part of the borrowing. But the rem aining borrow ing 
m ay still be more than you could obtain directly in the stock m arket.

4. O p t i o n s  m a y  o f f e r  t a x  a d v a n t a g e ^  u n a v a i l a b l e  w i t h  s t o c k  a n d  
b o n d s .  N o one has ever accused our tax laws of being too simple. Indeed, 
we will need to devote an appendix to C hapter 3 just to a survey of the 
parts concerning options. Nevertheless, we can get some idea of the effects 
of taxes w ithout going into specific details. Anyone who is completely unfa
m iliar with the tax laws may wish to read this appendix before reading the 
next few paragraphs.

Earlier we argued tha t the borrow ing and lending rates implicit in 
option prices will tend to be those applicable to professional m arket partici
pants. M uch the same is true for tax rates. A lthough these professionals do 
have the opportunity  to place some securities in special accounts taxed at 
capital gains rates, m ost of their gains and losses are taxed as ordinary 
business income regardless of the source. W hen they consider a portfolio of 
stock and bonds that is equivalent to an option, they are looking at a 
portfolio th a t will provide the same after-tax  returns as an option  when 
both  the call and all of the com ponents of the portfolio are taxed at the 
rates for ordinary business income. The trading activities of these p ro 
fessionals will tend to m ake the m arket price of the option fairly close to the 
current cost of their equivalent portfolio. This is not necessarily to the 
detrim ent of individual investors; in fact, it m ay work in their favor. As an 
individual investor, you will consider your equivalent portfolio— the p o rt
folio of stock and bonds that will give the same after-tax returns as an 
option when all of the securities involved are taxed at the rates applicable 
to you. Will the resulting portfolio always be different from that of the
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m arket professional? N ot necessarily. It turns out tha t if your income from 
all sources is somehow taxed at a constant m ultiple of the rate applying to 
m arket professionals, then your portfolio will be the same. This would be 
the case, for example, for tax-exempt investors. But if some of your sources 
of income from securities transactions are taxed at a rate different from 
others, your equivalent portfolio will be different, as we will show in 
C hapter 6 . You can then com pare its cost with the m arket price of the 
option and take your position in the m ore favorable alternative. For 
example, suppose that you found that the m arket price of calls was consis
tently above that of your equivalent portfolio. Then you may be able to 
make consistently better after-tax returns with a strategy including some 
covered writing than you could using stock and bonds alone. At the same 
time, someone in a completely different tax situation might be able to 
achieve better after-tax returns by selling some calls. You would both  gain 
at the expense of the governm ent.16

So far we have looked at options and stocks and bonds as alternative 
investm ent vehicles and found that one or the o ther may be preferable for 
tax purposes. O ptions may also have tax advantages that are completely 
unrelated to any position we might want to take in the underlying stock. 
These advantages have survived a num ber of tax changes. Typically, it will 
be to our advantage to have the tax consequences of gains (not the gains 
themselves) postponed as long as possible and the tax consequences of 
losses taken as soon as possible. For example, suppose we have a current 
gain from, say, a real estate transaction. If we could delay the tax on this 
until next year or later, we will have the use of the tax money in the 
meantime. O ne way to do this would be to generate a com parable loss in 
the current tax year followed by an offsetting gain in the next tax year. 
O ption spreads may provide a completely legal way of accomplishing this. 
Basically, you would want to take a long position in some option and a 
short position in another option on the same stock but with a different 
striking price or expiration date. By carefully choosing the proportions, you 
can keep the position as close to perfectly hedged as is permissible for tax 
purposes. You can then close out the unprofitable side of the spread just 
before the end of the current tax year and close out the profitable side just 
after the beginning of the next tax year. The m ain difficulty is that you 
cannot be sure /how much the stock will move. If it stays put, the unprofit

16 If the Tax Reform Bill of 1984 becomes law, stock and stock options traded by options 
professionals will be treated as capital assets and any gain or loss will be taxed as if it were 
60% long-term and 40% short-term. However, it appears that some of the transactions of 
options professionals who are also classified as dealers in stock may continue to be treated as 
generating ordinary income,or loss. Our main conclusions would still hold: For stock options, 
professional traders will be taxed differently from individuals and will have different equivalent 
portfolios, thus providing the possibility that options will offer tax advantages.
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able side may not generate much of a loss. But you can com pensate for this 
by picking a volatile stock and taking a large position . 17

5. O p t i o n s  m a y  a l l o w  l o w e r  t r a n s a c t i o n s  c o s t s  t h a n  t h e  s t o c k .  A s 
was the case with borrow ing and lending rates and with taxes, there are 
good reasons for thinking tha t it is the transactions costs faced by m arket 
professionals rather than by individual investors tha t are relevant in deter
mining the m arket price of options. These costs are fairly low, so option 
prices may be very close to those tha t would prevail if there were no 
transactions costs a t all.

At the same time, individual investors may face substantial trans
actions costs. These are described in Appendix 3B. P roper consideration of 
these costs will be essential in any investment decision. Once again, options 
m arkets may offer favorable opportunities. An investor would wish to 
com pare the costs of obtaining a particular kind of portfolio for a particular 
length of time for the two alternatives: stock and bonds or options (and 
bonds, if necessary). All costs m ust be considered: those of setting up the 
position, m aintaining it, and liquidating it; the explicit brokerage fee and 
the costs implicit in the bid-ask spread.

Typically we would find the following: If the position is to be held for 
a short period of time and will require frequent switching between stock 
and bonds if taken in tha t way, it will be cheaper to use options and bonds. 
O n the other hand, if the position is to be held for a long time and would 
require only infrequent adjustm ent between stock and bonds, it will be 
cheaper to use the stock and bonds. This may, in part, explain the com para
tive popularity  of shorter-term  over the longest-term listed options.

6. O p t io n s  m a y  p r o v id e  a n  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  u s e  c e r t a in  k in d s  o f  s p e 
c ia l  KNOWLEDGE TO OBTAIN A PORTFOLIO WITH SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE—  
ONE THAT OFFERS A HIGHER EXPECTED RETURN THAN OTHER PORTFOLIOS WITH
t h e  sa m e  d e g r e e  o f  r i s k .  If an option is fairly priced, it will offer you an 
expected return  appropriate for its degree of risk. If you are able to identify 
options tha t are undervalued or overvalued relative to the underlying stock, 
then you will have found superior investm ent opportunities— ones tha t offer 
a higher expected return  than  is justified by their risk. By com bining these 
opportunities with fairly priced ones you can obtain an overall portfolio 
tha t has the am ount of to tal risk you wish to bear while still providing 
superior performance. This is true even if you have no ability to identify 
undervalued or overvalued stocks. O f course, if you are able to do this as 
well, then you could obtain superior performance w ithout using options.

17 If the proposed law mentioned in footnote 16 is enacted, the opportunities for deferring 
taxes with spreads and hedges will be limited to certain covered writing positions. These 
positions would entail substantially more risk than the positions allowed under previous law.
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But you could do even better by com bining the two. F o r example, you 
could pick undervalued calls on undervalued stocks.

The essential requirem ent is the ability to pick options tha t are under
valued or overvalued relative to the stock. To do this, you need to have 
special information. You need to know som ething tha t is no t already widely 
known and reflected in current m arket prices. One way to  achieve this 
would be to have a special insight into how the fundam ental variables we 
discussed fit together to determine exact option values. Alternatively, you 
might value options by widely know n techniques, but have special know l
edge about some of the determ ining factors. Certainly the striking price, the 
time to expiration, and the current stock price are available to everyone, 
bu t the o ther variables may offer better opportunities. The m ost prom ising 
of these is undoubtedly the volatility variable. W hat you w ant is an accu
rate prediction of the volatility of the underlying stock during the life of the 
option. Any special inform ation about changes in the firm’s investment or 
financing policies could lead to a better prediction than tha t being made by 
the m arket. For example, suppose that you are confident that a paper 
com pany will soon unexpectedly change its plans to sell the mineral rights 
on part of its land for a fixed fee and will instead take a large participatory 
interest in their development. You have no ideas about the likely success of 
this venture, bu t you do know that as a result the stock will be m uch more 
volatile in the future than the m arket had anticipated. You know that as 
soon as this becomes known, options will rise in price, relative to the stock. 
But you do no t know  how the stock price will respond. You could not take 
advantage of your inform ation in the stock m arket, bu t you could in the 
options m arket. You could obtain superior performance, as we have defined 
it, by buying options. However, if you simply bought calls, you m ight lose 
money if the stock price fell, even though your analysis was correct. Simi
larly, if you only bought puts you m ight lose m oney if the stock price 
increased. So a better plan m ight be to buy bo th  puts and calls with the 
same striking price. O r you could buy calls and sell some stock, or buy puts 
and buy some stock. Indeed, as suggested above, you m ight be able to 
adjust your portfolio to keep a neutral position in the stock, while still 
getting full benefit of your insights abou t volatility.

A nother possibility is tha t you m ay be able to use publicly available 
inform ation in a unique way to produce volatility forecasts tha t are better 
than those of the m arket. You may have a m ore efficient statistical m ethod 
of extracting inform ation from a series of past stock prices, or you may 
have a superior understanding of the relationship between future volatility 
and published accounting data. Such insights would be m ore valuable than 
inform ation about a specific company, since they could potentially be used 
on all listed stocks simultaneously. This same advantage would accrue, to a 
lesser extent, to  a special ability to  forecast the volatility of the m arket. This
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would be useful inform ation, since we would expect the volatilities of listed 
stocks as a group to move in the same way. It would be less useful than 
inform ation about individual stocks, however, since we would need to form 
a diversified portfolio of options to take advantage of it. The volatility of 
any given stock m ight decrease, even though the volatility of the m arket as 
a whole increased.

O ptions may also offer the best opportunity  to benefit from superior 
predictive ability about a firm’s dividend policy. For example, suppose your 
analysis indicates tha t a firm will soon declare a completely unexpected 
sizeable cash dividend. It is no t clear w hether the m arket will interpret this 
as good news or bad news, so there is no sure way to m ake a profit with the 
stock. But you do know that when the announcem ent is made, the price of 
puts will rise relative to the underlying stock price, and the price of calls 
will fall. If you simply bought puts and wrote calls, you could lose money if 
the stock price rose in response to the news. But you could offset this by 
sim ultaneously taking an appropriate long position in the stock. The com 
bined position would be hedged against stock price movem ents but would 
get full benefit from your inform ation about dividends.

Since an unanticipated rise in interest rates will in general cause call 
prices to increase and put prices to decrease, it seems that you could also 
use options m arkets to profit from predictive ability about interest rates. 
This is true, bu t it would alm ost certainly be better to use this inform ation 
directly in the bond m arkets or the financial futures markets.

Finally, you m ay have some special inform ation abou t option values 
tha t does not require knowledge of valuation formulas or the inputs into 
such formulas. Various forms of technical analysis based on past price 
m ovem ents would be an example. For instance, your analysis m ight indi
cate tha t options are properly priced on average but tend to  be overvalued 
after a large rise in the stock m arket and undervalued after a large fall. 
N aturally , such inform ation could be used profitably in the options m arkets 
bu t not in the stock m arket.

In conclusion, it may be useful to recall tha t not all special inform a
tion about the stock will favor the use of options. In deciding tha t a stock is 
undervalued or overvalued, you may feel th a t you have special inform ation 
about its expected rate of return, or its volatility, or both. As we have just 
discussed, the latter m ay give you the ability to  pick undervalued or over
valued options as well. But since the stock’s expected rate of return may not 
be a separate determ inant of option value, special inform ation about it may 
be of no help whatsoever in spotting mispriced options. O f course, this 
inform ation would influence the size of the total position you would want 
to take in the stock, but it would no t in itself provide any reason for 
preferring any one way of taking that position to another.
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7. O p t i o n s  m a y  p r o v i d e  a  m e a n s  o f  h e d g i n g  a g a i n s t  u n a n t i c i p a t e d  
c h a n g e s  i n  s t o c k  v o l a t i l i t y .  Im agine the following situation. You feel 
that a particular stock is an excellent buy, so you have taken a substantial 
position in the stock. Nevertheless, you realize tha t its future price is uncer
tain, and tha t its volatility may unexpectedly increase. If this happens, your 
position will have m ore risk than you can afford to bear, so you will have to 
cut back and forego m uch of your potential profit. For protection, you 
might very well like to buy insurance against such an unexpected increase 
in volatility.

O ptions m arkets give you a way to  do this. In this case, you might 
w ant to take the position in calls rather than  directly in the stock. An 
unexpected increase in volatility will increase the value of the calls, and this 
will at least partly offset the foregone profits. M ore generally, by carefully 
selecting long positions in some options and short positions in others, you 
may be able to find a portfolio of options whose total value will be very 
sensitive to changes in volatility but relatively im m une to changes in the 
stock price and other uncertainties. Such a portfolio would thus offer a pure 
opportunity  to buy or sell insurance on volatility changes.

O f course, this strategy is very similar to the one we discussed earlier 
for taking advantage of special inform ation about future volatility, bu t the 
m otivation is different. A desire to hedge against certain kinds of risk does 
not imply, nor is it implied by, possession of special inform ation.

8. O p t io n s  m a y  p r o v id e  a  w a y  t o  h e d g e  a g a in s t  u n a n t ic ip a t e d

CHANGES IN A FIRM’S DIVIDEND POLICY AND A WAY TO DIVIDE A STOCK’S 
TOTAL RETURN INTO SEPARATE DIVIDEND AND PRICE CHANGE COM
PONENTS. U nexpected changes in a firm’s dividend policy inevitably 
impose some costs on investors. F o r m ost people, there are only the small 
costs of m inor portfolio adjustm ents to regain their preferred mix of capital 
gains income and dividend income. F o r others, the costs may be more 
severe. These individuals m ay well be interested in hedging against unex
pected changes in dividend policy. O ptions provide a way to do this. For 
example, suppose an individual is the beneficiary of a trust fund tha t gives 
him  the dividend income from large holdings in a few stocks. As is often the 
case, the stocks cannot be sold and the residual ownership will pass to 
another beneficiary. F o r this individual, a firm’s decision to decrease divi
dends in favor of m ore price appreciation would be a m ajor disaster, one he 
would like to insure himself against. To do this, he would like to find a 
portfolio whose to tal value is sensitive to dividend changes but is immune 
to  other sources of risk. He could do this by taking a long position in calls 
com bined with a properly chosen short position in stock and perhaps a few 
other calls. An unanticipated decrease in dividends will increase the value of
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the purchased calls and provide the individual some com pensation for his 
lost income. The remaining securities will m ake the value of the portfolio 
relatively insensitive to other sources of risk, including any changes in the 
stock price caused by the dividend announcem ent.

It m ight be argued that anyone with a large stake in dividends would 
be better advised to reduce his risk by selling off part of his position. This 
may be very difficult, but in principle options can give a way to do this as 
well. They can provide a way to separate the two parts of total return  -  
dividends and price changes— into individual m arketable components. C on
sider a covered writer of a European call with a zero striking price. H e in 
fact owns only the dividends to be paid during the life of the option. In 
turn, the buyer of the call owns the entire price change com ponent, but has 
no claim on the dividends. This latter division m ight be particularly a ttrac 
tive for an individual in a high tax bracket who would like to take a 
position in a stock paying large dividends. A nother portfolio could also 
accomplish this same division. Suppose an individual buys a European call, 
sells a European put with the same striking price and expiration date, and 
makes a loan that will pay the am ount of the striking price on the expira
tion date. A reexam ination of the put-call parity relationship shows that he 
has purchased the entire price change com ponent bu t owns no part of the 
dividend com ponent. O f course, the difficulty is tha t European options are 
required to completely separate the two com ponents. Because of the possi
bility of early exercise, American options will not do. Since European 
options are not currently traded on any exchange, the transaction would 
require a special arrangem ent in the over-the-counter market.

9. O p t i o n s  o f f e r  t h e  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  a v o i d  c e r t a i n  im p e d im e n ts  t o  
t h e  s h o r t  s a l e  o f  s t o c k .  We have already discussed ways in which 
options m ay provide advantages over a direct short sale: They may offer 
m ore favorable m argin requirem ents and they may allow gains to be taxed 
at the long-term  capital gains rate. There are two further advantages. U nder 
current regulations, a stock can be sold short only after an up-tick in its 
price or after one or m ore zero-ticks preceded by an up-tick. In  other 
words, the trade can take place only at a price higher than that of the last 
trade at a different price. In  a declining m arket, some time may pass before 
an order can be filled. N o such rule applies in the options market. An order 
to buy a pu t or sell a call can be filled immediately. Finally, for a stock to 
be sold short, it m ust be borrow ed from its owner or a brokerage firm 
holding it in street name. The lender has the right to recall the stock at any 
time unless specific arrangem ents to the contrary have been made. In 
certain situations, it may be difficult to find the borrow ed stock necessary to 
open the short position or m aintain it after a recall. N o such problem s 
occur in the options m arket.
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We conclude that options have much to offer. The success of the 
options exchanges is no accident; indeed, the puzzling thing is why it did 
not happen earlier. Similarly, the popularity of options on stock m arket 
indexes is exactly what economic argum ents would have predicted. In fact, 
the reasons we gave suggest that there would be dem and for an even 
broader menu of options than is currently available. O ptions with more 
frequent expiration dates and with longer m aturities WQuld be particularly 
useful. So would European options, in spite of lingering but questionable 
worries about their vulnerability to stock m anipulation.

Also, individuals and firms may benefit from the existence of an 
options m arket even though they are not active participants. Publicly avail
able price quotations on options may provide inform ation tha t will be 
useful in other activities, and options may have other indirect beneficial 
effects on the allocation of resources. We will discuss this m ore fully in 
C hapter 8 .

Finally, we m ust note tha t we have not yet m entioned a potential 
source of com petition for options— convertible securities. These securities, 
such as convertible bonds, convertible preferred stock, and w arrants, have 
m any optionlike features. Indeed, we will show in C hapter 7 tha t nearly all 
corporate securities can be considered as packages of options on the assets 
of the firm. Consequently, convertible securities may offer m any of the same 
advantages as options. But they are sufficiently different tha t the two are 
really com plem ents ra ther than  com petitors. A lthough our discussion of 
convertible securities in C hapter 7 will be brief, we hope the analogies with 
options will show the possibilities they may provide.

A P PE N D IX  2A 
The Relationship Between O ptions and 

Forw ard and Futures Contracts

Forw ard contracts are often confused with options. A forward contract 
is an arrangem ent whereby the seller currently agrees to deliver to  the buyer 
a specified asset on a specified future date at a fixed price, to be paid on the 
delivery date. A long position in a forward contract and a European call are 
thus som ewhat similar: bo th  involve exchanging the underlying asset for a 
specified am ount of money on a specified future date. However, there is a 
critical difference. The owner of a forward contract is com m itted to make 
this exchange; the owner of a call has the right, but not the obligation, to 
do so.

If the fixed price to be paid on the delivery date were sufficiently low, 
the buyer w ould have to pay a positive am ount for the contract. If it were
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set high enough, the seller would have to pay the buyer to take the contract. 
Clearly, there is an interm ediate price, know n as the forward price, at which 
the current value of the contract would be zero. This is the fixed price tha t 
is custom arily used for newly-written forward contracts. Consequently, a 
forward contract will have a value of zero when the contract is initiated. O f 
course, the value of an outstanding CQntract will subsequently change as the 
value of the underlying asset changes. O n the delivery date, the value of the 
contract will be 5* — F, where 5* is the value of the underlying asset on the 
delivery date and F  is the forward price at the time the contract was 
initiated. In contrast, the value of a call expiring on the same date would be 
m ax[0, S* — K~\, where K  is the striking price.

A lthough options and forward contracts have quite different payoffs, 
there is an interesting connection between them. To focus on the m ain 
issues, we will ignore the effects of transactions costs, m argin requirements, 
and taxes. Table 2A-1 shows th a t under these conditions, a newly-written 
forward contract is equivalent to a portfolio consisting o f one purchased Euro
pean call option on the underlying asset and one written European put option 
on the underlying asset, both with a common expiration date equal to the 
delivery date, and both with a common striking price equal to the forward 
price.

Consequently, if there are to be no arbitrage opportunities, the 
forward price must be the striking price that equates the value o f the put and 
the call. If C were less than  P, we could lock in a sure profit by buying the 
call, selling the put, and selling a forward contract. This position would give 
an im m ediate cash inflow of P — C and would never require any sub
sequent cash outflows. If C were greater than P, we could lock in a sure 
profit by selling the call, buying the put, and buying a forward contract.

N ote tha t none of these results requires any inform ation about the 
characteristics of the underlying asset. The conclusions are equally valid for

Table 2A-1
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OPTIONS AND FORWARD 

CONTRACTS

Delivery Date and Expiration Date

Current Date S* < F S* >  F

Buy forward contract 0 S* -  F S* -  F

Buy call w ith -C  
K = F

Sell put with P 
K = F

S * ~ F

S * - F

Total P - C S * ~ F S * - F
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a com m on stock whose owner receives dividends and a com m odity whose 
owner must pay storage costs. In fact, the same argum ents would apply 
even if the underlying asset does not currently exist, as m ight be the case 
with a perishable com m odity before the next harvest.

If the underlying asset is a com m on stock that does not pay dividends, 
then we can use the put-call parity relationship for European options to 
determine the forward price F. From  Section 2-2, we know that

C — P = S — Kr~*.

From  our arbitrage analysis, we know that the forward price F  is tha t value 
of the striking price K  for which the put and call have the same value. 
Hence, C — P and

F = K = SP.

Now consider the case where the stock is paying cash dividends. In 
Section 2-2, we found that the put-call parity relationship would then be

C -  P = S -  D -  K r ~ \

where D is the sum of the present values of all anticipated cash dividends 
with ex-dividend dates prior to the expiration date of the options. O ur 
previous analysis then implies

F = (S — D)P.

In Section 2-2, we argued in the following way: If we know the m arket 
value of the dividends, then in the absence of arbitrage opportunities we can 
find the relative m arket prices of the options. O f course, we could have 
reversed this argum ent: If we know the m arket prices of the options, we can 
find the m arket price of the dividends,

D = P -  C + S -  K r~ t.

As m entioned in our eighth reason for using options, we could purchase the 
right to receive all dividends paid during the life of the options by buying 
the stock, buying the put, selling the call, and borrow ing K r ~ \  By applying 
our previous conclusions, we can infer the same inform ation and accom
plish the same result with a forward contract. The m arket value of the 
dividends can be written as

D = S — F r~ l
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and the ownership of the dividends can be obtained by buying the stock, 
selling a forward contract, and borrow ing F r~ \

A futures contract is similar to a forward contract in m any ways, but 
there is an im portan t difference. An individual who takes a long position in 
a futures contract nom inally agrees to buy a designated good or asset on 
the delivery date for the futures price prevailing at the time the contract is 
initiated. Hence, the futures price m ust also equal the spot price on the 
delivery date. Again, no money changes hands initially. Subsequently, 
however, as the futures price changes, the party  in whose favor the price 
change occurred m ust immediately be paid the full am ount of the change by 
the losing party. As a result, the paym ent required on the delivery date to 
buy the underlying good or asset is simply its spot price at that time. The 
difference between that am ount and the initial futures price has been paid 
(or received) in installm ents throughout the life of the contract. Like the 
forward price, the equilibrium  futures price m ust also continually change 
over time. It m ust do so in such a way that the rem aining stream  of future 
paym ents described above always has a value of zero.

In general, the continual resettlement feature of futures contracts 
makes it a difficult m atter to determine an equilibrium  futures price in 
terms of its underlying variables. However, if interest rates are non
stochastic and there are no arbitrage opportunities, it can be shown that 
futures prices are equal to forward prices. Consequently, the valuation for
m ulas given for forward prices will then also hold for futures prices.

To see this, consider sim ultaneous forward and futures contracts on 
the same underlying asset with the same delivery date. Suppose tha t interest 
rates are nonstochastic and that the forward price is greater than the 
futures price. Then it would be possible to make an arbitrage profit with the 
following strategy. O n the initial date, take a short position in a num ber of 
forward contracts equal to the total return that will be received from 
holding until its m aturity  a zero-coupon bond having the same m aturity 
date as the contracts. W ith nonstochastic interest rates, this total return is 
the same as that which would be received from continually reinvesting in 
one-period bonds from the initial date until the delivery date. O n each 
trading date, take a long position in a num ber of futures contracts equal to 
the to tal return received from continually reinvesting in one-period bonds 
from the initial date to the following trading date. L iquidate each of these 
futures positions on the following trading date and continually reinvest the 
(possibly negative) proceeds in one-period bonds until the delivery date.

By adding up the returns and remembering tha t the forward and 
futures prices m ust be equal on the delivery date, we would find tha t this 
strategy would produce an arbitrage profit proportional to the difference in 
the forward and futures prices. If the futures price were greater than the 
forw ard price, then an arbitrage profit could be obtained by reversing this 
strategy, so we can conclude tha t the two prices m ust be equal.
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3

3-1.  PUBLIC ORDERS

The first chapter dealt briefly with the m arketplace for listed puts and calls. 
In this chapter, we will examine the internal m echanism  of the m arket in 
considerably m ore detail.

W hen a custom er places an order with a broker to buy or sell an 
option, the order requires the following inform ation:

1. Buy/sell
2 . Put/call
3. Number of contracts
4. Underlying security
5. Expiration month
6 . Striking price
7. Market/limit
8. Opening/closing
9. Day/good-until-cancelled

10. Special instructions

F or example, a custom er m ight instruct his broker to  buy 10 A LCO A /JA N / 
50 calls in an opening transaction at 5 |  or better to be good-until-cancelled.
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This order is one of four possible transactions:

1. Opening purchase transaction
2. Opening sale transaction
3. Closing purchase transaction
4. Closing sale transaction

In an opening purchase transaction, a custom er buys an option he does not 
already hold as a writer in his portfolio. This transaction tends to increase 
the num ber of options outstanding (that is, the open interest). In contrast, a 
closing purchase transaction cancels his position as a writer of some options 
and tends to reduce the open interest.

In either case, the broker directly transm its the order to  a com m unica
tions boo th  on the exchange floor. F rom  there, a “runner” conveys the 
order to a F loor Broker. He or she is a m em ber of the exchange and may or 
m ay no t be an employee of the brokerage house. The F loor Broker moves 
to the post where the particular option is traded, and acts as the custom er’s 
representative on the floor, attem pting to obtain  the best price he can. In a 
typical transaction, through a process of open outcry, the F loor Broker 
m akes a m atching trade with an O rder Book Official, M arket M aker, or 
another F loor Broker. O rder Book Officials perform a function similar to a 
specialist on a stock exchange except they only trade on behalf of public 
customers, not for their own account. A M arket M aker is a m em ber of the 
exchange who trades for his or her own personal account, partnership, or 
corporation, and does not represent another customer. Immediately follow
ing their verbal agreement, they both independently write up the trans
action .1 W hen the exchange checks this later that day, if they agree, a 
matched trade is said to have occurred. The Clearing C orporation  then 
receives a report of the m atched trade from the exchange. O n the next 
business day following the trade, the option is issued by the Clearing C or
poration  at 10 :00  a .m . Central Time. The Clearing M em ber (usually the 
brokerage house representing the buyer) m ust pay the option  price before 
9 :00  a .m . Central Time that same day. A similar procedure is followed for 
opening and closing sale transactions. N ote  that, in contrast to the pro
cedure of stock exchanges, where a transaction is settled on the fifth 
business day after the agreement, only one business day is required for 
options.

A custom er desiring to exercise an option he has purchased, notifies 
his broker who, in turn, notifies the Clearing C orpora tion .2 W hen the

1 Somewhat different procedures are followed on the AMEX and PHLX.
2 Despite the one-day settlement, options can now be exercised the same day they are bought. 
Moreover, since the Clearing Corporation updates its open position records at the end of the 
day before it assigns exercise notices, an option may be exercised against a writer the same day 
it is written.
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Clearing C orporation  has received exercise instructions, it assigns an exer
cise notice to a M arket M aker, an exchange member firm representing 
itself, or a Clearing M embpr representing a public customer, selected at 
random  from those who represent writers of the appropriate option, on the 
following business day .3 F or public customers, the Clearing M ember, in 
turn, allocates the exercise notice to a custom er m aintaining a written 
position. Regardless of how this allocation is m ade—for example, by 
random  selection, or on a first-in, first-out basis— the m ethod chosen m ust 
be fair and equitable to the Clearing M em ber’s customers, who m ay request 
that their brokers inform them of this m ethod. The Clearing M em ber is 
then required to deliver the underlying security, in the case of call, or the 
striking price, in the case of a put, by 12 : 00 noon C entral Time directly to 
the exercising Clearing M em ber on the “exercise settlement date” in return 
for the striking price. This date is the fifth business day following the date 
when the exercise notice is properly tendered to the Clearing C orpora tion .4

O rders fall into two general classes: m arket and limit orders. A market 
order instructs the F loor Broker to fill the order immediately a t the best 
possible price. A limit order instructs the F loor Broker to fill the order only 
if he can transact at a specified price or better. A m arket or limit order 
contingent upon additional conditions being satisfied is called a contingency 
order. Such an order may specify execution contingent upon the underlying 
stock price or the prices of other related options. F or example, a “stop-limit 
order” instructs the F loor Broker to execute at a given limit if the option 
trades at or through a specified price. A “stop-loss order” becomes a m arket 
order if the option trades at or through a specified price. A “not-held order” 
gives the F loor Broker discretion as to  the price and time an order may be 
executed.

A spread order instructs the F loor Broker to buy a given num ber of 
option contracts and to sell the same num ber of option contracts of the 
same class of options at the same time. The order is to be filled only if the 
difference in prices of the two options is greater, or perhaps lower, than a 
prespecified num ber. F o r example, suppose the m idday quotations for two 
XYZ July calls are currently described by Table 3-1. If we w ant to sell 5 
JUL/40s and buy 5 JUL/45s, the best indication of the m arket is usually the 
bid-ask quote ra ther than  the price of the last sale. This is particularly true 
for spreads, since the last prices are apt to represent trades at different 
times. Placing an order to sell 5 JU L/40s at 3 and to buy 5 JU L/45s at 1 |

3 Prior to 1980, for “block” exercises of 25 contracts or more in the same series an attempt 
was made to match the exercise with writers with a similar number of contracts.
4 Options closing with parity value of f  of a point or more on their expiration date are 
automatically exercised by the Clearing Corporation for public customers. Automatic exercise 
occurs at £ of a point parity value or more for M arket Maker or exchange member firm 
proprietary positions.
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creates a cash inflow per m atched option of $3 — $ 1 | =  $ l f  (credit). Since 
the m arket prices of the calls can easily change before the order is executed, 
a spread order is not placed at specific prices, but rather as: “Sell 5 JU L/40s 
and buy 5 JU L/45s at a I f  ‘credit’.” H ad the 40s been bought and the 45s 
written, the order would be placed at a I f  “debit.”

Table 3-1
DATA FOR VERTICAL SPREAD

Call Identification Last Bid Ask

XYZ/J U L/40 3 4  ©  3 4

XYZ/J U L/45 1 4  1 4  ®
A straddle order is similar to a spread order except it instructs the 

F loor Broker to  buy or sell a straddle. If the straddle is bought (sold), the 
prices of bo th  sides of the position are added to determine the debit 
(credit) .5

All orders are day or good-until-cancelled (GTC). A day order results 
in cancellation of the order a t the end of the day if it has not already been 
filled. In contrast, a G TC order remains in effect until notification from the 
custom er or until expiration. A one-cancels-the-other order treats two or 
m ore orders as a unit, where execution of any one of the orders causes the 
others to be cancelled. A market-on-close order requires that an order be 
executed during, or just prior to, the close of trading for the day. An 
all-or-none order requires tha t it be executed in entirety or not at all. A 
fill-or-kill order is similar to an all-or-none order, but in addition requires 
that the order is to be cancelled if it cannot be executed in entirety as soon 
as it is introduced into the trading crowd.

The exchanges, to provide financial protection and to prevent m anip
ulative practices, have established position limits on the m aximum num ber 
of options relating to  the same underlying security tha t can be held by a 
single investor or group of investors acting in concert. As of M ay 1984, 
stocks having a trading volume in the past six m onths of at least 2 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  
shares or having 60,000,000 or m ore shares outstanding and a six-m onth 
trading volume of at least 15,000,000 shares have the following limits:

1. The total number of purchased calls and written puts cannot exceed 4,000 
contracts.

5 Because options and their underlying stocks are not traded at the same post (indeed, usually 
not even at the same exchange), the simultaneity of price insured for spreads and combinations 
cannot be guaranteed for hedges.
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2. The total number of written calls and purchased puts cannot exceed 4,000 
contracts.

Each part is calculated separately; positions in one category cannot be 
offset against those in the other. For example, a total position of 4,100 
purchased calls and 3,900 written calls would not be allowed. However, a 
total position of 4,000 purchased calls and 4,000 w ritten calls would be 
acceptable. For stocks not meeting the above requirem ents on volume and 
num ber of shares, the 4,000 contract limit is lowered to 2,500 contracts. The 
SEC may change these limits from time to tim e; for example, prior to 
O ctober 31, 1980, the limits were only 1,000 contracts in each category .6

Exercise limits have also been established by the exchanges. The 
largest num ber of contracts for a single option class that can be exercised 
within any five consecutive business days by a single investor, or group of 
investors acting in concert, is the same as the position limits described 
above. In parallel with the position limits, puts and calls are considered 
separately and are not aggregated. For example, for a stock meeting the 
higher requirem ents on volume and num ber of shares, at most 4,000 puts 
and 4,000 calls could be exercised within a five-day period.

However, in the event of a stock split or stock dividend, the exercise 
and position limits on outstanding options are adjusted accordingly. For 
example, if a 2 -for-l stock split leads to each old contract being replaced 
with two new ones, each on 100  shares, then the exercise and position limits 
for those options would be changed from 4,000 to 8,000 contracts, or from 
2,500 to 5,000 contracts.

Initial and m aintenance margin requirements for public custom ers are 
described in detail in Appendix 3A. F or uncovered option purchases, the 
entire option price m ust be put up by the investor. This contrasts with 
purchased stock for which a maxim um  of 50% may be borrow ed from the 
brokerage house. However, because a call typically sells for much less than 
its underlying stock, less equity is usually required to purchase stock indi
rectly through its associated options than directly by purchase of the stock. 
For example, consider the purchase of a call with a striking price of 30 
when the stock price is 40. Since the call is deep-in-the-money, it will sell for 
close to its parity  value and should experience a" dollar profit or loss similar 
to the stocl^. Yet, the net equity7 required to purchase the option is $10, half

6 Also, prior to November 1, 1980, with the exception of all M arket Maker and certain public 
trades, opening transactions were prohibited in options which were both more than $5.00 
out-of-the-money and priced less than $0.50. This “restricted option” rule was also dropped on 
October 31, 1980.
7 The net equity equals the net cash outflow experienced by an investor to establish a position. 
This depends on the cost of purchased securities, the proceeds of sales of written and short 
securities, and the required margin.
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the $20 m inim um  net equity to purchase the stock. In a similar m anner, 
buying a put requires less net equity than shorting the stock. M oreover, in a 
short stock position, the investor foregoes interest on the proceeds from the 
sale. Purchase of a pu t does not suffer from this disadvantage .8

Uncovered written positions require a m argin deposit from  the writer 
to guarantee, performance. N o t only is the required am ount considerably 
less than the stock price itself, but the proceeds from the sale of the option 
may be applied to reduce the deposit, and T-bills may be deposited as 
margin, accruing interest to the investor. Again, this contrasts with short 
sales of stock, where the proceeds are no t available for reinvestment.

If a written option is covered by an opposing position in the same 
underlying stock, the m argin required for the same option w ritten 
uncovered may be considerably reduced. F o r example, if at-the-m oney calls 
are written against an equal num ber of underlying shares (one-for-one 
hedge), no t only is no m argin required for the call, but the call proceeds can 
be used to reduce the equity required to  purchase the stock.

C alculation of m argin for covered positions first entails pairing of 
opposing securities on the same underlying stock on a one-for-one basis. 
Each pair is then m argined separately. W ritten or short securities rem aining 
after all possible pairings are considered uncovered for m argin purposes. 
Hence, ratio-covered positions require m ore net equity than  one-for-one 
positions. Table 3A-3 dem onstrates tha t the net equity required to back 
hedges is usually greater than the net equity required for w ritten com 
binations and spreads. F o r spreads, net equity is usually least for purchased 
horizontal spreads, next lowest for purchased vertical spreads, and highest 
for written horizontal spreads.

Commissions for public custom ers are described in detail in Appendix 
3B. O ption buyers pay commissions when they buy options and when they 
close out their positions by sale or exercise. Similarly, writers pay commis
sions at each of these events. N o commissions are paid if a position is 
closed out by letting an option expire. Since M ay 1, 1975, commissions 
have been determ ined by negotiation between a custom er and his broker. In 
practice, commissions have usually been quoted as a percentage discount 
from the pre-M ay D ay fixed rate schedule.

Com m issions per dollar of investm ent for both  stock and options 
decrease as the value of the order and the price of each round lot or 
contract increases. In an extreme case, prior to negotiated commissions, on 
an order to buy or sell one option contract at a sixteenth, commissions 
equalled the value of the order. O n the other hand, an order to buy ten 
option contracts at $30 per option cost $322 in commissions, about 1% of 
the value of thetfrder.

8However, we argue in Section 4-4 that the unavailability for reinvestment of the proceeds of a 
short sale may cause the prices of puts to be higher than they otherwise would be.
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A com parison of stock and option commissions reveals that option 
contracts typically have higher commissions per dollar of investment than 
an equal num ber of round lots of their underlying stock. However, since a 
lower-priced option can provide an investor with a similar opportunity  for 
dollar profit and loss as its higher-priced stock, this commission com pari
son may not be relevant. As dem onstrated by Tables 3B-3 and 3B-4, com 
missions on stock are alm ost always greater than commissions on options, 
where the num ber of options is adjusted to provide com parable “action.” 
By this com parison, option commissions tend to be lower, relative to stock 
commissions, the higher the price of the underlying stock, the shorter the 
time to expiration, the nearer the option is to the money, and the lower the 
volatility of the underlying stock. Commissions on option positions adjust
ed relative to single and multiple round  lot stock orders tend to  be rela
tively m ore favorable for m ultiple than  single orders.

In summary, if we think of options as another way to buy or short 
stock, options frequently prove superior to stock, bo th  in terms of margin 
and commissions. Appendix 3C also shows that, under certain circum
stances, options may provide a tax advantage. As we discussed in C hapter 
2 , these m argin, commission, and tax advantages help explain the justifiable 
popularity of options am ong public investors. The relative commission and 
tax advantages of options are particularly significant for short-term  posi
tions. However, if it is desired to hold stock for several years, direct pur
chase of stock is alm ost invariably preferable. This avoids the interm ediate 
commissions from rolling over the position every nine m onths and allows 
gains to qualify as long term  for tax purposes.

3-2.  THE OPTIONS CLEARING CORPORATION

Clearing should not be confused with execution. Simply stated, execution is 
the transacting of an order on an exchange floor, while clearing is the 
subsequent recognition of the transaction by the O ptions Clearing C orpo
ration (OCC) and the actual cash settlement.

To clear option trades, a firm m ust become a member of the Clearing 
C orporation. To qualify for membership, an applicant m ust be a m ember of 
an exchange trading listed options and m ust intend to clear option con
tracts. In addition, the applicant m ust have a prescribed m inim um  am ount 
of net capital. Initial paym ents to the Clearing C orporation  include a non- 
refundable qualification fee of $2 ,0 0 0  and a refundable $ 1 0 ,0 0 0  deposit with 
the Clearing Fund, used to insure perform ance of option contracts issued 
by the Clearing C orporation. Subsequently, the deposit is adjusted quarter
ly so tha t it equals the greater of $ 1 0 ,0 0 0  and the daily average num ber of 
the m em ber’s open option positions during the preceding quarter multiplied 
by $10. All Clearing Fund deposits m ust be m ade in cash or in securities
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issued by the U.S. governm ent with a m aturity  of five years or less. Any 
interest earned on these securities accrues to the Clearing Member.

In day-to-day operation, a Clearing M em ber receives a num ber of 
reports from the Clearing C orporation each morning, including the Daily 
Position Report, D epository Report, Exercise Assignment Summary, and 
Daily M argin Report. F or each contract transacted through a Clearing 
M ember, the Clearing M em ber must pay a fee to the OCC, the size of 
which depends on the nature of the transaction. F o r regular trades, the fee 
is $0,075 per contract; for “scratch trades” of M arket M akers guaranteed 
by the Clearing M ember, $0,015; for each exercise notice tendered, $1.00. A 
scratch trade occurs when the same contract is bought and sold the same 
day at the same price by the same M arket M aker. In addition, the Clearing 
M em ber m ust pay an exchange fee for each contract; on the CBOE, the fee 
is $0.30 per custom er contract with a price of $ 1.00  or more per share, $0.15 
per custom er contract with a price per share of less than $1.00, and $0.03 
per contract for M arket M akers and Clearing M ember firms. In short, 
excluding back office work (such as trade com parisons, cash settlements, 
m argin checks, and security movements) and floor operations (such as 
runners, employed F loor Brokers, and phone clerks), and with the excep
tion of some exercises, each transaction costs a Clearing M ember at most 
$0,375 per contract.

A Clearing M em ber m ust also deposit m argin with the Clearing C or
poration  for options for which it represents the writer, by 9 : 00 a.m . Central 
Time of the business day following the day on which the option was 
written. In the case of a call, the Clearing M em ber can deposit the under
lying security in lieu of margin. Otherwise, appropriate m argin m ust be 
deposited in the form of cash, U.S. governm ent securities, or a bank letter of 
credit.

Clearing M embers are required to deposit with the O CC 100% of the 
purchase price of every option for which they represent a buyer and (if not 
covered by the underlying security) 130% of the price of the closing ask 
quotation  for every option for which they represent a w riter .9 This is an 
O C C  requirem ent and should not be confused with the m argin require
m ents tha t the exchange imposes on Clearing M em ber custom ers (see 
A ppendix 3A).

These m argin deposits and the Clearing F und  m aintained by the 
Clearing C orporation  serve as part of an elaborate back-up system that 
insures purchased option contracts will be honored. W hen an option is

9 In addition, by the current practice, whenever the Dow Jones Industrial Average increases 
by 10 points during any day, at the discretion of the OCC, an additional amount may be 
required to be immediately deposited, equal to 10% of the otherwise total margin.
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presented to the buyer’s broker for exercise, the Clearing C orporation  ran 
domly selects a writing Clearing M em ber to  deliver the shares (in the case 
of a call) or deliver the striking price (in the case of a put). The Clearing 
M em ber then assigns the exercise notice to one of its customers. If the 
custom er cannot deliver, then the custom er’s m argin on deposit with the 
Clearing C orporation  is tapped. If this is insufficient, the Clearing M em ber 
m ust use its own net capital. If this proves inadequate, then the m em ber’s 
contribution to the Clearing Fund is used and, following this, the entire 
Clearing Fund on a pro ra ta  basis. In  the exceedingly unlikely eveht that 
this were to  exhaust the Clearing Fund, each Clearing M em ber w ould then 
be assessed an am ount up to 100% of its prescribed Clearing Fund deposit. 
Any rem aining deficiency would then be made up by the Clearing C orpo ra
tion’s own assets. If further assessment of Clearing M embers is required, 
they have the alternative of paying or term inating their m embership in the 
Clearing C orporation. The exchanges themselves are not held liable.

The back-up system makes it highly im probable that any properly 
negotiated option contract will not be honored. Indeed, it would appear 
that the collapse of the entire listed options m arket would be required. The 
only event tha t could conceivably create this debacle would be a very 
sudden and strong m ovem ent in stock prices, one considerably more 
extreme than any on record .10

3-3.  HOW THE EXCHANGES WORK

Each of the four exchanges trading puts and calls in the U nited States uses 
somewhat different rules and procedures. Perhaps the m ost im portan t dif
ference is the use of Specialists and Registered O ptions Traders by the 
AMEX and PH LX  in place of O rder Book Officials and com peting M arket 
M akers on the C BO E and PSE. The Specialist system m ore closely resem
bles procedures used on stock exchanges, while the competing M arket 
M aker system is m ore similar to floor trading on com m odity exchanges. 
R ather than survey the rules and procedures followed on each exchange, we 
will instead provide a very detailed description of only one exchange: the 
Chicago Board O ptions Exchange .11 The C BO E pioneered the concept of

10 Even a large movement over an hour during the day should not be a problem since M arket 
Makers have time to adjust their positions. However, a “gap” opening, where stock prices 
were to change by an unprecedented amount from the previous day’s close, might force a 
collapse of the market.
11 A cbmparison of many institutional practices across all four options exchanges, as well as 
the New York Stock Exchange, can be found in R eport o f  the Specia l S tu dy o f  the O ptions  
M arke ts  to the Securities and E xchange C om m ission , December 1978.
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exchange-traded options and is responsible for the principal features of 
today’s options m arket. Even with aggressive com petition from other 
exchanges, it still accounts for well over half of the volume of listed option 
contracts in the U nited States.

In February 1984, the Chicago Board O ptions Exchange moved from 
its original facilities into a new building to accom m odate increased trading 
volume . 12 The trading floor covers approxim ately 50,000 square feet and 
takes up the entire third floor of the building. Over 600 com m unications 
booths—m ost equipped with phones, Teletype machines, and Q uotron 
price display screens— line the perim eter of the floor. These are rented 
exclusively to Clearing Firm  members for the prim ary purpose of handling 
incoming public and M arket M aker orders. Six trading posts for stock 
options occupy m ore than half of the center of the trading floor. Trading in 
all options on the same underlying stock occurs at an O rder Book OfFicial’s 
station. Each post has nine or ten of these stations. A typical station will 
have three or four stocks .13 The rem ainder of the trading floor is reserved 
for trading in index and bond options and for future expansion. O n the 
fourth floor overlooking the trading floor are a lounge and restaurant for 
exchange members and a gallery for visitors.

At 7 : 00 a.m . Central Time on a trading day, the Exchange floor is 
quiet. By 7 : 30, members and trade checkers begin to  arrive to rectify any 
clerical errors from the previous day and to resolve trades that have not yet 
been m atched (“out-trades”). By 9 : 00, the floor is crowded with more than 
250 F loor Brokers, 40 O rder Book Officials, and 600 M arket Makers, all 
Exchange members, and more than 1,000 employees of the exchange and 
member firms. Only Exchange m em bers— Floor Brokers and M arket 
M akers— can trade options on the floor. One O rder Book Official (OBO) 
governs each station and takes his position behind a raised counter, 
together with his team of assistants . 14 F loor Brokers and M arket M akers 
stand on two or three semicircular stairs in front of each station.

12 Prior to November 1977, the record daily cleared volume on the CBOE of 211,008 con
tracts occurred on Friday, July 15, 1977. The expiration for the July series coincidentally 
followed the New York City blackout of July 14, when the closing of the NYSE necessitated 
the closing of the CBOE. Since then, successive cleared volume records have been set of 
223,781 contracts on November 11, 1977, 284,900 contracts on April 14, 1978; and an extreme 
peak of 425,930 contracts on April 17, 1978, the same day the NYSE experienced a record 
reported volume of 63,510,000 shares. Reported CBOE volume for April 17 was 402,440 
contracts, representing an unprecedented difference between cleared and reported trades. In 
1982, a record high occurred of 666,457 cleared trades.
13 The configuration of stations on the floor changes from time to time depending on the 
activity of various option classes, and the introduction of new underlying stocks.
14 The CBOE has phased out its original Board Broker system and replaced it with Order 
Book Officials, a system first used on the PSE. Board Brokers were Exchange members while 
OBOs are employees of the Exchange. Otherwise they perform the same function.
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Some stations may have m any more M arket M akers present than 
others. Each trading “crow d” follows different psychological and economic 
ru les; some are very competitive within, while others are cooperative within 
but unfriendly to strangers; some are well capitalized and able to handle 
large trades, while others are cautious and inactive; some are quiet and 
have a well-defined price leader, while others are noisy with com peting 
quotes.

F loor Brokers who usually fill m arket orders are ap t to be employees 
of a Clearing M em ber and are prepared to trade at several posts, while 
those who specialize in limit orders are usually self-employed and do m ost 
of their trading in a very few underlying securities. In either case, orders 
come to the respective F loor Brokers, usually by a teletype m achine located 
in a com m unications booth, which im prints the order on individual order 
cards. A F loor Broker either tears off the order card and walks the order to 
the appropriate post or a runner delivers the order to  a F loor Broker 
already standing at a post. F loor Brokers who fill limit orders m ay hold a 
“deck” of different orders in their hand. In contrast, M arket M akers hold 
buy and sell forms, and possibly a record of their current positions and 
option value estimates.

At each post, in front of the F loor Brokers and M arket M akers and 
above and behind the O rder Book Official, is a line of Q uotron  price 
display screens. F o r each underlying security, one screen contains price- 
volume inform ation relating to the underlying stock and its call options, 
and, if puts are available, a second screen contains similar inform ation for 
puts. A nother screen contains recent news as reported by the D ow  Jones 
and Reuters News Services, general m arket indices, and prices of key stocks. 
If options to the same underlying security are dually listed on another 
exchange, another screen relays the m ost recent pricing inform ation from 
that exchange. F loor Brokers and M arket M akers spend m ost of their time 
at the post watching the screens displaying CBO E price-volume inform a
tion for the underlying securities traded at tha t post. An example of the 
type of inform ation available on this screen is provided in Table 3-2.

The first colum n lists all Polaroid calls available for trading, listed in 
order of time to  expiration. The second column is the price of the previous 
business day’s closing transaction. Prices under 3 may appear with a plus 
sign, signifying sixteenths. F or example, “7 +  ” means and “2 11 +  ” 
m eans 2\ T h e  third colum n contains prices of the m ost recent trades. 
N oth ing  appears in this colum n for PR D /JA N /45, since this call has not yet 
traded for the day.

The next two columns are price-volume inform ation on the best 
quotes contained in the book of limit orders m anaged by the O rder Book 
Official. While the entire contents of the book are only know n to the OBO
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Table 3-2
POST SCREEN FOR POLAROID CALLS

Polar 1 Close Last B-Bid A-Ask Size Mkt-Quote

A JAN 30 81 75
8

73^73
8  ' 4

2 x 5 71.73 / 2 ' 4

B JAN 35 3 | 2 13 + 2 |-3 1 x 2 2 1 3 + - 2  15 +
C JAN 40 11 + 7 + 3 1 

8  2 3 x 2 3 1 
8  2

D JAN 45 1 + -3  + x 2 -1 +
E APR 35 5i 41 4 ^ 5 3 x 6 4 f - 4 |
F APR 40 2 11 + 21 2 ^ 2  7 + 2 x 1 2 3 + -2  5 +
G APR 45 H

3
4 H  1 + 3 x 2 3  7

4  8

H JUL 35 6 i 5§ 51-6 1 x 1 5 f -5 f
1 JUL 40 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0  
P

4 3* 3 -3 f 2 x 2 3 1 -3 |

PRD -3 7 ^ 1 B 37§ A 37§ 0  38 f H 381 L 371 
PRD 3 7 |

V 96,000 AT 
PRD 2s 371

1 : 12
PRD 800s 371

and his assistants, M arket M akers and F loor Brokers are informed of the 
bid-ask quotes in the book which are closest to the market. For example, 
for PR D /JA N /35, the highest order to buy in the book is for one contract 
at 2f, and the lowest order to sell in the book is for two contracts at 3. 
These quotes are continuously updated by the O rder Book Official terminal 
operator, a m em ber of the O B O ’s staff, as limit orders are received into the 
book. A lthough this partial glimpse at the book is not disseminated to the 
public, the public interest is nonetheless served by making this inform ation 
available to M arket M akers and F loor Brokers. According to the rules of 
the exchange:

1. Only public market or public limit orders may be placed in the book.15

2. These orders have priority over all other orders.16

15In particular, M arket Makers and Exchange member firms trading for their own account 
through Floor Brokers may not place orders in the book.
16 Public market orders may be placed in the book prior to the initiation of trading for the 
day to assure priority at the opening.
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For example, in PR D /JA N /40, before a F loor Broker, representing an 
exchange m ember or a public customer, or a M arket M aker representing 
himself, can buy at f  or less, the custom er’s limit order of three contracts at 
|  in the book m ust first be filled .17 Only if F loor Brokers and M arket 
M akers are aware of the best bid and ask quotes in the book can they 
check that transactions am ong themselves do not violate these rules. In 
PR D /JA N /40, if a F loor Broker has a m arket order to sell two contracts, 
and the best bid from the trading crowd is § or lower, the F loor Broker is 
obligated to  say, “Sell 2 JAN/40s to the book.” He thus executes a trans
action between himself and the O rder Book Official, who always represents 
a public customer.

The last colum n is the best bid-ask quotes from the trading crowd at 
the m oment. F or example, for PR D /A PR /35, 4 f is the highest bid price and 
4 f the lowest ask price at which a m ember of the trading crowd (that is, a 
F loor Broker, a M arket M aker, or the OBO) is willing to transact. Each 
side may be represented by different individuals and no inform ation is given 
as to size. These are the bid-ask quotes available in brokerage offices 
throughout the country. Properly updated, these quotes are the relevant 
short description of the “m arket” at any point in time. N ote that no positive 
quote is available for bid PRD /JA N /45, either in the book or in the trading 
crowd. Presum ably, no one is willing to  buy at 3̂ , the lowest allowable 
transaction price.

The two lines of data  at the bottom  of the screen contain inform ation 
about the underlying stock. “ — 37^” indicates tha t the last transaction in 
New York during the day was at 37j, down from the previous different 
price (which, as we will see, was 37f). It is this num ber m ore than  any other 
on the screen tha t absorbs the attention  of the trading crowd. An up-tick or 
a down-tick is apt to generate a flurry of trading and revisions of m arket 
quotes, particularly if the stock price moves m ore than  +  £. The “ — 1” 
indicates 37^ is down one point from yesterday’s close, which therefore 
m ust have been 38^. The stock prices following are, respectively, the current 
bid, current ask, opening price for the day, high for the day, and low for the 
day. Evidently, the stock is currently at its low for the day. So far, 96,000 
shares or 960 round lots of stock have traded during the day, with the last 
trade registered at 1 : 12 p.m. Eastern Time. If a news bulletin on Polaroid 
has recently come across the Dow  Jones or R euter’s News Service, this will

17 Spread orders made on the basis of a price difference, or straddle orders made on the basis 
of a total bid or ask, are exceptions. In these cases, both sides of the order may be placed with 
the trading crowd, even though the book displays an equal price for at most one side of the 
order. To qualify for this privilege, the spread or straddle order must involve an equal number 
of options on the buy side and the sell side.
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be indicated by “D J” or “R N ” on the screen just before the time of the last 
trade. The data  below give the ticker tape for the m ost recent trades in 
Polaroid stock— 100 shares a t 37f, followed by 200 shares at 37^, with the 
last trade of 800 shares at 37^.

The time of the last trade, in conjunction with the current time and 
the bid-ask stock quote, may be used to update the price of the last trade. If 
the last trade took place a few minutes earlier, the bid-ask quote may be a 
better indicator than the last price of the price of the next stock transaction. 
Among other things, this depends on how frequently the specialist in New 
Y ork updates his bid-ask quotes. In  this case, since the last transaction took 
place midway between the bid-ask spread, the bid-ask prices simply confirm 
the last price. However, in analyzing transactions data  on stock prices, 
empiricists have discovered th a t price reversals, transaction to transaction, 
are som ewhat more likely than price continuations. This is due to the way a 
specialist manages his book. In  this case, particularly if the bid-ask quote is 
out of date, we are som ewhat m ore likely to see the next prin t a t 37f than 
at 37f, but probably m ost likely to see no change at 37-j. The trading 
activity given by the bo ttom  line may also influence our prediction. M any 
traders believe that a large block coming across the tape at the bid (ask) 
price indicates selling (buying) pressure and they expect the stock price to 
fall (rise) in subsequent transactions . 18 A print of a large block, even if at a 
price unchanged from the previous transaction, often generates sudden 
activity in the associated options.

At the opening at 9:00 a .m . Central Time, option trading at each 
station awaits the first prin t of the underlying stock. As soon as the stock 
trades , 19 the O rder Book Official opens each associated option series, one 
at a time, calls before puts, by calling for bid and ask prices from the 
M arket M akers. After all the options to an underlying stock have been 
opened, then for the rem ainder of the day any option on tha t security can 
be traded a t any time. A similar closing ro tation  occurs for expiring series 
at 3 : 00 p .m . on their last day of trading .20

A typical trade begins with a runner delivering a public order to a 
F loor Broker already stationed in the crowd at an O rder Book Official 
station. The F loor Broker then asks out loud, so tha t all in the crowd can 
hear, “W hat’s the m arket in P R D /JU L /40?” Since calls are traded in a 
continuous auction, both  M arket M akers and F loor Brokers will vie to be

18 We hasten to add that we know of no empirical verification of this theory.
19 If a bid-ask stock quote has been sent from the stock exchange by 9:15 or 9:30, the OBO 
will usually open the associated options for trading, even if a stock transaction has not yet 
occurred.
20 In the past, closing rotations were used routinely for all series at the close of trading every 
day. This practice has been discontinued.
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the first to give the best quote. F o r example, if the book, as given on the 
Q uotron  display for PR D /JU L/40, shows the current bid-ask for the call at 
3 -3f, the M arket M akers and F loor Brokers m ust quote a m arket within 
the book, where at m ost one side can coincide with the book, to have any 
hope of getting the trade. In addition, M arket M akers m ust always quote a 
two-sided m arket and, depending on the option price level, their spread 
m ust lie within a given interval. F o r options trading at 3, the m aximum 
spread21 a M arket M aker can quote is j .  Therefore, ignoring the book, if he 
simply says, bid,” he is implicitly quoting a 3^-3f m arket; if he says, “at 
f ,” ,he is implicitly quoting a 2^-3 f m arket. In this case, we suppose many 
M arket M akers and F loor Brokers shout out quotes alm ost sim ulta
neously. Suppose the first two M arket M akers give the best m arkets, with 
one sayipg, %  to | ,” and the other saying, to f .” The m arket is then \  to 
| ,  with the first M arket M aker willing to buy at 3*, and the second M arket 
Maker1 willing to  sell at 3 |. The M arket M akers together have quoted a 
spread of which is the narrow est possible m arket, since options trading 
over 3 trade in intervals of eighths. If this m arket supersedes the m arket 
given on the Q uotron  display, a Q R TO  (quote reporting term inal operator) 
sitting at the station immediately updates the m arket quotes available on 
the display. This same inform ation sim ultaneously becomes available on 
com puter terminals in brokerage houses across the country.

If the F loor Broker is holding a limit order to sell at 3 f , he returns the 
order to his deck and it goes tem porarily unfilled. Alternatively, if he feels 
the m arket will take considerable time coming to a 3f bid, he may “book 
the order” by placing the ticket in a sell-order box on the counter in front of 
the O rder Book Official. The O B O ’s staff then picks up the ticket and 
enters it in the book. For each option, the book is simply a stack of buy and 
sell tickets of limit orders, arranged by price, with priority  of execution 
given to  price and then time of entry, irrespective of the size of the order. By 
booking the order, the F loor Broker sacrifices the floor brokerage to the 
Exchange, as represented by the O rder Book Official. F o r a $3 price level, 
the floor brokerage charged by the OBO  is about $1 per contract. A F loor 
Broker negotiates the floor brokerage he receives with the Exchange 
mem ber for whom he is transacting. A lthough a F loor Broker sacrifices the 
floor brokerage, he will book an order when the firm whose orders he holds 
requires him  to do so in order to afford its custom ers the priority tha t only 
the book can offer. A F loor Broker will also be m otivated to  book the order 
if his deck of limit orders is becoming large and com plicated to follow, or if

21 A maximum spread of j  is allowed for options trading at less than j ,  j  for options trading 
between j  and 10, J  for options between 10 and 20, and 1 point for options over 20. Market 
Makers are restricted to bids (asks) within one point, plus the movement in the underlying 
stock, below (above) the last option transaction.
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he wishes to move to  another post. If a F loor Broker fails to  fill properly 
orders left in his trust, he, or the firm that employs him, is personally liable 
for his errors. For example, suppose the F loor Broker decided not to book 
his 3 |  sell limit order. If the m arket subsequently moves to 3 j-3 f , then falls 
to 3-3^, and he neglects to fill the order, he then can be held responsible to 
fill the order at 3f. He may be required to sell contracts a t 3 and then 
liquidate his position by buying the same num ber of contracts from his 
custom er at 3 |. The loss he incurs is charged to  his error account, for which 
he or his employer is liable. W ith the exception of correcting errors, F loor 
Brokers are no t allowed to trade for their own account. It follows that a 
F loor Broker holding a deck of several limit orders on a variety of options 
will, depending on his skill in juggling his deck, book the orders that are 
farthest away from the m arket.

If, instead, the F loor Broker receives a m arket order (or a limit order 
at the m arket— that is, to sell at 3£), then he will fill the order immediately. 
If he delays and the m arket moves up, he will be a hero to his custom er and 
m ay attrac t future business from him. O n the other hand, if the m arket 
moves down, he may be held accountable for the lost opportunity. Since the 
m arket is “iHL” with a seh m arket order, he usually first offers to sell at 3f. 
If the crowd shows no interest, he turns to the M arket M aker quoting 
and says, “Sold at I have five.” Any delay on the F loor B roker’s part may 
cause him to lose the m arket, since a M arket M aker or another F loor 
Broker is only held to  his quote for the m om ent after he announces it. Since 
the M arket M aker’s quote only commits him to one contract, he can then 
reply, “I ’ll buy one,” or any larger number. If, in this case, the M arket 
M aker says, “I ’ll buy three,” the F loor Broker has a partial fill and turns to 
other M arket M akers and F loor Brokers in the crowd to fill th,e rem ainder 
of the order.

To keep it simple, suppose, instead, th a t the M arket M aker says, 
“D one,” which commits him to the entire order. The M arket M aker then 
fills out a buy ticket and the F loor Broker fills out a sell ticket. A properly 
m arked buy ticket is shown in Figure 3-1. RAP is the personal identifying 
symbol of the selling F loor Broker. B is the symbol of the Clearing M ember 
represented by the F loor Bfoker. D V D  is the symbol identifying the Clear
ing M em ber guaranteeing the M arket M aker, and SIG  is the M arket 
M aker’s personal identifying symbol.

The seller time stam ps his ticket and deposits a copy of the sell ticket 
in a conveyor belt attached to the counter a t the post. The process of filling 
ou t and filing the sell ticket usually takes from five to forty seconds, 
depending on the num ber of traders involved, how fast they write, and how 
far they are from the belt. The sell ticket is then autom atically conveyed to 
a small bin a t one end of the post. Here a PR T O  (price reporting terminal
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Figure 3-1 Market Maker Ticket

operator) immediately removes the ticket from the bin, with a single key 
stroke sim ultaneously enters the stock symbol, expiration m onth, and strik
ing price, and then separately enters the num ber of contracts traded, the 
option transaction price, and the identifying symbols of the selling and 
buying F loor Traders (that is, RA P and SIG). The com puter completes the 
record of the transaction by autom atically registering the time of day to the 
second and the price of the last transaction in the underlying stock. M arket 
M aker selling tickets for puts are blue and for calls are red, perm itting 
immediate visual differentiation. The PR T O  will also enter a “transaction 
prefix” code under unusual circumstances— if, for example, a transaction is 
know n to be recorded out of sequence. The time tha t elapses between filing 
the order and the appearance of the transaction on the ticker tape is typi
cally less than one minute. However, tape delays on very active days can 
result in a m uch longer time lapse. The M arket M aker simply keeps his 
own copy of the trade and prepares for his next quote. The F loor Broker 
hands one of his copies of the trade to a runner, who delivers it back to its 
originating com m unications booth, and the result is teletyped to the 
brokerage office where the order originated. If no runner is available, the 
F loor Broker drops the ticket in the conveyor belt at the post. F o r a m arket 
order, the whole process to  and from the booth  usually takes from one-half 
to two and one-half minutes, prim arily depending on how far the booth  is 
from the particular post, the availability of runners, and whether or not the 
F loor Broker is walking m ultiple orders.
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Although typical, a given execution may not follow this description 
exactly. M arket M akers may trade with other M arket M akers, F loor 
Brokers may trade with other F loor Brokers, and both  may trade with the 
O rder Book Official. As we have noted, the book takes precedence over 
M arket M akers and orders held by F loor Brokers if they compete at the 
same price. In  the example above, if 3 were the best bid from the crowd, the 
F loor Broker m ust fill his order by “selling to the book.” He and the OBO  
are then on opposite sides of the transaction. A F loor Broker, if he is 
fortunate, can even trade with himself (that is, “cross” orders) by announc
ing (so that, in principle, the entire crowd can hear) that he has orders to 
buy and sell at the same price and announcing the price. If no one in the 
crowd intervenes, he is allowed to cross the orders.

There are probably as m any M arket M aker trading strategies as there 
are M arket M akers. It would be futile to a ttem pt a detailed enum eration 
here, even if we knew w hat they were. However, m ost short-run strategies 
can be classified either as “scalping” or “spreading.” A scalper tries to earn 
the bid-ask spread for himself through a succession of quick in and out 
trades. He hopes to pick up ^ m ore often than  he loses A spreader tends 
only to take a position on one side if he can m atch it by an appropriately 
offsetting position in another associated option on the other side. He may 
follow price estimates he has prepared or has purchased from an option 
pricing service to buy the tem porarily underpriced options and write the 
overpriced options. Some M arket M akers, after m onths of experience in 
options on the same underlying stock, will tell you they simply “know ” 
when the relative prices are out of line. M any subscribe to “technical” 
theories, which claim to predict future movements in the associated stock. 
F o r example, some follow price trends of a few stocks that are supposed to 
lead the m arket. Virtually all published academic work in finance heavily 
discounts the validity of technical theories; however, alm ost all of the 
research concerns the behavior of stock prices over intervals of one day or 
longer. In contrast, M arket M akers employ technical theories over much 
shorter time intervals, m easured in terms of transactions and minutes rather 
than days. It is quite possible— particularly given the additional and more 
timely inform ation about the state of the m arket available on the floor of 
the Exchange and the imbalances between supply and dem and that may 
exist over short intervals but are dispelled over longer periods— that a few 
of these technical theories m ay work.

M arket M akers, both  individually and as a group, try to protect 
themselves against “inform ation traders.” Based on inform ation not yet in 
the public dom ain, Exchange mem ber firms trading for large public inves
tors or for their own account, m ay buy or sell options anticipating a sub
sequent move in the underlying stock price. By an Exchange rule, F loor 
Brokers are obligated to “give up” to the other party  to a transaction the
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name of the member firm initiating an order. F rom  perhaps b itter past 
experience, M arket M akers learn to identify likely inform ation traders and 
protect themselves by giving more conservative quotes in response.

Needless to say, like public investors, M arket M akers also assume 
long-run positions based on long-term  predictions about stock price m ove
ments, and they may pu t on covered positions designed to take advantage 
of the relative mispricing of associated securities th a t will only be elimi
nated after m any days or weeks. These positions are likely to be freely 
placed across the range of underlying securities available on the floor. To 
assume positions outside options he custom arily trades, a M arket M aker 
may place his order through a F loor Broker rather than  execute the order 
himself.

W hatever long-term  positions he assumes, a M arket M aker m ust not 
im pair his prim ary obligation to m ake a fair and orderly m arket in the 
option classes to which he is assigned. According to the rules of the 
Exchange, as interpreted by the F loor Procedures Committee, no more 
than 25% to 50% of a M arket M aker’s trades (measured in num ber of 
contracts) can be outside his principal assignment— usually options on 
three underlying stocks— in any given quarter (for example, January  1 to 
M arch 3 1).22

D espite our previous assertions, the same individual can be both  a 
M arket M aker and a F loor Broker, provided he is appropriately authorized 
to perform  both  these functions by his associated Clearing M ember. 
However, on the same day, in the same underlying security, he can act only as 
a M arket M aker or a Floor Broker but not both. This rule probably elimi
nates m ost opportunities for a conflict of interest to arise.

Before he can trade on the floor, a M arket M aker m ust buy or lease a 
seat, or be the agent of a firm that buys or leases a seat for him. He m ust fill 
out a num ber of forms, which are subm itted to  the Securities and Exchange 
Com m ission and to the Exchange, and he m ust be approved by these 
agencies. He m ust pass an exam ination on options given by the Exchange. 
He m ust associate himself with a Clearing M ember, who m ust file a Letter 
of G uarantee with the O ptions Clearing C orporation  on his behalf. This 
docum ent certifies tha t the Clearing M em ber accepts full financial responsi
bility for all Exchange transactions of the M arket M aker. The Clearing 
M em ber receives the benefit of commissions on the M arket M aker’s trades, 
since all of his trades are cleared through the associated Clearing M ember.

Commissions are negotiated on a basis m utually satisfactory to the 
M arket M aker and his Clearing M ember. Commissions typically vary with 
the contract price and the volume of trading in the M arket M aker’s

22 This rule has been modified to provide more freedom for M arket Makers with assignments 
in relatively inactive option classes.
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account during the year. A typical one-way schedule is $1.00 per contract 
for options over $1.00, $0.75 per contract for options less than  $1.00, and 
$0.25 for scratch trades (that is, the same option bought and sold on the 
same day at the same price). These rates are usually reduced if a M arket 
M aker generates sufficient volume during the year. While these commis
sions are quite low relative to thqse faced by the public, they benefit the 
public, since M arket M akers can afford to quote tighter spreads. As pre
viously noted, Clearing M embers, in turn, pay a fee per contract to the 
Clearing C orporation  and to the Exchange. In addition, the Clearing 
M em ber bears overhead costs and costs associated with providing special 
services for M arket M akers. For example, one large Clearing M em ber 
supplies M arket M akers with an off-the-floor lounge and private desks, 
on-line com puter option  price estimates, as well as an accounting package 
m onitoring M arket M aker accounts.

The rules regarding M arket M aker capital requirem ents are complex. 
Their general effect is to provide M arket M akers with substantially more 
flexibility than a public custom er with the same capital.

3-4.  THE PERFORMANCE OF OPTIONS MARKETS

The performance of a securities m arket may be judged on several grounds, 
including:

1. Size and profitability
2 . Liquidity
3. Transactions speed
4. Fairness
5. Effects on other financial markets

In  this section, we will again restrict our attention  to the CBOE.

Size and Profitability. Table 3-3, taken from the CBOE publication 
“M arket Statistics,” gives the history of the extraordinary expansion of the 
Exchange for calendar years beginning April 1973 through 1983 in terms of 
contract trading volume, listings, and memberships. The Exchange’s success 
is clearly indicated by the price of a membership. A seat on the CBOE was 
one of the best investments one could have made over this period.

Table 3-4 shows the underlying stocks with the highest daily average 
cleared contract volume on the CBO E during 1983. O ptions trading in 
these ten stocks accounted for over 41% of the to tal CBO E volume for the 
year. As one m ight guess from this figure, m any stocks had a much lower 
volum e; in some cases, a daily average of less than a hundred contracts.
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Table 3-3
CBOE VOLUME, LISTED STOCKS, AND MEMBERSHIP

Year

Cleared Contract Volume
Stocks 

Listed at 
Year End

Membership Profile 
at Year End

For
Year

Daily
Average

Daily
High

Market
Share

Total
Membership

Last Sale 
($000’s)

1973 1,119,117 6,469 17,319 100.0% 32 520 25
1974 5,682,907 22,462 63,929 100.0% 40 684 39
1975 14,431,023 57,040 124,528 79.7% 79 1,281 64
1976 21,498,027 84,972 168,555 66.4% 86 1,337 62
1977 24,838,632 98,566 223,781 62.7% 95 1,293 45
1978 34,277,350 136,021 425,930 59.9% 95 1,253 75
1979 35,379,600 1 39,840 342,334 55.1 % 95 1,240 99
1980 52,916,921 209,158 432,639 54.7% 120 1,640 152
1981 57,584,175 227,605 426,780 52.6% 120 1,666 180
1982 75,721,605 299,295 666,457 55.2% 140 1,697 174
1983 71,695,563 283,382 592,890 52.8% 145 1,753 212

Liquidity. The average num ber of contracts per trade has increased eight
fold from the first few m onths of the Exchange to the end of 1983. This 
increase, in large part, reflects greater institutional participation in the m ar
ketplace and the willingness of M arket M akers to accept more substantial 
commitments. Both the capital of Clearing M embers doing M arket M aker 
business and the equity in M arket M aker accounts have grown consider
ably since 1973.

The distribution of bid-ask spreads and the price changes between 
successive trades are other im portant measures of liquidity. In m any cases,

Table 3-4
CBOE UNDERLYING SECURITIES WITH 
HIGHEST DAILY AVERAGE CLEARED 

CONTRACT VOLUME DURING 1983

Security Volume

International Business Machines 31,572
Teledyne 14,743
Superior Oil 11,537
General Motors 10,282
Federal Express 8,947
Eastman Kodak 8,900
American Telephone and Telegraph 8,643
Texas Instruments 7,993
Honeywell 7,127
Homestake Mining 6,973
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price continuity will be justifiably interrupted if the underlying security 
ticks up or down. O ther interruptions can be attribu ted  to unexpected 
surges in buy or sell orders which tax the capital of available M arket 
M akers, lack of com petition am ong M arket M akers, and the attem pt of 
M arket M akers to earn the bid-ask spread for themselves as com pensation 
for their service of providing depth and continuity to the m arket. F rom  the 
point of view of a trading crowd quoting 5*-5f, for example, nothing could 
be better than a flood of m arket orders, as m any to sell as to buy. W ithout 
accum ulating inventory, the M arket M akers in the crowd are able to reap 
the £ spread on every contract, buying from the public at 5* and selling to 
other public traders at 5§. The greater the extent to which the public is 
spared this spread, the m ore liquid the m arket.

Evidence available in the CBOE publication “M arket Statistics” indi
cates tha t bid-ask spreads quoted by M arket M akers are typically \  or less, 
reflecting com petition from an average of m ore than fifteen M arket M akers 
per OBO  station. A bout 62% of the to tal trades occur at no price change 
from the previous trade, and about 32% at a price change of ^ o r

Transaction Speed. Three time intervals are im portan t to  public cus
tom ers :

1. Execution
2. Price and quote dissemination
3. Settlement

Based on a sample reported in the Securities Industry Association’s 1976 
study of the options m arket,23 trade-execution time for m arket orders on 
the CBO E averaged 3.4 m inutes for 1975. The Exchange now claims sub
stantial im provem ent over this figure. For a given m arket order, execution 
time varies prim arily with the distance of the receiving com m unications 
booth  to the post where the option is traded. Since O ctober 1975, the 
installation of high-speed com m unication equipm ent and an increase in the 
quote-reporting staff has m eant alm ost instantaneous dissem ination of 
quotes. In  the absence of “tape lates,” following the procedure described in 
Section 3-3, prices of trades usually reach the ticker tape within one m inute 
after the representatives of the two parties to the trade have m ade a verbal 
agreem ent on the Exchange floor, and news of the trade usually reaches the 
executing broker in less than  90 seconds after execution. A “tape late” is 
defined as a delay in a single class of options from execution to public 
dissem ination of more than  two minutes. D uring January  1976, the heaviest 
m onth  of trading prior to 1978, 214 periods of “tape lates” occurred, but in 
no instance did they exceed ten minutes. The m ost extreme form of delay is

23 See the Securities Industry Association, The State o f the Options Sector o f the Securities 
Industry, May 1976.
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a trading halt in a particular class of options, either initiated in the m arket 
for the underlying security or initiated at the CBOE. D uring January  1976, 
seven trading halts were initiated at the CBOE, and in other m onths there 
have typically been fewer.

To facilitate the entry of orders into the book, Phase I of the 
Exchange’s new electronic O rder Support System (OSS) became operative 
in 1981. This system allows brokerage firms to enter, cancel, or check 
electronically the status of public custom er orders placed in the book. 
M oreover, notice of execution of booked limit orders is to be autom atically 
reported back through the firm’s wire system. The CBO E will be the first 
securities exchange to com puterize its limit order book.

Fairness. The com peting M arket M aker system and the priority of public 
orders in the limit order book are the prim ary features of the Exchange that 
support fair dealing for the public. O ther provisions, such as position and 
exercise limits and the back-up system described in Section 3-2 for honoring 
purchased option contracts, are also obvious examples of mechanisms for 
custom er protection.

Less visible, but equally im portant, are a host of special rules and 
routine self-regulatory surveillance practices. Securities and Exchange Com 
mission Release No. 34-14056, which proposed to formalize the listed 
options m arket “m oratorium ” on O ctober 17, 1977, provides a natural 
form at for addressing this subject.24 Q uoting from the release:

The Commission announced today the initiation of an investigation 
and study, pursuant to ... the Securities Act of 1934, to determine what 
action is necessary to aid in the enforcement of the Act, and whether 
additional rules thereunder should be proposed to protect investors and 
the public interest and to maintain fair and orderly markets in connec
tion with the trading of standardized options and underlying securities.

The release proposed Tem porary Rule 9b-l(T), which would make it 
unlawful for any national securities exchange by any means

to permit expansion of existing programs for the trading of stand
ardized options, to alter such programs in any material respect not 
expressly approved by order of the Commission, or to permit the initi
ation of new programs designed to expand the trading of options.

This phrase, “expansion of existing program s,” was interpreted to include, 
am ong other things, the listing of options on additional new underlying 
securities and  the listing of puts on existing underlying securities which, 
thus far, only had listed calls.

24 The October 17, 1977, release was a step toward formalizing the previous “voluntary” 
moratorium  requested by the SEC on July 18, 1977. Although the proposal was subsequently 
withdrawn, through exchange cooperation, its provisions were effectively enforced over two 
and one-half years.
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Underlying this unusually strong action taken by the Commission 
was the general concern that incentives for fraudulent investor behavior 
may be significantly greater in the listed options m arket, as contrasted with 
the listed stock m arket. M oreover, listed options in the U nited States had 
only been available for a short time, yet the new m arket had expanded 
extremely rapidly to the point where trading, measured in terms of share 
equivalents, rivaled the New York Stock Exchange.

At the same time, a num ber of Exchange proposals were pending 
before the Commission, including proposals to change striking price inter
vals, to multiply existing expiration cycles, to expand the num ber of au thor
ized call option classes, to open the listing of puts on all underlying 
securities with currently listed calls, to  increase the num ber of dually listed 
option classes (that is, the same options traded on two exchanges), to 
modify position limits, to  initiate trading of options on debt instrum ents of 
the federal government, to list options on underlying securities traded in the 
over-the-counter m arket, to list options on a broad-based stock m arket 
index, and to initiate trading of options at the New York Stock Exchange.

Perhaps the m ost troublesom e issue was whether options and their 
underlying stock should be traded together at the same post. This proposal 
arises naturally  from the close contractual relationship between options and 
com m on stock and the consequent parallelism  of changes in their prices. 
W ith the exceptions tha t stock is originally issued by a corporation and 
conveys the power of control over corporate activities, stock is eco
nomically equivalent to a perpetual American call with zero striking price 
and protection against cash dividends. T rading options and stock together 
w ould im prove the efficiency of both  m arkets in m any ways. F o r example, 
hedged positions would be easier to execute, economies of scale and 
reduction of inform ation trading should reduce transactions costs, and 
illegal trading practices would be m ore easily detected. The trading of 
options and stock together would necessitate a m ajor restructuring of those 
m arkets and force a confrontation between the NYSE and the CBOE.

Faced with the responsibility to rule on these proposals and uncertain 
about the adequacy of listed options m arket surveillance, the Commission 
felt it needed time to develop a consistent approach to these issues that 
w ould be in the public interest. To support its action, the Commission 
raised a num ber of regulatory concerns directed specifically a t the options 
exchanges. These concerns included:

1. Adequacy of Exchange audit trails25

2. Fictitious trades to influence Market Maker capital requirements

25 An audit trail is the information in available records for reconstructing a transaction from 
its inception to its completion. A complete audit trail makes it possible to identify all parties 
to, and the timing of steps in, a transaction.
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3. Market Maker wash sales for tax purposes
4. Proprietary trading to attract order flow
5. Intermarket price manipulation
6 . Front running of block trades

For each of these, we will examine the procedures used by the CBOE.

1. A d e q u a c y  o f  E x c h a n g e  a u d i t  t r a i l s .  The prim ary surveillance tool
of the C BO E is its M arket D ata  R eport (MDR), a com puter-readable,
tim e-stam ped record of every reported transaction and bid-ask quote on its 
trading floor. For example, for the Polaroid quote change and transaction 
described in Section 3-3, the M D R  would contain the following two 
com puter-coded records :26

01/05/77 12:13:01 PR D  JU L  40 C 3± 3f 37±
01/05/77 12:13:41 PR D  JU L  40 C 5 3 i 3 7 | RAP SIG

The first record says tha t on January  5, 1977, at twelve thirteen and one 
second C entral Time, a bid-ask quote of 3 ^ 3 |  occurred for PR D /JU L /40  
calls and at that time the last stock transaction price was 31 j .  F rom  the 
second record we learn tha t on the same date, 40 seconds later, 5 PR D / 
JU L/40 calls traded at 3*, for which the seller was RAP and the buyer SIG, 
and, at tha t time, the last stock transaction price was 37^. The Exchange 
confirms the transaction inform ation by subsequently compiling a M atched 
Trade Listing (MTL) from the inform ation on m atched trades received from 
Clearing M embers. These trades are then reported by the Exchange to the 
Clearing C orporation. These two independently constructed versions of 
transactions on the floor are com pared by com puter, which produces the 
daily M D R -M T L  Com parison Report. All M arket M aker stock trans
actions cleared through O C C  Clearing M em bers are also reported to the 
CBOE.

In contrast, while the NYSE generates a com puter-readable listing of 
stock transactions as they occur on the floor, this listing does not include 
the identification symbols of the floor traders .27 M oreover, its record of 
cleared stock trades does no t include about one quarter of the transactions. 
The om itted trades are those for which both  sides are cleared by the same 
brokerage house because it represented both  the buyer and the seller or

26 For ease in reading, the information in each record has been somewhat reorganized. 
“Transaction prefixes” indicating a record that is out of sequence, part of a spread order, etc., 
may also appear on each record.
27 The NYSE record also only time stamps the trade to the minute.
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those cleared through a regional exchange. It would appear that the CBOE 
audit trail is superior to the audit trail at the NYSE, despite the m ore 
complex organization of the options m arket (for example, many different 
options on the same underlying stock and the competitive M arket M aker 
system).

2. F i c t i t i o u s  t r a d e s  t o  i n f l u e n c e  M a r k e t  M a k e r  c a p i t a l  r e q u i r e 
m e n ts .  M arket M aker capital requirem ents have been based on the final 
ask prices for the day. If the M arket M akers as a group tend to  be on one 
side of the m arket in an option series, there m ay be an incentive to insert a 
closing ask quote considerably above or below the last trade. This may 
force the trade of a token single contract at a high price, if these M arket 
M akers tend to be buyers, or at a low price if they tend to be writers. 
A lthough it is unusual for all M arket M akers to be on one side of the 
m arket, to meet this potential problem , the CBO E has changed its m arking 
system to use the last transaction if it lies between the closing bid and ask, 
the closing bid if the last transaction lies above the bid and ask, and the 
closing ask if the last transaction lies below the bid and ask. Using its daily 
M D R, the CBO E also routinely checks the end-of-day M arket M aker 
trades.

3. M a r k e t  M a k e r  w a s h  s a l e s  f o r  t a x  p u r p o s e s .  M arket M akers may 
engage in prearranged trades, resulting in reported trades on the tape, 
which are agreed to be reversed after the tax year. To identify this illegal 
behavior, on a daily, weekly, m onthly, and quarterly basis, the CBO E 
creates com puter-generated reports, constructed from the daily M TL, 
grouping all trades by each M arket M aker together. Special attention is 
paid to M arket M ak er-to -M ark e t M aker trades and to  trades executed by 
a F loor Broker on behalf of a M arket M aker. These reports allow the 
Exchange to detect reversals at the same price and volume, reversals a t the 
same volume with a price differential, and other unusual trading patterns. 
O ther reports with different form ats are also used to enforce the rule 
requiring a M arket M aker to complete at least 50% of his trades in his 
principal assignment and to detect violation of position limits alm ost im m e
diately after they occur. The Exchange has several employees whose p rin
cipal task is to provide a continuous m onitoring of M arket M aker 
transactions utilizing these reports.

4. P r o p r i e t a r y  t r a d i n g  t o  a t t r a c t  o r d e r  f l o w .  The dual listing of 
some options has created intensive com petition am ong options exchanges. 
F o r each option class, brokerage firms typically designate a single exchange 
as the “prim ary m arket.” Unless a broker specifically indicates otherwise, 
the house’s com puter system autom atically routes all orders in an option
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class to the designated exchange. F o r example, although at one time both  
the CBO E and PSE listed BankAmerica options, M errill Lynch sent vir
tually all of its BankAmerica orders to the CBOE, since tha t was the 
designated prim ary m arket.28 N o attem pt was m ade to check whether a 
better execution was possible on another exchange. M oreover, other 
brokerage firms tend to follow M errill Lynch’s lead. To earn designation as 
the prim ary m arket, the exchange usually selected is the one providing the 
greatest liquidity, often imperfectly m easured by volume. U nder these cir
cumstances, members of an exchange have a strong incentive to trade solely 
for the purpose of creating the appearance of liquidity. This trading practice 
is known as “chum m ing.” W hen the CBO E became aware of this behavior, 
it took several steps to end it, including im proved surveillance of M arket 
M ak er-to -M ark e t M aker transactions, and published volume da ta  separat
ing public from proprietary  trades.

5. I n t e r m a r k e t  p r i c e  m a n i p u l a t i o n .  It is frequently suggested that 
Exchange members, with substantial w ritten option positions, m anipulate 
the price of the underlying security near the expiration date to  prevent 
profitable exercise. This procedure is know n as “capping .” 29 However, 
attem pted capping is fraught with risk, and success, particularly in very 
active stocks, is probably rare if not impossible. Nonetheless, on a daily 
basis, the Exchange checks M arket M akers with bo th  substantial option 
positions and stock transactions in the same underlying stock.

6. F r o n t  r u n n i n g  o f  b l o c k  t r a d e s .  “F ro n t running” occurs when a 
firm or individual, knowing in advance that a large block of stock is about 
to be traded, buys or sells options to profit from this inform ation. W hen the 
CBO E first became aware of this practice, it filed a proposed new rule with 
the SEC, which would prevent Exchange members from executing proprie
tary orders in options when they possess nonpublic inform ation concerning 
an agreed-to block transaction (that is, 1 0 ,0 0 0  shares or more) in underlying 
securities. This prohibition would also apply to  an Exchange m em ber who 
passes on nonpublic inform ation concerning block transactions to  a cus
tom er, who then trades on the basis of the inform ation. The CBO E audit 
trail provides the capability for enforcement. A similar strategy, “tape 
racing,” occurs when a firm or individual knows of a price change in an 
underlying stock before it prints on the tape. To a great extent, this problem  
was elim inated when, at the request of the CBOE, the NYSE installed a 
high-speed tape.

28 Subsequently, the PSE has found it economically advisable to delist its BankAmerica 
options.
29 The opposite procedure, effecting transactions to prevent a decline in the stock price, is 
called “pegging.”
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The surveillance procedures of the CBOE are considerably m ore 
extensive than our brief survey can cover. Indeed, some aspects of these 
procedures are, for obvious reasons, confidential. The Exchange assigns 
m ore than 50 employees and budgets several million dollars annually to  
surveillance, compliance, investigation of custom er and m em ber complaints, 
and enforcement through Exchange committees or legal remedies. O f 
course, all violations of O CC and Exchange rules cannot be completely 
eliminated or detected, and the rules themselves can no doub t be improved. 
Nonetheless, if judged by com parison with current practices across the 
entire organized m arket for securities in the U nited States, it appears tha t 
the Exchange has developed very sophisticated procedures for dealing with 
these problem s and has been very sensitive to the peculiar aspects of option 
trading.

A final area of concern was directed at the brokerage industry. In its 
release, the Com mission claimed it was aware of broker conduct in selling 
listed options involving com m unication of deceptive sales literature, churn
ing of custom er accounts, and recom m endation of transactions unsuited to 
custom ers’ financial m eans and investm ent objectives.

To reduce deceptive sales practices, each Exchange m ember firm 
doing option business with public custom ers must appoint a Registered 
Options Principal (ROP), who m ust be an officer or partner in the firm, and 
who m ust qualify by passing a w ritten exam ination on options. Before a 
Registered Representative (a broker) of the firm can trade listed options for 
public customers, he m ust also pass an examination. M oreover, for each 
public custom er, the Registered Representative m ust receive specific 
approval for listed option trading from his firm’s Registered O ptions P rin 
cipal, and written approval by the firm’s R O P is required for each discre
tionary option o rder .30 Each public custom er m ust subm it a w ritten 
agreement, acknowledging that his account will be handled in accordance 
with the rules of the O C C  and the options exchanges. In particular, he m ust 
agree not to violate the position and exercise limits.

Before com m encem ent of trading, the Registered Representative is 
required to deliver the prospectus of the O ptions Clearing C orporation to 
his custom er, and the prospectus m ust accom pany any distribution of 
option sales literature, m arket letters, research reports, or exchange educa
tional materials. M oreover, all distributed inform ation generated by the 
firm m ust first be approved by the firm’s R O P and then by the options 
exchanges.

30 In a discretionary account, the Registered Representative can place orders without prior 
approval of the customer. However, the customer is required to provide prior written author
ization for any discretionary power he delegates.
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Unfortunately, none of these precautions can assure a custom er will 
read the prospectus, let alone understand the risk-return implications of 
option trading. Even after m ore than ten years since the opening of the 
CBOE and extensive Exchange efforts to educate the public, options 
remain, to m ost investors, an arcane and complex subject. The high com 
missions per dollar invested, the ability to generate m ore transactions 
through covered positions tha t conserve margin, and the forced turnover 
due to the relatively short m aturities of options can, w ithout careful m an
agement, lead to excessive transactions costs and little hope of profit com
m ensurate with the risk borne. These conditions, together with the high risk 
potential of indiscriminately selected option positions, can make investment 
in options dangerous for uninform ed investors.

Because of the potential of options to generate high commissions, an 
uninform ed investor becomes particularly vulnerable if he permits his 
broker to trade his account on a discretionary basis. To be sure, the cus
tom er is sent a record of every transaction, but this inform ation is often 
incomplete or difficult to summarize. Brokerage firms are charged with 
policing the suitability of option transactions, particularly for discretionary 
accounts. Nonetheless, there have been several instances of intentional 
churning of discretionary option accounts, which, for various reasons, have 
been perm itted to continue for two or three years before reaching the 
custom er’s attention.

As these im proper brokerage practices meet with judicial remedy, new 
standards will be needed to gauge excessive turnover in options-oriented 
accounts. F o r equity accounts, a turnover rate of m ore than six times per 
year has been regarded as prim a facie evidence of churning .31 From  an 
econom ist’s point of view, this standard is unfortunate. Since different types 
of securities, or even the same security traded under different conditions, 
have different commission rates, turnover does not adequately reflect the 
level of commissions in the account. It would be better if the courts focused 
on the ratio of annual commissions to the average m arket value of the 
account during the year. This measure indicates the rate of return required 
in the account simply to break even (that is, to cover commissions). W ith a 
1 % one-way commission rate on stock, an annual turnover of six times is 
equivalent to a 12% annual commission cost-to -value  ratio. Since option 
commissions per invested dollar are about two and one-half times stock 
commissions, the turnover standard for an options-oriented account should

31 N. Wolfson, R. Phillips, and T. Russo, Regulation o f Brokers, Dealers, and Securities 
M arkets (Boston: Warren, Gorham, and Lamont, 1977), Sec. 2.11. Turnover is the dollar value 
of purchases during a period, divided by the average net market value (net equity) of an 
account. This measure would be improved, particularly for options-oriented accounts, if pur
chases were replaced with half of purchases plus sales.
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be lower than for a pure equity account. F o r example, if equity and option 
transacted dollars are split two-thirds and one-third, respectively, then an 
annual turnover of only about three and one-third times would be needed 
to produce a 12% annual commission cost-to -value  ratio. In this case, to 
be consistent with the treatm ent of equity accounts, a turnover of three and 
one-third times per year would be prim a facie evidence of churning.

Effects on Other Financial M arkets. F o r a num ber of reasons, one m ight 
suspect options trading should influence the price and volume behavior of 
the underlying stocks. In particular, trading activity m ight be diverted from 
underlying stocks to their associated options, and the resulting decreased 
liquidity in the stock m ight increase stock price volatility. A nother hypothe
sis contends tha t the options m arket draws speculative capital away from 
the new-issue m arket and low-priced stocks. Finally, abnorm al stock price 
behavior m ight be observed near expiration dates for underlying stocks 
with a large open interest in in-the-m oney options. In response to  these 
criticisms, the CBO E has com pleted its own internal studies and commis
sioned R obert R. N athan  Associates and, m ore recently, M anagem ent 
Analysis Center to investigate these issues by statistical procedures .32 Both 
groups have concluded the new listed options m arket has had little effect on 
o ther capital m arkets. Q uoting from a Sum m ary of the 1974 N athan  
R ep o rt:

The Chicago Board Options Exchange has been a useful and promising 
addition to the capital markets. Our study has not found any evidence 
that the CBOE has had an adverse effect on the market for underlying 
stocks or on the markets for low-priced stocks or new issues. Rather, 
during a period of great uncertainty in the capital markets generally, 
the CBOE has attracted a number of investors to return to equity-type 
risks through the risk redistribution, risk limitation, and various 
hedging strategies it makes possible. We believe this has helped improve 
the efficiency and fairness of the stock market itself.

However, until these findings have been confirmed by investigators wholly 
independent of Exchange support, they cannot be viewed as definitive.33

32 See Robert R. N athan Associates, Inc., Review o f Initial Trading Experience at the Chicago 
Board Options Exchange, December 1974; and Management Analysis Center, The Impact o f 
Exchange-Traded Options on the M arket fo r New Issues o f Common Stock o f Small Companies, 
June 1977. Summaries, as well as the studies themselves, are available on request from the 
CBOE.
33 The SEC itself conducted a study of these m atters but did not release its findings for public 
scrutiny. However, reports in the press indicate the study more or less confirms CBOE- 
supported studies.
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3-5.  INSTITUTIONAL PARTICIPATION 
IN OPTIONS MARKETS

All of the reasons we gave in C hapter 2 for trading in options apply to 
institutional investors as well as individuals. Yet as of this writing, financial 
institutions (banks, pension funds, insurance companies, and m utual funds) 
play a very limited role in the listed options m arket. This stands in m arked 
contrast to their extensive activity in stock and bond markets. But options 
are an alternative to direct investm ent in stocks and bonds, and it would 
seem tha t the reasons listed would often cause them  to be the preferred way. 
O f course, the relative im portance of the reasons may differ for individuals 
and institutions. The large scale of institutional investors already gives them 
access to favorable borrow ing and lending rates, transactions costs, and 
m argin requirements. Furtherm ore, m any institutions are tax exempt or 
have all sources of income taxed at the same rate, so options m ay offer 
fewer tax advantages. O n the other hand, institutional investors are m ore 
likely to have the kinds of special inform ation tha t can best, or only, be 
used in the options m arket. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that a careful 
exam ination of all of the factors given, some favoring the use of options and 
some favoring direct investm ent in stocks and bonds, leads m ost institu tion
al investors to  favor the latter alternative m ost of the time. Indeed, if this is 
not the explanation, then why has their use of options remained so limited? 
Possible answers to this question fall into two categories: (1) legal 
restrictions pertaining to financial institutions, and (2 ) deficiencies in the 
current m arket structure for puts and calls.

Prudent M an Rule. A com m on thread underlying the specific regulations 
of financial institutions is the P rudent M an Rule. This rule requires that 
portfolios be m anaged in accordance with the principles tha t would be 
followed by an idealized “prudent m an.” Such an individual would: (1) 
m ake his own investigation of suitable investments, (2 ) use reasonable skill 
in evaluating these investments, and (3) act in the best interests of the 
portfolio beneficiaries. F or m ost portfolios these needs are usually expressed 
in terms of the preservation of capital and the provision of a reasonable 
lifetime income. By im plication, investments of high risk and return, or high 
turnover, are usually considered im prudent.

Several objections have been m ade to the use of options under the 
P rudent M an Rule. The first conflict arises from the speculative nature of 
certain option positions. F or example, if the stock price remains unchanged, 
at-the-m oney purchased calls or puts lose 100% of their initial value. Even 
m ore extreme, written calls and puts can result in losses which are several 
times the initial price received. Consequently, options have been held to be
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inconsistent with the goal of preservation of capital. Since purchased 
options pay no dividends, they have also been seen as contrary  to the goal 
of provision of income. Finally, as we know  from our earlier discussion, if 
other things are kept constant, a call will decrease in value as the time until 
expiration decreases. F o r this reason, calls are term ed “wasting assets” and 
hence are judged not proper as prudent investments.

Here it is worthwhile to take a brief detour to explain a troubling 
point. If an option is equivalent to a portfolio of stock and default-free 
bonds, how can it possibly be a “wasting asset” ? First, consider a call. We 
have argued tha t a call may be equivalent to a particular continually 
adjusted portfolio containing the underlying stock financed partially by 
borrowing. The adjustm ents are m ade by buying m ore stock when the stock 
price increases and selling stock when the stock price decreases. N ow let us 
see w hat happens if the stock price returns to its initial value by the expira
tion date. In this case, the equivalent stock/borrow ing portfolio will have 
sustained a loss due to the interest paym ents on the borrowing. W hat is 
more, even if the interest rate were zero, the equivalent portfolio would still 
have shown a loss since it is always “chasing” the stock. If the stock price at 
first rises (falls), to mimic a call, we will have bought (sold) stock but then 
have subsequently sold (bought) it back at a loss when the stock price falls 
(rises) back to its initial value. Thus, there is a sense in which calls are 
“wasting assets,” but by this same criterion, so are m any portfolios contain
ing only stocks and bonds.

O n the other hand, a purchased put is similar to a portfolio contain
ing lending partially financed by the proceeds from a short position in the 
underlying stock. Here the interest rate and volatility effects work in 
opposite directions, and depending upon which is stronger, a European put 
may or m ay not decay in value as the expiration date approaches. However, 
for American puts, whenever the interest rate effect would otherwise have 
proved stronger, it will be optim al to exercise the put. Thus, optimally 
exercised American puts are also “wasting assets.”

These objections m ade to options on the basis of the Prudent M an 
Rule are misleading because they adopt a myopic perspective. For example, 
the income requirem ent ignores two im portan t considerations. In Chapter 
2 , we have already argued that for com m on stock, dividend income is only 
received a t the sacrifice of capital gains. Thus, there is an intrinsic contra
diction between the goals of preservation of capital and provision of 
income. Second, tax advantages may favor capital gains over income. 
Therefore, a portfolio m anager may be m ore prudent investing in low divi
dend yield stocks and realizing income by selling portions of the portfolio 
over time. And in any case, writing options can provide current income, 
although of course it will come at the expense of foregoing possible capital 
gains. However, it m ust be adm itted th a t the preference for high-yield
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investments shown in enforcement of the P rudent M an Rule is at least 
partly designed to encourage the choice of low-risk investments, since high 
yield and low risk are often found together in many types of investments. 
We now turn  to the issue of risk.

An even more im portan t problem  with the application of the P rudent 
M an Rule to options is its failure to evaluate individual investments in the 
context of the overall portfolio. M any investments tha t would be foolish or 
inappropriate if held in isolation are nevertheless very sensible when com 
bined with other investments. To take an extreme case, it may be prudent 
to purchase a stock with a negative expected return  if its perform ance is 
sufficiently inversely correlated with the returns of other securities in a 
portfolio. The reduction in portfolio expected return may be m ore than 
com pensated by the reduction in portfolio risk. By using the wrong concept 
of risk, the P rudent M an Rule may actually discourage or prevent invest
m ents tha t would lead to both  a lower total risk and higher expected rate of 
return than the ones it allows.

If it makes little sense to look at individual stock positions apart from 
the overall portfolio, it makes even less sense to isolate the separate com 
ponents of the total position in an individual stock. If it is agreed tha t the 
stock itself is not a speculative investment, then it seems reasonable to say 
tha t any com bination of options, stock, and bonds that is always less vola
tile than the stock should also be a nonspeculative investment. M any com 
binations involving options will have this property. F o r example, our earlier 
discussions about stock and bond portfolios equivalent to options imply 
tha t the investm ent of a given am ount in the following fixed com binations 
(that is, ones which are not subsequently readjusted) will be less volatile 
than  the same am ount invested only in the stock :

1. Buy stock and buy puts in a one-to-one ratio.
2. Buy one call and place the remainder in bonds.
3. Buy stock and write calls in a one-to-one ratio.
4. Write one put and place the proceeds and the given amount in bonds.

Any legal argum ents based solely on specific results from option 
pricing theory are not likely to carry the day in court in the near future. 
However, the case for the conservative nature of certain option com 
binations can be supported by the actual historical results obtained with 
these com binations. M oreover, as we have seen in C hapter 1, these conclu
sions are intuitively reasonable. W hen held to m aturity, the com binations in 
the examples do m ore poorly than the stock when the final stock price is 
high, but they fare better than  the stock when the final stock price is low. 
This is just w hat one would expect from a safer investment. Hence, it is not
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surprising tha t the same results tend to hold if the position is liquidated 
before the expiration date.

A particularly persuasive argum ent can be m ade for the first example. 
An investor with an uncovered stock position can be likened to a m an who 
fails to insure his home against fire. The home insurance provided by fire 
and casualty insurance com panies is similar to the stock insurance through 
purchased puts provided by the options m arket. This analogy also shows 
how misleading the “wasting assets” criterion can be. If the m arket value of 
the house remains unchanged, then the continual drain of insurance pre
miums will cause the total investm ent to  be a “wasting asset.” If this is not 
allowed, the home owner can behave like a “prudent m an” only by fore
going insurance on his house. Furtherm ore, the put-call parity relationship 
shows tha t the second example, buying one call and placing the rem aining 
funds in bonds, is very similar to owning the stock and insuring it with a 
put.

Specific Legal Restrictions. T rust accounts of commercial banks are subject 
to the rules of the C om ptroller of the Currency for banks chartered by the 
federal government, and to  the rules of state banking departm ents for banks 
chartered by the state in which they reside. In addition, pension trusts are 
also governed by the Em ploym ent Retirem ent Income Security Act of 1974, 
charitable foundations by the Internal Revenue Service, and investment 
advisory accounts by com m on law fiduciary standards. As of 1979, the 
Com ptroller of the Currency and several state banking departm ents specifi
cally perm itted the writing of call options, provided these transactions were 
authorized by the trust departm ent. However, this approval m ay be 
unnecessary since, according to trust law, express authorization in the trust 
instrum ent is sufficient to  make any investm ent appropriate. M oreover, 
m ost state banking departm ents had no rules or regulations relating to 
option transactions .34

Pension and profit sharing plans are subject to ERISA, the Em ploy
m ent Retirem ent Income Security Act of 1974. U nder ERISA, the P rudent 
M an Rule has been given a liberal interpretation, shifting fiduciary concern 
away from the conservation of principal to a strategy m ore closely tailored 
to m ore general stated investm ent objectives. Although the D epartm ent of 
L abor has prim ary au thority  for enforcing ERISA, it has only stated broad 
policies and not recom m ended or objected to specific types of investments. 
However, the D epartm ent has clearly announced that individual invest

34 In a circular dated December 19, 1979, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency states 
that it now views options as “investment tools which are neither prudent nor imprudent. Once 
it has been determined that the use of options is legally permissible for a specific account, the 
question of appropriateness is applied to how the option is utilized and what specific strategy 
is being implemented in the overall portfolio.”
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m ents are not to be judged in isolation but rather in the context of the 
overall portfolio. The writing of covered calls and, especially, the purchase 
of covered puts should be appropriate under ERISA. The latter strategy 
may even be advisable in view of the language of ERISA which places an 
affirmative fiduciary duty “to minimize the risk of large losses.”

W hether or not insurance companies can deal in options depends on 
the regulation in the states in which they are incorporated and licensed to 
do business. As of 1979, covered call writing was expressly permissible in 
Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, K ansas, K en
tucky, M assachusetts, M innesota, M issouri, N ebraska, New York, Ohio, 
Tennessee, Texas, and U tah. Three of these states had also approved the 
opening purchase of calls— Illinois, M issouri, and Tennessee. However, 
several states did not at tha t time permit options transactions— Alaska, 
Arizona, California, Iowa, Louisiana, Nevada, N orth  D akota, and 
Wyoming. A num ber of other states had no specific regulations.

M utual funds  are regulated by the Investm ent Com pany Act of 1940, 
the In ternal Revenue Code, and state “Blue Sky” laws. The 1940 Act does 
not prohibit any type of option strategy provided complete inform ation of 
its im plications for risk, return, taxes, and portfolio turnover are made 
available to shareholders. According to Subchapter M of the Internal 
Revenue Code, for net capital gains to be distributed to shareholders 
w ithout a tax a t the fund level, no m ore than 30% of the fund’s realized 
gross income can be derived from securities held less than three months. 
This regulation reduces the incentive for m utual funds to deal in short-term  
options. “Blue Sky” laws perm it m utual funds to write covered call options 
in all states. However, various states place lim itations on the extent of 
covered call writing and some prohibit uncovered positions. F o r example, 
California limited covered w ritten call positions to 25% of the net assets of 
the fund, unless a special exem ption has been approved. Indiana, M ichigan, 
M innesota, M issouri, and W isconsin prohibited a m utual fund from invest
ing m ore than  5% of its net assets in options. Illinois, Iowa, N o rth  C arol
ina, and Texas expressly prohibited certain uncovered option positions.

F or the m ost part, the m ain restriction on option trading by m utual 
funds has been the language contained in their prospectuses, which often 
specifically exclude option positions. A num ber of funds have obtained 
shareholder approval to remove these restrictions. Since 1976, new option- 
oriented funds have been m arketed, m ost of which rely on a systematic 
program  of covered call writing to increase portfolio yield. One fund holds 
90% of its assets in money m arket instrum ents and invests the rem aining 
10% in uncovered call options. This strategy is similar to  buying puts 
against individual stocks held long in a portfolio. Thus far, these option- 
oriented funds have accounted for a very small share of all assets m anaged 
by m utual funds.
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Deficiencies o f the Current M arket. As of this writing, there are position 
limits on the m axim um  num ber of option contracts on the same underlying 
security tha t can be held by any investor or group of investors acting in 
concert. These limits make it difficult for large institutional investors to 
write calls or buy puts on even a significant part of their to ta l position in 
stocks with listed options.

Furtherm ore, institutional investors would undoubtedly find the 
options m arket m ore appealing if a wider range of contracts were offered. 
Earlier we m entioned tha t individuals would find longer-m aturity options 
and options on portfolios or indexes to be useful. The same is true for 
institutional investors. The in troduction  of listed options on stock m arket 
indexes is an im portan t step in this direction.

Concluding Comments. The relative unpopularity  of options am ong finan
cial institutions is explained largely by naive legal restrictions and structural 
deficiencies in the current listed options m arket. In principle, options should 
be very attractive to institutional investors. As some of these legal 
restrictions and structural deficiencies are removed, we can expect to see a 
m uch broader participation of financial institutions in the options m arket.

A P PE N D IX  3A 
M argin

3 A - 1 . RULES

Together, the Federal Reserve B oard’s Regulation T, the New York Stock 
Exchange, and the options exchanges determine minimum initial and m ain
tenance m argin requirem ents for options. Even though options are not 
currently traded on the NYSE, all mem ber firms m ust adhere to the NYSE 
margin rules on all of their public security transactions, even those off the 
exchange. Since m ost brokerage houses tha t do custom er business in 
options are also members of the NYSE, the NYSE option m argin regula
tions, in effect, apply to options. However, it should be stressed tha t alm ost 
all brokerage houses have m ore restrictive m argin requirem ents than the 
required minimum.

At first, m argin requirem ents for stock and option positions may seem 
confusing. To make things easier, we will describe these requirem ents in 
three different ways. First, we state the requirem ents in words as five rules, 
one each for

N O TE: This appendix relates only to public customer margin requirements.
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1. Uncovered stock
2 . Uncovered options
3. Hedges
4. Spreads
5. Combinations

Following each rule, we explain the logic behind it and illustrate it with an 
example. Second, in Tables 3A-1 and 3A-2 we show the application of these 
rules for every possible stock/option position in terms of algebraic symbols.

Table 3A-1
UNCOVERED POSITION MARGINS

Cash In flow A dditional Cash In flow
in Absence as a R esu lt

P osition o f  M argin o f  M argin

1. Long stock - S  |
\ initial at most .5S 
[ maintenance at most .75S

2. Short stock3 s  |
[initial -1 .5 S  
[maintenance -1 .3 S

3. Buy call -c -
4. Write call c -m ax(1,3S  -  K, 2.50)
5. Buy put -p -
6. Write put p -m a x (/C -.7 S , 2.50)

a See footnote 3 for an exception.

Then, in Table 3A-3, we illustrate the m argin requirem ents for each of these 
positions by an extended numerical example. Rather than read through the 
five rules first, the reader may instead find it easier to take each rule one at 
a time, looking to the tables to see the applications of the rule before 
proceeding to  the next rule.

The set of five rules given below provides a description of the minimum 
initial and maintenance m argin requirem ents for nonsuperrestricted accounts 
and, in each case, a rationale for the requirem ent is given . 1 Initial require
ments are based on stock prices at the time a position is first taken. Subse
quently, if the stock price moves favorably, based on the updated stock

1 As defined by the Federal Reserve Board, an account becomes restricted whenever it is 
margined at less than 50%. In this case, the proceeds from the sale of securities must generally 
be applied to increase the margin in the account and cannot be used to back subsequent 
purchases or short sales. However, by the “same-day substitution privilege,” an exception is 
made if these purchases or short sales occur on the same day the securities are sold. An 
account is defined as superrestricted whenever it is margined at less than 30%. In this case, the 
same-day-substitution privilege is not allowed and more complex margin rules are applied.
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B l// Combination Spread (puts) 
Bullish 
Vertical 
Spread 
-m in  [max 
(KW- J S ,
$2.50),
Kw~Kb]

Diagonal 
Spread 
-m in  [max 
(Kw -  I S ,  
$2.50),
K„- Kb]

Write Horizontal or 
Diagonal Spread

-m ax(K w - .7 S ,  $2.50)

Bullish 
Vertical 
Spread 
-m in[m ax  
(Kw -  J S , 
$2.50), 
Kw~Kb]

NOTE: All positions are on a one-for-one basis and margins are scaled to one share. See footnote 3 for an exception involving short positions in stock.



Table 3A-3
NET EQUITY REQUIRED FOR COVERED POSITIONS: EXAMPLE

5 =  40

Long Stock 
- S

Buy C a ll
- C (  1,35) - C ( l ,  45) — C(7, 35) -C (7 ,4 5 )

Write Put
P{ 1,35) P(l, 45) P(7, 35) P(7, 45)

Short Stock 
S

Box
400

Reverse Hedge {Calls)
2522 2016 2717 2224

Hedge {Puts)
1992 1994 1878 1896

§  C(1,35) 
a C(1,45) 
|  C ( l,  35) 

C( 1, 45)

1728 
"S.* 1984 
1  ~  1533 

1776

Spread {Calls)
494 [195] 702 

[506]a -  [701] [206] 
1505 999 -  507 

998 494 [493]

Write Combination  
1170 1172 1156 1054 

676 1178 562 1160 
975 977 861 859 
468 970 354 852

|  -P (1 ,35)  
x  ~P(1,45) 
10 -P (7, 35) 

~P(7, 45)

03
§

2008
8 |  2506 

2122
£  2624

Buy Combination  
[530] [24] [725] [232] 

[1028] [522] [1223] [730] 
[644] [138] [839] [346] 

[1146] [640] [1341] [848]

Spread {Puts)
502 586 1084 

[408] -  1084 1582 
[114] 316 -  498 
[616] [118] [502]

NOTE: All positions are on a one-for-one basis and margins are scaled to one contract. For C{t, K) and P(t, K), t  is in units of months and K  is in dollars. Put and call 
values are taken from Tables 5 -2  and 5-5. Specifically, per contract:

C (1 , 35) =  522 P (1 , 35) = 8
C (1 , 45) = 16 P (1 , 45) = 506
C{7, 35) = 717 P(7, 35) = 122
C (7, 45) = 224 P (7, 45) = 624

aBracketed numbers require no margin; only the net cost of the securities is required as equity.
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price, funds are freed to support other investments. T hat is, the initial 
m argin requirem ent is “m a rk e d - to - th e -m a rk e tF o r  all option positions not 
involving stock, initial m argin requirem ents are also m arked-to-the-m arket 
for unfavorable moves in the stock price. In  this case, additional funds will 
be required to support stock option positions. However, for positions 
involving stock, as the stock moves unfavorably, no additional m argin is 
required until a lower m aintenance m argin requirem ent is breached. From  
this point on, the position is m arked-to-the-m arket at the m aintenance 
m argin requirem ents for further unfavorable stock price moves. And, for 
favorable stock price moves, margins cannot be reduced until the initial 
m argin requirem ent is again satisfied.

In each case below, it is assumed that securities purchased have been 
paid for, and revenue has been received for those short or written. Conse
quently, the rules below describe any additional cash requirem ents.2 All 
covered positions are assumed to be one-for-one. Ratio positions m ust be 
decomposed into one-for-one covered positions and uncovered positions. 
Exchange and Federal Reserve Board rules perm it the pairings of options 
and stock which would produce the lowest to tal m argin for the account. 
The rules below are based on current regulations and are therefore subject 
to change a t future dates.

Rule 1 (Uncovered Stock): U p to  50% of a long position can be 
borrow ed (at interest), and the proceeds of a short sale m ust be 
deposited (in a noninterest-bearing account), plus 50% of the 
short sale (in cash or interest-bearing securities). These m ust be 
m aintained at 75% for long positions and 30% for short posi
tions.3

For long positions, the brokerage house is protected against a 50% decline 
in the stock price and, for short positions, against a 50% increase.

F o r example, for a short sale of one share w orth $40, the $40 proceeds 
are held as collateral by the broker, earning no interest for the investor. In 
addition, the investor m ust deposit $20 which can be invested in Treasury- 
Bills. N o further m argin is required unless the stock price rises to$46£.

2 For a description of initial margin for restricted or superrestricted accounts, see the “Margin 
Manual,” published by the Chicago Board Options Exchange.
3 Except for the proceeds of a short sale of stock, margin may be deposited in the form of 
T-bills, with interest accruing to the account. For short positions, if the stock price is less than 
$16f but greater than $5, maintenance margin is $5 per share. If the stock price is less than $5, 
the maintenance margin is $2.50 or 100% of the stock price, whichever is greater.
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Rule 2 (Uncovered Options): N o borrow ing is allowed on pu r
chased options. W ritten options require a deposit of 30% of the 
stock price, plus the in-the-m oney am ount or less the out-of-the- 
money am ount, with a $2.50 minim um  deposit per share. 
W ritten option m argin is m arked-to-the-m arket.

A purchased option is already a highly levered security. Unlike purchased 
stock, investors cannot borrow  against purchased options to support posi
tions in other securities. If the stock price equals the striking price, the 
brokerage house is protected against a 30% rise in the stock price in the 
case of a written call and a 30% fall in the price in the case of a written put. 
The difference between the stock price and the striking price m ust be added 
in the case of a call to reflect the fact that, even if the stock price remains 
unchanged, an in-the-m oney call, when exercised, will obligate the writer to 
greater cash paym ents than  receipts. The $2.50 requirem ent (that is, $250 
per contract) is difficult to rationalize.

F o r example, a w ritten call w orth $7* with a striking price of $35 on a 
stock priced at $40 requires a m argin deposit of

(40 x .3) +  (40 -  35) -  $17.

But this deposit can be reduced by the proceeds from the sale of the option 
to $17 — $7^ =  $9f. If the stock price then rises to $42, the m argin required 
would then be

(42 x .3) +  (42 -  35) =  $19.60

so tha t it would be necessary to deposit an additional $2.60. On the other 
hand, should the stock price fall to $38, then $2.60 could be withdrawn.

Rule 3 (Hedges): Hedges are m argined like uncovered long or 
short positions in the stock, depending on w hether the stock has 
been bought or sold short, with two exceptions: If a written call 
is in-the-money, only 50% of its striking price, not 50% of the 
stock price, can be borrow ed; if a w ritten pu t is in-the-money, 
the in-the-m oney am ount m ust also be deposited.

Since a long position in the stock protects a w ritten call, no m argin is 
required for the call. However, if the call is in-the-money, this protection is 
inadequate, since the writer can be expected to owe on the call the differ
ence between the stock price and the striking price. Since a short position in
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the stock can be held after the expiration of a call purchased against it, the 
brokerage house will then face the exposure of an uncovered short. It 
therefore requires the m argin on an uncovered short to begin with.

F o r example, consider a call w orth $7* with a striking price of $35 
written against a long position in a stock priced at $40. An investor can 
then borrow  only 0.5 x 35 =  $17^; but, in addition, he can use the $7^ 
proceeds from the call. As a result, he need only deposit 40 — 17^ — 1 \  =  
$15^ to assume the hedge.

Rule 4 (Spreads): The general rule is tha t m argin is required on 
w ritten spreads (that is, where the spread begins with a net 
receipt) and m argin is not required on bought spreads (that is, 
where the spread begins with net cash payments). Specifically, 
w ritten horizontal spreads or diagonal spreads (the far m aturity  
option  is written and the near m aturity  option is purchased) are 
m argined like an uncovered written option  at the striking price 
of the written option. All other spreads are m argined at the 
lesser o f:

1. The m argin required on the written option if it were 
uncovered

2. F or calls (puts), the greater of zero or the difference between 
the striking price of the purchased (written) option and the 
striking price of the written (purchased) option

Spread m argin is m arked-to-the-m arket.

For a purchased horizontal spread, the far m aturity  option  protects the 
written near m aturity  option, and even after expiration or exercise of the 
near m aturity  option, the position is never uncovered short. However, for a 
w ritten horizontal spread, since the written option m atures after the pur
chased option, the position can be exposed as an uncovered short. From  the 
payoff diagram  for a bullish vertical spread (Fig. 1-13), while the position 
can only lose money if the stock price falls, it is easy to see that the 
brokerage house is nonetheless protected, since the difference in call prices 
covers the loss to the position. However, for a bearish vertical spread, the 
difference in call prices does no t cover the loss sustained by a rise in the 
stock price, but a deposit of the difference in the striking prices is always 
sufficient to cover the loss. In any case, it would be unreasonable for the 
m argin required on the written leg of the spread to  be m ore restrictive than 
the m argin required on an uncovered written option.
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F or example, consider a bullish vertical spread in calls where the 
stock price is $40, the striking price of the written call is $35, and the 
striking price of the purchased call is $40. Suppose the calls are selling for 
$7^ and $3^, respectively. If the written call were uncovered, the required 
m argin would be $17. However, since the difference between their striking 
prices is $5, only $5 is required as m argin for the spread. This can be 
reduced further to a 5 — (7^ — 3^) =  $ | net deposit by application of the 
proceeds from the spread.

Rule 5 (Com binations): N o borrow ing is allowed on purchased 
com binations. W ritten com binations require a deposit of the 
m argin on an uncovered written put (at the striking price of the 
put) or the m argin on an uncovered written call (at the striking 
price of the call), whichever is greater, plus the in-the-money 
am ount, if any, on the o ther side. W ritten com bination margin is 
m arked-to-the-m arket.

N o borrow ing can be allowed on a purchased com bination, since 100% of 
the position is lost if the stock price remains unchanged. For a written 
com bination, protection is needed, whether the stock price moves up or 
down, but the protection will be needed for only one leg of the com 
bination, provided the other leg is at- or out-of-the-money. Otherwise, addi
tional m argin is needed for the unrealized loss (that is, K P — S or S — K c) 
on the other (that is, unm argined) option.

F o r example, consider a w ritten straddle with a striking price of $35 
on a stock priced at $40, where the call and the put are w orth $7* and $1^, 
respectively. If the call (put) was written uncovered, it would require m argin 
of $17 ($7). Therefore, the m argin required is $17, but this can be reduced 
by the proceeds of the straddle so that the position only requires a net 
deposit of 1 7 - 8 i  =  $8 |.

Tables 3A-1 and 3A-2 provide an alternative description of m inimum 
m argin requirem ents for stock and /o r options. Every position can be first 
considered as if every security were “uncovered” and, second, analyzed for 
reduction in m argin from favorable pairings (that is, offsetting positions). 
The m inim um  m argin then resulting is the total m argin required. For 
example, a particular diagonal spread in calls first involves the receipt of 
cash from a w ritten call C ^ ,  K J  and the paym ent of cash to purchase a 
call — C(t2 , K 2), where K 2 = K b > K x = K w and t2 > t l . Second, margin 
per share is required equal to the minimum of either the maximum of 1.3 
times the stock price minus K w, the striking price of the written call, and 
$2.50, or the difference between the striking prices K b — K w of the pur
chased and w ritten calls. In other words,
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N et cash flow
=  C(tu K x) -  C(t2 , K 2) -  min[max(1.3S -  K w, 2.50), K b -  K wl

O f these three terms, the last is term ed the required m argin deposit, and the 
negative of the three taken together, the “net equity” in the account 
required to back the position. In other words, net equity is equal to the 
value of the account (ignoring transactions costs) if all positions were imme
diately liquidated.

Table 3A-3 illustrates the net equity required for all basic covered 
positions. Suppose that the current underlying stock price is $40, a call with 
one m onth  to go and a striking price of $35 is w orth $5.22, and a call with 
seven m onths to go and a striking price of $45 is w orth $2.24.4 A one-for- 
one written diagonal spread in these two options requires — $ 1 0  m argin per 
share, so tha t the net equity required to back the position is 
— (5.22 — 2.24 — 10.00) =  $7.02, or, equivalently, $702 per contract.

3A-2. ALGORITHMS FOR DETERMINING 
LEAST MARGIN

Complex stock/option positions, possibly involving several different options 
on the same underlying security, m ake the calculation of m argin difficult. In 
particular, depending upon which options are paired with other options, the 
required m argin may be higher than necessary. However, the following 
algorithm  for pairing associated options and stock results in approxim ately 
the least margin.

S t e p  1: P air each share of short stock with one share of long stock.

St e p  2 :  Pair each purchased call with one written call, and pair each
purchased put with one written put, to form the following spreads 
in the order given:

1. Bullish horizontal spreads (pairing options with nearest maturities)
2. Bullish vertical spreads
3. Diagonal spreads, where the long option not only matures after the short 

option, but also is more in-the-money
4. Bearish vertical spreads
5. Diagonal spreads, where the long option not only matures after the short 

option, but also is more out-of-the-money

4 These option values are calculated from an exact option pricing formula to be developed in 
Chapter 5.
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Step 3: Pair each rem aining written call with rem aining long stock, and
pair each rem aining w ritten put with rem aining short stock.

Step 4: Pair each rem aining written call with one rem aining written put.

Step 5: Regard all rem aining unpaired short stock, w ritten calls, and
w ritten puts as uncovered.

Step 6 : Total m argin is the sum of the m argin deposits on these paired
and uncovered positions minus, at most, 50% of the long position 
in the stock.

Observe that spreads (Step 2), hedges (Step 3), and com binations (Step 4) 
are formed in tha t order.

U nder certain circumstances, this algorithm  does no t produce the 
least possible margin. Fortunately, there is a cost-efficient optim al linear 
program m ing algorithm  for com puting m inim um  margin, which can result 
in significantly lower m argin than the simple heuristic given here .5

Suppose we let i = 1, 2, . . . , /  — 1 index short stock, written calls and 
bought puts, and let j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  J  — 1 index long stock, bought calls and 
written puts. Then can represent the m argin required for a position 
involving one share or option of security i paired with one share or option 
of security j. If mu >  0, then additional funds, beyond the net costs of the 
paired position, are required as margin. If m0- <  0, then the paired position 
has loan value. The correspond to the negative of the cell values of the 
m atrix in Table 3A-2. To incorporate uncovered positions, let indices /  and 
J  represent a “null” security, so tha t mu and m/7 are the required margin on 
uncovered short and long positions, respectively. Let mJ7 =  0. Let x 0- 
indexed over i =  1, 2, . . . ,  I  and j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  J  be the num ber of contracts 
paired between securities i and j ; then

i  j

Required m argin =  X  Z  x u mij’ (!)
i=i j=i

where by convention

Xij > 0  for f =  1 , 2 , . . . , /  and j  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  J. (2 )

O ur problem  is to  select the x tj in such a way that the required margin 
is minimized. W hatever we do, we m ust include all securities bought or 
sold. Let Yt >  0 for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  /  — 1 be the num ber of shares or options

5 See Andrew Rudd and M ark Schroeder, “The Calculation of Minimum Margin,” Manage
ment Science, 28 (December 1982), 1368-1379.
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held of type i, and Z j > 0  for j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  J  — 1 be the num ber of shares or 
options held of type j. To allow for the possibility that all securities are held 
uncovered, define

j - i  i - i

Yj =  Yj Z j9
j =  1 i =  1

and
j - i  / - i

x/j  =  Y j — ]T Xjj =  Z j  — 'Y j x u -  
j =  1 i = i

Then, however we chose to pair the securities, 

j

X  Xy =  for (3)
j =  i

£ x y  =  Z y for j =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  J . (4)
i = 1

In summary, the linear program  that produces m inimum m argin selects the 
tha t minimizes (1) subject to the constraints of Equations (2), (3) and (4). 

The num ber of different associated securities in present day security 
m arkets is sufficiently small to perm it a very inexpensive com puter solution
for any brokerage account. M oreover, the same m atrix containing the m0
can be applied to every custom er account and is easily revised to cope with 
foreseeable changes in m argin regulation. As a bonus, the algorithm  can be 
used to determ ine the order to liquidate positions to  meet a m argin call in 
the optim al m anner. In this case, m aintenance m argin requirem ents can be 
used to supply the cells of the m argin matrix.

A P PE N D IX  3B 
Commissions

3 B - 1 . RATES

Since M ay 1, 1975, commissions have been negotiable. P rio r to tha t time, 
they were fixed by the exchange on which a security was traded. However, 
except for large block trades, these fixed commissions give an approx
im ation to the negotiated commissions the public can now expect, although 
discounts, occasionally as large as 70% , are sometimes available through 
some brokerage houses.

N ote: This appendix relates only to public customer commissions.
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O ption buyers pay commissions when they buy options, when they 
close out their position by sale, and upon exercise. Similarly, writers pay 
commissions a t each of these events. N o commission is paid if a position is 
closed out by letting an option expire.

Commissions are usually quoted in term s of a percentage discount 
from the pre-M ay D ay rates. Since options and stock are often held 
together, and we will want to com pare option and stock commissions, we 
will describe the pre-M ay D ay commission schedule for both  NYSE round- 
lot transactions and CBOE contracts.

Com mission schedules differ for single and m ultiple trading unit 
orders (see Tables 3B-1 and 3B-2). For bo th  single and m ultiple orders of 
stock, add 1 0 % to the commission calculated from the schedules if the order 
is less than  $5,000 and 24.2% if the order is $5,000 or more.

Table 3B-1

SINGLE TRADING UNIT ORDER
Order Value (5) Stock Commission Option Commission

0-12.50 8.4% Order value
12.50-100 8.4% 12.50

100-800 2.0% + 6.40 25
800-1,000 1.3% + 1 2 25

1,000-2,500 1.3% + 12 1 .3 % +  12
2,500-4,777 0.9% + 22 0.9% + 22

4,777 and above 65 65

Table 3B-2

MULTIPLE TRADING UNIT ORDER
Order Value (5) Stock Commission Option Commission

0-12 .50 8.4% Order value
12.50-100 8.4% 12.50

100-1,000 1.3% + 12 25
1,000-2,500 1 .3 % +  12 1.3% + 12
2,500-20,000 0.9% + 22 0.9% + 22

20,000-30,000 0.6% + 82 0.6% + 8 2
30,000-300,000 0 .4 % +  142 (negotiable)

300,000 and above (negotiable) (negotiable)

Add $6 per trading unit for 1st to 10th; $4 per trading unit for 11th and
above.
In no case may the commission per trading unit be greater than the
commission on a single trading unit order.
An exception occurs for option contracts priced at less than $100 but
where the order value is greater than $100. in this case, the commission
is the maximum of $25, or 4% plus $2 per contract. Commissions on
stock priced less than $1 per share are also an exception.
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3B-2.  COMPARISON OF OPTIONS AND STOCKS

These schedules imply that, per dollar of investment, option commissions 
will tend to be higher than stock commissions. This occurs because options 
usually have much lower prices than their underlying shares and, hence, for 
the same order value, will tend to incur m ore $ 6  and $4 charges per trading 
unit. However, this com parison of stock and option commissions may not 
be appropriate since it presupposes tha t equal dollar positions in stock and 
options are similar investments. Following our discussion in Section 2-3, an 
option provides a return over a short period, similar to a particular p o rt
folio of stocks and bonds. Therefore, it is perhaps m ore meaningful to 
com pare the commissions on an option to the commissions on its equiva
lent portfolio. For example, deep-in-the-m oney calls have equivalent p o rt
folios which contain alm ost one share of stock. F or these options, then, it 
may be m ore appropriate to com pare the commissions per share, rather 
than the commissions per dollar invested.

Table 3B-3 provides this com parison. The column entitled “O ption 
Com mission Per Share” shows the m ovement in the option price required 
for an investor to break even on commissions. F or example, if he buys two 
contracts at j ,  the total commission will be $12.50, and the option m ust rise 
by at least ^6 (0.063) for him to break even (not counting exit commissions). 
As a percentage of the stock price (assumed equal to $40 per share), the 
option commission is a negligible 0.2%. Finally, the option commission is 
only 9% of the commission on two round lots of stock. In every instance, if 
we think of the option as an alternative way to buy the stock, option 
commissions are smaller.

However, this interpretation of Table 3B-3 makes the unw arranted 
assum ption that the equivalent portfolio of a single option contains one 
share of stock. M ore generally, for one call, this portfolio can contain 
anywhere from zero to one share of stock. To consider this, Table 3B-4 
com pares option and stock commissions for options which are in-, at-, and 
out-of-the-m oney and near, middle, and far in m aturity, at different stock 
price levels. In this table, the equivalent position is standardized to contain 
one share of stock in each case and, instead, the num ber of options is 
adjusted to provide the same short-run return. F o r example, when the 
underlying stock price is 40, for a JA N /40 call, on a single round-lot stock 
order (n = 1), the ratio  of call to stock commission for equivalent positions 
is .42. To m ake the positions equivalent, it is necessary to purchase 1.9 call 
contracts . 1 Again, in almost every case, it is cheaper, in terms of commis-

1 The price of the JAN/40 call, used to determine the order value, is based on the exact option 
pricing formula developed in Chapter 5. This same formula also indicates the number of calls 
per share that must be purchased to make the option and stock positions equivalent. This 
same formula is used to develop the remainder of the table.
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Table 3B-3
C O M PARISO N OF OPTION A N D  STOCK C O M M IS S IO N S

Option
Total Option Option Commission/

Number Option Commission Commission/ Stock
Option of Commission Per Share Stock Price Commission
Price Contracts (5) (5) Ratio Ratio

1 12.50 0.125 .003 .20
2 12.50 0.063 .002 .09

i 5 12.50 0.025 .001 .04
10 25.00 0.025 .001 .06
50 125.00 0.025 .001 .09

1 12.50 0.125 .003 .20
2 12.50 0.063 .002 .09

i 5 25.00 0.05 .001 .09
10 40.00 0.04 .001 .09

| 50 200.00 0.04 .001 .14

1 25.00 0.25 .006 .39
2 26.60 0.133 .003 .20

1 < 5 48.50 0.097 .002 .17
h o 85.00 0.085 .002 .19
II 50 287.00 0.057 .001 .20

1 25.00 0.25 .006 .39
2 29.20 0.146 .004 .22

2 5 55.00 0.11 .003 .19
110 98.00 0.098 .002 .22
(50 332.00 0.066 .002 .23

II 1 25.00 0.25 .006 .39!
2 34.40 0.172 .004 .26

4 5 68.00 0.136 .003 .24
I 1° 118.00 0.118 .003 .26
I1 50 442.00 0.084 .002 .29

1 1 25.00 0.25 .006 .39

2 44.80 0.224 .006 .34
8 1 5 88.00 0.176 .004 .31

h o 154.00 0.154 .004 .34
(50 negotiable - - -

NOTE: The stock used for comparison is assumed to be priced at $40 per share.
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Table 3B-4
CALL-STOCK COMMISSION RATIO FOR EQUIVALENT POSITIONS

n =  1 n = 5 n = 25

s K JAN APR JUL
Expiration Montha 

JAN APR JUL JAN APR JUL

15 .59 .61 .63 .42 .44 .46 .45 .47 .49

20 <20
(1 .0 )

.60
(1 .0 )

.62
(1 .1 )

.63 .26 .46 .48 .40 .48 .50

25
(1.9)_b

(1.7)
.60

(7.5)

(17)
.60

(4.3)
_b .61 .52 _b .93 .79

I 35 .40 .46 .49 .27 .32 .35 .32 .40 .44

40 <40
(1 .1 )

.42
(1 .2 )

.46
(13)

.49 .30 .34 .36 .35 .41 .45

1I 45
(1.9)

.41
(9.8)

(1.7)
.58

(3.2)

(1-7)
.55

(2 .6 )
.45 .43 .41 .79 .56 .52

50 .32 .37 .41 .27 .31 .34 .33 — —

60 <60
(1 .0 )

.35
(1 .1 )

.41
(1 .2 )

.44 .26 .31 .33 .30 .37 .40

I 70
(19)

.65
(2 2 .0 )

(1.7)
.55

(4.2)

(1-7)
.50

(3.0)
.72 .42 .38 1.22 .55 .49

NOTE: Option values and the size of equivalent positions are calculated from an exact option pricing 
formula to be developed in Chapter 5. The variable n is the number of round lots of stock bought or 
sold.
a The January options have one month to expiration, the Aprils four months, and the Julys seven 
months.
b Option value less than

sions, to  buy the stock indirectly through options than to buy the stock 
itself.2

Three com plications to this analysis m ust be considered to give a 
complete picture. First, the com parison in Table 3B-4 only applies strictly 
to the short run. Over a longer period, as we have argued, an option is only 
equivalent to  a position in stock and bonds which is appropriately adjusted 
over time. Still, if we insist on com paring an option with a fixed  position in 
stock of roughly comparable dollar return and risk, our short-run com pari
son also usually gives us a good approxim ation of w hat we can expect over

2 This conclusion is not sensitive to the particular level used for the underlying variables in 
calculating the option values and equivalent positions.
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the interm ediate term  through the life of the op tion .3 O f course, over the 
longer term, given the short duration  of currently listed options, it is necess
ary to roll an option over. If it is desired to obtain the risk and return of 
stock over several years, then direct purchase of the stock will invariably be 
cheaper than a sequence of nine-m onth option positions. If, on the other 
hand, in addition to these static features, the autom atic dynamic stock-bond 
portfolio adjustm ents implicit in a sequence of option positions are desired, 
then options will be the cheaper alternative.

Second, we have only considered one-way commissions. Unlike stock, 
options may expire worthless, requiring no exit commission. O ptions can 
also be exercised by paying the commission on the stock, evaluated at the 
striking price. These commissions on in-the-money expiring options can 
make the difference between exercising or selling as the optim al strategy. A 
call buyer m ust pay two commissions upon exercise— one to exercise and 
buy the stock and a second when he later sells the stock— but only one if he 
sells the call. A lthough selling the call usually produces lower commissions, 
it may nonetheless be better to exercise. The higher cost of exercise often 
causes the call to sell slightly below its parity value near expiration. This 
occurs when the commissions to floor traders are greater than the prem ium  
over parity in the absence of commissions. U nder these conditions, the call 
is likely to be priced so tha t the buyer is alm ost indifferent to exercising or 
selling. He will tend to favor exercising if he desires to hold the stock in his 
portfolio; otherwise, he will typically favor selling.

Third, total transactions costs consist of a dealer bid-ask spread, as 
well as a commission. If the O rder Book Official and F loor Brokers m atch 
trades am ong themselves, then their customers, taken together, do not lose 
the option spread. However, if m atching requires the intervention of a 
M arket M aker, the custom er tends to give up the spread to the M arket 
M aker. If the bid-ask spread is he will lose when he opens his position, 
and another when he closes it out. Evidence is scant on the average 
spread actually sacrificed by stock and option public custom ers .4 Casual 
observation indicates the average bid-ask spread sacrificed for both options 
and stock is less than T hat is, on average, a public custom er gives up less 
than  ys of a point when he buys and less than of a point when he sells.

The spread per contract for options is likely to be no less than the 
spread per round lot for stocks. This is because the higher leverage provid
ed by options should a ttrac t m ore inform ation trading. However, option

3 This is suggested by Tables 6-20 and 6-22 in Section 6-5. To convert to dollar return and 
risk, multiply the numbers in the tables by the corresponding current option values. That is, 
not only are the dollar return and risk similar for an option and the amount of stock in its 
equivalent portfolio held fixed over the short run, but they are also usually expected to be 
roughly similar if held fixed even through the life of the option.
4 However, see Section 3-4.
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position limits may dam pen this behavior. Even if we suppose the dealer 
spread is the same, since more options than the stock need to be bought or 
written to obtain action-equivalent positions, as in Table 3B-4, the spread 
tends to even up the total transactions costs for com parable option and 
stock positions.

A P PE N D IX  3C
Taxes

In this appendix we summarize the m ost im portan t tax rules relevant 
to options. The rules that we cite are those in effect at the beginning of 
1984. The tax laws have changed repeatedly in the past and will 
undoubtedly continue to do so. Consequently, no one should m ake invest
m ent decisions solely on the basis of the inform ation given here. On the 
other hand, the changes tend to be evolutionary, so the rules presented 
below may nevertheless provide a useful general frame of reference about 
the tax environm ent for options.

Several changes in the tax code under consideration at the beginning 
of 1984 deserve special mention. If passed into law, as seems likely, these 
changes would reduce the holding period for long-term  capital gains from 
one year to six m onths and would limit the extent to which options can be 
used to defer taxes from one year to the next. The proposed changes would 
also substantially alter the tax treatm ent of options on financial instrum ents 
other than com m on stocks and some stock indexes. Such options would be 
taxed in a way analogous to futures contracts, and m ost parts of our 
subsequent discussion would no longer apply to them.

3 C - 1 . CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

Before examining the federal tax regulations governing puts and calls, it is 
useful to review the rules relating to capital gains and losses and some 
investm ent strategies that may arise from them, using the m ore familiar 
com m on stock transactions as illustrative examples. Unless otherwise 
stated, the discussion applies only to an individual investor who is a 
resident of the U nited States and is not a dealer or considered to be in the 
business of trading securities for his own account.

F o r income tax purposes, a key distinction is made between ordinary 
income and capital gains. In contrast to ordinary income (i.e., wages, inter
est, dividends, etc.), capital gains arise from the sale or exchange of capital 
assets. Stock and options are examples of capital assets. This distinction is 
im portant, since ordinary gains are usually included in full in taxable 
income and ordinary losses deducted in full from taxable income, while
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special rules exist to limit the tax liability on capital gains and the tax 
deductibility of capital losses.

These special rules depend on the classification of gains and losses as 
short term or long term. The general rule, as of January  1, 1978, is that gains 
and losses on capital assets (except com m odity futures) held for one year or 
less are considered short term. In the case of com m on stock, the day the 
stock is acquired is excluded and the day the stock is sold is included for 
the purpose of this calculation. Furtherm ore, trade dates, no t settlement 
dates, are used. For example, the holding period for stock purchased on 
3/6/80 and sold on 3/6/81 is from 3/7/80 to  3/6/81, and gains or losses are 
regarded as short term. To be treated as long term, the stock m ust be sold 
on or after 3/7/81. In the case of several lots of the same stock purchased 
and sold over a period of time, the first-in, first-out m ethod is used to 
determ ine the holding period, unless the stock to  be sold is properly identi
fied . 1

The m ain com plications in this classification arise from short sales 
and wash sales. The general principle for short sales is tha t gains and losses 
are short term  or long term  depending on the holding period of the capital 
asset delivered to  close out the short position. This is true regardless o f the 
length o f time fo r  which the short position has been maintained. F o r example, 
suppose an investor sells a certain num ber of shares of some stock he does 
not own by borrow ing them from his broker. After 13 m onths he purchases 
a like quantity  of shares of identical stock and instructs his broker to close 
out the short sale. In  spite of the fact tha t the investor m aintained the short 
position for m ore than  one year, the resulting gain or loss is considered 
short term, since the delivered stock has been held less than one year. There 
are, however, two m ajor exceptions to this principle contained in the so- 
called short sale rule.

First, if on the date of the short sale the underlying capital asset has 
been held long fo r  more than one year (i.e., short selling against the box), any 
loss on the short sale is considered long term, irrespective of whether that 
particular asset or substantially identical property, actually held short term, 
is used to close out the short position. This first part of the short sale rule 
prevents an investor from realizing a short-term  loss on a short sale of 
stock, while holding identical stock for a long-term  gain.

Second, if on the date of the short sale the short seller has held the 
underlying capital asset fo r one year or less, or acquired it during the time 
he m aintained the short position, any gain on the short sale is considered 
short term, regardless of the actual holding period of the asset delivered to 
close out the short position. M oreover, the holding period of the asset

1 Proper identification requires that an investor instruct his broker to sell the shares, identified 
as to cost, purchase date, or both, in a particular sequence, and receive written confirmation of 
this specification.
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triggering the short sale rule is assumed to date not from its purchase, but 
from  the date the short sale is closed out. This second part of the rule 
prevents an investor from locking in a short-term  gain on long stock by 
assuming a short position in that stock while continuing to hold it for 
long-term  capital gains treatm ent. The elim ination of the holding period of 
the long stock is necessary to remove the incentive to close out the short 
sale with new stock and realize a long-term  gain on the old stock. The 
num ber of shares affected by this rule is determ ined by the num ber of 
shares sold short. A lthough any gain on a short sale is long term  only if the 
delivered stock has been held for m ore than one year on the date of the 
short sale, a short sale can be used to hedge an unrealized gain and defer it 
in to  a future tax period.

A wash sale occurs when securities are purchased within 30 days 
before or after the sale of substantially identical securities.2 According to 
the wash sale rule, while gains on wash sales are taxed in the usual m anner, 
losses are no t deductible when they are incurred. Instead, they are deferred 
until the final sale of the securities whose purchase triggered the wash sale. 
The holding period in this case is determ ined by the total num ber of days 
the securities have been held. For example, suppose an investor purchased 
shares of some stock on 3/1/80 and sold them  on 6/30/80, then repurchased 
the same num ber of shares of the same stock on 7/14/80, and finally sold 
them  on 3/30/81. If the 6/30/80 sale resulted in a profit, it would be treated 
as a short-term  capital gain, and any loss on the 3/30/81 sale would be 
considered short term. If, on the other hand, the 6/30/80 sale took place at a 
loss, this loss would be added to the cost basis of the shares bought on 
7/14/80. O n 3/30/81 these shares would be treated as if they had been held 
for 12 | m onths, and any gain or loss would be long term .3 In this particular 
example, the wash sale rule deferred the deductibility of the short-term  loss 
incurred on 6/30/80 into 1981 and transform ed this loss as well as the 
otherwise short-term  capital gain or loss on the 3/30/81 sale into a long
term  gain or loss. The wash sale rule thus prevents the recognition of a 
short-term  loss (though no t tha t of a long-term  gain) when the investor 
intends to continue holding the stock, possibly for a preferentially treated 
larger long-term  capital gain. Exem pt from  the wash sale rule are “traders” 
who, because of the frequency of their trades, classify as being in the 
business of buying and selling securities for their own account.

Having classified gains and losses as short or long term, it remains to 
calculate the taxable capital gain. All short-term  gains and losses are aggre
gated, and the resulting figure is called net short-term capital gain or loss (S).

2 In case of a short sale, the releyant date is the date of the short sale, not the date it is closed 
out, if stock held at the former date is delivered to terminate the short position.
3 If the number of shares repurchased is less than the number originally sold, the matching for 
purposes of the wash sale rule is based on the first-in, first-out principle.
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Table 3C-1
C ALC U LATIO N  OF NET TAXABLE G AIN OR LOSS

Condi t ion Amount  Added to or  Subtracted f r o m  T I

Net Gain (N >  0)
1. L < 0 N
2. S < 0 A N
3. S >  0 S + AL

L >  0

Net Loss3 (/V <  0)
1. L >  0 -min[77, - N ,  $3,000]
2. S >  0 -min[77, - . 5 N, $3,000]
3. L < 0 -min[77, - ( S  + .5L), $3,000]

S <  0

a To the extent the net loss is not exhausted by this deduction from taxable 
income, the excess may be carried forward to subsequent tax periods. This 
carryover will not affect the long-term and/or short-term character of the
excess losses. They will be treated as specified in the table, that is, as if they
had been realized in that future tax period. To determine which losses are 
carried forward, short term losses are always deducted first, even if they 
were incurred after the long-term losses. For married individuals filing 
separately, the loss deduction is limited to $1,500 rather than $3,000 for 
each return.

In a similar fashion, the net long-term capital gain or loss (L) is determined. 
The sum of S and L is called the net gain or loss (AT). U nder each possible 
situation, Table 3C-1 shows the am ount of the net gain by which taxable 
income from other sources (T I ) is increased or reduced .4

There are two am endm ents to the treatm ent of capital gains as sum
m arized above. First, an individual investor is subject to a minimum tax
which replaces the regular income tax (including any add-on tax, if 
applicable), if the former exceeds the latter. U nder the alternative minimum 
tax, an individual pays at m ost 25% of the sum of his taxable income plus 
60% of the excess of net long-term  capital gains over net short-term  capital 
losses and adjusted itemized deductions .5 Second, the alternative of five- 
year income averaging, when there are substantial changes in taxable

4 Table 3C-1 conforms to the Revenue Act of 1978. It increased the deductible part of the 
excess of net long-term gains over net short-term losses from 50% to 60% for transactions 
taking place after October 31, 1978, but disallowed the pre-1979 alternative treatment of net 
gains which placed a 25% ceiling rate on the first $50,000 of long-term gains.
5 This alternative minimum tax became effective January 1, 1979. It was introduced by the 
Revenue Act of 1978 which removed the deductible part of long-term capital gains and 
adjusted itemized deductions from the category of so-called tax preference income. Tax prefer
ence income, reduced by the greater of $10,000 ($5,000 if married filing separately) and one- 
half of the regular income tax imposed for the year, is taxed at an added-on 15% flat rate and 
reduces the amount of earned income eligible for the 50% maximum tax dollar for dollar. 
Under certain conditions, the treatment of long-term capital gains as preference income could 
lead to marginal tax rates of almost 50%.
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income between tax years, can affect the portion of capital gains and losses 
allocated to  a given year.

The rules governing the taxation of capital gains and losses as stated 
in Table 3C-1 give rise to several strategies an investor can use to reduce his 
tax liability. The first two strategies assume that the investor has some 
discretion concerning the term  character of capital gains and losses, but not 
with regard to the tax period in which they are realized. As a rough approx
im ation, long-term  capital gains are taxed at 40% of the rate applicable to 
short-term  gains. Short-term  capital losses are fully deductible, while only 
50% of long-term  capital losses are deductible. M ore specifically, if he has 
either only net gains or only net losses in both term categories, each dollar 
converted from a short-term  into a long-term  gain reduces taxable income 
by 600 and each dollar converted from a long-term into a short-term  loss 
reduces it by 500. Therefore, an investor is m otivated to take his gains long 
term, his losses short term. On the other hand, if he has net gains in one term 
category and net losses in the other, such conversion has no effect on his tax  
liability. This is an im portan t caveat to these commonly propounded stra
tegies, since conversion is likely to involve some cost. It should be kept in 
mind, especially in view of the limited deductibility of net losses of any one 
tax period and their carryover into a future period, where they may have to 
be offset against long-term  gains.

The next strategies take the term character of capital gains and losses 
as given, bu t the investor has some leeway regarding the timing of their 
realization. It should be noted tha t this group of strategies only indicates a 
tendency tha t may be modified by two interacting factors. First, any reallo
cation of gains and losses m ay change the overall tax liability, since m argin
al tax rates vary with taxable income. Second, other things equal, deferring 
the realization of gains and accelerating the deductibility of losses post
pones the tax liability and reduces its burden. The following two strategies 
arise from the fact tha t the difference between net short-term  gains (losses) 
and net long-term  losses (gains) is treated differently depending on whether 
there is an overall net gain or loss. If an investor has net short-term  gains 
and net long-term  losses, he should time their realization to minimize the 
difference between them  in each tax period. The reason is tha t an overall 
net gain adds to taxable income dollar for dollar, while only 50% of an 
overall net loss is deductible. O n the other hand, an investor with net 
long-term  gains and net short-term  losses should try to maximize the differ
ence between them  in each tax period, since only 40% of an overall net gain 
is added to taxable income, while an overall net loss reduces it dollar for 
dollar. This is no t the same as advising the investor to sell losing stocks at 
the end of the year for a short-term  loss and to  retain gaining stocks for 
long-term  treatm ent in the next year. Such a strategy is likely to run into 
the pitfall discussed in connection with the conversion strategies.
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Finally, of much less im portance, the asymmetric treatm ent of long
term  gains and long-term  losses, introduced by the Revenue Act of 1978, 
gives some incentive to realize these gains and losses in different periods.

As we will see in the following section, options have at present only 
limited effectiveness in changing the term  character of capital gains, but 
provide excellent opportunities to defer or accelerate their realization and 
to generate offsetting short-term  gains when needed.

3C-2.  THE TAX TREATMENT OF OPTIONS

The In ternal Revenue Code ,6 as am ended by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, 
contains two im portant provisions for puts and calls. First, for options 
w ritten on or after September 2, 1976, an option writer realizes a capital, 
ra ther than  ordinary, gain or loss on a closing purchase transaction or if the 
option expires unexercised .7 Previously, it was possible to assume covered 
positions where the profits on the long side were treated as capital gains 
and the losses on the short side as ordinary losses. Second, to qualify as a 
long-term  capital gain, options (as well as other securities) sold subsequent 
to Decem ber 31, 1977, m ust be held long for m ore than one year. Since, as 
of the beginning of 1984, all listed puts and calls expire in less than  one 
year, all gains and losses through sale or expiration are considered short 
term. P rior to 1977 a holding period of m ore than six m onths gave rise to 
long-term  treatm ent, and an option buyer could take his losses short term 
and his profits long term  by closing out unprofitable positions before six 
m onths while retaining his profitable options. As a consequence, prior to 
both  of these changes it was possible for covered positions involving 
options to produce long-term  capital gains on one side and ordinary losses 
on the other. These reforms, designed to eliminate the m ore blatantly  tax-

6 The tax code regarding options is complex, and certain issues have not yet been decided 
definitively by the IRS or the courts. Furthermore, changes are likely to occur in the future, 
since the treatment of some option transactions lacks consistency and violates the intent, if not 
the letter of the law in its present form. The reader is, therefore, cautioned to consult his 
broker or a tax authority before investing. A more extensive treatment of the issues covered 
here, and additional material relating to institutional investors, security dealers and other 
special taxpayers, as well as some more sophisticated tax-oriented strategies can be found in 
Jack Crestol and Herman M. Schneider, Tax Planning for Investors (Homewood, Illinois: 
Dow Jones-Irwin, 1983).
7 Prior to this date the only case where a short-term capital gain rather than an ordinary gain 
was realized on an unexercised written option was the expired side of a written straddle. 
Consequently, an investor with long-term capital gains and short-term capital losses (realized 
or carried forward) could in effect achieve long-term treatment for the short-term capital gain 
on the expired side of a written straddle. This gain would offset short-term losses that would 
otherwise reduce long-term gains, while any loss on the other side of the straddle, if repur
chased, would be treated as a reduction in ordinary income. It should be noted that the 
closing of this loophole preceded the listing of puts.
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m otivated option transactions, have had the effect of simplifying the tax 
treatm ent of options substantially.

The following brief description of the tax code, as it relates to puts 
and calls on com m on stocks, again applies only to  an individual investor 
who is not a dealer or considered to be in the business of trading options 
for his own account. O ther rules apply to corporations, regulated invest
m ent companies, tax-exempt organizations, and nonresident aliens. T rans
actions costs are neglected. Their treatm ent as a cost com ponent of options 
is straightforw ard, although their existence may outweigh the benefit from 
tax-m otivated strategies involving a num ber of transactions.

F or buyers of puts and calls, the deductibility of the cost of the option 
is deferred until term ination of the whole transaction. The purchased option 
can be closed out in one of three ways with the following tax consequences:

Sale: Capital gain or loss equal to the difference between the sale
price and the original purchase price; short term or long term, 
depending on the length of time the option is held; recognized 
at the time of sale.

Expiration: Capital loss equal to the original purchase price; short term or
long term, depending on the length of time the option is held; 
recognized at the time of expiration.

Exercise: For a call: Basis for the purchased stock is the striking price
plus the purchase price of the call; holding period of the stock 
starts on the day after the acquisition of the stock—it does not 
include the holding period of the call; recognition of the capital 
gain or loss on the call is, in effect, deferred until the stock is 
sold—it will then be long-term or short-term, depending on the 
length of time the stock is held.

For a put: Proceeds from the sale of the stock are based on
the striking price minus the purchase price of the put; resulting 
capital gain or loss is recognized at the time of exercise and is 
long-term or short-term, depending on the holding period of 
the stock delivered.

Exercise provides the only complication. In this case the purchased option 
is considered part of the resulting stock transaction, except that the holding 
period of the option is disregarded.

For writers of listed puts and calls,8 the price received is no t recog
nized until term ination of the whole transaction. The writers’ obligation can

8 In keeping with the treatment of short positions in stock, the length of time for which an 
option writer has actually been obligated is immaterial for tax purposes. The gain or loss 
realized on the date of repurchase or expiration is short term even for long-term written 
positions.
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end in one of three w ays:

Repurchase: Short-term capital gain or loss equal to the difference between
the original sale price and the closing purchase price; 
recognized at the time of repurchase.

Expiration: Short-term capital gain equal to the original sale price;
recognized at the time of expiration.

Exercise: Fora call: Proceeds from the sale of stock are based on the
striking price plus the sale price of the call; resulting capital 
gain or loss is recognized at the time of exercise and is 
long-term or short-term, depending on the holding period of 
the stock delivered.

For a put: Basis for the purchased stock is the striking price 
minus the sale price of the put; holding period of the stock 
starts on the day after acquisition of the stock—it does not 
include the holding period of the put; recognition of the capital 
gain or loss on the put is, in effect, deferred until the stock is 
sold—it will then be long-term or short-term, depending on the 
length of time the stock is held.

As of the beginning of 1984, the only way short-term  capital gains on 
uncovered listed options can be converted into long-term  gains is to exer
cise a purchased call or have a written put exercised and hold the acquired 
stock for m ore than  one year from the exercise date. O n the other hand, 
even uncovered options offer some leeway with respect to  the timing of the 
short-term  gains or losses.

But the real tax strategic advantages of option transactions emerge 
only when we consider covered positions, either involving options alone or, 
m ore im portantly, options and stock. F o r covered positions or a sequence 
of positions involving options, the main com plications arise from the ques
tion to  w hat extent the wash sale and short sale rules are applicable.

The general principle governing the taxation of positions involving only 
options (that is, spreads and com binations) is tha t each side of the position 
is treated separately, such tha t the rules for uncovered options apply. Since 
listed options cannot be held long term, the short sale rule is im m aterial 
and the only exceptions m ay be created by the wash sale rule. It is unclear 
whether or not options are “securities” under tha t rule. But even if they are, 
so tha t their sale at a loss and the purchase of identical options within the 
wash sale period would trigger the rule, options of different types and series 
are no t considered “substantially identical securities.” Furtherm ore, closing 
a w ritten position coupled with the opening of an identical written position 
is no t regarded as a sale com bined with a reacquisition. There are, thus, 
ample opportunities to circum vent the intent of the wash sale rule and to
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m anipulate the timing of gains and losses for tax purposes w ithout incur
ring the risks associated with uncovered positions.

F or purchased options, losses are recognized on the trade date, and 
gains on the settlement date, one business day later. G ains and losses of 
w ritten options are realized on the settlement date. If, for example, an 
option spread shows a gain on the written side, it can be closed out on the 
last business day of the tax year. This allocates the short-term  loss on the 
long side to the present year, while postponing the realization of the gain 
into the next. Due to the limited applicability of the wash sale rule, this 
strategy m ay be generalized to liquidating the losing side of a spread just 
before the end of the year, retaining the other side, and reconstituting the 
spread by the purchase or sale of an option in a different series but same 
class. This, furtherm ore, provides the opportunity  to continue deferment of 
the gain by rolling the position over year after year. In the meantime, the 
realized short-term  losses may be used to  offset capital gains elsewhere in 
the portfolio .9

Although the wash sale rule may be circumvented with im punity for 
virtually all positions involving only options, the IRS may challenge trans
actions with no possibility of positive return were it not for tax savings. But 
there are m any ways of utilizing com binations of options w ithout even 
violating the intent of the tax laws. F o r example, if an investor holds a 
profitable call (put) he can hedge and defer the short-term  capital gain by 
writing a call (put) of a different series.

Join t option-stock positions offer an even wider array  of advantageous 
strategies, due to the haphazard m anner the wash sale and short sale rules 
have been interpreted up to the present time. N ot only can options in this 
context defer or accelerate gains and losses, but they can transform  their 
term  character in ways impossible to  achieve through pure stock trans
actions. O f course, the effect, if any, of an option on the holding period and 
tax basis of the underlying stock is limited to the num ber of shares rep
resented by tha t option.

The wash sale rule applies only to the purchase of a call within the 
critical period 30 days before or after the sale of the underlying security at a 
loss. T hat is, if a call is bought within the wash sale period and is subse
quently exercised, the holding period of the stock acquired through exercise 
is increased by the num ber of days the stock sold previously has been held. 
The loss sustained on the sale of the old stock, as well as any gain or loss on 
the call and on the acquired stock, is recognized on the date the new stock 
is sold. Alternatively, if the call is sold or expires, the wash sale loss is 
realized at that time.

9 Changes in the tax laws under consideration at the beginning of 1984 would limit the 
opportunities for affecting the timing of gains and losses with options to certain near-the- 
money and out-of-the-money covered call writing positions.
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O n the o ther hand, there is a way to realize a loss, abou t to go long 
term, on long stock immediately, while m aintaining an equivalent long 
position in that stock for future gain, w ithout interference from the wash 
sale rule. The investor simply combines the sale of the stock with the 
writing of an appropriate num ber of puts. Unless the puts move so far 
in-the-m oney tha t they are exercised prior to the end of the wash sale 
period, the loss on the stock is recognized at the date of its sale.

In the same vein, the sale of a call at a loss coupled with the purchase 
of the underlying stock is not considered a wash sale. N o r does the rule 
apply to the purchase of the underlying stock within the wash sale period 
a round the purchase of a put. But, as the following shows, the short sale 
provision comes into play in the latter case.

The short sale rule is restricted to the purchase of a put, if the under
lying security has been acquired prior to or during the time the put position 
is m aintained. M oreover, it applies only with respect to  short sale gains 
(that is, the second part of the rule). In  particular, any loss on the short sale 
is short term or long term  depending on the actual holding period of the 
delivered stock (that is, the first part of the rule does not apply). This means 
tha t a purchased put can accomplish (at the price of the put) w hat the short 
sale of stock could not. An investor can realize a short-term  loss on stock 
held long term  by exercising the put and delivering new stock at a loss, 
while the long stock has appreciated in the meantime. It should be noted 
tha t the short-term  character of the loss on a listed put at expiration and of 
the gain or loss at its sale is not affected by the long position in the 
underlying stock. And furtherm ore, since the wash sale rule does not apply 
to purchased puts, this treatm ent of losses remains unaltered even if the 
underlying stock was acquired within 30 days before or after this put. O n 
the o ther hand, any gain on the sale of the covering stock is long term only 
if the stock has been held for more than  one year, either prior to the 
purchase of the pu t or after its sale, expiration, or exercise. Consequently, a 
short-term  profit (minus the put price) on a long stock can only be hedged 
and deferred through the purchase of a put, but it cannot be locked in and 
converted in to  a long-term  gain, if the put is exercised, or into a short-term  
loss com bined with a larger long-term  gain, if the put expires or is sold.

An exception to the short sale rule is made in case of a so-called 
“m arried put.” To qualify as a m arried put, the underlying stock m ust be 
purchased on the same day as the put, and m ust be explicitly identified as 
the stock to  be delivered in the event of exercise. If the identified stock is 
delivered at exercise or if the pu t expires unexercised, the actual holding 
period of the stock determines the term  character of a capital gain. Since 
the life of a listed option is less than one year, a long-term  capital gain can 
only be realized if the pu t expires, in which case the recognition of the loss
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on the put is deferred until the stock is sold. If the put initially m arried to 
the stock is sold, its holding period begins on the date of that sale.

Unlike purchased puts, calls written against long stock are no t con
sidered a short sale. Thus, while the written call provides a hedge for the 
long stock, the two transactions are alm ost completely independent for tax 
purposes. If the call is exercised, and the writer holds a profitable position 
in the underlying stock which is long-term  at the expiration date, he can 
deliver tha t stock for a long-term  capital gain (including the call price), or 
he may purchase additional stock and deliver it. This latter strategy con
verts a long-term gain on the com bined position into a greater long-term  
gain on the long stock and an im m ediate short-term  loss (reduced by the 
call price) on the option transaction, which may offset short-term  gains 
elsewhere in the portfolio. This course of action m ay be especially advan ta
geous, if the covering stock is still short term  at the time the call is exer
cised. It avoids the realization of a short-term  capital gain by transform ing 
it into the com bination of a short-term  loss and a possibly greater future 
long-term  gain. In addition, the written call position can be rolled over 
w ithout causing wash sale problems, even if it is desirable to open an 
identical position.

The preceding discussion highlighted some ways in which listed 
options can be used to influence the term  character of capital gains and 
losses, w ithout incurring the risks associated with uncovered positions. 
Although there were few positions tha t could accomplish this particular 
task, the variety of jo in t option-stock transactions suitable to accelerate or 
postpone the recognition of gains and losses, w ithout regard to their term 
character, is very large indeed. The simplest strategies involve only one 
option and one stock position. Suppose an investor wants to hedge and 
defer a gain on a stock or option position. If he has a profit on a long 
(short) stock, he can purchase (write) a put or write (purchase) a call on that 
stock. Conversely, he can hedge and postpone the gain from an in-the- 
m oney purchased (written) put or an in-the-m oney written (purchased) call 
by purchasing the underlying stock (selling it short). It should be noted that 
a hedge involving purchased options is established at the cost of the option, 
while a hedge with written options offers only protection to the extent of 
the option price received . 10 There are also m ore complex strategies to 
hedge and defer unrealized gains. Suppose, for instance, that an investor 
holds a profitable stock for which no puts are available, and he now wants 
to  hedge the stock w ithout limiting his future profit possibilities by writing

10 Remember that transactions costs were disregarded throughout this Appendix, although 
they may play a substantial role in determining the benefits from transactions undertaken for 
tax purposes.
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a call. In this case, he can sim ultaneously sell the stock short and purchase 
a call. This strategy will, for the price of the call, hedge his present profit, if 
the stock price declines, and generate additional profits, if the stock price 
increases.

Finally, an investor can use options in conjunction with stock to 
avoid the dilemma, m entioned at the end of the preceding section, of having 
to offset short-term  capital losses against long-term capital gains. A care
fully designed options portfolio can com plem ent a stock portfolio in a way 
tha t the short-term  losses generated by the latter are closely m atched by 
short-term  gains on the former, w ithout changing the risk exposure to a 
m ajor extent or im pairing the long-term  character of the stock gains.



general arbitrage 
relationships

4

In C hapter 2, we showed that the value of a European call is com 
pletely determ ined by the price of an otherwise identical put, the price of its 
underlying stock, the value of the cash dividends paid by the stock, and the 
prices of default-free bonds. In this chapter, we will find the similar relation
ships tha t m ust hold for each of the following: (1) am ong the price of an 
option, the price and cash dividends of its underlying stock, and the prices 
of default-free zero-coupon bonds, (2 ) between the prices of two (and three) 
options differing only in their striking prices, and (3) between the prices of 
two options differing only in their times to expiration. These relationships 
are developed for American as well as European options and allow for 
uncertain dividends. In addition, we give some results about the optim al 
exercise strategy for American options. Finally, we extend the previous 
put-call parity  relationship to include American options.

O ur conclusions take the form of properties tha t option values m ust 
possess if there are to be no riskless arbitrage opportunities . 1 Riskless arbi
trage opportunities in this context are situations tha t require no initial 
investment but tha t yield a positive am ount immediately and only non
negative am ounts in the future under all possible circumstances. Hence, the

1 Many of these results were first developed, in a somewhat different form, by Robert C. 
Merton in “Theory of Rational Option Pricing,” Bell Journal o f Economics and Management 
Science, 4 (Spring 1973), 141-183.
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results provide a set of conditions that m ust be satisfied by any reasonable 
option pricing theory.

We also give constructive recipes for realizing these riskless profits if 
m arket prices violate the arbitrage restrictions. The procedures given do not 
depend on knowledge of stock price movements or knowledge of the 
optim al exercise policy for an option. They also do not depend on assum p
tions about the subsequent behavior of option prices, once a position is 
initiated. It is im portant to remember tha t if you have inform ation about 
any of these things, you could earn even m ore money from an arbitrage 
violation, and you would not necessarily follow the exact steps given in 
these recipes. O f course, violations of the arbitrage conditions will rarely, if 
ever, persist, precisely because they are so easy to  exploit.

Even if you cannot sell securities short, as required by m ost of the 
recipes, the results will still be useful. They can be rearranged to show the 
following conclusion: If an arbitrage restriction were violated, it would be 
possible to form a portfolio that would give higher returns in all possible 
circumstances than a second portfolio with the same initial cost. In that 
event, you would never w ant to buy the com bination of securities given by 
the second portfolio. Furtherm ore, those who already own the second po rt
folio would have an incentive to sell it and use the proceeds to buy the first 
portfolio. F or example, consider the European put-call parity relationship 
given in C hapter 2, C =  P  +  S — K r  Even if you cannot sell securities 
short, it is still true tha t if C > P + S — K r ~ f, you should not be willing to 
buy a call; instead, it would always be better to buy a put, buy the stock, 
and borrow  K r ~ l. Similarly, if C < P + S — K r ~ f, buying the call would 
always be preferable to taking a levered long position in the stock hedged 
by a long position in the put.

F o r the reasons discussed in C hapter 2, we continue to ignore m argin 
requirem ents, transactions costs, taxes, and differences between borrow ing 
and lending rates unless it is stated otherwise. Although we will com m ent 
only briefly on the im plications of these factors, readers interested in includ
ing them  will find it relatively simple to do so. Furtherm ore, we assume that 
all of the transactions necessary to  set up or close out a position can be 
accomplished sim ultaneously and w ithout affecting m arket prices. We also 
assume tha t interest rates are always positive; that is, r is always greater 
than  one. All of the results are valid for interest rates that change random ly 
over time.

In C hapter 2, we assumed that the cash dividends to be paid during 
the life of the option were know n with certainty, but this is often not the 
case. To allow for the possibility of uncertain cash dividends, we need to 
introduce two new symbols, D + and D ~ . As discussed earlier, anyone who 
takes a short position in the stock over some period m ust m ake restitution 
for all cash dividends paid during tha t period. Suppose the individual
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wishes to purchase a portfolio, containing bonds and perhaps some of the 
stock, which can be liquidated during the period in a way sufficient to cover 
this obligation under all possible circumstances. The smallest am ount 
necessary to set up such a portfolio for a period equal to the rem aining life 
of the option is defined as D +, which we will refer to as the present value of 
the m axim um  dividends to be paid during the rem aining life of the option. 
W hen an individual purchases this portfolio, we will say that he buys D + . 
The present value of the minim um  dividends to be paid during the rem ain
ing life of the option, D ~ , is defined in a similar way. Suppose tha t an 
individual who owns the stock wishes to obtain some cash now, by bor
rowing and possibly selling some of the stock short, and be sure tha t he can 
repay the borrow ing and buy back the stock under all possible circum 
stances with cash dividends he will receive over some period. The largest 
am ount he can obtain for a period equal to the remaining life of the option 
is D ~ . We will refer to this as selling D ~ . O f course, if dividends are known 
with certainty, then D + = D ~ . The appendix to this chapter gives some 
further inform ation about D + and D ~ .

4-1.  ARBITRAGE RESTRICTIONS ON CALL VALUES

As an aid to reading this section, we will follow a fixed pattern. F o r each of 
the five propositions, we first state it, then prove it by showing how riskless 
arbitrage profits could be earned if it were violated. Finally, we com m ent on 
the proposition or illustrate it with a numerical example. A reader who 
wishes to  skip the proofs should read the proposition, then skip to the 
paragraph following the italicized words, “End o f proof ”

Proposition 1 (boundaries): The value of a call is never less than 
the larger of

a. zero
b. the stock price minus the striking price
c. the stock price minus the present value of the striking price 

m inus the present value of the m axim um  dividends that will 
be paid during the remaining life of the option,

and the value of a call is never greater than the price of its 
underlying sto ck :

S > C >  m ax[0, S -  K , S -  K r f -  D +].
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Proof: We break the proof of this proposition into four parts. First,
we show C >  0; second, tha t C > S — K ; third, that C > S — K r ~ l — D + ; 
and fourth, tha t S > C.

If C is negative, you can earn a riskless profit by buying the call and 
holding it to expiration. This gives you a positive am ount now and a 
nonnegative am ount later.

If C < S — K,  buy the call and exercise it immediately. N ote that you 
could not do this with a European call, so its value could be less than
S - K .

If C <  5 — K r ~ l — D +, lock in a sure profit by forming the following 
portfolio: short one share, buy one call, buy D + , and place K r ~ l in default- 
free bonds m aturing on the expiration date. This produces the positive 
am ount S — K r ~ f — D + — C now. H old this portfolio until the expiration 
date. L iquidate D + as required to cover the cash dividends due from the 
short position in the stock. If the dividends actually paid are less than the 
maximum am ount, then you will have some money left over. Table 4-1 
shows the value of the rem ainder of the portfolio on the expiration date. 
Since the loan of Kr  * will have grown to Kr  1 x rx =  K,  the portfolio will 
at worst be w orth zero (if S* > K)  and at best will return  the positive 
am ount K  — S * (ifS *  <  K).

Table 4-1
ARBITRAGE TABLE ILLUSTRATING THE 

LOWER BOUNDARY CONDITION

Current
Date

Expiration Date 

S *  <  K  j K < S *

Short stock S - S *  - S *
Buy call - C — S * - K

Buy bonds - K r - 1 K K

Total K - S *

If C >  iS, buy the stock and sell the call, receiving a positive am ount 
now. If the call you sold is exercised on or before the expiration date, 
deliver the stock and receive the am ount K. If it expires unexercised, you  
still have the stock, which cannot have a negative price. End of proof

The conditions given in Proposition 1 are hardly surprising. The 
owner o f the stock is like som eone w ho owns a car outright, while the 
owner o f a call is like som eone w ho still owes a paym ent on the car and 
does not get to drive it (receives no dividends) until the payment is made.
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So certainly a call should never be w orth more than the stock itself. Since a 
call has limited liability, it should never be w orth less than zero, and since it 
can be traded for its exercise value at any time, it should never be w orth less 
than S — K.  The last condition is alm ost as intuitive. A contract that must 
be exercised on the expiration date and cannot be exercised before then 
should be w orth at least S — Kr  ~l — D +, since its payoffs could be at least 
duplicated with an investment of S — K r ~ l — D + by buying the stock, bor
rowing K r ~ \  and selling D +. Since a call option offers everything that this 
contract does and more, it should never be w orth less.

Proposition  1 also gives some inform ation about the extreme values 
of a call. If S = 0, then the proposition says that 0 >  C >  0, which implies 
that C =  0. If K  = 0, then it says that S > C > S, which in tu rn  implies that 
C = S. In other words,

1. If S =  0, then C =  0.
2. If X =  0, then C = S.

Figure 4-1 summarizes Proposition 1 graphically for the case where the 
striking price is greater than the present value of the striking price plus the 
present value of the maximum dividends to be paid during the life of the 
option. The figure shows that the graph of the value of a call as a function

Call
price

0 X r  f +  D Stock
price

Figure 4-1 Arbitrage Restrictions on the Value of a Call as a 
Function of the Current Stock Price
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of the current stock price cannot lie in the shaded areas. The condition 
S > C rules out the area on the left, and the condition C > S — Kr  1 — D + 
rules out the area on the right.

Table 4-2 shows some option prices that could m ake you rich in a 
h u rry : They violate P roposition 1 and all of our following propositions. As 
we will see, all but one of the options shown could potentially play a role in 
a profitable arbitrage operation. To find how this would work for Proposi
tion 1, consider the JAN/35. You could buy this call for $1 and then 
immediately exercise it, for a total cost of $36. You could then immediately 
sell the stock acquired through exercise for $40, for a net profit of $4.

Table 4-2
NINE CALLS ON X Y Z

Striking
Price

i
Expiration Month  j

Stock
PriceJ A N APR

i
J U L  ! 

1
XYZ 35 1 6 14 ! 40
XYZ 40 2 5

i
7 i 40

XYZ 45 4 3 5 !
i

40

NOTE: Assume the January expiration date is three months 
from now, the annualized interest rate for all expiration dates 
is 15%, and the stock pays no cash dividend prior to the 
July expiration date.

Suppose the stock will pay no cash dividends during the lives of the 
options. Then the APR/35 provides another opportunity. It is not selling for 
less than its exercise value, but it is selling for less than the current stock 
price, $40, minus the present value of the striking price, $35 
(1.15)“ 1/2 =  $32.64. To take advantage of this, you could buy the call, short 
one share of stock, and lend $32.64 at an annualized interest rate of 15% to 
be paid back in six m onths. This portfolio nets an im m ediate cash inflow of 
$40 — $32.64 — $6  =  $1.36. If you hold the portfolio until the expiration 
date and the call finishes in-the-money, you will have no further gain or 
loss. The $35 received from the loan will exactly cover the striking price 
paym ent required to exercise the call, which in turn  provides the stock 
needed to cover the short sale. If the call finishes out-of-the-money, you not 
only have the original $1.36, but an additional profit as well. For example, 
if the stock price at expiration is $30, then you m ake an additional 
$35 -  $30 =  $5.
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Proposition 2 (striking price): Three arbitrage restrictions relate
to striking price :

a. The value of a call can never be less than the value of an 
otherwise identical call with a higher striking price:

C ( K 1) > C ( K 2) if K 2 > K 1.

b. The difference in the values of two otherwise identical calls 
is never greater than the difference in their striking prices:

K 2 -  K x > C( KX) -  C( K2) if K 2 > K 1.

c. O f three otherwise identical calls with striking prices K 3 > 
K 2 > K i, the value of the middle call is never greater than a 
weighted average of the values of the extreme calls, where 
the weights are ( K 3 — K 2)/ (K3 — K x) for the first call and 
( K 2 — K l) / (K3 — K j) for the third call:

Proof: To show restriction (a), suppose C( K2) > Q K J .  Then the
appropriate strategy is a vertical spread. Buy the lower-priced call and write 
the higher-priced one. This produces a positive am ount now. If the owner of 
the call you wrote exercises it before expiration, then exercise the purchased 
call at the same time and net the positive am ount K 2 — K l . Otherwise, 
hold the purchased call until the expiration date. Then there are three 
possible outcom es: either S* <  K u  K x < S* < K 2 , or K 2 < S*.  In each 
case, it is easy to see that you will receive a nonnegative am ount.

Turning to restriction (b), suppose, to the contrary, that
— C( K2) > K 2 — K x. Again the appropriate strategy is a vertical spread. 
To obtain a positive am ount now, write C(K^),  buy C( K2), and place K 2
— K l in a savings account (or, alternatively, continually reinvest it at the 

default-free spot interest rate). If the call you sold is not exercised early, 
hold the entire position until the expiration date and receive the payoff 
shown in Table 4-3. There r* stands for the (possibly random ) num ber of 
dollars received for each dollar invested in the savings account. Regardless 
of the outcom e, you will receive a nonnegative am ount. Suppose, instead, 
that the w ritten option is exercised with, say, time t! rem aining until expira
tion when the stock price is S'. If at this time C ( S ' ,  t', K 2) > S' — K 2 , then
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Table 4-3
ARBITRAGE TABLE ILLUSTRATING 

THE SECOND STRIKING PRICE CONDITION

Current
Date

Expiration Date

S* <  K x K x <  S* <  K 2 k 2 < s *

Write call 
at K ,

Buy call 
at K2 

Place K2 -  K, 
in savings 
account

C( K ,)

- C(K2) 

- ( K 2 - K , )

—  K, -  S*  K, -  S*

—  —  s * - k 2

(K2 - K , ) r *  (K2 - K , ) r *  (K2 ~ K, ) r *

Total (K2 - K , ) r *  (K2 - K , ) ( r * - ' l ) + K 2 - S *  (K2 - K , ) ( r * ~  1)

sell it; if not, then exercise it. In either case, w ithdraw K 2 — K 1 from the 
savings account to close the position. You keep the accum ulated interest 
plus, if you sold your call, C(S', t \  K 2) — (S' — K 2).

Finally, consider restriction (c). Let A be defined such tha t

K 2 = A K 1 + ( 1 - A ) K 3 ,

so A = ( K 3 -  K 2)/ (K3 -  K x) and (1 -  X) =  ( K2 -  K X)/ (K3 -  K x). If 
C( K2) > AC(KX) -h (1 — /L)C(K3) in violation of (c), write C( K2) and buy 
AC(KX) +  (1 — X)C(K3). This gives you a positive am ount now. If the 
written call is not exercised prior to the expiration date, hold the calls you 
bought until the expiration date and receive the payoffs shown in Table 4-4.

To see that A(S* -  K x) +  (K 2 - S * ) >  0 when K 2 < S* < K 3 , 
observe, first, that K 3 >  5*, so tha t (1 — X)K3 >  (1 — >1)5*. This implies 
tha t AS* > S* — (1 — X)K3 . Therefore,

AS* -  A K X > S* -  A K X -  (1 -  A)K3 ,

which, in turn, implies A(5* — K x) +  ( K 2 — 5*) >  0. Thus you could never 
lose money at the end, and you would m ake money if K x < S* < K 3 . O n 
the other hand, suppose the call you sold is exercised when the time to 
expiration is, say, t! and the stock price is S'. If C(5', £', K x) > S' — K u  sell 
it; if not, exercise it. If you exercise both  calls, you will exactly break even, 
since A(S' — K x) +  (1 — 2)(5' — K 3) = S' — K 2 . If you choose to sell the call 
w ith striking price K l9 you receive an additional positive am ount. End o f 
proof



Table 4-4
ARBITRAGE TABLE ILLUSTRATING THE THIRD STRIKING PRICE CONDITION

Current
Date

Expiration Date

S* < Ki K x < S* < K 2 K 2 <S*  < K K 3 <S*

Write 1 call 
at K2 

Buy A calls 
at K,

Buy 1 -  A calls 
at K3

C(K2)

-AC(K,)

-(1 ~A)C(K3)

A ( S * - K ,)

K2 - S *  

A ( S * - K ,)

K2 - S *  

A (S *~ K ,)

(1 -  A ) ( S * - K 3)

Total
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The first two parts of Proposition 2 are quite reasonable, but the third 
part m ay appear to have little intuitive content. However, it is also a very 
sensible result. If the striking price is very low relative to the stock price, 
then a call is typically very likely to be exercised and we would expect a 
one-dollar increase in the striking price to have a significant effect on the 
call price. As we look at higher and higher striking prices, the likelihood of 
exercise becomes lower and lower, so each dollar increase should have a 
smaller and smaller effect on the price of a call. Indeed, for extremely high 
striking prices, a typical call will be alm ost worthless, so an extra dollar 
added on to the striking price could no t possibly decrease its value by very 
much. The behavior of call prices just described is exactly w hat is implied 
by restriction (c) of Proposition  2.

Figure 4-2 illustrates Proposition  2. It shows a graph of the value of a 
call as a function of its striking price. Restriction (a), combined with the fact 
tha t C = S when K  = 0, implies tha t the graph cannot lie in the upper 
shaded area. Restriction (b) says tha t the slope of the graph can never be 
less than — I, so this rules ou t the lower shaded area. Finally, restrictions (a) 
and (c) together indicate tha t the graph should have the general shape 
shown. N ote that Proposition  1 also says that the graph cannot lie in the 
shaded a reas : The condition S > C implies tha t the upper area is out of 
bounds, while the condition C > S — K  implies the same for the lower area.

Call
price

price

Figure 4-2 Arbitrage Restrictions on the Value of a Call as a 
Function of the Striking Price
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Proposition 2 provides additional recipes for profiting from the option 
prices shown in Table 4-2. All parts of the proposition are violated by at 
least some of the prices. For example, all the January  calls violate 
restriction (a): The call prices increase as the striking price increases. One 
way to profit from this is the following vertical spread: Buy one JA N /40 for 
$2 and sell one JAN/45 for $4. This nets an immediate cash inflow of $2. 
And certainly you could never lose money later; if the call you sold is 
exercised, you could exercise the call you own and make an additional $5.

Restriction (b) is violated by the JU L/35 and JU L/40 calls: The differ
ence in call prices is greater than the difference in striking prices. A vertical 
spread is again the appropriate strategy: W rite one JU L/35 and buy one 
JUL/40. This produces an immediate cash inflow of $14 — $7 =  $7. If the 
JU L/35 is held to expiration, the maximum cash outflow at expiration 
occurs if the stock price S* is $40 or more. In that case, the position loses 
$5, the difference in the striking prices. However, this is less than the initial 
cash inflow (plus the accum ulated interest), so overall the spread is sure to 
net a profit. If instead the JU L/35 is exercised before expiration, then you 
can sim ultaneously either sell or exercise the JU L/40, whichever is most 
profitable. At a maximum, the cash outflow at this time will again be $5, the 
difference between the striking prices. However, since this is less than the 
initial cash inflow of $7, the spread is sure to net a profit.

N ote that with European calls you could be assured of getting the 
interest on the initial cash inflow of $7 for the entire lifetime of the options. 
Therefore, for European calls, the second arbitrage restriction can be 
strengthened to :

( K 2 -  K J r - '  > C( KX) -  C( K2).

The April calls provide the opportunity  to benefit from the strategy 
described in the proof of restriction (c): For this m aturity  the XYZ 40 has a 
price greater than half the sum of the corresponding XYZ 35 and XYZ 45. 
Consider the following butterfly spread: W rite two A PR/40 calls at $5 each, 
buy one APR/35 call at $6 , and buy one APR/45 call at $3. This portfolio 
nets an im m ediate cash inflow of $1. If you can hold the portfolio until the 
expiration date, four things can happen. First, suppose the stock price at 
that time is less than $35. Since none of the calls finishes in-the-money, no 
further gain or loss results. Second, suppose the stock price is between $35 
and $40, so tha t only the APR/35 finishes in-the-money. Then you make a 
profit on the APR/35. Third, suppose the stock finishes between $40 and 
$45. In this case both  the APR/35 and APR/40 calls finish in-the-money. 
Again, the portfolio has a net profit, since the profit from the one APR/35 is 
greater than the loss from the two A PR/40 calls. Finally, if the stock price is
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greater than  $45, no further gain or loss results. A similar argum ent shows 
tha t you could not lose m oney if the written calls are exercised before the 
expiration date. Once again, the quoted prices allow a strategy giving an 
initial cash inflow tha t in the future, at worst, breaks even and may yield an 
additional profit.

Proposition 3 (time to expiration): The value of a call can never 
be less than  the value of an otherwise identical call with a 
shorter time to exp ira tion :

C(t2) >  if t2 ^  1̂*

Proof: To show this, suppose, to the contrary, C(t2) < C(tx). Buy
C(t2) and write C(tx), receiving a positive am ount now. Suppose the shorter 
m aturity  call expires or is exercised when the time to expiration of the 
purchased call is t' and the stock price is S'. At this time, your position is 
w orth C(t') — m ax[0, S' — K~\. If this is positive, then sell your call and close 
out the position at a profit. If it is not positive, then exercise your call 
immediately and receive m ax[0, S' — X ], so that no further gain or loss 
results. End o f proof

N ote that this proposition com pares the values on a given calendar 
date of two calls with different expiration dates. It does no t say anything 
about how the value of a single call will change as time passes. Also, the 
proposition does not necessarily hold for European calls, since we cannot 
exercise them  before the expiration date as required by the above strategy.

It m ight seem that, analogous to  restriction (c) of Proposition  2, we 
could use a horizontal “butterfly spread” to show that, for calls with the 
same striking price, m iddle-m aturity calls should sell for more than half the 
sum of the shortest and longest m aturity  calls. A lthough, as an empirical 
m atter, this is usually true, violation of this condition does not give rise to  a 
riskless arbitrage opportunity.

However, the option prices shown in Table 4-2 do offer yet another 
arbitrage opportunity : The APR/45 is selling for $3, while the JAN/45 is 
selling for $4. The appropriate strategy is a horizontal spread: Buy one 
APR/45 and write one JAN/45. This produces an im m ediate cash inflow of 
$4 — $3 =  $1. If the call you w rote is exercised on or before its expiration 
date, you can always close out the position with no further gain or loss by 
sim ultaneously exercising the call you own. If, instead, you can sell your call 
for m ore than its exercise value, you will m ake an additional profit as well.
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Proposition 4: The value of a call m ust be greater than S — K
at any time other than the expiration date or just before an 
ex-dividend date.

Proof: Suppose that C =  S  — K  at some time between ex-dividend
dates. Then you could lock in an arbitrage profit by buying the call, short
ing the stock, lending the striking price, and subsequently closing out the 
entire position just before the next ex-dividend date. The profit on your 
position would be at least the interest earned on the striking price and 
could be even more.

N ote tha t if you did not close out the position then, but instead held it 
through the ex-dividend date, you could no longer be sure of making a 
profit. You would have to make restitution for the dividend to the person 
from whom the stock was borrowed, and the required paym ent could, in 
general, be m ore than the value of the interest tha t you would earn on the 
striking price even if you subsequently held the position until ju st before the 
following ex-dividend date. (The case in which the present value of the 
dividends is less than the present value of the interest leads to restriction (c) 
of Proposition  5 below.) End o f proof

We conclude this section with a proposition that gives some results 
about the optim al exercise of calls. These results are consequences of our 
previous propositions. They are all based on the fact tha t the owner of a 
call should never exercise it if he can sell it for m ore than  its exercise value, 
S — K, on the secondary market. If he does not wish to own the stock, he 
would certainly be better off selling the call than  exercising it and selling the 
stock. Even if he does wish to own the stock, he would still be better off 
selling the call because he could then take the proceeds plus the striking 
price, buy the stock, and still have some money left over. Accordingly, if a 
call is selling for its exercise value, then exercising it would be neither better 
nor worse than  selling it. (Of course, exercising would be preferable' to 
selling if the m arket price were less than the exercise value, but we know 
from Proposition  1 tha t this would imply im m ediate arbitrage 
opportunities.)

U nder the conditions described in Proposition  5, the price of a call 
m ust always be greater than S — K  if there are to be no arbitrage 
opportunities. Consequently, these conditions also state circumstances in 
which a call should not be exercised early. After proving the proposition, we 
discuss it in detail. In doing so, we also examine some im portant related 
questions: W hen and why should a call sell for exactly its exercise value? If 
a call is properly selling for its exercise value, should it be exercised (or sold) 
im m ediately?
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Proposition 5 (optimal exercise): Three arbitrage restrictions
relate to the optim al timing of exercise :

a. A call should never be exercised at any time other than  the 
expiration date or just before an ex-dividend date.

b. If the present value of the m axim um  dividends to  be paid 
during the rem aining life of a call will at all times be less 
than  the concurrent present value of the interest tha t can be 
earned on the striking price during the rem aining life of the 
call, then the call should not be exercised before the expira
tion date.

c. If at any time it is optim al to exercise a call, then it is never 
optim al to  leave unexercised an otherwise identical call that 
has either a lower striking price or a shorter time to expira
tion.

Proof: The rationale for restriction (a) is very simple. P roposition 4
says th a t under the stated condition, the value of a call m ust be greater than 
its exercise value. Hence, between ex-dividend dates it would always be 
better to  sell the call ra ther than exercise it.

The reasoning behind restriction (b) is very similar. U nder the condi
tion described, the m arket price of a call prior to the expiration date must 
always be greater than its exercise value if there are no arbitrage 
opportunities. This is a direct consequence of Proposition  1. Since a loan of 
K  today will be w orth K rl on the expiration date, the present value of the 
interest tha t can be earned will be r ~ \ K P  — K~] =  K  — K r ~ l. N ow  note 
tha t if D + < K  — K r ~ \  then S — K r ~ l — D + > S — K.  Furtherm ore, P ro 
position 1 tells us tha t C >  S — K r ~ f — D + , so as of today, C > S — K.  
U nder the assumed conditions, exactly the same argum ent will be valid not 
only today, bu t also at all times before the expiration date as well.

N ow  consider the first part of restriction (c). If the m arket prices did 
not em body this conversion policy, there would not necessarily be any 
im m ediate arbitrage opportunities, but there would be a possibility for 
them  to arise later. Suppose that, at some time in the future, when the stock 
price is S', calls with time to expiration t! and striking price K 2 are opti
mally being exercised, while those with the same expiration date and a 
lower striking price are not. T hat is, C(S', t', K 2) = S' — K 2 , while C(S', 
t', K x) > S' — K v  However, together this implies C(S', t!, K J  — C(S', t', 
K 2) > K 2 — K v  Therefore, by Proposition 2, contrary to w hat we have 

assumed, you could then m ake arbitrage profits by applying the recipe 
accom panying the proof of the second part of the proposition.
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Finally, consider the second part of restriction (c). As before, if m arket 
prices did not embody this conversion policy, there would not necessarily 
be any immediate arbitrage opportunities, but there would be a possibility 
for them to arise later. Suppose that, at some time in the future, when the 
stock price is S', calls with striking price K  and time to expiration t2 are 
optimally being exercised, while those with the same striking price and a 
shorter time to expiration t 1 are not. T hat is, C(S', t2, K) = S' — K , while 
C(S', t l9 K )>  S' — K. However, together this implies C(S', t l9 K ) > 
C(S', t2, K), which would violate P roposition 2. End o f proof

Restriction (a) is a very sensible result. Suppose, for example, that you 
are considering exercising at some time between ex-dividend dates. If 
instead you wait until ju st before the next ex-dividend date, you have lost 
nothing, have gained the interest earned on the striking price in the m ean
time, and have retained the right to change your mind about exercising. 
Consequently, it would never be to your advantage to exercise between 
ex-dividend dates. Restriction (b) is also quite reasonable. Suppose that 
under the stated conditions you are nevertheless considering early exercise. 
If instead you wait until the expiration date and exercise then, you will have 
lost the dividends paid by the stock in the meantime, but this loss will be 
m ore than  offset by the interest earned on the striking price. The intuitive 
content of restriction (c) is not quite so clear. However, this proposition is 
simply a consequence of our earlier very plausible conclusions that a call 
with a longer m aturity  cannot sell for less than  an otherwise identical one 
with a shorter m aturity, and that the difference in the prices of two other
wise identical calls cannot be greater than the difference in their striking 
prices.

Proposition  5 has several im portant implications. One is that an 
American call on a stock paying no dividends should never be exercised prior 
to the expiration date. U nder these circumstances, otherwise identical Am er
ican and E uropean calls will have the same value.2 However, if the under
lying stock has an ex-dividend date prior to the expiration date, then early 
exercise o f an unprotected American call may be optimal To see why this 
could be true, think of the extreme case of a firm that plans to liquidate and 
pay out all of its assets as a cash dividend. The stock will no longer have 
any value after the ex-dividend date, so any in-the-m oney call should cer
tainly be exercised before then. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that a 
norm al cash dividend, which is like a  partial liquidation of the firm’s assets, 
m ight also lead to optim al early exercise.

2 By definition, payout-protected options have the same value for any dividend policy that 
they would have if the stock pays no dividends. Consequently, this result also implies that a 
payout-protected American call should never be exercised prior to the expiration date.
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To examine this more closely, suppose that we are now at the last 
trading time before an ex-dividend date tha t will occur when there is, say, 
time t  rem aining until expiration. If the owner of a call exercises now, he 
foregoes bo th  the interest that he could have earned on the striking price 
and the right to subsequently change his m ind about exercising. But in 
return  he receives the dividend, D , or, if he chooses, he can sell the stock 
before it goes ex-dividend. In m aking his decision, he will choose between 
his best available portfolio containing the call and his best available po rt
folio w ithout the call bu t with an additional S — K  to invest.

The easiest way to understand the choice is to suppose that the last 
trading time and the ex-dividend date are effectively sim ultaneous and that 
the ex-dividend stock price will be its current value minus the dividend, 
S — D. If the owner exercises just before the stock goes ex-dividend, then 
just afterward his holdings will be w orth (S — D) — K  +  D = S — K. If he 
does no t exercise, his holdings will be w orth C(S — D , t , K). Thus, the value 
of the call ju st before the stock goes ex-dividend will be 
m ax[S  — K, C(S — D , t , K]]. As long as an owner prefers m ore wealth to 
less, he will find it advantageous to  exercise (or sell at the exercise value) if 
S — K  > C(S — D , t , K). In o ther words, if a call is properly priced at 
S — K , it should immediately be either exercised or sold.3,4,5

Let us pursue this a little further. Suppose tha t we m ake the entirely 
reasonable assum ption that a one-dollar increase in the stock price just 
before an ex-dividend date will always increase the value of a call on the 
ex-dividend date by less than one dollar. This m eans tha t if there is a value 
of S, say S, such tha t S — K  = C(S — D , t , K \  then for any larger value of 
S, S  — K  > C(S — D , t , K \  and for any smaller value of S, 
C(S — D, t , K) > S — K. Hence, S  will be the m inim um  stock price at which 
the call should be exercised, and im m ediate exercise will be optim al for all

3 This concurs with an often mentioned rule: If a call is selling at or near its exercise value 
shortly before an ex-dividend date, then a writer who does not close out his position with a 
covering purchase should expect to receive an exercise notice in the near future. Of course, this 
does not mean that the call’s selling for nearly its exercise value causes the possibility of 
optimal early exercise. Instead, just the opposite is true: it is the possibility of optimal early 
exercise that is causing the call to sell for nearly its exercise value.
4 However, it should be remembered that an individual’s particular tax or transactions costs 
situation may lead him to continue to hold a call that he would have otherwise exercised or 
sold.
5 If there is a significant amount of time between the close of trading with the dividend and 
the opening of trading without the dividend, then the choice may be more complicated. For 
example, if there is no close substitute for the call, then an individual who particularly desired 
the call’s unique pattern of returns over the period might find it advantageous to hold it 
through the ex-dividend date even if it is properly priced at S — K  and some other owners are 
exercising it or selling it. In our opinion, the short interval between one day’s close and the 
next day’s open is not significant enough for this case to merit further discussion.
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S > S.6 This m inim um  stock price, the optimal exercise boundary, is thus a 
function of all of the variables tha t affect the value of a call except the 
current stock price. Any change in the underlying variables, except K , that 
increases (decreases) the value of C(S — D, t ,  K) will increase (decrease) the 
optim al exercise boundary. This is a sensible result. For example, com pare 
your current decision with one that you would m ake in a situation identical 
in every way except for a higher volatility. Then our statem ent simply says 
that if one of the things you will have to give up by exercising— the right to 
change your m ind later— were m ore valuable, then you would no longer be 
willing to  exercise a t the old S. However, this right would be w orth less and 
less as the call gets deeper and deeper in-the-money, so there would ulti
mately be some higher level at which you would again be willing to exer
cise. Similar reasoning, com bined with Proposition 2(b), shows tha t S  is a 
nondecreasing function of K. These conclusions agree with the findings of 
P roposition 5(c), which imply tha t S(t, K 2) > S(t, K J  if K 2 > and that 
S(t2, K) > S(tl9 K) if t2 > t v  They also give certain other properties of 
optim al exercise tha t cannot be established directly by arbitrage principles. ’

If the stock price just before an ex-dividend date is above the optim al 
exercise boundary, but a call is nevertheless not exercised, then iti value will 
drop from S — K  to C(S — D, t, K) when the stock goes ex-dividend and its 
owner will suffer an unnecessary loss. The am ount of the loss could conceiv
ably be as large as the value of the dividend. However, if the stock price at 
that time is below the optim al exercise boundary, then the value of the call 
will not d rop when the stock goes ex-dividend. The effect of all anticipated 
future dividends (and the optim al exercise strategy) will be fully reflected in 
a lower current value of the call, so as long as the optim al strategy is 
followed, no further decline in value should occur when they are actually 
paid. Indeed, if in this case the call price did drop when the stock went 
ex-dividend, we could expect to earn a profit by selling the call ju st before 
then and buying it back ju st afterward.

In any event, Proposition  5(a) tells us that the only time to consider 
early exercise is ju st before an ex-dividend date?  In other words, the optim al 
exercise policy for a call will typically have the following form: Just before

6 If a one-dollar increase in the stock price just before an ex-dividend date can decrease the 
value of a call on the ex-dividend date, or can increase it by more than a dollar, then the 
optimal exercise policy may not have this simple form. Such a situation is possible, but it is 
most unlikely to be encountered in practice. Here is an example. Suppose that we are now just 
before an ex-dividend date on which the firm will have the following policy: If S > $60 or 
S <  $50, no dividend will be paid, but if $50 <  S <  $60, then the firm will liquidate and pay 
out all of its assets as a cash dividend. Clearly, if K  <  $50, we would exercise immediately if 
$50 <  S <  $60, but we would not exercise if S is above or below this region.
7 If the striking price of a call changes over time, then a similar argument can be used to show 
that early exercise may also be optimal just before an increase in the striking price.
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each ex-dividend date, we com pare the current stock price, S, with the 
current S for the call; if S > 5, then we should exercise immediately, and if 
S <  S, we should hold the call a t least until just before the next ex-dividend 
date. If, for any reason, we wish to close out the position in the meantime, 
and if there are no arbitrage opportunities, we would always be better off 
selling the call rather than exercising it and selling the stock. We will 
postpone giving an explicit example of determ ining S until C hapter 5. There 
we will develop an exact option pricing model and provide a recipe for 
finding the corresponding optim al exercise strategy.

Proposition 5(b) says that under some circumstances early exercise 
will never be optim al even just before an ex-dividend date. U nder the stated 
conditions, we would always find that C(S — D, t , K) is greater than S — K  
no m atter how high the stock price becomes. This is because only one of the 
disadvantages of early exercise— losing the interest on the striking price— 
would then be more than  sufficient to offset the advantage of receiving the 
dividend. F o r example, suppose the underlying stock pays a maxim um  
quarterly dividend of $0.20, K  = $40, r is a constant 1.08, and the last 
ex-dividend date occurs one m onth before the expiration date. W ould we 
ever exercise just before this ex-dividend date? No, since at that time 
D + = $0.20 and K  — K r ~ l = 40[1 — (1.08)“ 1/12] =  $0.28, so early exercise 
is not optimal. O n the other hand, if D + > K  — K r ~ \  then early exercise 
may  be optimal. W hether or not it is depends on whether or not the stock 
price at that time is above the optim al exercise boundary. In practice, it 
usually does not pay to exercise a listed call early, and if it does pay, the 
optim al time is alm ost always just before the last ex-dividend date.

N ote tha t Proposition 5(c) provides a com parison of the m inimum 
stock price at which im m ediate exercise would be optim al (the optim al 
exercise boundary) for calls with different times to expiration on a given 
calendar date. It does not imply that, for any given call, the optim al exercise 
boundary  cannot increase as its time to expiration decreases through 
changes in the calendar date. This is obviously not true; you should never 
exercise between ex-dividend dates. So, in effect, the optim al exercise 
boundary  is infinite at all times other than  the expiration date and just 
before ex-dividend dates. In practice, for any given call, it is usually true 
that the optim al exercise boundary just before any ex-dividend date will be 
lower than it was ju st before the previous ex-dividend date. This is not a 
logical necessity, however. The optim al exercise boundary depends on more 
than  ju st the time rem aining until expiration. F or example, if the current 
dividend will be much less than  the previous one, or if there has been a 
significant unanticipated increase in volatility or interest rates since the last 
ex-dividend date, the current level of the optim al exercise boundary may 
actually be higher than  its previous level.
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4-2.  ARBITRAGE RESTRICTIONS ON PUT VALUES

In this section, we state and discuss arbitrage restrictions on unprotected 
American puts. In view of the considerable overlap with Section 4-1, we will 
omit the proofs of these propositions.

Proposition 1 (boundaries): The value of a put is never less than 
the larger of

a. zero
b. the striking price minus the stock price
c. the present value of the striking price, plus the present value

of the minim um  dividends that will be paid during the
remaining life of the option, minus the stock price,

and the value of a pu t is never greater than its striking price:

K  > P > m ax[0, K  — S, D~ + K r ~ l -  S].

Proposition 2 (striking price): Three arbitrage restrictions relate
to striking price:

a. The value of a put can never be less than the value of an 
otherwise identical put with a lower striking price :

P ( K2) >  P i K J  if K 2 > K , .

b. The difference in the values of two otherwise identical puts is 
never greater than the difference in their striking prices:8

K 2 -  K ,  > P( K2) -  P ( K X) if K 2 > K v

c. O f three otherwise identical puts with striking prices K 3 > 
K 2 > K u  the value of the middle put is never greater than a 
weighted average of the values of the extreme puts, where 
the weights are ( K 3 — K 2)/(K3 — K J  for the first pu t and 
( K 2 — K l) / (K3 — K x) for the third put:

8 As in the case of calls, this part of the proposition can be strengthened to (K 2 — K x)r 1 > 
P(K2) — Pf/CJ for European puts.
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Proposition 3 (time to  expiration): The value of a put can never 
be less than  the value of an otherwise identical pu t with a 
shorter time to expiration:9

P{t2) > P(tt) if t2 t v

The intuitiVe rationale for Propositions 1, 2, and 3 is very similar to 
that for the corresponding propositions about calls. A put can be exchanged 
for its exercise value, K  — S, at any time, so it should never be w orth less 
than  that. A put has limited liability, so it should never be w orth less than  
zero. Since the stock itself also has limited liability, a pu t should never be 
w orth m ore than its striking price. The remaining part of Proposition 1 is 
also very sensible. A contract tha t m ust be exercised on the expiration date 
and cannot be exercised before then should be w orth at least 
D~ +  K r ~ f — S, since its payoffs could be at least duplicated by buying D “ , 
lending K r ~ \  and shorting the stock. Since a put option offers everything 
this contract does and more, it should never be w orth less. Proposition 3 
follows for the same reason: A longer m aturity  put offers everything a 
shorter m aturity  one does and more, so it should never be w orth less.

The first two parts of P roposition 2 are obvious, ju st as they were for 
calls. Here is an intuitive explanation of the third part. If the striking price 
is very low relative to  the stock price, then a put is very likely to expire 
worthless and a one-dollar increase in the striking price should have only a 
small effect on the put price. But as we look at higher and higher striking 
prices, each dollar added will have a higher likelihood of being received 
than  the one before it and hence should have a greater effect on the price of 
the put. This is exactly the relationship implied by Proposition  2(c).

Figures 4-3 and 4-4 illustrate Propositions 1 and 2. Figure 4-3 shows 
tha t the graph of the value of a pu t as a function of the current stock price 
cannot lie in the shaded areas. The condition K  > P  rules out the upper 
area, and the condition P > K  — S rules out the lower triangular area. 
These same conditions imply th a t the graph of the value of a put as a 
function of its striking price cannot lie in the shaded areas of Figure 4-4. 
Furtherm ore, restriction (c) of P roposition 2 indicates tha t this graph 
should have the general shape shown in the figure.

Proposition  4 merits m ore extensive discussion. Earlier we found tha t 
under some conditions, it would never be optim al to exercise a call before 
the expiration date. P roposition  4(a) gives a sufficient condition for a put 
not to be exercised if the time remaining until expiration is greater than t'.

9 As discussed in Section 2-1, this proposition does not hold for European puts.
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Proposition 4 (optimal exercise): Two arbitrage restrictions relate 
to  the optim al timing of exercise:

a. If, throughout a period ending with time t! until expiration, 
the present value of the m inim um  dividends to be paid 
during the rem ainder of this period will at all times be 
greater than  the concurrent present value of the interest that 
can be earned on the striking price during the rem ainder of 
the period, then the put should never be exercised before the 
end of the period.

b. If at any time it is optim al to  exercise a put, then it is never 
optim al to leave unexercised an otherwise identical put that 
has either a higher striking price or a shorter time to expira
tion.

However, at best, this condition can only guarantee tha t early exercise will 
no t be optim al until just after the last ex-dividend date, since the present 
value of the rem aining dividends will of course be zero after that time. 
Furtherm ore, the results are weaker than those for calls in another way. A 
firm can always m aintain an upper limit on the dividends it will pay in a 
given period, bu t it can m aintain a lower limit only if it follows a com pat
ible investm ent policy. Since the present value of the m inim um  dividends to

Put
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Figure 4-3 Arbitrage Restrictions on the Value of a Put as a 
Function of the Current Stock Price
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Arbitrage Restrictions on the Value of a Put as a 
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be paid during any period can never be greater than S, to keep their present 
value above a given level, the investment policy m ust be such that the stock 
price can never d rop  below that level. Nevertheless, Proposition  4(a) can 
give additional inform ation of practical value. For example, suppose that 
K  = $40, r is a constant 1.08, the underlying stock has a prom ised quarterly 
dividend of $0.52, and t' is the time remaining until expiration on a given 
ex-dividend date. If we regard the dividend as certain, then Proposition  4(a) 
tells us that we would not exercise at any t  for which $0.52[1.08 
$40[1 — 1.08_(T_t)]. This inequality will hold for any t  <  t' + yi, s o  this 
implies tha t we would never exercise if an ex-dividend date is less than two 
m onths away. We can then conclude that optim al early exercise will occur 
during this period only if the firm suffers misfortunes severe enough to 
endanger the full paym ent of the dividend.

N ote tha t we cannot use Proposition 4(a) to say, as we did for a call, 
that early exercise of a put should be considered only at a few specific times. 
In fact, it turns out that such a conclusion is not true at all. Given our 
discussions in Sections 2-1 and 4-1, this does not come as a complete 
surprise. The owner of a call faced one consideration tha t encouraged early 
exercise (receiving the dividend) and two tha t discouraged it (losing the 
interest that could have been earned on the striking price and losing the 
opportun ity  to  change his m ind later abou t exercising). Since exercise just 
before an ex-dividend date is always sufficient to receive the dividend, he 
had no reason even to consider incurring the losses at any other time. The 
owner of a put faces similar considerations, but their effects are quite differ
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ent. It is perhaps easiest to think in term s of someone who already owns the 
stock to be delivered. If he exercises early, he gains the interest tha t can be 
earned on the striking price, but he foregoes both  the opportunity  to  subse
quently change his mind about exercising and the dividends tha t he would 
receive if he waited. The owner of the pu t will, of course, weigh all of these 
factors in m aking his decision. The im portan t thing to note here is that the 
factor encouraging early exercise is in effect at all times, not just on a few 
specific dates. As we have seen, the countervailing influence of dividends 
may be sufficiently large to offset it during some periods, but when it is not, 
early exercise of a put may in general be optim al at any tim e.10,11

In m ost relevant situations, the optim al exercise policy for a put will 
have the following form. At each instant there will be a critical stock price, 
S , such tha t if S <  S, the pu t should be exercised immediately. Hence S is 
the m axim um  stock price at which im m ediate exercise would be optimal 
(the optim al exercise boundary). Like the corresponding boundary for calls, 
it will depend on all of the variables that affect the value of a put except the 
current stock price^Proposition 4(b) then implies tha t S(t, K 2) > S(t9 K x) tif 
K 2 > K 1 and that S(t2, K) > S(tu  K) if t2 > t v  N ote  that this com pares the 
optim al exercise boundary  of puts with different times to expiration on a 
given calendar date. It does not say that, for any given put, the optim al 
exercise boundary cannot decrease as its time to expiration decreases 
through changes in the calendar date.

In fact, in m any situations of practical im portance, the optim al exer
cise boundary for a given put will behave in the following way as time 
passes. The boundary  drops to zero ju s t before an ex-dividend date and 
then, immediately after the ex-dividend date, it jum ps upw ard to a level 
greater than it had just after the previous ex-dividend date. If this is not the 
last ex-dividend date, the boundary then starts declining again tow ard zero. 
If it is the last one, the boundary  begins to  increase, and actually rises to K  
as the time to expiration goes to zero. The put should be exercised imme
diately if the current stock price ever drops below this boundary. In this

10 On the other hand, the potential loss from missing the optimal exercise time will be much 
smaller with a put than with a call. To see this, compare someone who owns a put and has a 
long position in the stock with someone who owns a call and has a short position in the stock. 
If both miss the optimal exercise time by one day, the call owner could lose up to the entire 
amount of the dividend, while the put owner could lose at most only one day’s interest on the 
striking price.
11 The im portant role of interest rates in all of these propositions can be appreciated by 
noting that if interest rates were always negative, rather than always positive as we have 
assumed, our conclusions about optimal early exercise would be completely different. In that 
case, the owner of a call would prefer to pay the striking price sooner rather than later, and 
the owner of a put would prefer to receive the striking price later rather than sooner. Then it 
would never be optimal to exercise a put before the expiration date, and early exercise for a 
call could in general be optimal at any time, rather than only just before ex-dividend dates. If 
the real rate of interest is negative, then these conclusions would be relevant for an option 
contract with a payoff indexed for inflation.
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case, an American put should either be exercised before expiration or not at 
all. However, if commissions are included, they will often m ore than offset 
the slight advantage from exercising near the expiration date. In C hapter 5 
we will give an explicit example of the optim al exercise strategy for puts as 
well as calls.

4-3.  FURTHER RESULTS ON THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN PUTS AND CALLS

In C hapter 2, we developed the put-call parity relationship for payout- 
protected and unprotected European options with certain dividends. Here 
we extend this analysis to American options and uncertain dividends. 

Proposition 1 restates one of our previous results.

Proposition 1 (payout-protected European options): The value of 
a payout-protected European put equals

1. the price of an otherwise identical call
2. minus the stock price
3. plus the present value of the com m on striking price:

P = C — S + K r ~ f.

Proposition  2 generalizes the result of C hapter 2 for certain dividends 
to include uncertain dividends. The steps used to profit from a violation of 
this condition are very similar to those given in that chapter.

Proposition 2 (unprotected European options): The value of an 
unprotected European put is never less than

1. the price of an otherwise identical call
2. m inus the stock price
3. plus the present value of the com m on striking price
4. plus the present value of the minimum dividends that will be

paid during the rem aining life of the option,

and the value of the put is never greater than the sum of (1), (2), 
(3), and

4'. plus the present value of the maximum  dividends that will be 
paid during the rem aining life of the o p tio n :

C -  S +  K r ~ l + D + > P > C — S + K r ~ l +  D ~ .
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Proposition 3 (payout-protected American options): The value of 
a payout-protected American put is never less than

1. the price of an otherwise identical call
2. minus the stock price
3. plus the present value of the com m on striking price,

and the value of the pu t is never greater than the sum of (1), (2), 
and

3'. plus the com m on striking price:

C — S + K > P > C  — S + K r ~ l.

Proof: First, we prove the lower boundary restriction 
P > C — S + K r ~ l and, second, we prove the upper boundary restriction 
P < C — S A- K.  Suppose initially that the stock will pay no dividends 
during the life of the options. If P < C — S +  K r ~ \  buy the put, write the 
call, buy the stock, and borrow  K r ~ l by selling default-free zero-coupon 
bonds with time t until m aturity. This nets a positive am ount now. If the 
written call is not exercised against you before expiration, hold the pu t until 
expiration and experience no further gain or loss. If, instead, the call is 
exercised with time t' remaining, deliver the stock and receive K.  Use this to 
pay off the loan and have am ount K  — K r ~ f' left over. M oreover, you still 
own the put, which has a positive value.

If P > C — S + K,  then write the put, buy the call, sell the stock short, 
and place the am ount K  in a savings account. This gives you a positive 
am ount now. If the pu t you sold is exercised on or before the expiration 
date, w ithdraw the am ount K  from the loan and pay tha t in return for the 
stock. Use the stock received to close out the short sale. You then still have 
the call and the accum ulated interest from the savings account. Hence, if 
there are no arbitrage opportunities, C — S + K > P > C  — S + K r ~ l. 
Since payout-protected options have the same value for any dividend policy 
as they would have if the stock paid no dividends, this conclusion holds for 
them  as well. End o f proof

The lower boundary restriction for payout-protected American 
options follows immediately from Proposition 1 and our earlier result that 
an  American option is at least as valuable as an otherwise identical E uro
pean option. However, while the upper and lower boundaries (in terms of a 
call) for payout-protected European puts are the same, the upper boundary 
is higher for American puts. This results from the loss in accum ulated



interest from the arbitrage strategy if the w ritten put is exercised before the 
expiration date.

Finally, our m ost general proposition gives boundaries for 
unprotected American options.
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Proposition 4 (unprotected American options): The value of an 
unprotected American put is never less than

1. the price of an otherwise identical call
2. minus the stock price
3. plus the present value of the striking price,

and the value of the put is never greater than the sum of (1), (2), 
and

3'. plus the com m on striking price
4'. plus the present value of the maximum  dividends tha t will be 

paid during the rem aining life of the o p tio n :

C — S + K  + D + > P > C — S + K r ~ l.

Proof: First, we prove the upper boundary restriction
P < C — S + K  + D + and, second, we prove the lower boundary restriction 
P > C — S +  K r ~ l. If  P > C — S + K  + D + , write the put, buy the call, sell 
the stock short, buy D +, and place K  in a savings account. This nets a 
positive am ount now. As you hold this position, liquidate D + as required to 
make restitution for dividends paid to the stock while it is held short. If the 
short position is closed before expiration or if less than the maximum 
dividends is actually paid, you will have some money left over from this 
source. If the put is not exercised early, continue to hold the call and the 
short stock position and close the entire position w ithout loss at the expira
tion date. O n the other hand, if the put is exercised before the expiration 
date, w ithdraw  the am ount K  from the savings account and pay for the 
stock. Use the stock received to close out the short sale. You still have the 
call, the accum ulated interest on K , and the unused portion of D +.

If P < C — S A- K r ~ \  buy the put, write the call, buy the stock, and 
borrow  K r ~ l by selling zero-coupon bonds with time t until m aturity. This 
gives you a positive am ount now. If the call you sold is not exercised early, 
hold your entire position until the expiration date and invest the dividends 
you receive in a savings account. At the expiration date you can close out 
the position with no further gain or loss, and you still have the dividends 
and the interest they have accumulated.
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O n the other hand, if the call is exercised before the expiration date, 
then deliver the stock and receive K.  Use K  to buy back the bonds. Since 
interest rates are always positive, there will always be enough to do this, 
and there may be a positive am ount left over. In addition, you still have the 
pu t as well as the dividends received in the meantim e and their accum ulated 
interest. End o f proof

If we had additional inform ation about interest rate movements, over 
and above w hat we have assumed so far, then we could strengthen Proposi
tion  4 t o :

C - S  + X > P > C - S + Y .

H ere X  is the largest am ount which could be obtained by selling a portfolio 
th a t could always be repurchased with the funds received from two sources: 
(1) the am ount K , received a t any time z before the expiration date, and (2) 
the dividends paid to the stock before time t. Y  is the smallest am ount 
necessary to purchase a portfolio which will always be sufficient to meet 
these two obligations: (1) the am ount K , dem anded at any time z before the 
expiration date, and (2) restitution for any dividends paid to the stock 
before time z. If we know only tha t all future interest rates m ust be positive, 
then this is equivalent to the conditions stated in P roposition 4.

It is no t difficult to generalize the arbitrage restrictions in this chapter 
to  incorporate transactions costs, differences between borrow ing and 
lending rates, m argin requirements, and taxes. T ransactions costs and bor
rowing and lending rate differentials widen the band within which a put 
option can trade relative to a call, w ithout creating a riskless arbitrage 
opportunity . F o r example, since enforcement of the lower (upper) boundary 
requires borrow ing (lending), it may be restated in terrrls of the borrowing 
(lending) rate of interest.

F o r any given investor, the relevance of these am endm ents will 
depend on the portfolio she is already holding. For example, if she is 
already lending, to take advantage of a violation of the lower boundary it 
will be unnecessary to borrow  at a higher rate, since she can simply reduce 
her lending. If she is already holding stock in her portfolio, she can save the 
transactions costs involved in buying stock to initiate an arbitrage position 
enforcing the lower boundary. These considerations imply tha t puts and 
calls will typically trade within the boundaries of P roposition 4, since if they 
stray outside these boundaries, arbitrage opportunities will exist for many 
individual investors as well as professional traders.

M argin requirements, by themselves, will not alter Propositions 1-4 if 
an  investor is allowed to earn interest on m argin deposits. However, as we 
have discussed before, public investors usually lose the interest from the
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proceeds of short sales. Although this convention affects the upper bound
ary for European options, it will not affect the boundaries for American 
options. The lower boundary  is not affected because its enforcement does 
not require short selling. The American upper boundary is no t affected even 
though its enforcement entails shorting stock against a written put. This is 
because the investor m ust be prepared to have the written pu t exercised 
against her immediately, in which case she could not count on earning any 
interest from the proceeds of the short sale, even if she were allowed to 
do so.

Since early exercise is not possible for European options, their upper 
boundary  would be affected. However, if shotting stock is particularly dis
advantageous, there m ay be other strategies to profit from relative put-call 
mispricing. One possibility is a “box com bination” in which a pu t and a call 
are written and a different put and call are bought, all on the same under
lying stock.

F or American options, the net effect of the short sale convention may 
reduce the incentive for investors to  sell puts near the upper boundary, 
particularly when early pu t exercise seems unlikely.12 As a result, it should 
be easier for American puts to trade nearer their upper boundary than  their 
lower boundary.

4-4.  SOME RESTRICTIONS ON OPTION VALUES 
AS A FUNCTION OF THE STOCK PRICE

In this section we cover several topics related to  the way option values 
depend on the price of the underlying stock. First, we give a representative 
graph of this relationship and analyze its properties. This leads to  a dis
cussion of payout-protected options. We m entioned such options a num ber 
of times earlier, but we never said exactly how this protection could be 
achieved; when you read this part of the section, you will see why. Finally, 
we return  to the graph and show how it can be used to indicate the 
potential profit from a hedged position in the stock.

M any of the relationships between an option price and its m ajor 
determ ining variables can be represented by an option-stock, price diagram. 
This graphs the option price against its concurrent underlying stock price. 
We will only illustrate the diagram  for options on stocks paying no divi
dends. Several of the arbitrage relationships developed in Sections 4-1 and
4-2 are represented graphically in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. In Figure 4-5, the

12 NYSE member firms, trading for their own accounts, are an exception. If the shorted stock 
is borrowed from public accounts they handle, the member firms have full use of the proceeds 
of their own short sales. We therefore suspect that many of these firms will be the first to 
invest up to their position limits when market prices violate the upper European boundary.
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P

Figure 4-6 Put-Stock Price Diagram
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dashed diagonal 45° line labeled S is called the maximum price line. The first 
solid curved line, called an actual price line, gives the call value, for varying 
levels of S, for a call with time to expiration t2 and striking price K. This is 
an increasing convex curve starting at C =  0 and asym ptotically approach
ing C =  5 — K r t2 as S approaches infinity.13 O ur arbitrage propositions 
tell us that the curve m ust always be above the horizontal axis from 0 to 
K r ~ t2 and above the dashed line S — K r ~ t2 thereafter. The actual price line 
to the right illustrates what happens to the call price as time to expiration 
decreases (that is, t2 >  t x). For every level of stock price S, the call price is 
lower. Finally, at expiration, when t =  0, the call price lies either along the 
horizontal axis if S < K,  or along the rightm ost dashed diagonal line if 
S > K.  This is the minimum price line for any call. N ote tha t as the expira
tion date nears, the vertical distance between the actual price line and the 
m inim um  price line (the premium over parity) diminishes for each value of
S. Figure 4-6 gives the corresponding inform ation for puts.

The option-stock price diagram  in Figure 4-5 contains two “arbitrage 
restrictions” relating to stock price that can be added to those given in 
Section 4-1:

a. The value of a call can never be less than the value of an otherwise 
identical call with a lower stock price:

if S2 > S l.

b. Of three otherwise identical calls with stock prices S3 > S2 > S1, the value 
of the middle call is never greater than a weighted average of the values of 
the extreme calls, where the weights are (S3 — S2)/(S3 — for the first 
call and (S2 — S1)/(S3 — Sj) for the third call:

In com paring calls on different stocks, as we are doing here, the “otherwise 
identical” condition requires that the relative values of the stocks, one to 
another, rem ain constant th roughout the life of the options. For example, 
on the expiration date it m ust be true that

st/s, = sys2 = s$/s3.

F or practical purposes, this could occur only if the three underlying stocks 
were holding com panies with identical portfolio com position (for example, 
index funds on the same index). The proofs of restrictions (a) and (b) are

13 Convex means that a straight line drawn between any two points on the curve never lies 
below the curve.
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very similar to those for the striking price propositions given in Section 4-1, 
so we will om it them. Restriction (b) also applies to puts, as does restriction 
(a) when the words “lower stock price” are changed to “higher stock price ”

We believe tha t in any situation of practical im portance, the value of a 
single call will also satisfy restrictions (a) and (b) as the stock price is 
changed, holding other things constant. In other words, except in special 
circumstances, the value o f a call is an increasing convex function o f the stock 
price, and hence its graph will have the shape shown in the option-stock 
price diagram. However, these are no t conditions that can be enforced by 
arbitrage. Restrictions (a) and (b) applied to a single call are true as an 
empirical fact but not as a logical necessity.14

If we wish to com pare options with different striking prices, or to 
continue to examine an option after its striking price has been changed 
because of a stock split, then we will apparently need more than  one 
option-stock price diagram. However, this is not always true. Sometimes a 
single diagram  will contain all of the necessary information. This simplifica
tion is m ade possible by the following result, which we will state but not 
prove.

If the stock price, striking price, and cash dividends per share are 
m ultiplied by the same positive constant A, if the distribution of the total 
rate of return  on the stock with the reinvestment of cash dividends is 
unaffected by this change, and if two otherwise identical options on two 
stocks having the same distribution of rate of return with reinvestment of 
cash dividends have the same value, then the value of an option will itself be 
m ultiplied by this same constan t.15 Stating this symbolically for calls,

C(AS, t, AK) = AC(S, t, K ).

Care m ust be taken to ensure tha t the result is applied correctly. The 
key point is whether or no t the proposed change will affect the distribution 
of the rate of return on the stock. Let us initially consider two examples 
where it would not be affected. First, suppose tha t there is a change in the 
units in which all m onetary values are expressed, say in terms of cents

14 H ereis an example that violates both conditions. Assume that K  =  $50 and, to make things 
simpler, that interest rates will always be zero. The firm has the following investment policy. 
As long as the stock price is between $30 and $40, it will invest its assets in a risky project that 
will give the stock price some probability of doubling in a single jum p; however, if the stock 
price rises above $40 or falls below $30, the firm will invest all of its assets in default-free 
bonds. When S is in the $30 to $40 range the call obviously has some value, but for S <  $30 or 
$40 <  S <  $50 it will be worthless, since there is no way it can finish in-the-money. Conse
quently, the value of the call is not a convex function of the stock price, and it may decrease as 
the stock price increases. Some dividend policies can lead to the same result, as can be inferred 
from footnote 6.
15 Another way to say this is that the call value is homogeneous of degree one in the stock 
price, the striking price, and cash dividends per share.
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ra ther than dollars. Then nothing real would change, and all numerical 
m agnitudes, including cash dividends, would be m ultiplied by 100. After 
m ultiplying the num bers on each axis by 1 0 0 , we could continue to use the 
same option-stock price diagram.

N ow  consider a stock split or stock dividend. Again, nothing real 
about the firm’s operations has changed, so if the cash dividend per share is 
sim ultaneously adjusted so tha t the total payout remains the same, as it 
often would be, the result will be applicable. Suppose, for example, tha t 
there is an n for 1 stock split. Then the price per share will change from S to 
S/n, so X =  1/n, and

nC(S/n, t, K/n) = C(S, t, K).

Thus the standard  adjustm ent correctly protects options from stock splits 
and dividends. Once again, only a change in the scale of the axes of the 
diagram  is required.

This means tha t a single diagram  will cover these special situations, 
bu t w hat about the m ore im portan t case of the everyday changes in the 
stock price arising from real changes in the firm or in the econom y? N ow 
there are two problems in applying the result. First, as m entioned earlier, 
there is no fundam ental reason why the d istribution of the total rate of 
return  should be unaffected. Second, cash dividends will not necessarily be 
changed in proportion  to the stock price; this would occur only if the firm 
m aintained a constant dividend yield. However, if these conditions are met, 
the result will apply and the value of an option with any striking price can 
be obtained from a single option-stock price diagram . In this case, if we let 
X =  l / K,  then

C(S, t, K) = KC( S / K , t, 1),

so all calls can be standardized to options with a striking price of $1 by 
dividing the option and stock prices by the striking price. In the option- 
stock price diagram , we could plot C/ K  or P / K  against S/K.

Finally, if the distribution of the rate of return  on the stock with 
reinvestm ent of cash dividends does not depend on the firm’s cash dividend 
policy, and if two otherwise identical options on stocks having the same 
d istribution have the same value, then these results suggest the way to 
adjust the terms of an option to protect it against cash dividends. T hat is, 
w ith this adjustm ent, the value of an option is completely unaffected by the 
firm’s dividend policy. It can be shown that under the hypothesized condi
tions, the proper adjustm ent is the following: O n each ex-dividend date, 
replace an option with a striking price of K  w ith 1 -f D/Sx options, each 
with a striking price of K /( 1 +  D /Sx), where D is the dividend and Sx is the
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ex-dividend stock price. An equivalent adjustm ent is to m ultiply the 
num ber of shares covered by the option by 1 +  D /Sx on each ex-dividend 
date. If the distribution of the rate of return does depend on the firm’s 
dividend policy, then a m ore com plicated adjustm ent is required. In tu 
itively, there are two reasons for this. First, changes in dividend policy 
might then affect the stock price at the time they are announced (not just on 
the ex-dividend dates) because they convey new inform ation. Second, even 
with a fixed dividend policy, cash dividend paym ents would then also affect 
volatility through their effect on the stock price on ex-dividend dates. Both 
of these possibilities are ruled out by the hypothesized conditions. To 
account for them, one would have to know exactly how to value an option 
in order to determine the proper adjustm ent. N ote tha t the adjustm ents 
described here differ from tha t made on over-the-counter options, where the 
striking price is reduced by the am ount of the dividend on each ex-dividend 
date. Consequently, contrary  to what is sometimes believed, the over-the- 
counter adjustm ent cannot possibly be a universally correct procedure. As a 
practical m atter, however, either the over-the-counter adjustm ent or the 
adjustm ents given here will substantially reduce the im pact of cash divi
dends on option value.

C an we get even m ore mileage out of a simple option-stock price 
diagram  by using it to com pare the values of options on different under
lying stocks? No, this is too  much to hope for. O ption values will also 
depend at least on the volatility and cash dividends of the stock. The graphs 
of option price versus stock price for two otherwise identical options on 
different stocks will not coincide, and there is no way to obtain one from 
the other.

However, our earlier argum ents suggested th a t if the underlying 
stocks differ only in their volatilities, then the graph for the option on the 
more volatile stock should typically be higher than the graph for the option 
on the less volatile stock. T hat is, in m ost situations of practical interest, 
option values should be nondecreasing functions of volatility. However, like 
our earlier propositions abou t the effects of changes in the current stock 
price, this proposition is true as an empirical fact rather than as a logical 
necessity, and a violation of the proposition does not provide an arbitrage 
opportun ity . 16

16 For example, consider a European call option with a zero striking price on a stock that will 
make one dividend payment before the expiration date. Let S be the stock price just before the 
ex-dividend date and suppose that the amount of the dividend will be max[.5(S — X), 0], 
where X is a constant. From the appendix to Chapter 2, we know that the current value of the 
option must be the current stock price minus the current value of the dividends to be paid 
during the life of the option. But the current value of the dividends is itself one-half of the 
current value of a call on a stock with a striking price of X and an expiration date just before 
the ex-dividend date. Consequently, if the current value of this call is an increasing function of 
the volatility of the stock, then the original call must be a decreasing function of volatility.
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Nevertheless, we can obtain some related results with an arbitrage 
type argum ent. Suppose tha t two stocks have the same current value and 
tha t options on the two stocks with identical terms also have the same 
value. Consider now an option, with terms identical to the previous ones, 
on a portfolio containing one-half share of each of the stocks. Intuition 
would suggest tha t because of diversification this portfolio should be less 
volatile than  either of the stocks alone and tha t the option on the portfolio 
should not be w orth m ore than  either of the options on the individual 
stocks. In C hapter 8 , we show that arbitrage profits are possible if this is 
not the case.

There is still m ore inform ation to be obtained from the option-stock 
price diagrams. In addition to com paring the prices of different calls on the 
same underlying security, the call-stock price diagram  can also be used to 
indicate the potential profit from a hedged position with the stock. In 
Figure 4-7, the dashed line, called the zero-profit line, indicates the profit for 
a y /x  position ratio (that is, y  shares long for x calls written). For example, 
suppose tha t y /x  = so we start with a position of y = 1 share long and 
x  = 3 calls written. W hen the stock price rises by 1 point, if the call moves 
along the zero-profit line, it w ould increase by j  of a point. W ith 1 share 
long and 3 calls w ritten, we would break even, since $1 x 1 — x 3 =  0. 
Therefore, all points below the zero-profit line represent a profit, and those 
above, a loss. The intersections of the zero-profit line with the minimum- 
price line and horizontal axis indicate the stock price range at expiration

c

Figure 4-7 Call-Stock Price Diagram Illustrating Zero-Profit 
Line
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over which there is a profit. O f course, this same range can be determined 
from a payoff diagram.

F or the one-to-three hedge, if the stock price moves up (down), then 
along the actual price line, the hedge shows a loss (profit). If the position 
ratio  is reduced, the zero-profit line will flatten, increasing the sensitivity of 
the hedge to the stock price. The position ratio  which minimizes the loss 
from small changes in the stock price is described by the zero-profit line 
tangent to the actual price line (Figure 4-8). We call this a neutral hedge.

C

Figure 4-8 Call-Stock Price Diagram Illustrating Neutral Hedge

F or this hedge, if the stock price moves up or down along the actual price 
line, the hedge shows a loss in either case. However, in com pensation, if the 
stock price remains unchanged as the expiration date approaches, since the 
actual price line approaches the minim um -price line, the hedge shows a 
profit. N eutral positions play a significant role in the developm ent of an 
exact option pricing form ula in C hapter 5, and neutral trading strategies 
are examined in detail in C hapter 6 .

A P PE N D IX  4A 
Arbitrage Restrictions on the Value of Cash Dividends

In this appendix, we will develop some restrictions on D +(t, t') and 
D~(t,  t') tha t m ust hold if there are to be no arbitrage opportunities. 
Suppose tha t there are n ex-dividend dates in the period beginning at time t 
until expiration and ending at time t' until expiration. Let Sj  be the stock 
price on the 7th  ex-dividend date and Dj  be the corresponding dividend,
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which may be a function of Sj.  If each paym ent Dj  can be bounded above 
by some constant, then D + (t, t') is simply the sum of the present values of 
these constant am ounts. The same is true for D~(t,  t') if each paym ent can 
be bounded below by some constant.

However, if Dj  depends on Sj9 which it very well might, it at first 
appears that these concepts are very imprecise. If Sj can take on arbitrarily 
high values, it seems that D + should also take on arbitrarily  high values. 
Similarly, if Sj could be zero, it seems that D~  should also be zero. 
However, this is not necessarily the case, and usually very useful bounds 
can be placed on D + and D in terms of current stock price, S. This is 
illustrated in the following proposition.

Dividend Proposition About D +(t, t'): Suppose Dj < cijSj for all j , 
where dj is a positive constant less than or equal to one. Then

We will dem onstrate this by showing tha t ownership of [1 — n ”=1 
(1 — a,-)] shares of stock is exactly sufficient to duplicate the dividend 
stream  if Dj = a} Sj for all j. Since Dj  is never greater than a} Sj by as
sum ption, the current value of the dividends cannot then be greater than 
S„[l — n ”=1(l — a,-)]. To verify that we could duplicate the dividend 
stream  with [1  — n ”=1(l — a,-)] shares of stock, consider w hat happens on 
the first ex-dividend date. For simplicity only, we will assume that the divi
dend is actually received on this date. Each share of stock will receive 
a paym ent of and the value of each share will d rop to  (1 — a 1)Sl . 
Your holdings will then be w orth [1 — n " =1(l — 0 /)](l — ai )Sv  You 
will have received a paym ent of [ 1 — n * =1(l — but to
duplicate the paym ent of a t S i 9 you will have to sell shares worth 

— [1 — n " =1(l — ajy\a1S l . This leaves you with

[ l  -  fl(l -  a,)J(l -  aJSt  -  alS i |^1 -  fl(l -  aj)^a lS1

where I l"=1(l — aj) denotes the product

(1 -  ai)(l -  a2)• • • (1 -
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Continuing in this way verifies the proposition.
A similar argum ent verifies the corresponding proposition about 

D~{t , f).

Dividend Proposition About D (t , t') : Suppose Dj >  bj Sj for all j , 
where bj is a positive constant less than or equal to one. Then

i - n a - t y  •
1 J





an exact option 
pricing formula

5

In the previous chapter, we developed some general propositions 
about option values. We showed tha t to  prevent profitable riskless arbi
trage opportunities, the value of an option m ust have certain relationships 
to the following variables:

1. Current stock price
2 . Striking price
3. Time to expiration
4. Stock volatility
5. Interest rates
6 . Cash dividends

These relationships took the form of inequalities and directional effects of 
each variable on option value. Only on the expiration date were we able to 
provide an equality relationship,

C =  m ax[0, S — K ] or P — m ax[0, K  — S].

P rior to expiration, we could only say tha t the option  value m ust lie within 
certain boundaries; we were not able to specify an exact form ula between C 
or P  and its determ ining variables.

165
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The purpose of this chapter is to derive and analyze such an exact 
formula. To get such a precise result, we will now need more inform ation 
than we did before. The required inform ation characterizes the probability 
distribution of future stock prices and interest rates. As we will see, ob tain
ing this inform ation is not as formidable a task as it may first seem. It does 
not require superior forecasting ability, in the sense of being able to beat the 
m arket, nor does it require an understanding of the fundam ental variables 
which cause stock prices to change.

O ption pricing theory has a long and illustrious history, but it under
went a revolutionary change in 1973. At that time, Fischer Black and 
M yron Scholes presented the first completely satisfactory equilibrium 
option pricing m odel. 1 In the same year, Robert M erton, Professor of 
Finance at the M assachusetts Institute of Technology, extended their model 
in several im portan t ways.2 These path-breaking articles have formed the 
basis for m any subsequent academic studies.

The m athem atical tools employed in the Black-Scholes and M erton 
articles are quite advanced and have tended to obscure the underlying 
economic principles. Fortunately, William Sharpe, Professor of Finance at 
Stanford University, discovered a way to derive the same results using only 
elem entary mathematics. His brilliant insight has the additional advantage 
of clearly showing the basic idea behind the model. In this chapter, we build 
on Sharpe’s m ethod and develop it into a complete model of option pricing.

A lthough each step in the argum ent can be easily understood, the 
length of the derivation may discourage m any readers. To provide some 
m otivation, and to illustrate the basic idea, we will first work through a 
simple numerical example .3

5-1. THE BASIC IDEA

Suppose the current price of a stock is S = $50, and at the end of a period 
of time, its price m ust be either S* =  $25 or S* = $100. A call on the stock 
is available with a striking price of K  = $50, expiring at the end of the 
period. It is also possible to borrow  and lend at a 25% rate of interest. The

1 Their celebrated article, “The Pricing of Options and Corporate Liabilities,” appeared in the 
May-June 1973 issue of the Journal o f  P o litica l E conom y , pp. 637-659. Fischer Black is now 
Professor of Finance at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Myron Scholes is 
Professor of Finance at Stanford University.
2 These results and many others are contained in Robert C. Merton, “Theory of Rational 
Option Pricing,” Bell Journal o f  Econom ics and M anagem ent Science, 4 (Spring 1973), 141 183. 
Some additional results that are particularly relevant for our approach can be found in Robert 
C. Merton, “On the Pricing of Contingent Claims and the Modigliani-Miller Theorem,” 
Journal o f  F inancial Economics, 5 (November 1977), 241-250.
3 This chapter draws on an article by John Cox, Stephen Ross, and Mark Rubinstein, 
“Option Pricing: A Simplified Approach,” Journal o f  Financial Economics, 7 (September 
1979), 229-263.
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one piece of inform ation left unfurnished is the current value of the call, C. 
However, if profitable riskless arbitrage is not possible, we can deduce from 
the given inform ation alone what the value of the call must b e !

Consider forming the following levered hedge:

1. Write three calls at C each
2. Buy two shares at $50 each
3. Borrow $40 at 25%, to be paid back at the end of the period

Table 5-1 gives the return from this hedge for each possible level of the 
stock price at expiration. Regardless of the outcome, the hedge exactly 
breaks even on the expiration date. Therefore, to prevent profitable riskless 
arbitrage, the current cash flow from establishing the position m ust be zero; 
that is,

3C -  100 +  40 =  0.

Table 5-1
ARBITRAGE TABLE ILLUSTRATING THE 

FORMATION OF A RISKLESS HEDGE

Current

E xpiration Date

Date S* =  25 S* =  100

Write 3 calls 3 C _ -1 5 0
Buy 2 shares -10 0 50 200
Borrow 40 -50 -5 0

Total — —

The current value of the call m ust then be C =  $20.
If the call were not priced at $20, a sure profit would be possible. In 

particular, if C =  $25, the hedge in Table 5-1 would yield a current am ount 
of $15 and would experience no further gain or loss in the future. O n the 
other hand, if C =  $15, then the same thing could be accomplished by 
buying three calls, selling short two shares, and lending $40.

Table 5-1 can be interpreted as dem onstrating that an appropriately 
levered position in stock will replicate the future returns o f a call. T hat is, if 
we buy shares and borrow  against them in the right proportion, we can, in 
effect, duplicate a pure position in calls. In view of this, it should seem less 
surprising tha t all we needed to determine the exact value of the call was its 
striking price, underlying stock price, range o f movement in the underlying 
stock price, and the rate o f interest. W hat may seem m ore incredible is what
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we do not need to know : Among other things, we do not need to know the 
probability that the stock price will rise or fall. Bulls and bears m ust agree on 
the value of the call, relative to its underlying stock price .4

This example is very simple, but it shows several essential features of 
option pricing. And we will soon see tha t it is not as unrealistic as it seems.

5-2.  BINOMIAL RANDOM WALKS

Before we can derive an exact formula, we will need to develop some 
elem entary statistical concepts. Suppose you play a game of chance in 
which, on n successive turns, you draw a single ball from an opaque urn 
containing 100 balls, of which k are black and 100 — k are red. After each 
drawing, you replace the ball drawn, so you always draw from an urn of the 
same com position. According to the rules, you can bet only at the begin
ning of the game. Thereafter, for every $1 initially bet, you receive on each 
turn  $u for every dollar accum ulated up to then if you draw  a black ball 
and $d if you draw a red ball, where u >  d. To try it out, you decide to bet 
$1.00. F or this case, the possible outcom es after each of the first four 
drawings are represented in the following tree d iagram :

For example, if u = 1.1 and d =  .9, if you were fortunate to draw  four black 
balls in a row, your bet would have grown to w4 =  ( l . l )4 ^  $1.46. O n the 
o ther hand, had  you draw n a black followed by two reds and a black, you 
would have accum ulated uddu =  u2d 2 =  (1.1)2(.9)2 «  $0.98, netting you a 20 
loss.

A first step in analyzing this game is counting, for a given total 
num ber of drawings n, the num ber of each possible outcome. If n = 0 (that 
is, you decide not to play and keep your dollar), you have one outcom e of 
$ 1 ; if n =  1, you have one d outcom e and one u outcom e; if n = 2 , you have 
one d 2, two ud, and one u2\ and so on. A convenient way to represent these

4 This provides an example of our earlier observation that the expected rate of growth of the 
stock price may not be a direct determinant of option value.
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results is in the following array, known as Pascal’s Triangle:
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F or example, row n =  4 represents one d 4, four ud3, six u2d 2, four u3d, and 
one w4. F rom  the tree diagram , it is easily confirmed tha t this is the correct 
enum eration. Observe tha t an interior num ber in any row can be generated 
by summing the two num bers above and to the left in the row immediately 
above it. The sum of the num bers in each row is 2". M ost im portant, there 
is a form ula for representing any element in the array  in terms of its row 
and colum n num bers (n , j ):

n\

j'-(n ~ jV -  ’

where n\ =  n • (n — 1) • (n — 2) • • • 3 • 2 • l .5 The num bers in the triangle 
are called binom ial coefficients because they appear in the algebraic expan
sion of (a +  b)n.

Let us represent the outcom e after n drawings as X n. F o r example, if 
n = 3, then X 3 = d 3, ud2, u2d, or w3. M ore generally,

X n = dn, udn~ Y, u2dn~2, . . . ,  un~2d 2, un~ ld , or un,

or, equivalently, X n =  ujdn~j for j  = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n. Since we do not know in 
advance what value X n will have for each draw ing n > 0, we call X n a 
stochastic process.

Since the urn contains exactly k black balls and 100 — k red balls at 
every drawing, the chance of drawing a black ball is q = kj 1 0 0 , which we 
call the probability of a black ball. 1 — q = (1 0 0  — k)/100 is the probability 
of drawing a red ball. The probability q satisfies 0 <  q < 1 and the sum of 
the probabilities of each possibility, u and d, equals 1.

5 0! =  1.
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In general, the probability q at any drawing n can depend on at least 
two th ings:

1. The number of previous drawings: n — 1
2. The sequence of previous outcomes: X 0 , X u . . . ,  X n_1

For example, (1) would be true if we knew at the start of the game that 
q = j  at drawing n = 10 and q = \  at drawing n = 13; (1) w ould be false if 
q = 3 for every drawing n; (2 ) would be true if, after a sequence d, d, and d 
in the first three drawings, the probability of u in the fourth were greater 
than if it were instead preceded by the sequence w, u, and u. F o r our game, q 
does not depend on (1) or (2). In other words, for every drawing, the urn has 
the same com position. F or that reason, the stochastic process X n is said to 
follow a stationary multiplicative random walk. Equivalently, we say the 
successive outcomes ( X J X 0\  (X 2/X^), . . . ,  ( X J X n- l) are independently 
and identically distributed.

Since successive drawings have this property, the outcom es for n = 2 
of d 2, du, ud, and u2 have associated accum ulated probabilities of (1 — q)2, 
(1 — q)q, q(l — q), and q2. Observe that whatever the value of q, each 
accum ulated probability is between 0  and 1, and their sum 
(1 — q)2 +  2q(l — q) +  q2 = 1. In general, the probability of any one 
sequence containing j  drawings of black balls and n —j  red balls is 
qj( 1 — q)n~j. Since there are exactly n \/\J \(n  —;)! ]  ways of this occurring, 
the probability of outcom e X n is

Gra>j(i
M oreover,6

F or a given j  = a, w hat is the probability tha t X n > uadn al  Since ujdn j 
increases as j  increases, we have

the complementary binomial distribution function.

6 Y, is a shorthand notation for summation. For example,
n
£  X^Xo + Xj + x 2 + ••• +x„.

7 = 0
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5-3.  THE BINOMIAL OPTION PRICING FORMULA

In this section, we will develop the framework illustrated in the example 
into a complete valuation m ethod. We begin by assuming that the stock 
price follows a multiplicative binom ial process over discrete periods. The 
movement of the stock price will thus be essentially the same as the simple 
game described in the previous section. The rate of return on the stock over 
each period can have two possible values: u — 1, with probability q, or 
d — 1, with probability 1 — q. F o r the m om ent, we assume the stock pays 
no dividends. If the current stock price is 5, the stock price at the end of the 
period will thus be either uS or dS. We can represent this m ovement with 
the following diagram :

uS with probability q

dS with probability 1 — q.

We also assume that the interest rate is constant and positive. To 
focus on the basic issues, we will continue to assume tha t there are no taxes, 
transaction costs, or m argin requirements. Hence, individuals are allowed 
to sell short any security and receive full use of the proceeds.7 Furtherm ore, 
we assume that m arkets are com petitive: A single individual can buy or sell 
as much of any security as he wishes without affecting its price.

Letting r denote one plus the interest rate over one period, we require 
u > r >  d. If these inequalities did not hold, there would be profitable risk
less arbitrage opportunities involving only the stock and riskless borrow ing 
and lending .8 F or example, if u > d > r, an investor could make a certain 
profit on no investment by borrow ing at r and buying the stock.

To see how to value a call on this stock, we start with the simplest 
situation: The expiration date is just q>ne period away. Let C be the current 
value of the call, Cu be its value at the end of the period if the stock price 
goes to uS , and Cd be its value at the end of the period if the stock price 
goes to dS. Since there is now only one period rem aining in the life of the 
call, we know that the terms of its contract and  a rational exercise policy 
imply th a t Cu = max[0, uS — fC] and Cd =  m ax[0, dS — K']. Therefore,

Cu = max[0, uS — K]  with probability q

Cd = max[0, dS — K] with probability 1 — q.

7 Of course, restitution is required for payouts made to securities held short.
8 We will ignore the uninteresting special case where q is zero or one and u = d = r.
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Suppose we form a portfolio containing A shares of stock and the 
dollar am ount B  in riskless bonds .9 This will cost SA  +  B. At the end of the 
period, the value of this portfolio will be

Since we can select A and B in any way we wish, suppose we choose them 
to equate the end-of-period values of the portfolio and the call for each 
possible outcome. This requires that

W ith A and B  chosen in this way, we have w hat we referred to in Section 
2-3 as an equivalent portfolio.

If there are to be no riskless arbitrage opportunities, the current value 
of the call, C, cannot be less than the current value of the equivalent 
portfolio, SA +  B. If it were, we could m ake a riskless profit with no net 
investm ent by buying the call and selling the portfolio. It is tem pting to say 
th a t it also cannot be w orth more, since then we would have a riskless 
arbitrage opportunity  by reversing our procedure and selling the call and 
buying the portfolio. But this overlooks the fact tha t the person who 
bought the call we sold has the right to  exercise it immediately.

Suppose tha t SA +  B < S  — K. If we try to m ake an arbitrage profit 
by selling calls for m ore than  SA +  B , bu t less than S — X, then we will 
soon find tha t we are the source of arbitrage profits ra ther than their 
recipient. Anyone could m ake an arbitrage profit by buying our calls and 
exercising them  immediately.

We m ight hope tha t we will be spared this em barrassm ent because 
everyone will somehow find it advantageous to hold the calls for one more 
period as an investm ent ra ther than take a quick profit by exercising them

uSA +  rB with probability q

dSA 4- rB with probability 1 — q.

uSA + rB = Cu, 
dSA + rB = Cd.

Solving these equations, we find

(i)

B _ uCd -  „ 
(;u — d)r

9 Buying bonds is the same as lending; selling them is the same as borrowing.
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immediately. But each person will reason in the following way. If I do not 
exercise now, I will receive the same payoff* as a portfolio of A shares of 
stock and B  in bonds. If I do exercise now, I can take the proceeds, S — K, 
buy this same portfolio and some extra bonds as well, and have a higher 
payoff in every possible circumstance. Consequently, no one would be 
willing to hold the calls for one m ore period.

Summing up all of this, we conclude tha t if there are to be no riskless 
arbitrage opportunities, it m ust be true that

C = SA + B  
_ CU- C d 

u — d 
r — d
u — d

uCd -  dCu 
(u — d)r 

_  [ u  — r 
c “ +  ( ^ d (2)

if this value is greater than S — K , and if not, C = S — K .10
E quation (2) can be simplified by defining p = (r — d)/(u — d \  so that 

1 — p =  (u — r)/(u — d) and we can write

C =  [pC u +  ( l - p ) C J / r .  (3)

It is easy to see that in the present case, with no dividends, this will always 
be greater than  S — K  as long as the interest rate is positive . 11 Hence, 
E quation (3) is the exact form ula for the value of a call one period prior to 
expiration in terms of S, K , u, d, and  r.

This form ula has a num ber of notable features. First, the probability q 
does not appear in the formula. This means, surprisingly, that even if differ
ent investors have different subjective probabilities about an upw ard or 
dow nw ard m ovem ent in the stock, they could still agree on the relationship 
of C to S and r.

Second, the value of the call does not depend on investors’ attitudes 
tow ard risk. In constructing the formula, the only assum ption we made 
about an individual’s behavior was tha t he prefers m ore wealth to less 
wealth and therefore has an incentive to take advantage of profitable risk
less arbitrage opportunities. We would obtain the same form ula whether 
investors are risk averse or risk preferring.

10 O ur discussion could be easily modified to include European calls. Since immediate exercise 
is then precluded, their value would always be given by Equation (2), even if this is less than 
S - K .
11 To confirm this, note that if uS < K, then S < K  and C =  0, so C >  S — K. Also if dS > K, 
then C = S — (K /r) > S — K. The remaining possibility is uS > K  > dS. In this case, 
C =  p{uS — K)/r. This is greater than S — K  if (1 — p)dS < {r — p)K, which is certainly true as 
long as r >  1.
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Third, the only random  variable on which the call value depends is 
the stock price itself. In particular, it does not depend on the random  prices 
of other securities or portfolios, such as the m arket portfolio containing all 
securities in the economy. If ano ther pricing form ula involving other vari
ables was subm itted as giving equilibrium  m arket prices, we could imme
diately show that it was incorrect by using our form ula to m ake riskless 
arbitrage profits while trading at those prices.

It is easier to understand these features if it is remembered tha t the 
form ula is only a relative pricing relationship giving C in terms of 5, u, d, 
and r. Investors’ attitudes tow ard risk and the characteristics of other assets 
may indeed influence call values indirectly, through their effect on these 
variables, but they will not be separate determ inants of call value.

Finally, observe that p =  (r — d)/(u — d) is always greater than zero 
and less than one, so it has the properties of a probability. In fact p is the 
value q would have in equilibrium  if investors were risk neutral. 12 To see 
this, note that the expected rate of return on the stock, which is the sum of 
each possible rate of return times its probability of occurring, would then be 
the riskless interest rate, so

q(uS) +  (1 -  q)(dS) = rS

and q =  (r — d)/(u — d) =  p. Hence, the value of the call can be interpreted 
as the expectation of its discounted future value in a risk-neutral w orld . 13 
In light of our earlier observations, this is not surprising. Since the formula 
does not involve q or any measure of attitudes tow ard risk, then it m ust be 
the same for any set of preferences, including risk neutrality.

It is im portant to note tha t this does not imply that the equilibrium 
expected rate of return on the call is the riskless interest rate. Indeed, our 
argum ent has shown that, in equilibrium, holding the call over the period is 
exactly equivalent to holding the equivalent portfolio. Consequently, the 
risk and expected rate of return  of the call m ust be the same as that of the 
equivalent portfolio. As we will show in Section 5-5, A >  0 and B < 0, so 
the equivalent portfolio is a particular levered long position in the stock. In 
equilibrium, the same is true for the call. O f course, if the call is currently 
mispriced, its risk and expected return over the period will differ from that 
of the equivalent portfolio.

A different in terpretation of p and the valuation form ula may also be 
helpful. In C hapter 8 , we show tha t p/r is the value of a claim that will pay

12 We define a risk-neutral investor to be one who is indifferent between an investment with a 
certain rate of return and another investment with an uncertain rate of return which has the 
same expected value. He neither insists on being paid for bearing risk nor is he willing to pay 
others to let him bear risk.
13 This property was first noted by John Cox and Stephen Ross in “The Valuation of Options 
for Alternative Stochastic Processes,” Journal o f Financial Economics, 3 (January-M arch 
1976), 145-166.
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one dollar at the end of the period if and only if the stock price moves to 
uS. Similarly, (1 — p)/r is the value of a claim that will pay one dollar if and 
only if the stock price moves to dS. The payoff to  a call is equivalent to  that 
of a package containing Cu units of the first claim and Cd units of the 
second claim, so its value should be [C M(p/r)] +  [Cd( 1 — p)/r], which is 
exactly Equation (3).

N ow  we can consider the next simplest situation: a call with two 
periods rem aining before its expiration date. In keeping with the binomial 
process, the stock can take on three possible values after two periods:

Cuu stands for the value of a call two periods from the current time if the 
stock price moves upw ard each period; Cdu and have analogous defini
tions.

At the end of the current period there will be one period left in the life 
of the call and we will be faced with a problem  identical to the one we just 
solved. Thus, from our previous analysis, we know th a t when there are two 
periods left,

'd2S

Similarly, for the call,

Cdd =  max[0, d2S -  K~\

Cu =  lpC uu + (1 -  p)Cui]/r (4a)
and

Cd — LpCdu +  (1 — p)Cdd] /r . (4b)

Again we can select a portfolio of SA  in stock and B  in bonds whose 
end-of-period value will be Cu if the stock price goes to uS and Cd if the 
stock price goes to  dS. Indeed, the functional form of A and B  remains
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unchanged. To get the new values of A and B , we simply use E quation (1) 
with the new values of Cu and Cd.

C an we now say, as before, tha t an opportunity  for profitable riskless 
arbitrage will be available if the current price of the call is no t equal to the 
new value of this portfolio or S — K , whichever is greater? Yes, but there is 
an im portan t difference. W ith one period to go, we could plan to lock in a 
riskless profit by selling an overpriced call and using part of the proceeds to 
buy the equivalent portfolio. At the end of the period, we knew that the 
m arket price of the call m ust have been equal to the value of the portfolio, 
so the entire position could have been safely liquidated at tha t point. But 
this was true only because the end of the period was the expiration date. 
N ow  we have no such guarantee. At the end of the current period, when 
there is still one period left, the m arket price of the call could still be in 
disequilibrium  and be greater than  the value of the equivalent portfolio. If 
we closed out the position then, selling the portfolio and repurchasing the 
call, we could suffer a loss tha t would m ore than offset our original profit. 
However, we could always avoid this loss by m aintaining the portfolio for 
one m ore period. The value of the portfolio at the end of the current period 
will always be exactly sufficient to purchase the portfolio we would want to 
hold over the last period. In effect, we would have to readjust the p ropor
tions in the equivalent portfolio, bu t we would not have to pu t up any m ore 
money.

Consequently, we conclude that even with two periods to go, there is 
a strategy we could follow that would guarantee riskless profits with no net 
investm ent if the current m arket price of a call differs from the m axim um  of 
SA  +  B  and S — K . Hence, the larger of these is the current value of the 
call.

Since A and B  have the same functional form in each period, the 
current value of the call in terms of Cu and Cd will again be C =  
\_pCu +  (1 — p)Cd~]/r if this is greater than S — K, and C = S — K  otherwise. 
By substituting from Equation (4) into the former expression, and noting 
tha t Cdu = Cud, we obtain

C =  l p 2Cuu +  2p(l -  p)Cui +  (1 -  
=  {p 2 m ax[0, u2S — K~\ +  2p(l — p) max[0, duS — X ]

+  (1 — p)2 m ax[0, d 2S — K~\}/r2. (5)

A little algebra shows tha t this is always greater than S — K  if, as assumed, 
r is always greater than  one, so this expression gives the exact value of the 
call.14

14 In the current situation, with no dividends, we know from Chapter 4 that the call should 
not be exercised before the expiration date. In the general case, with dividends, this is no 
longer true, and we must use the procedure of checking every period.
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All of the observations made about Equation (3) also apply to Equa
tion (5), except that the num ber of periods rem aining until expiration, n, 
now emerges clearly as an additional determ inant of the call value. For 
E quation (5), n = 2. That is, the full list of variables determ ining C is S , X, 
rc, w, d, and r.

We now have a recursive procedure for finding the value of a call with 
any num ber of periods to go. By starting at the expiration date and 
working backwards, we can write down the general valuation form ula for 
any n:

This gives us the complete formula, but with a little additional effort we can 
express it in a more convenient way.

Let a stand for the minim um  num ber of upw ard moves that the stock 
must m ake over the next n periods for the call to  finish in-the-money. Thus 
a will be the smallest nonnegative integer such that uad n~aS > X. By taking 
the natural logarithm  of bo th  sides of this inequality, we can write a as the 
smallest nonnegative integer greater than \og(K /Sdn)/\og(u/d).

F or all j  < a, m ax[0, ujdn jS — X ] =  0 and for all j  >  a, 
m ax[0, ujdn~jS -  X ] =  ujdn~jS -  X. Therefore,

O f course, if a > n, the call will finish out-of-the-m oney even if the stock 
moves upw ard every period, so its current value m ust be zero.

By breaking up C into two terms, we can write

Now, the latter bracketed expression is the com plem entary binom ial dis
tribution  function <1>[a; n, p]. The first bracketed expression can also be 
interpreted as a com plem entary binom ial distribution function n, p'], 
where

C = S

P' =  ( u/r)pand 1 -  1 -  p).



p' is a probability, since 0 <  p' <  1. To see this, note tha t p <  (r/u) and

M i -  p f  = l(u/r)p]Ji ( d M i  -  p )Y ~ J =  l -

We can summarize our development of the Sharpe binom ial m ethod up to 
this point in the following form ula:

BINOMIAL OPTION PRICING FORMULA
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C =  SO[u; n, p '] — K r~ nQ>[a; n, p]

where

p = (r — d)/(u — d) and p ' =  (u/r)p 
a =  the smallest nonnegative integer greater than

\og(K/Sdn)/\og(u/d).

If a > n, C = 0.

It is now clear tha t all of the comments we m ade about the one period 
valuation form ula are valid for any num ber of periods. In particular, the 
value of a call should be the expectation, in a risk-neutral world, of the 
discounted value of the payoff it will receive. In fact, that is exactly what 
Equation  (6 ) says. Why, then, should we waste time with the recursive 
procedure when we can write down the answer in one direct step? The 
reason is tha t while this one-step approach is always technically correct, it 
is really useful only if we know in advance the circum stances in which a 
rational individual would prefer to  exercise the call before the expiration 
date. If we do not know  this, we have no way to  com pute the required 
expectation. In the present example, a call on a stock paying no dividends, 
it happens tha t we can determ ine this inform ation from other sources: The 
call should never be exercised before the expiration date. As we will see in 
Section 5-9, with puts or with calls on stocks which pay dividends, we will 
not be so lucky. Finding the optim al exercise strategy will be an integral 
part of the valuation problem. The full recursive procedure will then be 
necessary.

5-4.  RISKLESS TRADING STRATEGIES

The following numerical example illustrates how we could use the form ula 
if the current market price M  ever diverged from its formula value C. If



M  >  C, we would hedge, and if M  < C, “reverse hedge,” to  try and lock in
a profit. Suppose the values of the underlying variables are

5 =  80, n = 3, K  = 80, u =  1.5, d = .5, r =  1.1.

In this case, p = (r — d)/(u — d) = .6 . The relevant values of the discount
factor are

r " 1 =  .909, r~ 2 = .826, r ~ 3 =  .751.

The paths the stock price may follow and their corresponding probabilities 
(using probability p) a re :

When n =  3, with S =  80,
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(.064)

When n = 2, if S =  120,

270
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When n =  2, if S =  40,

(.16)

Using the formula, the current value of the call would be

C =  .751 [.064(0) +  .288(0) +  .432(90 -  80) +  .216(270 -  80)] =  34.065.

Recall tha t to form a riskless hedge, for each call we sell, we buy and 
subsequently keep adjusted a portfolio containing SA  in stock and B  in 
bonds, where A =  (Cu — Cd)/(u — d)S. The following tree diagram  gives the 
paths the call value may follow and the corresponding values of A :

W ith this prelim inary analysis, we are prepared to use the formula to 
take advantage of mispricing in the m arket. Suppose tha t when n =  3, the 
m arket price of the call is 36. O ur form ula tells us the call should be worth
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34.065. The option is overpriced, so we could plan to sell it and assure 
ourselves of a profit equal to the mispricing differential. Here are the steps 
you could take for a typical path  the stock might follow.

S t e p  1 (n =  3): Sell the call for 36. Take 34.065 of this and invest it in a 
portfolio containing A =  .719 shares of stock by borrow ing 
.719(80) — 34.065 =  23.455. Take the remainder, 36 — 34.065 =  1.935, and 
put it in the bank.

S t e p  2 (n =  2): Suppose the stock goes to 120 so tha t the new A is .848.
Buy .848 — .719 =  .129 m ore shares of stock at 120 per share for a total 
expenditure of 15.480. Borrow to pay the bill. W ith an interest rate of .1, 
you already owe 23.455(1.1) =  25.801. Thus, your to tal current indebtedness 
is 25.801 +  15.480 =  41.281.

S tep 3 (n =  1): Suppose the stock price now goes to 60. The new A is .167. 
Sell .848 — .167 =  .681 shares at 60 per share, taking in .681(60) =  40.860. 
Use this to pay back part of your borrowing. Since you now owe 
41.281(1.1) =  45.409, the repaym ent will reduce this to 45.409 — 
40.860 =  4.549.

S t e p  4d (n =  0): Suppose the stock price now goes to 30. The call you sold
has expired worthless. You own .167 shares of stock selling at 30 per share, 
for a total value of .167(30) =  5. Sell the stock and repay the 4.549(1.1) =  5 
tha t you now owe on the borrowing. G o back to the bank and withdraw 
your original deposit, which has now grown to 1.935(1.1)3 =  2.575.

S tep 4u (n =  0): Suppose, instead, the stock price goes to 90. The call you
sold is in the money at the expiration date. Buy back the call, or buy one 
share of stock and let it be exercised, incurring a loss of 90 — 80 =  10 either 
way. Borrow to cover this, bringing your current indebtedness to 
5 +  10 =  15. You own .167 shares of stock selling at 90 per share, for a 
to tal value of .167(90) =  15. Sell the stock and repay the borrowing. G o 
back to the bank and w ithdraw your original deposit, which has now 
grown to 1.935(1.1) 3 =  2.575.

In sum m ary, if we were correct in our original analysis abou t stock 
price movements (which did not involve the unenviable task of predicting 
w hether the stock price would go up or down), and if we faithfully adjust 
our portfolio as prescribed by the formula, then we can be assured of 
walking away in the clear at the expiration date, while still keeping the 
original differential and the interest it has accumulated. It is true that 
closing out the position before the expiration date, which involves buying 
back the option at its then current m arket price, might produce a loss that
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would m ore than offset our profit, but this loss could always be avoided by 
waiting until the expiration date. M oreover, if the m arket price comes into 
line with the form ula value before the expiration date, we can close out the 
position then with no loss and be rid of the concern of keeping the portfolio 
adjusted.

It still m ight seem tha t we are depending on rational behavior by the 
person who bought the call we sold. If instead he behaves foolishly and 
exercises at the wrong time, could he m ake things worse for us as well as for 
himself? Fortunately, the answer is no. M istakes on his part can only m ean 
greater profits for us. Suppose tha t he exercises too soon. In that circum 
stance, the equivalent portfolio will always be w orth m ore than S — K , so 
we could close out the position then with an extra profit.

Suppose, instead, tha t he fails to exercise when it would be optim al to 
do so. Again there is no problem . Since exercise is now optimal, our equiva
lent portfolio will be w orth S — K .15 If he had exercised, this would be 
exactly sufficient to meet the obligation and close out the position. Since he 
did not, the call will be held a t least one m ore period, so we calculate the 
new values of Cu and Cd and revise our equivalent portfolio accordingly. 
But now the am ount required for the portfolio, SA  +  B, is less than the 
am ount we have available, S — K . We can w ithdraw  these extra profits now 
and still m aintain the equivalent portfolio. The longer the holder of the call 
goes on m aking mistakes, the better off we will be.

Consequently, we can be confident tha t things will eventually work 
out right no m atter w hat the other party  does. The return  on our to tal 
position, when evaluated at prevailing m arket prices a t interm ediate times, 
may be negative. But over a period ending no later than  the expiration date, 
it will be positive.

In conducting the hedging operation, the essential thing was to m ain
tain the proper proportional relationship: F o r each call we are short, we 
hold A shares of stock and the dollar am ount B  in bonds in the equivalent 
portfolio. To emphasize this, we will refer to the num ber of shares held for 
each call as the neutral position ratio. In our example, we kept the num ber 
of calls constant and made adjustm ents by buying or selling stock and 
bonds. As a result, our profit was independent of the m arket price of the 
call between the time we initiated the hedge and the expiration date. If 
things got worse before they got better, it did not m atter to  us.

Instead, we could have m ade the adjustm ents by keeping the num ber 
of shares of stock constant and buying or selling calls and bonds. However, 
this could be dangerous. Suppose that after initiating the position, we

15 If we were reverse hedging by buying an undervalued call and selling the equivalent port
folio, then we would ourselves want to exercise at this point. Since we will receive S — K from 
exercising, this will be exactly enough money to buy back the equivalent portfolio.
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needed to increase the neutral position ratio  to m aintain the proper p ro p o r
tions. This can be achieved in two ways: (1) buy more stock, or (2) buy back 
some of the calls. If we adjust through the stock, there is no problem. If we 
insist on adjusting through the calls, no t only is the hedge no longer risk
less, but it could even end up losing money! This can happen if the call has 
become even m ore overpriced. We would then be closing out part of our 
position in calls at a loss. To rem ain hedged, the num ber of calls we would 
need to buy back depends on their value, not their price. Therefore, since 
we are uncertain about their price, we then become uncertain abou t the 
return from the hedge. W orse yet, if the call price gets high enough, the loss 
on the closed portion  of our position could throw  the hedge operation into 
an overall loss.

To see how this could happen, let us rerun the hedging operation, 
where we adjust the hedge ratio  by buying and selling calls.

Step 1 (n = 3): Same as before.

S tep 2 (n = 2): Suppose the stock goes to 120, so that the new A =  .848.
The call price has gotten further out of line and is now selling for 75. Since 
its value is 60.463, it is now overpriced by 14.537. W ith .719 shares, you 
m ust buy back 1 — .848 =  .152 calls to produce a hedge ratio  of 
.848 =  .719/.848. This costs 75(. 152) =  11.40. Borrow to pay the bill. W ith 
the interest rate of .1, you already owe 23.455(1.1) =  25.801. Thus, your 
to tal current indebtedness is 25.801 +  11.40 =  37.201.

S tep 3 (n = 1): Suppose the stock goes to 60 and the call is selling for
5.454. Since the call is now fairly valued, no further excess profits can be 
m ade by continuing to hold the position. Therefore, liquidate by selling 
your .719 shares for .719(60) =  43.14 and close out the call position by 
buying back .848 calls for .848(5.454) =  4.625. This nets 43.14 —
4.625 =  38.515. Use this to  pay back part of your borrowing. Since you now
owe 37.20(1.1) =  40.921, after repaym ent you owe 2.406. G o back to the 
bank and w ithdraw  your original deposit, which has now grown to 
1.935(1.1)2 =  2.341. U nfortunately, after using this to repay your rem aining 
borrowing, you still owe .065.

Since we adjusted our position at Step 2 by buying overpriced calls, 
our profit is reduced. Indeed, since the calls were considerably overpriced, 
we actually lost money despite apparent profitability of the position at Step
1. We can draw  the following adjustm ent rule from our experim ent: To  
adjust a hedged position, never buy an overpriced option or sell an underpriced 
option. As a corollary, whenever we can adjust a hedged position by buying 
m ore of an underpriced option  or selling more of an overpriced option, our
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profit will be enhanced if we do so. F or example, a t Step 3 in the original 
hedging illustration, had the call still been overpriced, it would have been 
better to adjust the position by selling m ore calls rather than selling stock. 
In  summary, by choosing the right side of the position to  adjust at interm e
diate dates, at a minimum we can be assured of earning the original differen
tial and its accum ulated interest, and we m ay earn considerably more.

Is it ever possible to work our way into a position where, to m aintain 
neutrality, we are forced  to  buy an overpriced option or sell an underpriced 
option? This can never happen with a hedge, since, if necessary, we can 
always adjust with the stock. However, if we are careless, this can happen 
with spreads and com binations. To see this, suppose, a t the initiation of a 
neutral purchased straddle, both  the put and the call are underpriced. Each 
side of the straddle is then separately profitable. At a subsequent date, 
suppose both  options rem ain underpriced and we need to increase the 
position ratio  to m aintain  neutrality. We can do this w ithout violating our 
rule by buying more calls. If, instead, the position ratio  should be decreased, 
we can buy m ore puts. This position has no dangers.

However, suppose, at its initiation, the call is underpriced and the put 
overpriced. Despite this, the purchased straddle looks profitable since the 
calls are significantly underpriced, relative to  the overpricing of the puts. At 
a subsequent date, suppose the call rem ains underpriced and the put over
priced. If we need to increase the position ratio, we can buy m ore of the 
underpriced calls— again, no problem. However, if we need to decrease the 
position ratio, we m ust either (1) sell back some calls, or (2 ) buy more puts. 
In either case, we are forced to  violate our adjustm ent rule. Suppose that we 
did so by selling calls. If the calls are less underpriced than  they were 
originally, then we will be giving up some of our potential profit, but we 
still will no t be risking a loss. However, suppose the calls are m ore under- 
priced than  they were originally. The potential loss from the sale could then 
indeed be greater than  the original potential profit. However, m arket prices 
are now m ore out of line than ever, so it certainly seems that we could still 
insure a profit by adding another neutral straddle of large enough size to 
our original position. In effect, we would be increasing the scale of each side 
of our position. And we could keep doing this each period if necessary, 
knowing th a t m arket prices m ust come into line at the end of the last 
period. The problem  is that the scale of our position may become so large 
tha t capital lim itations or even the smallest m istake in analysis or imple
m entation could lead to disaster.

We can avoid being pushed into this unfortunate position if we never 
initiate a covered position where one side o f  the position is unfavorable. F or 
example, we should never pu t on a spread where both  sides are overpriced 
or bo th  are underpriced. We should no t pu t on a com bination where one 
side is overpriced and the other underpriced. As a corollary, whenever one
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side o f a covered position becomes unfavorable, we should liquidate that side 
and replace it with another option with a favorable price. F or instance, 
suppose we buy a straddle in underpriced calls and puts and, a t a sub
sequent date, the puts become overpriced. We should immediately sell the 
puts and replace them with other underpriced purchased puts or other 
overpriced written calls. If neither are available, we can always short the 
stock.

To recapitulate, we have the following rules for initiating and m ain
taining neutral positions:

1. Never initiate a neutral position where one side of the position is unfavor
able.

2. Whenever one side of a neutral position becomes unfavorable, liquidate 
that side and replace it with another option with a favorable price.

3. Never adjust by buying an overpriced option or selling an underpriced 
option.

4. If possible, always adjust by buying an underpriced option or selling an 
overpriced option.

Adhering faithfully to these rules ensures a profit of a t least the original 
pricing differential and eliminates all am biguity about which side of a posi
tion to adjust to m aintain neutrality.

5-5.  OPTION RISK AND EXPECTED RETURN

In  this section, we show how the equilibrium  risk and expected return  of an 
option are related to the risk and expected return  of the underlying stock. 
We will also derive the relationship of option pricing to  the “capital asset 
pricing m odel,” which is widely used in portfolio m anagem ent. In  particu
lar, we show how to calculate the “alpha” and “beta” of an option.

It is im portan t to note tha t this inform ation will be derived from our 
previous results w ithout additional assum ptions (except in the calculation 
of alpha and beta). If we were interested only in valuing an option in terms 
of the stock, or in pursuing riskless arbitrage profits if m arket prices differed 
from this value, then we would not need the results of this section. 
However, if we plan to  include options as part of an investm ent portfolio, 
then the risk and return analysis tha t follows is of critical im portance.

Stock R isk and Expected Return. Over a single period, the to tal return  on 
a  security is its price at the end of the period, plus any cash distribution 
m ade at the end of the period, divided by its price a t the beginning of the 
period. In our binom ial model, the total return of the stock is either u or d.
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Its expected return, ms , is the weighted average of the possible to tal returns, 
where the weights are the respective probabilities. T hat is,

ms = qu +  (1 -  q)d.

One measure of stock risk is the variance of the total return, vs 2 . This 
is the weighted average of the squared deviations of the possible total 
returns from their mean, where the weights are the respective probabilities. 
T hat is,

vs2 =  <z(w -  ms)2 +  (1 -  ~  rns)2.

Substituting for the m ean ms from the previous equation, we can simplify 
this to

Vs =  [ « ( ! -  <?)(« -  d)2y 2,

where vs , the square roo t of the variance, is called the standard deviation, or 
simply the stock volatility. Often these measures are expressed in terms of 
the rate of return, which is the total return  minus one. It is easy to see that 
the expected rate of return  is ms — 1 and that the standard  deviation of the 
rate of return  is vs .

Option Elasticity. Recall that the neutral hedge ratio  is

Cu — Cd
A =

(u — d)S

Suppose tha t we think of the stock price as having moved dow nw ard and 
then a sk : W hat would be the change in the value of the call relative to the 
change in the value of the stock if the stock had instead moved upw ard? 
This is exactly w hat A tells us. If we wish to make this com parison in terms 
of percentage changes, then we would divide the num erator of A by the 
current call value C, and the denom inator by the current stock price S. This 
concept is called the op tion’s elasticity and will be denoted by Q. T hat is,

Q =  (S/C)A.

F o r a put, A =  (Pu — Pd)/(u — d)S and Q =  {S/P)A. Since Pu < Pd, 
both  A and Q are less than  or equal to zero. One further fact, which we will 
state but no t prove, will be useful later: F or both puts and calls, Q increases 
as K  increases.
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Option Risk. We can apply these same measures to an option. The mean 
mc and standard  deviation vc of the to tal return  of a call over one period 
are com puted in the same way as the corresponding statistics for the stock :

qCu +  (1 -  q)Cd J x Q Y 1 1/2
”*c =  ^   and vc =  U (1 -  q) I — - —  I

By combining our equations for vs and vc and using the definitions of A and 
£2, we find tha t

vc — £2us .

This equation relates the risk of a call to the risk of the underlying stock. 
The risk o f a call (the standard  deviation of its rate of return) equals its 
elasticity times its underlying stock volatility. The elasticity £2 can be easily 
com puted, since it requires knowing only u, d, C, Cu, and Cd.

M oreover, it is easy to show that in percentage terms (rates of return), 
the call can never be less risky than the stock. T hat is, vc > vs . To dem on
strate this, we m ust show that £2 > 1. In  Section 5-3 we showed that

^  pCu +  (1 -  p)Cd r
C =  L— 5 where p = —

This implies

r[Cu — Cd — (u — d)C] +  [ uCd -  d C J  = 0.

If the second bracketed expression is nonpositive, then the first is non
negative. By the definition of £2,

Cu — Cd — (u — d)C > 0  if and only if £2 >  1.

Therefore, if we can show uCd — dCu is nonpositive, then we have proved 
£2 > 1.

From  our earlier developm ent in Section 5-3, we know that one 
period from the present the call value will be either

Cd = {E m ax[0, dSujdn~ l ~j -  K~]}/rn~ \
or

Cu = {E m ax[0, uSujdn~ 1~j -  K ]} /rn~ \

where E  represents the expected value with respect to the probability dis
tribu tion  for j  when q =  p. After substituting these expressions, it should be 
clear tha t uCd — dCu < 0, so that we have confirmed our result.
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N ote tha t Q >  1 implies that C — SA <  0. Since B  =  C — SA, this 
verifies our earlier com m ent that B  <  0 and hence our conclusion that over 
a single period the call is equivalent to  a particular levered long position in 
the stock. This, of course, squares with our result about option  risk and 
stock risk, since in rate of return terms a levered portfolio is more risky 
than  an unlevered one.

The m ean mP and standard  deviation vP of the to tal return  of a put 
over one period are defined in the same way as for a call:

mP
qPu +  (1 -  q)Pd

and vP — <z(i -
(Pu -  Pd)2 1/2

The volatility of a put can then be written as

vP =  —Qvs .

The m inus sign is necessary because vP, the standard  deviation of the rate 
of return, is by definition never negative, while the Q of a put is never 
positive. The analogy with a call m ight lead us to think th a t the Q of a put 
m ust be less than  or equal to — 1 but this is not the case; it can be shown 
tha t the only restriction we can place on Q is tha t it be less than  or equal to 
zero. Consequently, it is possible for the volatility of a pu t to be less than 
the volatility of the stock.

Option Expected Return. To find the relationship between mc and ms , we 
need to  go back to the derivation of the binom ial formula. Recall that the 
equivalent portfolio has the same end-of-period values as the call for each 
possible outcome. T hat is,

uSA + rB = Cu and dSA  +  rB =  Cd.

W ith A and B  chosen in this way, we found tha t C =  SA  +  B. We can 
com bine these in the following way:

uSA - C u = r{SA -  C) and dSA - C d = r(SA -  C).

M ultiplying the first equation by q and the second by 1 — q, then adding 
the respective left- and right-hand sides, gives

q[uSA  -  C J  +  (1 -  q)[dSA -  Cd] =  r{SA -  C).

By rearranging terms and substituting for ms and mc , we have

ms SA — mc C = r(SA — C).
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Finally, rearranging again and using the definition of Q, we obtain

mc - r  = Q(ms -  r).

T hat is, the excess expected rate o f return (over the risk-free rate) on the call 
is equal to Q, times the excess expected rate o f return on the stock. Since 
Q >  1, if the expected rate of return on the stock is greater (less) than  the 
risk-free rate, then the expected rate of return on the call is never less 
(greater) than the expected rate of return  on the stock.

The same relationship holds for p u ts :

mP — r = Q(ms — r).

Now, however, Q <  0. Consequently, we can only say tha t if the expected 
rate of return  on the stock is greater (less) than the riskless rate, then the 
expected rate of return on the put is less (greater) than  the riskless rate.

Option Beta. In all of this, ms , the expected to tal return of the stock, could 
have been determ ined in any manner. However, if we also have a theory 
about how it is determined, we could then incorporate this theory in to  our 
results. The capital asset pricing model is an example of just such a theory. 
It says that, under certain conditions, the expected rate of return of a stock 
can be w ritten in terms of the expected rate of return on a portfolio contain
ing all available assets in p roportion  to  their m arket values .16 This portfolio 
is usually called the “m arket portfolio,” and  its expected total return  will be 
denoted by mM . Stating this relationship precisely,

ms ~ r  = ps(mM -  r),

where j?s is the beta of the stock—th at is, the covariance17 of the stock’s 
rate of return  with that of the m arket portfolio, divided by the variance of 
the rate of return  of the m arket portfolio. If we substitute this expression for 
ms — r in to  our earlier equation for mc — r, we obtain

mc - r  = 0/?s(mM -

16 For an introduction to the capital asset pricing model, see William F. Sharpe, Investments, 
2nd Ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981), Chs. 5 and 6.
17 If the market portfolio also followed a binomial process, with a total return over each 
period of uM or dM , then by definition this covariance would be

q^u  -  ms)(uM -  mM) +  q2(u -  ms)(dM -  mM) +  q3(d -  ms){uM -  mM) +  q4{d -  ms){dM -  mM)

where qx is the probability that both the stock and the market will go up, q2 is the probability 
that the stock will go up and the market will go down, and so on. Note, however, that the 
results in the text do not require that the market portfolio follow a binomial process.
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It can be shown that Cips is indeed the covariance of the rate of return on 
the call with the rate of return  on the m arket divided by the variance of the 
rate of return  on the m arket, so we can write the beta of a call pc as

Pc = W s  •

The option beta equals its elasticity times its underlying stock beta. Since 
Q >  1 for a call, in the norm al case of ps >  0, we have pc > ps . For a put, 
Q <  0, so if ps >  0, then pP <  0. F o r both  puts and calls, Q will change from 
period to period due to stock price changes and the passage of time. There
fore, even if the beta of the stock remains constant, the beta of an option 
will not.

Theories like the capital asset pricing model, which seek to explain the 
relationships of rates of return on all assets, will imply a particular relation
ship between option and stock prices. The converse is no t true, however. 
Indeed, we have seen tha t in deriving an option pricing form ula we needed 
to know only some properties of the underlying stock. We did not need to 
know whether this stock was fairly priced relative to other stocks or, in fact, 
anything at all about other stocks. A lthough the option pricing formula and 
the capital asset pricing model may both  be very useful, the validity of the 
form er does no t depend on the la tte r .18

Option Alpha. So far we have presum ed tha t the option is properly valued 
relative to its associated stock, and tha t the stock is valued relative to the 
m arket portfolio according to the capital asset pricing model. However, 
suppose tha t independent estimates of mc and ms imply tha t our expected 
return  and risk relationships are not satisfied. Then, if our predictions and 
models are correct, we will have isolated mispriced securities.

F o r example, suppose tha t our independent estim ate of ms implies 
tha t ms — r > Ps(mM — r). We then believe the stock is underpriced and 
promises an expected return greater than tha t justified by its level of risk. 
This extra expected return  is com m only term ed the stock alpha and is 
determ ined by

ms - r  = as + ps(mM -  r).

O f course, as can be positive or negative, and is equal to zero only if we 
believe a stock is properly priced by the m arket.

18 Indeed, in the limiting case discussed in the next section, the capital asset pricing model 
implies the option pricing formula, but the option pricing formula itself does not imply the 
capital asset pricing model. The option pricing theory is therefore more general than the 
capital asset pricing model. However, this should not be surprising, since the task of the 
option pricing formula, to explain the pricing relationship between particular contractually 
related securities, is clearly less ambitious than the task of the capital asset pricing model, 
which is to explain the pricing relationships among all securities.
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The alpha of an option can be broken into two com ponents: the 
associated stock alpha and the relative pricing relationship between the 
option and the stock. For a call, we can quantify the latter source by ac in

mc — r = ac +  Q(ms — r).

If the call is underpriced (overpriced) relative to the stock, then ac >  0 
(<  0). Putting the above two equations together gives

mc -  r = olc +  Qas +  Qj3s(mM -  r), 

so tha t the call a lp h a 19 can be written as

<*c =  ac +  Qas.

Since Q >  1, ac will tend to  be greater in m agnitude than  as unless this 
difference is fully offset by an opposing relative mispricing between the call 
and the stock.

F o r a put, we have a similar relationship, mP — r = dtP +
-f Q(3s(mM — r), but some of the conclusions are different. Since Q <  0, if 
aP = 0, then aP and as have opposite signs. In  other words, if a pu t is 
properly priced relative to the stock, and the stock is underpriced 
(overpriced) relative to the m arket, then the put m ust be overpriced 
(underpriced) relative to the m arket.

Figure 5-1(a) illustrates the relationship between expected rate of 
return  and beta given by the capital asset pricing model for some represent
ative options tha t are properly priced relative to the underlying stock. If an 
option is underpriced (overpriced) relative to the stock, then it will lie above 
(below) the line shown. If the stock itself is properly priced relative to the 
m arket, then all other properly priced securities will lie somewhere alpng 
the line shown. If instead the stock is underpriced (overpriced) relative to 
the m arket, then all properly priced securities will lie along another straight 
line which crosses the vertical axis at the same point as the line shown but 
has a smaller (larger) slope.

Figure 5-1(b) shows the corresponding relationship between expected 
rate of return  and volatility for properly priced options. N ote that along the 
lower section of the graph, expected rate of return decreases as volatility 
increases. Even though a pu t has a higher variability of return  than  a 
default-free bond, it has a lower expected rate of return. Hpwever, this is 
not surprising. We know from Section 2-3 that a put will be equivalent to  a

19 The alpha of either the stock or the option will depend on the length of time before 
equilibrium is restored. O ther things equal, an alpha will be greater the shorter this time 
period.
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portfolio containing a long position in default-free bonds and a short posi
tion in the stock. If the expected rate of return on the stock is greater than 
the riskless rate, then the expected rate of return on such a portfolio m ust 
be less than  the riskless rate. A lthough this conclusion does not depend on 
the validity of the capital asset pricing model, the two are completely con
sistent, since we know that a put has a negative beta.

Risk and Expected Return in Terms o f  Dollar Changes. Sometimes it is 
convenient to  express risk and expected return  in terms of the dollar 
change, which is the rate of return  multiplied by the price at the beginning 
of the period. Since this price is not a random  variable, we are in effect 
simply multiplying the random  rate of return  by a constant. Hence, for the 
stock, the expected dollar change will be (ms — 1 )S and the standard  devi
ation of the dollar change will be vs S. F o r the call, the corresponding 
values will be (mc — 1 )C and vcC.

We can now use our previous results to  write

VqC =  SA, 
mcC — rC  =  [ms S — rS]A.

In other words, A tells u s :

1. The ratio of the standard deviation of the dollar change in the call value 
to the standard deviation of the dollar change in the stock price.

2. The ratio of the excess expected dollar change (over the risk-free dollar 
change) in the call price to the excess expected dollar change in the stock 
price.

If we can show that A <  1, then we can also m ake the following statem ents:

1. In absolute terms (standard deviation of dollar changes), the call is never 
more risky than the stock.

2. If the expected dollar change in the stock is nonnegative, then the 
expected dollar changes on the call are never greater than the expected 
dollar changes on the stock.

To see tha t A <  1, consider the following argum ent. A <  1 if and only 
if Cu — Cd < (u — d)S, or uS — Cu > dS — Cd. F rom  our earlier develop
ment, we know  that this can be rewritten as

r~(n~ 1)E{uSujdn~ 1~j -  max[0, uSujdn~ 1- j -  X]}
>  r~ in- 1)E{dSujdn- 1- j -  max[0, dSujdn~ 1~j -  X ]},

or

E m in[uSujdn~ 1~j, X ] >  E  m in[dSujdn~ l - j, X ].
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The last inequality obviously holds, so A is indeed less than or equal to one.
The corresponding results for a pu t are:

VpP —— i?£iSA
rripP — rP  =  [_msS  — rS~] A.

The in terpretation  of A in terms of inform ation about dollar changes is 
similar to that for a call. Also, it can be shown that A >  — 1, so we can 
conclude that in absolute terms (standard deviation of dollar changes), a 
put is never more risky than the stock.

Risk and Expected Return Over M any Periods. We have found the risk and 
expected return  of a call relative to  that of the stock over a single period. 
The relationships were simple and direct. This is just as we would have 
expected, since we had earlier shown that over any single period the call 
was equivalent to a particular levered long position in the stock.

Often, we will also w ant to know about the corresponding measures 
for positions tha t are held over a num ber of periods. The definitions of risk 
and expected return can be easily extended for the stock. If there are no 
payouts, we simply substitute the value of the security at the end of the 
entire holding interval in place of its value at the end of the current period. 
Straightforw ard calculations show that over k periods, the expected to tal 
return, ms(/c), and variance of total return, uf(/c), are

ms(k) = [qu + (1 -  q)d]k =
v2s(k) =  [qu2 +  (1 -  q)d2r  -  [qu +  (1 -  q)d]2k.

W e m ight hope tha t there will again be a simple way to  relate the risk 
and expected return  of the option to  tha t of the stock. However, this is not 
the case. The reason is tha t while the call is equivalent to a portfolio of 
stock and bonds tha t is readjusted every period in a specified way, it is not 
equivalent to any portfolio of stock and bonds whose proportions rem ain 
fixed over the entire interval. It is easy to see why this is true. At the end of 
k periods, the stock can take on k +  1 possible values. So can the call. W ith 
only two choice variables— the am ount of stock and the am ount of bonds— 
we could not hope to  find a portfolio whose end-of-interval value would be 
the same as tha t of the call in each of the k +  1 possible outcomes. In other 
words, over m ore than  one period, the call offers a pattern  of returns that 
cannot be duplicated by any fixed portfolio of stock and bonds. Hence, its 
risk and expected return cannot be expressed in terms of those of such a 
portfolio.

Nevertheless, we have at hand all of the inform ation we need. For any 
future date, we know the value of a call as a function of the stock price at
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that time. We also know the probability distribution of this future stock 
price. We can thus in principle calculate the risk and expected return— or 
any other statistic we m ight want— for the option over any interval, but the 
exact results will usually be quite complicated. We will pursue this further 
in Section 6-5.

If the end of the holding interval is the expiration date, then things 
will be somewhat simpler. F o r example, the expected to tal return on a call 
will then be the expected to tal return  on the stock times an adjustm ent 
factor. This factor is the current value that the call would have if r =  ms , 
divided by the current value of the call.

A Numerical Example. We can illustrate all of this with the numerical 
example developed in Section 5-4. There we assumed that S = 80, K  = 80, 
n = 3, u = 1.5, d = .5, and r = 1.1. The resulting call values were 
C =  34.065, Cu = 60.463, Cd = 2.974, Cuu = 107.272, Cdu =  5.454, and 
Cdd = 0. Since we now need to know the actual distribution of the stock 
price, let us suppose that q = .7.

We can calculate the initial values of ms, vs, mc, and vc directly from 
their definitions. These values are

ms = .7(1.5) 4- .3(.5) =  1.2,
ms — r =  1.2 — 1.1 =  .1,

v2s = .7(1.5 -  1.2)2 +  .3(.5 -  1.2)2 =  .21,

vs = .458,
( 60.463\ (  2.91 A \

+ = - 7 ( L 7 7 5 ) + • 3 ( - 0 8 7 ) =  1  2 6 9 ’

mc — r =  .169,
v2c = .7(1.775 -  1.269)2 +  .3(.087 -  1.269)2 =  .598, 
vc = -773.

To verify tha t these values are consistent with our formulas, we first 
need to evaluate Q. This gives

o _ M _ C . - C ,  60.463 -2 .9 7 4
C (ti -  d)C 34.065 ' '

To confirm the formulas, we note that

vc =  Qvs = 1.689(.458) =  .773, 
mc — r =  Q(ms — r) =  1.689(.l) =  .169.
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If we wished to  com pute the expected to tal return over, for instance, 
two periods, we would find

ms( 2) =  (1.2)2 =  1.44,

Some Additional Comments. A few other points are w orth emphasizing. 
A lthough the value of the call, in terms of the stock (our option pricing 
formula) did not depend on q, the expected rate of return of the call certain
ly does depend on q, through its dependence on ras , the expected rate of 
return of the stock. The higher the probability of an up m ovement in the 
stock, the higher its expected rate of return, and the higher the expected rate 
of return of the option, just as we would have thought.

Furtherm ore, the risk and expected rate of return  on the call were that 
which would hold if the call were in equilibrium at the beginning and end of 
the period. If the call price is currently out of equilibrium, but will move 
back into line at the end of some interval (possibly one period), then we can 
calculate the risk and expected return over this interval by substituting the 
current m arket price in place of the current form ula value, C. If the call 
price could move even more out of equilibrium, then the risk and expected 
return  on holding a call over the interval could conceivably be almost 
anything. This squares with our earlier observation that if an arbitrage 
strategy is liquidated before expiration, it will not necessarily be riskless. 
We could then m ake definite statem ents about risk and expected return 
over any holding period only if we make some assum ption about the dis
equilibrium  behavior of option m arket prices. However, we know that an 
investm ent in an undervalued call will, if held until expiration, have a 
higher expected rate of return  than  its equivalent portfolio of stock and 
bonds.

Finally, all of the results in this section hold for an American option 
on a stock tha t pays dividends. There are only two m inor differences. First, 
the total return  on holding the stock should include reinvestm ent of cash 
dividends. Second, the risk and expected return  relationships for holding 
the option over the next period will not apply if the option should be 
exercised immediately.

5-6.  THE BLACK-SCHOLES FORMULA

The Effect o f M ore Frequent Trading. In reading the previous sections, 
there is a natural tendency to associate with each period some particular 
length of calendar time, perhaps a day. W ith this in mind, you may have
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had two objections. In the first place, prices a day from now m ay take on 
many m ore than just two possible values. Furtherm ore, the m arket is not 
open for trading only once a day, but, instead, trading takes place alm ost 
continuously.

These objections are certainly valid. Fortunately, our option pricing 
approach has the flexibility to meet them. A lthough it might have been 
natural to think of a period as one day, there was nothing that forced us to 
do so. We could have taken it to be a m uch shorter interval— say an 
hour— or even a minute. By doing so we have met both  objections sim ulta
neously. T rading would take place far m ore frequently, and the stock price 
could take on hundreds of values by the end of the day.

However, if we do this, we have to m ake some other adjustm ents to 
keep the probability small that the stock price will change by a large 
am ount over a minute. We do not w ant the stock to  have the same percent
age up and down moves for one m inute as it did before for one day. But 
again there is no need for us to have to  use the same values. We could, for 
example, think of the price as m aking only a very small percentage change 
over each minute.

To m ake this more precise, suppose tha t h represents the elapsed time 
between successive stock price changes. T hat is, if t is the fixed length of 
calendar time to expiration, and n is the num ber of periods of length h prior 
to expiration, then

h =  t/n.

As trading takes place m ore and more frequently, h gets closer and closer to 
zero. We m ust then adjust the interval-dependent variables r, u, and d in 
such a way tha t we obtain empirically realistic results as h becomes smaller, 
or, equivalently, as n —► oo.

W hen we were thinking of the periods as having a fixed length, r 
represented both  the interest rate over a fixed length of calendar time and 
the interest rate over one period. N ow  we need to m ake a distinction 
between these two meanings. We will let r continue to m ean one plus the 
interest rate over a fixed length of calendar time. W hen we have occasion to 
refer to one plus the interest rate over a period (trading interval) of length h, 
we will use the symbol r.

Clearly, the size of r depends on the num ber of subintervals, n, into 
which t is divided. Over the n periods until expiration, the total return  is rn, 
where n = t/h. N ow  not only do we w ant r to depend on n, but we want it 
to depend on n in a particular way— so that as n changes the total return rn 
over the fixed time t rem ains the same. This is because the interest rate 
obtainable over some fixed length of calendar time should have nothing to 
do with how we choose to think of the length of the time interval h.
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If r (without the “h a t”) denotes one plus the rate of interest over a 
fixed  unit of calendar time, then over elapsed time t, rl is the to tal return .20 
Observe that this m easure of total return  does not depend on n. As we have 
argued, we w ant to choose the dependence of r on n, so that

rn = r\

for any choice of n. Therefore, r = rt,n. This last equation shows how r m ust 
depend on n for the to tal return over elapsed time t to be independent of n.

We also need to define u and d in terms of n. At this point, there are 
two significantly different paths we can take. D epending on the definitions 
we choose, as n -> oo  (or, equivalently, as /i—►()), we can have either a 
continuous or a jum p stochastic process. In the first situation, very small 
random  changes in the stock price will be occurring in each very small time 
interval. The stock price will fluctuate incessantly, but its pa th  can be drawn 
w ithout lifting pen from paper. In contrast, in the second case, the stock 
price will usually move in a sm ooth deterministic way, but will occasionally 
experience sudden discontinuous changes. Both can be derived from our 
binom ial process simply by choosing how u and d depend on n. In this 
chapter, we examine only the continuous process which leads to the option 
pricing form ula originally derived by Fischer Black and M yron Scholes. We 
will postpone discussion of the jum p process form ula until C hapter 7.

Recall tha t we supposed that over each period the stock price would 
experience a one plus rate of return  of u with probability q and d with 
probability 1 — q. It will be easier and clearer to work, instead, with the 
natural logarithm s of the one plus rate of return, log u and log d. This gives 
the continuously com pounded rate of return  on the stock over each 
period .21 It is a random  variable which, in each period, will be equal to log 
u with probability q and log d with probability 1 — q.

20 The scale of this unit (perhaps a day, or a year) is unimportant as long as r and t are 
expressed in the same scale.
21 Continuously compounded rates of interest are commonly used by banks on savings 
accounts. To convert the discrete one plus rate of return u over a single period into a 
continuously compounded rate, consider what happens as we divide the period into m sub
periods of equal length. Suppose we denote by g/m the rate of increase required over each of 
these subperiods to produce u over the entire period; that is,

u = (1 +  g/m)m.

g itself depends on m and is the m subperiod compounded rate of increase. Now, as m—> oo, g 
becomes the continuously compounded rate of increase. In the limit, it can be shown that 
u = e9, where e is the exponential constant, e = 2.718 . . . ,  which is the limiting value of [1 +  
(1 /kj]k as k —► oo. Therefore, the continuously compounded rate of increase g = log u. Simi
larly, since r' =  e(log r)', the continuously compounded rate of interest is log r.
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Consider a typical sequence of five moves, say u, d , u, u, d. Then, 
S'* =  uduudS, S*/S =  w3d2, and log(S*/S) =  3 log u +  2 log d. M ore gener
ally, over n periods,

log(S*/S) = j  log M +  (n - 7) log d =  7 log(w/d) +  n log d,

where j  is the (random) num ber of upw ard moves occurring during the n 
periods to expiration. Therefore, the expected value of log(S*/S) is

£[log(S*/S)] =  E(j)[\og(u/d)-] +  n log d

and its variance is

Var[log(S*/S)] =  Var(/)[log(u/rf)]2.

Each of the n possible upw ard moves has probability q. Thus, 
E(j) =  nq. Also, since the variance each period is

q( 1 -  q)2 +  (1 -  <?)(0 -  q)2 =  1 -  q),

then V ar(/) =  nq(l — q). Com bining all of this, we have

£[log(S*/S)] =  [iq log(u/d) +  log d~]n = jln 
Var[log(S*/S)] =  q( 1 -  q )[ \o g (u /^ 2n = a 2n.

Let us go back to our discussion. We were considering dividing up 
our original longer time period (a day) in to  m any shorter periods (a m inute 
or even less). Over a fixed length of calendar time t, our procedure calls for 
m aking n larger and larger. N ow  if we held everything else constant while 
we let n become large, we would be faced with the problem  we talked about 
earlier. In fact, we would certainly not reach a reasonable conclusion if 
either jln or a 2n went to zero o tjn fin ity  as n became large. Since t is a fixed 
length of time, in searching for a realistic result, we m ust m ake the app ro 
priate adjustm ents in w, d, and q. In doing that, we would at least w ant the 
m ean and variance of the continuously com pounded rate of return of the 
assum ed stock price m ovem ent to coincide with that of the actual stock 
price as n —► oo. Suppose we label the actual empirical values of fin and b 2n 
as pt and a 2t, respectively. Then we would w ant to choose u, d, and q, so 
tha t

\_q log (u/d) +  log d]n^> fit1 

q( 1 -  (?)[log(w/rf)]2n —>
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A little algebra shows we can accomplish this by letting

u _  d = e and q = j  + ^ /< r)y /t/n -

In this case, for any n,

Clearly, as n —> oo, o 2n —> a 2t, while fin = fit for all values of n.
Alternatively, we could have chosen u, d, and q so tha t the m ean and 

variance of the future stock price for the discrete binomial process approach 
the prespecified m ean and variance of the actual stock price as w—► oo. 
However, just as we would expect, the same values will accomplish this as 
well. Since this would not change our conclusions, and it is com putationally 
m ore convenient to  work with the continuously com pounded rates of 
return, we will proceed in tha t way.

This satisfies our initial requirem ent that the limiting means and 
variances coincide, bu t we still need to  verify that we are arriving at a 
sensible limiting probability distribution of the continuously com pounded 
rate of return. The m ean and variance only describe certain aspects of that 
distribution.

F o r our model, the random  continuously com pounded rate of return 
over a period of length t is the sum of n independent random  variables, each 
of which can take the value log u with probability q and log d with prob
ability 1 — q. We wish to  know about the distribution of this sum as n 
becomes large and q, u, and d are chosen in the way described. We need to 
remember tha t as we change n, we are not simply adding one m ore random  
variable to the previous sum, but instead are changing the probabilities and 
possible outcomes for every member of the sum. At this point, we can rely 
on a form of the central limit theorem  which, when applied to our problem, 
says tha t as n —> oo, if

where N(z) is the standard  norm al d istribution function. Putting this into 
words, as the num ber of periods into which the fixed length of time to 
expiration is divided approaches infinity, the probability that the stan
dardized continuously com pounded rate of return of the stock through the

fin =  fit and b2n =  [a2 — ju2(t/n)]t.

q | log u -  ft I3 +  (1 -  q) | log d -  ft |3 

a 3J n
0 ,

then
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expiration date is not greater than the num ber z approaches the probability 
under a standard  norm al distribution.

The initial condition says roughly tha t higher-order properties of the 
distribution, such as how it is skewed, become less and less im portant, 
relative to its standard  deviation, as n —> oo. We can verify that the condi
tion is satisfied by m aking the appropriate substitutions and finding

Properties o f Normal and Lognormal Random Variables. Since the norm al 
and lognorm al distributions are im portan t to our analysis of options, it will 
be useful to review their properties. The density function of a norm ally 
distributed random  variable, depicted in Figure 5-2(c), is described by a 
“bell-shaped” curve, familiar from alm ost all elementary books on statistics.

g I log « -  ftl3 +  (1 -  g) 1 log -  ftl3 _ (1 -  q f  +  q2

%A<z(i -

which goes to zero as n —> oo since q = j  + ^{n/a)y/t/n.

- .7 0

(a) Standard normal density function

- .7  0

(b) Standard normal distribution function

Figure 5-2 Comparison of Normal and Lognormal 
Probability Functions
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(c) Normal density function 
(Mean: .05, Variance: .09)

(d) Lognormal density function 
(Mean: 1.100, Variance: .114)

Figure 5-2 Comparison of Normal and Lognormal Probability 
Functions (continued)

It is symmetrical about the mean, and the mean, median, and m ode are all 
equal. A bout two-thirds of the area under the curve lies within one standard 
deviation of the mean. Furtherm ore, the distribution is completely specified 
by its m ean and standard  deviation.

A standardized norm ally distributed random  variable has a m ean of 
zero and a standard  deviation of one. The standard  norm al density func
tion,

N'(x) = ( l / ^ 2 n ) e - * 2l\

is shown in Figure 5-2(a). The standard  norm al distribution function, N(z), 
gives the area under this density from — oo to z. T hat is, it gives the 
probability that the random  variable will take on a value less than or equal 
to z. Therefore,

JV( — oo) =  0, 0 <  N(z) <  1, and N ( +  oo) =  1.
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Furtherm ore, from the symmetry of the distribution, N ( — z) =  1 — N(z). 
Figure 5-2(a, b) illustrates some of these properties for z — — .7.

In our case, it is the variable

which has a standardized norm al distribution. Consequently, log(S*/S) has 
a norm al distribution with mean pit and variance o2t , and log S* has a 
norm al distribution with m ean fit +  log S  and variance a 2t. This is shown 
in Figure 5-2(c) for pit = .05 and ct2£ =  .09. Since it is custom ary to think in 
terms of the price relative S*/S, Figure 5-2(d) shows the implied shape of the 
density of x =  S*/S, given that log(S*/S) is norm ally distributed with mean 
pit =  .05 and variance o 2t =  .09. This distribution is term ed lognorm al. T hat 
is, whenever the random  variable log x is norm ally distributed, then x itself 
is lognorm ally distributed. To clarify this transform ation, rem em ber that

These properties are illustrated in Figure 5-3, which shows a graph of the 
log function.

log(S*/S) -  Pt

V

2 <>

-2

0

1 <►-

x

Figure 5-3 The Natural Logarithm
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While log(S*/S) is symmetric, S*/S  is skewed to  the right, and the 
probability that S*/S  <  0 is zero. While the m ean and variance of log(S*/S) 
are jut and a 2t, the m ean and variance of (S*/S) are

e* + a2t'2 and e2* +a2\e a2t -  1).

F o r fit = .05 and o2t =  .09, the mean is 1.100 and the variance is .114. The 
m edian of (S*/S ) is e*  and its m ode is e ^ _<r2'. If we were interested in the 
corresponding quantities for S* rather than (S*/S), we would simply m ulti
ply the mean, mode, and m edian by S and the variance by S 2.

We have shown that the multiplicative binom ial model includes-the 
lognorm al d istribution as a lim iting case. This distribution has a num ber of 
sensible properties. It implies tha t stocks have limited liability, since, p ro 
vided 5 >  0, 5* can never become negative. O n the o ther hand, there is no 
upper limit on how far the stock price m ight rise, bu t very large increases 
are quite unlikely. Because of the symmetry of the norm al distribution, 
equal up and down m ovements in \og(S*/S) about its m ean are equally 
likely. F o r example, if S = $100 and E(S*) =  $100, then an increase to 
5* =  $133 is ju st as likely as a decrease to S* =  $75. This follows since 
log(133/100) =  — log(75/100). In other words, equal relative changes in S* 
about its m ean are equally likely. We m ight com pare this with the supposi
tion tha t equal absolute changes in S* abou t the m ean are equally likely. In 
this latter case, an increase to S* =  $133 would be ju s t as likely as a 
decrease to S* =  $67. Taken in the extreme, the absolute hypothesis would 
imply moves to  S* =  $0 and S* = $200 were equally likely. To be sure, for 
m ost stocks the empirical reality may lie somewhere between the rela
tive and absolute hypotheses, and we will consider other possibilities in 
C hapter 7.

Convergence to the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Formula. Black and 
Scholes began directly with continuous trading and the assum ption of a 
lognorm al distribution for stock prices. Their approach relied on some 
quite advanced m athem atics. However, since our approach contains contin
uous trading and the lognorm al distribution as a lim iting case, the two 
resulting form ulas should then coincide. We will see shortly that this is 
indeed true, and we will have the advantage of using a much simpler 
m ethod. It is im portan t to remember, however, that the economic argu
ments we used to  link the option value and the stock price are the same as 
those advanced by Black and Scholes and M erton.

The form ula derived by Black and Scholes, rew ritten in terms of our 
notation, is
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C =  SN (x) -  K r~ ‘N (x  -
where

log(S/Kr-*) , t n
X  =  ------ JZ--- + i f f y / 1

G y/t

Here is one in terpretation of the formula. If we exercise the call on the 
expiration date we will receive the stock, but in return we will have to pay 
the striking price. O f course, this exchange will not take place unless the call 
finishes in-the-money. The first term  in the formula, SN (x ), is the present 
value of receiving the stock if and only if S* > K , and the second term, 
— K r~ fN (x  — G y / t ) ,  is the present value of paying the striking price if and 

only if S* >  K. Just as we would expect from this interpretation, if S is very 
large relative to  K , then N(x) «  N (x — G y / t )  «  1, and C «  S — K r ~ \

The form ula has another in terpretation  which is particularly useful. 
Shortly, we will show that N(x) =  A, the num ber of shares in the equivalent 
portfolio. We know from our earlier discussions that C =  SA  +  B, where B 
is the dollar am ount invested in default-free bonds in the equivalent po rt
folio. We can then see tha t B = — K r~ fN (x — a y /t)  directly from inspec
tion of the Black-Scholes formula. As we stated in C hapter 2, the equivalent 
portfolio consists of a long position in less than one share of stock financed 
partly  by borrowing. The first term in the Black-Scholes formula, SN(x), is 
the amount invested in the stock; the second term, K r~ tN (x — a y / t ) ,  is the 
amount borrowed.

We now wish to confirm that our binom ial form ula converges to the 
Black-Scholes form ula when t is divided into m ore and more subintervals, 
and f, u, d, and q are chosen in the way we described— that is, in a way such 
tha t the m ultiplicative binomial probability  distribution of stock prices goes 
to  the lognorm al distribution.

F or easy reference, let us recall our binom ial option pricing formula:

C =  SQ>[a; n, p '] — K r~ nQ)[a; n, p].

The similarities are readily apparent. r~ n is, of course, always equal to r _t. 
Therefore, to  show the two formulas converge, we need only show that as
n —► oo,

<£[a; n, p'~\ —> N(x) and 0 [ a ;  n, p] —> N (x — Cyft).
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We will consider only ; n, p], since the argum ent is exactly the same for 
<X>[a;n, p'].

The com plem entary binom ial d istribution function <$[a; n, p ],is  the 
probability th a t the sum of n random  variables, each of which can take on 
the value 1 with probability p and 0 with probability 1 — p, will be greater 
than or equal to a. We know that the random  value of this sum ,;, has mean 
np and standard  deviation y/n p (l — p). Therefore,

1 -  <D[a; n, p] =  P ro b [ j  < a -  1] =  Probl" j  <  ”P ~|.
L V nP(l -  P) 1 -  p)J

N ow  we can m ake an analogy with our earlier discussion. If we con
sider a stock which in each period will move to uS with probability  p and 
dS with probability 1 — p, then log(S*/S) =  j  log(u/d) +  n log d. The mean 
and variance of the continuously com pounded rate of return  of this stock 
are

pp = p log(u/d) 4 - log d and d 2p = p(l -  p)[log(n/d)]2.

U sing these equalities, we find that

j  - n p  _  log(S*/S) -  ppn 

Jwp(l -  p) O-pV”

Recall from the binom ial form ula tha t

a - 1 =  \og(K /Sdn)/\og(u/d) -  e = [log(K /S) -  n log d]/\og(u/d) -  e,

where 6 is a num ber between zero and one. Using this and the definitions of 
jlp and b 2p, with a little algebra, we have:

a — 1 — np log (K/S) — p pn — € \og(u/d) 

n /V O  -  P)

Putting  these results together,

We are now in a position to apply the central limit theorem. First, we 
m ust check if the initial condition,

p I log u -  ftp I3 +  (1 -  p) I log | 3 _  (1 -  p)2 +  p2 Q

a pSJ n  np(l -  p )
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as ft—> oo, is satisfied. By first recalling that p =  (r — d)/(w — d), and then

As a result, the initial condition holds, and we are justified in applying the 
central limit theorem.

To do so, we need only evaluate fipn, q 2n, and log(w/d) as ft—► oo.22 
Exam ination of our discussion for param eterizing q shows that as n —> ,0 0 ,

22 A surprising feature of this evaluation is that although p # q and thus pp # p, and <rp #  6,

that the limiting value a of the standard deviation does not depend on p or q, and hence must 
be the same for either. However, at any point before the limit, since

d and bp will generally have different values.
The fact that ppn —> (log r — \ o 2)t can also be derived from the property of the lognormal 

distribution that

log E[S*/S] = p pt +  i<r2t,

where E and pp are measured with respect to probability p. Since p = (r — d)/(u—d), it follows 
that r =  pu +  (1 — p)d. For independently distributed random variables, the expectation of a 
product equals the product of their expectations. Therefore,

E[S*/S] = [pu +  (1 -  p)dY = rn = P.

Substituting P for £[S*/S] in the previous equation, we have

r =  rf/”, u =  eaŷ ,  and d = e it is possible to show that as n —> 00,

Furtherm ore, log (u/d)—► 0 as n —► 00.

F or this application of the central limit theorem, then, since

log(K /S) -  [ i n - € log (u/d) log(K /S) -  (log r -  \ a 2)t
------------------ E -»  z = -------------------------------------.

we have

1 — 0 [u ;  ft, p] —> N(z) = N
log(Kr-yS)

--------1-------- 0  ---     0 “  r  / M   r-p '  r - 5 -------  p '

nonetheless opyJ n  and Oyjn have the same limiting value as n —> 00. By contrast, since p #  
log r — jcr2, ppn and pn do not. This results from the way we needed to specify u and d to 
obtain convergence to a lognormal distribution. Rewriting this as o ^ /t  =  (log u)y/n, it is clear

d 2n =  [a2 — p 2(t/n)]t and b 2n =  [a2 — (log r — j<r2)2(t/n)]t,

lip =  log r-\a2.
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The final step in the argum ent is to use the symmetry property of the 
standard  norm al distribution tha t 1 — = N ( — z). Therefore, as n —> oo,

$ [« ;  n,p] -> JV( -  z) = * T  ) _
L  a j t

=  N (x  -  y/t).

Since a similar argum ent holds for 0 [ a ;  n, p '], this completes our dem on
stration that the binom ial option pricing formula contains the Black- 
Scholes form ula as a limiting case .23

The Continuous-Trading Valuation Equation.24 W hen Black and Scholes 
originally derived their formula, they followed a different line of argument. 
However, we can use our simpler binom ial model to explain their approach. 
In our original binomial development, recall that our ability to create an 
equivalent portfolio led to the following equation (somewhat rewritten)

r — d ~I [ u  — r
~a \ u +  A u — d J  |_m — d_

rC = 0 ( 7 )

relating the value of a call at the beginning of any period to its possible 
values at the end of the period. F o r our current purposes, it will be more 
convenient to write C as C(S, t), Cu as C(uS, t — h \  and Cd as C(dS, t — h).

By their m ore difficult m ethods, Black and Scholes obtained directly a 
partial differential equation analogous to our discrete-time difference equa
tion. Their equation is

W s 2 +  (log r)S  ̂  -  (log r)C =  0, (8)

where d2C /dS2, SC/dS , and dC/dt are partial derivatives, and log r is the 
continuously com pounded rate of interest. The value C of the call was then 
derived by solving this equation.

Based on our previous analysis, we would now suspect that, as we 
divide up the time to expiration into m ore and m ore intervals with smaller 
and smaller moves in the way described earlier, our binom ial valuation 
equation would approach the continuous-tim e valuation equation of Black 
and Scholes. We will turn  now to an intuitive confirm ation of this.

23 The only difference is that as n —> oo,

1 1 /log r +
P “*2 + 2V V

24 The material in this subsection will be used only in Section 7-8.
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If we choose r, u, and d in the way described earlier, and substitute 
these values into our binom ial valuation equation, we obtain

I" h _  -ajh  -i
y e. j t  _  ,  -  /,)

+  C ( e - * S ,I -  ft) -  / ’CIS, t) »  0.

N ow  let us express C(eaŷ S , t  — h) and C(e~a^ S ,  t  — h) as a Taylor 
series around the point (5, t ) .  We will be interested only in terms multiplied 
by y jh  or by h, since the rem aining terms will become negligible, relative to 
these, as h becomes small. F o r an up move, we have

C ( e ^ S ,  t - h ) =  C(S, t)  +  (e°S" _ i)S ^
Ob

+ ] es2
and a similar expression for a down move, except — Oyjh  replaces Oy/h. 
We can now replace the exponential functions and rh with their Taylor 
series expansions. O f course, we could have done that along with the first 
step, and the separation is only to m ake the exposition clear. Here we 
would have, for example,

= l +  GyJh _|_ i f l - 2 ^  _|_ 1 < j 3 ^ 3 / 2  +  . .  . #

By substituting these in to  the equation, collecting terms, and retaining 
only terms of order h, we obtain

W h S 2 ^ +  (log r)hSH -  h  ̂-  (log r)hC =  0.

This form perhaps makes it easier to see why we did no t bother with 
higher-order terms. If we had, to the above four terms we w ould have added 
R  = [term s in (h)312, (h)2, . . .] . If we then divide by h, we get

+  ( l o g  r)Sf  -  f l o g  r)C +  f  =  0 .

N ow  R /h  goes to  zero when h goes to zero, but the o ther terms do not, so 
we are left with the Black-Scholes equation.
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Option Risk and Expected Rate o f Return. We have just seen that the 
Black-Scholes form ula is a limiting special case of the binom ial form ula we 
developed in Section 5-3. We showed in Section 5-5 how the one-period risk 
and expected return of an option were related to those of the stock for the 
binom ial model. Since the results derived there did not depend on the 
length of the period, they m ust be valid for the Black-Scholes model as well. 
By pursuing argum ents similar to those used earlier in this section, it can be 
shown that as the length of a period h becomes very small, the expected rate 
of return  on the stock over the period approaches (p +  j<r2)h, and the 
variance of the rate of return over the period approaches o 2h. N aturally, the 
shorter the period, the smaller the risk and expected rate of return. In the 
same way, we could find the corresponding measures for a call. The results 
of Section 5-5 then tell us that these measures will be related to those of the 
stock in the following way:

Expected rate of return of a call — riskless interest rate
=  Q(expected rate of return of the stock 

— riskless interest rate)
Volatility of a call =  ^(volatility of the stock)

Beta of a call =  Q(beta of the stock)

where Q =  (S/C)A. To complete the analysis, we need to find the limiting 
value of A. By applying the Taylor series expansions discussed in the last 
subsection, we find tha t as n —> oo and h —> 0 ,

A _ Cu - C d dC 
(u -  d)S~* d S 9

where dC/dS  is the partial derivative of C with respect to  S. Using the 
Black-Scholes formula, it can be shown that dC/dS =  N(x). In other words, 
a change in the stock price by the very small am ount g, other things equal, 
causes the call value to change by (dC/dS)g =  N(x)g. In summary, for the 
limiting Black-Scholes case, the delta and elasticity of a call are, respec
tively,

A =  N(x)

N ote once again that the expected rate of return of a call does depend on 
the expected rate of return  of the stock, even though the value of a call does 
not.
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Two other concepts will prove useful later. The delta of a call clearly 
depends on the level of the stock price. We will denote the sensitivity of 
delta to changes in the stock price, as m easured by the partial derivative, as 
the gamma of a ca ll:

Similarly, we will refer to the sensitivity of the value of a call to the 
passage of time as the call’s theta. Since time to expiration t decreases as 
time passes, theta will be the negative of the partial derivative of C with 
respect to t :

Black-Scholes Put Valuation. The Black-Scholes form ula for valuing Euro
pean puts can be derived in a similar m anner to  the call formula. However, 
we can shortcut this procedure by combining this latter form ula with the 
E uropean put-call parity relationship for payout-protected options.

From  C hapters 2 and 4, we recall that

P  =  C -  S +  K r~ l.

This holds under the very general condition tha t no profitable riskless 
arbitrage opportunities exist. Since this assum ption is consistent with the 
assum ptions underlying the formula, we know this parity relationship m ust 
hold here as well.

Therefore, substituting for the Black-Scholes value of C, we have

P =  - S [ l  -  Nix)'] + K r - '[  1 -  N (x  -  Oyft)].

Using the symmetry property of the standard  norm al distribution, we 
find the Black-Scholes put form ula:
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F or a put, A =  dP/dS = —N(y) and Q =  SA/P. Consequently, A <  0 
and Q <  0 , and the volatility of the put, which m ust be positive, equals the 
negative of Q times the volatility of the stock. Except for these changes, we 
have the same risk and return  relationships that hold for calls. Since 
nothing in our discussion of the continuous-trading valuation equation 
specifically concerned a call, Equation (8 ) will also hold for a put.

Some M inor Generalizations. Thus far we have assumed the interest rate is 
know n and constant over time. If, instead, the interest rate were predictably 
certain but different for different periods, then we would need to associate a 
different interest rate rk — 1 with each period k. The same form ula could 
then be derived, except tha t the discount factor r~ l in the form ula is 
replaced by l/(r1r2 r3 • •• rt), which in the continuous limit becomes 
exp( —jo log r(v) dv).25 Since we could have w ritten r~ ( as exp[ —(log r)t]9 
this simply says tha t the constant interest rate log r is replaced by the 
average interest rate which will prevail over the rem aining life of the option Jo log r(v) dv/t.

Likewise, the volatility could vary predictably with time. This implies 
the up and down m ovements u and d will depend on the date. In  the 
lim iting case, a  will depend on the date, and the variance of log(S*/S) will 
be jo o 2(v) dv rather than  o 2t. The Black-Scholes form ula remains valid 
when o 2t is replaced by this integral. Once again, this is a very sensible 
result. It says that the constant volatility o is replaced by the average 
volatility which will prevail over the rem aining life of the option, [ j *0 <r2(v) 
dv/t] 1/2.

Consequently, there is no difficulty including interest rates and volatil
ity that change over time in a predictable way. However, if future interest 
rates or volatility cannot be predicted with certainty, then our option 
pricing approach requires m ore serious modification. We will return  to  this 
possibility in C hapter 7.

5-7.  AN ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION

This section contains a brief description of an alternative approach to 
deriving the Black-Scholes form ula .26 It shows how the Black-Scholes 
form ula can be derived directly from the m ore traditional discrete-time, 
general equilibrium  models used in the theory of finance.

25 The notation exp(z) means e raised to the power z.
26 This section is not necessary for understanding subsequent chapters. Also, it presumes some 
familiarity with the capital asset pricing model. For these reasons, the reader may wish to skip 
directly to Section 5-8.
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The now traditional form of the capital asset pricing model says that, 
under certain circumstances, the current price X  of any security is deter
mined by

_  £ (* * ) ~  j  C ov(X*, rM) 
r

where X * is its (uncertain) price at the end of the period, X is a positive 
constant, rM — 1 is the rate of return on the m arket portfolio, and r — 1 is 
the rate of interest over the period. E  and Cov denote expectation and 
covariance, respectively.

Since this holds for any security, for an underlying stock and its call 
option,

s  _  E(S*) -  XCov(S*, rM) ^  c  _  £(C*) -  Cov(C*, rM)
r r

where

C* =  m ax[0, S* -  K~\.

These equations link the option and stock together. Remembering that S* 
and rM are jo in tly  norm ally distributed, we can hope to use them to derive 
an option pricing form ula relating C to S.

A lthough this can be done, the theory has two critical disadvantages. 
First, the theory assumes the jo in t distribution of all available securities is 
m ultivariate norm al. However, by the contractual provisions of a call (that 
is, C* =  m ax[0, S* — K ], C* cannot be norm ally distributed even if 5* is 
norm ally distributed. M oreover, if S* is norm ally distributed, am ong other 
unfortunate implications, it cannot also have limited liability. Second, the 
option pricing problem  is inherently m ultiperiod, where the purchaser of an 
option has m any opportunities to sell or exercise it before it expires. The 
classical capital asset pricing model is essentially a single-period theory and 
does not conveniently accom m odate opportunities for portfolio revision 
before a term inal da te .27

To create a satisfactory theory, yet one that does not require contin
uous trading or binomial outcomes, one can replace the norm ality 
restriction on security returns with a logarithm ic utility assum ption on 
investor preferences. If this is done ,28 the following m ultiperiod formula

27 Attempts to place the model in a useful multiperiod context require the further assumption 
that X is an intertemporal constant.
28 See M ark Rubinstein, “The Valuation of Uncertain Income Streams and the Pricing of 
Options,” Bell Journal o f Economics, 7 (Autumn 1976), 407-425.
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replaces the usual capital asset pricing m odel:

x =  g  m t i A  Cov^ >  ~ rMk)
k=i r

where
K  =  V (1 +  W- 1 and =  [ E f o 1)] -

Dk represents the (uncertain) cash distribution received on date k from the 
security.

F o r non-dividend-paying stock over time t , this form ula simplifies to

„ E(S*)-A,Cov(S*,
S ~

and for a call with time to expiration t ,

E(C*) -  A, Cov(C*, - r j )
C _  r*

where
C* =  max[0, 5* -  K].

This is quite similar to the three relationships derived from the capital asset 
pricing model, except we have not imposed the disagreeable stochastic 
restrictions on S* and C*, and have accounted for the m ultiperiod nature of 
options m arkets .29

However, w ithout some stochastic assum ption governing S'*, we 
cannot completely solve the problem of finding a form ula for C in terms of 
S. We need to know som ething about the probability tha t it will pay to 
exercise the call. Since we are free to adopt whatever stochastic restriction 
we wish, we will choose a reasonable o n e : S* and rM are join tly lognormally 
distributed. A lthough this is a stronger stochastic assum ption than that 
m ade in our original derivation in Section 5-6, since it implies S*/S  will 
itself be lognorm ally distributed, it is consistent with tha t derivation.

Since the proof is tedious, it is not repeated here. Suffice it to say that 
the above three equations, together with the jo in t lognorm ality assum ption, 
yield a result identical with the Black-Scholes formula. At first thought, this 
is quite surprising, since neither continuous trading nor binom ial outcomes 
have been assumed. Rather, investors are only perm itted to trade at discrete 
points in time and, at each point, the stock price— being lognorm al— can 
have any one of an infinite num ber of values. Investors are thus unable to

29 Moreover, unlike the capital asset pricing model, investor agreement about the joint prob
ability distribution of security returns is also not required.
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construct riskless hedges with the option and the stock, a capability that 
was crucial to previous proofs. Indeed, it was precisely to circumvent a 
riskless hedging argum ent that this alternative m odel was created.

A simple explanation of this anom aly can be found in portfolio 
theory: Logarithm ic utility is the only utility function for which portfolios 
are chosen independently of opportunities to revise them  in the future. 
Therefore, the relative pricing relationship between a European option  and 
its underlying stock will be independent of the num ber of times portfolio 
revision can occur before the expiration date of an option. In particular, the 
same relationship will hold even if the investor faces continuous revision 
opportunities. But we have already shown that assum ption leads directly to 
the Black-Scholes formula.

In summary, the discrete-time logarithm ic utility model, by reaching 
the same option pricing conclusion as a hedging model, indicates the 
robustness of the Black-Scholes form ula to its assum ption of continuous 
trading. To underscore the significance of this result, consider an investor 
who, for some reason, cannot im plem ent a dynam ic riskless hedging stra t
egy similar to tha t described in Section 5-4. Nonetheless, he may very well 
value an option according to the Black-Scholes formula. Only at the Black- 
Scholes price will a static position in the option provide fair com pensation 
in terms of expected return  for the risk borne.

5-8.  HOW CHANGES IN THE VARIABLES AFFECT 
BLACK-SCHOLES OPTION VALUES

Extrem e Values. One way to understand the form ula is to examine what 
happens to  the call value C as the variables 5, K , t, a , and r, on which it 
depends, change in value. To keep the effects clear, we will choose one of 
these five variables and change its value, while holding the other four fixed. 
First, we examine extreme changes:

1. Stock price:
as S—► 0, then C—► 0 
as 5 —► oo, then C—> oo

2. Striking price:
as jK—►(), then C -> S  
as K —► oo, then C —► 0

3. Time to expiration:
given S < K: as t—► 0, then C —> 0 
given S > K: as 0, then C-> S — K 
as t-+ oo, then C—► S
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4. Volatility:
given S < Kr ~*: as g —> 0, then C —> 0 
given S > Kr~l\ as g  —> 0, then C —* S — Kr~l
as g —> o o , then C —> 5

5. Interest rate:
as r—► o o , then C—► S

The reader should try to prove each of these assertions. To take the m ost 
difficult case, as a —> oo, then x =  [log(S /K r~ t)/ay/t']  +  jO y ft-*  +oo and 
x — G y/t-+  — oo. Since

N (x)—> iV( +  oo) =  1 and N (x — o ^ ft) -*  N (— oo) =  0, 

then C —> S.
All these implications of the form ula are fully consistent with the

general arbitrage relationships developed in C hapter 4. O f course, if they
were not, our exact form ula would be in error.

Tabular Representation. Table 5-2 gives form ula-generated values for nine 
calls in a typical option class with current stock price of $40. The class 
includes out-of-, at-, and in-the-money series ranging over near, middle, and 
far m aturities. Values for the nine series cover low, middle, and high volatil
ities, and low, middle, and high interest rates. As we would expect from 
C hapter 4, call values increase with lower striking price, longer time to 
expiration and higher volatility.

Table 5-2
REPRESENTATIVE BLACK-SCHOLES CALL VALUES

5 =  40

r =  1.03
— i

i
i
i

r
i
i
:

r =  1.05 i
i
i

I
i
i
i

r =  1.07

G K Expiration Month

JAN APR JUL JAN APR JUL JAN APR JUL

(35 5.09 5.56 6.08 5.15 5.76 6.40 5.20 5.95 6.71
.2 j40 .97 2.04 2.77 1.00 2.17 3.00 1.04 2.30 3.24

145 .02 .46 .98 .02 .51 1.10 .02 .56 1.23

(35 5.17 6.08 6.90 5.22 6.25 7.17 5.27 6.42 7.44
.3 <40 1.43 2.95 3.97 1.46 3.07 4.19 1.49 3.20 4.40

145 .16 1.19 2.09 .16 1.25 2.24 .17 1.33 2.39

(35 5.34 6.74 7.85 5.39 6.89 8.09 5.44 7.05 8.34
.4 <40 1.89 3.86 5.16 1.92 3.98 5.37 1.95 4.10 5.58

{45 .41 2.02 3.27 .42 2.10 3.43 .43 2.18 3.59

NOTE: The January options have one month to expiration; the Aprils, four months; and the Julys, 
seven months. Both r  and o  are expressed in annual terms.
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An unresolved issue in tha t chapter was the effect of the interest rate. 
Although it lacks the status of a general arbitrage relationship, w ithin the 
context of the Black-Scholes formula, call values appear to increase with 
higher interest rates. Indeed, this can be directly verified analytically. This 
result is anticipated, since r enters the formula inversely to K. However, the 
same percentage change in the interest rate r — 1 has a m uch smaller effect 
on call values than a percentage change in the striking price, time to  expira
tion, or volatility. F o r example, for the at-the-money, m iddle-m aturity calls 
at 5% interest rate, doubling the volatility from .2 to .4 increases the option 
value from $2.17 to $3.98. In contrast, for the at-the-m oney, middle- 
m aturity  calls at .3 volatility, m ore than doubling the interest rate from 3% 
to 7% only raises the option value from $2.95 to $3.20.

Graphical Representation. Figures 5-4 through 5-11 show how the formula 
values for typical out-of-, at-, and in-the-money calls and puts change as the 
current stock price, time to expiration, volatility and interest rate change 
gradually over wide ranges. Figures 5-4 and 5-8 are the option-stock price 
diagram s for a call and a put, respectively. Just as we would expect, the 
properties shown in the graphs correspond exactly to those given in 
C hapter 4. In all the graphs, time is m easured in years. Thus a and r are 
expressed in annualized terms.

Current stock price ( S )

K  = 50 t  -  A  r =  1.06 a = .3

Figure 5-4 The Value of a Call as a Function of the Current 
Stock Price
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Time to expiration (f)

K = 50 r = 1.06 a = . 3
  S = 45   S = 50  S = 55

Figure 5-5 The Value of a Call as a Function of the Time to 
Expiration

Volatility (a)

= 50 t = A r = 1.06
  S = 45  S = 50  5 = 55

Figure 5-6 The Value of a Call as a Function of the Volatility
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Interest rate (r  -  1)

5  = 50 K  = 50 t -  A o = .3

Figure 5-7 The Value of a Call as a Function of the Interest 
Rate

Current stock price ( S )

K  = 50 t  = .4 r = 1.06 a = .3 

Figure 5-8 The Value of a Put as a Function of the Current 
Stock Price
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Time to expiration (/)

K = 50 r = 1.06 a = .3
  5 = 45 .......5 = 50  5 = 55

Figure 5-9 The Value of a Put as a Function of the Time to 
Expiration

Volatility (a)

K = 50 t = A r - 1.06
—  5 = 45 ••••5  = 50 — — — 5 = 55

Figure 5-10 The Value of a Put as a Function of the Volatility
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Interest rate (r -  1)
5 = 50 /C = 50 t = .4 a = .3

Figure 5-11 The Value of a Put as a Function of the Interest 
Rate

The sensitivity of the form ula call value to small changes in each of 
the five determ ining variables gives an alternative m athem atical represent
a tio n :30

1. Stock price: dC/dS  =  N(x) >  0
2. Striking price: dC /dK  = —r~ tN (x  — Oyft) <  0
3. Time to exp ira tion :

dC/dt =  (Sa /2^/t)N '(x) + log r)N(x -  o ^ ft)  >  0
4. Volatility: dC/do = slftN'(x) > 0
5. Interest rate: dC/dr = tK r~ u+1)N (x  — o \ / t )  >  0

30 Readers familiar with calculus who would like to verify these derivatives should use the fact

dm  , dz
— —  = N (z ) — , 

dv ov

where N'(z) is the standard normal density function evaluated at z. That is, N \z)  =
(1A /2^ - ’2'2.
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In other words, for example, a change in the volatility of the stock by the 
small am ount g causes the call value to change by (dC/dcr)g =  S y / t  N'(x)g. 
The sensitivity dC/dS  is, of course, the option delta, and the sensitivity 
— dC/dt is the option theta.

Figures 5-12 through 5-19 show how these sensitivities for a call vary 
with the current stock price and time to expiration .31 Figure 5-12 shows 
tha t the call delta will be near zero for deep-out-of-the-m oney calls and

Current stock price ( S )

K  = 50 t  = A  r =  1.06 a = .3

Figure 5-12 The Delta of a Call as a Function of the Current 
Stock Price

near one for deep-in-the-m oney calls. The delta only changes quickly with 
the current stock price for calls near-the-m oney. Figure 5-13 indicates that 
the call delta falls as the expiration date approaches for out-of-the-money 
calls but tends to  rise for in-the-m oney calls. F rom  Figure 5-14 we learn 
tha t changes in time to expiration have the greatest dollar effect on calls 
near-the-m oney. In C hapter 4, from pure arbitrage considerations, we were 
unable to say if, for three otherwise identical calls, the middle m aturity call 
should sell for m ore than  half the sum of the near- and far-m aturity calls.

31 The reader familiar with calculus should recognize the slopes of these figures as represent
ing second and cross-partial derivatives.
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Time to expiration ( t )

K = 50 r = 1.06 a ='.3
  5  = 45 • • • • 5  = 5 0 ----------- 5  = 55

Figure 5-13 The Delta of a Call as a Function of the Time to 
Expiration

Current stock price (5 )

K = 50 t = A r  = 1.06 u = .3

Figure 5-14 The Theta of a Call as a Function of the Current 
Stock Price
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Figure 5-15 gives the answer in the context of the Black-Scholes form ula: 
This relationship will hold except for out-of- or in-the-m oney calls when the 
near-m aturity  call is very close to expiration. Figures 5-16 and 5-17 show 
that calls with values m ost sensitive to volatility are near-the-m oney and of 
long m aturity, while Figures 5-18 and 5-19 show that the values of deep-in- 
the-m oney long-m aturity calls are the m ost sensitive to the interest rate.

F o r the Black-Scholes model, the gam m a and elasticity of a call are

Figures 5-20 through 5-23 show how these values depend on the current 
stock price and time to expiration.

Figure 5-20 indicates tha t the delta of a call will be m ost sensitive to 
changes in the stock price when the call is slightly out-of-the-money. 
Further calculations with the form ula confirm this and show that gam m a

_  SA _  SN(x)
c c

©

- 5

« -10
o
<D

-1 5

0 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Time to expiration (f)
K = 50 r = 1.06 o = 3  

-  5 = 45 ••••5  = 5 0  5 = 55

Figure 5-15 The Theta of a Call as a Function of the Time to
Expiration
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Current stock price (5 )
K = 50 t = A r = 1.06 a = .3

Figure 5-16 The Sensitivity of C to Changes in a as a Function 
of the Current Stock Price

Time to expiration (/)

K =50 r= 1.06 a = .3 
 ,S = 45 • • • • 5 = 5 0 ------- 5 = 55

Figure 5-17 The Sensitivity of C to Changes in a  as a Function
of the Time to Expiration
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Current stock price (5 )

K  = 5 0  t  -  A  r =  1.06 o = .3

5-18 The Sensitivity of C to Changes in r as a Function 
of the Current Stock Price

Time to expiration (f)
K  = 5 0  r  = 1.06 o  = 3

Figure 5-19 The Sensitivity of C to Changes in r as a Function
of the Time to Expiration
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0 20 40 60 80 100

Current stock price (5 )

A: = 50 t  = .4 r = 1.06 a = .3

Figure 5-20 The Gamma of a Call as a Function of the Current 
Stock Price

Time to expiration (r)

K = 50 r = 1.06 a = .3
—  5 = 45  5 = 50 — 5 = 55

Figure 5-21 The Gamma of a Call as a Function of the Time to
Expiration
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Current stock price (5 )

K  = 5 0  t  = A r -  1.06 o = 3

Figure 5-22 The Elasticity of a Call as a Function of the Cur
rent Stock Price

Time to expiration (/)
K = 50 r = 1.06 o = .3

  5  = 45 • • • • 5  = 50  5  = 55

Figure 5-23 The Elasticity of a Call as a Function of the Time
to Expiration
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reaches its largest value when S =  K r - f [exp(—f a 2*)]- Figure 5-21 shows 
that, for a given stock price, gam m a will go to zero as the expiration date 
approaches if the call is in-the-money or out-of-the-money, but will become 
very large if it is exactly at-the-money. For an at-the-m oney call with a 
short lifetime, a very small change in the stock price can lead to a signifi
cant change in the com position of the equivalent portfolio.

Remember tha t the elasticity of an option shows the percentage 
change in its value that will accom pany a small percentage change in the 
stock price. Figure 5-22 shows tha t the elasticity increases as the stock price 
decreases. Taking an extreme case, according to  Figure 5-22, a call 30 
points out-of-the-m oney (that is, S = $20) changes about 28% in value for a 
1% change in the stock price. It is certainly no overstatem ent to say that 
deep-out-of-the-m oney calls are highly levered securities. Figure 5-23 shows 
that the elasticity also increases as the time to expiration decreases. O ther 
things equal, a call will be m ore sensitive to stock price movements in 
percentage terms the shorter the time remaining until expiration.

Figures 5-24 through 5-35 show com parable relationships for puts. 
The sensitivities for puts are

1. Stock p rice : dP/dS = (dC/dS) — 1 <  0
2 . Striking price: dP/dK  =  ( dC/dK) +  r ' >  0
3. Time to exp ira tion :

dP/dt =  ( dC/dt) -  (log r)Kr-< ^  0
4. Volatility: dP/da = dC/da > 0
5. Interest rate: dP/dr = (dC/dr) — iK r  (' +1) <  0

Again dP/dS  is the put delta and —dP/dt the pu t theta. As expected, the 
sign of the theta for European puts is ambiguous. Also, note that the 
interest rate affects put and call values in opposite directions.

F or puts,

dA 1

and

Q =  (S/P)A =  |  \/N(x) -  1],

Observe tha t the gammas of puts and calls with identical terms are equal. 
This is confirmed by com paring Figures 5-20 and 5-21 with Figures 5-32 
and 5-33.
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Figure 5-24

20 40 60 80

Current stock price (5 )

K  = 50 t = A  r = 1.06 o = .3

The Delta of a Put as a Function of the Current 
Stock Price

1 0 0

Time to expiration ( t )

K  = 5 0  r  = 1.06 o = .3
  5  = 45   5  = 50  5  = 55

Figure 5-25 The Delta of a Put as a Function of the Time to
Expiration
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Current stock price (S)

A '= 50 t = A  r =  1.06 o = .3 

Figure 5-26 The Theta of a Put as a Function of the Current
Stock Price

Time to expiration (/)

A = 50 r  = 1.06 u = .3
  5 = 45 • • • • 5  = 50  5 = 35

Figure 5-27 The Theta of a Put as a Function of the Time to
Expiration
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Current stock price (5 )

K  = 50 t = A  r  = 1.06 a = .3

Figure 5-28 The Sensitivity of P to Changes in o as a Function 
of the Current Stock Price

Time to expiration (f)

K  = 50 r =  1.06 a = .3
  S = 45 ■ 5  = 50  5  = 55

Figure 5-29 The Sensitivity of P  to Changes in a  as a Function
of the Time to Expiration
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Current stock price (S )
K = 50 t  - A r-  1.06 o = .3

Figure 5-30 The Sensitivity of P to Changes in r as a Function 
of the Current Stock Price

Time to expiration ( t )

/C =50 r = 1.06 a = .3
  S = 45  S -  50   5  = 55

Figure 5-31 The Sensitivity of P  to Changes in r as a Function
of the Time to Expiration
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Current stock price (5 )

A = 50 t = A  r =  1.06 o = .3

Figure 5-32 The Gamma of a Put as a Function of the Current 
Stock Price

A = 50 /* = 1.06 o = 3

  S = 45 • • • • 5  = 50  5 = 55

Figure 5-33 The Gamma of a Put as a Function of the Time to
Expiration
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Current stock price (5 )

K  = 50 t = .4 r =  1.06 a = .3

Figure 5-34 The Elasticity of a Put as a Function of the Current 
Stock Price

Time to expiration (f)

A: = 5 0  r = 1.06 a = .3

  5 = 45 • • • •  5 = 5 0 ---------- 5  = 55

Figure 5-35 The Elasticity of a Put as a Function of the Time to
Expiration
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5-9.  HOW TO INCLUDE DIVIDENDS AND THE 
POSSIBILITY OF EARLY EXERCISE

As we have seen, the value of an option with no payout protection will be 
affected if the stock pays cash dividends. Furtherm ore, it may then be 
optim al to exercise an American call before the expiration date. This possi
bility causes the value of an American call to exceed the value of an o ther
wise identical European call. A lthough cash dividends are not necessary for 
early exercise to be optim al for an American put, they will nevertheless 
affect the optim al exercise strategy.

To handle the effects of cash dividends with a riskless hedging argu
ment, we m ust assume tha t the dividends that will be paid on any future 
date are a know n function of, at most, the path followed by the stock price 
up to that date. This condition is actually not very restrictive. It allows 
sufficient flexibility to represent the dividend behavior of m ost firms. In 
particular, current and future dividends could be influenced in a quite 
general way by the sequence of dividends paid in the past. It requires us to 
know the dividend policy of the firm, but it certainly does not imply that we 
m ust know today exactly w hat future dividends will actually be, since they 
may depend on the currently unknow n values of future stock prices.

It does, however, rule out random  changes in the dividend level which 
are not perfectly correlated with the stock price. The critical feature was 
that, in every period, the ex-dividend stock price at the end of the period 
can take on only two possible values. Suppose, instead, th a t a dividend D 
on an ex-dividend date one period from now can either be D' or D \  where 
D' <  D", and that the size of the dividend is independent of the stock price. 
Then, the stock price could have four possible values one period hence:

F o r example, if, in the absence.of dividends, the stock price would move up 
to  uS , then the ex-dividend price will be uS — D' or uS — D". This uses the 
fact tha t to  prevent arbitrage, the stock price m ust fall by the am ount of the 
dividend. W ith four  possible ex-dividend values of the stock price at the end
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of one period, we cannot set up a riskless arbitrage position using only three 
securities— the stock, a call, and a default-free security. If we try to  choose a 
hedge ratio A that will equate the returns in two of the four outcomes, we 
will still be exposed to  risk in the rem aining two outcomes.

To m ake the following discussions m ore concrete, we will consider as 
an example a specific and particularly im portan t dividend policy: The stock 
m aintains a constant yield 5 = D/S  on each ex-dividend date. Suppose there 
is one period remaining before expiration and the current stock price is S. If 
the end of the period is an ex-dividend date, then an individual who owned 
the stock during the period will receive a t that time a dividend of either SuS 
if the stock price goes up to  uS or SdS if the stock price goes down to dS. 
Hence, the stock price at the end of the period can take on only two 
possible values: (1 — S)uS or (1 — 5)dS.

In particular, if 5 =  .05, then 5% of the value of the stock on an ex-dividend 
date would be paid out in dividends, leaving 1 — .05 or 95% of the stock 
value remaining.

Although we will not pursue it further, a very similar setting can be 
used to  illustrate m ore com plicated policies tha t depend on past stock 
prices. F o r example, suppose that the dividend yield paid at the end of the 
current period will be 7% if the stock price moved upw ard in the previous 
period and 3% if it moved downward. The dividend policy will then depend 
on both  the current stock price and the stock price last period.

Dividends and European Options. An unprotected European option written 
on a stock with a constant dividend yield <5 is valued identically to one 
written on a stock paying no dividends, except th a t the current stock price 
S is replaced with S( 1 — <5)v, where v is the num ber of ex-dividend dates 
prior to the expiration of an option. To see this, consider any path  the stock 
price may take over time. For instance, suppose, in the absence of divi
dends, the stock price at expiration S* = uudduuududS =  u6<24S, implying a 
down m ovem ent was followed by an up movement, which was followed by 
a down movement, etc. Suppose an ex-dividend date occurs every third 
period. Then,

S* = u( 1 — d)udd( 1 — d)uuu(l — S)dudS =  u6d \  1 — <5)3S.
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N ow  consider another path, S* = duddduddduS = u3d7S. Again, with an 
ex-dividend date every third period, this becom es:

S* = d( 1 -  S)udd(l -  S)dud{ 1 -  S)dduS = u3d 7( 1 -  S)3S.

U nlike an American option, the current value of a European option 
depends only on its possible values at expiration, which in tu rn  depend 
only on the possible prices of its associated stock at expiration. In particu
lar, given the same ending value, the path  the stock price takes over time is 
irrelevant. As we can see, with a constant dividend yield, the stock price at 
expiration depends on the number v of ex-dividend dates, bu t it does not 
depend on the timing of the dividends. Therefore, we will obtain identical 
values for  unprotected European options whether we consider the actual path 
taken by the stock price or regard the dividends as all paid immediately.

American Calls. The possible early exercise of unprotected American calls 
implies their current value depends on the path  of the stock price through 
expiration and thereby on the timing of the ex-dividend dates. We know 
from Section 4-1 that the only time early exercise of calls should be con
sidered is just prior to their ex-dividend dates. If the call holder exercises his 
call just prior to the ex-dividend date, he receives the dividend on the stock 
tha t he would otherwise forego. Exercise between ex-dividend dates sacri
fices prem ium  over parity  unnecessarily.

One way to  take early exercise into account is to calculate for each 
listed call several E uropean values, one for early exercise ju st before each 
ex-dividend date prior to  expiration, and one assuming exercise at expira
tion. Shbrtening the life of the call tends to decrease its value, but deducting 
fewer dividends tends to increase it. The estimated, or “pseudo-Am erican,” 
current call value is then simply the highest of these European values.

U nfortunately, this m ethod of adjusting American calls for dividends 
understates their actual values. F o r example, if the highest European value 
is based on exercising ju st before the last ex-dividend date prior to expira
tion, then the m ethod presumes that exercise policy will rem ain optimal. 
But, if the stock price experiences a sudden decline, pushing the call out-of- 
the-money, early exercise may no longer be advisable. The additional flex
ibility actually afforded by an American call to change our minds about 
exercise m eans th a t an American call will be w orth m ore than its pseudo- 
American value.

To derive a m ethod for valuing American calls, we return to the 
binom ial argum ent of Section 5-3. W ith one period rem aining before expi
ration, we suppose the current stock price S will change either to d(l — <5)VS 
or m(1 — (5)VS by the end of the period; v =  0 or 1, depending on whether or 
not the end of the period is an ex-dividend date. W hen the call expires, its
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contract and a rational exercise policy imply tha t its value m ust be either 
Cu =  m ax[0, u( 1 — S f S  — X ] or Cd = m ax[0, d( 1 — <5)v5 — K ]. Therefore,

Now we can proceed exactly as before. Again we can select a portfolio of A 
shares of stock and the dollar am ount B  in bonds which will have the same 
end-of-period value as the call.32 By retracing our previous steps, we can 
show that

if this is greater than S — K, and C = S — K  otherwise. Here, once again, 
p = ( r -  d)/(u -  d) and A = (CU — Cd)/(u -  d)S.

Thus far the only change is that (1 — 3)VS has replaced 5 in the values 
for Cu and Cd. Now we come to the m ajor difference: Early exercise m ay be 
optimal. To see this, suppose tha t v =  1 and d( 1 — 3)S > K. Since u > d, 
then, also, w( 1 — S)S > K. In this case, Cu = w(l — S)S — K  and 
Cd = d( 1 — <5)5 — K. Therefore, since (u/r)p +  (d/r)( 1 — p) =  1,

F or sufficiently high stock prices, this can obviously be less than 5 — K. 
Hence, there are definitely some circumstances in which no one would be 
willing to hold the call for one m ore period.

In fact, there will always be a critical stock price, 5, such that if 5 >  5, 
the call should be exercised immediately. 5 will be the stock price at which 
[_pCu +  (1 — p )C J /r  =  5 — K.  T hat is, it is the lowest stock price at which 
the value of the equivalent portfolio exactly equals S — K. This means 5 
will, other things equal, be lower the higher the dividend yield, the lower the 
interest rate, and the lower the striking price.

We can extend the analysis to an arb itrary  num ber of periods in the 
same way as before. There is only one additional difference, a m inor modifi
cation in the hedging operation. N ow  we will buy bonds with any dividends 
received, and sell bonds to m ake restitution for dividends paid while we 
have a short position in the stock.

Cu = max[0, u( 1 -  3)VS -  K]

Cd = max[0, d( 1 -  (5)v5 -  X]

C = lpC u + ( l - p ) C i]/r

lpC u + (1 -  p)CdY r  =  (1 -  <5 -  (K/r).

32 Remember that if we are long the portfolio, we will receive the dividend at the end of the 
period; if we are short, we will have to make restitution for the dividend.
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Although the possibility of optim al exercise before the expiration date 
causes no conceptual difficulties, it does seem to prohibit a simple closed- 
form solution for the value of a call with m any periods to  go. However, our 
analysis suggests a sequential numerical procedure tha t will allow us to 
calculate the continuous-tim e value to any desired degree of accuracy.

Let C be the current value of a call with n periods remaining. Define

n - i
v(n>0 — X  vk,

k= 1
so tha t v(n, i) is the num ber of ex-dividend dates occurring during the next 
n — i periods. Let C(n, i, j) be the value of the call n — i periods from now, 
given that the current stock price S has changed to ujdn~ l~j(l — S)v(n’l)S , 
where j  = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n — i.

, W ith this notation, we are prepared to solve for the current value of 
the call by working backw ard in time from the expiration date. At expira
tion, i = 0 , so tha t

C(n, 0, j) = m ax[0, ujdn~j( 1 -  <5)v_("’ 0)S -  K ]  for j  = 0, 1, . . . ,  n.

O ne period before the expiration date, i = 1, so tha t

C(n, l , ; )  =  max{ujdn~1~j(l -  5)Hn' 1]S -  K,
LpC(n, 0 ,7  H- 1) +  (1 — p)C(n, 0 J ) W }  

for j  = 0 , 1, . . . ,  n -  1.

M ore generally, i periods before expiration

C(n, i ,7) =  ma.x{ujdn~l~j(l -  5)v' (n*°5 -  K,
[pC(n, i -  1,7 +  1) +  (1 -  p)C(n., i -  1 J )]/r} 

for 7 =  0 , 1, . . . ,  n — i.

Observe tha t each prior step provides the inputs needed to evaluate the 
right-hand argum ents of each succeeding step. The tree diagram  in Figure
5-36 illustrates this process. The num ber of calculations decreases as we 
move backw ard in time.

Finally, with n periods before expiration, since i =  n,

C =  C(n, n, 0) =  max{5 — K , [pC(n, n — 1, 1) +  (1 — p)C(n, n — 1, 0)]/r},

and  the hedge ratio is

C(n, n — 1 , 1 ) — C(n, n — 1, 0) 
=  (u -  d)S '
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•C(4, 0, 4)

•C(4, 0, 3)

<
C(4, 3, 1)'

C(4, 4, 0)< C(4, 0, 2)

C(4, 3, 0)

►C(4, 0, 1)

C(4, 0, 0)

Figure 5-36 Illustration of Binomial Numerical Procedure for 
Valuing American Options

We could easily expand the analysis to include dividend policies in 
which the am ount paid on any ex-dividend date depends on the stock price 
a t that time in a m ore general way; the simple case of constant dollar 
dividends (rather than  a constant yield) is especially im portan t.33 However, 
this will cause some m inor complications. In our present example with a 
constant dividend yield, the possible stock prices n — i periods from now 
are completely determ ined by the to tal num ber of upw ard moves (and 
ex-dividend dates) occurring during tha t interval. W ith other types of divi
dend policies, the enum eration will be m ore complicated, since then the 
term inal stock price will be affected by the timing of the upw ard moves as 
well as their to tal num ber. But the basic principle remains the same. We go 
to  the expiration date and calculate the call values for all of the possible 
prices tha t the stock could have then. Using this inform ation, we step back 
one period and calculate the call values for all possible stock prices a t that 
time, and so forth.

To illustrate this, consider the case of a constant dollar dividend. Let 
n =  3, S  =  80, K  =  60, r =  1.1, u =  1.5, d =  .5, and suppose th a t the stock 
will pay, when n =  1, a dividend of 10  to  those who owned the stock during 
the previous period. Except for the dividend and the different striking price, 
this is the same as the numerical example given in Section 5-4. Because of 
the dividend, the stock price when there is one period rem aining in the life 
o f the call will be either 170, 50, or 10, ra ther than 180, 60, or 20 as in the

33 We could also allow the amount to depend on previous stock prices.
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earlier example. The following diagram  shows the stock prices, call values, 
and values of A for this example. The last trading time before the stock goes 
ex-dividend occurs when n =  2 ; a t that time, the call is w orth more than  its 
exercise value even if the stock price is 1 2 0 , so early exercise would not be 
optimal. N ote that the stock price can now take on six possible values on 
the expiration date rather than only four. This shows why a constant dollar 
dividend will require m ore com putation  time than a constant dividend 
yield.

We will now illustrate the use of the binom ial numerical procedure in 
approxim ating continuous-tim e call values. In order to  have an exact 
continuous-tim e form ula to use for com parison, we will consider the case 
with no dividends. Suppose tha t we are given the inputs required for the 
Black-Scholes option pricing form ula: S, K , t, <r, and r. To convert this 
inform ation into the inputs d, w, and r required for the binomial numerical 
procedure, we use the relationships

d  =  1 / m ,  m =  t f 'm , r = r"n.
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Table 5-3 gives us a feeling for how rapidly option values approx
im ated by the binom ial m ethod approach the corresponding limiting Black- 
Scholes values given by n = oo. Since there are no dividends, the American 
and European values will be the same. At n = 5, the values differ by at m ost 
$.25, and at n = 20, they differ by at m ost $.07. A lthough not shown, at 
n = 50 the greatest difference is less than $.03, and at n = 150, the values 
are identical to the penny .34

Table 5-3
BINOMIAL APPROXIMATION OF BLACK-SCHOLES CALL VALUES

5  =  40 r =  1.05

n =  5
I
i
i
i

n =  20
i
i
i
i

n =  oo

G K E xp ira tion  M o n th a

J A N A P R J U L J A N A P R J U L J A N A P R J U L

135 5.14 5.77 6.45 5.15 5.77 6.39 5.15 5.76 6.40
.2 40 1.05 2.26 3.12 .99 2.14 2.97 1.00 2.17 3.00

|4 5 .02 .54 1.15 .02 .51 1.11 .02 .51 1.10

(35 5.21 6.30 7.15 5.22 6.26 7.19 5.22 6.25 7.17
.3 <40 1.53 3.21 4.36 1.44 3.04 4.14 1.46 3.07 4.19

(45 .11 1.28 2.12 .15 1.28 2.23 .16 1.25 2.24

135 5.40 6.87 7.92 5.39 6.91 8.05 5.39 6.89 8.09
.4 <40 2.01 4.16 5.61 1.90 3.93 5.31 1.92 3.98 5.37

|4 5 .46 1.99 3.30 .42 2.09 3.42 .42 2.10 3.43

NOTE: Assumes no dividends will be paid during the lives of the options.
a The January options have one month to expiration; the Aprils, four months; and the Julys, seven 
months. Both r  and o  are expressed in annual terms.

H aving checked the accuracy of the binomial numerical procedure on 
a problem  for which we already know the answer, we are prepared to apply 
it to a new problem — the effect of cash dividends on call values. N ow  we 
also need to know S and the integers k for which vk =  1. Given t and n, 
these are the integral values of k for which (k/n)t is approxim ately an 
ex-dividend date. Consider circumstances identical to those in Table 5-3, 
except th a t the stock has a quarterly dividend yield of 5 = .0125, which on

34 Since the Black-Scholes values {n = oo) were calculated directly from the Black-Scholes 
formula, these results demonstrate that our binomial numerical procedure is correct. They also 
give some indication of its efficiency (that is, accuracy versus computer time). The option 
values in Tables 5-2 through 5-6 were calculated on an IBM 5100 portable computer, using 
APL, an interactive computer language.
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the basis of the current stock price of $40 would correspond to a quarterly 
dividend of $.50. Additionally, suppose the first quarterly dividend is due in 
one-half m onth  from the present. Table 5-4 provides European, pseudo- 
American, and American call values under these conditions.

Table 5-4
BLACK-SCHOLES CALL VALUES WITH CASH DIVIDENDS

S  =  40 D  =  (2, i ) a r =  1.05

European
i
i
i
i

i
P seudo-Am erican  j

i i
A m erican  (n =  150)

<7 K E xp ira tion  M o n th b

J A N A P R J U L J A N A P R J U L J A N A P R J U L

(35 4.66 4.88 5.16 5 .07c 5 .19 C 5 .44c 5.07 5.23 5.51
.2 < 40 .76 1.64 2.19 .76 1 .7 3 c 2.31 c .83 1.79 2.36

| 45 .01 .33 .72 .01 .33 .74c .01 .36 .78

(35 4.75 5.46 6.04 5 .08c 5 .6 7 c 6 .25c 5.10 5.74 6.34
.3 40 1.21 2.54 3.36 1.21 2.58° 3 .45c 1.27 2.69 3.54

(45 .12 .98 1.71 .12 .98 1 .72c .12 1.03 1.80

(35 4.95 6.15 7.02 5.13 C 6 .2 8 c 7 .17 C 5.22 6.40 7.29
.4 40 1.67 3.44 4.53 1.67 3.44 4 .5 9 c 1.72 3.59 4.72

145 .34 1.76 2.81 .34 1.76 2.81 .34 1.83 2.92

NOTE. The European values are adjusted for dividends by replacing the current stock price (that is, 
$40) by 5(1 -  6 y ,  where v is the number of ex-dividend dates prior to an option's expiration date, and 
6  is the current indicated quarterly dividend yield (that is, .5 /40). For each option, the pseudo- 
American values adjust for the dividend by selecting the highest of at most four European values, one 
for early exercise just prior to each ex-dividend date prior to expiration, and one assuming exercise at 
expiration. The American values are adjusted for dividends using the binomial numerical approximation 
procedure and therefore give full consideration to the impact of early exercise.
3 D  = (2, \ )  signifies that the indicated annual dividend, based on the current price and yield, is $2, and 
that the first quarterly ex-dividend date from the present occurs in half a month. Both r  and o  are 
expressed in annual terms.
b The January options have one month to expiration; the Aprils, four months; and the Julys, seven 
months.
c Early exercise is indicated. In every case, this occurs on the last ex-dividend date prior to the call's 
expiration.

By com paring the limiting Black-Scholes values in Table 5-3 with the 
European values in Table 5-4, we see tha t a dividend yield of 5% per year 
has a significant im pact on call values. As we would expect, the effect of 
dividends is smaller if we allow for the possibility of early exercise. Even the 
limited flexibility represented in the pseudo-Am erican values gives a size
able increase for m any of the calls, particularly those tha t are in-the-money.
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Early exercise on the last ex-dividend date prior to expiration is indicated 
for all of the in-the-money calls, as well as some that are now at-the-m oney 
or even out-of-the-money. O f course, where early exercise is not indicated, 
European and pseudo-American values are the same.

As we have previously mentioned, the pseudo-Am erican correction is 
no t complete. N ot surprisingly, all American values are som ew hat higher, 
since they reflect the full flexibility to the call buyer from the privilege of 
early exercise. However, in some cases, the difference is so small that it is 
eliminated by rounding to the nearest penny, as we have done in the tables. 
Perhaps the m ost striking feature shown in Tables 5-3 and 5-4 is the differ
ence between the American call values with and w ithout dividends .35 One 
m ight have thought the possibility of early exercise would m ean that divi
dends would have only a small effect on the value of an American call. 
However, this opportunity  comes only at the cost of voluntarily ending the 
life of a call that may have m any m onths rem aining before expiration and 
paying the striking price immediately rather than later. Correspondingly, 
we find that the differences in value are not only significant, but also 
increase with the length of m aturity  of the call.

We have used a constant dividend yield in m ost of our examples only 
to  m ake the exposition easier. Firm s often try to m aintain a constant divi
dend yield in the long run, but not in the short run. Consequently, a 
constant dividend yield may be a satisfactory way to represent dividends for 
an option with several years until expiration, while a constant dollar divi
dend would be more appropriate for the shorter lifetimes of listed options. 
As we have seen, the binom ial numerical m ethod can easily include con
stant dollar dividends. Calculations with a constant quarterly dividend of 
$.50 gave values that were virtually identical to those shown in Table 5-4. 
This suggests tha t even in those situations where constant dollar dividends 
are the appropriate choice, a constant dividend yield will still give very 
useful results if the yield param eter is continually readjusted as the stock 
price changes in order to keep the implied dividends equal to the constant 
am ount.

American Puts. To derive a m ethod for valuing puts, we again use the 
binom ial form ulation. A lthough it has been convenient to express the argu
m ent in terms of a particular security, a call, this is not essential in any way. 
The same basic analysis can be applied to puts.

35 Since a payout-protected option would have the same value for any dividend policy as it 
would if the stock pays no dividends, this comparison also shows the value of payout' protec
tion. Note that the Black-Scholes model satisfies the conditions for the payout-protection 
adjustment discussed in Section 4-4. The distribution of the rate of return with reinvestment of 
cash dividends does not depend on the firm’s dividend policy.
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Letting P  denote the current price of a put, with one period remaining 
before expiration we have

Once again, we can choose a portfolio of SA  in stock and B  in bonds which 
will have the same end-of-period value as the put. By a series of steps which 
are formally equivalent to the ones we followed in Section 5-3, we can show 
that

if this is greater than K  — S, and P  =  K  — S otherwise. As before, 
p = (r — d)/(u — d) and A =  (Pu — Pd)/(u — d)S. N ote  tha t for puts, since 
Pu < P * then A <  0. This m eans that if we sell an overvalued put, the 
equivalent portfolio tha t we buy will involve a short position in the stock.

We m ight hope tha t with puts we will be spared the complications 
caused by optim al exercise before the expiration date. U nfortunately, this is 
not the case. In fact, the situation is even worse in this regard. N ow there 
are always some possible circumstances in which no one would be willing 
to hold the pu t for one m ore period.

To see this, suppose K  > u( 1 — <5)VS. Since u >  d, then, also, 
K > d (  1 -  <5)VS. In this case, Pu = K  -  u(l -  <5)VS and Pd = K - d (  1 -  5)VS. 
Therefore, since (u/r)p +  (d/r)( 1 — p) =  1,

If there are no dividends (that is, v =  0), then this is certainly less than 
K  — S. Even with v =  1, it will be less for a sufficiently low stock price.

Thus, there will now be a critical stock price, S, such tha t if S < S, the 
put should be exercised immediately. By analogy with our discussion for the 
call, we can see that this is the stock price at which \_pPu -f (1 — p)PJ\/r =  K  
— S. O ther things equal, S will be higher the lower the dividend yield, the 

higher the interest rate, and the higher the striking price. O ptim al early 
exercise thus becomes m ore likely if the put is deep-in-the-m oney and the 
interest rate is high. The effect of dividends yet to be paid diminishes the 
advantages of im m ediate exercise, since the put buyer will be reluctant to 
sacrifice the forced declines in the stock price on future ex-dividend dates.

This argum ent can be extended in the same way as before to value 
puts with any num ber of periods to go. However, the chance for optimal

Pu = max[0, K - u (  1 -  <5)VS]

Pd = max[0, K - d (  1 -  <5)VS].

P = lpP u +  (1 -  P)PdW ,

IpPu +  (1 -  p)PdW  =  (K /r ) -  (1 -  s y s .
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exercise before the expiration date once again seems to preclude the possi
bility of expressing this value in a simple form. But our analysis also indi
cates that, with slight modification, we can value puts with the same 
num erical techniques we use for calls. Reversing the difference between the 
stock price and the striking price at each stage is the only change .36

The following diagram  shows the stock prices, put values, and values 
of A obtained in this way for the example given in Section 5-4. The values 
used there were S = 80, K  = 80, n =  3, u = 1.5, d = .5, and r =  1.1. To 
include dividends as well, we assume that a cash dividend of 5% (<5 =  .05)

(70.5)

36 Given the theoretical basis for the binomial numerical procedure provided, the numerical 
method can be generalized to permit k +  1 <  n jumps to new stock prices in each period. We 
can consider exercise only every k periods, using the binomial formula to leap across interme
diate periods. In effect, this means permitting k  +  1 possible new stock prices before exercise is 
again considered. That is, instead of considering exercise n times, we would only consider it 
about n/k times. For fixed t and k, as n —> oo, option values will approach their continuous
time values.

This alternative procedure is interesting, since it may enhance computer efficiency. At 
one extreme, for calls on stocks that do not pay dividends, setting k +  1 =  n gives the most 
efficient results. However, when the effect of potential early exercise is important and greater 
accuracy is required, the most efficient results are achieved by setting k =  1, as in our descrip
tion above.
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will be paid at the end of the last period before the expiration date. Thus,
(1  _  <5)V(». 0) =  95? _  3 y (n ,  1) =  95? a n d  ^  _  Sy ( n t 2) =  j  q  p u t  y a lu e s  j n

italics indicate that immediate exercise is optimal.
Table 5-5 contrasts the values of otherwise identical European and 

American puts on a stock that does no t pay cash dividends prior to the 
expiration date. F o r m any puts, particularly the low-volatility, long- 
m aturity, deep-in-the-m oney puts, potential early exercise significantly 
affects their value. Indeed, since the low-volatility, in-the-money put with 
one m onth to expiration is selling at its parity value (that is, K  — 5), imme
diate exercise is advisable. Incidentally, observe that the low-volatility, in- 
the-money European puts do not necessarily increase in value as their 
m aturity  lengthens.

A com parison of Tables 5-5 and 5-6 shows that dividends increase the 
value of unprotected European and American puts, ju st as we would expect. 
It is interesting to note that the increase is usually larger for a European 
put than for the corresponding American put. This is because the owner of 
the European put will get the benefits of the decreases in the stock price on 
all of the ex-dividend dates, while the owner of the American put may find 
it advantageous to forego some of these benefits through early exercise in 
order to receive the striking price sooner. As a result, cash dividends tend to 
reduce the difference between the values of European and American puts.

Table 5-5
REPRESENTATIVE BLACK-SCHOLES PUT VALUES

S =  40 r =  1.05

European
i
i
i
i

American (n = 150)

G K Expiration M ontha

J A N APR J U L J A N APR J U L

I 35 .01 .20
i

.42 i .01 .20 .43
.2 < 40 .84 1.52 1.88 | .85 1.58 1.99

j 45 4.84 4.78 4.84 ; 5.00* 5.09 5.27

1 35 .08 .69 1.19 ! .08 .70 1.22
.3 40 1.30 2.43 3.06 | 1.31 2.48 3.17

| 45 4.98 5.53 5.97 'I 5.06 5.71 6.24

| 35 .25 1.33 2.11 ! .25 1.35 2.16
.4 <40 1.76 3.33 4.25 ' 1.77 3.38 4.35

1 45 5.24 6.38 7.17 i 
.1.

5.29 6.51 7.39

NOTE: Assumes no dividends will be paid during the lives of the options. 
a The January options have one month to expiration; the Aprils, four months; and 
the Julys, seven months. Both r and o  are expressed in annual terms. 
b Exercise immediately.
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Table 5-6
BLACK-SCHOLES PUT VALUES WITH CASH DIVIDENDS

S  =  40 D =  (2, i )  r =  1.05

G K

European
i
i
i
i

A m erican (n = 150)

J A N A P R

E xp ira tion  M o n th a 

J U L  J A N A P R J U L

| 35 .01 .30 .65 i .01 .31 .66
.2 <40 1.09 1.98 2.54 | 1.11 2.01 2.58

I 45 5.33 5.60 5.93 | 5.41 5.67 6.02

| 35 .11 .88 1.53 ! .11 .88 1.55
.3 <40 1.55 2.88 3.71 | 1.56 2.91 3.74

I 45 5.43 6.24 6.92 i 1 5.50 6.29 6.99

| 35 .30 1.57 2.51 | .31 1.58 2.52
.4 \ 40 2.00 3.78 4.88 | 2.01 3.81 4.92

| 45 5.65 7.02 8.02 i 
. _. I

5.70 7.07 8.10

NOTE: The European values are adjusted for cash dividends by replacing the current 
stock price (that is, $40) by S(1 -  6y ,  where v is the number of ex-dividend dates prior 
to an option's expiration and 6 is the current indicated quarterly dividend yield (that is,
.5 /40). The American values are adjusted for dividends using the binomial numerical 
approximation procedure and therefore give full consideration to the impact of early 
exercise.
a The January options have one month to expiration; the Aprils, four months; and the 
Julys, seven months. Both rand o  are expressed in annual terms.

Figure 5-37 is a graph of the optim al exercise boundary  with and 
w ithout dividends for two otherwise identical unprotected American puts. It 
shows how the boundary changes for a given pu t as the expiration date 
comes closer. The upper curve, with no dividends, shows tha t the boundary 
steadily increases as time passes. F or example, assume that the annualized 
interest rate is .05, the striking price is $40, and the stock’s annual volatility 
is .3. W ith nine m onths to expiration, the current stock price can be as low 
as $28.80, or 72% of K , w ithout causing immediate exercise to be desirable. 
However, exercise is optim al at any lower stock price. Eight m onths later, 
when the pu t has one m onth to expiration, immediate exercise is advisable 
if the stock is below $34.28, or 85.7% of K. F urther calculation shows that 
the exercise boundary  rises with a lower volatility or a higher interest rate. 
F o r example, if o =  .2, other things equal, the optim al exercise boundary is 
again a sm ooth convex curve falling from $40 at t  =  0 to $36 at t  =  .75.

In Section 4-2, we rem arked tha t the optim al exercise boundary  for 
unprotected American puts on stocks which pay dividends may behave in 
the following way as time passes. The boundary drops to  zero ju st before an 
ex-dividend date, and then immediately after the ex-dividend date, it jum ps
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Time to expirat in (Y)

/* = 1.05 u - .3

Figure 5-37 Optimal Exercise Boundary for an American Put

upw ard to a level greater than  it had ju st after the previous ex-dividend 
date. If this is not the last ex-dividend date, the boundary then starts 
declining to zero. If it is the last one, the boundary begins to increase and 
rises to K  as the time to expiration goes to zero. Figure 5-37 not only 
confirms this behavior, but allows us to m ake two m ore specific observa
tions for our sample put. First, prior to  the last ex-dividend date, the 
optim al exercise boundary for the put with dividends lies everywhere below
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the boundary for the otherwise identical put w ithout dividends. Second, 
between ex-dividend dates the exercise boundary  is concave to the origin. 
The corresponding graph for the case of a constant dollar dividend of $.50 
per quarter is very similar to Figure 5-37. The m ain differences are that 
after each ex-dividend date the boundary drops m uch m ore rapidly to 
nearly zero and then has a convex segment which reaches zero ju s t before 
the next ex-dividend date.

It may seem puzzling tha t the optim al boundary  ever goes to zero, but 
there is an intuitive explanation. Essentially, this says tha t no m atter how 
low the stock price is, you should never exercise a pu t immediately before 
an ex-dividend date. Here is why. Let S be the stock price one second before 
the ex-dividend date, Sx be the stock price one second afterward, and D be 
the am ount of the dividend. Since other changes in the stock price will be 
extremely small over so short a period, Sx will be approxim ately S — D. By 
postponing exercise for two seconds, you get K  — Sx = K  — (S — D) instead 
of K  — S. O f course, you would lose two seconds’ w orth of interest on 
K  — S, but this will be completely insignificant relative to the am ount of the 
dividend. Consequently, even if only a very small dividend will be paid, a 
pu t should never be exercised just before an ex-dividend date.

To contrast this with an otherwise identical unprotected American 
call, calculation confirms that it only pays to consider early exercise just 
before an ex-dividend date. In effect, the optim al exercise boundary is infin
ite between these dates. O n the first ex-dividend date the stock price m ust 
be greater than about $56.80, or 142% of K , for exercise to be optimal. On 
the second ex-dividend date the critical stock price is $51.60, and on the last 
it decreases to $42. Additional calculation shows tha t an increase in the 
dividend yield decreases these critical values, while an increase in volatility 
or the interest rate increases them.

Table 5-7 summarizes m any of our results about the optim al exercise 
boundary. Each entry answers the following question. Suppose that in 
F igure 5-37 we sim ultaneously draw  graphs for two sets of inputs which are 
the same except for one variable. Will the graph corresponding to the 
higher value of tha t variable lie above or below the graph for the lower 
value of the variable? In the table, an upw ard arrow  means tha t it will 
always lie above, while a dow nw ard arrow  m eans it will always lie below. 
O f course, for options with different expiration dates, this com parison 
would be defined only for the period in which both  are outstanding; a t the 
point on the horizontal axis corresponding to the expiration date of the 
shorter m aturity  option, the longer one would still have some time rem ain
ing. Here is an easy way to remember these results: F o r a change in any 
variable except the striking price, the value of an option and its optim al 
exercise boundary will shift in the same direction for a call and in the 
opposite direction for a put.
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Table 5-7
THE EFFECT OF CHANGES IN THE 
UNDERLYING VARIABLES ON THE 
OPTIMAL EXERCISE BOUNDARY

Determin ing Factors
Effect o f  Increase

P u t Ca l l

Striking price t  T
Expiration date 1 T
Volatility I  T
Interest rate t  T
Cash dividends i  I

Finally, we wish to urge caution in m aking such statem ents as “a put 
with a high volatility is m ore likely to be exercised during the next m onth  
than an otherwise identical put with a low volatility.” In the first place, the 
actual probability that optim al early exercise will occur during any given 
time period depends on the expected rate of return on the stock, which was 
not necessary in calculating the optim al boundary or the option value. 
Furtherm ore, even if we use the same expected rate of return  in each case, 
the com parison is by no means simple. A higher volatility would indeed 
make it m ore likely that the stock price will reach a f ixed  low level, but it 
will sim ultaneously lower the level which m ust be reached. The final result 
depends on which effect dom inates. The same issues arise in com parisons 
involving different dividend policies. This kind of problem  can be solved, 
but it is relatively complicated, so we will not pursue it further.



how to use the 
Black-Scholes 
formula

6

The Black-Scholes formula can be very helpful for investors in the 
options m arket. It can be used to measure both the value and risk of an 
option in relation to its underlying stock. In conjunction with a more 
complete model of security price behavior, such as the “capital asset pricing 
model,” it can be used to construct optim al portfolios containing both 
options and other securities.

In the beginning sections of the chapter, we work through a step-by- 
step procedure to value a call option on a stock paying no cash dividends 
using inform ation available in the Wall Street Journal. We then discuss how 
to  modify the calculations to include puts and to handle cash dividends and 
possible early exercise. We also show how to include m argin requirements, 
taxes, and differential borrow ing and lending rates. O ther complications, 
such as random ly changing volatilities and interest rates, would force us to 
reexamine our basic arbitrage approach to option pricing. Although we 
postpone a formal analysis of these issues until C hapter 7, we will suggest 
some informal ways to deal with them.

In the latter sections of the chapter, we will show how to use inform a
tion obtainable from the Black-Scholes form ula to assess the risk of option 
positions involving perhaps m any options on the same underlying stock. In 
particular, the form ula can be used to predict how the value of an option 
position will react to specified changes in the stock price and a reduction in 
time to expiration. As an illustration, we will consider in detail the prob-

253
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lems of im plem enting a trading strategy designed to take advantage of 
relative mispricing am ong options and stock, but at the same time offering 
m axim um  protection against incorrect predictions of the direction of stock 
price movements. In the rem ainder of the chapter, we look at the more 
general considerations involved in forming a portfolio of options and other 
securities which balances portfolio expected return  against portfolio risk .1

6-1.  HOW TO COMPUTE BLACK-SCHOLES VALUES

Table 6-1 contains inform ation taken from the Wall Street Journal to value 
a call option using the Black-Scholes formula. To use the formula, we need 
to know S (stock price), t (time to expiration), K  (striking price), a 
(volatility), and r (one plus the interest rate). Clearly, S  =  $40.75 and 
K  = $40. We determ ine t by counting the num ber of calendar days between 
today’s date and the expiration date and dividing by 365. In this case, 
t = 133/365 =  .3644 years.

Table 6-1
AN EXAMPLE OF THE BASIC D ATA REQUIRED FOR THE 

FO R M U LA : THE N A T IO N A L SEM IC O N D U C TO R  M A Y  40  CALL

Today’s Date: 1/2/81 Expiration Date: 5/16/81 
Striking Price: $40 

Today’s Price of T-Bill Maturing on 5/14/81: $9,467.23 
Today’s Stock Price: $401 

Weekly Closing Prices of National Semiconductor Stock Over the Previous
26 Weeks

12/26 /80 41 10/24/80 39? 8 /22 /80 38§
12/19 /80 38§ 10/17/80 41? 8 /15 /80 36
12/12 /80 42 10/10/80 42? 8/8 /80 35
12/5/80 42? 10/3/80 41? 8/1 /80 32?
11/28 /80 49? 9/26/80 38? 7 /25 /80 29§
11/21 /80 44 9/19 /80 41? 7/18 /80 28?
11/14 /80 42 9/12 /80 36? 7 /11 /80 27?
11/7/80 37? 9/5 /80 40? 7/3 /80 26§
10/31 /80 37? 8/29 /80 38?

Interest Rate. We can obtain r directly from the current m arket price of a 
Treasury bill m aturing at about the same time as the option. In this case, 
there is a Treasury bill m aturing on M ay 14, 1981, just one day earlier than 
the last trading day for the option. To determ ine the current closing price of

1 APL computer programs for producing the output of all tables in this chapter and in 
Chapter 5 were developed by the authors as part of an integrated APL Option Pricing 
Library.
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this Treasury bill (with $10,000 face value) from the Wall Street Journal, 
define B as the bid discount, A as the asked discount, and n as the num ber 
of calendar days to m aturity. Then,

C urrent price of T-bill =  $10,000^1 — .0 1 ^ -

Here are the closing quotes for this T-bill for January  2 as reported in the 
Treasury Issues section of the Wall Street Journal:

U.S. Treasury Bills

M aturity  D ate Bid Asked Yield
Discount

-1981-
5-14 14.61 14.45 15.44

By applying the formula with B = 14.61, A  =  14.45, and n =  132, we find 
tha t the current price of the T-bill is, as shown in Table 6-1, $9,467.23. 
Remember that r~ l is the current price of a default-free bond paying one 
dollar at time t from now and nothing before then. Hence, for our example,

9,467.23 
r  ~  10,000 

/9,467.23\
r ~  v 1 0 ,0 0 0  )

Volatility. The final and m ost difficult item to measure is the volatility, o. 
U nlike the other variables, we cannot simply look it up in the newspaper. 
However, we would hope that the inform ation shown in Table 6-1 will give 
us an estim ate of the volatility, and this is indeed the case.

The Black-Scholes form ula is based on the assum ption that stock 
prices are lognorm ally distributed. This means that the natural logarithm  of 
the price relative (final stock price divided by initial stock price) over any 
period (here, a week) has a norm al distribution, with mean and variance 
proportional to  the length of the period. F o r example, the first four prices in 
Table 6-1 are 26.375, 27.125, 28.875, and 29.625, so the first three price 
relatives are 27.125/26.375 =  1.028436, 28.875/27.125 =  1.064516, and 
29.625/28.875 =  1.025974. The natural logarithm s of these three price rela
tives are log 1.028436 =  .028039, log 1.065416 =  .062520, and log 
1.025974 =  .025642. If the basic assum ption underlying the form ula is 
correct, then these are three independent samples from a norm al distribu
tion whose standard  deviation is the weekly volatility of the stock. By using

- i  n
=  (.9467)” 365/132 =  1.163448.
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the rest of our data, we would have twenty-six independent samples from 
this distribution.

Hence, we can now apply standard  statistical techniques for estim at
ing the param eters of a norm al distribution with unknow n mean /a and 
variance a 2. If we did not know these techniques, probably the first thing 
tha t would occur to us would be to use the mean, standard  deviation, and 
variance of the sample as our estimates of the unknow n actual values. In 
fact, those are exactly the estim ators tha t we would have obtained from a 
widely used estim ation m ethod known as m axim um  likelihood, which 
answers the question, For what values of the unknow n actual param eters 
would we have been m ost likely to draw this particular sample?

O f course, different samples from the same distribution would give 
different estimates, and we would like some assurance tha t our estim ators of 
the standard  deviation and variance have desirable properties. In fact, they 
do, except for one unattractive feature— they are biased. That is, the 
expected values of our estim ators are not equal to the true param eter 
values. But it is well know n that there is an easy way to correct for this; all 
we have to do is multiply our original estim ators by a correction factor 
which depends on the sample size. In the notation  used in Table 6-2, our 
original estim ators, the sample m ean and variance, are

£ = - t \ o g R k, 
n

A2 =  -  X  (*°g R k -  A)2,
n  k =  1

where n is the num ber of price relatives in the series. The correction factor 
for the variance is n/(n — 1), so our unbiased estim ator of cr2, a 2bi is2

A2/, =  — — r Z  (*°g R k -  A)2n — i  k = 1

= ~ T  i [( lo g  Rk)2 -  A2]-n — l k= i

2 Of course, it is the volatility, the square root of the variance, which appears in the formula; 
so we might really prefer an unbiased estimate of o. Unfortunately, the correction factor for 
the standard deviation is more complicated: {\n)xl2{\n — j)l/(\n  — 1)!,where x! is the gamma 
function (no relation to our gamma), Jj' e~ vvx dv. This function is widely used in statistics and 
is well tabulated; we will meet it again in a completely different context in Chapter 7. Hence, 
our unbiased estimator of a is

-['WEI,- -w2

will give very
similar values for all but very small samples. For example, for the sample shown in Table 6-1, 
o 2b = .005216, (ff2,)1 2 =  .072222, and oub = .072949.
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From  the inform ation given in Table 6-1, we find that p =  .016732 
and o 2b =  .005216. The w orksheet for these calculations is shown in Table
6-2.

Table 6-2
WORKSHEET FOR ESTIMATING a

Sj j*
3 III J?
5 I log R j log R j  -  fi (log R j  -  f t)2

26.375
27.125 1.028436 .028039 .011307 .000128
28.875 1.064516 .062520 .045788 .002097
29.625 1.025974 .025642 .008910 .000079
32.25 1.088608 .084899 .068167 .004647
35 1.085271 .081830 .065098 .004238
36 1.028571 .028171 .011439 .000131
38.625 1.072917 .070381 .053649 .002878
38.25 .990291 -  .009756 -  .026488 .000702
40.25 1.052288 .050966 .034234 .001172
36.25 .900621 - .1 0 4 6 7 1 - .1 2 1 4 0 3 .014739
41.5 1.144828 .135254 .118522 .014048
38.25 .921687 - .0 8 1 5 5 0 -  .098282 .009659
41.125 1.075163 .072473 .055740 .003107
42.25 1.027356 .026988 .010256 .000105
41.5 .982249 -.0 1 7 9 1 1 -  .034643 .001200
39.25 .945783 -  .055742 -  .072474 .005253
37.5 .955414 -  .045611 -  .062343 .003887
37.75 1.006667 .006645 - .0 1 0 0 8 8 .000102
42 1.112583 .106684 .089952 .008091
44 1.047619 .046520 .029788 .000887
49.75 1.130682 .122821 .106089 .011255
42.75 .859296 -.1 5 1 6 4 1 - .1 6 8 3 7 4 .028350
42 .982456 - .0 1 7 7 0 0 -  .034432 .001186
38.625 .919643 -  .083770 - .1 0 0 5 0 2 .010100
41 1.061489 .059672 .042940 .001844
40.75 .993902 -  .006117 -  .022849 .000522

Total .435039 .130407

Number of stock prices (S7) = 27 p  = .435039/26 = .01 6732
Number of price relatives (/?,) = 26  K b = (.130407/26) (26/25) = .005216

Estimate of annual variance = 5 2 (.005216) = .271232
Estimate of annual volatility = ( .2 7 1 2 3 2 )1/2 = .52

We could still not proceed with confidence if we knew that the esti
m ate we calculated from our sample was likely to be wildly different from 
the true value, a 2. Intuitively, we know  that the m ore price relatives we 
have in our sample, the less likely such an unfavorable outcom e would be.
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In fact, we could find the exact probability distribution of our estim ator of 
a 2b; it turns out that it has w hat is called a gam m a distribution with mean 
g 2 and variance 2 — 1). We could then answer such questions as, W hat 
is the probability that our sample will give an estim ate which deviates from 
the true value by more than 20% ? (Interested readers can verify that for the 
example the answer is .16.) For our purposes now, it is sufficiently reassur
ing to note that the variance of our estim ator steadily decreases as n 
increases and goes to zero as n goes to infinity. For a large sample, it is very 
likely that our calculated estimate will be extremely close to the true value.

However, one point may still be troubling you. We have stressed 
again and again that we did not need to know the expected rate of return 
on the stock to value an option because it does not appear in the formula. 
This means that we will be spared the task of predicting the expected rate of 
return that will prevail in the future. Yet it appears that to estimate and 
predict the volatility we still m ust form an opinion about the expected rate 
of return  that prevailed in the past, during the period of our sample. M any 
readers will be somewhat uncom fortable with this: They may have had 
prior beliefs that do not accord with the sample mean, or they may be 
worried tha t the mean of the lognorm al distribution is changing with time, 
both  during the sample and in the future, in a way that is not fully under
stood. Indeed, this latter possibility, which is completely consistent with the 
Black-Scholes m odel,3 is one reason why we were relieved tha t we did not 
have to m ake predictions about the mean.

Fortunately, these difficulties may not be very im portant. It turns out 
that if the time period between our price observations is reasonably small, 
our estim ate of the m ean will have only a negligible effect on our estimate 
of the volatility.

The reason is that the true m ean and variance are both  proportional 
to the time period, or at least approxim ately so if the m ean depends on time 
in any reasonable way, so the squares of the logarithm  of the price relatives 
will tend to be of the same order of m agnitude as their mean. Over a week, 
or a day, bo th  will be small, and the square of the mean will be much 
smaller still. N ow  look at the second way of writing c 2b\

Kb  =  - T -  £  [(log -  A2]. 
n — 1 k=i

Since the sum of the fi2 terms will be small relative to the sum of the 
(log R k)2 terms, their im pact on a 2b will be m inor. F o r the example, we find

3 Black and Scholes wrote in terms of lognormality mainly for convenience. They were well 
aware that the formula is still valid if the mean changes over time, even in an unpredictable 
way. The critical feature for option pricing is the behavior of the volatility.
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that

and

a2b =  .005216.

This indicates tha t if we are using daily data, or even weekly data, our 
estimate of the variance will be insensitive to our estimate of the mean. To 
illustrate this further, suppose that we decided to ignore the m ean alto 
gether by acting as if it were zero. In that case, we would use the sample 
variance as our estim ate of a 2. According to our hypothesis, this would give 
an unbiased estimate of o 2\ no correction factor would be necessary 
because we are not sim ultaneously estim ating the mean. N ow suppose that 
we use this estim ator, £ j =1 0 °8  Rk)2/ n> when the true m ean is /i. Then it 
can be shown that this estim ator has m ean a 2 -I- ji2 and variance 
(2cr4 +  4fi2v 2)/n. The distribution of the estim ator is a 2 times a noncentral 
chi-square distribution. The estim ator is biased, but the more closely spaced 
the fixed num ber n of observations are, the less im portan t the bias will be. 
For example, some reasonable values for the annual m ean and variance (of 
the log of the price relatives) of a typical stock are .2  and .1, respectively. 
Then the corresponding weekly mean and variance would be 
.2/52 =  .003846 and .1/52 =  .001923; since there are approxim ately 
253 business days in a year, the daily figures would be .2/253 =  .0007905 
and .1/253 =  .0003952. If we used annual observations, the expected 
value of our estim ator would be .1 +  (.2)2 =  .14, a serious bias of 40%, 
but if we used weekly observations the expected value 
would be .001923 +  (.003846)2 =  .001938, an error of only .78%. If 
we used daily observations, the expected value would be 
.0003952 +  (.0007905)2 =  .0003958; now the bias has dropped to only .15%. 
To get an estim ator of the annual variance from our estim ator of the daily 
variance, we would multiply by 253; so its expected value is 
253(.0003958) =  .10015.

As we m ight expect, we would get essentially the same results even if 
the m ean changes over time. In tha t case, our observations would be draw 
ings from independent norm al distributions with the same variance but 
with different means, fik • In this situation our estim ator

k= 1
E
n
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The only difference is that /i2 is replaced by its average. O f course, our 
discussion is only m eant to be suggestive; it does not provide complete 
proof of our conclusions. Indeed, special care would be necessary in m aking 
all of this precise if the mean is changing randomly. However, we hope tha t 
the argum ents given will provide sufficient justification for our advice: If 
you are using daily data, or even weekly data, it is not worthwhile to worry 
about your estimate of the mean.

One small problem  rem ains: How  do we adjust our da ta  for dividends 
and stock splits? It turns out this can be done very easily. F o r example, 
suppose we have the following daily price series:

50 51 49.5 48 25 27

where the stock has gone ex-dividend on day 3 with a dividend of $1.00 and 
split 2-for-l on day 5. First, we w ant to construct a daily series of the to tal 
return  on the stock; if there were no dividends or splits this would be the 
same as the series of price relatives. To do this, we would take the price 
relative series

51 49.5 48 25 27
50 51 49.5 48 25

and adjust it in the following way:

1. Whenever the closing price of an ex-dividend date appears in a numer
ator, add to it the amount of the dividend.

2. Whenever the closing price of a stock split or stock dividend date appears 
in a numerator, multiply it by the total number of shares owned after the 
split for each share owned before the split.

The adjusted series is

51 49.5 +  1 48 2(25) 27
50 51 49.5 48 25

We would then take the natu ral logarithm s of the adjusted series and 
proceed as before.

Returning to Table 6-2, we note tha t since there were no dividends or 
stock splits during this period, no adjustm ents were necessary. We found 
tha t our unbiased estim ate of the weekly variance is <r2b =  .130407/25 =  
.005216. To annualize this figure, we m ultiply it by the num ber of weeks in 
a year, giving 52(.005216) =  .271232. Thus, our estimate of a, the annualized 
standard  deviation of the natu ral logarithm s of the price relatives, is 
(.271232)1/2 =  .52.
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Option Value. The basic da ta  have provided all inform ation required for 
the form ula:

S =  40.75 
t =  .364 

K  = 40 
<7 =  .52 
r = 1.163

where the call value C is calculated from the Black-Scholes form ula

C = SN(x) -  Kr - Oyft),

where

log(S /K r-') . 1 /:
X  =   -=  h  -  O y / t .

Oyjt  2

C alculation can be som ewhat simplified by rewriting the formula as

/lo g  ab\ / lo g  b \  
c = a N { —  + - 2 ) - N { — - 2 ) -

where a = S /K r ~ \  b = Oyft,  and c =  C /K r~ ’. The necessary calculations 
are as follows :

Kr= 40 x 1.163“ 364 =  37.858 
a = S /K r ~ ‘ =  40.75/37.858 =  1.0764 = o ^ f t  =  .52 x 64 =  .314

(b/2) + (log a)/b = .391 -  (6 / 2 ) +  (log a)/b = .078

c =  +  0  -  N(̂ -̂ ~=  x  - 07 8 )  =  .1711

C =  cKr~ ' = .1711 x 37.86 =  $6.48

To determ ine the value of N(z), use tables for the standard  normal
distribution function, commonly available in m ost m athem atical hand
books or in m ost in troductory books on statistics. The following poly
nom ial approxim ation, which may have been used to create the tables 
themselves, can also be used: for z greater than zero,

N(z) x  1 -  (1 l ^ z ) e ~ z2l2(b1k + b2 k 2 + b3 k 3 6 4 k4 +  b5 k 5),

where

k =  1/(1 +  az)
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and
b l = .319381530 fo4 =  -  1.821255978 
b2 = -  .356563782 b5 = 1.330274429 
b3 =  1.781477937 a = .2316419

F or z less than zero, subtract the above calculation for positive z from one. 
For z equal to zero, N(z) = j. This approxim ation produces values of N(z) 
accurate to within six decimal places.

Since we may wish to calculate the values of several options on the 
same underlying stock, it is refreshing to realize that the m ost difficult 
chore, the com putation  of a, need only be done once. However, an active 
trader may w ant to use the form ula for m any different underlying securities 
over m any dates. To facilitate calculation, she can subscribe to an option 
pricing service tha t uses the formula, such as the service offered by Fischer 
Black .4 Alternatively, or in addition, she may wish to calculate her own 
values using the com puter program  listed in the appendix to this chapter. 
W ith these, she can input her own estimates of g , which m ay differ from the 
estim ate used by the option pricing service.

Lacking com puter assistance, she may instead use Tables 6-5 and 6 -6 , 
which take advantage of the com putational simplification noted above. The 
num bers in the tables approxim ate the value of a call norm alized with the 
present value of the striking price, Kr \  equal to one. Two num bers in the 
m argins determ ine the call value: the extent to which a call is in- or out-of- 
the-money (S/Kr~%  which is m easured by each row of the table, and the 
standard  deviation of the return of the underlying stock to the expiration 
date ((Jy/t), m easured by each column of the table. To determ ine the value 
of a call, find the num ber at the intersection of the appropriate row and 
column. Then m ultiply this num ber by Kr  f. If S/K r 1 and /o r Gy/t  fall 
between the values given in the left column and the top row, approxim ate 
the intersecting num ber by linear interpolation. For example, in our pre
vious num erical example, S /K r~ 1 = 1.076 and Gyft  =  .314. Reading across 
the table, we have

Oy/t

i
.31 i

i
.32

1.07 .165 .169

1.08 .171 .175

4 This was available through printed tables and a time-sharing service. Unlike most other 
services, Black did not advise the purchase or sale of particular options.
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If we start with the intersection (1.07, 1.08), to  reach 1.076 we m ust add 
about of the distance between .165 and .171 to .165. This gives about 
.1686. To this we m ust add ^  of the distance between .165 and .169 or 
.0016, for a to tal of .1702 «  .170. M ultiplying .170 by K r ' t =  37.858, we 
derive for the call value $6.44. For K  <  50 the table should produce call 
values for the form ula accurate within of a point; for K  <  100, accuracy 
should lie within ^ of a point.

The form ula values for puts, ignoring the effects of potential early 
exercise, can also be calculated from the tables. The put-call parity relation
ship for European options implies that P = C — S + K r *. Therefore, 
arm ed with the value of the corresponding call as com puted from the tables, 
we need only subtract the stock price and add back the present value of the 
striking price.

N ow  tha t we have calculated the value of the N ational Sem iconductor 
M ay 40 calls, we have all the inform ation we need to evaluate the M ay 35, 
M ay 45, and M ay 50 calls as well. O n January  2, two other expiration 
cycles were outstanding: February, with 49 days remaining, and August, 
with 231 days remaining. A nother look at the Wall Street Journal and a 
little calculation gives the T-bill prices corresponding to these expiration 
dates: $9834.74 and $9159.93, respectively. W ith this additional inform a
tion, we can easily com pute the form ula values for all the striking prices 
and expiration dates. The results are shown in Table 6-3.

H ow do these values com pare with the actual m arket prices? Table
6-4 shows the closing prices on January  2 for all of these options as report
ed in the Journal

Overall, the two sets of figures agree quite closely. Form ula values are 
higher than m arket prices in six of the twelve cases, while m arket prices are 
higher in the rem aining six. However, there are some systematic differences: 
The m arket prices are uniformly higher for the February calls, while for the 
August calls it is just the reverse.

Table 6-3
BLACK-SCHOLES VALUES FOR 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
CALLS ON JANUARY 2, 1981

Table 6-4
CLOSING MARKET PRICES FOR 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
CALLS ON JANUARY 2, 1981

F ebruary M a y A u g u st

35 7.07 9.38 11.34
40 3.80 6.48 8.67
45 1.77 4.33 6.54
50 .73 2.81 4.89

F ebruary M a y A u g u st

35 7* 81 11*
40 4 i 6 f 8*
45 2* 4 f 6
50 1 3 Te 2 f 4 . 14



M TABLE FOR CALCULATING OPTION VALUES FOR a J t  < .2 1  (LINEAR INTERPOLATIONS ACCURATE WITHIN Jg FOR 50)
2  r,G y / t

Table 6 -5

I. 000 . 0 1 0 . 0 2 0 .030 .040 .050 .Q6(L_ . 070 . . 080 .090 . 1 0 0 .no 4 2 0 458 _ n 6 ° -418 438 .190 •gio
775TT , 0 0 0 . 0 6 0 . 6 6 6 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 000 . o o 5 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 00 . 8 6 6 1 . Ooi , 001 . 0 0 2 .503 . 0 04' .5155 . oD7
.760 . 0 00 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 00 . 000 . 0 00 . 0 0 0 . 0 00 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 I . 0 0 1 . 0 01 . 0 0 2 .003 .004 .005 .006 . 008
.770 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 " . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 00 . 0 0 0 . 0 00 . 000 . 0 00 . 00 0 . 0 0 0 . 00 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 . 003 .004 .005 . 006 .007 . 009
.780 . 000 . 0 0 0 " . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 I . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .003 . 004 . 006 .007 . 009 . 0 1 0
. 790 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 00 . 000 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 1 . 0 01 . 0 0 2 . 003 .004 . 005 .007 . 008 , 010 . 0 1 2
.800 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 00 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 00 0 . 0 0 0 ■ 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 2 .004 . 005 . 006 .008 . 010 . Oil . 013
.810 . 0 0 0 . 00 0 . 0 00 . 00 0 . 0 00 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 Ir. ooi . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 . 003 .004 . 006 . 007 . 009 . 0 1 1 .013 .015
.820 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 || . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 . 003 .004 . 005 .007 .009 . 0 1 1 . 013 .015 .017
.830 . 0 00 . 0 0 0 . 0 00 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .004 .005 .007 . 008 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 2 . 014 .017 .019
.84-0 . 0 0 0 . 001 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .003 .004 . 006 . 008 . 010 . 0 1 2 .014 .016 .019 . 021
.850 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 00 . 000 . 0 00 . 0 0 0 Ir . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 . 003 , 004 . 006 . 007 .009 . 0 1 1 . 014 .016 .019 . 02 1 . 024
.860 , 000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 , 00 0 . 0 0 0 , 00 0 1| . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 . 003 . 005 . 007 . 009 . 0 1 1 . 013 . 016 , 018 . 021 . 024 . 026
.870 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 00 0 . 0 00 . 000 . 0 0 0 I . 00 1 . 0 0 2 . 003 .005 .006 . 008 . 0 1 0 . 013 .015 .018 . 021 . 023 . 026 .029
.880 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 00 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .004 .006 . 008 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 2 . 015 .018 . 0 20 . 023 . 026 . 029 . 032
.890 . 0 00 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 I . 0 01 . 0 0 2 .003 . 005 .007 ,009 , 0 1 2 .014 .017 . 020 . 023 . 026 . 029 . 032 .035
.900 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 ] . 0 01 .003 . 005 .007 .009 . 011 .014 .017 . 0 2 0 . 023 .026 . 029 . 032 . 035 . 039
.910 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .004 . 006 . 008 . 0 1 1 . 014 . 016 .019 . 0 2 2 . 026 . 029 . 032 . 035 . 039 . 042
.920 ■ . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 .000 . 000 .000 . 0 0 2 . 003 , 005 . 008 . 010 . 013 . 016 .019 . 0 2 2 . 026 . 029 . 032 . 036 . 039 . 042 . 046
.930 .000 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 000 | . 0 0 1 . 003 . 005 . 007 . 0 1 0 . 013 .016 .019 . 0 2 2 , 025 . 029 . 032 . 036 . 039 . 043 , 046 , 050
.940 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .004 . 007 .009 . 0 1 2 .015 .019 . 0 2 2 . 025 . 029 . 032 . 036 . 039 . 043 . 047 . 050 . 054
.950 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 003 .006 .009 . 0 1 2 .015 . 018 . 0 2 2 . 025 . 029 . 033 . 036 . 040 . 044 . 047 , 051 . 055 . 058
.960 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 01 .003 .005 .008 . 0 1 1 .015 .018 . 0 2 2 .025 . 029 . 033 . 036 . 040 . 044 . 048 . 052 . 055 . 059 . 063
.970 . 000 . 0 0 0 | . 0 0 2 . 005 .008 . 0 1 1 . 015 .018 . 0 2 2 . 026 . 029 . 033 . 037 . 041 . 045 . 048 . 052 . 056 . 060 . 064 . 068
.980 . 0 0 0 . 00 1 .004 .007 . 0 11 .015 . 018 . 0 2 2 . 026 . 030 . 034 . 038 . 041 . 045 . 049 . 053 . 057 . 061 . 065 . 069 . 073
.990 . 0 0 0 |[ .003 .007 . Oil . 015 .019 . 023 .026 , 030 . 034 . 038 . 042 . 046 . 050 . 054 . 058 . 062 . 066 .070 . 074 . 078

1 . 00 0 .003 . 007 . 0 1 1 . 015 . 019 . 023 .027 . 031 . 035 . 039 . 043 . 047 . 051 . 055 . 059 . 063 . 067 . 071 . 075 . 079 . 083
1 . 010 .01 on . 013 . 017 . 02 1 . 025 . 029 . 033 . 037 . 041 . 045 . 049 . 053 . 057 . 061 . 065 . 069 . 073 . 077 . 081 . 085 . 089
1 . 020 . 0 2 0 1 . 02 1 . 024 . 028 . 031 . 035 . 039 . 043 . 047 . 051 . 055 . 058 .062 . 066 . 070 . 074 . 078 . 082 . 086 . 090 . 094
1 . 030 . 030 . 030 . 032 . 035 . 038 . 042 . 045 . 049 . 053 . 057 .061 . 065 . 068 . 072 . 076 . 080 . 084 . 088 . 092 . 096 . 1 0 0
1 . 040 . 040 . 040 . 041 . 043 . 046 . 049 . 052 . 056 . 060 . 063 . 067 . 071 . 075 . 079 . 083 . 086 . 090 . 094 .098 . 1 0 2 . 106
1 . 050 . 050 . 050 . 050 . 052 . 054 . 057 . 060 . 063 . 067 . 070 . 074 . 078 . 081 . 085 . 089 . 093 . 097 . 1 0 1 . 105 . 109 .113
1 . 060 . 060 . 060 . 060 I .061 . 063 . 065 .068 . 071 . 074 .077 , 081 .084 . 088 . 092 . 096 . 099 . 103 . 107 . Ill .115 . 119
1 . 070 . 070 . 070 , 070 .070 1. 072 . 074 . 076 . 079 . 082 . 085 .088 . 092 . 095 . 099 .103 .106 . 1 10 . 114 .118 . 1 2 2 . 125
1 . 080 . 079 . 080 . 080 .080 |. 081 . 082 . 084 , 087 . 090 .093 . 096 . 099 . 103 .106 . 1 1 0 .113 . 117 . 121 . 125 . 128 . 132
1 . 090 . 089 . 090 . 090 . 090 . 090 . 092 . 093 . 095 . 098 . 1 0 1 . 1 04 . 107 . 1 1 0 . 114 .117 . 1 2 1 . 124 . 128 . 132 . 135 . 139
1 . 1 0 0 . 099 . 100 . 100 . 1 00 . 1 0 0 . 1 0 1 . 1 0 2 .104 .107 . 109 . 1 1 2 .115 .118 . 1 21 . 125 . 128 . 131 . 135 . 139 .142 .146
1 . 110 .109 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 110 . 1 10 . Ill . 1 1 2 .113 , 115 . 118 . 1 2 0 . 123 .126 . 129 . 132 . 136 . 139 . 142 . 146 . 150 . 153
1 .1 2 0 .119 . 1 20 . 120 . 1 20 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 . 121 . 1 2 2 . 124 . 126 . 129 . 131 . 134 . 137 . 140 . 143 . 147 .150 . 154 . 157 . 161
1. 130 , 129 . 130 . 130 . 130 . 130 . 130 . 131 . 132 . 133 .135 . 137 . 140 . 142 . 145 . 148 . 151 . 154 . 158 . 161 . 165 . 168
1.140 . 140 . 140 . 140 .140 . 140 . 140 . 140 , 141 . 143 . 144 . 146 . 148 . 151 . 154 . 156 . 159 . 162 . 166 . 169 . 172 . 176
1.150 . 150 . 150 . 150 . 150 . 150 . 150 . 150 . 151 . 152 . 153 . 155 . 157 . 160 . 162 . 165 . 168 . 171 . 174 .177 . 180 . 183
1 .160 . 160 . 160 . 160 . 160 . 160 . 160 . 160 . 161 . 162 . 163 . 164 , 166 .168 . 171 . 173 . 176 . 179 . 182 . 185 . 188 . 191
1. 170 . 170 .169 . 170 . 170 . 170 . 170 . 170 . 170 .171 . 172 . 174 . 175 .177 .179 .182 . 184 . 187 . 190 . 193 . 196 . 199
1 .180 . 180 . 179 . 180 . 180 .180 . 180 . 180 . 180 . 181 . 182 . 183 .184 . 186 . 188 . 191 . 193 .196 . 198 . 2 0 1 .204 .207
1 .190 . 190 .189 .190 . 190 . 190 . 190 . 190 . 190 .190 . 191 .192 . 194 . 195 . 197 . 199 2 0 2 .204 .207 . 2 1 0 .213 ,216
1 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 1 . 2 0 2 .203 .205 .206 .208 . 2 1 1 .213 .215 .218 . 2 2 1 .224
1 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 1 . 2 1 2 .213 .214 .216 .217 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 2 . 224 .227 .229 .232
1 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 1 . 2 2 2 .223 .225 .227 .229 .231 .233 .235 .238 .241
1.230 .230 .230 .230 .230 .230 .230 .230 .230 .230 .230 .231 .232 .233 .234 .236 .238 .240 .242 .244 .247 .249
1 .240 . 239 .239 .240 . 240 .240 .240 .240 .240 .240 .240 _ .241 .241 .242 .244 .245 .247 .249 .251 .253 .255 .258
1 .250 .249 .249 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .251 .252 .253 .255 .256 .258 ,260 .262 .264 .267
1.260 .259 .259 .259 .260 .260 .260 .260 .260 .260 .260 .260 .261 .262 .263 .264 .265 .267 .269 .271 .273 .276
1.270 .269 .269 .269 .270 .270 .270 .270 .270 .270 .270 .270 .271 .271 .272 .273 .275 .276 .278 .280 .282 .284
1 .280 .279 .279 .279 .280 .280 .280 .280 .280 .280 .280 .280 .280 .281 .282 .283 .284 .286 .287 .289 .291 .293
1.290 .289 .289 .289 .290 .290 .290 .290 .290 .290 .290 .290 .290 .291 .292 .293 .294 .295 .297 .298 .300 .302
1.300 .299 .299 .299 .300 .300 .300 .300 .300 .300 .300 .300 .300 .301 .301 .302 .303 .305 .306 .308 .310 .312
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Managing an Equivalent Portfolio. In Section 5-4, we gave a numerical 
example of the construction and subsequent revision of an equivalent p o rt
folio. Table 6-7 does the same for the N ational Sem iconductor M ay 40 call. 
We estim ated the volatility and evaluated the call as of the close of trading 
on Friday, January 2. Suppose tha t we set up an equivalent portfolio on the 
following trading day, M onday, January  5. Using our volatility estimate of 
.52, we find that with M onday’s closing stock price of $40§ and bill price of 
$.9520, the call value is $6.23 and the call delta is .6419. Hence, to set up the 
equivalent portfolio, we would buy .6419 shares of stock at $40f per share 
for a to tal value of $26.08. We would finance the stock purchase by invest
ing the form ula value, $6.23, and borrow ing the remainder, $19.85. These 
transactions are shown in the first row of the table. To m aintain the equiva
lent portfolio we would subsequently sell stock and buy bonds, or buy stock 
and sell bonds, in the way described in Sections 5-3 and 5-4. F o r example, 
on Tuesday, January  6 , the closing stock price has dropped to $39 | and the 
new delta is .6071. The revision strategy then calls for selling .6419- 
.6071 =  .0348 shares of stock and using the proceeds to repay part of the 
borrow ing (that is, buy back some of the bonds that have been sold). These 
transactions are reported in the second row. After selling the stock and 
buying the bonds, we have $23.98 w orth of stock and owe $18.48 on the 
borrowing. Hence, the current m arket value of the equivalent portfolio is 
$23.98—$18.48 =  $5.50, as shown at the end of the row. O n Tuesday, the 
closing m arket price of the call is $5f and the Black-Scholes value is $5.50; 
as judged by the formula, the call went from being overvalued on Friday to 
undervalued on M onday, then back to overvalued on Tuesday. The rem ain
ing rows of the table show the results of m aintaining the equivalent po rt
folio in this way over a two-week period.

In the numerical example of Section 5-4, the formula value and the 
m arket value of the continually adjusted portfolio of stock and bonds were 
always equal, but this was no cause for celebration; they were equal by 
construction. However, if stock prices had not moved in the way that we 
assumed, their values would not have rem ained equal. Hence, if the two 
values remain equal in our current example, with trading at m arket prices, 
then this bodes well for the usefulness of the formula. The results are 
striking: The formula value and the value of the portfolio are always 
extremely close; the largest discrepancy is $.05 on January  9.

6-2.  SOME MODIFICATIONS TO MAKE THE MODEL 
WORK BETTER

A lthough we arbitrarily  chose the beginning of 1981 for our example in 
Section 6-1, we did try to pick a stock for which the basic Black-Scholes



Table 6-7
TWO WEEKS IN THE LIFE OF AN EQUIVALENT PORTFOLIO

Date
Stock
Price

Call
Price

Black-Scholes
Value Delta

Number o f Shares 
Bought or Sold 

and Their Value

Bill 
Price 

(for $1 face value)

Number o f Bills 
Bought or Sold 

and Their Value

Total Amount 
Invested 
In Stock

Total
Amount

Borrowed

Value
o f

Portfolio

1/5 $40§ $6 $6.23 .6419 buy .6419 = 
$26.08

$.9520 sell 20 .8497 = 
$19.85

$26.08 $19.85 $6.23

1/6 $39^ $ 5 | $5.50 .6071 sell .0348 = 
$1.37

$.9523 buy 1.4433 = 
$1.37

$23.98 $18.48 $5.50

1/7 $ 3 7 | $ 4 1 $4.52 .5531 sell .0540 = 
$2.04

$.9497 buy 2 .1478 = 
$2.04

$20.88 $16.39 $4.49

1/8 $361 $ 3 | $3.70 .4997 sell .0534 = 
$1.94

$.9501 buy 2 .0375 = 
$1.94

$18.11 $14.46 $3.65

1/9 5361 $3.65 .4969 sell .0028 = 
$.10

$.9486 buy .1081 = 
$.10

$17.95 $14.34 $3.61

1/12 $351 531 $3.15 .4606 sell .0363 = 
$1.28

$.9503 buy 1.3470 = 
$1.28

$16.23 $13.08 $3.15

1/13 $34 $2f $2.59 .4134 sell .0472 = 
$1.60

$.9498 buy 1.6888 = 
$1.60

$14.05 $11.47 $2.58

1/14 $34 $21 $2.57 .4113 sell .0021 = 
$.07

$.9507 buy .0746 = 
$.07

$1 3.98 $11.41 $2.57

1/15 $341 $ 2 | $2.76 .4295 buy .0182 = 
$.63

$.9508 sell .6600 = 
$.63

$14.82 $12.04 $2.78

1/16 $351 $3 $3.19 .4664 buy .0369 = 
$1.31

$.9510 sell 1.3764 = 
$1.31

$16.55 $13.35 $3.20
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form ula would be appropriate. The form ula assumes th a t the stock will not 
pay cash dividends during the life of the option; this was the case with 
N ational Semiconductor. The formula also assumes tha t the option cannot 
be exercised before the expiration date, but this did no t m atter because
early exercise of a call is never optim al if there are no dividends. The
form ula also requires the volatility of the stock to be constant. Historically, 
the volatility of N ational Sem iconductor has been reasonably stab le; the 
volatility in the first two weeks of January  1981 was not significantly differ
ent from that in the last six m onths of 1980.

In m ost situations, we will not be so lucky: The basic Black-Scholes 
form ula will no longer be appropriate. Here is a review of the assum ptions 
on which the formula is b ased :

1. The underlying stock pays no cash dividends during the life of the option.
2. The option can be exercised only on the expiration date.
3. There are no margin requirements, taxes, or transactions costs.
4. The interest rate is constant.
5. The volatility of the stock is constant.
6 . Only very small changes in the stock price can occur in a very short 

period of time.

Usually these assum ptions are too restrictive: They rule out factors that are 
too im portan t to be ignored.

To get useful results, we m ust make some changes. In doing so, we 
have two alternatives. First, we can m ake some informal adjustm ents to the 
model tha t are not completely correct theoretically but will nevertheless 
give m uch better results. Second, we can extend the model to include some 
of the factors that were originally left out. The first approach is easier to 
apply, while the second gives m ore accurate answers; the choice between 
them  should depend on your circumstances and objectives. We have 
already discussed both  approaches for handling dividends and early exer
cise in C hapter 5; in this section, we will briefly review our conclusions and 
then move on to problem s we have not yet considered. The extensions 
necessary to include situations ruled out by the last three assum ptions 
require fundam ental alterations in our option pricing m ethods; these are 
presented in Sections 7-1 and 7-8.

Dividends. If the stock is paying cash dividends, we will want to incorpo
rate them  into our previous calculations. First, we need to  forecast future 
dividends and ex-dividend dates. Despite considerable fluctuation in earn
ings per share, m ost corporations m aintain relatively stable dividends .5 As a

5 An old but still useful empirical study of corporate dividend policy appears in an article by 
John Lintner entitled “Distribution of Income of Corporations Among Dividends, Retained 
Earnings, and Taxes,” American Economic Review, 46 (May 1956), 97-113.
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result, cash dividends over nine m onths in the future are quite predictable. 
Typically, the last quarterly dividend or the indicated next quarterly divi
dend, if one has been announced, is a good prediction of quarterly divi
dends during the next year. This estim ate should be moved slightly upw ard 
by the anticipated growth rate in dividends expected over the long term.

K nowing the last or next announced ex-dividend date permits a reli
able forecast of future ex-dividend dates. These may be assumed to occur at 
three-m onth intervals, although some adjustm ent may be needed to keep 
projected ex-dividend dates on business days. Announcem ents of cash divi
dends and ex-dividend dates as they occur are routinely available in the 
Wall Street Journals  section entitled “C orporate D ividend News.” This 
same section reports corporate announcem ents of next quarterly or extra 
dividends, dates of payment, and dates of record. The ex-dividend date 
usually precedes the date of record by four business days. Special care in 
forecasting cash dividends should be taken for firms that occasionally or 
regularly declare extra dividends, and for firms with a projected ex-dividend 
date very close to an expiration date of their associated options. In the 
latter case, a m istake of one or two days could have a significant im pact on 
the value of an option.

The binom ial m ethod discussed in Section 5-9 provides a completely 
correct way to include fully predictable dividends in the Black-Scholes 
model. An easier, but less accurate, way to adjust for dividends is to use the 
Black-Scholes form ula with the stock price reduced by the present value of 
the anticipated dividends.

If the firm’s future dividend policy is uncertain, then the arbitrage 
approach to valuation in general breaks down, as we showed in C hapter 5. 
Extending the model to include uncertain dividends requires the methods 
discussed in Section 7-8. However, an informal adjustm ent can be made by 
using as the final value a weighted average of option values calculated for 
each possible dividend sequence, with weights equal to the respective p rob
abilities of each sequence occurring. Furtherm ore, uncertainty about divi
dends will rarely be an im portant factor for options with lives of less than 
one year.

Early Exercise. F or m ost options, the possibility of optim al early exercise 
cannot be ruled out. Once again, the binom ial m ethod of C hapter 5 p ro 
vides a completely correct way to include this possibility in the Black- 
Scholes model. As an example, let us return  to our calculations for N ational 
Semiconductor. To use the binom ial m ethod, we need to transform  our 
estim ated values for o and r into the appropriate values w, d, and r. Suppose 
that we decide to divide the life of each option into 150 subperiods, so that 
n =  150. Then according to our results in C hapter 5, we w ant to use the
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following values for the M ay options:

u  —  gâtjn_  g . 5 2 v . 3 6 4 4 / 1 5 0  _  1 . 0 2 5 9 6 1 ;

^  _  e ~ . 5 2 ^ . 3 6 4 4 / 1 5 0  _  9745% -

r = rt/n = (1.163448)-3644/150 =  1.000368.

The values to use for the February and August options will be somewhat 
different because the values of t and r will be different in each of those cases.

Table 6 -8  shows the values given by the binom ial m ethod for all of the 
N ational Sem iconductor puts on January 2, 1981. Table 6-9 shows the 
corresponding m arket values. Once again, the m arket prices and model 
values are very similar. According to the model, five of the puts are overval
ued and four are undervalued.

Table 6-8
BLACK-SCHOLES VALUES FOR 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
PUTS ON JANUARY 2, 1981

F ebruary M a y A ugust

35 .74 1.84 2.73
40 2.43 3.81 4.82
45 5.43 6.62 7.58
50 9.49 10.21 10.97

Table 6-9
CLOSING MARKET PRICES FOR 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
PUTS ON JANUARY 2,1981

F ebruary M a y A ugust

35 13
16 2 8̂

40 3 | ---
45 H 7 "7—'8
50 10 — —

U nfortunately, the binom ial m ethod is really practical only if a com 
puter is available. If not, the informal adjustm ent suggested in C hapter 5 
can be used. We know  that early exercise of a call will be optim al only just 
prior to  an ex-dividend date. We can then com pute several values for the
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call, one assuming tha t it expires on the expiration date, another assuming 
that it expires just prior to the last ex-dividend date, a third assuming that 
it expires just before the next-to-last ex-dividend date, and so on. Each of 
these values is calculated by using the form ula with the stock price reduced 
by the sum of the dividends to be paid during the lives of the options. The 
value of the call is then taken to be the highest of the com puted values.

The corresponding adjustm ent for puts is not likely to be as effective: 
In m ost cases, optim al early exercise can occur at any time. However, we 
could still calculate values for puts expiring on the expiration date and at 
several earlier times and then take the highest of these values. Based on our 
results on optim al early exercise in Section 5-9, a natural choice for these 
times would be just after each ex-dividend date.

Taxes, Margin Requirements, and Differential Borrowing and Lending 
Rates. Before concluding that an option offers a superior opportunity , an 
investor will w ant to take into account his particular situation with respect 
to taxes, m argin requirements, and differential borrow ing and lending rates. 
Indeed, these three factors provided our second, third, and fourth reasons 
for using options. U nfortunately, the tax laws and m argin requirem ents are 
so complex, and circum stances are so widely varied from one individual to 
another, tha t it is impossible to give general rules tha t will be exactly right 
for all investors. However, we can offer some adjustm ents to the Black- 
Scholes model tha t are correct under idealized conditions. They provide a 
convenient and practical way to include the m ain effects of taxes, margin 
requirem ents, and differential borrow ing and lending rates.

If the following conditions about taxes hold, then no change would be 
needed in our former analysis:

1. Capital gains, interest, and dividends are all taxed at the same constant 
rate.

2. Taxes are collected each period (or instant, in the limit) based on realized 
and accrued gains.

3. Full loss offsets are allowed (that is, capital losses, interest on borrowing,
and dividends paid to stock sold short result in a tax rebate at the same
rates as the corresponding sources of income).

To keep m atters simple, yet deal with the m ain tax effects, suppose that 
assum ptions (2) and (3) are true, but tha t different sources of income are 
taxed at different constant rates:

y =  tax rate on stock capital gains; 
t  =  tax rate on option capital gains; 
i =  tax rate on interest income;

rj =  tax rate on dividend income.
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Similarly, if investors received interest on all m argin deposits, then 
(except for differences in borrow ing and lending rates) again no change 
would be needed. But we know that this is no t the case for m ost individual 
investors: They do not receive interest on the funds generated by the short 
sale of stock. We m entioned earlier that this restriction should make buying 
puts and writing calls m ore attractive relative to  shorting the stock; now we 
will be able to assign an exact value to this advantage.

To see how to include these factors, we return  to the binomial model 
of C hapter 5. There we argued th a t over one period, the value of a call aiid 
the value of a portfolio containing A shares of stock and B  dollars in bonds 
would change in the following w ay :

If A and B  are chosen so that the end-of-period values of the call and the 
portfolio are equal in each possible outcome, then if the call is to be held for 
one m ore period, its current value C m ust equal SA  +  B. N ow  we need to 
m ake two changes in the argum ent. First, the before-tax end-of-period 
values m ust be replaced by the corresponding after-tax values. Second, if A 
is negative, representing a short sale of stock, then the end-of-period value 
of the stock and bond portfolio m ust be reduced by the after-tax value of 
the forfeited interest on the proceeds of the short sale. Let X be a variable 
tha t equals one if A is negative and zero if A is positive, and let D stand for 
the dividend paid a t the end of the period to those who owned the stock 
during the period. Then we could write our revised tree diagram  in the 
following way:

By rearranging and using C =  SA +  B, we find tha t the choices of A and B 
tha t equate the end-of-period values m ust satisfy

< C„ -  T (Cu-  C)
c

Cd -  T ( C d -  C)

(1 -  y)(u -  D/S)SA + ySA (1 -
+ rB — i(r -  1 )B +  A(1 -  0(r -  1)SA

"(1 -  y)(d -  D/S)SA + ySA +  (1 -  r\)DA
+ r B -  i(r -  1)£ +  A(1 -  ifc -  1)SA

( 1  -  y)(u -  D/S) +  ( 1  -  rfiD/S +  ( y  -  t) +  1 ( 1  -  i)(r -  1 )

1 — T
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j~(l -  ytld -  D/Sj +  (1 -  n)D/S +  (; -  i) + All — I » f  -  1)1

+  [ ( i ~ T - , ( ' ~ t>] b - c ' -

Solving these equations for A and £ , we find that the form of the solution 
linking C with Cu and Cd is exactly the same as before; the only change is 
tha t the following variables are replaced by the indicated new values:

Variable Old Value N ew  Value

A cu- c d h - T \ (  Cu - C d

(u -  d )S V1 - y J \ ( u - d

P r - d (1 -  I ) r+  ( I -  Y) -(1 -  V )d ~ (Y-n )(D /S )  - /1(1 - ! ) (# ■ -1 )
u - d (1 ~V) ( u

1 - P u - r (1 ~ y)u + (y -  p ) (D /S )  + (K-  ') +/l(1 - i ) ( r -  1) -  (1 -
u ~ d (1 -y) (u

r r (1 - i ) r + ( i - r )

1 ~ T

N ote tha t if all tax rates are equal (y = t = i = rj) and A =  0, then the old 
values and new values are the same. If all tax rates are equal and A =  1, 
then the old and new values of A and r are equa l; the only change is tha t p 
is replaced with (1 — d)/(u — d) and 1 — p is replaced with (u — l)/(w — d).

Although we have referred only to calls, the same steps hold for a put. 
After m aking the indicated substitutions, we can proceed exactly as 
described in C hapter 5 to  value any option position. In  fact, if m argin 
requirem ents are an issue, then the analysis should sim ultaneously consider 
the entire position in the underlying stock and all options on the stock. The 
critical issue is whether the A of the entire position is positive or negative. 
F o r example, if you are considering buying stock and buying a put, you 
would not w ant to credit the pu t for avoiding the loss of interest on a short 
sale, because that is not the stock-and-bond alternative you would con
sider; instead of sim ultaneously having a long and short position in the 
stock, you w ould have simply chosen a smaller long position.

N ow  consider the th ird  factor. Suppose, for w hatever reason, that 
even with full collateral an individual can borrow  only at a higher rate than 
he can lend. This is unlikely to be very im portan t for large professional 
traders, but it may be significant for some individuals. H ere is a simple rule 
of thum b: Use the borrow ing rate in the analysis if your to tal portfolio 
involves borrow ing; if not, use the lending rate. It is the status of your 
entire portfolio tha t m atters because if you are lending in one part of the
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portfolio you would not sim ultaneously borrow  at a higher rate in another 
p a rt; instead, you would reduce your lending. O f course, this is only a 
rough rule and it will not always be easy to app ly : Sometimes it m ay not be 
clear whether you will be borrow ing o r lending until you have determined 
your entire investm ent strategy.

The modifications we have suggested are not perfect. F o r example, 
they do not include some of the features of the tax rules, such as limits on 
loss offsets and interest deduction, that m ay in tu rn  limit the tax benefits 
from trading in options. Also, the price changes on which options capital 
gains and losses are assessed are assumed to be those that would occur in 
equilibrium  when all investors have the tax rates specified. Nevertheless, we 
believe tha t these modifications are quite useful. One final p o in t: An inves
to r interested in buying an option would com pare it with the alternative of 
buying the equivalent portfolio; on the o ther hand, an arbitrageur in ter
ested in buying an option would plan to sell the equivalent portfolio. 
Hence, the im plications for short selling, and possibly for borrow ing and 
lending, would be just the opposite in the two cases.

Changing Interest Rates. Here we m ust deal with an issue tha t we glossed 
over in Section 6-1: Interest rates are definitely no t constant. Suppose 
initially tha t the one-period interest rate is a known function of time. This 
implies tha t the interest rate is changing over time, but in a perfectly pre
dictable way. In  applying the binom ial m ethod, we would w ant to  use a 
different interest rate for each period; otherwise, we would proceed exactly 
as before.

We could obtain the appropriate interest rate for each period from the 
current m arket prices of default-free zero-coupon bonds of different m atu
rities. If Tj stands for one plus the interest rate in the 7th period, then the 
current prices of zero-coupon bonds m aturing at the ends of periods k  — 1 
and k will be, respectively, ( l /T t f z t  rj) and ( l / n *=1 r,). Hence, one plus the 
interest rate prevailing during the kth  period, rk, will be the current price of 
the fc-period bond divided by the current price of the (k — l)-period bond. 
The interest rates for all other periods could be obtained in a similar way. 
To see how this would work, consider the January  2 m arket prices for 
Treasury bills m aturing on M ay 7 and M ay 14. We found tha t the price of 
the M ay 14 m aturity  was $9467.23; a similar calculation shows tha t the 
price of the M ay 7 m aturity  was $9495.49. Hence, one plus the implied 
one-week interest rate for the period M ay 7 to  M ay 14 is $9495.49/ 
$9467.23 =  1.002985; in annualized terms, the corresponding figure is 
(1.002985)52 =  1.1676, or 16.76%.

If we w ork back through the binom ial derivation of the Black-Scholes 
formula, we will find tha t the one-period interest rates appear only in the 
form ( l/n r ,) . This expression is simply the current value of a zero-coupon
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bond m aturing at the same time as the op tion .6 Consequently, if we are 
using the basic formula, all the inform ation needed about the changing 
one-period rates will be summarized in a single bond price. The same will 
be true if we are using the form ula com bined with the informal adjustm ents 
for dividends and early exercise. Hence, the procedure tha t we used in 
Section 6-1 would be completely justified if interest rates were changing 
predictably over time.

However, the calculation of American put values tha t we m ade earlier 
in this section is not entirely appropriate if interest rates are changing. 
There, in effect, we took the average continuously com pounded rate over 
the life of the option and acted as if this rate would prevail in each period. 
This neglects the fact tha t the exact pattern  of interest rates will affect the 
possibility of early exercise. To see why, consider a two-period example in 
which the interest rate will be 1 0% in the first period and zero in the second 
period. We know from C hapter 4 that a put will not be exercised during 
any period having a zero interest rate. Consequently, e a r l y  exercise of this 
put will occur immediately or not at all. Com pare this with another two- 
period example in which the interest rate will be zero in the first period and 
10% in the second period. N ow  an otherwise identical put would never be 
exercised immediately. The current price of a bond paying $1 on the m atu
rity date, and hence the average interest rate, will be the same in both  cases, 
bu t the two options will not have the same value. The same issues arise with 
calls on stocks tha t pay dividends. In these situations, the full pattern  of 
interest rates is needed. However, in practice there is usually only a small 
loss of accuracy in ignoring this refinement.

Now  let us adm it that interest rates not only change over time but do 
so in a way tha t is not perfectly predictable. This is another situation in 
which the arbitrage approach in general breaks down, and we m ust defer an 
appropriate extension of the model until C hapter 7.7 However, in our 
opinion, uncertainty in interest rates is not an im portan t factor in valuing 
options with lives of under one year. The best informal adjustm ent is to 
ignore the problem  altogether and act as if interest rates were a known 
function of time. However, it should be noted tha t uncertainty in interest 
rates may be quite im portant in the application of option pricing m ethods 
to  other securities, such as corporate bonds and options on government 
bonds; we will examine some of these applications in C hapter 7.

6 In the continuous limit, ( l/IIr7) becomes the constant e raised to the power ( — Jf0 log r{v) dv). 
With a constant interest rate, we could have written r~* as the constant e raised to the power 
( — (log r)t). As mentioned in Chapter 5, the constant continuously compounded interest rate 
log r has, in effect, been replaced by the average continuously compounded interest rate that 
will prevail over the remaining life of the option, j r0 l°g r(v)dv/t.
7 See Robert C. Merton, “Theory of Rational Option Pricing,” Bell Journal o f Economics and 
Management Science, 4 (Spring 1973), 141-183 for a special case in which arbitrage methods 
still apply.
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Changing Volatility. If our earlier assum ption of constant volatility is 
correct, then the greater the num ber of historical stock price observations in 
our sample, the closer we expect the mean and variance of the sample to 
approxim ate the mean and variance of the true distribution of stock return. 
One way to increase the size of the sample is to use weekly stock prices 
extending further into the past. Another possibility is to increase the fre
quency of our sampling to daily rather than weekly observations .8

But what if this basic assum ption is not completely appropriate? It 
certainly seems plausible that a host of factors— changes in labor and raw 
m aterials costs, changes in selling prices, recapitalizations, mergers, changes 
in general economic prospects and m arket sentim ent— may alter the p rob
ability distribution of stock returns. Indeed, anyone estim ating volatility 
with the procedures described earlier will find that his estimates change 
over time. If the induced changes in stock volatility could be predicted in 
advance, then, as shown in C hapter 5, we could reflect this by a m inor 
modification in the Black-Scholes formula. However, to be realistic, many 
factors tha t affect volatility are themselves uncertain, so we cannot predict 
future volatility with certainty. This would be true even if we could measure 
past volatility w ithout error.

Nonetheless, we may still find it expedient to m aintain the assum ption 
of lognorm ality, since w ithout it we would need to : (1) specify the way the 
true probability distribution changes over time, (2) forecast future volatility 
based on this specification, and (3) m ake a fundam ental revision in the 
Black-Scholes formula. In the next chapter, we discuss the derivation of 
alternative option pricing formulas which incorporate uncertain volatility. 
F or now, we will consider ways of estim ating volatility which minimize the 
errors created by this complication.

Even though volatilities are not exactly constant, it may still be true 
tha t changes in volatility typically evolve slowly over time. The recent past 
may then serve as an adequate guide to the near future. This implies that 
the use of closely spaced observations has two im portant advantages: It 
allows for a larger sample size w ithout bringing in less relevant da ta  from 
the m ore distant past, and, as discussed earlier, it m akes the estimates of the 
volatility insensitive to estimates of the mean. For these reasons, we strong
ly recom m end the use of at least daily data  in forecasting volatility over 
periods of less than one year .9

8 Since there is an average of 253 trading days in a year, if we do use daily closing prices, we 
must remember to annualize a daily standard deviation by multiplying by ^2 53 , not ,/365. 
Better yet, adjust for the actual number of trading days within the observation period. If 
closing bid-ask data are available, the estimated volatility can be further improved by using 
only bid prices to filter out the extra artificial variation of the last sale price across the bid-ask 
spread interval.
9 Unfortunately, as the time interval between observations diminishes, the artificial fluctuation 
across the bid-ask spread has a greater effect on our estimate of volatility. Thus, there is a kind 
of “uncertainty principle” at work in financial economics.
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A further way to utilize easily accessible data  of recent origin, but at 
the same time have a sufficiently large sample, is to m ake use of daily high 
and low stock prices routinely quoted in the financial press. Since the high 
and low prices are a type of sum m ary of all transactions during the day, 
they should contain more inform ation about the volatility than the closing 
prices alone. M ichael Parkinson , 10 when at the D epartm ent of Physics and 
Astronom y at the University of F lorida, showed that, if stock prices are 
lognorm ally distributed, a proper use of the high/low daily prices over the 
past n days provides as good an estim ate of the volatility as closing prices 
over the past 5n days. His formula for estim ating the volatility based on 
high and low prices is

627 "
c  =  ;----- £  l°g  ( # ,/L,-),

n  i = 1

where is the high (low) price for day i.
One problem  with this approach arises from discontinuities in trading 

during the day. This implies, under Park inson’s assum ptions, that the 
reported high (low) will alm ost certainly be lower (higher) than the high 
(low) which would have been observed with continuous trading. This means 
the resulting estimates will be biased dow nw ard; they will tend to  be sys
tematically lower than the true volatility. To handle this problem, M ark 
G arm an and M ichael K lass11 of the University of California at Berkeley 
have developed a num erical procedure which can be used to adjust the 
volatility estim ator for the num ber of trades during the day. They also show 
how to improve the high/low estim ator by sim ultaneously considering 
opening and closing prices. Their m ethod could be further improved by 
m odeling different hypothetical price movements for overnight and the 
daytim e trading period. The closing and next-day opening prices can be 
used as inform ation about hypothetical price movements overnight.

U nfortunately, any m ethod using high and low prices is particularly 
vulnerable to  reporting errors. If any trade during the day is reported 
incorrectly, there is a good chance tha t it will appear as the high or low for 
the day. If good data  checks are used and the bias is corrected, and if the 
lognorm ality assum ption is completely appropriate, then open/high/low / 
close estim ators of volatility will be superior to those based only on closing 
prices. However, it is conceivable that the open/high/low/close estim ators 
are so sensitive to deviations from lognorm ality that in other circumstances 
they will actually perform more poorly than estim ators based only on 
closing prices. M ore testing is necessary to determ ine if this potential 
problem  is im portant.

10 See his paper, “The Random Walk Problem: Extreme Value Method for Estimating the 
Variance of the Displacement,” Journal o f Business, 53 (January 1980), 61-65.
11 See their paper, “On the Estimation of Security Price Volatilities from Historical Data,” 
Journal o f Business, 53 (January 1980), 67-78.
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Implicit Volatility. One check on our estimate from historical data  is to 
use the Black-Scholes form ula itself to m easure the “m arket’s opinion” of 
the volatility. W e already know that, given S , K , t, r, and a, the formula 
implies a unique call value C. Similarly, if we insert S, t, K ,  and r, and the 
m arket price of the corresponding call for C, the formula implies a unique 
volatility o. T hat is, knowing C, S, t, K , and r, we then have one equation in 
one unknow n, cr, and can back o out of the formula. Since we have used the 
m arket price for C, the volatility calculated in this m anner is the “m arket’s 
estim ate” of a. We will call this estimate the implicit volatility. F o r example, 
if S = 40, t = .333, K  =  40, r =  1.05, and C =  3.07, then from Table 5-2 we 
see tha t the implicit volatility is .3. U nfortunately, we cannot analytically 
invert the form ula so tha t o is alone on the left-hand side and  C, S , t, K , and 
r are on the right. However, there are efficient num erical search 
procedures12 which, given S, £, K , and r, find the c  which produces a given 
C. If our volatility estimate is different from the implicit volatility, an 
opening purchase or sale of the corresponding option can be interpreted as 
a bet tha t our estim ate of the volatility is better than the “m arket’s esti
m ate.”

In principle, different options on the same underlying stock may have 
different implicit volatilities. If the volatility is changing over time, then 
options with different expiration dates would not be expected to have the 
same implicit volatility. Even for options with the same expiration date, 
some difference should arise because the possibility of early exercise means 
tha t the actual lifetime of the options may not be the same. For example, if 
a call is deep-in-the-m oney and the next ex-dividend date is one m onth 
away, the implicit volatility will prim arily reflect the m arket’s forecast of 
volatility for only the next m onth, even though the actual expiration date 
may be several m onths away. Consequently, with ideal data, it would be 
possible to calculate a separate implicit volatility for each option and find 
the m arket’s forecasted volatility as a function of time. In practice, the true 
implicit volatilities for different options will be very similar, and apparent 
differences will be due prim arily to  the lack of sim ultaneity in quoted stock 
and option prices and the inherent coarseness of prices tha t are quoted in 
units of 12.5 cents (or 6.7 cents) rather than  one cent. O ne way to reduce 
these m easurem ent errors is to combine the implicit volatilities from differ
ent options in to  a single volatility figure, cr*. Suppose <r* (t j , Kj)  represents 
the implicit volatility for call j  with time to  expiration tj and striking price 
K j . The simplest procedure is to com pute a weighted average,

12 Particularly efficient is a Newton-Raphson search, which usually locates the implicit volatil
ity in no more than three iterations.
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where Wj is the weight given to call j , and J  is the to tal num ber of calls13 
available on the associated stock.

O ne choice of weights is Wj =  1 for j  =  1, 2, . . . ,  J. This produces an 
unweighted average which treats each implicit volatility the same. However, 
since some call prices are m ore sensitive to a than others, we m ay wish to 
give m ore weight to those calls. In particular, we know from our sensitivity 
analysis tha t the values of near-the-m oney calls are more sensitive than 
out-of or in-the-money calls. One way to  capture this effect is to set Wj =  
d C j/d a f , the sensitivity of a call price with respect to its implicit volatility. 
Perhaps a better m ethod is to set wj =  Q j , the elasticity of a call calculated 
from its implicit volatility. M oreover, an argum ent can be m ade for exclud
ing deep-in and deep-out-of-the-m oney options entirely because their 
implicit volatilities are highly sensitive to the minim um  allowable price 
change for options and stock .14

Yet another approach searches for the single volatility across all calls 
on the same underlying stock, which minimizes the sum of the absolute 
relative deviations of call prices from their corresponding values based on 
tha t volatility. T hat is, if C(tj , Kj) represents the value of call j  with time to 
expiration tj and striking price K j  based on volatility <j* , and M(tj9 Kj) is 
its corresponding m arket price, then the problem  is to  find the which 
minimizes the sum m ation

M (t j , Kj) -  C(tj , Kj)
C ( t j ,K j)

U sing a particular weighting scheme, H enry Latane and Richard 
Rendlem an have provided reliable empirical evidence that implicit volatil
ities are generally a better predictor of actual future stock volatility than 
historically com puted volatilities based on weekly closing stock prices . 15 
A lthough these tests suffer from some of the deficiencies m entioned in 
Section 6 -6 , these problem s should only serve to bias their results against 
their conclusions. Therefore, it appears likely tha t with the availability of 
options transactions data, measures of implicit volatility should prove 
helpful in predicting future stock volatility.

13 We can also average implicit volatilities for puts, although here, consideration of the effects 
of early exercise seriously complicates the numerical search procedure for calculating them.
14 Stan Beckers has demonstrated that, with implicit volatilities computed from daily closing 
option and stock prices, using only the implicit volatility of the option nearest the money (that 
is, the one for which dC/do is greatest) appears to produce as good a prediction of future 
volatility as any of these estimation methods. See his paper, “Standard Deviations Implied in 
Option Prices as Predictors of Future Stock Price Variability,” Journal of Banking and 
Finance, 5 (September 1981), 363-382.
15 See their paper, “Standard Deviations of Stock Price Ratios Implied in Option Prices,” 
Journal o f Finance, 31 (May 1976), 369-382.

£
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Fischer Black’s Approach to Estimating Volatility. All the things we have 
discussed thus far are in themselves useful in predicting volatility. Hence, it 
seems reasonable that we can do even better by com bining them. We can 
combine inform ation from historical stock price observations with an 
option’s implicit volatility, together with empirical knowledge about how 
volatilities tend to change over time. Such a m ethod was employed by 
Fischer Black for his O ption Pricing Service.16 He revised his naive esti
m ate of historical volatility to take into account four observations:

1. Volatilities of different stocks tend to change together in the same direc
tion.

2. Changes in volatilities are often temporary; after a significant change up 
or down, volatilities seem to revert back toward their previous levels.

3. Changes in stock prices not caused by stock splits or stock dividends are 
inversely related to changes in their associated volatilities.

4. An option’s implicit volatility contains useful information for predicting 
the true volatility of its associated stock.

O bservation 1 implies there is a “m arket” effect on stock volatilities 
just as there is a “beta” factor affecting the price of com m on stocks.

O bservation 2 implies volatilities over time on the same stock tend to 
regress to the mean. This suggests tha t different volatilities should be associ
ated with options on the same stock with different expiration dates. For 
example, if the recent volatility of a stock is higher than norm al, then higher 
volatilities should be associated with near-term  options and lower volatil
ities with far-term  options.

O bservation 3 is not m eant to imply that high-priced stocks have low 
volatilities and low-priced stocks have high volatilities. Rather, it says that 
stocks that have recently risen in value experience a decline in volatility, 
and those that have recently fallen in value experience an increase in vola
tility. N o t only does this apply to individual stocks, but also to the behavior 
over time of the volatility of m arket indexes. The underlying firm’s financial 
and operating leverage supply a plausible, economic explanation of this 
effect. W hen a firm’s stock price falls, the percentage decrease in the m arket 
value of the equity is usually greater than the percentage decrease in the 
m arket value of the firm’s debt. This autom atically increases a firm’s debt- 
equity ratio  in m arket value terms. In turn, this increases the risk of owning 
a firm’s stock which leads to a rise in the stock’s volatility. Even if a firm 
were purely equity financed, a decline in its stock price m ight very well be 
caused by a decline in sales. Profits of firms with high operating leverage 
(that is, a high ratio of fixed to variable costs) or products with high gross

16 This description of Black’s method for estimating volatilities is taken from Fischer Black on 
Options, 1, No. 8 (May 1976).
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m argin (that is, a large difference between selling price and variable cost per 
unit) will become proportionately  m ore sensitive to  changes in sales. Again, 
this increases the risk of owning the firm’s stock and increases its volatility.

O bservation 4 gives recognition to the wisdom of the m arketplace. N o 
m atter how m uch we know about the factors affecting a stock’s volatility, 
the m arket may know som ething we do not. This missing inform ation will 
be reflected in the prices of associated options. The higher these prices, 
other things equal, the higher the “m arket’s estim ate” of the volatility.

Black incorporated these observations in his forecast of volatility in 
the following way. Let

j  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  J  index all stocks for which there are listed options,
Sj = the current stock price of stock j ,

S]~ =  the price of stock j  one m onth in the past,
n = the num ber of m onths to expiration for an option, where n =  0

if the current m onth  is an expiration m onth, 
dj =  the volatility of stock j  estim ated from the (about 2 1 ) daily 

closing prices during the previous m onth, assuming a zero 
m ean stock rate of return, 

gJ ( n +  1) =  the final estim ated volatility calculated one m onth  in the past
for an option on underlying stock j  which then had n +  1
m onths to expiration,

M j (n) =  the current m arket price of the call closest to the money on 
stock j  with n m onths tp expiration,

Cj(n) = the Black-Scholes value of a call with the same terms, based 
on volatility o j(n  +  1),

(7j(n) =  the final current estim ated volatility for an option with n 
m onths to expiration on underlying stock j.

Three further variables are defined in terms of these:

Black first calculated a provisional volatility for options with n 
m onths to expiration on each underlying s to ck :

S = -X  Sj , and
J i=1

x 1 +  .15
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This form ula makes three adjustm ents to the volatility estimate g J  (n +  1) 
used in the previous m onth. The first adjustm ent \_Mj(n) — Cj(n)]/Cj(n) 
moves the estimate up (down) if the m arket price of the near-the-m oney call 
is greater (less) than its form ula value based on the old estimate a j  (n +  1). 
This reflects O bservation 4, and Black only moved his estimate up or down 
by 15% of this difference. The second adjustm ent (Sj — S J )/S J  reflects 
O bservation 3 and the third adjustm ent (S — S~)/S~  reflects O bservation 1.

Based on this provisional volatility, Black calculated a “m arket” vola
tility for all optioned stocks by averaging options with time to expiration 
between two and seven m o n th s:

Using this, he calculated a revised provisional volatility for options with n 
m onths to expiration on each underlying sto ck :

Again, this revision reflects O bservation 1.
Finally, to consider O bservation 2, Black averaged this provisional 

volatility with the volatility calculated solely from the daily stock prices 
observed during the previous m o n th :

This weighting implies tha t the longer the life of an option the m ore weight 
is given to the provisional estimate Gj(n). In special situations, especially 
when unanticipated news has just recently become public relating to an 
optioned equity, Black adjusted Gj(n) up or down depending on his best 
judgm ent.

Tables 6-10(a) and (b) illustrate the ranges tha t can occur in fore
casted volatilities for different stocks. The tables show the four highest and 
four lowest of the forecasted volatilities Black used to value middle- 
m aturity  options during the m onth of January, 1980. The figures shown 
give his forecast of the average volatility that would prevail from January  1 
to the expiration date of the outstanding option with middle m aturity. The 
first three companies in the table clearly illustrate the possible consequences 
of high volatility. Their stock prices dropped below the minim um  listing 
requirem ent, and by August 1980 all three were no longer listed.

4 +  ( n / 3 ) / j
1
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Table 6-10(a)
FISCHER BLACK'S HIGHEST FORECASTS 

OF VOLATILITY FOR JANUARY 1980

Itel (1) .89
Sambos (SRI) .68
Braniff International (BNF) .56
Bally Manufacturing (BLY) .53

Table 6-10(b)
FISCHER BLACK'S LOWEST FORECASTS OF 

VOLATILITY FOR JANUARY 1980

American Telephone & Telegraph (T) .13
Proctor & Gamble (PG) .14
Consolidated Edison (ED) .14
General Telephone & Electronics (GTE) .15

This variation in volatilities for different stocks is also strikingly 
evident in the figures given in the appendix to this chapter. This appendix 
shows historical, ra ther than  forecasted, volatilities for the period January  1, 
1980 to January  1, 1984 for all stocks having listed options at the end of 
tha t period. F or each stock, the appendix also gives the historical beta, 
m arket weight, and industry group and lists the exchange and expiration 
cycle on which its options trade.

The forecasted volatilities generated by Black’s m ethod may change 
significantly over time. Table 6-11 illustrates this for eight selected stocks. 
The table shows the forecasted volatilities at one-year intervals over a 
nine-year period, January  1975 to January  1984. As before, the figures are 
for the m iddle-m aturity options. Since all of these stocks are on a January / 
April/July/O ctober expiration cycle, all of the forecasts would be of the 
average volatility for the next four m onths. The table clearly shows how the 
forecasted volatilities can vary over time— changes of 30% over a one-year 
interval are no t uncommon.

Black’s procedure includes the im portant forces causing change in 
volatilities and combines them  in a sensible way. Just as we w ould expect, 
his m ethods on average produce very good estimates of future volatilities. 
A lthough only prelim inary results are available, they have confirmed the 
superiority of Black’s forecasts com pared to those of several specific alter
natives, such as implicit volatility and various statistical techniques which 
do not account for stock price or m arket effects on volatility. O f course, 
Black’s judgm ent sometimes plays an im portant role in his final predictions, 
while the alternatives were mechanical procedures tha t did not have this



FISCHER BLACK'S FORECASTS OF VOLATILITY FROM JANUARY 1975 TO JANUARY 1984 FOR SELECTED
STOCKS

Table 6-11

Company 1/75 1/76 1/77 1/78 1/79 1/80 1/81 1/82 1/83 1/84

American Telephone & Telegraph (T) .21 .14 .12 .09 .12 .13 .14 .15 .22 .20

Atlantic Richfield (ARC) .30 .25 .21 .22 .25 .21 .25 .31 .41 .35

Eastman Kodak (EK) .44 .24 .23 .27 .33 .22 .22 .21 .31 .30

International Business Machines (IBM) .36 .23 .16 .14 .22 .22 .23 .24 .28 .27

Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing (M M M ) .39 .26 .21 .19 .23 .19 .19 .19 .31 .24

Northwest Airlines (NWA) .54 .39 .29 .33 .41 .32 .32 .33 .45 .38

Polaroid (PRD) .75 .47 .33 .33 .46 .41 .40 .39 .49 .45

Xerox (XRX) .46 .40 .27 .24 .30 .24 .25 .29 .35 .31
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advantage. And there is still room  for im provem ent; actual realized volatil
ities can vary significantly from those forecasted. Perhaps introducing infor
m ation on high and low prices or other in traday prices into Black’s 
m ethods will give better results. M ore im portant, a better understanding of 
the fundam ental economic factors causing changes in volatilities may lead 
to more powerful formal models and less dependence on judgm ent. W ork in 
this direction may allow more efficient use of additional sources of inform a
tion, such as accounting measures of the firm’s operations.

Furtherm ore, we m ust remember tha t volatilities that shift in response 
to changes in stock prices and other variables are inconsistent with the 
basic assum ptions of the Black-Scholes model. However, very good practi
cal results can still be obtained by using the model in com bination with 
volatilities that are frequently revised by a sophisticated procedure such as 
Black’s. One further refinement adjusts option values for the fact that real
ized volatilities may be substantially different from the best estimate. For 
example, suppose our best estimate of future volatility is .4, but we also 
believe that there is a 20% chance the volatility will be .5 and a 20% chance 
tha t it will be .3. A convenient way to account for this uncertainty is to use 
as a final value a weighted average of Black-Scholes values com puted with 
each of the three volatilities, with weights corresponding to the respective 
probabilities. Statistical studies of the way volatilities change over time can 
provide help in assessing these probabilities. Typically, this adjustm ent will 
lead to higher values for out-of-the-m oney options and higher values for 
in-the-m oney options. These ad hoc modifications of the Black-Scholes 
model work very well. Nevertheless, we would expect a m ore general valu
ation model that formally includes some form of random ly changing vola
tility to work even better. We will discuss this further in C hapter 7.

Option Prices. After we have m easured the inputs needed to apply the 
Black-Scholes form ula (or the binomial numerical recursive procedure to 
account for early exercise) and calculated the value of an option, it remains 
to com pare this value to the m arket price. Here, indiscrim inate reliance on 
the newspaper can be very misleading.

Timely m easurem ent of stock and option prices is essential to a p ro 
per application of the formula. Mispricings, even to  the extent of apparent 
riskless arbitrage opportunities of the generality of those in C hapter 4, are 
frequently evident from closing option and stock prices listed in the Wall 
Street Journal. M ost of these opportunities do not really exist, as you can 
verify by trying to take advantage of them  the next day. These false signals 
arise principally from four causes:

1. Nonsimultaneity of the stock and option close
2. The bid-ask spread
3. Commissions
4. Lack of market depth
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Even if volume, in term s of share equivalents, may be the same for the 
stock and its associated options, with several different option series avail
able, the option volume is divided among more securities. In  addition, since 
m ost of this volume is concentrated in near-the-m oney, short-term  options, 
other options in an otherwise active class may have very low volume. Since 
about 50% of the activity on the CBO E is in 10% of the underlying stocks, 
m any other stocks are relatively inactive. Low volume increases the likeli
hood that the last trade for the day in an option will precede the last trade 
in its underlying stock by a significant length of time. This means that the 
stock price at the time the last option trade occurred could be quite differ
ent from the closing stock price. Referring to the listed option quotations 
for January  5, 1977, we find that the CBO E had a relatively active day for 
tha t period with 107,022 contracts traded. The breakdow n of the volume by 
expiration is given in Table 6-12.

Table 6-12
PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN OF CBOE VOLUME 

FOR JANUARY 5, 1977
J A N APR J U L FEB M A Y A U G

Total series 
available 156 152 88 92 88 78

Untraded3 12% 3 10 7 7 15
1 - 5  contracts 8% 5 10 5 15 17
6 -2 0  contracts 8% 12 19 10 14 19

21 -100  contracts 25% 26 36 33 39 36
101 + contracts 47% 54 25 45 25 13
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

a Data not available if all options in a given class with the same striking price either did not 
trade or were not available.

W ith an expiration date 16 days away, the activity of m any of the 
January  options is low, not because of lack of investor interest, but because 
the out-of-the-m oneys may be Worth less than  of a point. An option- 
screening process based on closing prices, if applied to all CBO E listed 
options regardless of their activity, will tend to select options that are only 
apparently  over- o r underpriced. One way to overcome this selection bias is 
to restrict a ttention  only to the m ost active option  series. A better m ethod is 
to obtain real-time in traday prices.

W ith only closing prices, the bid-ask spread, particularly for options, 
poses a difficult problem  in a screening process. If you were actually to buy 
(sell) a small num ber of options at the close, you will probably get the ask 
(bid) price quoted by the trading crowd. Just looking at the newspaper, you
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do not know if the close took  place at the bid, at the ask, or in between. F or 
example, if you attem pt to sell a t the closing price when the closing price 
was at the ask and the spread was you will probably only be able to sell 
at j  lower than  the close. M ore generally, given only closing prices, the 
band of uncertainty around the close is double the spread. To m ake m atters 
worse, before taking a position, you should estiinate the uncertain bid-ask 
spread you expect to give up when you close out the position. As if this 
were no t enough, if you try  to lock in a profit by covering, the bid-ask 
spread m ust be accum ulated two times— once for each side of the spread. 
Particularly, for a neutral spread, because of the m any securities involved 
and the small potential profit, the accum ulated bid-ask spreads will, by 
themselves, destroy m ost otherwise profitable positions . 17 Unfortunately, 
selection bias in the screening process favors netting out ju st those positions 
you cannot assume at the closing prices. Again, while restriction to the m ost 
active option series tends to narrow  the band of uncertainty around the 
closing price, it does not help determ ine on which side of the bid-ask spread 
the close occurred. A better m ethod is to  obtain  access to closing bid-ask 
spreads or in traday bid-ask spreads.

Commissions, particularly for the public, com pound the difficulties 
created by the bid-ask spread. A simple m ethod for including transactions 
costs is to  deduct (add) the bid-ask spread likely to be sacrificed plus the 
probable in and out commissions from (to) the form ula value of a w ritten 
(purchased) option. However, since the commission for closing out a posi
tion depends on the prices of its constituent securities at tha t time, this 
added uncertainty complicates this correction.

6-3.  ANALYSIS OF COVERED POSITIONS

A lthough we have done our best to calculate accurate option values and 
properly m easure their m arket prices, we are not yet ready to  invest. First 
we m ust examine the circumstances that will create profits and losses for 
alternative option  positions. In C hapter 1, we used payoff diagram s to 
perform this function. But they had some unfortunate limitations. They 
looked only at the profit and loss resulting from holding a position until its 
expiration date. P rio r to the recent developm ent of organized option 
m arkets, this conventional approach may have been adequate since, for 
practical purposes, O TC options either had to be exercised or let expire .18

17 While neutral spreads will only be occasionally advisable for public investors, they are an 
ideal strategy for M arket Makers who pay low commissions, can earn the bid-ask spread for 
themselves, and need neutral positions to protect their capital against adverse stock price 
movements.
18 Even with OTC options, however, payoff diagrams cannot be used to analyze horizontal 
spreads, where one option expires subsequent to another, or even vertical spreads for which 
early exercise is a possibility.
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W ith the in troduction  of liquid secondary m arkets for options, a new 
approach is clearly needed to cope with early closing purchase and sale 
transactions. In this section, we develop this by using inform ation derivable 
from the Black-Scholes form ula . 19 In so doing, we will be able to classify 
option positions in a new way. A lthough this new classification can also be 
applied to positions involving several options on the same underlying stock, 
for expositional convenience we will only consider positions consisting of at 
m ost two different securities with the same underlying stock. Its extension 
to m ore complex positions should be apparent.

Position Delta. The position value is the sum of the values of the two 
associated securities, each weighted by the num ber bought or sold. Let

Consistent with earlier notation, V = S, C, or P  if the security is stock, a 
call, or a put. Then n is the num ber of shares, calls, or puts purchased. By 
convention, n > 0  if securities are bought, and n < 0  if securities are sold 
short or written.

The delta of an option tells us how m uch the option value will change 
for a small change in the price of the underlying stock, other things equal:

F o r a call, A =  dC/dS , always a positive num ber between zero and positive 
one, and for a put A =  dP/dS , always a negative num ber between zero and 
negative one. The stock itself can be regarded as a perpetual payout- 
protected American call with zero striking price. F o r it, A =  dS/dS =  1.

Similarly, the position delta tells us how m uch the position value will 
change for a small change in the price of its underlying stock, other things 
equal. Therefore, for two associated securities,

Vj =  the current value of one unit of security j  =  1, 2 , 
nj =  the num ber of units purchased of security j  =  1, 2 ,

Therefore, the value of a position in these two securities is simply

Position value =  n^V^ +  n2V2 .

Position delta =
d position value

dS Hl

19 This section and the next have drawn heavily from Fischer Black on Options, 1, Nos. 16-17 
(September-October 1976).
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The position delta is then the sum of the weighted deltas of its constituent 
securities.

Figures 6-1 through 6-4 show the Black-Scholes value of a vertical 
and horizontal spread in calls as a function of the current stock price and 
time to expiration, where one call is purchased and one call is w ritten .20 
Observe that the vertical spread is bullish throughout the entire range of 
stock price changes. However, the horizontal spread switches from bullish 
to bearish as the two calls move in-the-money.

Figures 6-5 through 6-8  show how the position deltas for vertical and 
horizontal spreads change with the stock price and time to expiration, 
where again each spread consists of one call bought and one call written.

The position delta measures how exposed our position is to movements 
in the stock price. If we think the stock price will rise, we want it to be 
positive; if we think the stock price will fall, we want it to be negative. If we 
are uncertain about the direction of the stock price m ovement and want to 
insulate ourselves from this uncertainty, we want our position delta to be 
zero.

In view of this correspondence, we can refine our earlier definitions of 
“bearish” and “bullish” positions. In C hapter 1, these were defined in terms 
of the profit or loss if held to expiration. Here, we redefine these terms to 
apply to positions which may be liquidated some time prior to expiration. 
In brief, we adopt the following correspondence:

Negative delta <=> Bearish 
Zero delta <j=> N eutral 

Positive delta o  Bullish

By definition, a neutral position has a zero delta. The neutral position 
ratio  can then be determ ined by setting the position delta to zero. Since

n 1A 1 +  n2 A2 =  0,

a little algebra shows that, for a neutral position,

n i =  _  A2

n2

The neutral position ratio  is the negative of the inverse of the ratio  of the 
deltas.

20 For the vertical spread, the purchased call has a striking price of 50 and the written call a 
striking price of 60. For the horizontal spread, the purchased call expires three months after 
the written call. This description also applies to Figures 6-5 through 6-16.



Current stock price (5 )

Kb = 50 Kw -  60 t = .4 r = 1.06 a = .3

Figure 6-1 The Value of a Vertical Spread as a Function of the 
Current Stock Price

Time to expiration ( t )

Kb = 50 Kw = 60 r = 1.06 a = .3

 5  = 45  5  = 50   5  = 55  5  = 60 5  = 65

Figure 6-2 The Value of a Vertical Spread as a Function of the 
Time to Expiration
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1.5

Current stock price (5 )

K  = 50 t w = A  t b = .65 r  = 1.06 a = .3

Figure 6-3 The Value of a Horizontal Spread as a Function of 
the Current Stock Price

Time to expiration 

= 50 t b - t w = . 2 5  r -  1.06 a  = .3

  5  = 45 5  = 5 0  5  = 55

Figure 6-4 The Value of a Horizontal Spread as a Function of 
the Time to Expiration
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Current stock price (5 )

Kb = 50 Kw -  60 t = A' r -  1.06 a = .3

Figure 6-5 The Delta of a Vertical Spread as a Function of the 
Current Stock Price

Time to expiration (7)

Kb = 50 Kw = 60 r -  1.06 a = .3

 5 - 4 5  ........ 5 -  50 --------------  5 -  60 ---------- 5 -  65 * ♦ \ 5 = 65

Figure 6-6 The Delta of a Vertical Spread as a Function of the 
Time to Expiration
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Current stock price (5 )

K  = 50 t w = .4 t h =  . 65 r = 1.06 o  = .3

Figure 6-7 The Delta of a Horizontal Spread as a Function of 
the Current Stock Price

Time to expiration (r^)

K  =  50 t b ~ t w = . 25 r -  1.06 a = .3

 5  = 45  5 = 5 0 --------------5  = 55

Figure 6-8 The Delta of a Horizontal Spread as a Function of
the Time to Expiration
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Figures 6-9 through 6-12 show how the neutral position ratio  for a 
vertical and horizontal spread changes with the current stock price and 
time to expiration.

K now ing the neutral position ratio, we can create a bullish (bearish) 
position by selecting a higher (lower) position ratio  in absolute value than 
| — A J A b | , where Aw is the delta of the w ritten or short security, and Ab is 
the delta of the purchased security.

M ore generally, one way to quantify our desired option strategy is in 
terms of a target delta. We would then choose n1 and n2 so tha t n 1 A x +  
n2 A2 is equal to a target delta. M aintaining a target delta is related to 
m aintaining a constant beta for an individual’s portfolio.

An Example. Suppose we were considering investing in the 12 puts and 
calls on XYZ stock on Decem ber 21, 1977. Table 6-13 for XYZ is produced 
using A PL program  TABLE in conjunction with the A PL European option 
pricing program  P C I. Associated with each expiration date (in year/m onth/ 
day format) is an interest rate (r — 1) and volatility a. A lthough these 
happen to  be the same for each date, in general the interest rate may 
depend on time if the term  structure is no t flat, and the volatility may

Current stock price (S )

K b = 50 K w -  55 t  = .4 r =  1.06 u = .3

Figure 6-9 The Neutral Position Ratio of a Vertical Spread as 
a Function of the Current Stock Price
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Time to expiration (f)

Kb = 50 Kw = 60 r= 1.06 a = .3 

 5 = 45  S = 5 0 ---------5 = 5 5 --------------S = 60 — — 5 = 65

Figure 6-10 The Neutral Position Ratio of a Vertical Spread as 
a Function of the Time to Expiration

depend on time reflecting its tendency to  change predictably over time. 
Using the m ost recently announced cash dividend and ex-dividend date, 
TABLE naively forecasts the forthcom ing January, April, and July divi
dends and ex-dividend dates. F rom  this data, together with the description 
of each option  (its type and series), TABLE calculates Black-Scholes option 
values and deltas for a range of stock prices centered around the current 
stock price S  =  40. The stock prices appear in “eighths no ta tion” above the 
corresponding call values (CF), call deltas (CA), put values (P V ), and put 
deltas (PA). For exaniple, a stock price of 403 means 40f. A lthough Table 
6-14 provides Black-Scholes unprotected European values and deltas, 
TABLE can also ou tput unprotected American option values and deltas by 
selecting A PL option pricing program  PC2, and values and deltas based on 
other form ulas developed in C hapter 7 by m aking other selections.

To put on a neutral hedge at the opening in APR/40 calls, when the 
stock is selling at 40, we can tell from the call delta A =  .5 that a $1.00 
change in the stock price results in roughly a $.50 change in the call price. 
Therefore, to stay neutral and expect a profit (ignoring transactions costs 
and margin), we need to write two A PR/40 calls at m ore than $2.52 for



Table 6-13
TRADING SHEET FOR XYZ ON DECEMBER 21, 1977

XYZ EXPIRATION ANN INT ANN VOL EX-DIV DATE DIVIDEND XYZ
78/0.1/20 .050 .300 78/01/05 .50

77/12/21 78/04/21 .050 .300 78/04/05 .50 77/12/21
78/07/21 .050 .300 78/07/05 .50

******** (39W ******* ******** 391 ******* ******** 392 ******* ******** 393 ******* ******** 394 *******
CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA

JAN35 3.83 .87 . 19 ~.ll 3.94 .88 .18 ".11 06 .89 .17 “ .10 4. 17 .89 .15 -.09 4.28 .90 . 14 “.09 JAN35
JAN4D .78 .36 2.12 ~. 63 .82 .37 2.04 -.62 .87 .38 1 .96 -.60 .92 .40 1 .89 “.59 .97 .41 1.81 ".57 JAN40
JAN45 . 06 . 04 6.38 '.95 .06 . 05 6.26 -.94 .07 . 05 6.14 ‘.94 . 07 .05 6 . 02 -.93 . 08 . 06 5.90 ".93 JAN45
APR35 4.67 .73 1 .10 '.25 4.76 .73 1.07 -.24 4.86 .74 1. 04 -.24 4.95 .74 1.01 -.23 5.05 .75 .98 -.23 APR35
APR40 ( 2 . 04) (IE> 3.39 '.53 2.10 .45 3.32 '.52 2 . 16 .46 3.26 ".52 2.21 .46 3. 19 ".51 2 .27 .47 3.13 -.50 APR40
JUL4 0 2.84 .1(6 4.20 '.50 2.90 .47 4.14 -.49 2.96 .48 4.07 -.49 3. 02 .48 4.01 -.48 3. 08 .49 3.95 -.48 JUL40

******** 394 ******* ******** £395}#**##** ******** 396 ******* ******** 397 ******* ********(406) *******
CV CA PV PA .QY- CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA

JAN35 4.28 .90 . 14 '.09 (4740) (V7T) .13 -.08 4.51 .91 . 12 -.08 4.63 .92 .11 -.07 4.74 .92 . 10 -.07 JAN35
JAN4 0 .97 .41 1 .81 -.57 1 . 03 .43 1.74 -.56 1. 08 .44 1 .67 -.54 1 .14 .46 1.60 -.53 1. 20 .47 1 . 54 “ . 52 JAN40
JAN45 . 08 . 06 5.90 -.93 . 09 . 06 5.78 '.93 .10 .07 5.67 -.92 .10 .07 5 .55 -.92 .11 . 08 5.43 -.91 JAN45
APR35 5.05 .75 .98 “.23 c o s ) .95 -.22 5.24 .76 .92 ”. 22 5.34 .77 .90 ’.21 L .87 ".20 APR35
APR40 2.27 .47 3. 13 -.50 2.34 .48 3.06 -.50 2.40 .49 3.00 -.49 2.46 .49 2.94 -.48 CT.5$) CM) 2.88 -.47 APR40
JUL40 3. 08 .49 3.95 -.48 3. 15 .49 3.09 -.47 3.21 . .50 3.83 “.46 3.28 .50 3.77 “.46 3.34 .51 3.71 -.45 JUL4Q

******** 400 ******* ******** 401 *** ******** (402)******* ******** 403 ******* *** 404 *******
CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA

JAN35 4.74 .92 .10 -.07 4.86 .93 .10 -.06 4.98 .93 .09 -.06 5.10 .93 . 08 -.05 5.21 .94 . 07 -.05 JAN35
JAN40 1 .20 .47 1.54 -.52 1 .26 .49 1 .47 -.50 1 .32 . 5 0 1.41 ".49 1 .38 . 51 1 .35 -.47 1 .45 .53 1.29 -.46 JAN40
JAN45 .11 . 08 5.43 “.91 . 12 . 08 5.32 -.91 . 13 . 09 5.20 -.90 . 15 . 09 5. 09 “.89 . 16 .10 4.98 -.89 JAN45
APR35 5.44 .77 .07 -.20 5.54 .78 -.84 -.20 5.64 .78 .82 -.19 5.74 .79 .80 ".19 5.84 .79 .77 ' . 18 APR35
APR40 2.52 .50 2.88 -.47 2.59 • 51 2.82 -.47 2.65 .52 2,76 -.46 2.72 .52 2.70 -.45 2.79 .53 2.64 ". 45 APR40
JUL4P 3.34 .51 3.71 ".45 3.41 .52 3.65 -. 45 3.54 .53 3.53 -.44 3.61 .53 3.48 ".43 JUL40

******** 404 ******* ******** 405 ******* ******** 406 ******* ******** 407 ******* ******** C4ll?) *******
CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA

JAN35 5.21 .94 . 07 -.05 5.33 .94 .07 ".05 5 . 45 .95 . 06 ". 04 5.57 .95 . 06 “.04 5.69 .95 .05 ".04 JAN35
JAN4Q 1 .45 .53 1.29 -.46 1 .52 . 54 1.23 ".44 1 .59 .56 1.18 ".43 1 .66 .57 1 .12 ".42 1 .73 .59 1.07 -.40 JAN40
JAN45 . 16 .10 4 .98 -.89 . 17 .11 4.87 -.88 . 18 .11 4.75 -.88 .20 . 12 4.64 -.07 .21 .13 4.53 -.86 JAN45
APR35 5. G4 .79 .77 ".18 5.94 .80 .75 -.18 6. 04 .80 .73 -. 18 6.15 .81 .70 ".17 6.25 .81 .68 -.17 APR35
APR40 2.79 .53 2.64 -.45 2.86 .54 2.58 -.44 2.93 .54 2.53 ".43 3.00 . 55 2.47 -.42 (3 707) £56) 2.42 ".42 APR40
JUL4 0 3.61 .53 3.48 -.43 3.68 .54 3.42 ".43 3.75 .54 3.37 -.42 3.82 .55 3.31 -.42 3.89 755 3.26 " .41 JUL40
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Table 6 -14

XYZ
77/12/20

TRADING SHEET FOR XYZ ON DECEMBER 28, 1977
EXPIRATION78/01/20
78/04/21
78/07/21

ANN INT 
. 050 
. 050 
. 050

ANN VOL .300 
,300 
.300

EX-DIV HATE 
78/01/05 
78/04/05 
78/07/05

DIVIDEND
.50
.50
.50

XY2
77/12/28

* M H ** M M * ( 390} ******* ******** 391 ******* ******** 39 ******** 393 ******* ******** 394 *******
cv CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA cv CA PV Pa

JAN35 3.73 .90 .12 '.09 3.85 .91 .11 ".08 3 .96 .91 .10 '.08 4. 08 .92 . 09 -.07 4. 19 .92 .09 ".06 JAN35
JAN40 .61 .33 1.99 ".66 .66 .35 1.91 ".64 .70 .36 1.83 '.63 .75 .38 1.75 -.61 .80 .39 1 .67 ".59 JAN40
JAN45 . 02 .02 6.39 ".96 . 03 . 03 6.26 " .96 . 03 . 03 6.14 '.96 . 03 . 03 6. 02 -.96 . 04 . 03 5.90 -.95 JAN45
APR35 4 ■ 59 .73 1.05 ".25 4.68 .73 1 . 02 ".24 4 . 78 .74 .99 '.23 4 .87 .75 .96 -.23 4.97 .75 .93 ". 22 APR35
APR40 < r a £52) 3.3i+ ".54 2.01 -.44 3.27 ".53 2. 06 .45 3.20 -.52 2.12 .46 3. 14 -.52 2.18 .47 3.07 ".51 APR40
JUL40 2.77 .46 4.17 '.50 2.83 .47 4 .10 ".49 2.89 .47 4.04 -.49 2.95 . 48 3.97 ".48 3.01 .48 3.91 -.48 JUL40

******** I394 ******* ******** 395 ******* ******** ;396 ******* ******** 397 ******* ********(Too) *******
CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA

JAN35 4. 19 .92 .09 -. 06 4.31 .93 .08 -.06 4.43 .93 . 07 ".05 4.55 .94 . 06 -.05 4.67 .94 . 06 -.05 JAN35
JAM4 0 .80 .39 1 . 67 -.59 .85 .41 1.60 -.58 .90 .43 1 .53 ~. 56 .96 .44 1 .46 -. 55 1. 01 .46 1 . 39 ~ . 53 JAN40
JAN45 . 04 . 03 5.90 ".95 . 04 . 04 5.78 -.95 . 05 . 04 5.66 -.95 . 05 . 04 5.54 -.94 . 06 . 05 5.42 ' . 94 JAN45
APR35 4.97 .75 .93 -. 22 5. 06 .76 .90 “.22 5. 16 .76 .88 ".21 5.26 77 .85 -.21 5. 36 .77 .82 ".20 APR35
A P R 4 0 2. 18 .47 3.07 ".51 2.24 .47 3.01 ".50 2.30 .48 2.94 “.49 2.37 .49 2.88 ".49 ( E 5 D  £5© 2.82 " .48 APR40
JUL40 3.01 .48 3.91 -.48 3 . 08 .49 3.85 -.47 3.14 .50 3.79 -.47 3.20 .50 3.73 -.46 3.27 . 51 3.67 - .46 JUL40

******** 1+ 0 0 ******* ******** If 0 1 ******** If 0 2 ******** 403 ******* ******** Lf Q If X M N X K N

CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA
JAN35 4.67 .94 . 06 -. 05 4.79 .95 . 05 -.04 4.90 .95 . 05 ".04 5. 03 .95 .04 -.03 5.15 .96 . 04 -.03 JAN35
JAN40 1 .01 .46 1 .39 -.53 1 .07 .48 1 .32 ” . 51 1 . 13 .49 1. 26 -.50 1 . 20 . 51 1.20 -.48 1 . 26 . 52 1 . 14 - .46 JAN40JAN45 . 06 . 05 5.42 -.94 . 07 . 05 5.30 -.93 .07 , 06 5. 13 ".93 . 08 . 06 5.07 -.93 . 09 ! 07 4.95 ".92 JAN45
APR35 5.36 .77 .82 ".20 5.46 .78 .80 -.20 5.56 .79 .77 -.19 5.66 .79 .75 -.19 5.76 .80 .73 -.18 APR35
APR40 2. 43 .50 2 . 82 -.48 2.49 .50 2.76 -.47 2.56 .51 2.70 ".46 2.62 .52 2.64 -.46 2.69 .53 2.58 " .45 APR40
JUL40 3.27 .51 3,67 ".46 3.34 .51 3.61 -.45 3.40 .52 3.55 '.45 3.47 .52 3.49 ".44 3.54 .53 3.i|4 -.43 JUL4 0

******** l+04 ******* ******** 405 ******* ******** 1406 ******* ******** 407 ******* ******** (Vl0  *******
CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA CV CA PV PA

JAN35 5.15 .96 . 04 -.03 5.27 .96 . 03 ".03 5.39 .96 . 03 '.03 5.51 .96 .03 -.02 5. 63 .97 .03 ’.02 JAN35
JAN4 0 1 . 26 .52 1 .14 ".46 1 .33 .54 1 . 08 ".45 1 .40 . 56 1 . 03 -.43 1 .47 .57 .97 -.41 1 .54 .59 .92 -.40 JAN40
JAN45 . 09 . 07 4.95 '.92 . 10 .0 7 4.83 -.91 .11 . 08 4.72 ".91 . 12 . 09 4.60 ",90 . 13 . .09 4.49 -.90 JAN45
APR35 5, 76 .80 .73 -.18 5.86 .80 .70 -.18 5.97 .80 .68 ".17 6.07 .81 .66 ".17 6.17 .81 .64 -.16 APR35APR40 2. 69 .53 2.58 -.45 2.76 .53 2.52 “ .44 2.83 .54 2.47 -.43 2.90 . 55 2.41 -.43 (02) (fS6> 2.36 -.42 

755 3,22 -.41
APR40

JUL40 3 .54 .53 3.44 -.43 3.61 .53 3.38 -.43 3.60 .54 3.33 -.42 3.75 . 55 3.27 42 3.82 JUL4Q
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The Neutral Position Ratio of a Horizontal Spread 
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every share purchased at $40. Alternatively, we can use our formula for a 
neutral position ratio  to reach the same conclusion:

n 1 A2 .5 1

n2 1 2 ’

A lthough our position begins neutral, as the stock price changes and 
as the expiration date approaches, if we don’t revise our position, its value 
will tend to increase or decrease. Referring to Table 6-13, if the stock closes 
out the day at 41, the neutral hedge we put on at the opening gains 
(41 — 40) — 2 x (3.07 — 2.52) =  —$.10 in value per share of stock pur
chased. The actual profit or loss over the day depends, of course, on 
changes in the calls’ m arket prices. O n the other hand, had the stock closed 
out at 39, the neutral hedge would gain (40 — 41) — 2 x (2.04 — 2;52) =  
— $.04 in value per share of stock purchased.

N o change in value for a neutral hedge is only promised for a very 
small change either way in the stock price. However, even for a dollar 
change in the stock price over the day, the value of the hedge changes little.

At first glance, it may seem we lose whether the stock price moves up 
or down. However, for a hedge, time works in our favor. O ther things
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Time to expiration (tw)

A: = 50 tb - t w = . 25 r= 1.06 a = .3 

 5 = 45  5 = 50  5 = 55

Figure 6-12 The Neutral Position Ratio of a Horizontal Spread 
as a Function of the Time to Expiration

equal, the call value will decline over time, which is favorable to  a writer. 
Table 6-14 gives the same inform ation for XYZ one week later on Decem
ber 28, 1977. If the stock price remains unchanged at 40, our hedge gains 
(40 — 40) — 2 x (2.43 — 2.52) =  +  $.18 in value per share. Indeed, even if 
the stock price moves up to  41 or down to 39, our hedge increases in value. 
The hedge value will increase as long as the stock price does not change too 
quickly.

The position delta also changes even if we do not revise the position. 
O n Decem ber 21, if the stock moves to 41, the delta becomes (1 x 1) — 
(2 x .56) =  —.12, and at 39, the delta becomes (1 x 1) — (2 x .44) =  +.12. 
At 41, the negative delta tells us tha t the position value will decrease if the 
stock continues up and increase if it falls back tow ard 40. Likewise, at 39, 
the positive position delta gives the opposite conclusion. A com parison of 
Tables 6-13 and 6-14 shows how the passage of time affects the delta. For 
example, if the stock rem ains at 40, one week later the position delta is 
about the same. Loosely speaking, over short periods of time, changes in 
the stock price are likely to im pact m ore heavily on deltas than  the change 
in the time to expiration.
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Returning to December 21, suppose near m idday the stock price falls 
to 39f, and we see the APR/35 calls are underpriced (that is, priced at less 
than $5.15) and the JAN/35 calls are overpriced (priced at m ore than $4.40) 
by the m arket. An appropriate response would be a bullish horizontal 
spread, where we write the JAN/35s and buy the APR/35s. Since the spread 
is bullish, to the extent it is one-for-one, our required m argin is minimized. 
To put on a neutral spread, since the APR/35s have the lower delta, we will 
need to buy m ore than one APR/35 for each JAN/35. Using the form ula for 
a neutral position ra tio :

Hi = _ 12
n2 Ax .75 ~

Were we to buy six APR/35 contracts and write five JAN/35 contracts 
(6 -^ 5  =  1.2 ), we would be virtually neutral.

N ear the end of the day, XYZ has recovered at a slight gain and is 
now selling for 40*. We notice that bo th  the JU L/40 puts and calls are 
underpriced by the m arket, so we consider buying a neutral combination. 
O ur form ula for a neutral position ratio tells us

5 1 -  - ^ * . 8 5 .
n2 Ax .52

F or every pu t bought, we also buy .85 of a call. Therefore, a position of 100 
JU L /40 put contracts and 85 JU L/40 call contracts is neutral.

Position Gamma. As the underlying stock price moves and the expiration 
date approaches, the delta of our position changes. To continue to stay at 
our target delta, we then need to revise our positions carefully over time. 
Looking at Figures 6-9 and 6-11, we see th a t the position ratio tends to rise 
as the calls move more in-the-money. Since deep-in-the-money calls move 
alm ost dollar for dollar with the stock, the position ratio  should be near 
one. The sensitivity of the neutral position ratio  to movements in the stock 
price tends to be greatest for vertical spreads when the stock price lies 
between the striking prices of the calls, and for horizontal spreads when 
both  the calls are deep-out-of-the-money. The more complex influence of 
time is shown in Figures 6-10 and 6-12.

In practice, transactions costs and occasional jum ps in the stock price 
prevent us from m aintaining a particular target delta as the stock price 
changes. One strategy is to  open a position at our desired target delta and 
revise it only when its delta strays some critical distance from the target. A 
natural way to  measure this is by the difference between the value of the 
position delta and the value of the target delta.
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A reinforcing strategy is to select positions to begin with, that, in 
addition to coinciding with our target delta, have deltas that are relatively 
insensitive to movements in the stock price. Recall that an option’s gam m a 
measures how much the option delta will change for a small change in the 
stock price, other things equal. T hat is,

For both puts and calls, T >  0, and for stock, T =  0. The position gamma 
measures the change in the position delta for small changes in the stock 
price. By definition, for two associated securities,

^  d position delta
Position gam m a =   -----------

dS

The position gam m a is then the sum of the weighted gammas of its constit
uent securities. The absolute magnitude o f the position gamma, measured at 
the target delta position ratio, indicates how fa s t changes in the stock price 
will push the position delta past the critical distance and force revision of the 
position ratio. Figures 6-13 through 6-16 show how the position gam m a 
for a vertical and horizontal spread changes with the stock price and time 
to expiration, where again each spread consists of one call bought and one 
call written.

The sign of the position gamma, particularly for delta neutral posi
tions, provides additional inform ation. At zero delta, although the delta 
indicates the m agnitude of our profits o r losses should be relatively small 
due to stock price movements, the delta tells us nothing about the condi
tions which yield profits and not losses. The position gamma, on the other 
hand, summarizes just the inform ation we need: If it is negative, we only 
profit as long as the stock price remains relatively stable; if it is positive, we 
only profit from large movements in the stock price in either direction. 
Refining the term inology used in C hapter 1,

N egative gam m a o  Top 
Zero gam m a o  N eutral 

Positive gam m a <s> Bottom

To prevent confusion, we say a zero delta position is “delta-neutral” and a 
zero gam m a position is “gam m a-neutral.”
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F or a delta-neutral position, we can express the position gam m a in 
terms of the option deltas and the “size” of the position. Since n1A 1 
+  n2A2 =  0 , then the

Position gam m a =  n1A 1 t i
A

n 1, the num ber of shares and options that benefit from a rise in the stock 
price, represents the size of the position. F o r two securities, while a position 
delta of zero only determ ines the ratio  in which they are held, an additional 
fixed gam m a target determ ines the size of the position.

F o r a hedge of calls written against nx = 1 share of stock, since Ax = 1 

and r x =  0, the position gam m a is m easured simply by — r 2/A2 . In our 
previous example, the neutral hedge at 40 produced a loss of $.10 if the 
stock price rose $1 and a loss of only $.04 if the stock price fell $1. In this 
case, the position gam m a is negative. Indeed, since the position gam m a of a 
hedge in calls is — r 2/A2 and T2 , A2 >  0, this position gam m a is always 
negative.

Position Theta. Even if the stock price remains unchanged, as the expira
tion date approaches, the mere passing of time creates profits or losses in 
option positions. Since the pure influence of time is not captured by delta 
and gamma, we need a third and final measure to characterize option 
positions adequately. If, while the stock price remains unchanged, decreas
ing time to expiration increases (decreases) the value of an option, we say 
the option has positive (negative) time bias. F or purposes of symmetry, we 
are tem pted to  use another greek letter, theta, to describe time bias. There
fore, an op tion’s theta ,21

where we have the following correspondence:

Negative theta o  N egative time bias 
Zero theta o  N eutral time bias 

Positive theta  o  Positive time bias

21 Formulas for evaluating A, T, and 0 ,  in terms of S, K, t, r, and <r, have been given in 
Section 5-8.
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F or European calls, © =  —dC/dt <  0, for European puts © =  —dP/dt is 
typically negative but can occasionally be positive, and for the stock, © =  
- d S /d t  = 0.

The position theta measures how much the position value will change 
as time to expiration decreases, other things equal. For two associated 
securities,

^  . . d position value
Position theta =  —  -----------

dt

- " {  -  i r ) + n {  ~  i t ) = ”‘e ‘ + nj0! ■

Returning again to our example of a delta-neutral hedge, since we experi
enced a profit a week later, even though the stock price remained 
unchanged, the hedge had a positive theta. Indeed, it is easy to  see the 
position theta of any hedge in calls m ust be positive.

Position Delta, Gamma, and Theta Together. The graphs in Table 6-15 
describe the 27 logically possible delta-gam m a-theta classes of trading stra t
egies. The table indicates the effect on the value of a position (V) of a 
sim ultaneous change in the stock price (S) and a reduction in time to  
expiration (t). F o r example, for a bullish top position with positive time bias 
(that is, A >  0, T <  0, and © >  0), dow nw ard m ovem ents in the stock price 
cause the position value to decrease m ore quickly than upw ard price move
m ents cause it to increase, and the position value increases even for small 
dow nw ard stock price movements.

All the elem entary uncovered positions have direct correspondences:

Long stock : bullish, gam m a-neutral, theta-neutral
Short s to ck : bearish, gam m a-neutral, theta-neutral
Buy call: bullish bottom  with negative time bias
W rite call: bearish top  with positive time bias
Buy p u t: bearish bottom  with negative time bias
W rite p u t: bullish top with positive time bias

Since one-for-one hedges and reverse hedges are similar to uncovered 
option positions, these also have a direct correspondence to the delta- 
gam m a-theta strategy classification. However, spreads and com binations, 
even if they are one-for-one, have more complex properties and m ust be 
examined on a case-by-case basis.



Table 6-15
DELTA-GAMMA-THETATRADING STRATEGIES
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NOTE: This table shows the effect of a change in the stock price on position values for a fixed reduction in the time to expiration. There is an interval around the current stock price S 
and a reduction in time to expiration for which these descriptions are accurate. C aution : They may not apply to sufficiently large movements of the stock price away from its current 
value, or to sufficiently large reductions in the time to expiration.
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A lthough a delta-neutral, gam m a-neutral position cannot generally be 
constructed from only two associated securities,22 three or more different 
options on the same underlying security provide enough flexibility to do so. 
F o r example, in a complex vertical “butterfly” spread, the spread ratios for 
both  the otherwise bullish and bearish sides can be chosen so that each side 
is delta-neutral. Therefore, the overall butterfly will be delta-neutral. Then, 
since one side will typically have a negative gam m a and the other a positive 
gamma, the sides can be adjusted in size until the sum of the two gammas is 
zero.

We can look at this butterfly in another way. By appropriately choos
ing the spread ratio of both  sides, we can create one delta-neutral top 
spread and one delta-neutral bottom  spread. If our anticipated stock vola
tility proves too low, we m ake money on the top spread and lose money on 
the bottom  spread. O n the other hand, if it proves too high, we lose money 
on the top spread and m ake money on the bo ttom  spread. Therefore, by 
adjusting the relative sizes of the spreads, we set up our position so that the 
spread profits and losses from errors in predicting volatility are exactly 
offset.

In general, a position may have negative or positive time bias. 
However, under certain conditions, we can determ ine the sign of the bias 
knowing only the signs of the position value, delta and gamma. For 
example, positive-value, delta-neutral top  positions m ust have positive 
theta, while negative-value, delta-neutral bo ttom  positions m ust have nega
tive theta. While this can be shown from the m athem atics ,23 it is easy to see 
why it m ust be true. If it were not, a certain loss would accom pany the 
former, while a certain profit would accom pany the latter.

6-4.  SCREENING NEUTRAL POSITIONS

We are finally prepared to select an option position. If we think a stock is 
significantly over- or underpriced, it m ay be better to  take an uncovered 
option position rather than simply buy or short the stock. D epending on 
our attitudes tow ard risk, num erous o ther strategies m ay be desirable 
ranging from this extreme to an alm ost neutral position. Before providing a 
m ore general analysis, we will first examine in detail a strategy which takes

22 We can see from our earlier formula for the position gamma of a delta-neutral position, 
that the position gamma will be zero if and only if, by happenstance, T J  A x = T 2/A 2 .
23 Recall the continuous-time hedging equation for option valuation developed in Section 5-6, 
restated here in terms of the position A, T, and 0 :

0  =  (log r)V -  (log r)SA -  %o2S 2T.

From  this, it is possible to relate © to V, A, and T  for any option position. In particular, if 
V > 0, A <  0, and T  <  0, then 0  >  0; and if V  <  0, A >  0, and T >  0, then 0  <  0.
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advantage of options tha t are the m ost over- and underpriced relative to the 
market price o f the stock.

To take advantage of these relative mispricings and, at the same time, 
minimize risk, delta-neutral positions are a useful strategy. These positions 
are particularly appropriate if we feel fairly confident about our ability to 
forecast volatility bu t wish to avoid the m ore difficult task of estim ating the 
expected rate of return  of the underlying stock. As the derivation of the 
Black-Scholes form ula illustrates, only if our position ratio is delta-neutral 
will we be able to insulate ourselves from inaccurate predictions of trends in 
stock prices.

We focus for the m om ent on the m aintenance of delta-neutral posi
tions for two reasons. First, it allows us to isolate the effects of superior 
ability to value options, apart from the problem  of stock valuation. Second, 
for M arket M akers who often take large positions relative to their capital, 
the simple consideration of avoidance of ruin virtually dictates an interest 
in delta-neutral positions. Indeed, many M arket M akers attem pt to adhere 
quite strictly to  a delta-neutral strategy. However, a delta-neutral strategy 
usually requires relatively frequent trading. As a result, it is no t advisable as 
a consistent practice for investors with significant transactions costs. While 
public investors fall into this category, M arket M akers do not.

We should also m ention that the investm ent procedure detailed in this 
section is by no m eans an optim al solution to  the general problem  of option 
portfolio selection and revision, even for investors desiring delta-neutral 
positions. Since this problem  is extremely complex, the procedure we 
describe is designed to accom m odate the limited inform ation processing 
capability of m any investors, particularly for decisions which m ust be made 
quickly. In the next section, we will discuss m ore general considerations 
relating to optim al portfolio construction.

Presum ing we can identify mispriced options using the Black-Scholes 
form ula for European options or its associated numerical technique for 
American options, how do we determ ine which options are m ost over- or 
underpriced? O f all the possible neutral positions— hedges, spreads, and 
com binations— on the same underlying security, how do we select the most 
prom ising? H ow  do we com pare neutral positions across different securi
ties? In this section, we provide some answers to  these questions.

Screening Options. An obvious way to identify the m ost under- or over
priced option on the same underlying security is to m easure the absolute 
difference between its value and price. Table 6-16 is produced by the APL 
program  SCREEN. It applies to the same circumstances underlying Table 
6-13. By this criterion, the JU L /40 puts are the m ost underpriced (indeed, 
the only underpriced) options. Since we will be buying underpriced options, 
we com pare their ask price to their value. C om paring the bid price to value,
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Table 6-16
COVERED OPTION POSITION SCREEN

Date: 77/12/21 
Formula: PCI

******** XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ ********

EXPIRATION ANN INT ANN VOL EX-EiIV DATE DIVIDEND
78/01/20 , 050 ,30 0 78/01/05 .50
78/0*1/21 . 050 .30 0 78/04/05 .50
78/07/21 , 050 .300 78/07/05 .50

TYPE SERIES BID ASK ** VALUE DELTA GAMMA THETA ** e r

STOCK /OO 40 .00 4 0 . 0 0 40.00 1.00 . 00 , 0 . 0 0

CALL JAN/35 4.63 4 . 75 4.74 .92 . 04 "4 , 3 .00
CALL JAN/4-0 1 .25 1 , 38 1.20 ,47 . 11 "9. 1 “ . 11
CALL JAN/4-5 . 06 , 13 ,1.1. ,08 . 04 "3.1 . 0 0
CALL APR/35 5.50 5 .63 5.44 .77 , 04 "4 , 2 ".08
CALL A P R / 4 0 2. 50 2.75 2.52 ,50 , 06 "4 , 9 . 0 0
CALL JUL/40 3.50 3. 75 3,34 .51 . 04 “3.8 ’ , 31

PUT JAN/35 . 13 . 1? .10 ".07 . 04 “2, 6 - . 32
PUT JAN/40 1 .50 :L . 6 3 1,54 ".52 . 11 “7, 1 . 0 0
PUT JAN/45 5.33 5.50 5.43 ".91 . 04 ".9 . 0 0
PUT APR/35 .75 . 88 .87 -.20 . 04 ”2 . 5 . 0 0
PUT APR/40 3.00 3. 13 2.88 ".47 , 06 "3.0 " . 26
PUT JUL/40 3,50 3 .63 3,71 “ .45 , 04 ”2, 0 . 18

BEST POSITION IN XYZ P R Q F I T : 2009

DOLLAR DELJA: 12 DQLLAR GAMMA: "47 I H £ I A : 26

SELL 96 PUT APR/4 0 <>: 3,00
BUY 10 0 PUT JUL/4 0 <a 3 . 63

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  w *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

RANK STOCK PROFIT
“17“ ~N “““73“
2 . JCR 53
3 . m 46
4 , XYZ 43
5. NSC 37
6. CK 29
7. PC 22
8. LT 15
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the JU L/40 calls are the m ost overpriced. This simple m easure will tend to 
favor long-m aturity, at-the-m oney options, and discrim inate against short- 
m aturity, out-of-the-m oney options. M oreover, the absolute difference rule 
implicitly assumes the num ber of options we buy or write will be the same 
for each option.

Instead of the absolute difference, we m ight measure the relative differ
ence between value and price. This is just the absolute difference divided by 
the price. This will tend to favor out-of-the-m oney options, such as the 
JAN/35 put. As before, this rule does no t consider the num ber of options 
we will buy or write, an im portan t aspect of our strategy.

We really want to com pare options, holding fixed the effect of a dollar 
m ovem ent in the stock on the option position. T hat is, we want to measure 
the profit from  option positions o f equivalent risk. Ignoring taxes, margin, and 
commissions, the adjusted position with the greatest or lowest difference 
between value and price is the one we will select. To standardize for risk, we 
use the option delta. Recall tha t the delta measures the expected dollar 
change in the option price if the stock price increases by a small am ount. 
F o r example, to neutralize the risk in the JAN/45 and APR/40 calls, for 
every 12.5 JAN/45 contracts, we m ust hold 2 APR/40s. These positions 
have the same dollar risk as one round lot of stock for small changes in the 
stock price. Therefore, to com pare positions of equivalent risk, for each 
option we calculate its equalizing ratio:

where M  represents the m arket price of the op tion .24
Since the stock has been assumed fairly priced for the purpose of 

screening, its equalizing ratio  is always zero. F or an option, let M b be its bid 
price and M a its ask price. E ither (1) V < M b, (2) M b < V < M a, or (3) 
M a < V. In the first case, if anything, we plan to sell the option at the bid 
price, therefore its ER =  (V  — M b) /\A  \ . In the second case, we can neither 
buy nor sell a t an expected profit, so ER =  0. In the third case, since we 
consider buying the option, ER = (V  — M a) / 1 A |. As a result, options with 
negative equalizing ratios are possible sells; those with positive equalizing 
ratios are possible buys; and those with zero equalizing ratios are con
sidered fairly priced. F or XYZ, the best sell is therefore the JAN/35 put and 
the best buy the JU L/40 put. The ER of -.32  for the JAN/35 put means that 
selling 1 /| A | «  14 puts is equivalent in expected dollar profit and dollar risk 
to selling one share of stock at $40.32.

24 | A | is the absolute value of the delta. It insures that put deltas enter the definition of the 
equalizing ratio as positive numbers.
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Screening Neutral Positions on the Same Stock. For a neutral position 
(that is, one with a zero position delta that combines only two related 
securities), the total equalizing ratio (ER) is simply the sum of the absolute 
values of the two security equalizing ratios. T hat is,

Because the difference between value and price for each security has been 
weighted by the inverse of its delta, the total equalizing ratio  applies only to 
covered positions that are neutral.25

At first glance, the best delta-neutral position would appear to be the 
one with the highest to tal equalizing ratio. O n this basis, we would write a 
com bination in JU L/40 calls and JAN/35 puts. To keep it neutral, we m ust 
write about 1/.51 «  2 JU L/40 call contracts for every 1/.07 «  14 JAN/35 
put contracts written. Indeed, if our values are correct and we can costlessly 
revise our position with sufficient frequency, a position of exactly these 
am ounts is equivalent in dollar expected profit and dollar risk to buying 
one round lot of stock at $39.69 and selling one round lot at $40.32. This 
riskless arbitrage opportunity  has a certain profit of $.63.

However, transactions costs and occasional jum ps in the stock price 
m ake very frequent revision impractical. N o t only do we w ant to  initiate 
positions with a zero delta, but we also prefer positions with deltas as 
insensitive as possible to the stock price. This will m ean tha t small changes 
in the stock price will not produce position deltas far from zero. The posi
tion  gam m a provides a natural measure of the delta sensitivity. To minimize 
risk, we should compare zero delta positions with the same position gamma in 
absolute value. W hile the zero position delta constraint determines the ratio 
in which the two covering securities are to be held, the equal position 
gam m a constrain t determines the com parable “size” of the position.

As developed in Section 6-3, the form ula for the position gam m a of a 
delta-neutral position in two securities is

To com pare positions with equal gam m a in absolute value, we can require

25 To compare covered positions, we only combine securities with equalizing ratios of 
opposite sign, unless the position is a combination. For a combination, we only combine 
securities with equalizing ratios of the same sign. If no options are overpriced or no options 
are underpriced, then to preserve neutrality, we must either take a hedge or a combination (see 
Section 5-4).

ER =  |E R 1 | +  |E R 2 |.

Position gam m a =  nxA

(i)
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Since the position is neutral, for a zero delta

The present value of the anticipated profit from a position is simply the 
difference between position value and cost. T hat is,

Profit =  -  Af J  +  n2(V 2 -  M 2). (3)

To m easure the profit on a zero delta position with gam m a +  1, n l and n2
m ust sim ultaneously satisfy Equations (1), (2), and (3). Substituting for n1
and n2 in E quation (3),

If we only consider positions with separately profitable pairs of securi
ties (that is, if we write overpriced options and buy underpriced op tions26), 
the sign of the profit m ust be positive. M oreover, we can then replace the 
second parenthetical term  with the to tal equalizing ratio. As a result, for 
positions with positive profit,

Profit =  k(ER)
where

The positive constant k tells us how m uch to  expand the size of a zero delta 
position to com pare positions with a gam m a of +  1 .

SCREEN  com pares all possible delta-neutral positions in XYZ stock 
and options. It selects as the “best position” the pair of securities with the 
highest profit at zero delta and equal gam m a .27 By this criterion, we should 
buy a horizontal spread in APR/40 and JU L/40 puts. The num ber bought 
and sold are standardized so tha t we buy or sell 100  contracts on the side 
with the lowest option delta. D epending on available capital and the depth 
of the m arket, this position may be scaled up or down accordingly.

26 If either security is not separately profitable, our neutral position will not insure a profit 
with finite capital, even with continuous revision. See Section 5-4.
27 This selection does not consider either the equity required to maintain the position (it is not 
based on rate of return) or the speed with which the market price of an option converges to its 
proper value. Required equity is not a factor in our selection because its calculation may be 
quite complex and because it differs substantially among market participants.
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Screening Neutral Positions Across Different Stocks. If we are ranking 
options on different fairly priced stocks, we need to adjust our com parative 
positions for differences in stock volatility. Since we want to m easure risk in 
dollars, not rates, we m ultiply the volatility by the current stock price. Thus 
oS  is term ed the stock dollar volatility. This converts the volatility of the 
stock’s rate of return to the volatility of the stock price. The option dollar 
volatility is then the dollar volatility of the stock times the absolute value of 
the option delta or | A | oS.

The greater the dollar volatility of an option on one stock com pared 
to  the dollar volatility of an option on another, the more sensitive its value 
to  movements of equal likelihood in its underlying stock. Therefore, when 
com paring options on different stocks, we normalize their equalizing ratios 
for positions of equal dollar volatility. T hat is, we com pare

V -  M  (ER)
| A | aS  ~  oS  '

The option for which this ratio is the highest is considered the best buy, and 
the option for which this ratio  is the lowest the best sell. Just as the inverse 
of the option delta measures the num ber of contracts needed to equalize 
risk across options on the same stock, the inverse of the option dollar 
volatility measures the num ber of contracts needed to equalize risk across 
options to different underlying stocks. This norm alized equalizing ratio 
then measures an op tion’s dollar return  per dollar of risk.

F o r an option position, we define its dollar delta as the product of the 
position delta times the stock’s dollar volatility, and its dollar gamma or 
“dollar curvature” as the product of the position gam m a times the square of 
the stock’s dollar volatility. U nlike ordinary deltas and gammas, these can 
be com pared across stocks.

The best overall delta-neutral position is the zero delta and equal 
dollar gam m a position with the highest profit. In this case, it is convenient 
to  equalize the dollar gam m a by setting it equal to  one. F o r purposes of 
screening options across different underlying stocks, we calculate
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O f course, since (aS)2 is the same for all options to the same stock, this 
revised m easure of profit preserves the ordering within positions related to 
the same stock. Table 6-17 summarizes the new concepts developed in this 
and the previous section.

Table 6-17
CONCEPTS FOR ANALYZING OPTION 

POSITIONS

1. Stock price: S
Option price: M

2. Option value: V
Option delta: A =  dV/dS
Option gamma: T =  dA/8S
Option theta: 0  =  -dV /d t

3. Position value: /71 "h D2 V2
Position delta: n, At + n 2 A2
Position gamma: /7 -| l”i H 2 V 2
Position theta: Ht©! + n 2© 2

4. Stock volatility: a
Stock dollar volatility: aS
Option dollar volatility: \ A \ cjS

5. Dollar delta:3 (n, At + n 2A 2) x ctS
Dollar gamma: (/7,r, + n 2r 2) x (crS)2

6. Equalizing ratio: ER =  (V-/W)/| A |
Equalizing ratio: 

(across stocks)
ER/ctS

7. Total equalizing ratio:
(for separately profitable 
pairs of securities)

ER =  | ER, | + | ER2 |

a We might also define the position dollar volatility as the absolute 
value of its dollar delta.

F or the best delta-neutral position for each stock, SCREEN  calculates 
its dollar delta, dollar gam m a, and theta per day. In Table 6-16, for XYZ:

D ollar delta =  .3 x 40 x {[( -  9,600) x ( -  .47)]
+  [10,000 X  ( -  .45)]}A/365 =  12,

D ollar gam m a =  (.3 x 40)2 x {[( — 9,600) x .06]
+  [10,000 X  .04]}/365 =  - 4 7 ,

T heta =  { [(-9 ,600 ) x ( - 3 ) ]  +  [10,000 x ( —2)]}/365 =  26.

The dollar delta is not zero due to rounding the num ber of contracts 
bought and sold to  integers.
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SCREEN  also calculates the best delta-neutral positions for seven 
other stocks. To conserve space, a similar form at to XYZ has been omitted 
from Table 6-16. However, SC R EEN ’S overall ranking of these positions is 
given near the bottom  of the table. The put spread in XYZ ranks fourth 
w ith a profit of $43 for a position size set so its dollar gam m a per day 
equals —1. Observe tha t the profit of the full-sized suggested position is 
$2,009, and its dollar gam m a is —47. To calculate the profit at dollar 
gam m a of — 1, simply divide 2,009 by | — 4 7 1.

Analysis in Depth. Positions, such as the pu t spread, that hold particular 
interest, can be subjected to closer scrutiny. Using A PL program  POSAN, 
we can generate the ou tput in Table 6-18. For each indicated position and 
anticipated holding period, PO SA N  (position analysis) calculates the profit 
o r loss in value over the holding period and the dollar delta per day at the 
end of the holding period, conditional on a range of possible stock prices at 
the end of the period. The range of stock prices desired is input by the user 
in terms of the num ber of standard  deviations around the current stock 
price.

In this case, a coverage of 3 standard  deviations was requested. The 
first position analyzed was the put spread chosen by SCREEN, with an 
anticipated holding period of seven days. From  the calculated current 
dollar delta, dollar gam m a and theta per day, we should have a near-delta- 
neutral top spread with positive time bias. In  other words, we hope the 
stock price rem ains stable. Large stock price m ovements in either direction 
will create losses— but they m ust occur fast enough, since time is working in 
our favor.

In fact, tha t is just w hat we observe. If the stock price remains 
unchanged at 40, the value28 of our position rises by $182 by the end of the 
week. Observe tha t by just knowing the position theta  per day, we would 
have guessed 25 x 7 =  $175. O ur prediction, using theta, is close but not 
exact. The position theta will not be constant over the holding period, since 
it depends on the stock price and time. W ith some interpolation, as long as 
the stock price stays between 38^ and 41^ by the end of the week, the value 
of our position increases. F rom  Table 6-16, we know the potential profit 
from convergence of m arket prices to values in this position is $2,009. Even 
in the unlikely event tha t the stock price rises 3 standard  deviations to 46 in 
one week, the potential profit from convergence is still greater than our 
anticipated loss in value of $1,883.

By way of contrast, consider the neutral hedge with the APR/40 calls 
discussed earlier. This is the second position examined in Table 6-18. Scaled

28 Caution: The actual profit over the week depends, of course, on changes in the puts’ market 
prices.
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Table 6-18
POSITION ANALYSIS

Date: 77/12/21 
Formula: PCI

Coverage: 3.0 Sigma

XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ *#<
SELL 96 PUT APR/40 
BUY 10O PUT JUL/40

STOCK 
i+0 ,

PRICE
OO

HOLDING PERIOD 
7

STOCK VOLATILITY 
.300

AVERAGE DOLLAR VOLAJILIIY: 98

DOLLAR DELTA: 12 DOLLAR GAMMA: ”48 THETA: 25

STOCK PRICE 35. 0 0 36 . 0 0 37.00 38.00 39.00 4 0 , 0 0 41 . 0 0 42. OO
PROFIT/LOSS 
DOLLAR DELTA

"1081
29?

“648
272

"283 "12 147 
229 169 98

182 92 
.1.9 ”64

"120
".1.43

STOCK PRICE 43 , OO 44.0 0 45.OO 46.OO

PROFIT/LOSS 
DOLLAR DELTA

'"'+'4 0
“218

"853
“283

BUY
SELL

"1340 “1883 
"338 "380

X * * ¥. * X ¥: ¥: * X * X K # V:

50 STOCK /0 0 
10O CALL APR/40

STOCK 
4-0 .

PRICE 
0 0

HOLDING PERIOD 
7

STOCK VOLATILITY 
. 30 0

AVERAGE DOLLAR VOLATILITY: 449
DOLLAR DELTA: ”6 DOLLAR GAMMA: ”222 THETA: 134

STOCK PRICE 35. OO 36 . O 0 37.00 38.O0 39.00 40.00 41.00 42. 0 0
PROFIT/LOSS 
DOLLAR DELTA

“6168
1607

"3570
1357

"1531 “86 744 
1066 740 388

953 554 
19 "360

"430
"737

STOCK PRICE 43. 0 0 44. OO 45. OO 46 , 0 0

PROFIT/LOSS "1964 "4O05 ”6506 ”9417
DOLLAR DELTA "1.1.07 "1462 "1798 "2113
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down in size (by a factor of about 5) to be com parable per dollar gam m a 
with the pu t spread, we see it is roughly similar. O f course, it was not 
chosen by SCREEN  because the APR/40 call value lay within the m arket 
bid-ask quote.

6-5.  PORTFOLIO CONSIDERATIONS

N eutral trading strategies are only suitable for investors facing very low 
transactions costs. Investors with higher costs cannot afford to take posi
tions with small potential pre-transactions-costs profits or positions which 
m ay require frequent revision. If they want to use options, they should 
typically take positions which they intend to hold with little revision over 
several weeks or months.

This brings us squarely against at least two com plications which we 
did not need to consider in the previous section. First, puts and calls on the 
same underlying security cannot be judged in isolation of the rest of an 
investor’s portfolio. Second, the measures of expected return  and risk we 
have developed thus far (in Sections 5-5 and 6-3) have been based on the 
expected return and risk of an instantaneously equivalent position in stock 
and bonds. But positions held over several weeks or m onths are, as we have 
shown, equivalent to a stock-bond position adjusted in a particular way 
over time. The instantaneous measures of expected return and risk may be 
inaccurate for these longer-term  positions, or, at best, incomplete.

In this section, we show how to introduce these com plications into the 
choice of an optim al portfolio of stock, options, and default-free bonds. 
A lthough we were able to develop option pricing theory w ithout reference 
to  m odern portfolio theory, for our current purposes we are forced to draw 
upon this m ore complete theory. After all, we can hardly be expected to be 
able to construct wisely chosen portfolios of stock, bonds, and options if we 
do not first understand the m ore elem entary considerations involved in 
forming portfolios containing only stock and bonds.

The Utility Function. M odern portfolio theory begins with the definition 
of a utility function, which encapsulates the goals of an investor. This can 
be interpreted as a function which translates the expected return and risk 
attributes of a portfolio into the return which would leave the investor 
indifferent between choosing the portfolio or an investment providing that 
return w ithout risk. This utility-indifferent return is com m only called the 
portfolio certainty equivalent return. An investor can then choose am ong 
possibly very different portfolios by com paring their certainty equivalent 
returns and selecting the portfolio with the highest one.
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In the example we will develop, we assume th a t an investor can sum 
marize the risk attributes of a portfolio by its volatility and skewness of 
return. F o r a given portfolio, he m ust weigh the benefits of its expected 
return  against the disadvantage of its volatility. In addition, he may tend to 
value portfolios with positive skewness m ore highly or less highly depend
ing on his utility function.

The additional consideration of skewness is a departure from the 
usual simplifications used in m ost current applications of portfolio theory. 
In these applications, an investor is assumed to m easure risk solely in terms 
of volatility. As an empirical observation, unrevised positions in stock and 
bonds tend to be relatively symmetric in possible outcom es; that is, the 
probabilities of high and low returns of a given m agnitude are roughly 
equal (provided they are not too extreme). Therefore, their expected return 
and volatility tend to be a sufficient description of the m ore likely potential 
returns.

However, since option positions can be quite skewed, our analysis 
would be seriously incomplete if we neglected an investor’s preference for 
skewness. If an investor desires skewed rather than  symmetric outcomes, 
either he can revise his stock-bond positions in a particular way over time 
or, alternatively, he can take a fixed position in options. F o r example, if he 
buys puts on shares he owns, he will tend to decrease the probability of 
large losses a t the cost of increased probability  of small losses (positive 
skewness). O n the other hand, if he writes calls against shares he owns, he 
will decrease the probability of large profits and increase the probability of 
small profits (negative skewness). Depending on his utility function, an 
investor may not find these tradeoffs offsetting. Indeed, his principal reason 
for buying or selling options may be to transform  w hat would otherwise be 
a relatively symmetric outcom e from a fixed stock-bond position into a 
m ore desirable fixed, but highly skewed, position.

Table 6-19
ILLUSTRATION OF MEASURES OF RETURN AND RISK

Rate of Returna Return/Risk Measures Certainty Equivalentb
i

Low 1 1 Medium | High
i

m -  1 ' 1 V
1
: s b = .5

i i 
\ b = 1 \

II-0

I -.49 .50 .59 .20 .49 - .4 3 .138 .061 -.007
II -.40 .20 .80 .20 .49 0 .146 .090 .035
III -.19 -.10 .89 .20 .49 .43 .154 .113 .075

s Each rate of return (low, medium, and high) occurs with probability 3.
b Exact certainty equivalent rates of return for utility functions with constant proportional risk aversion 
equal to b.
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To evaluate a portfolio’s certainty equivalent return  we will need to 
m easure its expected rate of return, volatility, and skewness. Table 6-19 
gives a simple example of how this m ight be done. It contrasts the returns 
on three portfolios, I, II, and III, purposely constructed to have the same 
expected rate of return, m — 1, and volatility, v, but different skewness, s. 
Portfolio I is assumed to have an annual rate of return of —.49, .50, or .59, 
each with equal probability, Its expected rate of return  and standard  
deviation are then com puted by

m -  1 =  i ( - .4 9 )  +  ±(.50) +  ±(.59) =  .20

u =  y K - . 4 9  -  ,20)2 +  i(.50 -  ,20)2 +  i(.59 -  .20)2 =  .49.

By definition, skewness is the cube roo t of the expected cube of the devi
ation of the portfolio rate of return  from its expected value. Therefore,

s =  ^ - . 4 9  -  .20)3 +  ^{.50 -  ,20)3 +  ^{.59 -  .20) 3 =  - .4 3 .

Similar calculations lead to the corresponding param eters describing p o rt
folios II and III. We see that skewness can be zero even though the volatil
ity is not (portfolio II) whenever a portfolio has returns symmetrically 
distributed around its expected value. Also, unlike volatility, skewness can 
be negative or positive. Among these three candidate portfolios, an investor 
with a preference for positive skewness would unam biguously prefer p o rt
folio III, and an investor preferring negative skewness would choose p o rt
folio I.

To calculate a portfolio’s certainty equivalent return, we next need to 
know how m, v, and s fit together in an investor’s utility function. In our 
example we will assume that, given unchanged opportunities to invest in 
securities, an investor does not desire to change the p roportionate  com posi
tion of his portfolio as his current wealth changes. While this assum ption 
m ay not apply to m ost investors, there is reason to think it may be approx
imately true for m any others (including the authors, for example), particu
larly those with relatively large am ounts to invest.

As prom ised, we will now draw  upon m odern portfolio theory. 
According to this theory, our assum ption considerably narrow s the range of 
candidate utility functions. If R, a random  variable, is the return (thus, 
^  — 1 is the rate of return) on the investor’s portfolio, then the investor’s 
utility function must take the form

1 - b
R 1
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where ft is a positive constant m easuring the degree of an investor’s risk 
aversion .29 It is within the scope of our assum ption for the constant b to  be 
quite individualized. F o r example, for one of the authors b is very close to 1, 
and for the other, b is about 1.5.

R eturning to Table 6-19, if b =  .5, portfolio I will result in a utility 
value of 2-v/C51, 2^/L 5, or 2 ^1 .5 9 , depending on whether the portfolio 
return  is low, medium, or high. According to m odern portfolio theory, a 
single num ber which can be used to  rank order candidate portfolio order is 
the expected utility

R1 ~6]  -  +  W ^ 5 )  +  j(2v/L59) =  2.1332.

To give the units of this expected _utility greater meaning, we translate it 
into its certainty equivalent return, R , by solving the following eq u a tio n :

—1— R l b = 2 =  2.1332.
1 — b

T hat is, we find the certainty equivalent return  which provides the investor 
with the same expected utility as portfolio I. In this case R = 1.138, and the 
certainty equivalent rate of return  is R — 1 =  .138. An investor with degree 
of risk aversion b =  .5 is thus indifferent between an equal chance of 
earning a rate of return of —.49, .50, or .59 and a certain rate of return of 
.138.

It is clear from the certainty equivalent section of Table 6-19 that an 
investor’s certainty equivalent return  depends on his degree of risk aversion,

29 Those familiar with the portfolio theory literature will recognize b as the level of “constant 
proportional risk aversion.” This theory assumes an investor has a utility function U{w) over 
his future wealth. His proportional risk aversion is measured by — wU" (w)/U'{w).

It is easy to see why U{w) =  [1/(1 — bJiw1 b implies an investor will not desire to 
change the proportionate composition of his portfolio as his current wealth w0 changes. Since 
w = w0R  and utility is unique up to an increasing linear transformation,

1 _ i , jsr, 1 _ i i, 1 1
■ (w0 R y  ~b =  wl0~b     R 1 ~b «  -------  R 1 ~b

1 - b  1 - h  u 7 u 1 - b  1 - b

Generally, proportional risk aversion will depend on w0 , but in this case, proportional risk 
aversion is constant and equal to b since b = —wU"(w)/U'{w).

If b = 1, then it would appear utility is undefined. However, it can be shown for this 
special case that

lim — R 1 ~b «  log R
b - i  1 “  b

and we can approximate the ordering of portfolios given by logarithmic utility, log R , by 
regarding b as very close to but not equal to 1.
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b, but can also be quite sensitive to portfolio skewness. Positive skewness is 
always desirable, especially as b increases.

Since m ost portfolios have not three but alm ost an infinite num ber of 
possible outcomes, it would quickly prove im practical to list each outcom e 
together with its probability. It is often much easier to estim ate its par
ameters, m, v, and s, directly. We would, therefore, like to be able to calcu
late a portfolio’s certainty equivalent return using param eters m, v, and s as 
inputs (the return/risk  measures section of Table 6-19) rather than the 
possible outcom es (the certainty equivalent section). U nfortunately, knowl
edge of m, v, and s is usually insufficient to determine R  exactly. However, it 
is possible, using the m athem atical theory of approxim ation, to  derive a 
good approxim ation of R  based on m, v, and s alone. A pplication of this 
theory leads to the following approxim ation :30

which, in turn, implies R = 1.144. C alculation of other certainty equivalent 
returns in Table 6-19 using the approxim ating form ula gives a similar 
degree of accuracy.

In sum m ary, we believe tha t for portfolios containing options, it is 
necessary to calculate no t only their expected return, m, and volatility, v, 
bu t also their skewness, s. Given certain often acceptable assum ptions and 
an investor’s degree of risk aversion, we can tran sla te jh ese  param eters into 
an approxim ation of the certainty equivalent return, Rl± of the portfolio. The 
investor will then select the portfolio with the highest R.

F or example, for portfolio I, if b = .5 we would approxim ate

by

30 We have approximated the function (1 — b) 1R 1 b by expanding it in a Taylor series 
around m, taking its expected value and neglecting terms higher than the third order.
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To do all this, we need a way to calculate m, v, and s. We will first 
discuss how to determ ine the expected return  of a single option, and then 
extend this to a portfolio expected return. We will show how to break apart 
these expected returns into com ponents which separately m easure different 
sources of an option or portfolio alpha. It will then be convenient to 
develop a measure of an option or portfolio beta. Focusing first on a 
position of several different options to a single underlying stock, we will 
provide a technique to measure the position volatility and skewness, and 
then extend this to positions across several underlying stocks. Finally, we 
will put all this together to calculate certainty equivalent returns.

Expected Return. In Section 5-5, we showed that over a single period of 
binomial stock price movements, the expected return, mc , of an option 
properly priced relative to its stock is related to the expected return of the 
stock, ms , by

mc — r = Q(ms -  r),

where the elasticity is Q =  (S/C )A for a call, or Q =  (S/P )A for a put. If the 
stock were mispriced relative to its predicted value according to the capital 
asset pricing model, then

™s “  r = as +  Ps(mM ~  r),

where mM is the expected return of the “m arket portfolio,” as is the stock 
alpha reflecting its mispricing, and ps is the stock beta. If, in addition, the 
option were mispriced relative to the stock, then we would have a second 
source for the alpha of an option, ac , so that

mc - r  =  ac +  Qas +  &Ps(mM ~~ r)•

We can raise a t least two objections to  these formulas. First, as we 
have already pointed out, they hold only over a single period and may 
become quite com plicated if we anticipate holding an option over several 
periods. Second, particularly if we plan to close out our option position 
prior to expiration, it is not clear how we should estimate the portion of the 
option alpha, ac , due to the relative mispricing of the stock and the 
op tion .31 To deal with this difficulty we m ust have a theory of the option’s 
disequilibrium  price behavior.

31 Likewise, we have not explained how to estimate the stock alpha, but this falls outside the 
scope of this book.
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To handle these complications in a reasonable but straightforward 
m anner, we will provisionally assume th a t :32

1. Both the investor and the “market” agree that the interest rate will remain 
constant and equal to r  — 1.

2. Both the investor and the “market” agree that the stock return is lognor
mal with a constant dividend yield S.

3. The market price of an option at all times through expiration is set equal 
to the value it would have according to the Black-Scholes formula for 
European options.

4. The investor’s estimates of the annualized discrete expected return and 
instantaneous volatility of the stock are m and <j; the “market’s” estimates 
are m and a, respectively.

These assum ptions33 isolate a single source of any disagreem ent between an 
investor and the m arket about the re la tiv e  pricing of an option: the stock 
volatility. In practice, there will be other sources of disagreement (interest 
rates, dividend yields, the pricing form ula itself), but differences in volatility 
estimates are likely to prove the m ost im portant.

U nder these conditions, we can derive a surprisingly simple formula 
for the expected future m arket price of an option E (V \h)  at the end of 
holding period h, m easured as a fraction of a year.34

32 We speak here as though the “m arket” had a mind of its own. This is a device for deriving 
inferences from security market prices. For example, the “market’s ” estimate of stock volatil
ity a can be inferred, given the Black-Scholes formula, from the implicit volatility contained in 
the current market price of an associated option.
33 An unstated, but implicit, assumption requires that the investor knows that he and the 
market agree about r and <5, knows that the market uses the Black-Scholes formula to price 
options, and knows the market’s estimates m and a.
34 To see how this formula is derived, consider a call with no dividends remaining until 
expiration. O ur problem is to integrate

I* CO 2
E(C I h) =  rSe?N(x\ -  Krh- xN(x -  a. I t -  hYl------ e-(y-nh)2l2a2hdy^

where y  is the natural logarithm of the return of the stock over holding period h, 
H =  (1 /h)E(y)= log m — \ o 2, and

It helps to use the integral

for constants A  and B.
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E (V \h)  is equal to the Black-Scholes European option 
value V(S, K , t , r a, <5), except that V  is evaluated at 
V(Smhs , K rh, t, r, ^ /W 2 +  (1 -  a)a2, 5), where u =  /i/t.

In other words, the expected future m arket price of an option at the end 
of holding period h is equal to the price tha t option would have today 
if the current stock price were Smhs , the striking price K rh, the time to 
expiration t, and the m arket’s estimate of the volatility y ja o 2 +  (1 — a)d2, 
where a is the fraction of the option’s time to expiration taken up by the 
holding period. W hen the holding period is very short relative to t, the 
volatility in this form ula is almost entirely determined by the m arket 
ly /a a 2 +  (1 — a)d2 =  a]. O n the other hand, if the option is to be held to 
expiration, then the volatility is completely determ ined by the investor 
ly /a a 2 +  (1 — a)o2 = &}.

The option’s annualized expected return is

mc =
E(V  | h) i/h

where V  is its current m arket price. Raising E (V \h )/V  to the 1/h power 
annualizes this expectation.

Consider, now, a universe of options, stock, and bonds ,35 where we 
index securities by j  =  1, 2, . . . ,  J . If a security were an option, its expected 
future value after holding period h would be E(Vj\h), and this would be 
determ ined by applying the above formula. If it were a stock, then E(Vj\ 
h) =  Sjfn)', if it were a default-free bond with a current price of $ 1, then 
E(Vj\h) =  rh. We can think of a portfolio as containing nj units of each 
security j. Its current m arket value is 'Zjnj Vj and its expected future m arket 
value a t the end of holding period h is T,jnjE(Pj\h). The portfolio’s annu
alized expected return is then

m =
Z jn jE (V j\h ) 11//1

Here we have presum ed each security will be held a t least h fraction of a 
year. To evaluate m over a period during which some positions were closed 
would require that we knew in advance under w hat conditions positions 
would be closed and how the proceeds, if any, would be reinvested.

Despite the two objections we raised earlier to  the single period 
form ula for the expected option returns, we m ight still hope that this

35 We exclude bonds subject to default. These pose special problems which will be considered 
in Chapter 7.
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simpler form ula would provide a useful approxim ation of the exact 
expected return over a specified holding period. This would save us the 
trouble of using the m ore complex formula. Table 6-20 lists the exact 
expected returns to call options with various striking prices and m aturities. 
If the investor and the m arket agree about the stock volatility, the table 
indicates tha t annualized expected returns will tend to  be insensitive to the 
holding period. Indeed, in this case the value of mc — 1 derived from the 
instantaneous approxim ation

log mc -  log r =  Q(log ms -  log r),
where

Q =  |

is, to the nearest percent, the same as the exact discrete value over a 
one-day holding period. However, when an investor believes an option is 
over- or undervalued relative to its underlying stock, then the option 
expected return  can become quite sensitive to the holding period and an 
instantaneous approxim ation may be misleading for sufficiently long 
holding periods.

Table 6-20
REPRESENTATIVE BLACK-SCHOLES CALL EXPECTED RATES OF RETURN

m = 1.10 o  = .3 5 = 40 r  =  1.05

G K
J A N a

Expiration M onth  
APR J U L

Holding Period ( Days)

1 15 30 I 1 15 60 120 1 15 60 210

f35 .63 .64 .64 .58 .57 .55 .53 .47 .47 .45 .42
.25 <40 25.89 19.39 15.11 1.79 1.72 1.55 1.38 .95 .93 .89 .77

f  45 b b b 6.84 6.35 5.14 4.11 1.98 1.93 1.77 1.42

f  35 .47 .47 .47 .34 .34 .34 .34 .29 .29 .29 .28
.3 <40 1.08 1.07 1.06 .48 .48 .48 .48 .37 .37 .37 .36

145 2.38 2.37 2.36 .66 .66 .65 .65 .45 .45 .45 .44

f35 .21 .22 .24 .15 .15 .15 .16 .15 .15 .15 .16
.35 <40 -.5 8 -.61 -.6 4 -.01 -.01 -.01 -.02 .09 .09 .09 .08

f45 -.9 8 -.99 -.99 -.2 4 -.25 -.27 -.3 0 -.01 -.01 -.02 -.03

NOTE: No adjustment is made for dividends.
3 The January options have one month to expiration; the Aprils, four months; and the Julys, seven 
months. The option expected rates of return and r. m, o, and o  are expressed in annual terms. 
b Greater than 10,000.
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Alpha. F or some applications we would like to know w hat portion of an 
option or portfolio expected return, based on our opinions, can be attrib 
uted to mispricing in the m arket. We can identify two sources of mispricing 
for stocks:

1. The expected return of the market portfolio relative to the interest rate 
(market alpha);

2. The expected stock return relative to the expected return of the market 
portfolio (pure stock alpha);

and a third additional source for op tio n s:

3. The expected option return relative to the expected return of its under
lying stock (pure option alpha).

The m arket alpha m ight derive from our feeling that stocks as a group are 
over- or underpriced, the pure stock alpha from special inform ation we 
have about the expected return of an individual stock, and the pure option 
alpha from different forecasts of stock volatility.

To isolate the m arket alpha, we need a theory about how the m arket 
goes about relating its expectation of the return of the m arket portfolio to 
the interest rate. N aturally, this will depend on the degree of risk aversion 
of the society as a whole. O ther things equal, the m ore risk-averse the 
society, the greater the difference between the expected m arket portfolio 
return, mM, and the interest rate, r — 1. The capital asset pricing model 
provides just such a theory. U nfortunately, this model, as it is usually 
described, is no t consistent with m ultiperiod portfolio choice among securi
ties tha t tend to  have lognorm al distributions. However, a modified model, 
discussed in Section 5-7, offers a way around these difficulties. According to 
this theory, the m arket sets prices so tha t its opinion of the expected m arket 
portfolio return, mM, is related to the degree of m arket risk aversion, bM, 
and the volatility of the m arket portfolio, aM, by

log mM =  log bM a 2M .

An investor’s forecast of the expected m arket portfolio return, mM, 
will generally be different from mM . F o r example, if he thinks m ost securi
ties are generally underpriced relative to default-free bonds, then mM > mM 
and he will have a positive m arket alpha, otM, defined by mM =  aM +  mM.
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A second source of mispricing is the pure stock alpha,36 as . This can 
be determ ined by com paring the investor’s and m arket’s expected returns 
for a stock. According to the same theory, the m arket sets the stock price so 
that its opinion of the expected stock return is

log ms =  log r +  bMpooM.

Here a  is the instantaneous volatility of the stock and p is the correlation of 
the stock’s instantaneous rate of return  with the rate of return of the m arket 
portfolio. Substituting for bM from the previous equation and expo
nentiating, we can rewrite this as

— re{palaM)\og{mMlr)

The investor’s own estim ate ms may differ from ms for two reasons: 
He believes this stock is mispriced relative to other stocks (as /  0), or he 
believes stocks as a group are mispriced (aM #  0). Com bining these, his 
estim ated expected stock return is

=  _j_ r e ( P < r / < T M ) l o g ( m M / r )

Putting  this together with the previous equation, we can relate ms and ms 
by

%  =  «s +  «s +  % ,

where ots = re(pa/<™)]og(mMlr) -  re{p<Tl<TM)'og{mMlr). We derive as solely from the 
m arket alpha and it quantifies the effect of aM on the investor’s expected 
return  of the stock. The sum o f  as and as is the total stock alpha, as .

An option has yet another source of mispricing: the relation between 
its price and the price of its underlying stock. According to our form ula for 
expected option return, this expectation depends on three types of esti
mates :

1. The stock expected return (x);
2. The stock volatility (y);
3. The stock volatility used by the market to price an option (z).

36 The size of aM and as will depend on how quickly the disequilibrium is corrected in the 
market. Here we assume that an abnormal annualized expected rate of return of log(l +  <xM) 
on the market portfolio can be earned continuously over the next year. We make a similar 
assumption with regard to as .
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Let us denote this dependence by mc(x , y , z). For example, the m arket’s 
estim ate mc =  mc(ms , b, b \  and the investor’s estim ate mc = mc(ms , <7, a). 
The to tal option alpha, ac =  mc — mc , can then be broken down into three 
com ponents37:

1. Pure option alpha

a c =  mc(ms , <r, b) -  mc(ms , b, £)

2. Additional alpha deriving from pure stock alpha

a c =  m c(ms +  a s , b, b) -  mc(ms , a , a)

3. Additional alpha deriving from market alpha

ac =  mc(ms +  §Ls , b , b ) -  mc(ms , a, b)

To extend this to portfolio alphas, since an alpha is a rate of return, 
we need to add 1 to each security alpha before annualizing the units. We 
can then treat it similarly to an expected return. F or example, if otj is the 
to tal alpha for security j , then the annualized portfolio alpha is

[XjWji i +  a y y *  - 1 ,

where Wj = rijV-JlLj rijVj is the portfolio weight of security j.
M ost of the ideas in this section are illustrated in Table 6-21, a sample 

of com puter ou tpu t of PO R T A N  (portfolio analysis) for December 21, 1977. 
All calculations are based on the Black-Scholes European option pricing 
form ula adjusted for a constant dividend yield (PCI). A portfolio of invest
m ents in three underlying stocks (ABC, LM N , and XYZ) and government 
bonds (AAA) is analyzed over a three-m onth holding period.

The user has input some basic param eters describing the m arket 
environm ent: the interest rate, r — 1 =  .05, the m arket portfolio alpha, 
otM = .01, the m arket portfolio volatility, aM = .18, and the degree of m arket 
risk aversion, bM = 1.3. PO R T A N  then calculates the m arket excess return 
mM — r = r(ebM° 2M — 1) =  .045. This implies the investor forecasts mM 
— 1 =  .05 +  .01 +  .045 =  .105. He is bullish about the m arket as a whole, 

in the sense tha t the m arket’s expectation mM = .95.
ABC stock has a current m arket price 5 =  40 and the user has fore

cast for ABC a pure stock alpha as =  .025, a volatility o — .3, and a correla
tion with the m arket portfolio p = .5. The total stock alpha as =  .033, of 
which .008 is the contribution of the m arket alpha as it is filtered through 
ABC stock. The overpriced L M N /A PR /40 calls have a pure option alpha

37 Because of partial effects, the total option alpha will usually be approximately, but not 
exactly, equal to the sum of its three component alphas.



Table 6-21
PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS

DATE: 77/3.2/21
FORMULA: PCI

HOLDING PERIOD: 90 DAYS
INTEREST MARKET EXCESS MARKET MARKET MARKET RISK
RATE RETURN ALPHA VOLATILITY AVERSION

K ft ft K K K K - K K K K  ft ft ft K- K K- ft ft K ft ft ft ft ft ft K ft ft ft ft ft ft K ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft K ft ft ft ft ft ft ftftftft it

ftftftftftftftftftft ABC ABC ADC ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC kk*«»kk*kk
PRICE ALPHA VOLATILITY CORRELATION
40.00 .025 .300 .500

MARKET
------- POSITION------  PRICE BETA MARKET STOCK OPTION TOTAL
BUY 100 STOCK /00 « 40.00 .34 .003 .025 .000 .033

ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft: ft ft ft ft ft »< ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftftft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft K ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft »<■ K- ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft K ft ft ft ft :<* 4 4 4
ftftftftftftftftftft LMN LMN L.MN LMN LMN L.MN L.MN LMN LMN LMN LMN LMN kkkkk k4.̂4 <

PRICE ALPHA VOLATILITY CORRELATION
40.00 .000 .300 .300

MARKET
------- POSITION  PRICE BETA MARKET STOCK OPTION TOTAL
BUY 100 STOCK /00 a 40.00 .50 .005 .000 ,000 .005
SELL 100 CALL APR/4 0 cc 2.75 “3.79 '.043 .000 .263 .232

ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftftftftftftftftftftft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 
XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ

PRICE ALPHA VOLATILITY CORRELATION
40.00 .040 .300 .700

------- POSH ION------ PRICE BETA MARKET STOCK iDPI ION TOTAL
BUY 100 STOCK /00 « 4 0 .00 3 . 18 .012 .040 .000 . 052
BUY 100 PUT APR/40 « 2.63 “8.04 '.057 ‘.175 .261 " . 016

KKKKKKKKKfcKKI
666 666 tibti 666 666 666 /666 666 666 666 666 666

BUY 10 BONDi 78,•* 6.50 a 101.43
BUY 10 BONDi 30,/ 7.00 a 103.72

* PORTFOLIO
EXPECTED ----------ALPHA----- ----------- PORI FOLIO
RETURN VOLATILITY SKEWNESS BETA MARKET STOCK OPTION IOTAL WEIGHT

ABC .121 .309 .296 .34 .003 .025 .000 . 033 .23
LMN .032 . 167 ".230 .26 .002 .000 .019 . 022 .27
XYZ .121 . 133 .292 .61 .006 .020 .020 . 046 .30
666 . 050 . 000 .000 . 00 .000 .000 .000 . 000 . 15
TOTAL .100 . 137 . 115 .49 .005 .033 .011 . 029 t . 00

CEJBIfllMIX EflUItfflLEHI CGME&JBISIQyg <INVESTOR RISK AVERSION: 1.0)
BOND PORTFOLIO .050
MARKET PORTFOLIO .035
MARKET--BOND EQUIVALENT PORTFOLIO .072
STOCK-BOND EQUIVALENT PORTFOLIO .079
OPTION PORTFOLIO .090

329
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when w ritten of ac =  .268, which more than  offsets the negative contribu
tion of the filtered m arket alpha —.043, leaving a total option  alpha ac =  
.232.

The portfolio sum m ary near the bottom  of Table 6-21 gives the 
expected rates of return for each position. ABC stock has an expected 
return  of

_|_ r e P < T l< T M (\o g m M lr)  _ _  j  _  Q25 _j_ J Q5-833(log 1 .1 0 5 /1 .0 5 )  _  j  _  \ 2 \ .

Even though XYZ stock has a higher expected rate of return, because of the 
presence of the purchased puts, the XYZ put hedge has about the same 
expected rate of return  as ABC stock. The total alpha for the put hedge is 
.046, which roughly equals contributions being made by the pure stock 
alpha (.02) and the pure option alpha (.02). The default-free investment in 
governm ent bonds has a .05 rate of return. Taken together,38 considering 
the portfolio weights, the portfolio expected rate of return  is .10 and the 
to tal portfolio alpha is .029. Stocks rank ahead of options, and options rank 
ahead of the m arket portfolio, in terms of their contribution.

Beta. In Section 5-5, we showed that over a single period of binom ial 
stock price movements, the beta, /?c , of an option properly priced relative 
to its stock can be inferred from the stock beta, jSs , by the formula jSc =  
QjSs . The same objections we raised with respect to an op tion’s expected 
return  apply here with equal force. If we adopt the same assum ptions used 
to derive our form ula for expected return and use our modified capital asset 
pricing model, we can derive a form ula for the beta of an option /Jc(h) over 
holding period h :

„ mhc - ( V ' / V )
Pdh) =  j, ~

m~  rh

where V' is equal to the Black-Scholes European option 
value K(S, K , t , r, <j, <5) except tha t V' is evaluated at

'He mhs
_{ms -  

where a =  h/t.

, K rh, t, r, y /a a 2 +  (1 — a)a2, S

38 Since all numbers are annualized, the deannualized expected returns of each position are 
averaged, then the resulting average is reannualized.
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If there were no pure stock or option alphas (ac =  as =  0), then V '/V  
simplifies to rh. We would then have the usual in terpretation of beta as the 
ratio of the excess (over the riskless rate) return of a security to the excess 
return  of the m arket portfolio. N ote also that, other things equal, as we 
alter the holding period, not only do we change the annualized expected 
option return, rac , but we also change the option’s beta, pc(li).

The portfolio beta is simply a weighted average of the betas of the 
individual securities in the portfolio where the weights are the proportion
ate values of the holdings of each security:

m  = X jw j^ ih ) .

In Table 6-21, the beta on XYZ stock over a three-m onth holding 
period is .84, approxim ately equal to the instantaneous beta p c /a M =  
(.3)(.5)/.18 =  .83. The betas of the written calls ( — 3.79) and purchased puts 
( — 8.04) are both  negative and com paratively large in magnitude. The 
overall portfolio beta is only .49, due to the hedging influence of the options 
and the purchased bonds.

Position Volatility and Skewness. To determ ine a certainty-equivalent rate 
of return, in addition to the portfolio expected return, we need to know its 
volatility and skewness. We begin by asking an easier question: Considering 
only a position of options to a single underlying stock, how do we measure 
its volatility and skewness?

Through holding period h, the volatility and skewness of this position 
are, respectively,

— i — M - m  and ^ E [ ( Z ,  n, -  £ )3] ,
n j  V j  n j  V j

where E = 'Ljnj E(Vj\h). We already know how to calculate E(Vj\h) and we 
know  the value of Vj of each option at the end of the holding period 
conditional on the stock price S at that time. The rem aining problem  is to 
calculate the expectations £[(£,• Vj(S) — E)2~\ and EtfLjUj,Vj(S) — £ )3]. 
W riting these expectations this way makes it clear tha t they are taken over 
a single random  variable— the future stock price S , which we have assumed 
to  have a lognorm al return with param eters ms and a. This is a problem  in 
num erical integration which is easily solved by com puter.

Unlike the expected return, there is no clear way to annualize the 
volatility and skewness. W ith the hope of m aking these param eters rela
tively insensitive to the pure effect of the holding period, we will annualize
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the volatility39 by dividing by J h  and annualize the skewness by dividing
by y i? .

The portfolio sum m ary section of Table 6-21 shows tha t the annu
alized volatility of the hedge in L M N  is .167, which is, as we would expect, 
less than  the volatility of the underlying stock. Again, as expected, the 
skewness of the hedge in calls is negative, while the skewness of the XYZ 
hedge in puts is positive.

Table 6-22 gives us some idea about how sensitive the annualized 
position volatility is to the length of the holding period. N eutral hedges in 
calls exhibit very great sensitivity.40 For example, a neutral hedge in 
APR/40 calls requires the purchase of .572 shares for each w ritten option. 
The position volatility rises from .01 for a one-day holding period to .18 if 
held unrevised to expiration. In contrast, the 1 : 1 hedges show relatively 
little variation in volatility as the holding period lengthens. F o r these, the 
instantaneous approxim ation

, position dollar delta
Position volatility « -----—------------------- :—

position current value

is quite accurate and, for m ost practical purposes, we can be spared our 
problem  in num erical integration. In the case of the A PR/40 call, since 
S = 40, C =  3.07, As =  1, and Ac =  .572, the position dollar delta is

(LjnjAj)(rS = (1 -  .572)(.3)(.40) =  5.14

and the position current value is

'LJnJ Vj = 40 -  3.07 =  36.93.

As a result, the instantaneous (first-order) approxim ation to the position 
volatility is 5.14/36.93 =  .14.

39 If the position return were lognormal, our method would be unambiguously correct for 
annualizing its instantaneous volatility.
40 Despite this, computer simulation indicates that the hedge ratio which minimizes the hedge 
position dollar volatility for the options in Table 6-22 is typically very close to the option delta 
(that is, the neutral hedge ratio), regardless of the holding period.



.^w.nov^i . w i-lo  v u L n i iu i ic o  u r  u m l l  r u a i  i i u i \ i£ >  : tXACI AND SECOND-ORDER 
APPROXIMATIONS

m =  1.10 a =  a =  .3 5 =  40 r =  1.05

Po
sit

ion K
JANa

Expiration Month 

APR JUL

1 15 30 1

Holding Period (Days) 

15 60 120 1 15 60 210

35 2.18 2.20 2.23 1.59 1.61 1.68 1.77 1.33 1.34 1.39 1.56

1 (2.18) (2.19) (2.19) (1.59) (1.60) (1.61) (1.63) (1-33) (1.33) (1.34) (138)
2 40 4.42 4.83 5.30 2.23 2.30 2.52 2.82 1.70 1.74 1.85 2.23
Ooc (4.42) (4.74) (5.05) (2.23) (2.27) (2.38) (2.52) (1.70) (1-72) (1.76) (1.90)
:d 45 7.74 11.07 15.73 2.96 3.14 3.75 4.64 2.10 2.17 2.40 3.23

(7.57) (10.34) (12.53) (2.96) (3.09) (3.46) (3.90) (2.10) (2.14) (2.26) (2.62)

35 .02 .03 .04 .06 .06 .07 .08 .08 .08 .08 .09
0)0) (.02) (03) (-03) (-06) (.07) (.08) (.09) (.08) (.08) (.09) (.11)
* 40 .14 .15 .16 .14 .14 .15 .15 .14 .14 .14 .15
£ (.15) (.16) (.17) (.14) (.14) (.16) (.17) (.14) (.14) (.15) (17)
- 45 .27 .27 .27 .21 .21 .22 .22 .19 .19 .19 .20

(.27) (.27) (.27) (.21) (.22) (.22) (.23) (.19) (.19) (.20) (.21)

QJ 35 — .02 .04 — .03 .06 .09 __ .03 .05 .10
§ ( - ) (02) (.03) ( - ) (.03) (-06) (.09) ( - ) (.03) (.06) (.11)
; 40 .03 .12 .18 .01 .06 .12 .18 .01 .04 .09 .19
Hi (-03) (.13) (.18) (.02) (.06) (.13) (.18) (.01) (.05) (.10) (.18)

45 .07 .32 .54 .02 .10 .21 .33 .02 .06 .13 .30< (.08) (.29) (41) (03) (.10) (.20) (-29) (.02) (.07) (.14) (.26)

NOTE: No adjustment is made for dividends. Approximations are in parentheses.
3 The January options have one month to expiration; the Aprils, four months; and the Julys, seven months, r, a, and m  are expressed in annual terms.
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A better (second-order) approxim ation takes some account of the 
holding period:41

Position ^/(position  $ delta)2 +  .584 (position $ gam m a)2 x holding period 
volatility position current value

The neutral hedge in APR/40 calls has a position dollar delta of

(Lj nj Aj)<rS = [(.572 x 1) -  (1 x .572)](.3)(40) =  0,

as it m ust have to be neutral. Since Ts =  0 and Tc =  .0567, its position 
dollar gam m a is

( L j n j F j y S 2 = (0 -  .0567)(.32)(402) =  -8 .1 6

and its position current value is

XjHj  Vj  = (.572 x 40) -  (1 x 3.07) =  19.81.

Therefore, over holding period h = 120/365 =  .3288 years, the approxim ate 
position volatility is ^ .5 8 4  x (8.16)2 x .3288/19.81 =  .18. A lthough this 
m ethod of approxim ation may give satisfactory results for neutral positions, 
it can be quite misleading for uncovered positions.

Portfolio Volatility and Skewness. Calculation of the exact volatility and 
skewness for a portfolio containing several stocks and options quickly 
becomes impractical, even on a large com puter. To see w hat is involved,
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41 To derive this approximation, let V be the uncertain value of the position at the end of 
holding period h, and let A and T be the current position delta and gamma. Expanding V in a 
Taylor series around the current stock price S,

V = V +  A(S -  S) +  \  T(S -  S)2 +  • • •,

where all terms involving time to expiration and higher-order terms involving the stock price 
are omitted. Taking the variance of both sides,

Var V *  A2 Var(S — S) +  ± T 2 Var[(5 -  S)2].

Since Var(S -  S) w o2S 2h and Var[(S -  S)2] % 2(t4S4/z2, then

«  V(AaS)2 + ,5(rVs2)2/i.

Computer simulation shows this to be downward-biased for neutral positions. Changing the 
dollar gamma weighting coefficient from .5 to .584 tends to eliminate this bias.
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consider a portfolio containing rij units of each security;. In general,42 

1
v =

hV jn jV j)
[E(Vj Vk \h ) ~  E(Vj\h)E(Vk I m .

Since we can easily estimate E(Vj \ h) for each security, the only difficulty lies 
in calculating E(VjVk \h). Again, this is a problem  in numerical integration, 
but it has the com plication that the prices of two stocks, not one, may be 
involved. Com pared to an integration over one stock price, this roughly 
squares the num ber of calculations.

We m ight hope that, like E(Vj\h), we could express the expectation 
E(Vj Vk | h) as the sum of m ore easily ,calculable terms. Indeed, some progress 
in this direction is possible; but even this simplification leaves a costly 
expression to solve by com puter 43

42 The covariance of Vj and Vk is E[(Vj — E\_Vj]){Vk — which simplifies to E(VjVk) 
-  E(Vj)E(Vk).

43 For the pair of calls j  = 1, 2 with no dividends remaining until expiration, we need to 
calculate

£(CjC2) =

where

n j ^ C S j ^ x , . )  -  K Jrh-'-N(xj -
)

/Oh. y2>Hi, P2> °2> Pi2)dy1dy1

X ;  =
_  log ( S j e / K j r__2  +  ^  y . = log

ajy / t j  -  h

a n d f ( y l9 y 2) is a bivariate normal density function with parameters [ijh = E(log Sj/S j) = m}h 
— jO jh , o jh  = Var(log Sj/Sj), and p 12, the correlation between log{ S J S ^  and log(S2/S2). 
Integration of successive terms yields:

where

E(C2C 2) =  (S1m‘)(S2m*2K - ' w / x 1 +  +  ; p *
\  o2S/ h

-  (S1mh2)(Klrl'~ ,')N 2(x i -  <xfv %  +  g l2 l l , x 2; p f 2)

-  (Slm \)(K2rl'-<i)lv / * lt x 2 -  +  ; p fV o*2s[ t 2
+ (K 1r " '“XK 2rl' - ‘2)N 2(x1 -  x 2 P ii)

_ , r
X j  -  +  2

a*  =  [y<rj +  ( l  - “ V ; .  P 12  s — ^ 4= ,  <x12 =  p12 .VO V 0/ <r* u '/h h
N 2(x, Ti P) is ^ e  standard bivariate normal distribution function with correlation parameter p.

This second expression for £ ( £ ^ 2) is easier to calculate than the first because there are 
well-developed routines for estimating bivariate normal probabilities. Nonetheless, we still 
must calculate four bivariate normal probabilities for each pair of securities in the portfolio. 
W ith just 30 securities in the portfolio, this amounts to 1,740 nonredundant calculations of 
bivariate normal probabilities.
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F o r this reason, we suggest using an approxim ation. The general 
expression for portfolio volatility can be rew ritten

V = y / l  J w jv j +  I  ]Z k*jWj wk pjk Vj Vk,

where w7- is the portfolio weight of security j , Vj its annualized discrete 
volatility, and pjk is the correlation between the rate of return of security j  
and the rate of return of security k. To m ake this easier to calculate, it is 
frequently assumed in m odern portfolio theory tha t for every pair of differ
ent securities j  and k, pjk = p} pk where pj is the correlation of the rate of 
return  of security j  with the rate of return  of the m arket portfolio, and pk 
has a similar in terpretation for security /c.44 This “diagonal” assum ption 
allows us to write the portfolio volatility in terms of single sum m ations:

V = sJ[Z jW j(\ -  pj)vj^  +  [ZjW jPjVj}2.

A similar in terpretation follows for portfolio skewness: 

s =  -  p j +  & j* jP jS j} 3,
where

Here, vM and sM are the discrete volatility and skewness of the return of the 
m arket portfolio 45

In this case, as we see from Table 6-21, for the entire portfolio 
m =  .100, v = .137, and s =  .115.

44 This assumption is motivated by the following hypothesis governing security price behav
ior: All securities j  have random returns rjf which are linearly related to the market return by

r .  =  aj  +  b j r M +  Sj.

We define a,- and bj as constants specific to each security, rM and tj  are uncorrelated, and Zj 
and zk, for any two different securities, are uncorrelated. This divides the source of the risk of 
any security into two components: a single factor common to all securities, rM, which is 
responsible for any correlation of returns of different securities, and a residual component, Zj, 
specific only to security j. ^

By definition, the covariance C o v ^ , rM) =  pj Vj vM, and our hypothesis implies Cov(r7-, 
rM) =  bj . Thus, bj = pj vJvM, which is the same as the security beta. Similarly, Cov(r7, 
rk) =  Pjk vj vk3 and our hypothesis implies Cov(rJ-, rk) =  bj bk v2M. Thus, pjk = b} bk v2MjVj vk. Sub
stituting for b j, we have pjk = p} pk.
45 Since we assume the return on the market portfolio is lognormal, we can calculate vM and 
sM in terms of mM and oM:

~ SM = -  D V "2 + 2).
In this case, since mM = 1.105 and o M = .18, vM = .201 and sM = .164. We infer p} from our 
previous estimate of /?. . That is, p, % p:VM/v:.
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Certainty Equivalents. We can summarize the net effect of all holdings by 
the investor’s certainty equivalent return. This depends not only on the 
securities held but also on the investor’s degree of risk aversion. In Table 
6-21, the user has set this at b = 1.0, which contrasts with the m arket 
bM =  1.3. The last portion  of the table com pares the certainty equivalents of 
successively m ore complex portfolios.

The simplest strategy is to invest only in default-free bonds. In this 
case, m =  r = 1.05, v = s = 0, and its certainty equivalent rate of return is 
obviously .05.

Suppose, instead, the user had invested only in the m arket portfolio; 
then, although his position would be risky (v = vM = .201), its expected 
return (m =  mM =  1.105) and skewness (sM =  .164) m ore than com pensate, 
raising the certainty equivalent rate of return to .085.

Consider the som ewhat m ore complex strategy of dividing his invest
ment between the m arket portfolio and bonds so tha t the instantaneous 
beta of this investment is the same as the instantaneous beta of the actual 
position. Then, since the portfolio instantaneous46 /? =  .50,

m = r(\ -  P) +  mM[I = 1.05(1 -  .5) +  1.105(.5) =  1.078,
v = \ P \v M = .5(.201) =  .101,
s = psM = .5(.164) =  .082.

and the certainty equivalent rate of return  is reduced to .072. This suggests 
that the user may be better off borrow ing (selling bonds) instead of lending 
(buying bonds) to push his portfolio beta closer to or greater than 1, the 
beta of the m arket portfolio.

Although this strategy can take advantage of the user’s m arket alpha, 
it does not benefit from pure stock alphas. To capture this additional effect, 
bu t at the same time leave the risk com parable, we ask, W hat is the cer
tainty equivalent return on a fixed portfolio of stock and bonds selected to 
duplicate the instantaneous properties of the actual portfolio as closely as 
possible? To do this, we replace each actual position with an instantane
ously equivalent portfolio of bonds and the underlying stock. F o r example, 
the delta of LM N /A PR /40 calls is .5. We would substitute for the actual 
position in L M N : 100(1 — .5) =  50 round lots of stock, and
100(40 — 2.75) — 100(40)(1 — .5) =  $1,725 in bonds. H ad we m ade a similar 
replacem ent for every position, the portfolio certainty equivalent rate of 
re turn  would have been .079.

While such a strategy captures benefits from stock alphas, it does not 
reflect the additional advantages from the relative mispricing of stock and

4-6 The instantaneous portfolio beta is usually a good approximation of the actual beta over 
the holding period. In this case, they differ by .01.
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options, or from portfolio skewness caused by options. These, of course, are 
captured in the certainty equivalent return of the actual portfolio (m =  .100, 
v = .137, and s = .115), which is .090. The difference (.090 — .079) measures 
the benefit from using the options m arket.

Some Remaining Difficulties. A lthough we will not pursue our portfolio 
analysis of options any further, we realize that it has not been fully satisfac
tory. Some things, like transactions costs, m argin requirem ents, differential 
borrow ing and lending rates, and taxes are relatively easy to  introduce. It 
would be considerably more difficult to provide a good rule for choosing 
the best holding period. Also, while we have provided a means of deciding 
between candidate portfolios, we have not shown how to search efficiently 
for the best portfolio for an investor. We have left this problem  at the stage 
of com parisons am ong certainty equivalent returns by trial and error.

6-6.  EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

In view of the strong theoretical models of option pricing and the extraordi
nary growth of organized option m arkets, as of the time of this writing 
surprisingly little empirical academic research has been completed on 
option prices. P rior to listed option trading in the U nited States, a few 
empirical tests of the put-call parity  relationship, arbitrage conditions, the 
Black-Scholes formula, and other earlier option pricing models were done 
using over-the-counter data. We will not review the results of this work here 
since m ost of it either suffers from severe data  deficiencies or has been 
outdated  by m ore recent but still limited tests of listed option prices.

The first tests using listed option prices are found in two articles by 
D an G alai.47 Using his sample of 16,000 option/days covering the first 
seven m onths of C BO E activity, G alai calculates the rate of return, for each 
option for each day, of a neutral hedged position with the associated stock. 
In particular, if, according to the Black-Scholes formula, an option is under- 
priced, he buys one option and shorts a neutrally hedged fraction of the 
associated stock at their closing m arket prices. If an option is overpriced, he 
writes an option and buys a neutrally hedged fraction of one share at their 
closing m arket prices. Revising positions daily, G alai calculates the average 
dollar return  for each option over his sample period. Returns are calculated 
before taxes, and transactions costs (both commissions and bid-ask spread) 
were ignored.

47 See "Tests of Market Efficiency of the Chicago Board Options Exchange," Journal o f 
Business, 50 (April 1977), 167-197; and "Empirical Tests of Boundary Conditions for CBOE 
Options,” Journal o f Financial Economics, 6 (June-September 1978), 187-211. Galai is current
ly a Professor of Finance at Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel.
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The return averaged over all options was $10 per option contract per 
day. These results are consistent across subsamples by expiration date. 
M oreover, only 13 out of 201 options recorded a negative average return, 
and the return  of each of these 13 was no t significantly different (in a 
statistical sense) from zero. Seventy-one of the 188 options registering posi
tive returns were statistically significant. G alai also shows that performance 
increased substantially when he could revise daily rather than ju st buy and 
hold until an option’s expiration or the end of his sample period.

If the hedged positions, as revised daily, created risk that an investor 
could not easily diversify away by sim ultaneously holding other securities, 
then the high option returns might not be excessive. The returns would 
merely be adequate com pensation for the risks borne. However, Galai 
shows tha t the nondiversifiable risk of the hedge position was virtually zero. 
O f course, this is precisely w hat we would expect from neutral hedges, 
where the position ratio  is changed daily. F or options to be efficiently 
priced, the hedges should then return the default-free rate of interest on the 
funds required to m aintain them. However, the observed returns were con
siderably above opportunity  costs.

M easurem ent error in data inputs is another possible explanation. 
G alai found tha t correcting the form ula for dividends only served to 
increase the average return  to $15 per option day. His results were little 
changed by other reasonable estimates of the interest rate and stock 
volatility.

However, the im position of a 1% one-way transaction cost on day-to- 
day changes in option and stock positions virtually eliminated the excess 
returns. Even if transaction costs per day were reduced by revising the 
hedges less frequently, no excess profits were earned because the before- 
transaction-costs returns were also reduced by this strategy. Nonetheless, 
for M arket M akers, whose transaction costs are considerably less than 1%, 
significant excess returns would evidently have been possible.

As a final modification, Galai assumes a single-day lag (longer on 
weekends) between the time of the decision to form a hedge and the actual 
execution of the hedge. Galai argues tha t it may be misleading to suppose 
an investor can trade at the same prices he uses to  decide whether to initiate 
the trade. There is a lag between decision and execution. W orking with 
daily closing prices, G alai set the lag at one day. This m ore strenuous test of 
the Black-Scholes form ula reduced average dollar returns per option day to 
$5 before transaction costs. O f the 37 options with negative returns, none 
were statistically significant, and of the 164 options with positive returns, 12 
were statistically significant. Correcting the Black-Scholes form ula for divi
dends m ade little difference in these results.

G alai also tests certain spreading strategies which confirm  his hedging 
results. He concludes:
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To what extent the hedge return is going to be affected by the accuracy 
of closing prices is an empirical question that will be left for future 
research. Until new results are available and ignoring transaction costs 
and taxes, I have to conclude that, with respect to the closing prices and 
for the period investigated and assuming the validity of the Black- 
Scholes model, the CBOE displayed opportunities to make above
normal dollar returns, [p. 189]

This conclusion is carefully and justifiably hedged. Even for M arket M akers 
whose apparent transaction costs are quite small, there are the hidden costs 
of the price of a seat, m onthly dues to the exchange, and the opportunity  
cost of lost time. However, substantially less capital is required for M arket 
M akers than for the public to assume the same option positions.

M ore recent empirical tests have appeared in three articles by Robert 
Trippi, by D onald Chiras and Steven M anaster, and by James M acBeth 
and Larry Merville.48 All three adopt a similar testing m ethodology. For 
each class of options in the sample, the m arket price of each option is 
com pared to its value based on a weighted average implicit standard  devi
ation for the class, using the Black-Scholes formula. In the first paper, based 
on weekly closing prices from August, 1974, through M arch, 1975, an 
option is considered purchased (sold) if its m arket price is 15% less (more) 
than its value. In the second paper, using m onthly data  from June, 1973, 
through April, 1975, an option is considered purchased (sold) if its m arket 
price is 10% less (more) than  its value. Both studies conclude tha t above 
average abnorm al returns were available in the options market.

The th ird  article uses daily closing prices for the year 1976 for six very 
active option classes. Rather than follow the results of a trading strategy, 
M acBeth and Merville attem pt to identify com m on characteristics of those 
options which are overpriced relative to their weighted average implicit 
standard  deviations, and those which are underpriced. F or their sample, 
they find out-of-the-m oney options tend to be underpriced and in-the- 
money options tend to be overpriced. To put it another way, relative to 
their m arket prices, the Black-Scholes formula overvalues out-of-the-money 
options and undervalues in-the-m oney options. The authors note tha t this 
finding is inconsistent with m arket folklore, particularly for out-of-the- 
money options. Indeed it is quite possible tha t their results are an artifact of 
a small sample of options and a short time period covered.

This w ork is only the beginning of a series of empirical studies about 
to be published on listed option prices. These will a ttem pt to provide indi

48 See their respective articles, “A Test of Option M arket Efficiency Using a Random-Walk 
Valuation Model,” Journal o f Economics and Business, 29 (Winter 1977), 93-98; “The Informa
tion Content of Option Prices and a Test of M arket Efficiency,” Journal o f Financial Eco
nomics, 6 (June-September 1978), 213-234; “An Empirical Examination of the Black-Scholes 
Call Option Pricing Model,” Journal o f Finance, 34 (December 1979), 1173-1186.
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vidual tests of the three hypotheses th a t G alai tested jo in tly : the m athe
m atical structure of the Black-Scholes formula, the m ethodology for 
m easurem ent of its inputs (particularly volatility), and the efficiency of the 
options m arket in pricing options. M oreover, several alternative formulas 
to be developed in C hapter 7 are also being examined.

G alai’s principal caveat— the questionable accuracy of daily closing 
prices— is critical. In contrast to stock, where empirical research often 
makes do with m onthly— or, a t best, weekly— prices, use of even daily 
prices for options poses several significant difficulties. First, since an 
option’s value depends on the contem poraneous price of its underlying 
stock, it is very im portan t to know the stock price at the time of the closing 
option transaction. However, as we have already emphasized, since the 
stock and option often close at different times, the stock close, in m any 
cases, is an inadequate approxim ation of the stock price at the time of the 
option close. Second, knowing only the option close, we cannot tell whether 
the close is a t the bid, at the ask, or in between, so we cannot actually know 
at what price options could have been bought or sold. There rem ains a 
band of uncertainty around the close equal to twice the spread, and the 
m agnitude of the spread— though usually within one-fourth—is also uncer
tain. In contrast to stock, this is particularly im portan t for options, since 
the spread is apt to be a relatively large percentage of the option price. 
Third, with only closing prices, we have no inform ation about the depth of 
the m arket at tha t price— how many contracts could have been bought or 
sold at tha t price. Fourth , for certain other reasons relating to M arket 
M aker behavior, closing prices may not be representative of the actual 
trades tha t could have been m ade near the end of the day. Fifth, because 
the underlying conditions tha t determ ine an option’s value change over 
time, efficient statistical procedures necessitate use of a large sample of data  
over small periods of time. For m any purposes, daily data  do not occur 
with sufficient frequency .49

There are also a num ber of restrictions on realistic trading 
opportunities tha t have not been fully appreciated in empirical studies. For 
example, the short sale up-tick rule prohibits short sales immediately fol
lowing a down-tick in the stock. F o r option strategies requiring short 
selling, it may be tha t excess profits can only be dem onstrated during 
periods where the assumed short sales could no t have been executed. Care 
m ust also be taken tha t opening transactions in restricted options have not 
been assum ed .50 In hedging or spreading tests, it m ust be remembered that

49 Realizing the problems inherent in daily data, Galai used a small sample of CBOE trans
actions for his tests of general arbitrage conditions. Again he discovers some instances during 
the day when boundary violations appear of sufficient magnitude to provide opportunities for 
riskless arbitrage.
50 Prior to October 31, 1980, opening transactions for public customers were prohibited in 
options which were both $5.00 out-of-the-money and priced less than $0.50.
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it is either impossible or im practical to initiate both  sides of the position 
simultaneously. In  practice, even a M arket M aker, who tries to m aintain 
neutral spreads, m ust “leg” into a position one side at a time, exposing 
himself to interim  adverse stock price movements.

These trading restrictions, as well as problem s of reliability of report
ed stock and option prices, are critically dam aging to existing empirical 
tests of options m arket efficiency. T hat is not to say tha t the m arket is 
therefore efficient, but rather tha t the existing empirical evidence is incon
clusive. However, in a prom ising development for future research, the 
CBO E has recently taken the unprecedented step of m aking transaction 
data  available for academic research. D ating from August 1976, the 
exchange has virtually complete records in com puter-readable form of all 
reported CBO E transactions. In  particular, for each transaction, the records 
provide the option identification (underlying stock, type, series), date, time 
of day, num ber of contracts traded, price of contract, and the underlying 
stock price at the time the option transaction is recorded. In addition, for 
each revision in the bid-ask spread (that is, m arket quote) during the day, 
the records provide the option identification, date, time of day, and the new 
bid-ask quo te51 The availability of these data represents an invaluable 
contribution  to academic work in finance and should permit virtually 
definitive studies of several questions relating to options m arkets.

51 This is the CBOE’s M DR data base described in Section 3-4. For obvious reasons, the 
identification symbols of the floor traders were excised before release of the data. To our 
knowledge, no major U.S. securities exchange has ever released such an extensive and detailed 
data base, including bid-ask quotes, for open academic investigation. Moreover, because of the 
data-entry procedures described in Section 3-3, the data are of exceptionally high quality.
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A P PE N D IX  6 A 
V aluation with Program m able Calculators

One program  is provided for program m able pocket calculators. 
Although it is written specifically for the HP-67, its program  steps can be 
converted for other calculators with sufficient memory.

Program Description

Program Title B la c k - S c h o le s  E u ro p e a n  O p t io n  V a lu e s  a n d  D e l t a s

Name R o b e r t  G e s k e  Date 6 / 30/78
Address G r a d u a te  S c h o o l o f  M a n a g e m e n t, U n i v e r s i t y  o f  C a l i f o r n i a

City L o s  A n g e le s  State C a l i f o r n i a  Zip Code 90024

Program Description, Equations, Variables, etc. T h i s  p r o g r a m  c a l c u l a t e s  B la c k - S c h o le s  E u ro p e a n  p u t  
a n d  c a l l  v a lu e s  a n d  d e l t a s  b y  u s in g  t h e  B la c k - S c h o le s  F o r m u la  f o r  c a l l s ,  t h e  p u t - c a l l  
p a r i t y  r e l a t i o n s h i p ,  a n d  a  t h r e e - t e r m  p o ly n o m ia l  a p p r o x im a t io n  t o  t h e  n o r m a l d i s t r i b u 
t i o n  f u n c t i o n .  No a d ju s t m e n t  i s  m ade f o r  c a s h  d iv i d e n d s ,  a l t h o u g h  t h e  u s e r  c a n  m ake 
a  E u ro p e a n  c o r r e c t i o n  b y  i n p u t t i n g ,  i n  p l a c e  o f  t h e  s t o c k  p r i c e ,  t h e  s t o c k  p r i c e  m in u s  
t h e  p r e s e n t  v a lu e  o f  t h e  c a s h  d iv id e n d s  p r i o r  t o  t h e  e x p i r a t i o n  o f  t h e  o p t i o n .  T y p i c a l  
e x e c u t io n  t im e  i s  10 s e c o n d s , a n d  o u t p u t  i s  a c c u r a t e  t o  t h e  p e n n y .

E q u a t io n s  u s e d  a r e :

(1 ) B la c k - S c h o le s  c a l l  f o r m u la :

C =  SN (v )  -  K r  N ( v  -  o/1) , w h e re  v  =  1 o ^  ^S^K r— -  + - ^ a / t
a/t 2

(2 ) P u t - c a l l  p a r i t y  r e l a t i o n s h i p :  P = C - S + K r t

(3 ) P o ly n o m ia l  a p p r o x im a t io n  t o  t h e  n o r m a l d i s t r i b u t i o n

N ( z )  = 1  —  e _Z  / 2 ( b i k  +  b 2k 2 +  b 3k 3 ) , w h e re  k  =  —  ------
/ 2? 1 + pz

b i  = . 4361836, b 2 = - . 1201676, b 3 = . 9372980, p  = .33267

Operating Lim its and W arnings

DO NOT USE THIS SPACE
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User Instructions
j^B^ick-Schole^Europear^Qpt^r^fa^ie^andMDe^a^^

^ 1  s t o c k  s t r i k i n g  t im e  t o  1 + i n t e r e s t  2 ^
rq  p r i c e  p r i c e  e x p i r a t i o n  r a t e  v o l a t i l i t y  ✓

STEP INSTRUCTIONS
INPUT

DATA/UNITS KEYS OUTPUT
DATA/UNITS

1 Load program  o n /fr o m  s i d e  1 r n i

2 Load d a t a  c o n s t a n t s  o n /fr o m  s i d e  2 .4 3 6 1 8 3 6 \sto~\ Toi 1

u s e d  f o r  p o ly n o m ia l  a p p r o x im a t io n .1 2 0 1 6 7 6 [ s t o  1 [0 2  1

o f  n o rm a l d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n .9 3 7 2 9 8 [stoj I 03 I

.3 3 2 6 7 [ s t o  ] [0 4

3 I n t e r c h a n g e  p r im a r v /s e c o n d a r v  r e g i s t e r s 1 ?  J  [e X  s]

4 E n te r :  s t o c k  p r i c e S [ s t o ]  [ A J

5 E n te r :  s t r i k i n g  p r i c e  ( n e g a t iv e  f o r  p u t s ) K L sto H  [ b  J

6 E n te r :  t im e  t o  e x p i r a t i o n t [ s t o J L  c j

7 E n te r :  o n e  p l u s  i n t e r e s t  r a t e r [ s t o ]  [ D ]

8 E n te r :  v o l a t i l i t y a [ s t o ]  [ E [1

9 P r e s s  A ( f o r  c a l l  o r  p u t  v a lu e ) L a  J L _____1 v a lu e

10 P r e s s  R /S ( f o r  c a l l  o r  p u t  d e l t a ) [ r / s ]  r  _ J d e l t a

I N  I

A an d  (C o r  P) can  b e  r e c a l l e d r  M____ ]
from  r e g i s t e r s  7 and  8 ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y 1 . 1 L. 1

1 ' II J

F o r  a new o p t io n  ch a n g e  t h e  a p p r o p r ia te r  i i  .i

i n p u t s  ( s t e p s  4 -8 )  and  p r o c e e d  t o  s t e p  9 . i i i ”  i

The o n ly  in p u t s  w h ich  m u st b e  e n t e r e d i i i  i

a r e  t h o s e  w h ic h  d i f f e r  from  t h e  p r e v io u s [ 1 L . J

c a s e . I N I

r  i t  ]

E x a m p le : i n  i

Load s i d e  1 (program ) and s i d e  2 (d a ta ) i ' i i  i
I n t e r c h a n g e  p r im a r y /s e c o n d a r y  r e g i s t e r s L f  1 Ip X  s ]

E n te r :  s t o c k  p r i c e 40 [  s t o ] [ A ]

E n te r :  s t r i k i n g  p r i c e 4 0 / - 4 0 [ s t o ] [ B ]

E n te r :  t im e  t o  e x p i r a t i o n .3 3 3 L s t o ]  [ C ]

E n te r :  1 p lu s  i n t e r e s t  r a t e 1 .0 5 [ s t o ] [ D ]

E n te r :  v o l a t i l i t y .3 [ s t ° ] [ E ]

P r e s s  A 1 a I T  1 3 . 0 7 / 2 . 4 2

P r e s s  R/S r t / s ] [ _  i . 5 7 / - . 4 3

L  J L  J

[ I I "  1

r  i i  . . . .
i. i i ”  I

[ m i

r -  i  r ... i



STEP KEY ENTRY KEY CODE COMMENTS STEP KEY ENTRY KEY CODE COMMENTS

How to Use the Black-Scholes Formula 345

001 31 25 11 f  l b l  a 71 X
34 12 r c l  b 34 02 r c l  2
35 64 h a b s 61 +
34 14 r c l  d 060 34 09 r c l  9
34 13 r c l  c 71 X

42 c h s 34 01 r c l  1
35 63 h y x 61 +

71 X 34 09 r c l  9
33 06 s t o  6 71 X010 34 11 r c l  a 34 07 r c l  7
35 52 h x ^ y 32 54 q X 2

81 T 02 2
31 52 f  In 81 T
34 15 r c l  e 070 42 c h s
34 13 r c l  c 32 52 q e x
31 54 f  / x 35 73 h it

71 X 02 2
33 00 s t o  0 71 X

81 T 31 54 f  / x
020 34 00 r c l  0 81

02 2 71 X
81 T* 34 05 r c l  5
61 + 31 42 f s

33 09 s t o  9 080 31 71 f  x  < 0
31  22 01 f  q sb  1 22 03 q t o  3

33 07 s t o  7 35 52 h x £  v
34 11 r c l  a 01 1

71 x 35 52 h x £  v
33 08 s t o  8 51

030 34 09 r c l  9 35 2 2 ' h r t n
34 00 r c l  0 31 25 03 f  l b l  3

51 - 35 52 h x £  y
31 22 01 f  q sb  1 35 22 h r tn

34 06 r c l  6 090 31 25 02 f  l b l  2
71 X 34 11 r c l  a
42 c h s 33 51 08 s t o  -  8

33 61 08 s t o  + 8 34 06 r c l  6
34 12 r c l  b 33 61 08 s t o  + 8
31 71 f  x<0 01 1

040 31 22 02 f  q sb  2 33 51 07 s t o  -  7
34 08 r c l  8 35 22 h r tn

84 r / s
34 07 r c l  7
35 22 h r tn 100

31 25 01 f  l b l  1
31 42 f  p £  s
33 05 s t o  5
35 64 h a b s
33 07 s t o  7

050 34 04 r c l  4
71 X
01 1
61 +

35 62 h 1 /x 110
33 09 s t o  9
34 03 r c l  3

a/t N (v)



APPENDIX 6B

Stocks with Exchange-Traded Options

Company Name ( Ticker Symbol)

Historical 
Volatilityb 

1 /1 /8 0 -  

1 /1 /84

Historical
Betab

1 /1 /8 0 -
1 /1 /84

Market
Weightb
1 /1 /8 0 -
1 /1 /84 Industry Group Exchange0

Expiration
Cycled

Abbott Labs (ABT) .26 .89 .35 Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. PH 2
Advanced Micro Devices (A M D ) .55 2.15 .11 Electronics P 1
Aetna Life & Casualty (AET) .26 .98 .23 Insurance A 1
Air Products & Chemicals (APD) .31 1.05 .09 Chemicals (specialized) PH 3
Alcan Aluminum (AL) .31 1.26 .24 Aluminum A 3
Allied Corp. (ALD) .30 1.17 .19 Chemicals (diversified) PH 1
Allis-Chalmers (AH) .37 .97 .01 Machinery PH 1
Aluminum Co. of America (AA) .31 1.01 .23 Aluminum C 1
Amax (A M X) .48 1.38 .10 Metals & Mining A 3
Amdahl (A M H ) .55 2.18 .05 Computers/Data Processing C 2
Amerada-Hess (AHC) .45 1.61 .15 Petroleum PH 2
American Brands (A M B ) .21 .58 .21 Multi-industry A 3
American Broadcasting (ABC) .30 .95 .10 Broadcasting P 2
American Can (AC) .26 .69 .06 Packaging & Containers A 2
American Cyanamid (ACY) .36 1.04 .16 Chemicals (specialized) A 1
American Electric Power (AEP) .17 .48 .19 Electric Utility C 2
American Express (AXP) .33 1.33 .41 Financial Services A, C 1
American Home Products (AHP) .22 .74 .49 Drugs A 1
American Hospital Supply (AHS) .26 .97 .19 Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. C 2
American Medical International (A M I) .36 1.25 .07 Medical Services P 3
American Tel. & Tel. (T) .17 .58 3.75 Telecommunications C 1
AM F, Inc. (A M F) .36 1.18 .03 Recreation A 2
AM P, Inc. (A M P) .27 .98 .26 Electronics C 2
AM R Corp. (A M R) .48 1.52 .11 Airline A 2



Anacomp (AAC) .58
Anheuser-Busch (B UD ) .24
Apache (APA) .48
Archer Daniels Midland (A D M ) .38
Armco (AS) .31
ASA Ltd. (ASA) .43
Asarco (AR) .46
Ashland Oil (ASH) .34
Atlantic Richfield (ARC) .35
Automatic Data Processing (A UD ) .31
Avco (AV) .38
Avnet (AVT) .35
Avon Products (AVP) .27
Baker International (BKO) .39
Baldwin-United (BDW ) .66
Bally Manufacturing (BLY) .42
Bankamerica (BAC) .29
Bard (C.R.) (BCR) .40
Bausch & Lomb (BOL) .32
Baxter Travenol Labs (BAX) .27
Beatrice Foods (BRY) .24
Becton Dickinson (BDX) .24
Bethlehem Steel (BS) .31
Beverly Enterprises (BEV) .44
Black & Decker Manufacturing (BDK) .31
Blue Bell (BBL) .27
Boeing (BA) .35
Boise Cascade (BCC) .32
Bristol-Myers (B M Y) .24
Browning-Ferris Industries (BFI) .36
Brunswick (BC) .40
Bucyrus-Erie (BY) .37
Burlington Northern (BNI) .34

Table notes a -h  appear on page 358.



1
3
3
3
2
2
3
1
1
2
3
2
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
3
1
3
2
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
1

Computers/Data Processing 
Beverages
Petroleum Producing 
Food Processing 
Steel
Investment Company 
Metals & Mining 
Petroleum (integrated) 
Petroleum (integrated)
Data Processing 
Financial Services 
Electronics 
T oiletries/Cosmetics 
Machinery
Insurance/Financial Services
Hotels/Gaming
Banking
Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. 
Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. 
Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. 
Food Processing 
Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. 
Steel (integrated)
Medical Services 
Machine Tools 
Apparel 
Aerospace
Paper & Forest Products 
Drugs/T oiletries/Cosmetics 
Industrial Services 
Recreation
Machinery (const. & mining) 
Railroad/Resources

PH
PH
C 

PH 
PH 
A 
A 

PH 
C 

PH 
A 
A 
C 
P 
P 

A, C 
C 

PH 
A 
C 
A 

PH 
C 
P 
C 

PH 
C 
C 
C 
A 
C 
A 
C



APPENDIX 6B ( )

Company Name ( Ticker Symbol)

Historical 
Volatilityb 

1/1/80- 
1/1/84

Historical
Betab

1/1/80-
1/1/84

Market
Weightb
1/1/80-
1/1/84 Industry Group Exchangec

Expiration
Cycled

Burroughs (BGH) .31 1.15 .14 Computers/Data Processing A, C 1
Campbell Red Lake (CRK) .51 1.36 .08 Gold PH 1
Capital Cities Comm. (CCB) .25 .78 .12 Broadcasting Publishing C 2
Caterpillar Tractor (CAT) .27 .90 .28 Machinery (const. 8i mining) A 2
CBS Inc. (CBS) .25 .75 .12 Broadcasting C 2
Celanese (CZ) .23 .69 .07 Chemicals (diversified) C 3
Cessna Aircraft (CEA) .43 1.18 .03 Aerospace C 2
Champion International (CHA) .33 1.10 .10 Paper & Forest Products C 3
Charter (CHR) .54 1.32 .01 Petroleum (integrated) PH 3
Chase Manhatten (C M B) .26 .87 .10 Banking A 3
Chicago and North Western Trans. (CNW ) .59 1.35 .04 Railroad C 1
Church's Fried Chicken (CHU) .33 .76 .03 Restaurants PH 3

CIGNA Corp. (C l)e .32 1.12 .20 Insurance (diversified) C 1
Cincinnati Milacron (C M Z) .36 .96 .05 Machine Tools PH 2
Citicorp (FNC) .32 1.24 .29 Banking C 1
City Investing (CNV) .35 1.01 .09 Multi-industry PH 1
Clorox (CLX) .35 .92 .04 Household Products PH 1
Coastal Corp. (CGP) .50 1.71 .04 Petroleum (integrated) A, C 3

Coca-Cola (KO) .25 .82 .46 Beverages C 2
Coleco (CLO) .66 1.43 .02 Toys 8i School Supplies PH 1
Colgate-Palmolive (CL) .29 .85 .11 Household Products C 2
Colt Industries (COT) .38 .76 .08 Steel (specialty) PH 2
Combustion Engineering (CSP) .32 1.05 .07 Machinery (specialty) P 3

Comdisco (CDO) .55 1.50 .03 Financial Services P 1
Commodore International (CBU) .59 1.81 .08 Computers/Data Processing PH 2
Commonwealth Edison (CWE) .18 .46 .27 Electric Utility C 2
Communication Satellite (CQ) .33 1.02 .04 Telecommunications PH 1
Community Psycl?. Center (C M Y) .38 1.20 .04 Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. PH 1
Computer Sciences (CSC) .43 1.19 .02 Computers/Data Processing C 3



Computervision (CVN) .50
Consol. Edison (ED) .19
Continental Illinois (CIL) .31
Continental Telecom (CTC) .23
Control Data (CDA) .37
Cooper Industries (CBE) .33
Corning Glass Works (GLW) .26
Cray Research (CYR) .50
Crown Zellerbach (ZB) .33
CSX (CSX)6 .29
Cullinet Software (CUL) .51
Dart & Kraft (D K I)e .20
Data General (D G N ) .46
Datapoint (DPT) .55
Dataproducts (DPC) .48
Dayton-Hudson (D H ) .27
Deere (DE) .29
Delta Airlines (DAL) .35
Denny's (DEN) .35
Diamond Shamrock (D IA ) .38
Diebold (D BD ) .32
Digital Equipment (DEC) .35
Disney (W alt) Productions (D IS) .29
Dome Mines (D M ) .56
Dominion Resources (D ) .22
Donaldson Lufkin (DLJ) .50
Dorchester Gas (DGS) .53
Dow Chemical (DOW ) .32
Dresser Industries (D l) .37
Dr Pepper (DOC) .36
Duke Power (DUK) .20
Du Pont (D D ) .28
Eastern Gas & Fuel (EFU) .37

Table notes a -h  appear on page 358.

K
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1.94 .08 Computers/Data Processing PH
.54 .20 Electric Utility A
.85 .06 Banking C
.56 .09 Telecommunications A

1.68 .11 Computers Data Processing C
1.01 .09 Machinery (specialty) A

.87 .09 Electrical Equipment C
1.84 .05 Computers Data Processing P
1.04 .06 Paper & Forest Products A
1.08 .23 Railroad P
1.64 .04 Computers/Data Processing C
.67 .23 Food Processing A

1.60 .05 Computers/Data Processing P
1.51 .04 Computers/Data Processing C
1.62 .03 Computers/Data Processing P
.80 .19 Retail Stores P

1.01 .17 Agricultural Equipment A
1.24 .10 Airline C
.96 .04 Restaurants P

1.15 .16 Chemicals (diversified) P
.94 .04 Office Services C

1.43 .26 Computers/Data Processing A, C
.85 .12 Entertainment A, C

l .64 .07 Gold PH
.40 .12 Electric Utility PH

1.82 .01 Securities Brokerage PH
1.60 .02 Petroleum (integrated) P
1.32 .41 Chemicals (diversified) C
1.39 .10 Oilfield Services PH
.81 .03 Beverages A
.45 .16 Electric Utility PH
.15 .79 Chemicals (diversified) A, C
.15 .03 Coal PH

(<continued)

2
2
2
1
2
1
3
3
1
2
1
1
3
2
1
1
3
1
3
1
2
1
1
2
1
3
2
3
1
2
1
1
1



APPENDIX 6B (continued)

Company Name ( Ticker Symbol)

Historical 
Volatilityb 

1/1/80- 
1/1/84

Historical
Betab

1/1/80-
1/1/84

Market
Weightb
1/1/80-
1/1/84 Industry Group Exchangec

Expiration 
Cycled

Eastman Kodak (EK) .25 .97 .80 Photographic Equipment C 1
Eckerd (Jack) (ECK) .33 .83 .07 Retail Stores (specialty) C 1
Edwards, A.G. (AGE) .44 1.69 .02 Securities Brokerage C 2
EG & G, Inc. (EGG) .36 1.23 .06 Precision Instruments PH 3
Electronic Data Systems (EDS) .35 1.08 .12 Office Equipment PH 3
Emerson Electric (EM R) .22 .68 .29 Electrical Equipment A 3
Emery Air Freight (EAF) .41 1.01 .03 Air Freight PH 3
Engelhard (E C )e .36 .96 .07 Metals & Mining C 1
ENSERCH Corp. (ENS) .31 .89 .08 Natural Gas P 2
Esmark (ESM ) .28 .74 .11 Food Processing C 3
E-Systems (ESY) .37 1.01 .06 Aerospace P 2
Exxon (XON) .21 .94 2.03 Petroleum C 1
Federal Express (FDX) .39 1.49 .13 Air Freight C 1
Fin'l. Corp. of America (FIN ) .53 1.47 .06 Savings & Loan PH 3
Firestone Tire (FIR) .33 .89 .07 Tire & Rubber A 2
First Boston (FBC) .48 1.87 .03 Securities Brokerage C 3
First Chicago (FNB) .34 1.02 .07 Banking C 1
First Mississippi (FR M ) .50 1.63 .02 Chemicals (diversified) A 2
Fleetwood Enterprises (FLE) .45 1.43 .04 Recreation A 2
Flow General (FGN) .61 1.75 .01 Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. A 2
Fluor (FLR) .39 1.49 .09 Building (construction) C 1
Ford Motor (F) .36 1.28 .49 Autos & Trucks C 3
Foster Wheeler (FW C) .42 1.28 .03 Machinery (specialty) P 1
Freeport McMoRan (FTX )e .49 1.91 .09 Metals & Mining C 3
GAF Corp. (GAF) .45 .99 .02 Multi-industry PH 1
GCA Corp. (GCA) .58 2.02 .03 Precision Instruments A 2
General Dynamics (GD) .37 1.33 .20 Aerospace C 2
General Electric (GE) .22 1.01 1.69 Electrical Equipment C 3
General Foods (GF) .21 .64 .17 Food Processing C 2



General Instrument (GRL) .40
General Motors (G M ) .28
Genuine Parts (GPC) .28
GEO International (G X )e .50
Georgia-Pacific (GP) .36
Getty Oil (GET) .36
Gillette (GS) .26
Global Marine (G LM ) .51
Golden Nugget (GNG) .48
Goodyear Tire & Rubber (GT) .29
Gould (GLD) .35
Grace (W. R.) (GRA) .27
Great Western Financial (GW F) .44
Greyhound (G) .29
GTE Corp. (GTE) .22
Gulf & Western Industries (GW ) .31
Gulf Canada (GOC) .46
Gulf Oil (GO) .34
Hall, Frank B. (FBH) .38
Halliburton (HAL) .38
Harris (HRS) .33
Hecla Mining (HL) .63
Hercules (HPC) .30
Hewlett-Packard (HW P) .33
Hilton Hotels (HLT) .31
Hitachi (H IT ) .37
Holiday Inns (H IA ) .35
Homestake Mining (H M ) .49
Honeywell (H O N ) .31
Hospital Corporation of America (HCA) .33
Household International (H I) .28
Houston Natural Gas (H NG ) .27
Hughes Tool (HT) .41

Table notes a -h  appear on page 358.



1.54 .06 Electronics PH
1.12 1.48 Autos & Trucks C

.67 .10 Auto Parts P
1.53 .01 Oilfield Services A
1.43 .16 Paper & Forest Products PH
1.37 .49 Petroleum (integrated) PH

.77 .09 Toiletries/Cosmetics A
1 81 .02 Oilfield Drilling A
1.32 .03 Hotels/Gaming A

.93 .20 Tire & Rubber A

.94 .08 Electrical Equipment A

.98 .14 Chemicals (diversified) A
1.44 .05 Savings & Loan C

.92 .08 Multi-industry C

.76 .53 Telecommunications A
1.05 .15 Multi-industry C
1.56 .20 Petroleum (integrated) PH
1.27 .45 Petroleum (integrated) A

.48 .02 Insurance A
1.70 .30 Oilfield Drilling C
1.09 .10 Electronics C
1.64 .02 Metals & Mining A

.96 .12 Chemicals (diversified) A
1.45 .67 Precision Instruments C
1.03 .10 Hotels/Gaming P

.58 .64 Multi-industry C
1.32 .11 Hotels/Gaming C
1.28 .07 Gold C
1.24 .19 Computers Data Processing C
1.11 .22 Medical Services P

.83 .10 Financial Services A

.79 .11 Natural Gas P
1.79 .07 Machinery (drilling) C

(icontinued)

3
3
2
2
1
3
3
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
3
3
2
1
2
1
2
3
3
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
3



APPENDIX 6B (

Company Name ( Ticker Symbol)

Historical 
Volatilityb 

1/1/80- 
1/1/84

Historical
Betab

1/1/80-
1/1/84

Market
Weightb
1/1/80-
1/1/84 Industry Group Exchangec

Expiration 
Cycled

Humana (H U M ) .35 1.24 .13 Medical Services C 2
Hutton (E. F.) Group (EFH) .48 2.10 .06 Securities Brokerage A 1
InexcD Oil (IN X) .46 1.65 .02 Petroleum Producing PH 2
International Business Machines (IB M ) .24 1.12 4.71 Computers/Data Processing C 1
International Flavors & Fragrances (IFF) .33 .87 .06 Chemicals (specialized) C 2
International Minerals (IGL) .29 .84 .07 Chemicals (specialized) C 1
International Paper (IP) .28 1.09 .19 Paper & Forest Products C 1
ITT Corp. (ITT) .24 .91 .39 Multi-industry C 3
Johnson & Johnson (JN J) .26 .95 .49 Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. C 1
Joy Manufacturing (JOY) .31 .88 .04 Machinery (const. & mining) PH 2
K-Mart (KM ) .33 1.14 .26 Retail Stores C 3
Kaneb Services (KAB) .42 1.39 .02 Coal, Oilfield Drilling A 3
Kerr-McGee (KM G) .40 1.19 .10 Petroleum (integrated) C 1
Key Pharmaceuticals (KPH) .50 1.25 .04 Drugs P 3
Lear Siegler (LSI) .35 1.19 .05 Aerospace PH 3
Lehman (LEM ) .22 .53 .05 Investment Company PH 2
Levi Strauss (LVI) .33 .93 .11 Apparel P 1
Lifemark (LM K) .42 1.26 .05 Medical Services C 3
Lilly, Eli (LLY) .23 .73 .27 Drugs A 1
Litton Industries (LIT) .33 1.42 .19 Multi-industry C 3
Lockheed (LK) .43 1.47 .16 Aerospace P 3
Loral (LOR) .38 1.05 .04 Electronics c 1
Louisiana Land & Expl. (LLX) .43 1.58 .05 Petroleum Producing PH 2
Louisiana-Pacific (LPX) .36 1.22 .05 Paper & Forest Products A 2
LTV Corp. (LTV) .49 1.76 .06 Steel (integrated) A 3
M /A -C O M  Inc. (M A I) .49 1.70 .05 Precision Instruments A 2
Mapco (M D A ) .33 .93 .04 Coal P 1
Marriott (M H S ) .28 .90 .12 Hotels/Gaming PH 1
Martin Marietta (M L) .34 .83 .08 Aerospace PH 3



353

Mary Kay Cosmetics (M KY) .48
Mattel (M A T) .60
MCA Inc. (M C A ) .29
McDermott (M D R ) .38
McDonald's (M C D ) .26
McDonnell Douglas (M D ) .36
Medtronic (M D T) .36
Merck (M R K) .23
Merrill Lynch (M ER) .44
Mesa Petroleum (M SA ) .48
Metromedia (M ET) .34
M G M /U A  Entertainment (M G M )e .52
Middle South Utilities (M S U ) .22
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing (M M M ) .23
Mitchell Energy & Development (M N D ) .51
Mitel (M L T )e .52
Mobil (M O B ) .34
Mohawk Data Sciences (M D S ) .52
Monsanto (M TC ) .26
Morgan (J. P.) (JP M ) .20
Motorola (M O T) .33
Murphy Oil (M U R ) .45
National Distillers (DR) .25
National Medical Care (N M D ) .54
National Medical Enterp. (N M E ) .41
National Patent Dev. (N PD) .58
National Semiconductor (N S M ) .52
NCR Corp. (NCR) .31
Newmont Mining (N EM ) .40
N LIn d . (NL) .43
Noble Affiliates (NBL) .46
Norfolk Southern (NSC) .24

Table notes a-h appear on page 358.



1.32 .03 Toiletries/Cosmetics C
1.55 .01 Toys & School Supplies A

.81 .13 Entertainment PH
1.27 .06 Oilfield Services PH

.94 .27 Restaurants C
1.22 .15 Aerospace P

.94 .04 Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. C

.80 .42 Drugs C
2.14 .18 Securities Brokerage A, C
1.58 .06 Petroleum Producing A

.53 .06 Broadcasting A
1.39 .05 Entertainment P

.45 .14 Electric Utility C

.96 .61 Multi-industry C
1.59 .07 Petroleum (integrated) P
1.37 .03 Telecommunications A
1.32 .74 Petroleum (integrated) C
1.99 .01 Computers/Data Processing P

88 .27 Chemicals (diversified) C
.70 .17 Banking PH

1.42 .34 Electronics A
1.62 .07 Petroleum (integrated) P

.77 .06 Chemicals (specialized) A
1.22 .02 Medical Services PH
1.53 .10 Medical Services A
1.43 .02 Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. P
2.09 .08 Electronics A, C
1.25 .22 Computers/Data Processing C
1.30 .10 Metals & Mining PH
1.73 .06 Oilfield Services PH
1.64 .05 Oilfield Drilling A

.74 .25 Railroad C

(<continued)
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Company Name ( Ticker Symbol)

Historical 
Volatilityb 

1 /1 /8 0 -  
1 /1 /84

Historical
Betab

1 /1 /8 0 -
1 /1 /84

Market
Weightb
1 /1 /8 0 -
1/1 /84 Industry Group Exchangec

Expiration
Cycled

Northern Telecom (NT) .32 1.03 .28 Telecommunications C 3
Northrop (NOC) .34 .93 .08 Aerospace C 2
Northwest Airlines (NW A) .38 1.24 .06 Airline C 1
Northwest Industries (NW T) .36 .91 .06 Multi-industry C 3
Novo Industries (N V O )e .32 1.13 .08 Drugs A 2
Oak Industries (OAK) .50 1.19 .01 Electronics; Cable TV PH 1
Occidental Petroleum (OXY) .31 1.24 .15 Petroleum (integrated) C 2
Ocean Drilling & Expl. (ODR) .43 1.42 .09 Oilfield Drilling A 2
Owens-Corning (OCF) .36 1.02 .07 Building (materials) PH 3
Owens-Illinois (01) .30 .87 .07 Packaging & Containers C 3
Paine-Webber (PW J) .55 2.11 .03 Securities Brokerage C 1
Paradyne (PD N) .57 1.84 .02 Data Processing C 3
Parker Drilling (PKD) .47 1.63 .02 Oilfield Drilling P 3
Penn Central (PC) .46 1.40 .07 Multi-industry PH 3
Penney (J. C.) (JCP) .31 1.01 .26 Retail Stores A 2
Pennzoil (PZL) .44 1.48 .11 Petroleum (integrated) C 1
Pepsico (PEP) .27 .83 .23 Beverages C 1
Perkin-Elmer (PKN) .42 1.53 .08 Precision Instruments P 3
Petrolane (PTO) .42 1.06 .05 Oilfield Services PH 1
Pfizer (PFE) .28 .99 .36 Drugs; Health Care A 3
Phelps Dodge (PD) .38 1.14 .04 Copper A 1
Phibro-Salomon (PSB) .45 1.80 .29 Commodities Trading; Financial Serv. PH 1
Philip Morris (M O ) .26 .94 .57 Beverages; Tobacco A 3
Phillips Petroleum (P) .38 1.43 .33 Petroleum (integrated) A 2
Pitney Bowes (PBI) .29 .83 .07 Office Equipment A 1
Pittston (PCO) .40 1.17 .03 Coal PH 2
Pogo Producing (PPP) .46 1.34 .02 Petroleum Producing P 1
Polaroid (PRD) .39 1.19 .07 Photographic Equipment C, P 1
PPG Industries (PPG) .29 .71 .15 Building (materials) PH 2



Prime Computer (PR M ) .57
Procter & Gamble (PG) .20
Ralston Purina (RAL) .29
Raychem (RYC) .33
Raytheon (RTN) .31
RCA Corp. (RCA) .33
Reading & Bates (RB) .46
Resorts International "A " (RTA) .44
Revlon (REV) .29
Reynolds Industries (RJR) .25
Reynolds Metals (RLM ) .27
Rockwell International (ROK) .34
ROLM Corp. (R M ) .44
Rowan (RDC) .48
Royal Dutch Petroleum (RD) .26
Ryder System (RDR) .31
Sabine (SAB) .39
Safeway Stores (SA) .24
Schering-Plough (SGP) .29
Schlumberger (SLB) .37
Scientific Atlanta (SFA) .48
Scott Paper (SPP) .33
Seagram (VO) .31
Searle (G.D.) (SRL) .36
Sears, Roebuck (S) .29
Sedco (SED) .44
Shaklee (SHC) .45
Shell Oil (SUO) .37
Signal Companies (SGN) .36
Singer (SM F) .44
Skyline (SKY) .40
Smith International (S ll) .38
Smithkline Beckman (SKB) .28

Table notes a -h  appear on page 358.



2.20 .05 Computers/Data Processing A
.68 .60 Household Products A
.76 .17 Food Processing C

1.02 .05 Chemicals (specialized) P
1.23 .23 Aerospace c
1.04 .18 Multi-industry c
1.74 .02 Oilfield Drilling p
1.33 .02 Hotels/Gaming p

.89 .07 Toiletries/Cosmetics c

.89 .44 Tobacco c

.82 .05 Aluminum p
1.20 .32 Aerospace c
1.47 .08 Telecommunications c
1.60 .04 Oilfield Drilling PH

.99 .76 Petroleum (integrated) A

.81 .08 Trucking/Trans. Leasing P
1.04 02 Oilfield Services c

.60 .09 Grocery Stores c

.94 .12 Drugs p
1.60 .92 Oilfield Services c
1.40 .02 Electronics p

.91 .10 Paper & Forest Products PH

.86 .21 Beverages P
1.06 .14 Drugs A
1.16 .83 Retail Stores C
1.38 .05 Oilfield Drilling A
1.11 .02 Food Processing A
1.32 .78 Petroleum (integrated) P
1.19 .23 Autos & Trucks P
1.17 .03 Multi-industry A
1.27 .01 Mobile Homes C
1.03 .03 Machinery (drilling) P

.89 .30 Drugs P

(continued)
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APPENDIX 6B (continued)

Company Name ( Ticker Symbol)

Historical 
Volatilityb 

1 /1 /8 0 -  
1/1 /84

Historical
Betab

1 /1 /8 0 -
1 /1 /84

Market
Weightb
1 /1 /8 0 -
1 /1 /84 Industry Group Exchangec

Expiration
Cycled

Sony (SNE) .40 1.12 .23 Electronics P 2
Southern (SO) .19 .39 .23 Electric Utility C 2
Southland Royalty (SRO) .52 1.22 .05 Petroleum (integrated) P 1
Southwest Airlines (LUV) .39 1.02 .05 Airline C 3
Sperry (SY) .32 1.37 .15 Computers/Data Processing C 1
Squibb (SQB) .29 .85 .15 Drugs C 1
Standard Oil (Cal.) (SD) .34 1.44 .75 Petroleum (integrated) A 3
Standard Oil (Ind.) (SN) .35 1.55 .94 Petroleum (integrated) C 2
Standard Oil (Ohio) (SOH) .37 1.47 .70 Petroleum (integrated) A 3
Sterling Drug (STY) .33 .89 .10 Drugs A 2
Storage Technology (STK) .51 1.83 .03 Computers Data Processing C 1
Storer Communications (SCI) .39 1.28 .04 Broadcasting/Cable TV A 2
Sun (SUN) .35 1.26 .32 Petroleum (integrated) PH 2
Superior Oil (SOC) .46 1.58 .30 Petroleum Producing C 3
Sybron (SYB) .39 .93 .01 Health Care/Hosptl. Supp. A 1
Syntex (SYN) .31 1.10 .11 Drugs C 3
Tandy (TAN) .44 1.72 .29 Retail Stores (specialized) A, C 1
Tektronix (TEK) .30 .99 .09 Precision Instruments C 3
Teledyne (TDY) .33 1.20 .22 Electrical Equipment C, P 1
Telex (TC) .60 1.92 .02 Computers/Data Processing A 3
Tenneco (TGT) .27 1.00 .36 Natural Gas A 2
Tesoro Petroleum (TSO) .49 1.37 .01 Petroleum (integrated) PH 2
Texaco (TX) .28 1.12 .58 Petroleum (integrated) A 1
Texas Instruments (TXN) .37 1.25 .21 Electronics C 1
Texas International (TEI) .66 1.66 .01 Petroleum Producing A 2
Texas Oil & Gas (TXO) .42 1.36 .32 Petroleum Producing PH 3
Textron (TXT) .29 .60 .07 Machinery PH 3
Thrifty Corp. (TFO) .41 1.05 .02 Retail Stores (specialized) A 1
Tidewater (TDW ) .42 1.37 .02 Oilfield Services C 2



TIE Communications (TIE) .56
Time (TL) .28
Tosco (TOS) .60
Toys 'R' Us (TOY) .39
Transamerica (TA) .28
Trans World (TW ) .47
Travelers (TIC) .29
Tri-Continental (TY) .20
TRW Inc. (TRW ) .24
Tymshare Inc. (TYM ) .53
UAL Inc. (UAL) .46
Union Carbide (UK) .25
Union Pacific (UNP) .35
U.S. Air (U ) .45
U.S. Home (U H ) .50
U.S. Steel (X) .34
United Technologies (UTX) .28
Unocal (UCL) .40
Upjohn (UPJ) .25
Valero Energy (VLO) .49
Varian Associates (VAR) .37
Veeco Instruments (VEE) .52
Verbatim (VRB) .51
Viacom International (VIA) .39
W al-M art Stores (W M T) .32
Walter (Jim) Corp. (JW C) .37
Wang Labs (W AN) .46
Warner Communications (W CI) .43
Warner-Lambert (WLA) .31
Waste Management (W M X ) .38
Wendy's International (WEN) .4-1
Western Co. of North America (W SN) .49
Western Union (W U ) .40

Table notes a -h  appear on page 358.



1.81 .06 Telecommunications P
.89 .23 Publishing PH

1.74 .01 Petroleum (integrated) A
1.17 .12 Retail Stores (specialized) C

.87 .13 Insurance (diversified) PH
1.58 .07 Airline P

.95 .17 Insurance (diversified) P

.66 .05 Investment Company PH

.85 .18 Multi-industry A
1.10 .02 Computers/Data Processing PH
1.50 .08 Airline C
1.01 .28 Chemicals (diversified) A
1.45 .37 Railroad/Resources PH
1.50 .05 Airline P
1.64 .03 Building (construction) A

.98 .20 Steel (integrated) A
1.22 .27 Multi-industry C
1.58 .35 Petroleum (integrated) P

.81 .11 Drugs C
1.74 .03 Natural Gas A
1.19 .07 Electronics A
1.84 .02 Precision Instruments P
1.65 .02 Computers/Data Processing P
1.12 .03 Broadcasting/Cable TV C

.77 .34 Retail Stores C

.86 .04 Building (materials) C
1.89 .30 Computers/Data Processing P
1.20 .11 Entertainment c
1.08 .15 Drugs A
1.16 .14 Industrial Services PH
1.31 .05 Restaurants P
1.49 .03 Oilfield Services A
1.21 .06 Telecommunications PH

(<continued)
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358 APPENDIX 6B (continued)

Company Name (Ticker Symbol)

Historical 
Volatilityb 

1/1/80- 
1/1/84

Historical
Betab

1/1/80-
1/1/84

Market
Weightb
1/1/80-
1/1/84 Industry Group Exchangec

Expiration
Cycled

Westinghouse Electric (W X) .31 1.39 .30 Electrical Equipment A 1
Weyerhaeuser (W Y) .29 1.07 .28 Paper & Forest Products C 1
Whittaker (WKR) .42 1.42 .02 Multi-industry A 3
Williams Companies (W M B ) .43 1.31 .06 Chemicals (specialized) C 2
Williams Electronics (W M S )e .63 1.28 .01 Electronics PH 3
Winnebago (W GO) .68 1.41 .02 Recreational Vehicles C 1
Woolworth (F. W .) (Z) .30 .86 .07 Retail Stores PH 2
Xerox (XRX) .28 1.11 .30 Office Equipment C, P 1
Zapata (ZOS) .50 1.95 .02 Oilfield Services P 3
Zenith Radio (ZE) .45 1.33 .05 Electronics A 2

fl The table includes all stocks for which both the stock itself and listed options on that stock were available for trading on 12/31/83.

b The historical volatilities and betas are estimates computed from daily data for the period 1 /1 /80  to 1 /1/84. A value-weighted portfolio of all stocks traded on the New  
York and American Stock Exchanges was used as the market portfolio in computing the betas. The market weights give the ratio of the total market value of the stock of 
the company on 12/31/83  to the total market value of the stocks of all companies on the New York and American Stock Exchanges on that date.

c The options exchanges are: A, AMEX; C, CBOE; P, Pacific; PH, Philadelphia.

‘'The  expiration cycles are: 1, January/April/July/October; 2, February/May/August/November; 3, March/June/September December.

• For each of the following companies, the statistics given cover less than the full four-year period and begin on the following dates: CIGNA, 4 /20 /82; CSX, 11/13/80;  
Dart and Kraft, 9 /26 /80; Engelhard Corporation, 5 /27 /81; Freeport-McMoRan, 4 /08 /81; GEO International, 2 /19 /81; M G M /U A  Entertainment, 6 /17 /80; Mitel, 5 /18 /81; 
Novo Industries, 4 /30 /81; Williams Electronics, 2 /26/81. The shorter periods are due mainly to the creation of new firms during the period through mergers and spinoffs; 
generally, a new firm was considered to have been created whenever a new CUSIP number was assigned for standard identification purposes.

' The stocks with the five highest volatilities over the entire period 1 /1 /80  to 1 /1 /84  are: Winnebago, .68; Baldwin-United, .66; Texas International, .66; Coleco, .66; Hecla 
Mining, .63.

9 The stocks with the five lowest volatilities over the entire period 1 /1 /80  to 1 /1 /84  are: American Electric Power, .17; American Telephone and Telegraph, .17; 
Commonwealth Edison, .18; Consolidated Edison, .18; Southern Company, .19.

h The distribution of the stocks in the table by volatility interval is: .10-.19, 5; .20-.29, 93; .3 0 - .3 9 ,145; .40-.49 , 82; .50-.59, 42; .6 0 - .6 9 ,10.
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and applications

7

In this chapter, we extend our results on option valuation in several 
ways. In Section 7-1, we examine option valuation for m ore general types of 
stock price m ovements than were considered in C hapter 5. In Section 7-2, 
we discuss how to value contingent claims whose payoffs are more complex 
than those of ordinary options. This leads naturally to a very im portant 
app lica tion : Section 7-3 shows tha t m ost corporate securities can be valued 
by option  pricing methods. In the course of this section, we give a num ber 
of examples for specific kinds of corporate securities. One of these examples 
in tu rn  leads, in Section 7-4, to a discussion of dow n-and-out options, which 
are like ordinary options but with the additional provision that the contract 
is cancelled if the stock price reaches a designated level. The application to 
corporate securities then allows us to return to  option valuation with a 
different perspective. If com m on stock is like an option on the firm that 
issued it, then a listed option can be viewed as an option on an option. This 
observation has some interesting im plications for valuation, which we 
examine in Section 7-5. In Sections 7-6 and 7-7, we examine the valuation 
of options on more than  one stock and options on futures. In the conclud
ing section, we discuss some further generalizations and offer some opinions 
about their relative im portance.

359
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7 -1 . ALTERNATIVE DESCRIPTIONS OF STOCK PRICE 
MOVEMENTS

The stock price movements tha t led to the Black-Scholes form ula had three 
im portan t properties:

(a) The possible percentage changes in the stock price over any period did 
not depend on the level of the stock price at the beginning of the period.

(b) Over a very small interval of time, the size of the change in stock prices 
was also small; roughly speaking, although we were certain a change 
would occur, not much could happen before we could do something 
about it.

(c) Over a single period, only two stock price outcomes were possible.

We will now ask what happens to our option pricing approach if

1. (a) is false but (b) and (c) are true.
2 . (b) is false but (a) and (c) are true.
3. (c) is false but (a) and (b) are true.
4. (b) and (c) are false but (a) is true.

Before proceeding, it will be useful to consider w hat we are doing and 
w hat we hope to gain. We are not advancing an argum ent about why stock 
prices m ust or should have particular probabilistic properties. The actual 
properties of stock price m ovements are the result of the interaction of 
m any different economic forces. Fortunately, for our purposes we do not 
need to sort out and understand all of these interactions. All we need to 
know  is the probabilistic description determ ined by their cumulative effects. 
W hat we would like to do, then, is have available option pricing models for 
a variety of possible types of stock price behavior. If, for whatever reasons, 
price m ovements of a stock seem to have a particular probabilistic struc
ture, we can then select the appropriate option  pricing model.

In pursuing this goal, we should no t necessarily be disturbed if we 
have not refined every detail of a stock’s price movement. Indeed, we will 
have gained nothing if we m ake the description so com plicated that we 
cannot obtain any results. O ur objective will always be to m ake simplifica
tions tha t m ake the model tractable yet still capture all of the essential 
features. The ultim ate test of this must be whether or not a new model 
w orks better than alternative older ones in the particular goals we are 
trying to achieve.

In any case, we would certainly argue tha t having alternative or m ore 
general models available could not possibly m ake us worse off, since we 
could always refrain from using them  until we are sure they are better. If, in
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addition, a new model includes the older one as a special case and still 
requires only inputs tha t are readily obtainable, then we can be optimistic 
that it will tu rn  out to be an improvement.

Alternative 1. Stock Price Movements with Volatility Dependent on the Level 
o f  the Stock Price. As we m entioned in Section 5-6, we could certainly 
have allowed the u and d movements of our binom ial process to  differ 
predictably from period to period. This would be relevant, for example, if a 
firm’s investm ent policy were changing systematically over time. As an 
extreme illustration, suppose a firm which now holds only governm ent 
bonds announces tha t at time t  in the future it will sell the bonds and use 
the proceeds to enter the stock m arket and buy some of the shares of 
another firm with step sizes u' and d'. Then, for our firm, u = d = r before 
time t , and u =  u' and d =  d' after time t.

This line of argum ent suggests an even m ore fundam ental gener
alization. Suppose tha t we allowed the step sizes to  depend on the 
beginning-of-the-period stock price, as well as the date. Once we specify this 
dependence, giving the step sizes and probabilities for every possible stock 
price and time, we will have again said everything necessary to determine 
the probability  distribution of the stock price at any future date. But this 
distribution will no longer be lognorm al, since successive relative stock 
price changes are no longer independent. 1

M ore explicitly, suppose we now represent the up-and-dow n move
ments of our binom ial process as u(S, t) and d(S, t) to indicate their depen
dence on the stock price and time. Similarly, we represent the probability of 
an up m ovem ent by q(S, t). F o r example, suppose we let

Figure 7-1 illustrates the path  the stock would then follow over two periods 
if its initial value were 1 0 0 .

In this example, u and d depend only on the beginning stock price in 
each period and not separately on time. Although it is still possible to value 
an option by an arbitrage analysis, the distribution of stock price changes in 
each period is no longer independent of changes in previous periods. In 
particular, an up m ovem ent followed by a down movem ent no longer yields 
the same final stock price as a down m ovement followed by an up move
ment.

u(S, t) =  1 +
1

d ( s ,  0  =  1 -
l

1 Moreover, to fully specify the distribution, we would also have to add the requirement that if 
the stock price reaches zero, the firm is bankrupt and its value can never again become 
positive.
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Figure 7-1 Illustration of Square Root Process
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Suppose, now, m otivated in part by our earlier lim iting argum ents in 
Section 5-6, tha t we require the absolute m agnitude of an up or down move 
in any period to be the same. T hat is,

u(s, 0 - 1  =  1 -  d(S, t).

Let fi(S, 0  and <j ( S ,  t )  denote the limiting instantaneous m ean and volatility 
of the stock rate of re turn  at time t  when the stock price is S. If we then set

/—  1 1 r  m s, 0 1  1—
u(S, 0 = 1  +  v(S, 0 v  t/n and q = -  +  -  — —  J t / n ,

we can follow an argum ent similar to  tha t in Section 5-6 to show that, as 
n—> 00, the m ean and variance of the binom ial process approach the correct 
limiting values. If <r(S, t) = a, independent of S and t, we could again derive 
the Black-Scholes formula, as a check on our generalization.

This gives us a general procedure, well suited for com putational pur
poses, for valuing options when the variance of the stock rate of return 
depends on the price of the underlying stock, or on time as well. For certain 
types of dependence, we can find an explicit expression for the value of 
European calls that will be analogous to  the Black-Scholes formula. An 
im portan t illustration of this occurs when the instantaneous volatility <r(S> 0  
has the form

105 1 +

105 1
2v/l05.

<j (S, t)S =  t s p.
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where p <  1. This family of processes has the property tha t the elasticity of 
the variance is constant,2 and they can be labeled in this way as constant 
elasticity o f  variance diffusions. The Black-Scholes case corresponds to
p = 1.

F o r these processes, if p is less than 1, the variance of the rate of 
return, a 2(S, t), will vary inversely with the stock price, a feature which 
several studies have found to be characteristic of actual stock price move
ments. In Section 6-2, we briefly indicated a plausible economic rationale 
for this behavior in terms of the effects of financial and operating leverage. 
Financial leverage, as we shall see, can be treated in a different way. 
However, it is not in itself sufficient to explain the m agnitude of the depen
dence tha t these tentative studies have found.

F o r the constant elasticity of variance processes, the value of a 
payout-protected American call can be represented by an explicit formula. 
Let (n — 1)! = f g  e ~ vvn~ 1 dv represent the gam m a function. Here n can 
have any positive real values greater than or equal to one. If n is an integer, 
then this function simplifies to (n — 1)! =  (n — 1 )(n — 2) • • • 2 * 1 .  Now 
define the gam m a density function :

g(n, z) =
( n - 1) ! ’

CONSTANT ELASTICITY OF VARIANCE OPTION PRICING FORMULA3

c  =  s  X  g i n ,  x)G(n +  X, y) -  K r  f £  g(n +  2, x)G(n, y)
n=1 n = 1

where

X = 1
2(1 -  p)

_  2Xlog rlU ta  
<x2(r'M- l )

2 A lo gr  
y ~  aV*  -  1)

2 In particular, {dojdS) ■ (S/a) = p — 1.
3 Simplified formulas for two special cases, p = \  (square root process) and p = 0 (absolute 
process) can be found in John Cox and Stephen Ross, “The Valuation of Options for Alterna
tive Stochastic Processes,” Journal o f Financial Economics, 3 (January-M arch 1976), 145-166.
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and com plem entary gam m a distribution function:

r »
G(n, w) =  d z .

Jw

These functions are widely used in statistics and are well tabulated. The 
form ula is obtained by the procedure we m ention earlier, taking the dis
counted expected value of the call in a risk-neutral world.

The sums in the form ula can be easily evaluated with a com puter. 
Table 7-1 shows representative call values for several values of p. The

Table 7-1
REPRESENTATIVE CONSTANT ELASTICITY OF VARIANCE DIFFUSION

CALL VALUES

S = 40 r == 1.05

i
p =  1 (Black-Scholes)

i
: p = j  (Square Root)

i
i ? = 0 (Absolute)

G K JANa APR JUL JAN APR JUL JAN APR JUL

C 35 5.15 5.76 6.40 5.15 5.79 6.44 5.15 5.81 6.49
.2 <40 1.00 2.17 3.00 1.00 2.17 3.00 1.00 2.17 3.00

f 45 .02 .51 1.10 .02 .47 1.04 .02 .43 .98

f 35 5.22 6.25 7.17 5.23 6.31 7.26 5.25 6.38 7.36
.3 <40 1.46 3.07 4.19 1.46 3.07 4.19 1.46 3.08 4.19

U 5 .16 1.25 2.24 .14 1.18 2.13 .13 1.12 2.04

f 35 5.39 6.89 8.09 5.42 6.99 8.23 5.45 7.09 8.38
.4 <40 1.92 3.98 5.37 1.92 3.98 5.37 1.92 3.99 5.39

(.45 .42 2.10 3.43 .38 2.00 3.29 .35 1.91 3.17

NOTE: Assumes that no dividends will be paid during the lives of the options. For each level of p, the 
value of b  has been standardized so that the current volatility is the same In each case. 

a The January options have one month to expiration; the Aprils, four months; and the Julys, seven 
months. Both r  and a  are in annualized units.

values of b  are standardized so tha t the current volatility is the same in each 
case. In  other words, as p is changed, b is also changed so that 
bSp = aS = 40cr. Differences in the option values are thus solely due to 
differences in the way the volatility will subsequently change as the stock 
price changes.
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Alternative 2. Jump Stock Price Movements. Turning now to the second 
alternative ,4 there are indeed situations where the stock price can have a 
large change over a very small time period, yet our arbitrage-type valuation 
argum ents will still apply. These situations, as in the Black-Scholes case, are 
obtained as limiting cases of a binom ial process. Previously, as h became 
small, each of the step sizes, u and d, also became small, and each of the 
probabilities, q and 1 — q, became close to j .  H ad we instead assumed u 
and d were both  fixed as h became small, then the stock price over the time 
to  expiration would either have exploded to infinity or vanished to zero 
with certainty.

However, this was no t the only alternative. Suppose, instead, that as h 
becomes small, one of the step sizes (say, for the upw ard move) remains 
constant, but the probability q it will occur becomes very small. At the same 
time, the size of the other move becomes very small, but its probability 
becomes very close to 1. Such a situation need not be explosive or van
ishing.

As an illustration, suppose, in place of our former correspondence for 
u, d, and q, we instead set

u = w, d = e^(t,n\  and q = X(t/n).

This correspondence captures the essence of a pure jump process in which 
each successive stock price is alm ost always close to the previous price 
(S —> dS), but occasionally, with low but continuing probability, significantly 
different (S—► uS). Observe tha t as n —> oo, the probability  of a change by d 
becomes larger and larger, while the probability of a change by u 
approaches zero.

W ith these specifications, the initial condition of the central limit 
theorem  tha t we used in Section 5-6 is no longer satisfied. It can be shown 
that the stock price m ovements converge to a log-Poisson, rather than to a 
lognorm al distribution as n —► oo.

Since this situation is included as a special case of our original bino
mial analysis, we can find the corresponding option price by taking the 
appropriate limits of the binom ial formula. Let us define

00 e~yvl
V i x i  y l  =  I  — r 

4 This alternative was first developed by John Cox and Stephen Ross in their paper, “The 
Pricing of Options for Jum p Processes,” W orking Paper No. 2-75, Rodney L. White Center 
for Financial Research, University of Pennsylvania, April 1975.
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as the com plem entary Poisson distribution function with argum ent x and 
param eter y. The limiting option pricing formula for the above 
specification5 of w, d, and q turns out to be

JUMP PROCESS OPTION PRICING FORMULA

C =  S '? [x ; y] -  K r ~ ty¥[x;  y/u]
where

(log r -  £)ut 
u - l

and x is the smallest nonnegative integer greater than or equal 
to

log (K/S) -  £t 
log u

A very similar form ula applies if d stays constant while u — 1 becomes 
small. O f course, q m ust also become large to prevent the stock price from 
vanishing with certainty.

Alternative 3. Multinomial Stock Price Movements. Suppose that the 
period-by-period stock price movements follow a trinom ial instead of a 
binom ial process, as we have thus far assumed. The simplest example would 
be one where the stock price either went up, stayed the same, or went down. 
Each period we would then have three possible outcom es:

<
uS with probability ql

S with probability 1 — — qr2

dS with probability q2.

Now we can no longer create a riskless portfolio with a hedge, since a hedge 
ratio that would equate the returns under two outcomes could not in the 
third. Thus we could not exactly replicate the payoff to an option with a 
controlled portfolio of stock and bonds. We no longer have a way of linking 
the option price and the stock price that does not depend on investors’
5 Of course, we continue to set r =  rm .
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attitudes tow ard risk or on the characteristics of other assets. N ow  the 
equilibrium  option price will, in general, depend on these variables, as well 
as on those appearing previously.

We m ight now suspect tha t binom ial stock price movem ents m ust be 
in some sense necessary, as well as sufficient, to derive option pricing form u
las based solely on arbitrage considerations. To value an option by arbi
trage m ethods, there m ust exist a portfolio of other assets which exactly 
replicates in every circumstance the payoff received by an optim ally exer
cised option. O ur basic proposition is the following: Suppose, as we have, 
tha t m arkets are perfect, tha t changes in the interest rate are never random , 
and that changes in the stock price are always random . In a m odel with 
discrete periods, a necessary and sufficient condition for options of all strik
ing prices and times to expiration to  be valued by arbitrage using only 
stock and bonds in the portfolio is th a t in each period

a. The stock price can change from its beginning-of-period value to only two 
ex-dividend values at the end of the period.

b. The dividends and the size of each of the two possible changes are pres
ently known functions depending on (i) current and past stock prices, (ii) 
current and past values of random variables whose changes in each 
period are perfectly correlated with the change in the stock price, and (iii) 
calendar time.

The sufficiency of the condition can be established by a straightfor
w ard generalization of Alternatives 1 and 2. Its necessity is implied by the 
discussion at the beginning of Alternative 3.

O n the other hand, there are discrete-period m ultiple state processes 
tha t will converge as the length of the periods becomes smaller and smaller 
to  the same limit as a given tw o-state process meeting the above conditions. 
F o r instance, suppose that in the three-state example given above we let

u = e”̂ ,  d = 1 / m ,

<?i =  4 +  4 (n/o)y/2t/n,

<Z2 =  4  -  4  (u/<r)y/2t/n.

I t can be verified tha t as n —> oo (that is, /i—► 0), this process will converge to
the same lognorm al process tha t was obtained in C hapter 5 as the limit of a
m ultiplicative binom ial process. Since the resulting descriptions of stock 
price movem ents would be the same in the continuous-tim e limit, it seems 
reasonable to think tha t the corresponding option values would also be the 
same, even though over discrete periods one value will depend on attitudes 
tow ard risk and the other will not. Intuitively, it seems that as the length of
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the period becomes small (that is, as h —> 0 ), this dependence m ust also 
become small m ore rapidly than  h. This is essentially true, although we will 
no t attem pt to justify it properly.

Alternative 4. Diffusion-Jump Stock Price Movements. The type of stock 
price movements in Alternative 2 captures the phenom enon of a discon
tinuous jum p in the stock price, as might be caused by the sudden and 
unexpected arrival of im portant inform ation. Such jum ps may be im por
tant, and the ability to represent them for option pricing may be very useful. 
At the same time, stock price movements may be better described by m ulti
nom ial instead of binom ial movements. F or example, if a jum p occurs, we 
would w ant the resulting price change to be itself random , rather than 
constant. We might also w ant to combine this type of behavior with the 
type discussed earlier, so tha t we would have rare and possibly large 
changes superim posed on very frequent small changes.

This brings us to Alternative 4.6 Now, for the first time, we will not be 
able to  value all options by arbitrage methods, even in the continuous-tim e 
limit. This is caused both  by the com bination of continuous and discon
tinuous changes and by the random  nature of the discontinuous changes. 
This stands in sharp contrast to the earlier cases, where either the changes 
became continuous in the continuous-tim e limit or else there was only a 
determ inistic discontinuous change.

It m ight be useful to pause and depict the alternative types of stock 
price m ovements we are considering. Figure 7-2 contrasts the types of stock 
price behavior governing Alternatives 1, 2 and 4, respectively. Although (a) 
is jagged (that is, nondifferentiable), it is nonetheless continuous th rough
out. In (b) and (c), the dashed vertical lines indicate discontinuities. Observe 
that in (b) the jum ps are of the same relative (to S) m agnitude and all in the 
same direction, while this is not true for (c). M oreover, unlike (b), the 
m ovem ent in (c) follows an uncertain path  between jumps.

In certain cases, despite the impossibility of constructing riskless arb i
trage positions, we can still derive an option valuation formula that does 
not depend on attitudes tow ard risk. Suppose tha t there is a very large 
num ber of securities available, so that each security will make up only a 
very small fraction of a well-diversified portfolio. Suppose, also, that the 
rare events tha t cause sudden discontinuous changes in the price of a stock 
affect only tha t stock or, at most, the stock of a few other firms (such as the 
other party  in a litigation or in a merger). The risk of these sudden changes 
will be diversifiable, and the m arket will consequently pay no risk premium 
over the riskless rate for bearing this risk. The equilibrium  expected rate of

6 This alternative was first developed by Robert M erton in his article, “Option Pricing When 
Underlying Stock Returns Are Discontinuous,” Journal o f Financial Economics, 3 (January- 
March 1976), 125 144.
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Figure 7-2 Alternative Stock Price Movements

return on the stock, and on an option, would thus not be affected by the 
presence of this diversifiable jum p risk.

A lthough these argum ents are only intuitive, they can be completely 
justified. They give us a way to link the equilibrium  price of an option with 
the price of the underlying stock. Let us recall our original valuation argu
ments. There we constructed a portfolio containing a long position in A 
shares of stock and the am ount B  in bonds to  replicate the returns of a call. 
We then argued tha t in equilibrium  the current value of the stock-bond 
portfolio m ust equal the current value of the call. Suppose th a t in the 
present case we create a similar portfolio and choose the num ber of shares 
of stock to again replicate the call for the small continuous movements. The 
portfolio would, in equilibrium, replicate the call if a jum p did no t occur 
but no t if one did occur. But when a jum p did occur, the risk would be 
completely diversifiable, so, in equilibrium, the expected return (but not 
necessarily the realized return) m ust be the riskless rate times the am ount 
invested.

The linkage again gives us a valuation equation th a t m ust be satisfied 
by the equilibrium  option price. Notice that even though the diversifiability 
of the jum p risk m eant th a t attitudes tow ard risk and the characteristics of 
other assets will not m atter, this is still no t an arbitrage theory in the same 
sense as before. One could again realize sure profits if m arket prices devi
ated from form ula values, but only by holding a portfolio that was no t only 
continually adjusted but also well diversified.

A specific pricing form ula is available for one particularly interesting 
case. Suppose tha t the stock price at the end of the period can take on these 
values with the corresponding possibilities :

Ending Value P robability

uS
d S
uzS
d zS

d V - M t / n ) ]
(1 - q ) [  1 ~A(t /n)]  

qA(t/n)
(1 ~q)A(t /n)
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where log z is a norm ally distributed random  variable with m ean — j S 2 and 
variance S2. This implies z itself is lognorm ally distributed w ith an expected 
value of one .7

Let us now fix t and let n approach infinity and specify u, d , and q in 
the same way we did for the Black-Scholes form ula .8 We would then obtain 
a continuous-tim e, continuous-state lognorm al process upon which are 
superim posed infrequent jum ps th a t are themselves lognorm ally distributed. 
The param eter X determines the frequency of the jum ps. W hen the jum ps 
are perfectly diversifiable, we can employ the procedure outlined above to 
price the call in terms of the underlying stock. The resulting form ula for the 
value of a call is

DIFFUSION-JUMP PROCESS OPTION PRICING FORMULA

c  =  £  e X‘(y ty C;(S,K, t, +  S2(i/t), r)
i = 0 l -

where C, is the Black-Scholes value of a call with time to expira
tion t and striking price K  on a stock with current price S and 
volatility

ffj =  y j b 2 +  S2(i/t)

Table 7-2 shows how diffusion-jump call values depend on the im por
tance of the jum p com ponent of their underlying stock price movement. 
This com ponent is m easured by (1) the percentage y of the total stock 
volatility a 2 explained by the jum p, and (2 ) the expected num ber of jum ps 
per year X. As before in Table 7-1, to facilitate com parison with the corre
sponding Black-Scholes values (middle panel of Table 5-2), the param eters 
of the diffusion-jump stock price process have been chosen so that the 
current volatility of the stock is the same in both  formulas (c 2 =  a 2 +  XS2). 
Since the volatility does not depend on the stock price in either model, this 
equality will continue to hold as the stock price subsequently changes, 
unlike the case with the constant elasticity of variance formula.

F o r a given X and a, as the m agnitude of a typical jum p increases, y 
increases, and the call departs further from its corresponding Black-Scholes

7 We are assuming here that the expected rate of return of the stock, given that a jump has 
occurred, is zero. See M erton’s paper for a more general formula that allows for an arbitrary 
expected rate of return.
8 In particular, d = l/u  and u = exp(&y/t/n). d is the volatility of the diffusion component and 
<r will continue to represent the overall stock volatility, considering both diffusion and jump 
components. Of course, we continue to set r =  rt/n.
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Table 7-2
REPRESENTATIVE DIFFUSION-JUMP CALL VALUES

S =  40 a = .3 r =  1.05

2 =  1

mII i
i
i
i
i

II

y K JANa APR JUL JAN APR JUL JAN APR JUL

f35 5.23 6.24 7.16 5.23 6.25 7.17 5.22 6.25 7.17
.2 <40 1.42 3.04 4.16 . 1.44 3.06 4.18 1.45 3.07 4.18

(.45 .17 1.23 2.21 .17 1.25 2.23 .17 1.25 2.23

(35 5.26 6.21 7.11 5.26 6.24 7.15 5.25 6.24 7.16
.5 <40 1.27 2.88 4.02 1.35 2.99 4.12 1.38 3.02 4.15

(.45 .18 1.14 2.10 .19 1.21 2.18 .18 1.23 2.20

f35 5.30 6.20 7.05 5.30 6.24 7.12 5.29 6.24 7.14
.8 <40 1.00 2.55 3.72 1.15 2.84 4.01 1.23 2.93 4.08

(.45 .21 .99 1.87 .23 1.15 2.10 .23 1.19 2.15

NOTE: Assumes no dividends during the lives of the options, a 2 =  £r2 + A62 is the total volatility 
squared of the continuous and jump components, y =  A62/a 2 is then the percentage of the total 
volatility squared due to the jump component. Given a, y, and A, the remaining variables cr and 6 are 
then chosen to satisfy these equalities.
a The January options have one month to expiration; the Aprils, four months; and the Julys, seven 
months. Both r  and a  are in annualized units.

value. Similarly, for a given y, as A increases, the expected frequency of the 
jum p  increases, and the jum p com ponent looks m ore like a diffusion. As a 
result, the call value begins to approxim ate its corresponding Black-Scholes 
value. In brief, a com parison the middle panel of Table 5-2 shows that 
when y =  .2 and 2 =  5, there is almost no difference between diffusion-jump 
and Black-Scholes call values. However, as the jum p com ponent becomes 
m ore significant in terms of y and 2 , some interesting differences arise. 
W hen y =  .8 and 2 = 1 ,  the jum p com ponent produces significantly higher 
values for near-expiration, out-of-the-money calls, but significantly lower 
values otherwise.

7-2 . GENERALIZED OPTIONS

To this point, we have been exclusively concerned with ordinary puts and 
calls. O ne reason why we have examined puts and calls in such detail is that 
they can be used as “building blocks” for constructing m uch m ore general 
options. W ith ju st a little m ore effort, we will be able to value and com pare 
the characteristics of m any other types of securities.
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From  this b roader perspective, we can think of a E uropean call as a 
security whose payoff is a particularly simple function of the stock price at 
the expiration date, namely, m ax[0, S* — K], We now wish to  consider 
securities whose payoffs depend on the stock price in a m ore general way. 
We will be interested in the following question: H ow  can we use ordinary 
puts and calls to value these generalized options? In this chapter, we 
proceed by showing th a t there is a portfolio of ordinary E uropean options 
whose payoffs duplicate the payoffs received from the generalized option. In 
the next chapter, in a different context, we follow an alternative approach 
tha t infers from ordinary options sufficient inform ation to value the gener
alized option.

There are a num ber of reasons why we should be interested in the 
former representation. F irst of all, it gives us an im m ediate restriction on 
relative equilibrium  prices. If there are no arbitrage opportunities, then two 
portfolios with identical payoffs m ust have identical current m arket values. 
This is true even in circumstances where it m ight be difficult to value the 
constituent options in the equivalent portfolio. O f course, if we do have a 
procedure to  value the ordinary options, then this gives an im m ediate way 
to apply this procedure to  value the generalized option. Furtherm ore, our 
approach of valuing a generalized option indirectly, by valuing an equiva
lent portfolio of ordinary options, applies to m any corporate securities.

Let us first suppose tha t the only payoff F* to  the generalized option 
is received after elapsed time T, and tha t this payoff is an arbitrary  continu
ous function of the stock price a t that time, 5*. Thus, the payoff can be 
written as F*(S*). F o r example, F*(S*) m ight equal y /s* .  In the case of a 
call, F*(S*) =  C* =  m ax[0, S* -  K].

F or the m om ent, assume F*(S*) is a continuous piecewise linear func
tion passing through the origin (that is, F*(0) =  0). Figure 7-3 shows how 
such a function m ight appear. The “break points” (kinks) of the function 
have been labeled K 0 , K u  and K 2 . The slopes of each segment have been 
labeled, consecutively, k0 , k u  and k 2 . T hat is, the values of F * at each 
break point are, respectively,

F*(K0) = 0,
F * (K J  = AoiK, -  K 0),
F*(K2) = k 0( K x -  K 0) +  k x(K 2 -  K x).

It is easy to show that any such payoff function F*(S*) can be exactly 
duplicated by an appropriately chosen portfolio o f  calls. We only need to use 
calls with time to expiration T. To illustrate the recipe, we continue with 
the above example. Table 7-3 provides an arbitrage analysis of this 
problem. To construct a perfect hedge, we start by writing k 0 options with 
striking price K 0 (zero). This will coincide with F* up to K v  Then add the
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F*

Figure 7-3 Continuous Piecewise Linear Function

num ber of options with striking price K x which will m ake the slope of the 
payoffs to the option portfolio coincide with F* between and K 2 . This 
requires tha t we not only write options with striking price K u but that 
we buy back A0 options with striking price to nullify the effect over the 
range < S* < K 2 of the X0 options we have written previously. We then 
repeat this procedure with options with striking price K 2 . From  the arb i
trage table, it is apparent that the current value of the generalized option is

F = X0C(K0) +  (X, -  W K J  +  (X2 -  Xx)C(K2).

Table 7-3
ARBITRAGE TABLE ILLUSTRATING GENERALIZED OPTION

E xp ira t ion  Date
C urrent

Date K 0 < S *  <  Kx K.! <  S* < k 2 <  S*

Write A0 calls A0 C(K0) A0(K0 - S * ) A0(K0- S ' ) A0(K0 ~ S * )
at K0

Write A, -  A0 ( A , - A 0)C(K ,) — ( A , - A 0H K , - S * ) ( A , - A 0 ) ( K , - S * )
calls at K^

Write A2 -  Ay (A2 - A , ) C ( K 2) — — (.A2 - A , ) ( K 2 - S *)
calls at K2

1O

Buy A0(K, ~ K0) +
generalized - F A0(S* -  K0) + * A K a ~ K , )
option A,(S * -A - , ) +

a 2(.s * -  K2)

Total
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Clearly, this example may be generalized to any num ber of break 
points. Furtherm ore, suppose the payoff function did not pass through the 
origin bu t had an intercept at F*(K0) = I. Then we can simply add to the 
portfolio of calls /  unit zero-coupon bonds with time to m aturity  T. Alter
natively, if we insist on using only ordinary options to reconstruct the 
generalized option, the present value of these bonds could be written as 
P(I) +  C(0) — C(/), where P(I) is the current value of a E uropean put with 
striking price I. In general, then, given tha t F*(S*) is piecewise linear, the 
present value, F , of F*(S*) is representable as

F = IP(I) + C(0) -  C(/)] +  A0 C(K0) + t  (A,. -  X '-J Q K ;) ,
i = 1

where there are n +  1 break points K 0 , K u K 2 , . . . ,  K p.
N ow  suppose tha t F* is no t piecewise linear. The natural suggestion 

would be to value F* by finding a piecewise linear function G*(S*) tha t is 
closest to F*(S*). This is the right track, bu t to give it meaning, we need to 
decide how we are going to measure closeness. W e m ight first think of 
minimizing the sum of the squared errors of F* from G*, since this is a 
tractable m easure familiar from regression analysis.9 O r we m ight consider 
using the sum of the absolute values of the errors . 10

But here we are losing sight of our purpose. W e are no t interested, per 
se, in having the payoffs close. W hat we w ant is the current values of the 
generalized option and the approxim ate call portfolio to be close. To guar
antee this under all circumstances, we need to  use as a standard  the 
m axim um  absolute difference between G* and F*, m axx | G*(x) — F*(x) | . 
We can then say definitely tha t to prevent arbitrage, the absolute difference 
between the current values m ust be less than  or equal to the present value 
of this m axim um  absolute difference. We could, of course, refine this by 
considering m axx[G*(x) — F*(x)] and m in ^ G ^ x )  — F*(x)], separately. This 
would produce lower and upper bounds around  the value of F.

N ow  it seems intuitively reasonable that, as we adm it m ore and more 
calls with different striking prices, we get a better and better approxim ation. 
F o r any level of tolerance we choose, no m atter how small, we should be 
able to  find an assortm ent of options tha t will m ake the difference in 
current values even smaller. This is in fact true, bu t we will not go into the 
technical details.

In  each case, our problem  is to identify the portfolio of calls, by 
specifying their striking prices and the num ber of calls of each striking

9 That is, find the piecewise linear function G* that minimizes the integral

iS  LG*(x) -  F*(x)]2 dx.

10 That is, Jo I G*(x) — F*(x) j dx.
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price, which is equivalent in payoff to the generalized option. If we know 
how to value the constituent calls, or m arket prices exist for these calls, we 
can then value exactly or, a t worst, place lower and upper bounds on the 
current value of the generalized option.

7-3 . CORPORATE SECURITIES11

C orporate securities are very similar to the generalized options discussed in 
the previous section, although now the underlying asset is the total value o f  
the firm  ra ther than  the value of the stock. The result is an unexpected 
bonus: We can value corporate securities by the same m ethods we use to 
value options. For the simplest cases, it is only a m atter of reinterpreting 
the variables. O f course, things will usually not be that easy; options were 
intentionally designed with stream lined terms, while corporate securities 
often have quite complex contractual provisions. W hen all of the relevant 
com plications are brought in, the analysis is m ore difficult, but the same 
basic principles still apply.

This approach has m any potential benefits. It provides a way to deter
mine the relative value, risk, and expected return of any corporate security. 
It also shows how these quantities will be affected by changes in the under
lying variables or in the contractual provisions. Furtherm ore, it gives a way 
to find the optim al conversion and call strategies for corporate securities. 
Consequently, the results will be useful to both  investment analysts and 
m anagers of firms.

We will illustrate the correspondence between corporate securities and 
options with seven examples for firms which have these securities, in addi
tion to their com m on stock, outstanding:

1. A single issue of zero-coupon bonds
2. An issue of senior zero-coupon bonds and an issue of subordinated

(junior) zero-coupon bonds
3. Warrants
4. Convertible bonds
5. Callable bonds
6. Callable convertible bonds
7. Bonds with safety covenants

The examples are chosen to show a num ber of im portan t features of corpo
rate securities in as simple a setting as possible.

O ptions are issued as well as purchased by individuals. C orporate 
securities are, of course, issued by firms (and, in particular, the owners of the

11 Fischer Black, M yron Scholes, and Robert M erton, in their 1973 articles on option pricing, 
suggested the correspondence between corporate securities and options.
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firm, the stockholders). This leads to several im portan t differences between 
option valuation and corporate security valuation.

We will present the first two examples and use them  as a context for 
explaining three of the differences. Next we will discuss four additional 
differences and use examples 3, 4, 5, and 6 to illustrate them. We will then 
discuss three final differences. The last example will be considered in 
Section 7-4.

In discussing corporate securities, we will assume tha t all agents act 
optimally in their own best interests and that all transactions costs, m argin 
requirem ents, and taxes can be ignored. We also assume, unless explicitly 
stated otherwise, that (1) the firm is allowed to finance payouts by the sale 
of assets; and (2 ) if a paym ent to a claim other than stock is not made, the 
firm is declared bankrupt and reorganized, the ownership of the firm passes 
to the nonstock claim-holders, and the holders of the com m on stock receive 
nothing. Finally, (3) we assume tha t no further securities will be issued while 
the ones we are currently considering (excluding the stock) are still ou t
standing.

W hen corporate securities are expressed in terms of options, it is 
always understood that the options are unprotected options on the value of 
a firm m aking the prescribed payouts. These representations are completely 
general and hold for uncertain interest rates and arbitrary  stock price proc
esses. Paradoxically, these representations are the m ost difficult in situ
ations that seem to be the m ost like op tions—w arran ts and convertible 
bonds— and are the easiest and least restrictive in situations involving only 
stock and bonds, which are apparently not like options at all.

Example 1. Zero-Coupon Bonds. The easiest way to begin is with a specific 
exam ple . 12 Suppose that a holding com pany, Berkeford Holdings, has all its 
funds invested in Teledyne com m on stock. Berkeford Holdings owns 1,000 
shares of Teledyne, which, at the close of trading on January  2, 1980, was 
w orth $127 per share. Berkeford has two classes of securities outstanding: 
1,000 shares of its own com m on stock and 120 zero-coupon bonds. Each of 
these bonds promises to pay $1,000 on its m aturity  date, July 18, 1980; 
hence, the to tal am ount due will be $120,000. Since they are zero-coupon 
bonds, no coupon paym ents are due in the meantime. Teledyne has a 
standing policy against paying cash dividends, so as a result there will be no 
cash paym ents going into or coming from Berkeford until the m aturity  
date.

O n the m aturity  date, the Berkeford stockholders plan to pay off the 
bonds by floating a new debt issue. However, if at that time Teledyne is 
w orth less than  $120 per share, they will be unable to do so. N o one is

12 This example was first developed by Robert M erton in his article, “On the Pricing of 
Corporate Debt,” Journal o f Finance, 29 (May 1974), 449 -470.
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going to pay $ 1 2 0 ,0 0 0  for a new debt issue giving only a partial claim to 
assets w orth less than $120,000. For the same reason, the firm could not 
raise enough to pay off the bondholders by selling m ore stock.

O f course, the stockholders could m ake up the difference out of their 
own pockets. But since Berkeford is a corporation with limited liability, 
they are under no obligation to do so, nor would this be in their best 
interests. In effect, they would be throwing good money after bad, when 
they could instead use it to form a completely new com pany on which the 
old bondholders would have no claim. Consequently, the stockholders will 
be either unable or unwilling to keep the firm from bankruptcy, and the 
ownership of the Teledyne stock will pass to the bondholders.

N aturally, the bondholders could keep the firm in operation by 
agreeing to renegotiate the terms of the debt, but at this point, why should 
they? The argum ent that the Teledyne stock might soon be w orth enough 
to pay off the bonds in full is hardly persuasive. T hat would be a “heads 
you win, tails I lose” gamble for the bondholders. If they obtain full owner
ship of the Teledyne by way of bankruptcy, they would have the full benefit 
of subsequent gains and bear the full burden of subsequent losses; if they 
renegotiate, they would still bear the full burden of subsequent losses, but 
now they would have to share the gains with the stockholders. C onsequent
ly, it would be in the bondholders’ interest to enforce their claim and 
receive full ownership of the Teledyne stock, and, as a result, the Berkeford 
stock would then be worthless.

O f course, this sad state of affairs may never come about. If Teledyne 
is w orth m ore than $ 1 2 0  per share on the m aturity  date, then the stock
holders should be able to sell enough new securities to  pay off the old 
bondholders and avoid bankruptcy. In summary, Table 7-4 shows the value 
of each class of Berkeford securities on the m aturity  date in terms of the 
total value of the 1,000 shares of Teledyne at that time, denoted as V*.

Now we turn  to the question we really want to answer: How much 
should the Berkeford securities be w orth on January  2? Clearly, the current 
to tal value of all the securities m ust be $127,000, the current value of the 
firm’s assets, but how would we expect this total to be divided between the 
stock and the bonds? A second look at Table 7-4 shows how options can

Table 7-4
P A Y O FFS  TO  BER KEFO R D S E C U R IT IE S  O N TH E  

M A T U R IT Y  DATE

V *  <  120,000 V *  >  120,000

Berkeford bonds 120,000

Berkeford stock 0 V * - ^  20,000
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provide the answer. Each share of Berkeford stock has exactly the same 
payoff as a call option on one share of Teledyne stock with a striking price 
of 120 and an expiration date of July 18. Similarly, the bondholders as a 
group are in exactly the same position as a covered writer who owns 1 ,0 0 0  
shares of Teledyne and has written 1,000 such calls against them ; each 
single bond represents 1/120 of this position. Consequently, everything we 
have said about calls and covered writing positions will also be valid for the 
Berkeford stock and bonds.

Table 7-5 is an excerpt from the closing option prices for January 2 as 
reported in the Wall Street Journal. By pure coincidence, it turns out tha t 
one of the options listed there is a Teledyne call with a striking price of 120 
and an expiration date of July 18. Its closing m arket price is $21. Conse
quently, the closing price of Berkeford stock should be exactly the same, 
$21 per share. The entire bond issue should then be w orth 
$127,000 -  $21,000 =  $106,000, or $883.33 per bond. In fact, Table 7-5 
gives us the inform ation we would need to say how m uch the Berkeford 
securities would be w orth if the firm had a somewhat different capital 
structure. F o r example, suppose the firm had issued 130 bonds instead of 
120. Then each share of Berkeford stock would be a call w ith a striking 
price of 130 rather than  120, and its m arket price would be $16. Table 7-6 
shows the to tal current m arket value tha t the stock and bonds would have 
for several alternative am ounts of outstanding total debt.

If we look again at Table 7-4, we can see that the payoff to the 
bondholders can be interpreted in another way. It is exactly the same as 
tha t received by someone who owns a default-free zero-coupon bond paying 
$120,000 on July 18 and who has written 1,000 European puts on Teledyne, 
each with a striking price of 120 and an expiration date of July 18. Since the

Table 7-5
S O M E  C LO S IN G  CALL O PTIO N  PRICES ON  

JANUARY 2, 19 8 0

Stock
Str ik ing

Price
Jan A p r Ju l

N .Y .
Close

Stor Tec 10 6 7 72'4 16*
Stor Tec 15 121 8 212 3 f 16*
Stor Tec 20 1

16 1 3 16 16*
Tandy 20 10f --- — 2 9 |
Tandy 25 6 — — 29§
Tandy 30 1

4 o l8
32°4 2 9 f

Teldyn 110 18 --- --- 127
Teldyn 120 8 | 16 21 127
Teldyn 130 2 H 1 o f 16 127
Teldyn 140 3

8 6* 11f 127
Teldyn 150 3 1 6 3 n 127
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Table 7-6
THE MARKET VALUE OF BERKEFORD STOCK AND BONDS FOR 

ALTERNATIVE CAPITAL STRUCTURES

Promised Payment 
to Bondholders

Current Market 
Value of Bonds

Current Market 
Value of Stock

Current Market 
Value of Stock 

and Bonds

120,000 106,000 21,000 127,000
130,000 111,000 16,000 1 27,000
140,000 115,625 11,375 1 27,000
150,000 119,500 7,500 1 27,000

Berkeford bonds have some possibility of default, they sell for less than an 
otherwise similar default-free bond (which, at prevailing rates, would be 
w orth about $111,830). The difference is exactly the value of the European 
puts.

Table 7-7 summarizes our conclusions. There, K  stands for the prom 
ised paym ent to the bondholders, S is the value of one share of stock, n is 
the num ber of shares outstanding, and B  is the total value of the bonds. 
Figure 7-4 shows a graph of the payoffs and gives a preview of coming 
attractions.

Bond traders and financial m anagers often speak in terms of the yield 
on a bond rather than the price of a bond. The yield-to-maturity on a bond 
is the discount rate which would m ake the present value of the promised 
coupon and principal paym ents equal to the current price of the bond. 
Readers familiar with the literature on capital budgeting will recognize this 
as the bond’s internal rate of return. A related measure is the default 
premium, which tells by how much the yield-to-m aturity of a given bond 
exceeds that of a default-free bond with the same prom ised payments.

The discount bonds we are considering now provide a particularly 
convenient setting for examining yields. In this case the (continuously 
com pounded) yield-to-m aturity, denoted as log R, is simply [log(K/B)~\/T, 
where T  is the time rem aining until the m aturity  date. In other words, it is

Table 7-7
ZERO-COUPON BONDS

Value on 
Current 

Date

Value on 
Maturity Date Representation 

in Terms 
of CallsV* < K K < V*

Bonds
Stock

B
nS

V* K
V * - K

V -  C(V; K) 
C(V; K)



(a) Ordinary 
bonds

n S * /
/

1 /
/

0 [/*

0

/
/

/  i y *
0 K 0 K

(b) Subordinated 
bonds

n S *

1 /  

0 /

J *
0

/ -----------

°  /  1 y *

B * 0

1 /
/

/  1 F*
0 K b + k j

0 K b  +  K j 0

(c) Warrants

m W *

0 ^  y *

n S *

/
/

S  I V*
0 n K 0 n K

(d) Convertible 
bonds

n S *

1 /
/

o /  , v *

B *

o >
1 / --------------

/
/  i i V *

0 K  K / \ 0 K  K / \

Figure 7-4 Payoffs from Corporate Securities at Maturity
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the com pounded rate of return which will be earned on the bonds if the 
bonds are paid in full. Table 7-8 shows the current yields that would prevail 
on Berkeford bonds for the alternative capital structures shown in Table 
7-6. By using Table 7-5, we can find the m arket values that the bonds would 
have if they m atured on January  18 or April 18, rather than July 18. For 
calls with striking prices of 100 and 110 which are not shown in Table 7-4, 
we have estim ated the m arket value they would have had if traded, and 
calculated the corresponding values for the bonds . 13 Table 7-8 also shows 
the yields-to-m aturity for all of these bonds.

Table 7-8
YIELDS-TO-MATURITY FOR BERKEFORD BONDS 

(IN PERCENT PER YEAR)

M a tu r ity  D ate

P rom ised P aym ent 
to B ondholders Jan u a ry  18 A pril 18 J u ly  18

100,000 13.18 15.26 16.11
110,000 20.83 19.26 19.20
120,000 33.81 26.59 22.87
130,000 104.35 37.04 29.13
140,000 233.57 50.11 35.26
150,000 383.08 64.93 41.90

Just as we would expect, for any given m aturity  date, the yield-to- 
m aturity  increases as the debt-equity ratio  increases. Its behavior as the 
m aturity  date changes is a little m ore complicated. For a promised payment 
significantly lower than the current value of the assets, it increases with time 
to m aturity; for higher promised paym ents, it decreases. It is often said that 
this is because the probability of default increases in the former case and 
decreases in the latter case. Unfortunately, as we will see shortly, this argu
m ent is, at best, very misleading.

Since Berkeford is a holding com pany, we would have no trouble 
determ ining the m arket value of its assets. All we have to do is look up the 
m arket price of Teledyne stock. If, instead, Berkeford had been, say, a 
m anufacturing com pany with a complex array of plant and equipment, the 
m arket value of the assets would no longer be directly observable. However, 
it would still be observable indirectly, because it would by definition be

13 This was done with the Black-Scholes formula using, for each expiration date, the implicit 
volatility calculated from the at-the-money calls. The continuously compounded riskless rate 
used was 13%.
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equal to the total m arket value of all of the firm’s securities. We could then 
think of the Berkeford stock as a call on the total value of the firm’s 
securities, or more briefly, the value of the firm.

W hen a firm issues new securities, both  the firm and the buyers na tu 
rally want to make sure they are getting a fair price. They can hardly expect 
to find out by looking up the value of an equivalent security in the news
paper as we did for Berkeford. Even if they could, they would have no way 
to judge whether this equivalent security was itself correctly priced. This is 
where option valuation theory comes in. If we have a way to find the exact 
value of an option on V, then we can find the fair value of the firm’s 
securities for any capital structure that it might wish to consider.

Here is a concrete example. If the value of the firm follows a con
tinuous process with a constant volatility a, and r is constant through time, 
then we know that the Black-Scholes formula provides the correct current 
value of the stock. All we would have to do is relabel the variables in our 
derivation for puts and calls to obtain the value of the stock and bonds a s :

nS = VN(z) -  K r  t N(z -  o ^ f f ) ,
B = V N ( - z )  + K r - TN(z -  o ^ f f ) ,

where
log ( V /K r ~T), ,

These form ulas show the relationship tha t m ust hold between the value of 
the stock S, the value of the bonds B, and the value of the firm V to prevent 
opportunities for riskless profitable arbitrage. If the assets of the firm are 
not directly tradable, how would this arbitrage operation work? Since 
V = B + nS, the above formulas can also be interpreted as implicit relation
ships between the stock price S and the current value of the bonds B. These 
m arketed securities could be traded to set up the appropriate hedged posi
tions.

These exact formulas can be used to examine the yield-to-maturity, 
log R , and the default premium, g = log R — log r, in greater detail than we 
did earlier. It is straightforw ard to show th a t :

g =  -  ^  log N ( - z )  + -  N ( z -  gJ t ) 
T  w

where

3 III * i

log W r -

Z % y r  +  ^ T
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The default prem ium  g which gives sufficient com pensation to a lender for 
default risk can consequently be expressed as an exact function of w, cr, and 
T. w is the debt-to-total-value ratio where the debt is valued at the present 
value (assuming no default) of its face value, cr, the volatility of the value of 
the firm, can be thought of as a measure of operating risk. T  is the time to 
m aturity for the debt. Thus, the default premium depends solely on capital 
structure, operating risk, and debt maturity.

Since the default prem ium  does no t depend on the expected rate of 
change in the value of the firm, the bonds of one com pany may have a 
lower default prem ium  than those of another company, yet actually have a 
higher variance of rate of return. Also, the bonds of the first com pany may 
be more risky than  those of the second in the sense of having a higher 
variance of rate of return. Hence, although yield-to-m aturity is a commonly 
used measure, it m ust be interpreted very carefully.

A sensitivity analysis of the default prem ium  using the Black-Scholes 
form ula is provided in Table 7-9. As the operating risk cr increases, or the 
debt-to-value ratio w increases, the default prem ium  always increases. This 
is as we would predict. However, as we saw before, the time to m aturity  has 
no such simple effect.

Table 7-9
REPRESENTATIVE DEFAULT 

PREMIUMS

In C hapter 5, we showed how to find the expected rate of return  of a 
call in term s of the expected rate of return  of the underlying stock. The 
assum ptions we m ade in this example allow us to  apply an identical 
analysis to find the expected rate of return  of the stock, ps , or bonds, pB, in 
terms of the expected rate of return on the to tal firm, p v . The latter will be 
determ ined by the firm’s investm ent policy. F o r a given p v , we can then 
answer a traditional question in finance: H ow do the firm’s “cost of equity”
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Figure 7-5 The Expected Rate of Return of Stock and
Bonds As a Function of the Market Debt/Equity 
Ratio

(ps) and “cost of debt” (pB) depend on the debt-equity ra tio? Figure 7-5 
shows fis and pB as a function of the ratio  of the m arket value of the debt to 
the m arket value of the equity.

O f course, Table 7-9 and Figure 7-5 apply only to a very simplified 
and unrealistic corporate capital structure. M any firms have several types of 
debt outstanding, with a complex set of rules governing priority in the event 
of bankruptcy. C orporate bonds usually have coupon paym ents and may 
be convertible into com m on stock at the discretion of the owner or callable 
at a fixed price at the discretion of the corporation. D ebt comes equipped 
with complex restrictive covenants circumscribing the firm’s operating, divi
dend, and refinancing policies. We will now investigate several of these 
complications.

Example 2. Subordinated Zero-Coupon Bonds.1* Suppose now that Berke
ford has three classes of securities outstanding. As before, there are 1,000 
shares of com m on stock and 120  senior zero-coupon bonds, each of which 
promises to pay $1,000 on its m aturity  date, July 18. The third security is an

14 This example was first developed by Fischer Black and John Cox in their article, “Valuing 
Corporate Securities: Some Effects of Bond Indenture Provisions,” Journal o f Finance, 31 
(May 1976), 351-368.
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issue of 30 jun io r zero-coupon bonds, each of which also promises to pay 
$1,000 on the same m aturity  date, July 18. According to  the indentures, the 
jun io r bondholders can only be paid after the senior bondholders have been 
paid in full.

N ow  let us see what will happen on the m aturity  date of the bonds. If 
the assets are then w orth less than $1 2 0 ,0 0 0 , they will all go to the senior 
bondholders, and neither the jun io r bondholders nor the stockholders will 
receive anything. If they are w orth somewhere between $120,000 and 
$150,000, the senior bondholders will be paid in full and the jun io r bond
holders will get what is left; once again, the stockholders will get nothing. If 
things work out well and the Teledyne stock is w orth m ore than $150,000, 
then Berkeford will avoid bankruptcy, both  sets of bondholders will be paid 
in full, and the stock will have some residual value. All of this is sum 
m arized in Table 7-10.

Table 7-10
PAYOFFS TO BERKEFORD SECURITIES ON THE MATURITY DATE

V*  <  120,000 120,000 <  V*  <  150,000 V*  >  150,000

Senior bonds I/* 120,000 120,000
Jun io r bonds 0 V* - 120,000 30,000
Stock 0 0 I/* -  150,000

N o second look is necessary this tim e; we immediately see tha t the 
owners of the senior bonds are once again exactly like a covered writer who 
owns 1,000 shares of Teledyne and has written 1,000 calls, each with a 
striking price of 120 and an expiration date of July 18. The fact tha t the 
stockholders and the jun io r bondholders have now divided the rem aining 
slice of the pie has not affected the senior bondholders in any way. Simi
larly, we find tha t each share of stock is again like a call on Teledyne stock, 
only now the striking price is 150 rather than  1 2 0 .

W hat about the jun io r bondholders? A little reflection shows that 
their position is exactly the same as the owner of a bullish vertical spread in 
Teledyne which is long 1,000 July 120s and short 1,000 July 150s. Conse
quently, everything we know  about vertical spreads can be applied directly 
to  the jun io r bonds.

By turning back to Tables 7-5 and 7-6, we can find the current m arket 
values of all of these securities. The senior bonds are w orth the same as 
before, $106,000. Each share of stock is w orth $7.50, so the total m arket 
value of the stock is $7,500. We can now find the m arket value of the 
Berkeford jun io r bonds in two ways. We can calculate the value of the 
vertical spread directly, or we can subtract the value of the stock and senior
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bonds from the to tal value of the assets. Either way, we get the m arket 
value of the rem aining slice of the pie, $13,500.

Table 7-11 summarizes these results. There, J  stands for the current 
value of the jun io r bonds, K B is the prom ised paym ent to the senior bond
holders, and K j  is the prom ised paym ent to the jun ior bondholders. Figure 
7-4(b) graphs the payoffs shown in the table.

Table 7-11
SUBORDINATED ZERO-COUPON BONDS

Value
on

Current
Date

Value on M aturity Date Representation 
in Terms 
o f Calls

v * < k b K b < V * <  K b +  K j K b +  K j < V *

Senior B V* K b KB V -  C ( V ;  Kb)
bonds

Junior J — v * - k b Kj C ( V : K b ) - C ( V ,  K b +  K j )
bonds

Stocks nS - — % I

03
I C ( V ;  Kb + K j )

Again, given proper specification of the stochastic process followed by 
the value of the firm and a constant riskless interest rate, we could derive 
exact valuation formulas for B, J , and S. One interesting im plication of such 
an analysis is that, unlike the senior bonds, the value of the jun io r bonds 
m ay be an increasing function of the interest rate, the time to  m aturity, and 
volatility of the value of the firm. In addition, the jun io r bonds may be 
more volatile than the firm as a whole. All of these things would occur 
when V  is low relative to K B +  K j . In other words, in some circumstances, 
the jun io r bonds can behave m ore like a stock than  a bond. This is not 
completely surprising, because for low values of V  both  the stockholders 
and the jun io r bondholders are contem plating the same fate; they are both 
likely to end up with nothing.

Just as our example of a single issue of zero-coupon bonds can be 
generalized to consider jun io r zero-coupon bonds, our second example can 
be greatly expanded with little conceptual difficulty. We can easily allow for 
an arbitrary  num ber of bond issues m aturing at different dates, each of 
which receives an arb itrary  stream  of payments. Each of these can depend 
on the value of the firm at time of paym ent. O f course, this is essential even 
if the prom ised paym ent is constant, since the am ount actually received 
m ay be less than that and depend on the value of the firm. M oreover, the 
stock may be receiving an arb itrary  stream  of dividend payments, each of 
which also depends on the value of the firm. N ote tha t if several paym ents 
are to be paid at the same time, the contract m ust specify a system of 
priorities am ong them  in case they cannot all be fully paid.

Each paym ent at the end of time t < T  can be valued by exactly the
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same procedure we applied to the paym ent at m aturity. The only difference 
is tha t we will express the paym ent after time t in terms of options with time 
to expiration t rather than T. All of the corporate securities are then pack
ages of options on the value of the firm, given that the firm will be paying 
out the prom ised stream. O f course, if the paym ents up to a given date 
reduce the value of the firm to zero, then the subsequent paym ents become 
worthless, just as would be the case for any option on a bankrup t stock. 
The recipes discussed earlier could be used to express any given paym ent in 
terms of options. The representation for any of the bonds (or the stock) 
would just be the sum of the representations of each of its prom ised pay
ments. N ote tha t only European options will be used.

It m ight seem that in using only European options we have over
looked something. Since the stockholders do have a choice at each coupon 
paym ent date— namely, not m aking the paym ent— then American options 
apparently would be required. But the assum ptions we m ade earlier guar
antee that this is not the case. If the stockholders can m ake paym ents by 
selling assets, and will receive nothing if a paym ent is missed, it will always 
be in their interests to m ake the paym ents until there are no assets left in 
the firm.

N one of the results would be changed if, when a paym ent is missed, 
the bondholders receive the minim um  of (1) the to tal value of the firm, or 
(2 ) the m arket price of a package of riskless bonds whose paym ents are the 
same as the rem aining prom ised paym ents on the corporate bonds. Again, 
it will always be in the stockholders’ interests to m ake the payments.

Suppose instead that the contract, or court rulings, provide that when 
a paym ent is missed, the bondholders receive the m inim um  of (1) the total 
value of the firm, or (2) the prom ised final paym ent (the face value of the 
bond). Then, neglecting transactions costs, the stockholders may find it in 
their interests to  miss a paym ent purposely. In this case the situation is 
m ore complicated, and a general representation in terms of European 
options is not possible. We will return  to this briefly in Example 5.

Options versus Corporate Securities. Examples 1 and 2 and the subsequent 
discussion highlight three im portant differences between options and cor
porate securities:

A. The underlying asset for corporate securities is the 
total market value of all the equities and liabilities of 
the firm.

B. The owners of corporate securities receive the 
payouts being made by the firm.

C. The issuers of corporate securities may have the 
power to alter the firm’s decisions with respect to 
investment, dividend, and financing policy.
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F or an option, the underlying value of the stock was clearly defined 
and easily observable. F or a corporate security, the required variables m ay 
be m ore difficult to obtain. O ur theory, which is one of relative valuation, 
requires us to use the total value of the firm’s equities and liabilities as V. 
This m eans th a t for a specific valuation formula, we m ust specify the sto
chastic process followed by the to ta l m arket value of all of the firm’s securi
ties. Unlike an option, the value of any corporate security is itself part of 
this to tal value. Earlier, we did not need to place any restrictions on the 
possible disequilibrium  behavior of option prices, but now we do for cor
porate securities. If any corporate security is undervalued (relative to V), 
then at least one of the o ther securities m ust be overvalued. Furtherm ore, 
some of the liabilities may be privately held and hence no t traded, so we 
would have to estimate their current values to get the input V  needed in the 
valuation formula.

The second difference is self-evident. The owner of an option never 
receives any part of the payouts being m ade by the firm. In  contrast, the 
owners of the corporate securities receive, as a group, all of the payouts. 
Com m on and preferred stockholders receive dividends, and bondholders 
receive coupon payments. This means tha t the value of any one of these 
securities will usually not be derived solely from a single payment, as would 
be the case with an option. Instead, its to tal value will be the sum of the 
current values of all of the paym ents it will receive. Often, these paym ents 
can be valued as separate options, so a corporate security will then be 
equivalent to a package of options, rather than  a single option, on the value 
of the firm.

We m entioned both of the first two differences while discussing the 
examples. However, we glossed over another im portan t way in which 
Berkeford stock is different from a call option on the assets of the firm. Call 
options are owned by individuals who presum ably have no influence on the 
firm’s decisions about investment, dividend, and financing policies. In con
trast, the Berkeford shareholders, in principle, have the power to alter 
Berkeford’s policies on all these things. Hence, several of the fundam ental 
determ inants of option value, such as the volatility, dividend rate, and the 
striking price, may be under the control of the owner of the option. The 
volatility could be changed by changing the firm’s investm ent policy, and 
the striking price could be changed by issuing m ore bonds with equal 
priority and using the proceeds to retire stock.

W hen the bonds were first issued, the stockholders were undoubtedly 
thinking of the firm as a going concern and had only honorable intentions. 
However, if things subsequently go wrong, the contem plation of disaster 
may be sufficient to bring out the worst in them. If the bonds were initially 
priced on the assum ption of particular values for the determ ining variables, 
and the stockholders could later change them in a way helpful to them 
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selves (increasing the value of their call option), they may succumb to the 
tem ptation to do so. In this way, the to tal value of the firm could be 
redistributed from the bondholders to  the stockholders. But the bond
holders will foresee this possibility and insist on contractual covenants that 
will keep the shareholders from acting against their interests. Stockholders 
will realize tha t they will not be able to sell bonds w ithout some such 
assurances, and will accordingly include them  in the terms of the bonds 
they offer for sale.

We can use our first example to illustrate why the bondholders must 
be protected and how they could be hu rt if the stockholders suddenly find 
some completely unexpected way to get around the restrictions. Here are 
the effects of some one-time changes in Berkeford’s financing, dividend, and 
investm ent policies.

1. Financing policy. Suppose the Berkeford stockholders suddenly issue 20 
m ore bonds having equal priority with the ones now outstanding, and use 
the proceeds of the sale to buy back stock. The prom ised paym ent to the 
bondholders is now $140,000. Table 7-6 shows that the to tal m arket value 
of the bonds will be $115,625. The new bondholders will own 20/140 of the 
total issue, for which they will have paid (20/140)($ 115,625) =  $16,518, 
which in turn  was used to buy back part of the stock. The remaining stock 
is w orth $11,375. The stockholders thus have $16,518 in cash and $11,375 in 
stock, for a total gain of $6,893 over the stock’s former value of $21,000. O f 
course, this has come directly out of the pockets of the hapless original 
bondholders, who have watched the value of their securities drop  from 
$106,000 to (120/140)($ 115,625) =  $99,107.

2. Dividend policy. Suppose now tha t the Berkeford stockholders suddenly 
declare an im m ediate cash dividend of $25.40 per share. To raise the cash, 
they sell 200 shares of the Teledyne stock. Now  the stockholders as a group 
have the dividend, $25,400, and they have a call on 800 shares of Teledyne 
stock with a total striking price of $120,000. This call is equivalent to 
owning 80% of a call on 1,000 shares of Teledyne stock with a to tal striking 
price of $150,000. We know that the m arket price of this latter call is $7,500, 
so the m arket price of the Berkeford stock after the dividend is paid would 
be .8($7,500) =  $6,000. Consequently, the m arket value of the bonds will 
then be 800($127) — $6,000 =  $95,600. The stockholders now have $25,400 
in their pockets and stock w orth $6,000, for a total gain of $10,400 over the 
stock’s form er value of $21,000. Correspondingly, the bondholders have lost 
the $10,400; the value of their bonds has dropped from $106,000 to $95,600.

3. Investment policy. N ow  suppose tha t the Berkeford stockholders pull a 
third possible trick, a substitution of assets. They announce that they have
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traded the firm’s 1,000 shares of Teledyne for 8,000 shares of Storage Tech
nology. Like Teledyne, Storage Technology pays no cash dividends. At first 
this looks m ore prom ising for the bondholders. Table 7-5 shows that the 
current price of Storage Technology is $16.25 per share, so the firm now has 
$130,000 in assets backing up its bonds instead of $127,000. U nfortunately 
for the bondholders, this is not the only difference; Storage Technology is 
m uch m ore volatile than Teledyne. Each share of Berkeford stock is now 
the same as a call on eight shares of Storage Technology with a striking 
price of 120. This is equivalent to  eight calls, each on one share with a 
striking price of 15. According to Table 7-5, each of these calls is w orth 
$3,375, so each Berkeford share is w orth $27. The total m arket value of the 
stock is now $27,000. The stockholders have gained $6,000 by switching 
into riskier assets. Even though the firm as a whole gained $3,000 in the 
swap, the stockholders gained even more, so the bondholders have ended 
up losing $3,000. If the swap had been m ade on even terms, they would 
have lost even more.

A lthough this sort of asset switch was blatantly  obvious, the same 
effects can cause trouble in more insidious ways. The stockholders can be 
guilty of sins of omission as well as commission. W ithout proper incentives, 
they may forego opportunities which would increase the to ta l value of the 
firm but sim ultaneously lower its volatility. A lthough it would not arise 
with a holding com pany, this underinvestm ent phenom enon can also 
appear in another subtle form. If the stockholders of a failing firm can pay 
m ore dividends by avoiding proper m aintenance of the physical assets, they 
will certainly have an incentive to do so.

O f course, we do not observe this sort of thing happening regularly, 
and for good reasons. Over time, bondholders have learned what to watch 
out for and have insisted on effective protection. Also, the value of the 
assets of m ost firms is m uch greater than  the am ount prom ised to the 
bondholders. In effect, their stockholders have deep-in-the-m oney calls. In 
these cases, even if the covenants could be circumvented, the gains to the 
stockholders from even large changes in the dividend, financing, or invest
m ent policies will be negligible, so they have very little tem ptation to try 
such tactics. In  addition, both  m anagers and stockholders may be con
cerned about their long-term  reputations, and properly so; if an attem pted 
redistribution destroys future opportunities, the anticipated gains may 
prove illusory. Nevertheless, attem pts at all of the things we have men
tioned have happened m any times when firms have been close to bank
ruptcy, and bondholders m ust always be aware of this possibility.

N aturally , if a firm with debt outstanding wishes to m ake a m ajor 
change in its operations which would violate one or m ore bond covenants, 
it can try to renegotiate the terms of the debt. O ption valuation can be 
particularly helpful in determ ining which tradeoffs are acceptable. Here is a
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simple example. Suppose tha t the Berkeford bonds were m aturing on April 
18 instead of July 18. The stockholders are looking at the calendar and 
having trouble sleeping, so they propose tha t the m aturity date be extended 
to July 18. In return, they offer to raise the to tal prom ised paym ent to the 
bonds. How large an increase would be necessary? Each share of stock is 
now a call on Teledyne with a striking price of 120 and an expiration date 
of April 18. F rom  Table 7-5 we find that the m arket value of this call is $16. 
Hence, the current m arket value of the bonds is $127,000 — 1,000 
($16) =  $111,000. As it happens, that is exactly the value the bonds would 
have with a July m aturity  date and a total prom ised paym ent of $130,000, 
so tha t is the answer. The bondholders should be willing to make the switch 
as long as they are prom ised at least $130,000.

In the previous examples, the claimholders did not have the right to 
exchange their claims for other corporate liabilities. M any corporate securi
ties do have this right, and although this feature seems immediately analo
gous to an American option, there are several im portant differences:

D. When a corporate security is exercised and 
converted into common stock, new shares are issued.

E. If a corporate security requires payment of a 
striking price upon conversion, it is paid to the firm 
and increases the total level of funds in the firm.

F. For corporate securities that can be converted any 
time before maturity, because of differences D  and 
E, it is not always optimal to exercise all corporate 
securities with identical terms at the same time.

Each of these contrasts with an option, which, upon exercise, neither
increases the num ber of outstanding shares nor alters the scale of the firm.
M oreover, since the exercise of options has no effect on the firm, it is always 
optim al to exercise all American options with identical terms at the same 
time.

We will first illustrate differences D  and E by Example 3, where the 
firm has outstanding com m on stock and a single issue of European w ar
rants. Here the problem s of difference F  do not occur. Then we will give a 
specific num erical example of American w arrants that dem onstrates the 
possibility of the following circum stances:

1. The optimal exercise policy for a monopolist owning all of the warrants 
may involve sequential rather than simultaneous exercise.

2. Individual competing warrant holders can be led to take actions that will
make all of them worse off than if they had worked together.
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Finally, after a related example, Example 4, we use Examples 5 and 6 
to  illustrate a seventh difference between options and corporate securities:

G. With corporate securities, it is possible for the issuer 
alone, or both the issuer and the owner 
simultaneously, to have discretionary rights about 
the disposition of the securities.

O f course, with options, these rights are only vested with the owner.

Example 3. Warrants. A w arrant is similar to a call. Its owner has the 
right to buy a fixed num ber of shares of a specified com m on stock at a 
specified price at any time until a given date .15 However, they are not 
exactly the same. W arrants are issued by corporations ra ther than by indi
viduals. W hen a w arran t is exercised, new shares are created, and the exer
cise price (striking price) paid for them becomes part of the assets of the 
firm. W arran ts are typically protected against stock splits and stock divi
dends in the same way as options; occasionally, partial protection against 
cash dividends is also provided. Unlike options, w arrants sometimes have 
exercise prices which change over tim e .16 In  addition, some w arrants may 
have unusual specific provisions; in any case, the contractual terms will be 
provided in the w arrant agreem ent. 17

To study the valuation of w arrants, we will start with another 
example, Stanley Investments. Stanley is a lot like B erkeford: It also has all 
its funds invested in 1,000 shares of Teledyne stock. But the two firms are 
no t identical: The original Stanley stockholders chose to issue w arrants 
ra ther than  bonds. W ith a little luck, we should be able to  find the value of 
the Stanley stock and w arrants in the same way we did for the Berkeford 
stock and bonds.

15 Executive stock options and preemptive rights are corporate securities very similar to 
warrants, except the former are issued to employees and have restricted marketability, and the 
latter are issued to existing stockholders and have a very short life.
16 For example, the exercise price of Textron warrants increased from $10.00 to $11.25 on 
May 1, 1979. Such changes can have an important effect on the optimal exercise strategy. 
Remember that a call should be exercised early only just before an ex-dividend date or just 
before an increase in the striking price.
17 Readers who agree that a warrant is similar to a call may now be wondering about a 
puzzling observation: Often firms have voluntarily reduced the exercise price or lengthened 
the m aturity of their warrants. How can this be in the best interest of the stockholders (the 
writers of the warrants)? The answer lies in a peculiar quirk of the tax law. Formerly, if 
warrants expired unexercised, the entire amount the firm originally received from the sale of 
the warrants was taxed as ordinary income on the expiration date, a procedure quite inconsis
tent with the taxation of other corporate securities. Firms thus had an incentive to change 
things so that a warrant about to expire worthless would be exercised, but with as little value 
as possible.
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Here are the details about Stanley’s capital structure. C urrently ou t
standing are 1,000 shares of com m on stock and 250 w arrants, each of which 
can be exchanged for one share of newly issued com m on stock upon 
paym ent of an exercise price of $120. The m aturity  date of the w arrants is 
July 18, 1980 (today is still January  2); unlike m ost other w arrants, their 
contract states that they cannot be exercised before the m aturity  date.

N ow  think about what the w arran t holders will do on the m aturity 
date. If it pays for any one w arrant holder to exercise, then it will pay for all 
of them to exercise. Each will do so if the securities he receives by convert
ing are w orth m ore than $120; otherwise, he will keep his money. If the 
1,000 shares of Teledyne are w orth F* on the m aturity  date and the 
w arran t holders convert, the value of Stanley’s assets will increase to 
F * +  $120(250) =  F* +  $30,000. The w arrant holders will receive 250 
newly issued shares, so they will then own 250/(1,000 4- 250) =  20% of the 
outstanding stock. Hence, they will be willing to  make the exchange when
ever 20% of F* +  $30,000 is greater than  $30,000. This will be true when
ever F * is greater than $120,000; if F* is less than or equal to $120,000, the 
w arrant holders will prefer to let their w arrants expire unexercised. Table 
7-12 summarizes these payoffs; the entries account for the fact tha t w arrant 
holders will have to part with the exercise price if they convert and that this 
money will become part of the assets of the firm.

Table 7-12
PAYOFFS TO STANLEY SECURITIES ON THE MATURITY

DATE

V *  <  120,000 V *  >  120,000

Stanley
stock I/*

.8 (1 /*+  30,000)
= I / * - . 2  ( I / * -1 2 0 ,0 0 0 )
= 120,000 + .8 ( I/* -  120,000)

Stanley
warrants 0

.2 (1 /*+ 3 0 ,0 0 0 ) -3 0 ,0 0 0  
= .2 (1 /* -1 2 0 ,0 0 0 )

As a group, the warrant holders own 20% of 1,000 call options on 
Teledyne, each on one share with a striking price of 120. W e know that the 
current m arket price of one of these calls is $21. Hence, the total market 
value o f the warrants should be .2(1,000)($21) =  $4,200; each individual 
warrant should be worth $4,200/250 =  $16.80. Since the current total 
market value o f all o f the securities must be $127,000, the total value of the 
stock should be $127,000 — $4,200 =  $122,800, or $122.80 per share.

N ow  com pare the Stanley and Berkeford securities. W ere the original 
Stanley stockholders m ore adventuresom e than  those of Berkeford in
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issuing an exotic security like a w arrant? N o, quite the contrary. Another 
look at Table 7-12 shows tha t the Stanley stockholders will get exactly the 
same payoff as for a package containing all of the Berkeford bonds and 
80% of the Berkeford stock. The Berkeford stockholders, on the other 
hand, have a package containing all of the stock and none of the bonds. 
One share of Stanley stock is thus a much more conservative investment 
than one share of Berkeford stock.

To study all this in m ore general terms, consider a corporation  tha t 
has outstanding only two classes of obligations: n shares of com m on stock 
and m European warrants, each of which can be converted into one share of 
newly issued com m on stock upon paym ent of the exercise price K. If we 
label the current value of each w arrant as W, then V = nS + mW . If it pays 
to exercise the w arrants at expiration, their aggregate value will b e :

Clearly, it will be optim al to exercise the w arrants if and only if V* > nK. 
Figure 7-4(c) and Table 7-13 summarize the payoff functions of the stock 
and warrants.

This analysis shows how to reconstruct w arrants as call options on 
the total value of the firm. Yet w arrants are commonly interpreted as o ther
wise identical call options on the stock of the firm. A European call option 
has payoff m ax[0, 5* — K], W ith only European w arrants and stock in the

n +  m
m

\(V* -  nK)

and the value of an individual w arrant will be:

Table 7-13
EUROPEAN WARRANTS

Current
Date

Expiration Date Representation 
in Terms o f 

European CallsV * <  nK nK  <  V *

Stock nS

Warrants m W
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capital structure, we see from Table 7-13 that a single share of stock will be 
w orth S* =  (V* +  mK)/(n +  m) if S* >  K. Therefore, the call will be worth 
m ax[0, (V* +  mK)/(n +  m) — K ]. But this is equivalent to the payoff of a 
single European w arrant on the stock. As a result, an otherwise identical 
European call and w arran t m ust have the same current value to prevent 
arbitrage.

Despite this equivalence, the presence of w arrants in the capital struc
ture may affect the applicability of the Black-Scholes formula, where a call 
or w arrant is valued relative to its underlying stock. If the value of the firm 
follows a continuous process with constant volatility, the stock itself will 
no t do so if w arrants are also present in the capital structure. Thus, a 
condition for applying the Black-Scholes form ula to the w arrant (or the 
call) as an option on the stock will not be met.

Suppose we ask a som ewhat different question. Let us com pare the 
value of a call on a firm without warrants to the value of a w arran t on an 
“otherwise identical” firm with warrants. This is the com parison tha t would 
be relevant if we had some procedure for valuing calls and wanted to apply 
that same procedure for valuing w arrants. To satisfy the “otherwise identi
cal” requirem ent, consider a firm with just one class of obligations ou t
standing: n shares of com m on stock. In this case, V  =  nS. Let C represent 
the value of a call on a share of the firm’s stock.

N ow  suppose the firm issues m w arrants with a value of W  for each 
w arrant. This brings us squarely against a difficulty: W hat does the firm do 
with the proceeds from the sale of the w arrants? To m ake a useful com pari
son, we will assume the w arrant proceeds are handled in a way th a t leaves 
the current stock price unchanged. One possibility is for the firm to distrib
ute the proceeds as dividends to the shareholders and leave its real invest
m ent decisions unchanged. If the present value of the firm were independent 
of its capital structure, then after this distribution, V = nS + m W , where S 
is now the new, ex-dividend value of the stock. But since the stockholders 
received m W  in dividends, they are just as well off as before.

Let S* be the price per share of the stock on the expiration date if no 
w arrants had been issued. Therefore, if it pays to exercise the w arrant, the 
value o f the stock cum exercise will be

^  nS* +  mK S* +  XK
s  =  — ;-------- =  i , i ’n A- m 1 -J- X

where X =  mjn is the dilution factor. The num erator is the total value of the 
now outstanding stock, and the denom inator is the corresponding num ber 
of shares. It will pay to exercise the w arrant only if the value of the w arrant 
cum exercise is greater than the exercise price, tha t is, S* > K.
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Therefore, on its expiration date, the value of the w arrant W*  is 
m ax[0, S* — K ], or, equivalently,

In contrast, the value of a European call with the same striking price and 
expiration date, written on the same stock (except where w arrants have not 
also been issued) will be on its expiration date

Observe tha t a portfolio of 1 +  X w arrants will have the same dollar value 
at expiration as one call. Therefore, to avoid riskless profitable arbitrage, 
\ A- X w arrants and one call m ust have the same current price. As a result,

M ore generally, the firm m ight have invested the w arrant proceeds 
instead of distributing them to its shareholders. Again, to m ake the correct 
com parison, we w ould then assume the firm invested the proceeds to leave 
the stock price the same. In either case, we will reach the same conclusion.

The dilution effect causes an otherwise identical European w arrant to 
sell for less than the corresponding European call. Just how much less 
depends on the ratio  X of the num ber of outstanding w arrants to the 
num ber of outstanding shares prior to exercise. As an empirical m atter, the 
dilution factor can be of significant size. F o r example, the AT& T warrants, 
the first listed on the New York Stock Exchange, which expired on M ay 15, 
1975, had a dilution factor of abou t 6 %.

However, suppose w arrants comprise a very small fraction of the 
capital structure, and  we are willing to approxim ate the value of a E uro
pean w arrant by using the Black-Scholes formula relative to the stock price. 
W hat special aspects of w arrants, com pared with listed calls, might create 
practical valuation problem s?

A w arran t typically has a longer time to  expiration, so the riskless rate 
of interest is a m ore significant determ inant of its value. For example, 
consider a payout-protected w arrant to  one share with exercise price of 40 
and time to expiration of ten years, written on com m on stock with a 
current price of 40 and an annualized volatility of .3. If the Black-Scholes

S* > K

S* < K.

S* -  K  if S* > K  
0 if S* < K.
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form ula were used to  value this w arrant, a change in the annualized interest 
rate from .05 to .06 would change the value of the w arrant from $20.87 to 
$22.06. The value of a similar nine-m onth call would change from $4.82 to 
$4.96. In percentage terms, this difference in interest rates is twice as im por
tan t for the w arrant as for the call.

If, like a call, a w arrant carries no protection against cash dividends, 
the value of the w arrant will be very sensitive to corporate dividend policy. 
In the above example, with a .05 interest rate and a constant annual divi
dend yield of 2.5%, the value of a European call would fall from $4.82 to 
$4.38. However, the European w arrant value would decline from $20.87 to 
$13.73. The longer time to expiration of the w arrant increases the im pact of 
the anticipated dividend yield, and any uncertainty in the dividend yield, on 
the value of a w arrant.

O ver the longer time to expiration of a w arrant, the stock volatility is 
not likely to rem ain stable, as required by the Black-Scholes formula. 
M odels with fluctuating volatility are therefore likely to be im portant for 
valuing warrants.

If the w arrants may be exercised before m aturity, then it may seem 
that we can simply reinterpret the European calls as American calls. 
However, this is not necessarily true, and the points raised in differences D, 
E, and F  may become critically im portant. The issues involved are compli
cated and not yet fully resolved. A complete discussion would be quite 
lengthy; we will, instead, give an example that illustrates the types of things 
tha t may occur . 18

The example is set in the context of our tw o-point discrete time 
process, with one period remaining in the life of the warrants. Suppose that 
the firm has n shares of com m on stock and two w arrants outstanding. All 
m arkets are now open for trading, and any w arrant holder may, if he 
wishes, exercise now. If he does so, he receives one newly issued share of 
com m on stock in return for the exercise price, which immediately becomes 
p art of the assets of the firm. Then one period passes, and the value of the 
assets in the firm is multiplied by either u or d. T rading is then reopened, 
and the w arrant holders again have the opportunity  to exercise or else let 
the w arrants expire, since this is now the expiration date. Each w arrant 
holder thus has the choice of converting now or of waiting. Because of the 
points m entioned above, the value of each strategy will depend on the 
strategy followed for the other warrant.

Table 7-14 introduces the notation  for the present value of each 
w arran t conditional on the policy followed by both  warrants.

18 For a detailed discussion of these issues, see David C. Emanuel, “W arrant Valuation and 
Exercise Strategy,” Journal o f Financial Economics, 12 (August 1983), 211-236 and George M. 
Constantinides and Robert W. Rosenthal, “Strategic Analysis of the Competitive Exercise of 
Certain Financial Options,” Journal o f Economic Theory, 32 (February 1984), 128-138.
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T able 7-14
NOTATION FOR VALUE OF WARRANT

Both
Convert

Only
One

Converts

Both 
Do N o t 
Convert

Converted A B
not

possible

Unconverted not
possible C D

N ow  we can easily apply the earlier analysis of w arrants and our basic 
binom ial valuation procedure to find the values of w arrants A, B, C, and D. 
These will be

A = 

B =

1

n +  2

n + 1 

P

V  —

V —

n

C = [ -  I max 

1

u\

n + 2 
n

n + 1 

1

n +  1
C,

n + 2
\(V +  K)

+

D = [ -  ) max|

max
1

n + 2
\(V + K)

+  | - — -  | max

where p is, as before, (r — d)/(u — d). The payoffs in each instance are 
described in Table 7-15. In each pair, the payoff received by I is given first 
and tha t of II is given second.

Table 7-15 
POSSIBLE WARRANT PAYOFFS

W arrant Holder I I

W arrant
Holder

I

Convert
Do N o t 
Convert

Convert 
Do Not 
Convert

(A  A)

(C, B)

(B, C) 

(D ,D )
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Suppose tha t C > D > A > B. If the m arket structure is such that 
w arrant holders act as com peting individuals who cannot communicate and 
form binding agreements, the outcom e is clear. The equilibrium point for 
this game will be for neither w arrant holder to convert, since neither would 
then have an incentive to m ake a unilateral change in his policy. F u rther
more, suppose that B + C > 2D. Then if the m arket structure is such that 
the w arrant holders can com m unicate and enter into binding agreements 
with side payments, they could realize a further gain from the following 
sequential policy: One w arrant holder will convert now, the other will wait, 
and the gain will be divided between them. This, of course, is the strategy 
tha t would be followed by a m onopolist who owned both  w arrants. A 
m onopolist could thus find it advantageous to exercise one of the w arrants 
before m aturity  even though the stock is not paying dividends. Similar 
argum ents apply when there are more than two w arrants outstanding.

The following numerical example shows tha t all of these conditions 
may occur. It is constructed for convenience in showing several things 
simultaneously, rather than for empirical realism or for emphasis on the 
m agnitude of the effects considered. Let

n = 4, V =  1,000, K  =  26, u =  1.8, d =  .1, and r = 1.05.

We then find that A = 149.33, B = 148.74, C =  152.28, and D = 150.44. 
Therefore, C > D > A > B  and B  +  C >  2D.

In  this example, the value of the w arrants when w arran t holders act as 
com peting individuals is the same as the value the w arrants would have if 
they were held by a single individual who was constrained to exercise all of 
the w arrants at the same time. It turns out that this property remains true 
under fairly general conditions, including situations in which the w arrants 
held by com peting individuals would not necessarily all be exercised simul
taneously. Consequently, valuation results obtained under the very conve
nient assum ption tha t all w arrants m ust be exercised at the same time can 
be valid for widely held w arrants in which exercise occurs sequentially. A 
num ber of interesting questions rem ain to be resolved about the m any 
interm ediate situations in which some individuals have large holdings of 
w arrants and other individuals have small holdings. All of these issues may 
be relevant for other corporate securities as well.

Example 4. Convertible Bonds. Convertible bonds com bine m any of the 
features of w arrants and ordinary bonds. Like ordinary bonds, they are 
entitled to receive fixed coupon and principal paym ents and have priority 
over the stock in the event of bankruptcy or reorganization. Like warrants, 
they can be surrendered to the firm at the discretion of their owner in 
return  for a specified num ber of shares of newly issued com m on stock. O f 
course, w arrants also require the paym ent of an exercise price when this
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exchange is made, while convertible bonds rarely do. For them, the exercise 
price is in effect the future coupon and principal paym ents which are fore
gone when they are exchanged for stock. Consequently, a convertible is like 
a package of an ordinary bond and a w arrant with a changing exercise 
price equal to the value of the bond .19

Convertible bonds thus provide one response to some of the conflicts 
of interest between stockholders and bondholders m entioned earlier. Here 
the approach is to reduce the conflicts by giving the bondholders the right 
to become stockholders on specified terms. A nother approach is to provide 
the bondholders with additional protective restrictions. This is illustrated in 
Example 7, bonds with safety covenants.

Convertibles are norm ally protected against stock splits and stock 
dividends in the same way as options. This and the other terms of the 
contract are contained in their indenture agreem ents; sometimes, special 
provisions will be included. One very im portant provision is not at all 
special, for it is found with nearly every convertible— the firm has the right 
to buy back the issue at any time for a specified price. As one m ight expect, 
this considerably complicates the valuation of convertibles, so we will take 
things one step at a time. We will first discuss convertibles tha t do not have 
this provision, and then discuss bonds with this provision in Example 5.20

Suppose that Stanley Investm ents has issued convertible bonds 
instead of warrants. Specifically, suppose the firm has outstanding 1,000 
shares of com m on stock and 120  bonds, each of which promises to pay 
$1,000 on the m aturity  date, July 18, and nothing before then. So far this is 
identical to the Berkeford bonds, but the Stanley bonds have an additional 
feature: O n the m aturity  date, but not before then, each bond can be 
exchanged for 33^ shares of newly issued com m on stock.

U nder what circumstances would this exchange take place? If the 
bondholders convert, they will own 120(33^)/(1,000 +  120(33^)) =  80% of 
V*. If they do not convert, they will receive $120,000 or V*, whichever is 
smaller. Hence, the bondholders will choose to convert whenever 80% of 
V * is greater than $120,000, which will be true whenever V* is greater than 
$150,000. Table 7-16 summarizes the payoffs to the Stanley securities on the 
m aturity  date.

D o these payoffs look familiar? Think of the second Berkeford 
example with both  jun io r and senior bonds. The Stanley bondholders will 
receive exactly the same payoff as someone who owns 80% of the Berkeford

19 Some warrants allow a designated bond to be used at par value in place of cash to pay the 
exercise price.
20 Examples 4, 5, and 6 were first developed in Jonathan E. Ingersoll, Jr., “A Contingent- 
Claims Valuation of Convertible Securities,” Journal of Financial Economics, 4 (May 1977), 
289-322 and Michael J. Brennan and Eduardo S. Schwartz, “Convertible Bonds: Valuation 
and Optimal Strategies for Call and Conversion,” Journal of Finance, 32 (December 1977), 
1699-1716.
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Table 7-16
PAYOFFS TO STANLEY SECURITIES ON THE MATURITY DATE

V *  <  120,000 120,000 <  V *  <  150,000 V *  >  150,000

Stanley convertible 
bonds

I/* 120,000 .81/* = 1 20,000
+ .8 (1 '* -  150,000)

Stanley stock 0 I/* -1 2 0 ,0 0 0 .21/* = 30,000
+ .2 (1 /* -1 5 0 ,0 0 0 )

stock and all of the Berkeford senior bonds. Accordingly, the current 
m arket value of their claim should be .8($7,500) +  $106,000 =  $112,000. 
The Stanley stockholders will, in turn, receive exactly the same payoff as 
someone who owns the rem aining 20% of the Berkeford stock and all of the 
Berkeford junior bonds. Hence, the current to tal m arket value of the stock 
should be $127,000 -  112,000 =  .2($7,500) +  $13,500 =  $15,000, or $15 per 
share. We thus see that the stock of a firm with convertible bonds ou tstand
ing can itself behave much like a jun io r bond. We know from our earlier 
discussion tha t when the value of the firm is low, the value of the jun io r 
bonds can increase when the volatility of the firm increases. Hence, the 
conversion feature reduces, but does not eliminate, the incentives for stock
holders to undertake riskier projects if the firm gets into trouble.

To state this in more general terms, consider a corporation that has 
outstanding only two classes of securities: n shares of com m on stock and m 
convertible bonds, each of which can be converted into k newly issued 
shares immediately after time to m aturity  T . As long as they are not con
verted, the bonds are to receive specified coupon paym ents and a final 
paym ent of K/n\ per bond. Again, for simplicity, we assume the stock pays 
no dividends. If conversion is chosen, then the bondholders would own the 
fraction

_  mk 
n +  mk

of the firm. It will thus be in the bondholders’ interest to convert only if 
V * >  K /L  Figure 7-4(d) and Table 7-17 describe the payoff functions of the 
convertible bonds and the stock.

O f course, virtually all convertible bonds are of the American type 
and can be converted at the bondholder’s discretion any time on or before 
the m aturity  date. As long as the stock receives no dividends, it is easy to 
show that early conversion would never be optimal. The representation in 
terms of European calls would then rem ain valid for an American convert
ible. However, with arb itrary  paym ents both to bondholders and stock-
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Table 7-17
CONVERTIBLE BONDS

i
i

C urrent • 
^  •

M a tu r ity  D ate
R epresen ta tion  in

D ate  i
i
i

V* < K K  < V* < K /X K /X  < V*
Terms o f  E uropean Calls

Bonds
i

B i
i

V* K AV* V -  C(V\ K) + AC(V ; K/A)

Stock nS  | — V* -  K (1 -A )V * C(V; K) -  AC(V; K/A)

holders, and with American convertibles, early exercise may be desirable, 
and no representation is possible in terms of ordinary options. Nonetheless, 
it can be shown that it is never optim al to convert the bonds prior to 
m aturity  if the value of the coupons exceeds X times the sum of the value of 
the coupons and the value of the dividends for all dates before m aturity. 
This condition says tha t bondholders should never convert as long as the 
value of the payouts they receive is a greater fraction of total payouts before 
conversion than it would be after conversion. In this case, American and 
European convertibles will have the same value. In any event, as we will 
illustrate in Example 6 , convertible bonds can be readily valued by option 
pricing m ethods even when no direct representation in terms of options is 
possible.

Example 5. Callable Bonds. M ost ordinary bonds, as well as convertibles, 
have a provision tha t allows the firm to repurchase (“call”) the issue at any 
time for a specified am ount (the call price) plus the accrued interest since 
the last coupon date. Typically, the initial call price will be som ewhat above 
the par value of the bonds and will decline gradually over time. Sometimes 
the call privilege will be deferred until the bonds have been outstanding for 
some length of time.

W hy are call provisions so prevalent? A com m on answer is tha t they 
give firms the opportunity  to  refinance on m ore favorable terms if interest 
rates fall or the fortunes of the firm improve. But of course investors are 
aware of this and will accordingly be willing to pay less for a callable bond 
than for a corresponding noncallable one. Unless firms are convinced that 
investors systematically overvalue callable bonds relative to noncallable 
ones, this answer would still not give a convincing reason for the firms 
always to use callable bonds.

A more cogent explanation is tha t bondholders who have quite prop
erly protected themselves with various indenture restrictions may have the 
potential to make a nuisance of themselves by blocking certain mergers, 
acquisitions, or m ajor investments. Even when the proposed change would
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benefit the bondholders, they might find it advantageous to use their posi
tion to extract even greater benefits. O f course, all of this could be taken 
into account in the initial pricing of noncallable bonds, but their existence 
might then lead the firm to avoid certain policies tha t would otherwise be 
attractive. Firm s can minimize or avoid the whole problem  by using a call 
provision tha t places an upper limit on what the firm will have to  pay to 
eliminate the bonds from its capital structure.

A nother explanation concerns the effects of unanticipated decreases in 
the inflation rate. A decrease in inflation will not decrease the dollar 
am ount of the coupon paym ents of outstanding bonds, but it probably will 
reduce the future dollar profits of the firm and therefore its ability to meet 
these payments. If inflation, and therefore interest rates, decrease too sud
denly for the firm to buy back the bonds as interest rates fall, then lack of a 
call provision could lead to a costly reorganization.

Furtherm ore, it may be the case tha t court rulings would provide that 
in the event of default the bondholders receive either the to tal value of the 
firm or the prom ised final paym ent plus accrued interest, whichever is 
lower. Then a firm with “noncallable” bonds in effect has the right to call 
them  anyway for a price of the final paym ent plus the coupon due by 
voluntarily defaulting. O f course, the resulting reorganization would be 
costly in m any ways, but it still could be to the stockholders’ advantage if 
interest rates become sufficiently low. Bondholders will realize the possi
bility of this implicit call and take it into account in the price they are 
willing to pay for the bonds. According to this argum ent, bonds will be 
effectively callable in any case, so it will be beneficial to everyone to  use an 
explicit call provision rather than drain off resources with a costly implicit 
call.2 1 ,22

Once again, we will use the simplest possible setting to illustrate the 
analogy with options. Consider a corporation with two classes of obli
gations : n shares of com m on stock and a single issue of callable bonds, with 
time to m aturity  T  and prom ised paym ents consisting of specified coupon 
paym ents and a final paym ent of K. The stockholders have the right to buy 
back the bond issue at any time z for an aggregate call price of K z, which 
may vary with time. Again, we assume the stock receives no dividends prior 
to  the m aturity  date.

U nder these conditions, the stock is equivalent to an American call on 
the value of the firm, with striking price of K T prior to the m aturity  date 
and K  on the m aturity  date. Table 7-18 describes the payoff function of the 
callable bonds and the stock.

21 This was first noted by Scott Mason.
22 One further argument for using callable bonds is based on a feature of the tax laws: The 
calling of a bond gives the bondholder a capital gain and the firm an ordinary loss.
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Table 7-18
CALLABLE BONDS

Current
Date

Date x 
(If Called)

Maturity Date 
(If Not Called)

Representation 
in Terms of 

American Calls
V* < K K < V*

Bonds
Stock

B
n S

Kr
K ~ K X

V* K
V * - K

V -  C(V\ Kt ,K)  
C( V; Kx, K)

In C hapter 4, we gave a sufficient condition for there to  be no advan
tage to exercising an American call before expiration when the striking 
price K  was constant. For a callable bond (where the “striking price” now 
depends on time), the corresponding condition is that the call price must 
always be greater than  the present value of the principal paym ent plus the 
present value of the rem aining coupons.

Example 6. Callable Convertible Bonds. Just as convertible bonds combine 
features of both  w arrants and ordinary bonds, callable convertible bonds 
combine features of both callable bonds and convertible bonds. In effect, 
they are convertible bonds with one additional provision: At any time the 
stockholders have the right to call the bonds for a designated am ount (the 
call price plus interest). If a call does occur, the bondholders have a fixed 
length of time in which to  convert their bonds. If they choose not to 
convert, then they m ust allow the stockholders to buy back the bonds for 
the designated am ount.

Callable convertible bonds thus illustrate the seventh difference 
between options and corporate securities: Both the issuer and the owner 
sim ultaneously have discretionary rights about the disposition of the 
security. This typically m akes callable convertible bonds m ore complicated 
than  our previous examples. Various conditions can be given in which a 
call, or early conversion, would never occur, and in these situations a call
able convertible would be equivalent to Example 4 or 5. In general, 
however, no representation in terms of ordinary options will be possible. 
Consequently, callable convertibles provide a natural setting for dem on
strating tha t option valuation m ethods can still be applied.

As a specific example, consider a firm with two types of securities 
outstanding, 150 shares of com m on stock, and 100 callable convertible 
bonds m aturing two periods from now. Each of the bonds is entitled to 
receive a coupon paym ent of $ 1 0 0  each period, plus a prom ised paym ent of 
$1000 on the m aturity  date. At any time on or before the m aturity  date, the 
stockholders have the right to call the bonds for a call price of $ 1 1 0 0  each, 
and the bondholders have the right to exchange each of their bonds for one
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newly issued share of com m on stock. If the bondholders choose to convert, 
they will thus own 100/(150 4 - 100) =  40% of the firm. If a call occurs, the 
bondholders m ust make their choice immediately. To focus on the main 
issues, and avoid the questions of sequential conversion considered at the 
end of Example 3, assume that all of the bonds are required to be converted 
simultaneously.

Suppose that the interest rate is 8 % per period, and that the current 
total value of the firm after the current coupon has been paid is $2 0 0 ,0 0 0 . 
Over each period, this value will, before coupon payments, either increase 
by 50% or decrease by 50%. The following table shows the possible cir
cumstances for the firm over the next two periods and the possible values of 
the bonds on the m aturity  date; all values in the diagram  are in thousands 
of dollars.

By com paring the converted and unconverted values of the bonds on the 
m aturity  date, we see that the bondholders would choose to convert at that 
time if the ex-coupon total value is $425,000; otherwise, they would be 
better off receiving the full prom ised paym ent or whatever part of that 
paym ent the firm is able to make.

Now  we can use our familiar recursive technique to move backward 
one period and find the value of the bonds when there is one period 
rem aining; here p =  (1.08 — .5)/(1.5 — .5). If the ex-coupon value of the firm 
a t that time is $290,000, then the ex-coupon value of the entire issue of 
bonds if held for one m ore period would be

.58($ 170,000) +  .42($ 100,000) $10,000
An “I- — $ 1 3 9 ,4 4 4 .
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The last term  on the left-hand side, $10,000/1.08, is the present value of the 
coupon paym ent to  be received on the m aturity  date. If the bondholders 
convert at this time, their holding will be w orth only 
.4($290,000) =  $116,000; so they would prefer to continue holding the 
bonds rather than convert. O f course, the stockholders are looking at things 
from the opposite point of view. The larger the slice of the pie tha t is going 
to the bondholders, the smaller is the slice left for them. They wish to use 
their call privilege to maximize the value of the stock and minimize the 
value of the bonds. In the current situation, they can in effect force the 
bondholders to convert by calling the bonds. If the bonds are called, the 
bondholders would no longer have the opportunity  to hold them  one more 
period as they preferred. Instead, their choice would then be to convert 
immediately or receive the total call price of $110,000. Since the conversion 
value of their claim is $116,000, they would choose to convert. (Note that if 
the call price had been somewhat higher— for example, $ 1 2 0 0  per bond—  
the bondholders would have preferred to accept the call price instead of 
converting.)

If the ex-coupon value of the firm with one period to go were $90,000 
instead of $290,000, then the value of the bonds if held one m ore period 
would be

and their value if converted would be .4($90,000) =  $36,000. Clearly, the 
stockholders would not want to call and the bondholders would not want 
to convert; so here the bonds would in fact be held for one m ore period.

N ow  we have all the inform ation needed to find the value of the 
bonds when there are two periods remaining. If the bonds are held over the 
next period, their current value would be

The last term  on the left-hand side is the present value of the coupon that 
will be received when there is one period rem aining; the value of the 
coupon to be received on the m aturity  date is already included in the values 
in the first term  on the left-hand side. Since $101,334 is less than the total 
call price of $ 11 0 ,0 0 0 , the stockholders would not wish to call the bonds. 
O n the other hand, $101,334 is greater than  the immediate to tal conversion 
value of $80,000; so the bondholders would not w ant to convert. Conse
quently, the bonds will in fact be held one m ore period, and their total 
current value is $101,334, or $1,013.34 per bond.

. 5 8($ 100,000) +  .42($35,000) $10,000
1.08 +  1.08

=  $76,574,

.58($116,000) +  ,42($76,574) $10,000
1.08 +  1.08

=  $101,334.
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A very similar calculation can be done to show that the current value 
of an otherwise identical issue of nonconvertible bonds is $93,734; so here 
the conversion feature is w orth $7600 to the bondholders. It can also be 
shown that the current value of an otherwise identical issue of noncallable 
bonds is $113,924.63; so the call feature decreases the value of the bonds by 
$12,590.63.

At this point, it is worthwhile to m ention several further differences 
between options and corporate securities, even though they do no t play a 
role in our examples. Again, they arise from the fact tha t corporate securi
ties are issued by firms rather than individuals. Each will prevent the rela
tive valuation of corporate securities from being identical to that for 
options on the stock of an all-equity firm. However, none are sufficient to 
keep the general principles o f option valuation from  being applicable.

H. The value of an option sold by an individual is
unaffected by any other options he or she may have 
sold; this is not true for a firm.

Each option issued by an individual is a separate asset supported by 
sufficient collateral. In contrast, securities of a firm are all claims to the
same set of assets and m ust be valued as a group. To focus on specific
points, we assumed in our examples that the firm had only two classes of 
securities outstanding. M ost have m ore than this, sometimes m any more. If 
these m ultiple issues involve callable or convertible securities, as is usually 
the case, it will not be possible to represent them in terms of ordinary 
options.

I. The payoffs to an option depend only on the value of 
the underlying asset; the payoffs to corporate 
securities may depend on other variables as well.

As an example, some corporate securities have provisions tha t require 
a reorganization of the firm if certain accounting variables reach specified 
levels. The following section discusses a situation where the same type of 
provision depends on the underlying asset, the value of the firm, rather than 
accounting variables.

J. With corporate securities, the act of issuance may 
itself convey information.

The buyer of an option does not know the identity of the seller. He 
cannot tell if it is someone who is likely to  have special inform ation. 
N either does he know the total position of the seller, nor w hether the seller
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is simultaneously engaging in offsetting trades. The fact th a t someone is 
willing to write a particular option conveys very little inform ation. On the 
other hand, the potential buyer of a prospective corporate security knows 
all of these things. The outstanding securities of a com pany are a m atter of 
public record, and the decision to issue has been m ade by the firm’s m an
agement, presum ably a well-informed group. Consequently, the fact that a 
firm is willing to issue a particular type of security may contain inform a
tion.

7 -4 . DOW N-AND-OUT OPTIONS

O ur final example is bonds with safety covenants. Safety covenants are 
contractual provisions tha t give the bondholders the right to force bank
ruptcy or reorganization of the firm if it is doing poorly according to some 
standard. A com m on standard  is omission of interest paym ents on the 
bonds. However, if the stockholders are allowed to sell the assets of the firm 
to meet the interest payments, then this criterion may not provide the 
desired security for the bondholders; additional provisions will be necess
ary. A convenient way to specify such a provision and examine its effects is 
to consider a safety covenant of the following fo rm : If the value of the firm 
falls to a specified level, which may change over time, then the bondholders 
are entitled to force the firm into bankruptcy and obtain  the ownership of 
the assets.

In all of our previous examples, we have used European and Amer
ican options to value corporate securities. Again, it m ight seem that Amer
ican options will offer the flexibility needed to value bonds with safety 
covenants, bu t this is not the case. The reason is tha t American options, in 
effect, have an upper (for calls) or lower (for puts) boundary  which is deter
mined by the optim al exercise policy; it cannot be specified arbitrarily. 
M oreover, otherwise identical American options with different striking 
prices will have different optim al exercise boundaries. Therefore, even if we 
knew the optim al exercise boundary in advance (and we do not), we could 
not construct a portfolio with a finite num ber of American options that 
would be equivalent to bonds with a safety covenant.

To value a bond with a safety covenant, American options are not 
only inadequate but are also a more complex form of option  than  we need. 
Yet E uropean options are clearly too simple. However, there is another 
type of option which has just the right features.

A down-and-out call is identical to a European call with 
the additional feature that the contract is cancelled if the 
stock price reaches or goes below a prespecified lower 
boundary, which may be a function of time. The contract
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also specifies the rebate received, if any, if cancellation 
occurs. The amount of the rebate is received when the 
“knock-out” boundary is first reached, and it may 
depend on the time this occurs.

An up-and-out put (or up-and-aw ay put) is the same, except the contract is 
cancelled when the stock price reaches or goes above a prespecified upper 
boundary.

D ow n-and-out calls and up-and-out puts differ in an im portant way 
from American and European options. Like American options, their value 
depends not only on the stock price at expiration, but also on the path  it 
may follow in getting there. Unlike the American option, the critical bound
ary at which its value is determ ined is specified in advance by the contract. 
As a result, these options provide an im portant building block for valuing 
complex securities with features similar to bonds with safety covenants.

W hat is more, dow n-and-out options have been available in the U.S. 
over-the-counter m arket since 1967, and may someday be traded on listed 
exchanges. In  the days before listed options, the secondary m arket for calls 
was virtually nonexistent. Then, as now, covered call writers might be 
forced to  liquidate their stock position if the price dropped sharply. Since 
they could not easily liquidate the option position simultaneously, they 
could be whipsawed badly if the stock rose again. D ow n-and-out calls 
eliminate this unw anted risk by autom atically liquidating the option posi
tion (and would save transaction  costs for public writers who followed this 
policy). Even after the development of the options exchanges, some invest
m ent banking firms have occasionally received and met requests from 
clients to  write dow n-and-out calls.

It should be immediately clear tha t if the assum ptions we m ade in 
C hapter 5 hold, then we can apply our binomial valuation approach to 
dow n-and-out options. The only difference in the numerical procedure used 
with American options is the following. Instead of checking at each point to 
see if exercise is optim al and assigning the exercise value if it is, we now 
check to see if the knock-out boundary  has been reached and assign the 
rebate value if it has. We can again lock in sure profits from mispricing by 
using an equivalent portfolio of stocks and bonds.

As an illustration, reconsider the numerical example discussed in 
Section 5-4. Suppose that the knock-out price is H  = 70, and the rebate is 
R  = 2, there are two periods remaining, and the current stock price is 120. 
Let D(S, n) be the value of a dow n-and-out call with n periods remaining. 
Again we w ork backw ard from the expiration date. Clearly, 
D(180, 1) =  C(180, 1) =  107.26. Now, however, D(60, 1) =  2, since 60 is 
below the knock-out boundary. Thus,

D(120, 2) =  [pD(180, 1) +  (1 -  p)D(60, 1 )]/r =  59.23.
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We can com pare this with C ( 120, 2) =  60.46. The value of a dow n-and-out 
call with no rebate is obviously less than or equal to the value of a corre
sponding regular call.

Unlike the case of American options for which early exercise may be 
optim al, it is possible to  develop a simple binom ial formula to value down- 
and-out options. This simplification arises because the knock-out boundary 
for dow n-and-out options is known in advance, while the optim al exercise 
boundary  for an American option is not. The approach begins by dividing 
the to tal value of a dow n-and-out call into two m utually exclusive p a r ts :

1. The present value of the final payment max[0, S* — X] to be received 
only if the contract is not previously cancelled.

2. The present value of the rebate to be received only if the knock-out 
boundary is reached.

In deriving (1), we only consider stock price paths that do not cross the 
boundary. D erivation of (2) is com plicated by the need to know not only i f  
the rebate will be received, but also when it will be received, since its timing 
affects its present value. However, the two portions of the op tion’s value 
are, to some extent, separable, since (1) is unaffected by the size of the rebate 
and (2) is unaffected by the striking price.

To conserve space, we will bypass the full development of the bino
mial form ula and simply state the limiting result when both  the knock-out 
boundary H  and the rebate R  are constant (assuming S, K  > H) :

DOWN-AND-OUT OPTION PRICING FORMULA

D =  SN(x)-  Kr~'N(x-  oJ~t)
-  [S(S/H)~2iN(y)-  K r  -
+  R l ( S / H ) - ^  + 1N(z) +  ( -  2

where

a J t

Oyjt
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N ote that the value D of the dow n-and-out call has been w ritten as the sum 
of three term s: (1) the value of an otherwise identical ordinary European 
call, (2 ) minus the reduction in value due to the early cancellation feature of 
the dow n-and-out call, (3) plus the value of the rebate.

An up-and-out pu t has a similar formula, except tha t we replace S, K , 
and H  by — S, — X, and —H , respectively, and all terms of the form N(z) 
are replaced with N ( — z). O f course, now S  and X  m ust be less than or 
equal to H.

These formulas can be easily generalized to incorporate a knockout 
boundary H  which depends exponentially on time to expiration, as in 
H e~ y\  and to incorporate a rebate R  which depends exponentially and/or 
linearly on time to expiration, as in (R + oct)e~p\  where a, /?, and y are fixed 
param eters .23

D ow n-and-out options thus provide the building blocks we need to 
value bonds with safety covenants. Suppose tha t a firm has only two classes 
of securities outstanding: n shares of com m on stock and a single issue of 
bonds with a safety covenant and a prom ised final paym ent of K. The 
safety covenant specifies tha t the firm will be reorganized, with the bond
holders receiving ownership of the assets, if the value of the firm drops to 
H x (which may depend on time). The bonds receive coupon paym ents, but 
the stock pays no dividends. Then the value of the stock and bonds can be 
written in terms of a dow n-and-out call as shown in Table 7-19.

Table 7-19
BONDS WITH SAFETY COVENANTS

Current
Date

First 
Date t  

that 
K < H t

Maturity Date 
I f  Vx > H xfor All t

Representation 
in Terms of  

Down-and-Out CallsV* < K K < V *

Bonds B K V* K V -  D(V; K)
Stock nS ~ - V * -K D(V; K)

H ere D(V; K) is the value of a dow n-and-out call with exercise price K  and 
knock-out boundary H x expiring at the same time as the bonds. If the stock 
pays dividends, then the value of each of the dividends it may receive during 
the life of the bonds can also be written in terms of dow n-and-out calls; the

23 If a European down-and-out option is not protected against cash dividends, we might think 
we could simply replace the stock price with the stock price reduced by the present value of 
the dividends. This would be similar to our treatment of non-payout-protected European calls. 
However, the different contractual provisions of the down-and-out call imply that this correc
tion will be inappropriate.
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value of the stock will be D (F; K) plus the value of the dividends. F u rther
more, if we m ake the same assum ptions as in Example 2, with the addition 
of a safety covenant which is constant over time, then the formula given 
above can be used to value the stock and bonds. In fact, Example 2 would 
then correspond to the special case of no safety covenant (that is, H t = 0).

7-5 . COMPOUND OPTIONS

Com ing full circle, we return  to the valuation of ordinary puts and calls. 
But with the foregoing analysis of corporate securities, we can approach 
ordinary option valuation from a different perspective.

Thus far, in our discussion of ordinary options, we have regarded the 
stochastic m ovem ent of the stock price as given or primitive to the problem. 
Even with the m ore general processes discussed in Section 7-1, we did not 
depart from this context. Yet, of the two variables— the to tal value of the 
firm V, or its stock price S— the former would seem to be the more funda
mental. In Example 1, with zero-coupon bonds, we saw how the capital 
structure of the firm mediates between V and S as the fortunes of the firm 
evolve through time. In tha t case, we took V  as primitive and deduced the 
characteristics of S  from it. O f course, we could have worked in reverse and 
assumed the stock price followed a stationary random  process to deduce an 
exact form ula for V  in terms of S. But such an approach would have 
seemed unnatural, since the debt-equity ratio, which (in perfect markets) 
leaves the equilibrium  value of the firm unaffected, clearly affects the sto
chastic properties of the stock price. In particular, increases in financial 
leverage will lead to increases in the stock volatility.

R obert Geske, a Professor of Finance at UCLA, has developed a new 
model for pricing puts and calls that takes this observation into account.24 
His approach views the stock as an option on the value of the firm, where 
the value of the firm follows a stationary random  walk. M oreover, he 
assumes the Black-Scholes form ula gives the relationship between the value 
of the stock and the value of the firm. As we have seen, this implies the 
stock price itself follows a nonstationary random  walk with a volatility that 
increases as the stock price decreases. F rom  this perspective, a call option 
on the stock is then an option  on an option, which we term  a compound 
option. We thus need a modified form ula for the value of the call that takes 
account of the influence of the capital structure of the firm on the stock 
return distribution. As we would expect from the implied inverse relation 
between stock volatility and stock price, the resulting form ula has m any of 
the same properties as the constant elasticity model w ith p  <  1.

24 See his article, “The Valuation of Compound Options,” Journal o f Financial Economics, 7 
(March 1979), 63-81.
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We can think of the call as valued through a two-stage binomial 
process. First, the value of the firm V  determines the stock price S at each 
point in time prior to the m aturity of the bonds. W ith two periods rem ain
ing,

From  our analysis in Chapter 5, to eliminate profitable riskless arbitrage, 
p =  (r — d)/(u — d) and

and
Sd = IpSdu + (1 -  P)Sddi/r, s u = [ +  (1 -  p)Sud]/r,

S =  [ pSu + (1 -
Second, suppose we want to value a call option on the stock with one 

period to go (that is, it expires one period before the bond matures). Rep
resenting its striking price by k,

Cu = max[0, Su -  fc]

Cd = max[0, Sd — k]

Since the call can only have two possible values at the end of the period, as 
before we can set up a riskless hedge with the stock. F rom  previous 
analysis, we know

C =  [pCu + (1 -  p)Cd]/r.
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However, this result is different from the binom ial m odel developed in 
C hapter 5, because Su ^  uS and Sd ^  dS. Instead, the d istribution of the 
stock price is m ore complicated, but can nevertheless be deduced from the 
stationary binom ial distribution of the value of the firm. In  particular, by 
successive substitutions, we can relate the call value C directly to V, K , k, u, 
d, and r. Thus, the call value is related to V  and K, which determine the 
capital structure of the firm. M ore generally, the num ber of periods until 
the expiration of the call and the num ber of periods until the m aturity  of 
the bonds also enter the relationship.

W ith this m otivation, we will simply state the resulting limiting valua
tion form ula (proof can be found in Geske’s paper). Letting

V = the current value of the firm,
K  = the face value of the bonds, 
k = the striking price of the call,
T  = the time to m aturity of the bonds, 
t = the time to expiration of the call (t <  T),

<7 = the volatility of the value o f the firm , 
r =  one plus the default-free interest rate, and 
n = the num ber of outstanding shares,

the current value of the call is the sum of three te rm s:

COMPOUND OPTION PRICING FORMULA

nC = V N 2(x , y; J i j f )  -  K r~ TN 2(x o j i ,  y  V i /T )
— nkr~ tN (x  — a ^ /t)

where

lo g ( F /T r - V  1 r. log (F /X r r ) , ,
X  =

1 / I  l O g v ^ / A T  ) ! f~^
+  y = ---------- 7= —  +  2< v tr  ^  2 y V  * y  —  /7 Z

O yft O J T  

and V  satisfies

VN(z) -  K r - {T- l)N(z  -  -  =  0

where

log jV /K r ^
z +  T  -
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N 2(zl9 z 2 ; p) is the probability that, for two random  variables having a 
bivariate norm al distribution with correlation coefficient p, the first variable 
takes on a value less than or equal to z x and the second variable takes on a 
value less than  or equal to z2 . N(z) is, as before, the univariate norm al 
distribution function.

By breaking this form ula into com ponents, its seeming com plication is 
easily unraveled. F rom  its definition, V  is the value of the firm on the 
expiration date of the call for which the stock price at that date equals the 
striking price. Then V  is the value of the firm for which we are indifferent 
between exercising or not exercising the call. Therefore, if V > V, the call is 
currently in-the-money. Similarly, if V  >  X, the debt is also “in-the-m oney.” 
W hen both  V > V  and V > K , then as a->  0, nC-> V -  K r T -  nkr“ f. 
V — K r ~ T ( = nS) is the value of the stock when the firm is certain no t to 
default. If the call is certain to  finish in-the-money, then S minus the present 
value kr~ f of its striking price is the value of the call. To consider the 
possibility of default and the call finishing out-of-the-money, these three 
terms, V, K r ~ T, and nkr~ \ are each weighted by a probability.

The com pound option form ula generalizes the Black-Scholes form ula 
to  consider the effects of firm capital structure on the volatility of its stock. 
Instead of regarding the stock volatility as fixed, the form ula moves one 
step backw ard and regards the firm value volatility as fixed. The Black- 
Scholes form ula emerges as a special case if either K  = 0 or T  =  oo. In 
either case, the firm effectively has no debt and V = nS. The difference 
between the com pound and Black-Scholes call value and delta25 becomes 
significant the greater the likelihood of default on the debt. Default is m ore 
likely the higher the debt-equity ratio, w = K r ~ T/V , and the higher the 
volatility of the firm, a. Potential default on debt becomes m ore im portan t 
for an option the closer its time to m aturity, t , is to the time to m aturity  of 
the debt, T.

7-6.  OPTIONS ON MORE THAN ONE STOCK

W e saw in C hapter 5 that m ost of the apparent lim itations in the binom ial 
approach disappear when the model is interpreted and implemented in an 
appropriately realistic way, bu t an im portan t question rem ains: How can 
the m ethod be used to value securities whose payoffs depend on m ore than 
one stock? At first glance, the binomial approach does not seem to apply in 
this situation. However, the advanced m athem atics used in the original 
Black and Scholes and M erton form ulations can be easily extended to

25 The compound option delta dC/dS can be shown to be

A =  N 2(x , y; J t /T ) /N (y ).
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include payoffs depending on m any stocks, and fortunately the same is true 
for the binom ial approach as well.26

To see how this would work, first consider securities whose payoffs 
depend on the price of two uncorrelated stocks. Imagine th a t price m ove
ments and trading opportunities occur in the following way. Each stock is 
affected by a separate source of uncertainty, and new inform ation about 
these sources arrives sequentially. In the first period only the first stock 
changes random ly, in the second period only the second stock changes 
random ly, and then in the third period the process starts over again. W hen 
a stock price changes, it takes on one of only two possible values. In  the 
first period, the second stock grows at the riskless rate and in the second 
period the first stock grows at the riskless rate. As the length of the periods 
and the size of the price movements become smaller and smaller in an 
appropriate way, the probability distribution of the stock prices approaches 
a bivariate lognorm al distribution, which is the natural generalization of the 
univariate lognorm al distribution underlying the Black-Scholes model. In  
other words, in the limiting case the continuously com pounded rates of 
return  of the stocks have a bivariate norm al distribution.

As a specific example, suppose tha t the price of the first stock will 
increase or decrease by 2 0 % in the first period and tha t the price of the 
second stock will increase or decrease by 50% in the second period. The 
current price of each stock is 1 0 0 , and the riskless interest rate is 1 0% per 
period. Consider an option with two periods until expiration that gives its 
owner the right to buy either, but not both, of the stocks for a striking price 
of 90. If the option is exercised, the owner will of course choose to buy the 
stock with the higher price.

The diagram s given below show the possible stock prices and the 
corresponding option values.

26 This extension of the binomial approach was developed in Jeremy Evnine, “Three Essays in 
the Use of Options Pricing Theory,” Ph.D. dissertation, University of California at Berkeley, 
June 1983.

100,100(
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These option values are obtained by working backw ard period by period 
from the expiration date in just the same way as in C hapter 5. The main 
difference is tha t in each period a different value of p would apply, depend
ing on which stock is changing random ly. In the first period, when only the 
first stock is changing random ly, we would have p x =  (1.1 — .8)/(1.2 — .8) =  
.75, and in the second period, when only the second stock is changing 
random ly, we would have p2 = (1.1 — .5)/(1.5 — .5) =  .6 . For example, 
calculating [-6(75) +  .4(42)]/1.1 gives 56.18, and calculating
[.75(56.18) +  .25(40.91)]/1.1 gives 47.60.

The value of delta for the stock tha t is changing random ly is derived 
in the same way as in C hapter 5, while the delta for the other stock can be 
specified arbitrarily. Analogous to the single variable case, it can be shown 
tha t the values of the deltas can be chosen to converge in the limiting case 
to the first partial derivatives of the value of the claim with respect to the 
stock prices. One final caveat should be remembered in applying this 
model. If the empirically m easured volatility of one of the stocks is a and if 
the calendar time before expiration is divided into n periods, then the value 
of u for tha t stock should be chosen to be exp (<jy /t/.5 n ) rather than exp 
(Gy/t/n) as before. This is because in the two-variable model the stock will 
be changing random ly in only one-half of the periods.

A lthough some pairs of stocks are uncorrelated, this is rarely the case. 
To have a useful procedure, we would w ant to be able to include stocks 
whose returns are correlated. This can be accomplished with a simple exten
sion of the setup just described. Imagine now that there is a third separate 
source of uncertainty that affects both  stocks. As before, inform ation about 
the sources arrives sequentially, but now a complete cycle takes three 
periods before starting over again. In the third period, either both stocks 
will move up or both  stocks will move down. In this way, one can obtain in 
the limiting case a bivariate lognorm al distribution with any desired degree 
of correlation. Furtherm ore, the valuation principles of C hapter 5 can still 
be applied in a straightforw ard way. This framework can be easily gener
alized to  include cash dividends and an arbitrary num ber of stocks.

O ptions on stock indexes in principle provide an im portan t applica
tion of these methods. M ost such indexes are weighted averages of the 
prices of their constituent stocks. It m ight seem that the index itself could 
be treated as a single security, bu t tha t would be strictly correct only if the 
volatility of the index depended only on the value of the index and not on 
the separate prices of the underlying stocks. Consequently, options on stock 
indexes are in general examples of securities whose payoffs depend on the 
prices of a num ber of stocks; the m ost likely exception m ay be options on 
an index com prising all m arketed securities. We hasten to add, however, 
th a t in practice very good approxim ate results can be obtained by consider
ing an index to be a single security, especially when sophisticated m ethods 
similar to those described in C hapter 6 are used to generate estimates of the
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volatility of the index. In C hapter 8 , we discuss options on indexes and 
portfolios in more detail and give some further results on their valuation.

7-7.  OPTIONS ON STOCK FUTURES

In this section, we discuss an application tha t draws on several of our 
previous results: options on stock futures .27 In return  for paym ent of the 
striking price, an individual who exercises a call option of this kind receives 
a long position in a futures contract at a recorded price equal to the striking 
price. The net value of this position is the futures price minus the striking 
price. The individual is entitled to w ithdraw  this am ount in cash imme
diately, and it would be to his advantage to do so in order to earn interest 
on the proceeds. The rem aining part of the account would then be a long 
position in a futures contract at a recorded price equal to the futures price. 
This rem aining part would in itself have no current value and could be 
costlessly closed out by taking an offsetting short position in the futures 
contract. Consequently, this call option is equivalent to one giving upon 
exercise a cash paym ent equal to the difference between the futures price 
and the striking price. A put option works in a completely analogous way.

As discussed in Appendix 2A, a futures price is not itself the price of a 
traded asset. As a result, options on stock futures differ in some fundam en
tal ways from options on stocks. Nevertheless, a slight modification of the 
binom ial m ethod can be used to value these options. Suppose that if the 
current futures price is F, then the futures price at the end of the period will 
be either uF  or dF. Suppose furtherm ore tha t the interest rate is constant. 
Consider first a call option with one period until expiration. Proceeding in 
the same way as in C hapter 5, we would wish to find a portfolio containing 
A futures contracts dnd B  dollars in bonds whose payoff would exactly 
duplicate the payoff to the option. Here we come to a critical difference 
between stock options and futures options: The position in A futures con
tracts would require no current investm ent and at the end of one period 
would have a value equal to A times the change in the futures price. Conse
quently, the total investm ent required in the portfolio is B , and we would 
wish to choose A and B so that

(uF -  F )A +  rB = Cu

(dF -  F )A +  rB = Cd,

where Cu is the call value a t the end of the period if the futures price moves

27 The first application of the Black-Scholes methodology to options on futures was Fischer 
Black, “The Pricing of Commodity Options,” Journal o f Financial Economics, 3 (January- 
March 1976), 167-179.
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to uF  and Cd is the call value at the end of the period if the futures price 
moves to dF. Solving these equations gives

Just as before, the value of the call is the larger of its exercise value and the 
current value of the equivalent portfolio. In o ther words, the value of the 
call is given by

if this value is greater than  F — K , and if not, C = F — K. The standard 
recursive procedure can then be used to value a call with any num ber of 
periods rem aining by w orking backw ard one period a t a time. By com par
ing form ula (1) with the corresponding form ula for an option on a stock, we 
see that the only change is in the coefficients of Cu and Cd.

Before proceeding, it will be useful to recall some of the results of 
Appendix 2A. There we showed that if interest rates are constant, as we 
assumed above, then forw ard prices and futures prices are equal. Further
more, if there are no arbitrage opportunities, their com m on value F  is given 
by

where S is the current stock price, D is the present value of the dividends to 
be paid during the life of the contract, and r~ % is current price of a zero- 
coupon bond m aturing at the same time as the contract.

Several additional points are now worth m entioning. First, it turns 
out that it may be optim al to exercise a call on a stock futures price even 
though the stock itself is no t paying dividends. Intuitively, this is because, 
other things equal, the futures price will decline over time as the zero- 
coupon bond increases in value. This decline will affect the futures option in 
the same way tha t a continual constant dividend yield would affect a stock 
option. This same effect would tend to discourage, but not preclude, the 
early exercise of a put option on a stock futures price. O n the other hand, 
the current futures price will already include the effect of all cash dividends 
to  be paid during the life of the futures contract. Consequently, unlike the
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stock price, the futures price will not drop on an ex-dividend date and cash 
dividends will not affect a futures option in the same way as a stock option.

The fact that the futures price depends on the dividends to be paid 
leads to a second im portan t point: One would not necessarily expect a 
stock with constant volatility to have a futures price with constant volatil
ity. As a simple example, suppose a stock will pay with certainty a single 
dividend of $10 on the m aturity  date of the futures contract. The present 
value of the dividends is then D = 10r~ \  and the futures price is F = 
(S/r  *) — 10. If the stock price has constant percentage moves in each 
period, the futures price will not. Consequently, the generalization of the 
binom ial m ethod given in Alternative 1 of Section 7-1, where the values of u 
and d can depend on price levels and time, will be especially relevant for 
futures options.

Finally, it is im portan t to remember that unanticipated changes in 
interest rates will directly affect the futures price even if stock prices and 
dividends rem ain the same. As a result, options on futures will be more 
sensitive to random ness in interest rates than will options on stocks.

7-8.  AN OUTLINE OF SOME FURTHER EXTENSIONS

In Alternatives 3 and 4 of Section 7-1, we examined some cases in which 
options could not be valued by arbitrage m ethods: It was no longer pos
sible to construct a portfolio of stock and bonds that would duplicate the 
payoff to a n  option. This same situation can arise for other reasons. For 
example, the volatility may depend on random  variables other than the 
stock price, or interest rates may fluctuate random ly over time. How can we 
value an option when these factors are too im portant to be ignored? Here 
we are reaching a point where option pricing theory ceases to be a separate 
area and becomes part of a general theory of asset valuation. Complete 
coverage of this would require a m onograph in itself. Instead, we will give 
an informal presentation of some of the results.

The best way to approach the conclusions of the m ore general theory 
is to return to our results of C hapter 5 and view them from a different 
perspective. There we found that in equilibrium,

(expected rate of return on a call
— riskless interest rate)

=  Q(expected rate of return on stock
— riskless interest ra te ) , (1)

where Q =  S A /C  and A =  Cs , the partial derivative of C with respect to S.
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The expected rate of return on the stock includes bo th  an expected 
price change com ponent and a cash dividend com ponent. Since the owner 
of an option is not entitled to receive any dividends, the expected rate of 
return on the call consists only of an expected price change com ponent. By 
multiplying (1) through by the value of the call, C, and rearranging, we have

expected change in the call price
=  (riskless interest rate) (call price)

+  (risk premium). (2)

U nder the assum ptions made in C hapter 5, the only random  variable on 
which the call price depends is the price of the underlying stock. Hence, the 
only type of risk rewarded in the risk prem ium  is stock price risk. F urther
more, we know from C hapter 5 that we can break the risk prem ium  into 
two p a r ts :

risk prem ium  =  (partial derivative of the call price 
with respect to the stock price) 
x (premium for stock price risk). (3)

The first term  on the right-hand side is a measure of the call’s sensitivity to 
stock price r isk ; the second term is the m arket risk prem ium  for stock price 
risk. The prem ium  for stock price risk can, in turn, be expressed as

(expected change in the stock price)
+  (cash dividend)
— (riskless interest rate) (stock price). (4)

N ote also th a t if we already knew the risk prem ium  as a function of the 
stock price from some independent argum ent, we would have all the infor
m ation necessary to value a call. F rom  the results described in C hapter 5, 
we know that as a purely m athem atical proposition, the expected change in 
the call price can be w ritten as

expected change in the call price
=  j  (variance of stock price) Css

+  (expected change in stock price) Cs +  Ct . (5)
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By substituting (3), (4), and (5) into (2), we have

j  (variance of stock price) Css
+  (expected change in stock price) Cs +  Ct 

=  (riskless interest rate) C
+  Cs[expected change in stock price 
+  cash dividend
— (riskless interest rate) S]C s . (6)

This gives a partial differential equation tha t the value of a call m ust satisfy; 
by solving this equation, we can find the value of a call. O f course, given the 
assum ptions of C hapter 5, (6) is simply the Black-Scholes equation with 
dividends. However, the same argum ent applies if the volatility depends on 
the stock price, as described in Alternative 1.

N ow  suppose tha t the to tal risk prem ium  depends no t only on the 
stock price bu t also on another random  variable, factor X . F or example, 
factor X  may affect the stock’s volatility. Suppose also that, like the stock 
price, factor X  can change by only a small am ount in a very short period of 
time. It turns ou t tha t the basic forms of (3) and (5) still apply. There are 
only three differences. First, the to tal risk prem ium  will contain a second 
com ponent accounting for factor X  r isk :

risk prem ium  =  [(partial derivative of the call price 
with respect to the stock price) 
x (premium for stock price risk)]
+  [(partial derivative of the call price 

with respect to  factor X )
x (premium for factor X  risk)]. (7)

Second, the prem ium  for factor X  risk will no t have the same general form
as (4) unless factor X  is itself the m arket value of some asset. Third, the
expected change in the call price will include the effect of the random  
changes in factor X :

(expected change in call price)
=  j  (variance of stock price) Css

+  (covariance of stock price and factor X ) Csx 
+  j  (variance of factor X ) Cxx  
+  (expected change in the stock price) Cs 
+  (expected change in factor X ) Cx +  Ct. (8)
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By equating the expected change in the call price to the riskless interest rate 
times the call price plus the total risk premium, we once again have a 
partial differential equation that can be solved, at least numerically, to  give 
the call price in terms of the stock price, factor X , and time. A lthough a 
generalization of the binom ial m ethod can be used to generate this num eri
cal solution, it will usually not be the m ost efficient approach to use when 
there are multiple sources of risk; the great strength of the binom ial m ethod 
lies in its ability to simultaneously illustrate the fundam ental principles of 
option valuation and provide num erical solutions when there is only a 
single relevant source of risk.

The solution of the equation will also give the sensitivity of the call 
price to changes in each source of risk. In C hapter 6 , we showed how to use 
Cs to construct a portfolio of calls having any desired level of stock price 
risk. Just as was the case for stock price risk, the sensitivity of a portfolio to 
factor X  risk will be a weighted average of the sensitivities of its individual 
com ponents, with weights corresponding to the portfolio proportions. C on
sequently, we can use Cx to  construct a portfolio having any desired level of 
factor X  risk, or we can use Cs and Cx together to control both  sources of 
risk simultaneously.

If additional factors are im portant, they can be included in the same 
way. To m ake all this operational, we would have to identify the factors, 
estimate their expected changes, variances, and covariances, and m easure 
their risk premiums. Identification of the factors in principle requires a 
complete description of the economic environm ent in which the firm oper
ates, but in practice all but a few of the possible candidates will be unim por
tant. In our opinion, only variables capturing random  changes in volatility, 
interest rates, and dividends will be w orth including. For simplicity, we 
might take factor X  to be the volatility itself, factor Y  to be the short-term  
interest rate, and factor Z  to be the dividend yield. We could then use 
historical da ta  to estim ate their expected changes, variances, and covari
ances. M easuring the risk premiums on the factors is more difficult, but a 
good approxim ation may be to assume that they are close to zero and can 
be ignored. F or interest rate risk, this assum ption would correspond to 
what is com m only called the expectations hypothesis of the term structure of 
interest rates.

This approach can be extended in several ways. If the stock price or 
the additional factors can take sudden jum ps, then the right-hand side of (8) 
is augm ented by a term  which is the likelihood of a jum p occurring times 
the expected change in the call price if a jum p does occur. If the possibility 
of a jum p does not in itself com m and an extra risk premium, then the 
right-hand side of (7) will be unaffected. An example of this, the case of 
perfectly diversifiable jum ps in the stock price, was given in Alternative 4 of 
Section 7-1. If the risk prem ium  term is affected, then the story becomes too
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com plicated to  consider further here, but once again the general theory of 
asset valuation can provide specific and useful results. One further gener
alization is relevant for some applications of option pricing to other areas. 
If the owner of a call were entitled to receive periodic paym ents from the 
issuer of a call, then these paym ents would be part of the expected rate of 
return  on a call and hence would be added to  the left-hand side of (2), (5), 
(6 ), and (8).

A lthough the discussion has been in terms of a call, exactly the same

Table 7-20
ADJUSTMENTS TO THE BLACK-SCHOLES FORMULA

Change in  
Assumptions

Ad-hoc
Adjustm ent

Complete
Adjustm ent

(1) Stock pays cash 
dividends.

Use B-S formula with present 
value of dividends subtracted 
from stock price.

Binomial method.

(2) Option can be 
exercised before 
the expiration 
date.

Calculate B-S value for 
different expiration dates 
after adjusting for dividends 
as in (1); choose highest 
value.

Binomial method.

(3) Volatility is a 
known function 
of time.

Use B-S formula adjusted as in 
(1) and (2) with a 2t replaced
by a 2(v )d v .

Binomial method with 
u and d  depending on 
time.

(4) Volatility depends 
on stock price and 
time.

Act as if volatility does not 
depend on stock price in 
binomial model or B-S formula 
adjusted as in (1), (2), (3), 
but use continually updated 
estimate of volatility.

See Section 7-1, 
Alternative 1, 
and Section 7-5.

(5) Volatility depends 
on time, stock price, 
and other random 
variables.

Calculate option prices from 
binomial method or adjusted 
B-S formula as in (1) and (2) 
for a number of values of the 
volatility parameter; take a 
weighted average of these 
prices, with each weight 
corresponding to the 
probability of obtaining that 
average volatility; probabilities 
may be different for 
different maturities; update 
probabilities regularly.

See Section 7-8.
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Table 7-20 (Continued)

Change in 
Assumptions

Ad-hoc
Adjustm ent

Complete
Adjustm ent

(6) Stock price can
make sudden jumps.

Consider the occurrence of a 
jump as a very brief period 
of very high volatility and 
use (5).

If all other assumptions 
of B-S formula are 
satisfied, and jump 
risk is diversifiable, 
see Section 7-1, 
Alternative 4; if not, 
see Section 7-8.

(7) Interest rate is 
a known function 
of time.

Use adjusted B-S formula 
with a single interest rate 
obtained from a zero-coupon 
bond with same maturity as 
option.

Use complete term 
structure of default- 
free bonds to infer 
interest rate to use 
in each period of 
binomial model.

(8) Interest rate 
changes randomly 
over time.

Act as if interest rate is a 
known function of time, but 
continually update interest 
rates used.

See Section 7-8.

(9) Margin requirements 
and taxes.

See Section 6-2. See Section 6-2.

argum ents would apply for a put. The only change w ould be in the bound
ary conditions of the partial differential equation. In fact, the argum ents are 
equally applicable to m any other kinds of securities. O ptions on U.S. Treas
ury bonds or G overnm ent N ational M ortgage Association securities can be 
valued using the general approach outlined above. The same m ethods can 
be applied to  corporate securities, which we discussed in Section 7-3.

This brings our discussion of stock option valuation techniques to  a 
close. Table 7-20 summarizes our conclusions. If the assum ptions under
lying the Black-Scholes model were exactly met in reality, then C hapter 5 
would tell the whole story. U nfortunately, that is no t the case. C hapter 6 
outlined a num ber of ad hoc, but very effective, ways of dealing with im por
tan t issues th a t were excluded by the basic assum ptions. It also gave theo
retically correct ways of handling some of the potential problem s; this 
section has discussed theoretically correct ways of approaching m ost of the 
remaining problems.

Some of the modifications listed in Table 7-20 are of m ajor im por
tance; others are m inor im provem ents tha t are needed only in very refined 
trading operations. In our opinion, it is essential to include dividends and 
the possibility of early exercise in any use of the model for investment
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purposes. However, going one step further and allowing for the possibility 
tha t dividends may differ somewhat from their m ost likely levels typically 
has little effect on option values. Similarly, for the relatively short m aturities 
of listed options, there is not m uch to be gained from explicitly including 
interest rate risk. It is very im portant, however, to continually update the 
interest rate inform ation being used.

A lthough m argin requirements, transactions costs, and tax consider
ations can be quite im portant for individual investment decisions, there are 
good reasons for believing tha t their effect on option prices is relatively 
small. As we have m entioned earlier, professional traders have m uch more 
favorable m argin requirem ents and transactions costs than do individual 
investors. F o r pricing relations tha t can be enforced by arbitrage, it will be 
the m inimal m argin requirem ents and transactions costs of professional 
traders tha t are reflected in m arket prices. Furtherm ore, to the extent that 
this arbitrage involves transactions that are all taxed at the same rate, the 
effect of taxes will be m inimal as well.

Potentially, the m ost im portant factors of all concern the description 
of stock price movem ents: The dependence of volatility on the stock price, 
the dependence of volatility on other random  variables, and the possibility 
of sudden jum ps. As com pared to the Black-Scholes model, the typical 
effect of including each of these factors separately is as follow s:

1. Volatility varies inversely with the stock price—lower values for out-of- 
the-money calls, higher values for in-the-money calls.

2. Volatility depends on other random variables—higher values for out-of- 
the-money calls, higher or lower values for in-the-money calls.

3. Possibility of sudden jumps—higher values for out-of-the-money calls, 
lower values for in-the-money calls.

F or puts, the words “higher” and “lower” should be interchanged. Although 
each of these factors alone can have a m ajor im pact on option  value, they 
tend to offset one another. The first factor works in the opposite direction 
from the others, so the overall effect of sim ultaneously including all three 
factors can be relatively small for m ost stocks. All this leads us to  conclude 
tha t the Black-Scholes model adjusted only for dividends and early exercise 
will work surprisingly well on average, even though the environm ent is rich 
enough to allow all our reasons for using options to  be valid .28

28 For further information on the generalizations described in this section, see John C. Cox, 
Jonathan E. Ingersoll, Jr., and Stephen A. Ross, “An Intertemporal General Equilibrium 
Model of Asset Prices,” Econometrica, 53 (March 1985) and the references cited there.
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8-1.  THE ECONOMIC FUNCTION 
OF SECURITIES MARKETS

From  the perspective of an economist, though possibly no t tha t of an 
investor, a book on options m arkets would be incomplete unless it gave at 
least passing consideration to  the social function of these m arkets. In  partic
ular, w hat benefits does the existence of an organized options m arket confer 
upon society? And how can this m arket be im proved? At the present time, 
these questions are especially relevant. Organized options m arkets for puts 
and calls on com m on stock are quite new in the U nited States, and their 
ultim ate scope and form is by no means a settled issue. Furtherm ore, 
opponents of options m arkets can readily m ake a plausible-sounding argu
m ent th a t such m arkets prom ote unnecessary speculation with little com 
pensating benefit; those who disagree with this conclusion m ust be able to 
defend their position. In Chapter 2, we gave a num ber of reasons why an 
individual investor m ight find options useful. These reasons suggested, but 
did no t imply, tha t the existence of options m arkets could improve the 
welfare of all investors. In this chapter we will examine this m ore closely. 
We will also see how an options m arket may be beneficial even to individ
uals who never trade in options. However, before we can adequately discuss 
these issues, we first need to  develop a general perspective for the assess
ment of innovations in securities markets.

427
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Basic Functions. A securities m arket performs three basic economic 
functions:

1. Individual wealth allocation. By issuing and purchasing securities, poss
ibly indirectly through financial institutions, individuals (that is, consum
ing units) are able to affect the timing of their consumption of real goods 
and services over their lifetimes and are able to pool and redistribute 
among themselves the risks of fluctuation in the value of the economy’s 
real assets.

2. Firm  resource allocation. By issuing securities, firms (that is, producing 
units) are able to raise capital from diverse sources. The securities market, 
by implicitly charging firms different prices, allocates scarce capital among 
competing uses.

3. Source o f  inform ation. The securities market provides information in the 
form of prices, which can be useful for making a variety of important 
economic decisions.

By borrow ing or lending, an individual can choose to postpone or 
accelerate the personal consum ption of her wealth. By investing in relatively 
low-risk securities, such as bonds, an individual can shift the bearing of 
higher risks to other individuals. However, since investors are, on balance, 
risk averse— they can only be induced to bear greater risk if their invest
m ent promises greater average or expected re tu rn - -low return will typically 
accom pany investments of low risk. Thus, the securities m arket provides 
flexibility in m atching the risk of investments with the preferences and 
opinions of different individuals. N o t only are risks redistributed through 
the securities m arket, with greater expected return as the com pensation for 
bearing risk, but, to some extent, risk can be pooled through diversification 
to achieve reduced risk w ithout sacrificing expected return. This occurs 
whenever two investments with the same expected return  counterbalance 
each other— when one does well and the other does poorly or vice versa. In 
this case, com bining them  in a portfolio leaves expected return  the same but 
reduces overall risk.

Stock prices that properly reflect available inform ation about corpo
rate prospects play an im portan t role in allocating resources am ong them. 
H igher equity prices encourage firms to raise equity capital. Perhaps more 
im portant, equity prices provide early signals to firms of the m arket’s 
approval or disapproval of their actions. By these means, the preferences of 
investors and the aggregate wisdom of the m arketplace are indirectly made 
available to corporate managers.

It is a basic principle of economics tha t prices produced in com peti
tive m arkets provide participants in the economy with useful inform ation 
for m aking a variety of economic decisions. In particular, an organized and
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active securities m arket brings to bear on security prices the pooled know l
edge of all participants in the m arket. According to m uch of the evidence on 
“efficient m arkets,” this pooled knowledge contains better predictions of 
future events than any participant or small group of participants can con
sistently discover on their own. Thus, the securities m arket performs an 
extremely useful economic function by m aking these superior predictions 
generally available.

These predictions improve current economic decision making. For 
example, current spot prices on com m odity exchanges contain inform ation 
about future spot prices that can guide current decisions to produce and 
inventory commodities. Empirical analysis indicates tha t the near-term  
anticipated rate of inflation can be deduced from T-bill discounts. It has 
been confirmed that recent past changes in stock m arket prices tend to be a 
leading indicator of general economic activity. The yield curve, showing the 
relationship at the current time am ong yields of bonds of differing m aturity, 
can be used to estimate future spot interest rates. The yield curve itself can 
be directly used to determine discount rates in present-value calculations 
for corporate investment decisions, where alternative projects have cash 
flows with different time profiles. Furtherm ore, differences in yields of cor
porate bonds of the same m aturity  contain inform ation about the likeli
hood of future bankruptcy. One of the key problem s of a financial 
economist is to  learn how to unravel these predictions from current security 
prices.

In general, the greater the variety of securities provided by the 
market, the better the three functions we have given will be performed. At 
one extreme, with no securities m arket, a decentralized economy— such as 
in the U nited States— might be seriously impaired. At the other extreme, we 
can imagine a securities m arket providing so m any securities that no addi
tional security could be created whose returns could not be duplicated by a 
portfolio of already existing securities. In  the jargon  of finance theory, the 
securities m arket would then be “com plete.”

U nfortunately, a num ber of practical m atters prohibit the creation of 
our idealized complete m arket. Chief am ong these are the difficulty of 
writing specific and enforceable contracts to cover certain contingencies 
(such as options on future labor income), the costs of exchanging securities 
(transactions costs), and governm ent regulation. Since it is neither practical 
nor desirable to create securities for every possible contingency, an im por
tan t question is which few of all possible securities should be provided by 
the m arket.

Complete M arkets. We can illustrate the role of securities in a complete 
m arket by a simple example. Suppose we are concerned with investing to 
receive a re turn  at some future date. In the future, only three states can
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occur: depression, normalcy, and prosperity. Suppose the securities m arket 
makes available just one security, one share of which returns $1 if depres
sion occurs, $2 under normalcy, and $3 under prosperity. We represent this 
situation by the following tableau:

By purchasing x shares of this security, we can buy a pattern  of returns 
across states of (x 2x  3x). F or example, by purchasing three shares, the 
pattern  would be (3 6  9) or by short selling two shares, we would have
( - 2  - 4  - 6).

However, suppose we really wanted to purchase a position with 
returns (0 1 2). Unfortunately, with ju st this one security available, it is
impossible to purchase this pattern  of returns. All possible patterns of 
returns are scalar multiples of (1 2 3). However, if the m arket makes
available an additional “riskless” security, then this pattern  of returns can 
be achieved. A riskless security has the same return for every state. In this 
case, the augm ented tableau becomes

[S i S2] =

1 r
2  1

.3 1.

By purchasing one share of S 1 and short selling (or, if you prefer, “bor
rowing”) one share of S 2, the position yields

1 T O'
2 — 1 = 1

.3. .1. . 2 .

M ore generally, with these two securities it is possible to achieve patterns of 
returns across states of (x +  y 2x  + y 3x +  y). In the above case, x =  1 
and y  = — 1.

However, even with these two securities, some patterns of returns 
across states can still not be purchased— for example, (0 0 1). This
follows, since there are no values of x and y  which simultaneously satisfy 
the three equations

x +  y  =  0 , 
2 x +  y  =  0 , 
3x +  y  =  1.
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Indeed, this should not be surprising, since three simultaneous linear equa
tions in two unknow ns generally have no solution. The m arket can correct 
this deficiency by m aking available a third security. N ot just any third 
security will solve the problem , however. For example, suppose the third 
security had a pattern  of returns of (0 1 2). It is easy to see this would
not be an improvem ent, since its pa ttern  of returns can already be con
structed from a portfolio of the two already existing securities. To solve the 
problem, the m arket m ust create a wholly new security— that is, one whose 
pattern  of returns cannot be constructed by forming a portfolio of the 
already existing securities. Tow ard this end, consider a third security with 
returns (1 0 0). Clearly, this security cannot be duplicated by a portfolio
of the two existing securities. This augm ents the tableau to

[S i s 2 S3] =

1 1 1

2 1 0
3 1 0.

The following portfolio shows that we can achieve the desired pattern  of 
returns with these three securities:

1 1 "1 n
2 - 2 1 + 0 0

.3 . .1 . .0 . . 1 .

W ith these three securities, we can illustrate something quite im por
tan t: By forming an appropriate portfolio, it is possible to achieve any 
pattern  of returns across the three states. To see this, first observe that we 
can also use these three securities to yield

1 r V ' 0 ‘
2 +  3 i -  2 0 = 1

.3 . _i. .0 . . 0 .

This implies, for the purpose of constructing patterns of returns across 
states, we could just as well regard the initial tableau as

1 0  O'
0  1 0 .

. 0  0  1 .

This is permissible since each pattern  of returns in the tableau can be 
constructed from a portfolio of the three original securities. To see tha t any
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pattern  of returns (x y z) can be constructed, observe tha t we simply 
purchase x shares of the first security (1 0  0 ), y  shares of the second
(0  1 0 ), and z shares of the third (0  0  1).

In brief, whenever the number o f different securities equals the number o f  
possible states, portfolios o f those securities can be constructed which yield 
any pattern o f returns across the states. By “different” we m ean securities 
whose pattern  of returns across states cannot be duplicated by a portfolio of 
the other existing securities. In this case, we say the existing securities span 
all states and the financial m arket is said to be complete. It is complete 
because no other “different” security can be created; tha t is, the patterns of 
returns of all additional securities are spanned by the existing securities.

M ore generally, the set of all possible patterns of returns constructable 
by forming portfolios of an existing set of securities is said to be the space 
spanned by those securities. F o r example, the space spanned by the tableau

1 F
2 1

.3 1.

is described by

' x +  y~
2x +  y 

_3x +  y_

for all values of x and y. Clearly, this space is smaller than the space 
spanned by complete m arkets.

A security yielding $1 if a single state occurs, and nothing otherwise, is 
called a state-contingent claim. As we have seen, if the m arket is complete, 
the space spanned by the actual securities is also spanned by a set of 
state-contingent claims, one for each state.

In a complete m arket, working only from the arbitrage principle, it is 
possible to infer the prices of state-contingent claims from the prices of 
actual securities. Consider the tableau

IS ! S2 S3] =
1 1 1

2 1 0
3 1 0 J

where S l5 S 2 , and S 3 are interpreted as the current prices of three securities 
with future payolfs across states as described by the tableau. From  our 
previous analysis we know th a t a portfolio of one unit each of security 1
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and 3, held long against two short of security 2 has the same payoff for 
every state as a state-contingent claim paying off only in prosperity. There
fore, if n 3 represents the current price of this state-contingent claim, to 
prevent arbitrage

n 3 =  S 1 ~  2 S 2 +  ^ 3  •

Similarly, if n 2 is the price of a state-contingent claim corresponding to 
normalcy, then

n2 = —S 1 +  3 S 2 — 2 S 3,

and if n 1 corresponds to depression, n 1 =  S 3 .
We can also use the state-contingent prices to reconstruct the prices of 

the actual securities. Since each actual security can be interpreted as a 
portfolio of state-contingent securities, to prevent arbitrage, its current price 
m ust be equal to  the sum of the prices of its constituent state-contingent 
securities. Therefore,

51 =  7ii T 2 ti2 +  37I3 ,
5 2 =  7T1 T 7l2 T K3 ,
5 3 =  n v

Each actual security is analogous to a ticket book containing tickets of 
three colors— red, green, and blue. If depression occurs, for example, each 
red ticket may be exchanged for $ 1, and the green and blue tickets are 
worthless. In the example above, S x represents a book containing one red, 
two green, and three blue tickets.

The above three equations suggest a standard procedure for calcu
lating state-contingent prices from know n prices of actual securities. Given 
the prices of the actual securities and their state-contingent payoffs, we have 
three sim ultaneous equations in three unknow ns 7t 1? n 2 , and n 3 . The reader 
should convince himself or herself tha t the solution for these unknowns is 
consistent with our previous analysis.

If arbitrage is not to  be possible, knowing the three state-contingent 
prices allows us to value any other security from its pattern  of payoffs 
across states. F o r example, consider a fourth security described by the 
tableau

1
S4 =  2 

.1
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To prevent arbitrage, S4 =  n x +  2n2 -f n 3 . To see this, suppose, to the con
trary, tha t S4 >  7cx -h 27i2 +  7c3 . Then we should be able to form a portfolio 
of the three actual securities S l9 S 2 , and S 3 which duplicates the pattern  of 
payoffs of S4 but has a lower value. To identify this portfolio, substitute our 
solutions for n 1, n2 , and n 3 in this inequality:

S4 > (S3) +  2 ( - S 1 +  3S2 -  253) +  (S, -  2S 2 +  S 3) = - S x +  4S2 -  2S 3 .

Consulting the previous tableau, it is easy to verify this portfolio has the 
same payoffs across states as S4 . To earn a sure profit on zero investment, 
simply sell S4 short, use part of the proceeds to purchase this portfolio, and 
pocket the difference. N o m atter w hat state occurs, the future gain on the 
portfolio will exactly offset the future loss on S4 .

Generalizing, suppose there are N  possible states denoted by n = 1, 2, 
. . . ,  N  and J  actual securities denoted by j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  J. If all the actual 
securities are different and N  = J, then the m arket is complete. If arbitrage 
is not possible, the prices of actual securities will then imply a unique set of 
state-contingent prices nn, one for each state. Likewise, if arbitrage is not 
possible, knowing the state-contingent prices n„ , we can value any pattern  
of payoffs across states. F o r example, the price of a riskless security yielding 
$ 1, no m atter what state occurs, is equivalent to the value of a portfolio of 
state-contingent claims, one for each state. T hat is, the price of a riskless 
security is simply EjL x nn and the riskless one plus rate of interest

1
r = -R •

n= 1

Finally, investors will be able to achieve the same allocation across states 
whether we confine them  to trading actual securities or, instead, we replace 
the actual securities with the full set of state-contingent claims.

Why, ignoring transactions costs, are complete m arkets desirable? We 
will give two answers, a simple one and a m ore complex one. The simple 
answer is that complete m arkets are desirable because they provide the 
m axim um  flexibility for investors. M ost people would agree tha t more 
choice is better than  less. But this does not m ean that everyone in the 
society is m ade better off by m ore opportunities. It is possible that the 
creation of new “different” securities in an incomplete m arket would not 
offer some investors any new patterns of returns th a t they would prefer to 
the preexisting patterns. At the same time, these new securities, through the
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altered dem ands of other investors, could cause a realignm ent of the current 
m arket prices of securities, reducing the present value of these investors’ 
portfolios.

This m otivates the m ore complex answer. Given the social totals o f  
return in each state, we say a financial m arket is Pareto-efficient if no other 
set of securities can m ake some investors better off w ithout m aking at least 
one other investor worse off. In a Pareto-efficient financial m arket, no 
change in the m arket would be unanim ously approved by investors. An 
im portant theorem  of financial economics is that a complete market is 
always Pareto-efficient irrespective o f the nature o f investors, while an incom
plete market must be Pareto-inefficient in some circumstances.

Nevertheless, an incomplete m arket may be Pareto-efficient. For 
example, consider the extreme case where all investors are economically 
identical (that is, they have the same opportunities, preferences, and 
expectations). In this case, no trading can occur, since identical investors 
m ust hold identical positions. Prices on whatever securities exist are set 
such that each investor is content with his own endowed pattern  of returns 
across states. N o desired trading implies that the financial m arket is Pareto- 
efficient, even if no securities exist. However, if investors were economically 
different, some trading would generally be desirable. For example, investors 
very averse to risk may desire to exchange their endowed highly uncertain 
pattern  of returns for a relatively riskless pattern. In this case, a condition of 
no existing securities would probably be Pareto-inefficient. The unique 
feature of complete m arkets is its property of Pareto-efficiency irrespective 
of the economic identities of investors.

As we have mentioned, the costs of exchanging securities, the difficulty 
of writing specific and enforceable contracts to cover certain contingencies, 
and governm ent regulation prevent the creation of a complete financial 
m arket. Given the practical impossibility of complete m arkets, we need to 
ask two questions:

1. Given the traditional securities issued by firms, what other securities can 
be created that would move the financial market toward completeness 
without excessive transactions costs?

2. Are investors sufficiently similar that maximum welfare can be approxi
mated closely with only a few securities in addition to the basic set of 
securities issued by firms? If so, which securities are they?

These questions are central to the form ation of efficient security exchanges 
and financial intermediaries. The rem ainder of this chapter provides some 
interesting answers dem onstrating the efficacy of options.
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8-2.  THE CONTRIBUTION OF OPTIONS

G am bling usually refers to  the purchase of a future m onetary reward that 
may

1. Be unproductive from a social point of view.
2. Have a negative expected future value.
3. Be highly uncertain.
4. Have a short time before payoff.
5. Arise from uninformed differences of opinion among several participants 

who bet against each other.

All five characteristics typify horse race betting. If options did not m ake it 
possible to obtain new patterns of returns or reduce the cost of obtaining 
existing patterns, could not affect corporate production decisions, or did 
not lead to a wider dissem ination of useful inform ation, then they too 
would, in aggregate, have all of the characteristics of gambles and none of 
the features of useful investments.

It is easy to dismiss options as mere gambling opportunities; it is 
harder to dem onstrate tha t options perform a useful social function. We 
will now advance this m ore difficult and m ore interesting argum ent. First, 
we will consider options as an aid to individual wealth allocation; second, 
as an aid to firm resource allocation; and third, as a source of inform ation.

Individual Wealth Allocation. Stephen Ross, Professor of Economics and 
Finance at Yale University, has developed a careful justification for options 
as an aid to individual wealth allocation . 1 Given tha t complete m arkets, 
since they provide individuals with a wide range of opportunities, are 
desired from a social point of view, how best can the financial m arket 
achieve som ething approaching completeness? Underlying his analysis is 
the plausible presum ption that it may be cheaper, in terms of transaction 
costs, to expand the num ber of opportunities through options on existing 
basic securities, rather than through the creation of new basic securities.

The power of options to complete the m arket is illustrated by 
Example 1. Suppose there are three possible states and only one basic 
security available with returns

1 See his article, “Options and Efficiency,” Quarterly Journal o f Economics, 90 (February 1976), 
75-89.
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Although S cannot itself span the states, by creating calls on S  with striking 
prices K  = 1 and K  =  2, we have

'O ' O'
C(S, 1) = 1 and C(S, 2) = 0

. 2 . . 1.

If these three securities are taken together, we have the augm ented tableau

[5  C(S, 1) C(S, 2)] =
1 0  0  

2 1 0
3 2 1J

It is easy to see tha t the three securities span the three states. Creating 
options from the single basic security has com pleted the m arket .2

Will this always be possible? To see why not, consider Example 2:

S =
2
2

L3J

All call options w ritten on this basic security m ust have the following payoff 
at expiration: C =  m ax[0, S — K ], Clearly, it will be impossible to write 
options that will distinguish between the first two states. W hatever options 
we create, the first two rows of the augm ented tableau m ust be the same. 
Therefore, the power of options to complete the m arket is restricted to 
situations where the list of basic securities has returns tha t can distinguish 
between each state.

W hat about the more general situation, where there is more than one 
basic security and no one basic security, taken by itself, can distinguish 
between each state? F or Example 3 suppose the tableau formed by avail
able basic securities is

[S i S 2] =

1 1
1 2
2 1
2 2

2 Indeed, there is a simple recipe for using call options to manufacture a state-contingent 
claim for any state except the one with the highest payoff—the formation of a “butterfly” 
spread. For example, to create a state-contingent claim that pays off in depression, form the 
following portfolio of calls:

C(S, 0) -  2C(S, 1) +  C(S, 2).
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The m arket is incomplete, since we have four states and only two basic 
securities. First, consider augmenting the tableau with puts and calls. Since 
each row is different, a necessary condition is satisfied to span the states 
with puts and calls. U nfortunately, this condition is not sufficient. Augment
ing the tableau with the only “nontrivial” calls3 (that is, calls with some 0 
and some positive returns) on S x and S2 , we have

IS , C (Sl , 1) S2 C(S2 ,1) ]  =

1 0 1 0
1 0 2 1
2 1 1 0
2 1 2 1

Since the sum of the first and fourth rows equals the sum of the second and 
third rows, the four states are not spanned by these securities. It is easy to 
show that trying puts, or puts in com bination with calls, will also not 
complete the m arket.

If ordinary puts and calls will not complete the m arket, even though 
every row of the basic securities is different, what about m ore general forms 
of options? In the preface to this book, we defined an option contract quite 
broadly as any security whose payoffs are contractually dependent on the 
values o f some other underlying security (or securities). Let us use the term 
simple options to refer to options whose payoff is a determ inistic function of 
the value of a single underlying security .4 Puts and calls are familiar exam
ples of simple options. Another example would be an option with payoff S 2 
or one with a payoff m ax[log S, (S — K )2~\. K nowing the value of S at 
expiration fully determ ines the payoff from these two simple options.

An even m ore general class of options are complex options. These 
options have payoff tha t are a deterministic function of the values of a given 
set o f  underlying securities. F o r example, a complex option written on basic 
securities S , and S2 m ight have a payoff at expiration of S i  +  fcS|, where k 
is a positive constant. Know ing the values of S , and S2 at expiration fully 
determ ines the payoff from the complex option. An option on a portfolio of 
underlying securities is a special case of a complex option. A portfolio is 
defined with a payoff equal to a convex com bination of its constituent 
elements. T hat is, if S ,, S 2 , . . . ,  Sm are the values of the underlying securities,

3 Since trivial calls have either zero payoff in all states or positive payoffs in all states, they will 
not help to complete the market.
4 In Section 7-2, we referred to these as generalized options to emphasize the fact that their 
payoffs are more general than those of ordinary options, even though they still depend only on 
the price of a single security.
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and w1? w2 , . . . ,  wm are constants such tha t 0  <  Wj <  1 and Wj =  1, then 
the value of a portfolio of the underlying securities is

m
X  wj Sj ■

j= 1

The w, are the relative weights of the securities in the portfolio. An option 
with payoff (Lj WjSj)2 +  log(Zj Wj Sj) is an example of an option on a p o rt
folio. Its payoff is a deterministic function of the value of the portfolio. In 
particular, in two states, where the individual underlying securities have 
different values, an option on a portfolio may have the same payoff. Finally, 
special cases of an option on a portfolio are puts and calls on a portfolio. A 
call on a portfolio has payoff m ax[0 , (EyWjSj) — X ] and a put on a po rt
folio has payoff max[0, K  — (Lj wj Sj)'].

We can summarize this discussion by listing the categories of options 
we have defined:

1. Simple options
—ordinary calls 
—ordinary puts 
—other simple options

2. Complex options
—calls on a portfolio 
—puts on a portfolio 
—other options on a portfolio 
—other complex options

N ow we are prepared to return to  our original question: If ordinary 
puts and calls will not complete the m arket, what about more general forms 
of options? This is an im portan t question, because its answer will tell us if it 
is easy to improve on the perform ance of ordinary puts and calls. Ross 
proves two elegant and im portant results, one related to simple options and 
the other to complex o p tio n s:

1. Simple options: F o r a given set of basic securities, ordinary 
puts and calls span the same space as all simple options.

2. Complex options: For a given set of basic securities, there 
exists an “efficient” portfolio such that puts and calls on this 
portfolio span the same space as all complex options.
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Since these propositions are proved in Ross’s article, we will not repeat 
their proof here.

However, these results are striking and deserve further comment. The 
first proposition says that ordinary puts and calls are at least as powerful as 
any set of simple options. N othing is lost, com pared to simple options, in 
the simplicity of ordinary puts and calls. Perhaps this proposition explains 
their popularity. M oreover, if a riskless security does not exist, it is note
w orthy tha t calls are not sufficient; generally, puts will be needed to span 
the space of all simple options. F or Example 4, consider the tableau

[S x S2 S3] =

0  1 0  

0  1 1 

0  0  1 

1 1 1

All rows are different, so we m ight hope to complete the m arket with 
ordinary calls. Since calls m ust have a positive striking price, all nontrivial 
call options on S u S 2 , and S 3 have payoffs directly proportional to the 
values of the securities on which they are written. F or example,

C(S2 , i )  =

which is a multiple of \  of the payoffs of S 2 . As such, ordinary calls cannot 
complete the market. But writing a put on S u  with the striking price of 1, 
augm ents the tableau to

[S x P(SU 1) S2 S3] =

0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1

and completes the m arket. Puts are generally needed to equal or better the 
power of arbitrary  simple options.

Example 3 dem onstrated that, even if the rows of returns of basic 
securities were all different, ordinary puts and calls might not span the 
entire space. From  the first proposition, we also know that all simple
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options could do no better. However, complex options can complete the 
m arket. To see this in Example 3, consider calls written on a portfolio 
containing two units of S x for each unit of S2:

" f Y '3 '
1 2 4

+ —
2 1 5
2 2 6

Since the payoffs of this portfolio distinguish between each state, we know 
from Example 1 that calls written on it with striking prices 3, 4, and 5 will 
complete the m arket. Therefore, complex options are more powerful than 
simple options. Indeed, Ross proves that complex options will complete the 
market whenever no two rows o f the values o f basic securities are identical. 
F or simple options, this condition was necessary but not sufficient; for 
complex options, it is both  necessary and sufficient.

To com pensate for the weakness of ordinary puts and calls, we need 
complex options. However, options written on multiple contingencies are 
ap t to prove costly in terms of transaction costs. It is here tha t the signifi
cance of P roposition 2, Ross’s m ost surprising conclusion, becomes evident. 
Existing options m arkets consist of a profusion of puts and calls written on 
an expanding list of underlying securities. According to P roposition 2, from 
the point of view of com pleting the m arket, we can scrap the chaos of 
existing contracts and replace them  with puts and calls written on a single 
portfolio. O f course, this portfolio cannot be chosen arbitrarily. But P ropo
sition 2 assures us that a portfolio can be found such tha t puts and calls 
w ritten on it are at least as powerful as any set of complex options, and, in 
particular, probably m ore powerful than all ordinary puts and calls. W hat 
constitutes this “efficient” portfolio depends on the tableau of the returns of 
all basic securities. W hatever its com position, it m ust distinguish between 
states as well as the entire tableau. A lthough there is generally no simple 
way to define it, as Sections 8-3 and 8-4 suggest, for practical purposes, the 
“m arket portfolio,” containing all basic securities in proportion  to  their 
m arket values, may be a good approxim ation.

O ur analysis in this section has, for purposes of simplicity, considered 
only a single period. In  Sections 5-1 and 5-3 we looked at the problem  of 
valuing an option  in this context when the stock price could take on only 
two possible values at the end of the period. There we found an illustration 
of the principle stated earlier in this section: W henever the num ber of 
different securities equals the num ber of possible states, portfolios of those 
securities can be constructed which yield any pattern  of returns across the
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states. We can restate the results developed in Section 5-3 in our current 
terms, and it is worthwhile to m ake a brief digression to do so.

We have two securities: the stock, S u  and a riskless bond, S2 . Their 
tableau of payoffs in the two states, u and d, is

If we again let r denote one plus the interest rate, then S 2 = 1/r. Let nu and 
nd represent the state-contingent prices for the two states, u and d, respec
tively. Therefore, nu is the current price of one dollar to be received at the 
end of the period if and only if state u occurs. Since the current price of each 
of the securities m ust be equal to the sum of the prices of its constituent 
state-contingent claims, we have

By solving these two equations and using the fact that S 2 = 1/r, we find that

A call has a payoff of Cu in state u and Cd in state d, so its current value C 
m ust be

which coincides with E quation (3) of Section 5-3.
However, as we saw in Section 7-1, if the stock price can take on three 

or m ore values at the end of the period, we cannot create a stock and bond 
portfolio th a t will duplicate the payoff of an option in every circumstance. 
In our current terms, those two securities are not sufficient to span the 
possible states; their current prices do not contain enough inform ation to 
uniquely determ ine the prices of state-contingent claims. In that case, as we 
found earlier in this section, options can play an im portant role in com plet
ing the m arket.

51 — 7iu(uS +  nd(dS j)
5 2 = nu +  7id.

C =  7zuCu +  7idCd
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The basic results that we developed in this section in a one-period 
setting remain valid in a m ulti-period setting. M oreover, our analysis in 
Section 5-3 alerts us to an im portant feature of the com pletion of m arkets 
that is evident only in a m ulti-period context: The possibility of sequential 
trading may, to some extent, serve as a substitute for a full set of state- 
contingent claims. To see how this m ight work, consider the two-period 
model derived in Section 5-3. At the end of the second period, three distinct 
returns were possible from a buy-and-hold investment in the s to ck : u2, ud, 
and d2. The corresponding tableau of payoffs is

[S i S2] =
ru2S 1 
udS i

Ld2S 1 1

A pparently we would need to add another security, such as an option, to 
complete the m arket.5 Alternatively, we would need trading in three differ
ent state-contingent claims. However, the opportunity  to readjust the 
am ount of stock and bonds held at the end of the first period means that a 
dynamically revised portfolio of these two securities can span the state 
space, even though a static portfolio with fixed am ounts of the securities 
cannot. Indeed, it is this principle that underlies our entire development of 
option valuation in C hapter 5. As a result, trading in only the two basic 
securities is, in this case, sufficient to complete the m arket.6 Consequently, 
option  theory has provided us with two im portant insights: It has shown 
how a full set of options can be equivalent to a full set of state-contingent 
claims, and it has shown that, in certain circumstances, a full set of state- 
contingent claims is unnecessary.

Firm Resource Allocation. In Section 8-1, we argued that stock prices that 
properly reflect available inform ation about corporate prospects assist the 
efficient allocation of real resources. Puts and calls, through a type of 
arbitrage with their underlying stocks, can increase the num ber and diver
sity of individual preferences and expectations tha t come to bear on equity 
prices. For example, if the prices of calls were to become too high, relative

5 Note that if ud and du were regarded as separate states, then an ordinary option would not 
be sufficient to complete the market: O ur requirement that the list of basic securities have 
returns that can distinguish between each state would not be satisfied. However, it can be 
shown that in this case the down-and-out calls (or up-and-out puts) discussed in Section 7-4 
will be sufficient to complete the market.
6 However, if the full weight of transactions costs is considered, it will be impractical for many 
individuals to attem pt to duplicate state-contingent claims by sequential trading. Again, it is 
here that options prove useful, since they substitute a fixed position for one that must be 
frequently revised.
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to the underlying stock, arbitrageurs could sell calls against a long position 
in the stock. By this means, the stock price would tend to rise, and the 
preferences and expectations of option investors would be reflected in the 
price. The options m arket reduces transaction costs to assume particular 
positions. Thus, investors, with certain types of inform ation who might 
otherwise have rem ained out of the stock m arket, may find options a 
superior vehicle for taking advantage of this inform ation. In so doing, their 
inform ation would be rapidly and effectively im pounded in the stock price. 
Furtherm ore, the m anagers of a firm may be able to infer from option 
prices exactly what effect the adoption of a contem plated investm ent project 
will have on the firm’s m arket value; we will discuss this further in 
Section 8-4.

Source o f Information. The prices of options, like those of other securities, 
contain implicit predictions about future events. An option’s price will 
depend on and contain inform ation about anticipated future volatility, cash 
dividends, and interest rates. F o r example, as we discussed in Section 6-2, 
one can use the m arket price of an option to determ ine its “implicit 
volatility”— the m arket’s prediction of the volatility of the underlying stock 
during the rem aining life of the option. This inform ation may be useful for a 
variety of investment decisions having nothing to do with options. Conse
quently, individuals who have no confidence in their ability to predict vola
tility directly will benefit from having the m arket consensus available to 
them .7

Possible Objections to Options. O ther than the gambling argum ent with 
which we began this section, the m ost com m on objection to options is that 
they attract “risk capital” out of the equities m arket. In its naive form, this 
argum ent has little to recom m end it. P roponents of the equity shortage 
point of view overlook a basic economic identity. Puts and calls are issued 
by individuals and financial intermediaries, not by nonfinancial corpora
tions. O n the aggregate national balance sheet, stocks, w arrants, and corpo
rate bonds appear as offsetting items to real assets. Like any form of debt 
between individuals and /o r financial intermediaries, options do not appear. 
The liabilities of writers are cancelled by the claims of buyers. We have seen 
that a long position in a call is similar to a levered long position in the 
stock itself. Hence, the buyer of a call is indeed someone who potentially

7 Among option investors, one occasionally hears that it is a good time to buy options 
because option prices are low relative to the past. If interest rates and dividends had not 
changed, a believer in “efficient markets” would instead conclude that the volatilities of 
optioned stocks are low relative to the past.
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would have bought the stock but instead did not. But the seller of the call 
has, in effect, reduced his position in the stock; he is someone who would 
have sold the stock but did not. Consequently, it is completely incorrect to 
conclude that the purchase of an option necessarily represents a reduction 
in the to tal net dem and for the stock. A m ore sophisticated argum ent m ight 
claim tha t the establishm ent of an options m arket will lead to a new equi
librium in which the total level of investm ent in productive resources could 
just as easily be lower than before, rather than higher. This is true, but it 
does not imply that such a change w ould m ake people worse off; physical 
investm ent can be too high as well as too low. Indeed, if options serve to 
complete the m arket, we have seen that the new state of affairs cannot be 
Pareto-inefficient com pared to the old one.

A somewhat different point of view m aintains that the com position of 
equity investment will be adversely affected, even if its total level is 
unchanged. Here is the argum ent. M any individuals who wish to  bear a 
high degree of risk in hope of a high return cannot do so directly with a 
highly levered diversified equity portfolio because of limited borrow ing 
opportunities. Before the existence of an options m arket, these individuals 
invested in very risky stocks, which were often new and small companies. 
Now they are buying calls instead, thus m aking it m ore expensive for these 
com panies to raise equity capital. The argum ent has some validity, because 
such an outcom e is certainly possible; but it is misleading, because this 
outcom e could be socially beneficial. Indeed, it could be m aintained that in 
the past these companies im properly benefited from regulations inhibiting 
borrowing. In any case, several studies commissioned by the CBOE have 
found no conclusive evidence tha t options affect either the total level or the 
com position of equity investment. It has also been said that options lower 
the total volume of trading in the underlying stock and therefore reduce the 
“liquidity” of the m arket. In fact, our earlier reasoning suggested that this 
certainly could happen. However, these same studies found no definite evi
dence of such an effect.

A completely different argum ent against options trading concedes that 
its overall effects are beneficial but m aintains tha t it should nevertheless be 
limited or banned because it may tem pt some individuals into m aking 
foolish or inappropriate investments. Implicit in this is the belief that it 
would be infeasible to provide com pensation for those who were truly 
misled because it would be impossible to separate them  from well-informed 
but unscrupulous investors who were merely unlucky. This issue basically 
involves a m oral judgm ent, not an economic argum ent. In our opinion, a 
m inim al am ount of prudent regulation can give irrational or poorly 
informed investors a proper degree of protection w ithout inhibiting the 
grow th of options m arkets.
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8-3.  OPTIONS ON THE MARKET PORTFOLIO*

At the time of this writing, no organized m arket exists in the U nited States 
for options on a portfolio of securities.8 However, financial theory suggests 
tha t such securities, if properly structured, are potentially of greater social 
usefulness than conventional puts and calls on single equity securities.

Proposal Before outlining this argum ent, we will first provide a specific 
proposal9 for put and call contracts on the New York Stock Exchange 
Com posite Index . 10 These contracts w ould be quite similar to ordinary 
options. Each contract would have an opening date, an expiration date, and 
a striking price. All contracts would be immediately settled in cash follow
ing the closing date. To illustrate, assume an Index call is listed as follows:

Opening date June 23, 1980
Expiration date June 19, 1981
Striking price 50

If the Index is 55 at the close of trading on the expiration date, the buyer of 
the call is entitled to 100 times the difference between 50 and 55— that is, 
$500— and the writer would be obligated to pay $500. Early exercise would 
not be allowed.

As with ordinary options, a clearing corporation  would guarantee 
perform ance of the obligations of all Index options and would be con
sidered the issuer of all Index options. Index options would be issued by the

* See the addendum on pages 457-458 for a comparison of the proposal of this section with 
the subsequent development of listed index options.
8 However, during the 1970s, two U.S. companies offered mutual fund insurance. This is 
equivalent to selling a put on a fund’s portfolio. In 1979 both companies announced that they 
were discontinuing the sale of new policies. Equity-linked life insurance policies available in 
the United Kingdom and Canada provide benefits dependent on the performance of a port
folio of equities subject to a minimum guaranteed benefit. From  the point of view of the 
insured, she has purchased an equity portfolio hedged by a purchased put against it. In 1980, 
CDA Securities, Inc. created an over-the-counter market in call options on First Index Invest
ment Trust, a mutual fund in the Vanguard Group.
9 This proposal draws heavily on a statement prepared by Mark Rubinstein at the request of 
the Philadelphia Stock Exchange for presentation to the Securities and Exchange Commis
sion, entitled An Economic Justification o f an Organized Market for Trading Options on a Stock 
M arket Index (May 1977), as well as on a statement prepared by the Philadelphia Stock 
Exchange for presentation to the Securities and Exchange Commission, entitled A Proposal for  
an Index Type Option Trading Unit (May 1977).
10 This index is a weighted average of the prices of all stocks on the NYSE, with the corre
sponding weights proportional to the total market values of their outstanding shares. For a 
description of this index, both its construction and past daily behavior, see the pamphlet 
entitled Common Stock Indices available from the Research Departm ent of the New York 
Stock Exchange.
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clearing corporation  only to its own clearing m em ber firms, which, in turn, 
would guarantee perform ance to the clearing corporation  by writers of 
those options tha t finish in-the-money. A secondary m arket w ould be made 
in the norm al m anner on the floor of an exchange.

As long as the Index remains below 100, the exchange would list 
options with striking prices at 2 -point intervals surrounding the current 
level of the Index. F o r example, if the Index is at 51, the exchange would 
open puts and calls at 50 and 52. If, subsequently, the Index has a daily 
close above 52, the exchange would open puts and calls at 54 on the 
following business day.

Index options would be listed on a M arch/June/Septem ber/D ecem ber 
expiration cycle. As for ordinary options, the expiration date would be the 
third Friday of the expiration m onth. Due to anticipated dem and for long
term contracts, the exchange would open 3-, 6 -, 12-, and 24-m onth con
tracts. Subsequently, options would be opened so that one m aturity  is 
available in each of the four time intervals: zero to 3 m onths, 3 to 6  m onths, 
6  to 12 m onths, and 12 to 24 m onths. For example, if the exchange opens 
3-, 6 -, 12-, and 24-m onth contracts in June 1980, it would open new 
6 -m onth contracts in September, 12-month contracts in December, 6 -m onth 
contracts in M arch 1981, and 24-m onth contracts in June 1981. The m atu 
rity profile during the year would then be described by Table 8-1.

Table 8-1
MATURITY PROFILE OF INDEX OPTIONS

M o n th  M a tu r ity  Profile

June 1980 ® © 0
July 1 5 11 23

Aug. 1 4 10 22

Sep. 3 9 21 ©
Oct. 2 8 20 5

Nov. 1 7 19 4

Dec. 6 18 3 ©
Jan. 1981 5 17 2 11

Feb. 4 16 1 10

Mar. 3 15 9 6

Apr. 2 14 8 5

May 1 13 7 4

June 12 6 3

NOTE: Circled numbers represent newly opened options.
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Similar to the treatm ent of stock splits on stocks underlying ordinary 
options, Index options would be protected against revisions in the Index to 
new base values. 11 Like ordinary options, Index options would not be 
protected against cash dividends on stocks comprising the Index. Except 
insofar as the Index is adjusted by the New York Stock Exchange for new 
stock issues, listings, and delistings, Index options would also not be p ro 
tected against changes in the com position of the Index.

At the outset, custom er m argin rules for Index options would parallel 
rules for ordinary options . 12 However, there is considerable reason to 
believe these requirem ents should be weakened for Index options. In partic
ular, in com parison with the high volatilities of stocks on which ordinary 
options are listed, it seems that these m argin requirem ents are unnecessarily 
severe. The dangers of short squeezes or incentives for price m anipulation 
of the underlying asset are considerably reduced for Index options. Unlike 
with ordinary options, position and exercise limits do not seem necessary.

Since the NYSE updates the Index only at half-hour intervals during 
the day, the exchange would use its own com puter facilities to provide 
continuously updated calculations of the Index during the day to the public 
and to floor traders.

One may w onder why, in view of its greater visibility, we have not 
suggested the Dow Jones Industrial Average as the underlying aggregate for 
Index options. First, the NYSE index is a much more broadly based index 
of equities, com pared to the Dow Jones 30 Industrials. Second, the stocks in 
the D JIA  are arbitrarily weighted by their stock price levels so that a stock 
split in a D ow  Jones stock, for example, will affect the future volatility of 
the D JIA  and thereby the value of an option  written on it. In contrast, the 
NYSE index is value-weighted and more nearly corresponds to the ideal 
index suggested by financial theory. Third, options on the much broader 
NYSE index are less vulnerable to changes in the com position of the index 
caused by adding or deleting securities. Fourth , m anipulation of option 
prices by trading in the underlying assets is even more unlikely with the 
NYSE index. Fifth, the level of the NYSE index corresponds closely to the 
value of a typical share, and the NYSE intends to revise the index from time 
to time to m aintain this correspondence. Finally, by focusing investor atten
tion on the NYSE Com posite Index, we would hope to popularize a more 
inclusive and representative index of m arket performance.

11 The Index was set equal to 50 on December 31, 1965, and has not been revised since to a 
new base value, although the New York Stock Exchange intends to do so if the market value 
of an “average share” departs sufficiently far from the level of the Index.
12 Since there is probably no practical collateral for written Index options, they would require 
margin as if held uncovered. This could significantly reduce the appeal of the proposed 
securities. This would not be a problem if options could be bought or sold on a diversified 
closed-end fund, managed to mimic a stock index (a previous CBOE proposal), or a no-load 
open-end index fund.
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Principal Innovations. In addition to the longer m aturities of some Index 
options, there are three other essential differences between this proposal 
and ordinary option trading.

1. N o  n e e d  t o  s e l e c t  i n d i v i d u a l  s e c u r i t i e s . Index options are pri
marily designed to assist investors in adopting an appropriate portfolio 
posture tow ard m arket or economywide risk. The empirical observation 
that m arketw ide risk accounts for roughly 40% of the variation in returns 
of typical equity securities, the development during the past 15 years of 
increasing empirical support for the “efficient m arket” or “random  walk” 
theory of stock price behavior, the nature of optim al individual portfolios 
that arise in theoretical models of financial equilibrium, as well as recent 
investor interest in the diversification service offered by index funds— all 
indicate there are m any investors who wish to invest in the m arket as a 
whole. Index options are particularly useful for investors who wish to invest 
in equity securities but who lack the expertise— or otherwise wish to avoid 
the need— to select individual securities.

2. N o  u n d e r l y i n g  s e c u r i t y  t o  d e l i v e r . In ordinary option trading, the 
writer m ust deliver the security upon exercise of a call, unless she offsets her 
option by a closing purchase transaction— in effect, she settles her obli
gation in cash. Likewise, the buyer of a call that finishes in-the-m oney must 
exercise her option and take delivery of the stock to realize her profit, 
unless she enters into a closing sale transaction— in effect, realizes her bene
fits in cash. The proposed Index option requires the w riter and buyer to 
settle in cash if it finishes in-the-money.

This difference between ordinary option trading and Index options is 
m ore apparent than  real. W hen options are about to term inate in-the- 
money, m ost option writers do, in fact, settle their obligations in cash by a 
closing purchase transaction. Typically, there are savings in transaction 
costs tha t m ake a cash settlement preferable for both  buyers and writers.

This proposal, therefore, results in considerable simplification of the 
trading and settlem ent procedure that can be expected to reduce trans
actions costs. The mechanical step of delivery of securities is completely 
eliminated in all cases. To realize her profit, a buyer whose call finishes 
in-the-m oney would not have to follow either of the procedures with related 
transaction costs currently in u se : (a) entering into a closing purchase trans
action, or (b) taking delivery of and then selling the underlying security. 
Indeed, the argum ent for cash settlem ent is so strong, even ordinary puts 
and calls should be listed with this provision.

3. E l i m i n a t i o n  o f  r a n d o m  a s s i g n m e n t  o f  e x e r c i s e  n o t i c e s . There is an 
uncontrolled element in the ordinary options m arket that can materially 
affect the profit and loss of a writer. Exercise notices are assigned to writers,
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based on random  selection. If an option is in-the-money, the writer cannot 
completely control the time when her loss will be realized. To illustrate, 
several uncovered writers may write identical options simultaneously and 
may all realize different results due to factors beyond their control. Indeed, 
if an option tem porarily in-the-m oney expires out-of-the-money, any writer 
who had not been assigned a notice of exercise would retain the option sale 
price and would sustain no loss at all on her position.

This uncontrolled and random  effect on the investm ent results of a 
w riter is completely eliminated by this proposal. All writers who sim ulta
neously write identical contracts in the proposed options will realize an 
identical level of profit or loss if they do not themselves enter into a closing 
transaction.

General Economic Justification. W hat types of securities should be m ade 
available in the financial m arket? Sections 8-1 and 8-2 suggest a surprising 
simplification of this com plicated issue. A m arket can perform m uch of its 
three functions— individual wealth allocation, firm resource allocation, and 
source of inform ation— by creating, in addition to the basic securities issued 
by firms, the following two types of instrum ents:

1. Default-free securities of varying maturities that permit individual bor
rowing and lending at the same rates of interest.

2. Puts and calls of varying maturities and striking prices on the portfolio 
containing all real assets in the economy (that is, the “market portfolio”).

To dem onstrate this contention, we first discuss the conditions for the 
m arket portfolio to approxim ate Ross’s efficient portfolio. It will be recalled 
tha t puts and calls available on this single “efficient” portfolio provide at 
least the same investment flexibility as all available basic securities and 
options on these basic securities. To take the most elem entary case, suppose 
all the uncertainty surrounding the returns of all securities were completely 
resolved by knowing the returns on the m arket portfolio. Then, the coin
cidence between the m arket and efficient portfolios would be exact, since 
the return of the m arket portfolio would distinguish between all states.

Admittedly, it is a strong presum ption to suppose that all uncertainty 
in the securities m arket is resolved by the m arket portfolio. This would 
imply, for example, that the returns of G M  and AT&T stock were certain, 
given the level of a comprehensive m arket index. A m ore general require
m ent for the approxim ation to be exact is that the return o f  the market 
portfolio describes the relevant aspect o f each state. If all investors held 
options on the m arket and nothing else, they would then be indifferent to 
the returns of its constituent securities, given the return for the m arket as a 
whole. An im portan t theorem  of financial economics is th a t the portfolio
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needs of all economically rational and risk-averse investors, who are only 
concerned with their level of wealth, will be fully satisfied by options on the 
m arket portfolio i f  all investors agree on the probabilities o f  individual 
security returns conditional on the market return.13 U nder these more 
general circumstances for each level of future m arket return, investors may 
still be uncertain about the returns from G M  and AT&T, but they must 
attach the same subjective probabilities to these conditional returns. Inves
tors may, of course, disagree about the probable m arket return as well as 
about the unconditional returns of G M  and AT&T. However, all disagree
ment (though not all uncertainty) m ust be resolved, given the future m arket 
return. The logic underlying this theorem  derives from the desire for diversi
fication by risk-averse investors. Since all investors have the same condi
tional beliefs about all security returns, none chooses to slant her portfolio 
more than the m arket portfolio in the direction of one security than 
another. This avoids unnecessary assum ption of risk.

W hile the conditions for the coincidence of Ross’s efficient portfolio 
and the m arket portfolio are not exactly met in real life, they may be a 
reasonable approxim ation. Disagreements am ong investors about the 
returns on specific securities often boil down prim arily to disagreement 
about the m arket return. M uch of the volume of trading in basic securities 
and ordinary options derives not from disagreement about returns condi
tional on the m arket, but from disagreem ent about the m arket return itself. 
Substantial reductions in unnecessary transactions costs could then be 
expected from the in troduction of Index options, since desired portfolios 
could be formed with fewer transactions using Index options with high 
liquidity.

Specific Applications. W ith this ra ther abstract justification of Index 
options behind us, we now examine some specific ways of using them to 
achieve socially desirable objectives. If we at first ignore individual differ
ences in endowed income and expectations , even with the complications 
created by transactions costs and taxes, there should be considerable inter
est in opportunities for default-free borrow ing and lending and investment 
in the m arket portfolio.

How will Index options foster this type of investm ent? The purchase 
of a deep-in-the-m oney Index call comes close to duplicating the per
formance of the Index itself. F or example, if the Index is currently at 50 and 
an investor purchases a six-month call with a 35 striking price for approx
imately $15, as long as the Index value on the closing date is above 35, she 
will have the same dollar return as if she had been able to purchase the

13 For details, see Nils Hakansson, “Welfare Aspects of Options and Supershares,” Journal o f 
Finance, 33 (June 1978), 759-776.
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Index itself. As a m atter of record, on only 21 trading dates, ou t of a total of 
2,892 days, from July 1, 1965 to January  26, 1977, would such an invest
ment have failed to duplicate the returns from the Index itself.14

Alternatively, as shown in Section 2-2, neglecting dividends, commis
sions, and margin, an investment in the Index is exactly the same as a 
portfolio containing (1) a purchased Index call and (2) a w ritten Index put 
with the same expiration date and striking price, together with (3) lending 
an am ount equal to the striking price divided by one plus the rate of 
interest on the loan .15

In summary, proper use of Index options perm its an investor virtually 
to duplicate the perform ance of the underlying Index, even though it is not 
practical to invest in the Index itself. She has done so w ithout paying the 
load fees, m anagem ent fees, and turnover transactions costs of m utual funds 
and w ithout bearing the additional risks of discount fluctuations of closed- 
end funds. M oreover, she has, in effect, purchased a m arket value weighted 
share of every com m on stock listed on the New York Stock Exchange— a 
more broadly based set of assets than is currently offered even by index 
funds.16 This adds up to m ore diversification at less cost.

Although default-free instrum ents— U.S. governm ent bills, notes, and 
bonds, savings deposits, certificates of deposit, federal agency securities— 
exist in profusion, few individuals can borrow  a t the same rate they can 
lend. F or example, investors who purchase stock on m argin m ust pay their 
brokerage house a minim um  of \%  to 1 % over the call loan rate (that is, 
the rate brokers can borrow  from banks), a rate higher than they receive on 
lending opportunities of similar risk. This borrow ing-lending rate differen
tial increases to 2% for small accounts. This differential, in addition to 
directly penalizing individual investors, also acts to discourage beneficial 
econom y wide risk-taking when the im pact across all investors is jointly 
considered. Those individuals who wish to bear m ore of society’s risk are 
discouraged from doing so and, since they borrow  less, others who would 
prefer to lend m ore find fewer willing borrowers.

Index options help to reduce the deleterious effects of the differential 
between individual borrow ing and lending rates. Recall that an investment 
in the Index itself is virtually the same as a portfolio of a purchased Index

14 These dates all occurred in March and April of 1974, just prior to the historical low in the 
Index during September and October of 1974. However, over no six-month interval (that is, 
126 trading days), even during this period, did the Index fall by more than 36%.
15 If the same minimum margin requirements on ordinary options also apply to Index 
options, then public investors who wish to duplicate the performance of the Index may hope 
to minimize the margin deposit on the written put. This margin deposit is minimized by 
writing a deep-out-of-the-money Index call. In particular, if the striking price of the put and 
call is seven-tenths of the value of the Index, the margin deposit will be negligible.
16 For example, Vanguard Index Trust holds a portfolio with the same market value weights 
as Standard and Poor’s Composite Index of 500 stocks.
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call, a written Index put with the same expiration date and striking price, 
and lending an am ount equal to the striking price divided by one plus the 
rate of interest. Consider an investor who wishes to borrow  on m argin to 
purchase a large diversified portfolio of equity securities. She is therefore 
implicitly lending when she buys the portfolio and is offsetting this by 
borrow ing on margin, thus sacrificing the borrowing-lending rate differen
tial. If, instead, she could purchase an Index call, possibly com bined with an 
Index put, she m ight save this differential. In effect, proper use of Index 
options provides a means of borrow ing w ithout giving up the borrowing- 
lending rate differential.17

In brief, considering only the im plications of differences in individual 
preferences, Index options m ake two im portan t contributions to the menu 
of securities currently available. F irst, under some circumstances, they 
provide a less costly instrum ent for obtaining large-scale diversification and, 
second, they allow individuals to borrow  to purchase a diversified portfolio 
of equity securities on terms more com patible with those on which they can 
lend.

Considering now individual differences in endowed income and expecta
tions, we can distinguish at least four m ore sources of dem and for Index 
options:

1. Use by individuals with undiversified earned income.
2. Use by institutional investors as insurance against their equity positions.
3. Use by investors to hedge their exposure to market-wide risk.
4. Use by investors with differences in opinion about future market-wide 

events.

First, m any individuals, from the nature of their wage or salary 
income, are more vulnerable than others to a dow nturn in the general 
economic activity. Adequate protection against this eventuality is difficult 
to purchase through existing listed securities. O ther individuals may find 
their wage or salary income excessively tied to the fortunes of a particular 
firm or industry. According to relevant empirical research, there is a correl
ation between individual securities and the m arket portfolio, such tha t the 
variation in the return to a large diversified portfolio of equity securities 
accounts for about 40% of the variation in return  to a typical equity 
security. Index options— in particular, purchased Index puts— provide a 
useful m eans of acquiring the desired protection.

Second, many institutions, such as pension, endowment, and trust 
funds, hold portfolios with returns highly correlated with the Index. M any 
would like to  provide their beneficiaries with additional income by writing

17 By now this should be a familiar argument. See Sections 2-3 and 6-2.
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calls against their portfolios, or they would like to protect their beneficiaries 
against a substantial decline in value by purchasing puts against the p o rt
folio of securities they hold.

One strategy is to write calls or buy puts against m any of the securi
ties in their portfolios. As an alternative, Index options not only avoid the 
awkwardness of investing in options on many underlying stocks, but also 
provide m ore adequate protection. Even ignoring transactions costs, an 
investment in a portfolio o f  calls (or puts) on all stocks in the Index is not 
equivalent to a call (or put) on the Index itse l f18

C om pare the returns of a portfolio of two calls, each w ritten on a 
different underlying stock, to the returns of one call written on a portfolio 
of the two stocks. Suppose the current prices of stocks ABC and XYZ both 
equal 50. Consider the returns from a portfolio of two six-month calls, one 
written on ABC and the other on XYZ, both  with striking price of 50. Six 
m onths later we can have four possibilities.

1. Both calls on ABC and XYZ finish in-the-money.
2. Only the call on ABC finishes in-the-money.
3. Only the call on XYZ finishes in-the-money.
4. Both calls on ABC and XYZ finish out-of-the-money.

In Case 1, suppose ABC and XYZ are both  60, then the portfolio of 
calls would be w orth (60 — 50) -f (60 — 50) =  20. In Case 2, while ABC 
would be 60, suppose XYZ is w orth 40. The portfolio would then be w orth 
(60 — 50) +  0 =  10. In Case 3, we would have just the opposite result, so
that the portfolio would be w orth 0 -I- (60 — 50) =  10. Finally, in Case 4,
with both  stocks at 40, the portfolio of calls is w orth 0 +  0 =  0. Sum
marizing, for a portfolio of calls, corresponding to each possibility, we have 
a portfolio valued at expiration o f:

1. 20
2. 10
3. 10
4. 0

O n the other hand, consider one six-m onth call w ritten on a portfolio 
containing one share of ABC and one share of XYZ, with a striking price of 
50 +  50 =  100.19 Six m onths later, in Case 1, the call is w orth

18 Recall our earlier discussion in Section 4-4.
19 Equivalently, we could consider two six-month calls, each with 50 striking price, written on 
an equally weighted index of ABC and XYZ, where the index is initially set equal to the sum 
of the stock prices, 50 +  50, divided by 2, or 50.
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(60 +  60) — 100 =  20. In Cases 2 and 3, since the stock portfolio is worth 
60 +  40 =  100, it does no t pay to exercise the call. Similarly, in Case 4, 
since the stock portfolio is w orth only 40 +  40 =  80, the call is worthless. 
Summarizing, for a call on a portfolio, corresponding to each possibility, we 
have a value at expiration o f :

1. 20
2. 0
3. 0
4. 0

The returns of the portfolio of calls and the call on the portfolio differ 
whenever ABC and XYZ have sufficiently different performances such that 
one call in the portfolio of calls finishes in-the-money, while the o ther does 
not. M oreover, since the portfolio of calls always does as well— and often 
does better—than a call on a portfolio, the former will be more expensive to 
purchase. This example easily generalizes to put options and to portfolios of 
m any underlying securities. In general, the greater the extent to which the 
returns of the underlying securities do not move together, the greater the 
difference between a portfolio of calls and a call on a portfolio.

Consider the position of an investor who writes calls against each 
security in her equity portfolio. The example illustrates tha t it is possible for 
the total position (for example, w ritten calls plus equities) to lose money 
even though the equity portfolio remains the same in value (that is, ou t
comes 2 and 3, above). H ad  she instead been able to write an at-the-m oney 
call on her portfolio, the call would only be exercised against her if her 
equity portfolio increased in value. Alternatively, consider an investor who 
tries to insure that the value of her position will not fall below a given level 
by buying puts on each equity security in her portfolio. In this case, it is 
possible for the to tal position (that is, purchased puts plus equities) to 
increase in value even though her equity portfolio decreases or remains the 
same in value. The portfolio of puts therefore provides m ore protection 
than required. H ad she instead purchased an at-the-m oney put on her port
folio, she would only exercise the put if her portfolio fell in value. Unlike a 
portfolio of puts, a put on her portfolio provides exactly the protection 
desired and no more.

Index options, therefore, provide protection better m atched than a 
portfolio of options to the risk of m ost institutional portfolios. In addition, 
this protection will cost less. Suppose we assume a typical optioned equity 
has a volatility of .3. In contrast, the volatility of the Index calculated from 
daily observations, from 1965 through 1977, was .16. Using the Black- 
Scholes option pricing formula, if the annual interest rate is 8% and the 
striking price is 50, two at-the-m oney, six-m onth calls with volatilities of .16
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and .3 should cost $3.28 and $5.16, respectively. Therefore, we can expect an 
Index option to be roughly 60% of the cost of a corresponding portfolio of 
options. Ideally, institutions should deal in options on the exact portfolios 
they hold. However, the profusion of options tha t would then need to be 
created exceeds the bounds of practicality. For m ost institutions, we suspect 
that Index options are the m ost practical vehicle. In addition to a possibly 
longer menu of m aturities, a further advantage of Index options over a 
portfolio of options is the probable reduction in transactions costs through 
a reduction in the bid-ask spread.20

Third, many investors may feel tha t though they have expertise in 
gauging the fortunes of individual firms, they have no special knowledge 
about the m arket as a whole. Though they may be correct about the 
relative performance of specific firms, they may still not realize a profit due 
to unfavorable market-wide events. Index options provide an easy way to 
hedge against these m arket-w ide events while retaining the desired exposure 
to the specific risks of individual firms. For example, an investor who 
believes a particular stock is underpriced may w ant to com bine a long 
position in this stock with written in-the-m oney Index calls.

Fourth , an im portant reason for departing from the levered m arket 
portfolio strategy discussed previously is differences in investor expecta
tions. At present, it is difficult for investors who are optim istic about 
prospects for the economy as a whole to take a fully appropriate investment 
position. Again, one possibility is to  purchase a large diversified portfolio of 
calls. Transaction costs m ight m ake the investm ent quite costly. M oreover, 
as we have seen, such a portfolio does not give adequate consideration to 
return  dependencies am ong the underlying securities. The appropriate and 
direct way of involvement is the purchase of an Index call.

As with ordinary options, investors can also use Index options 
through spreads and com binations to take m ore complex positions, whose 
success depends in large part on their estimates of future volatility of the 
Index. F or example, buying an Index call and a put insures profits as long 
as the Index moves either up or down sufficiently to cover the option prices 
plus commissions.

As a source of inform ation, Index options should prove similar to 
ordinary options. Given the current level of the Index, interest rates, the 
striking price, and expiration date of an Index call or put, its price will 
prim arily depend on the “m arket’s” anticipated volatility of the Index. 
Index option prices provide im portant, otherwise unobtainable, inform ation 
to the economy. For example, the financial press frequently speculates, from 
questionable sources, that the “investm ent ou tlook” is uncertain. W ith

20 M arket Makers will be able to use Index options to balance their positions, permitting 
them to quote tighter spreads on ordinary options as well.
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Index options, a believer in “efficient m arkets” can easily check this state
ment by examining their prices. Unlike ordinary options, Index options 
consider return  dependencies am ong different stocks, relevant to the 
economy as a whole. For example, it is quite possible tha t during a period 
when prices of ordinary options are high, prices of Index options may be 
low or a t norm al levels. This indicates that although there is considerable 
uncertainty in the returns of individual stocks, because of offsetting effects, 
the stock m arket as a whole is anticipated to be relatively stable.21

Any clarification of the risks of diversified investment in the corporate 
sector should improve the allocation of capital between aggregate current 
consum ption and investment. The m arket will be better informed and less 
likely to over- or underinvest, thereby reducing economic instability. M ore
over, better aware of the risks of diversified equity investment, individuals 
can adjust the leverage of their personal portfolios to reflect m ore accu
rately the risk they are willing to bear. For instance, in the current practices 
of several institutional portfolio m anagers, the anticipated volatility of the 
m arket is a critical input into their decision-making processes. The natural 
vehicles for obtaining this inform ation are Index options.

Predictions of the business cycle frequently form a basis for govern
m ent econom ic policy, and although the stock m arket is one of the best 
leading indicators, it can give false signals. A lthough we have not carefully 
examined this possibility, the additional inform ation on anticipated m arket 
volatility provided by Index options may refine the usefulness of this 
indicator.

Finally, Index options may well provide valuable inform ation for real 
investm ent decisions. C orporations acting in the interests of their share
holders m ake investments whose discounted cash flows have positive 
present value. Being uncertain, these cash flows should be discounted for 
risk as well as time. If the Black-Scholes option pricing form ula holds for 
Index options, the existence of just one Index option would perm it inference 
of the implicit volatility of the Index itself. This, com bined with the m ethod
ology developed in the next section, would provide a technique for estim at
ing the appropriate risk discount factors.

Addendum. Since this was written, listed m arkets in index futures and 
index options have been developed in the U nited States. Some, but not 
m ost, of the uses of index options discussed here will be better met by index 
futures. As anticipated here, these m arkets have become very active, with

21 A good example is provided by the six-month period from June 30, 1973 to December 31, 
1973. Although the Dow Jones Industrial Average showed little change over this period, the 
stocks comprising the Average exhibited considerable cross-sectional variability: 13 of the 30 
stocks comprising the Average had price changes 20% or greater in absolute magnitude.
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trading volume (measured in share equivalents) exceeding trading volume in 
the underlying instrum ents.

Nonetheless, there still remain two critical differences between the 
proposal in this chapter and current exchange-traded securities: The propo
sal advocates the use of long-term  (more than one year) European options, 
while the exchange-traded options that are now available are all short-term  
(less than one year) American options. This, together with the desire of 
m any financial institutions to create options on their own portfolios rather 
than on a standardized index, has created an interest in dynam ic asset 
allocation strategies. Following the principles outlined in Section 2-3 and 
m ore fully developed in C hapter 5, these institutions pursue a systematic 
policy of revising their asset mix through time (such as revising the p ropor
tions of their portfolio devoted to stock and Treasury bills) to achieve the 
effect of having taken an option position with their entire portfolio as the 
underlying asset.

8-4 . THE SUPERFUND

Description. A more radical innovation— the “superfund”— has recently 
been proposed by Nils H akansson, Professor of Accounting and Finance at 
the University of California, Berkeley.22 Given the basic securities (that is, 
stocks and bonds) issued by corporations, what other financial instrum ents 
should be created? A lthough stocks and bonds identified with particular 
corporations may provide the m ost efficient way to raise capital, it does not 
follow that m ost investors are directly interested in these basic securities. 
W ith this in mind, H akansson suggests the form ation of a financial interm e
diary called a superfund, similar to an ordinary m utual fund with respect to 
its assets, but quite different from a m utual fund with respect to its lia
bilities. The assets of a superfund would consist of a portfolio of basic 
securities, and against these assets, the superfund would issue “supershares.”

A supershare is a security, which on its expiration date 
entitles its owner to a given dollar value proportion of the 
assets of the superfund, provided the value of those assets 
on that date lies between a lower and an upper value.
Otherwise, the supershare expires worthless.

F or example, suppose the portfolio of assets purchased by the super
fund were, in fact, the New York Stock Exchange Com posite Index— that

22 See his article, “The Purchasing Power Fund: A New Kind of Financial Intermediary,” 
Financial Analysts Journal, 32 (November-December 1976), 49-59.
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is, a portfolio of all the stocks on the New York Stock Exchange purchased 
in proportion to their m arket values. A “level 50” supershare would entitle 
its owner to receive the level of the Index divided by 50, if the index finished 
between 50 and 51 on the expiration date. Otherwise, the supershare would 
expire worthless. Therefore, if the Index did finish between 50 and 51, the 
supershare would return between $1.00 and $1.02. Similarly, a level 47 
supershare would return  between $1.00 and about $1.02 if the Index 
finished between 47 and 48. M ore generally, if Q* represents the value of a 

level supershare on its expiration date, K x and K 2 are its lower and 
upper payoff boundaries, and S* is the level of the Index on the expiration 
date, then

f 0 if S* < K 1
Q* = I  S*/K  j if < s * < k 2

1 0 if k 2 <  s *

The concept of “state-contingent claim,” developed in Section 8-1, is 
the theoretical model m otivating the supershare. It will be recalled that a 
state-contingent claim to state n pays $1 if, and only if, state n occurs. 
Otherwise, it expires worthless. A supershare takes as the relevant state-of- 
the-world the value of the portfolio of basic securities on which it is written. 
Since this portfolio can assume a continuous num ber of values between any 
two boundaries, the return of a supershare, given tha t it pays off, is to some 
extent uncertain. However, this uncertainty can be m ade as small as one 
would like by setting the lower and upper boundaries sufficiently close.

Taking first things first, how could a superfund guarantee its obli
gations as an issuer of supershares? Suppose the superfund invested $50 
million in the Index when the Index was at 50 on January  2, 1985. Ignoring 
commissions, the superfund would then have purchased 1 million “shares” 
in the Index. O n January 2, 1985, it would sim ultaneously sell

25.000.000 level 25 supershares
26.000.000 level 26 supershares

50.000.000 level 50 supershares
51.000.000 level 51 supershares

74.000.000 level 74 supershares
75.000.000 level 75 supershares

all of which would expire January  2, 1986. The proceeds from this sale 
w ould finance the $50 million investm ent in the Index. We will show later 
th a t arbitrageurs would assure that, ignoring commissions, $50 million 
w ould be raised from this sale of supershares. If we suppose the probability
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is small that the Index at the end of the year would be less than 25 or 
greater than 75, to round off the list, a single series of supershares would be 
sold, based on lower and upper boundaries of 0 and 25, and a single series 
based on a lower boundary of 76 with no upper boundary. This latter 
supershare would be equivalent to an ordinary European call with a strik
ing price of 76.

Since it has issued just the right num ber of supershares for each level 
of the Index, no m atter w hat the value of the Index on January  2, 1986, the 
superfund is guaranteed to meet all its obligations. For example, if the 
Index finished at 55.40, the superfund would hold assets worth 
$55.40 x 1,000,000 =  $55,400,000. All supershares, except level 55, would 
have expired worthless. For each level 55 supershare, the superfund would 
be obligated to deliver $55.40 -r- 55 «  $1.0078. But since it issued exactly 
55,000,000 of these supershares and $1.0078 x 55,000,000 «  $55,400,000, 
the superfund has just enough funds after selling its portfolio to meet its 
obligations.

Pricing. Using the Black-Scholes option pricing formula, we can estimate 
the likely values of supershares. Recall that, according to the formula, the 
value of a payout-protected European call is

Following the logic used in Section 5-6, for our current purposes, SN(x) can 
be interpreted as the benefits from holding the call, and K r ~ tN(x — G y / t )  as 
the costs of holding the call.

W hat would then be the value of an “incomplete call,” C, which gave 
the right to buy the stock for nothing if and only if S* > K  on the expira
tion date? It would have the same value as C, except no future costs would 
be incurred; tha t is,

C =  SN(x) -  Kr~-
where

C =  SN(x),
where

Oy/t

A supershare can be constructed from a portfolio of ju st two of these 
incomplete calls. Table 8-2 provides the arbitrage analysis.
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Table 8-2
CONSTRUCTING A SUPERSHARE

Current
Date

Expiration Date

S* < K  K < S *  < K  + I  K  +  1 < S *

Buy 1 / K incomplete 
calls at K

Write 1 /K incomplete 
calls at K +  1

- t { K )

K

£ ( K + 1) 
K

5* S*  
~  ~K ~K

-s*
~ K

Total i

5
>

l*I

Therefore, a supershare is equivalent to a portfolio of incomplete calls 
[C(K) -  C(K  +  m / K .

In other words, the present value Q(K) of a K-level supershare is:

where
Q(K) = (S/K)[N(X l) -  N (x 2)'] 

log (S/Kr-'). , n
Xi =  ---------  -=  +

Gyjt
log(S/(K +  1 ) 0x ,  : ■

t
+

Suppose the volatility of the Index is c  =  .12, the interest rate is 
r — 1 =  .05, and the Index is currently a t 5 =  50. Using our formula, 
Table 8-3 lists the values of supershares on the Index with one year to 
expiration. O ther things equal, had the volatility been .2 instead of .12, the 
deep-in- and out-of-the-m oney supershares would become m ore valuable 
and the at-the-m oney super shares less valuable. F o r example, the “level 40,” 
“level 50,” and “level 70” supershares are then valued at 2.60, 3.72, and .78 
cents, respectively.

Application. The power and versatility of a superfund only become evident 
if we consider portfolios of supershares. Table 8-4 shows how to use super-
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Table 8-3
VALUE OF SUPERSHARES ON THE INDEX

Index level =  50 Interest rate =  .05
Volatility =  .12 Time to expiration =  1

K
Value 

(in cents) K
Value 

(in cents) K
Value 

(in cents)

25 a 42 1.78 59 2.92
26 a 43 2.37 60 2.44
27 a 44 3.02 61 2.01
28 a 45 3.71 62 1.63
29 a 46 4.38 63 1.30
30 a 47 5.00 64 1.02
31 a 48 5.50 65 .80
32 a 49 5.88 66 .61
33 .01 50 6.11 67 .47
34 .03 51 6.17 68 .35
35 .06 52 6.07 69 .26
36 .11 53 5.83 70 .19
37 .20 54 5.47 71 .14
38 .35 55 5.02 72 .10
39 .57 56 4.51 73 .07
40 .87 57 3.97 74 .05
41 1.28 58 3.44 75 .04

a Less than .005 cent.

shares to construct a num ber of illustrative positions. A $50 one-year m atu 
rity default-free zero-coupon bond is purchased by buying 52 supershares at 
each level from 25 to 75. This insures a return of 52 to 53, irrespective of the 
future level of the Index. In terms of rate of return, this position guarantees 
4% —6% ; this com pares to the 5% interest rate used in the formula. We can 
buy the Index itself, by purchasing at each level the num ber of supershares 
equal to the level itself. If profitable riskless arbitrage is not to exist, then, 
ignoring commissions, this portfolio of supershares m ust cost exactly the 
initial level of the Index. If it did not, a sure profit could be made on no 
investm ent by buying or selling the stock in the Index against an offsetting 
position in supershares. This also explains why the superfund is guaranteed 
to meet its obligations.

By purchasing Position 3 through supershares, we have taken a 
levered position without margin. As securities m arkets are currently struc
tured, (1) we would need our broker’s approval for this transaction, (2) our 
stock w ould be held as collateral backing the loan, (3) we would be subject
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Table 8-4
ILLUSTRATIVE SUPERSHARE POSITIONS

Position
Equivalent 

in Supershares
Costa 

(in dollars)
Gross Return if Index is: 

45 53 60

1. Buy default-free bond 52 "level 25," . . .
52 "level 50," . . . 50 52 52 52
52 "level 75"

2. Buy Index 25 "level 25," . . .
50 "level 50," . . . 50 45 53 '60
75 "level 75"

3. Buy Index with 50% 2 "level 27," . . .
leverage 48 "level 50," . .. 50 38 54  68

98 "level 75"

4. Short Index 79 "level 25," . . .
54 "level 50," . . . 50 59 51 44
29 "level 75"

5. Fixed return if Index 91 "level 51," . . .
goes up; nothing 91 "level 63," . . . 50 0 91 91
otherw ise 91 "level 75"

6. Bet on Index going up 2047 "level 60" 50 0 0  2047
exactly to 60-61

7. Buy a t-the-m oney  call 1 "level 51," . . .
on Index 13 "level 63," . . . 3.42 0 3 10

25 "level 75"

8. Buy a t-the-m oney  put 25 "level 25," . ..
on Index 13 "level 37," . . . 1.53 5 0 0

1 "level 49"

a Based on the Black-Scholes option pricing formula, with the Index initially at 50, annualized volatil
ity of .12, annualized interest rate of .05, and a one-year maturity for supershares. Commissions are 
ignored.

to a possible m argin call if the stock fell enough in value, and (4) we would 
sacrifice to the broker a j%  to 2% differential between the interest rate at 
which we can borrow  and the rate at which we can lend. Supershares make 
all this unnecessary. Indeed, since no supershare equivalent position 
requires tha t we sell supershares, all problem s created by potential default 
are nonexistent. This advantage of supershares is particularly significant for 
Position 4. In  existing securities m arkets, in addition to the four features 
m entioned above, short sales entail loss of interest on the proceeds from the 
sale. This creates a considerable bias against short sales and may partially
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explain why short selling is relatively unpopular.23 However, by using 
supershares to  create a short position, we can receive all the benefits of a 
conventional short position plus, in effect, interest on the proceeds from the 
sale. For example, in a conventional short sale, if the stock remains 
unchanged, we break even. In an equivalent supershare position, if the 
Index stays at 50, our gross return  is 54, for an 8% rate of return on our 
$50 investment.

N ot only can supershares be used to duplicate purchased positions in 
puts and calls (that is, Positions 7 and 8), they can also be used to create 
positions currently unavailable in existing m arkets, such as Positions 5 and 
6. N ot only do supershares considerably enlarge the variety of investment 
opportunities available, but also they reduce positions to their natural 
elements.

The superfund concept adm its of several variants. Financial theory 
suggests that investor dem ands for the fund may be greater if it held a 
diversified portfolio of corporate bonds, as well as stock. The fund may 
want to offer supershares of several m aturities. It may also w ant to provide 
protection against unanticipated inflation. This could easily be accom
plished if the condition for paym ent were the future value of the Index 
deflated by the C onsum er Price Index. Through an appropriate portfolio of 
these supershares, the superfund could m ake a purchasing power bond 
available to the public.

The prices of supershares also contain useful economic inform ation. 
C orporations acting in the interests of their shareholders m ake real invest
m ents whose discounted cash flows have positive present value. Being 
uncertain, these cash flows should be discounted for risk, as well as time. As 
we have mentioned, the yield curve can be used to determ ine the time 
discount factors. O f m uch greater difficulty is the calculation of the risk 
discount factors. Indeed, this is of sufficient difficulty tha t m ost large corpo
rations only consider risk in very crude ways. However, the prices of super
shares are themselves the natural risk discount factors. F o r a given 
m aturity, they are approxim ately w hat the m arket would pay today for a 
future $1 received if and only if the Index is a t a given level.

To take a simple example, suppose a firm considered undertaking a 
project with an uncertain return one year from now. To discount for risk, 
the firm would first identify the expected future cash inflow from the 
project, conditional on each possible future level of the Index. Table 8-5 lists 
possible expected returns for the project. Second, the firm would multiply 
(that is, discount) each return per dollar for the project times the value of 
the corresponding supershare (see Table 8-3). Third, these products would

23 Other rational reasons for the unpopularity of short selling include tax disadvantages (see 
Chapter 3) and the “tick rule” which requires that a short sale can only be executed following 
an up-tick in the stock price or after one or more zero ticks preceded by an up-tick.
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Table 8-5
EXPECTED PROJECT RETURNS, CONDITIONAL ON INDEX

Index level =  50 Interest rate =  .05
Volatility =  .12 Time to expiration =  1

K
Return 

per Dollar K
Return 

per Dollar K
Return 

per Dollar

25 .400 42 .876 59 1.244
26 .428 43 .904 60 1.260
27 .456 44 .932 61 1.276
28 .484 45 .960 62 1.292
29 .512 46 .988 63 1.308
30 .540 47 1.016 64 1.324
31 .568 48 1.044 65 1.340
32 .596 49 1.072 66 1.356
33 .624 50 1.100 67 1.372
34 .652 51 1.116 68 1.388
35 .680 52 1.132 69 1.404
36 .708 53 1.148 70 1.420
37 .736 54 1.164 71 1.436
38 .764 55 1.180 72 1.452
39 .792 56 1.196 73 1.468
40 .820 57 1.212 74 1.484
41 .848 58 1.228 75 1.500

be summed and the sum com pared to the num ber 1. If the sum exceeds 1, 
then the present value per dollar invested exceeds $1, and the project should 
be accepted.24 Otherwise, the project is rejected. In this example, the 
present value per dollar of the project is 1.069, so the project should be 
accepted if the firm wants to act in the interests of its shareholders.

In practice, it is not necessary to identify a return per dollar with each 
supershare. Indeed, the above table was generated by separately measuring 
the return  per dollar for supershare levels 25, 50, and 75. The interm ediate 
returns were interpolated.

It should be emphasized that even given the future level of the Index, 
the return  from the project is typically uncertain. However, financial theory 
suggests (see Section 8-3) that the risk of a project tha t is independent of the 
level of the Index will be costlessly diversified away by investors. Therefore,

24 Stating this symbolically, if X(K) is the expected future cash inflow per dollar invested 
conditional on the future level of the index between K  and K  +  1, then the project should be 
accepted if and only if

I  Q(K) ■ X(K) > 1.
K  = 25
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in the discounting process, we can replace the random  project returns con
ditional on the level of the Index with their expected values. This has the 
further virtue of placing the responsibility for estim ating the probabilities of 
future events with those best qualified. A firm that uses supershare prices as 
discount rates effectively settles the difficult question of gauging the future 
course of the m arket portfolio on the consensus of investor opinion. 
Instead, the firm can focus on estim ating the expected cash flows from its 
potential projects, given the future levels of the Index.

If supershares of different m aturities are available, then their prices 
can be used to value projects with cash flows received over m any future 
periods. Each expected cash flow conditional on the m arket can be dis
counted by the price of the appropriate supershare expiring at the corre
sponding date. M oreover, even if no supershares existed, under certain 
conditions the values of all supershares could be determ ined from the price 
of just one Index option. In particular, if the conditions for the Black- 
Scholes option pricing form ula were met, given the term  structure of inter
est rates inferable from governm ent bonds, all supershare prices over 
m arket states and dates could be calculated knowing the Index volatility. 
This volatility, in turn, could be derived implicitly from the Black-Scholes 
form ula knowing the m arket price of just one Index option and the concur
rent level of the Index. If this procedure proved useful, financial economics 
could claim considerable success tow ard solving one of its m ost im portant 
problem s: how to unravel informed predictions of future economic events 
from security prices. Its success would be all the m ore rem arkable in view of 
the very few securities needed to make the relevant prediction.

Criticism. The superfund is an exciting financial concept. Its successful 
introduction  might dram atically alter and streamline existing financial 
m arkets. We would be delivered from the chaos of existing securities to 
their natural building blocks. H akansson has com pared the investment 
positions in supershares to chemical formulas relating molecules to their 
constituent elements.

The hard  questions of eventual im plem entation fall into three cate
gories: (1) operation, (2) regulation, and (3) liquidity. W hat institutions 
would first experim ent with the concept? How  would newly issued super
shares initially be sold? How  would the secondary m arket be organized? 
W hat would be the exercise procedure? W ould the concept be approved by 
the Securities and Exchange Com m ission? W hat special regulation of 
superfunds would be required to prevent fraud? And, m ost im portant, how 
high would and could transaction  costs be to m aintain the m arket? How 
would the viability of other sectors of the securities industry be affected? 
Since the supershare concept remains untested, these questions have not
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been answered. However, in his article, H akansson provides some useful 
speculation.

Supershares and Index options offer alternative means of accom 
plishing similar goals. In fact, as should be clear from Section 8-2, if puts 
and calls on the Index existed with a sufficient variety of striking prices, 
supershares could virtually be created from appropriate portfolios of Index 
options.25 The principal advantage of Index options is their immunity to 
the “knife-edge effect.” For example, consider the buyer of a large num ber 
of “level 60” supershares. If the Index finishes at 59.99, her position is 
worthless, while if it finishes a t 60.00, she will realize an enorm ous profit. 
Her incentive to m anipulate the Index during the week of m aturity  may be 
considerable. O f course, it would take substantial capital to affect the level 
of such a broadly based aggregate as the Index, particularly since there 
would no doubt be some buyers of “level 59” supershares with an opposite 
m otivation.

Like moving to the metric system, Index options would require some 
adjustm ent in the habits of thought of practitioners. However, the recent 
immediate success of the organized m arket for puts and calls, T-bill futures, 
and other new securities suggests that the financial com m unity is very

25 The payoffs to supershares can be approximated by “butterfly” spreads of Index options. As 
we shorten the distance covered by a single supershare (that is, let adjoining levels get closer 
and closer), this approximation becomes exact.

This relationship between Index options and supershares has been clarified by Douglas 
Breeden and Robert Litzenberger in their article, “Prices of State-Contingent Claims Implicit 
in Option Prices,” Journal o f Business, 51 (October 1978), 621-651. In the limit, our valuation 
formula of uncertain income, in terms of supershares, becomes exactly expressible in terms of 
Index options. In particular, suppose we let the distance between adjoining supershares be k. 
Then we can rewrite our previous formula as

lim £  Q(nk) • X(nk) =
(PC
dK
—  X{K) dK.

d2C /dK 2 is the second derivative of an Index call with striking price K  and an expiration date 
coinciding with the receipt of the cash flows.

Breeden and Litzenberger show this representation is quite general, requiring only that 
C{K) be twice differentiable. If, less generally, the conditions for the Black-Scholes formula 
obtain, then

d2C r~f r

so that the valuation formula becomes

* N \x  -  oJ~t)
K

X{K) dK.

If the expected cash flows X{K) can be conveniently expressed as a continuous function of K, 
this alternative representation should prove more attractive.
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adaptive. It is possible, though unlikely, that the overwhelming application 
of supershares would be to construct puts and calls on the Index. If this 
proved true, transaction costs m ight be minimized by m arketing Index 
options directly. Finally, although supershares do not require margin, they 
only escape its attendant problem s at the price of setting up a prim ary 
m arket to originate them. Even supershares, if originated similarly to ordi
nary puts and calls by investors, would require margin.

A PPE N D IX  8A 
An Index of O ption Prices

The Chicago Board O ptions Exchange now calculates and publishes a 
weekly index of CBO E call and put option  prices. In  com parison with 
com m on stock indices, the construction of a useful index of option prices is 
a m ore challenging task. In the case of com m on stock, m ost economists and 
investors are interested in the same thing: the return  of a typical dollar 
invested in the stock m arket. The New York Stock Exchange com putes this 
for NYSE stocks by calculating the to tal m arket value of all stocks on the 
exchange. Except for some changes that need not concern us here, this is 
divided by a fixed divisor to produce an index value centered at 50 for 
Decem ber 31, 1965. O ne am endm ent to the index tha t might improve its 
usefulness would be a correction for cash dividends on the appropriate 
ex-dividend dates. As currently calculated, the index understates the pretax 
return  to an investor by the am ount of the dividends.

U nfortunately, for options, there is less agreement over how to con
struct a useful index. Since there are so many ways options can and are 
used, it is not possible to develop an index (or even a few different indices) 
that would reflect a relevant standard  of realized returns to m ost investors. 
M oreover, a sensible index of option prices should be designed to convey 
the additional inform ation about economic activity not already supplied by 
indices taken from other securities m arkets.

In the context of the Black-Scholes formula, as well as its gener
alizations, the key piece of inform ation contained in option prices, which is 
not easy to infer from other securities, is forecasts of stock volatility.1 This 
suggests that an index of call option prices should be constructed in the 
following w ay :

N ote: The subject of this appendix should not be confused with options on an index discussed 
in Section 8-3.
1 The Black-Scholes formula, generalized for cash dividends, also contains an implicit forecast 
of dividends over the life of the option.
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Step 1. Calculate the implicit volatility of all or at least a few calls on each 
underlying stock.

Step 2. Through some weighting procedure, determine a single implicit vola
tility for each underlying stock.

Step 3. For each underlying stock, convert this implicit volatility into the 
price of a call with a standardized time to expiration and striking 
price.2

Step 4. Average these option prices across all underlying stocks to create a 
single option price for the market.

A similar approach could be used to construct a put option index.
We will illustrate these steps by example. Suppose we consider stand

ardizing our index to represent the price of a six-month at-the-m oney call. 
Since no call with exactly these term s typically exists on a given day, we will 
need to infer from those that do exist w hat its price would be.

F or Step 7, for each underlying stock, we select the four calls whose 
term s m ost nearly bracket a six-month at-the-m oney call: C (K l5 t x), 
C (K 2 , 11), C (K U t2), and C(K 2 , t 2) where K 2 > S > K l9 and t2 > j  > t v  
Using the Black-Scholes formula, the six-month T-bill rate, and an app ro 
priate dividend adjustm ent, we calculate their respective implicit volatilities 
o{K u £ j, g(K 2, r j ,  <j (K u t2\  and <j(K2 , t2).

For Step 2, first define X = (K 2 — S)/{K2 — K J  and com pute

a(S, t j  =  Xa(Ku  t j  +  (1 -  X)a(K 2, £ j
and

a(S, t2) = Xo{Ku t2) +  (1 — X)g(K 2, t2).

N ow define X =  (t2 — j)/(t2 — t j  and com pute

a (S, i)  =  Xg(S, +  (1 -  AMS, t2).

o(S, j)  is our estim ate of the implicit volatility for a six-m onth at-the-m oney 
call. Observe that our estim ation procedure gives m ore weight to the 
implicit volatility of a call option, the closer its terms are to a six-month 
at-the-m oney option. Indeed, if by coincidence such an option existed on a 
given day, all the weight would be given to  it and none to the other three.

Since we want our index to convey an unalloyed reading of stock 
volatility, we need to standardize the call price in Step 3 to eliminate 
interest rate effects. This can be done by choosing a striking price K  such

2 Dividend effects could be removed from the index by first calculating the implicit volatility 
considering dividends in Step 2 and then setting dividends equal to zero in Step 3.
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tha t K  =  Syfr.  Such an option will actually be somewhat out-of-the-money. 
U nder these circumstances, the Black-Scholes form ula reduces to

F or each underlying stock j , using the implicit volatility <Jj(Sj, j)  from 
Step 2 above, we then use this form ula to calculate the relative price 
Cj(SJy/~r, t i /S j .

To eliminate the pure stock price level effect on the index, in Step 4 we 
average these relative prices, not the call prices themselves. The index is 
then a simple average of the relative prices across all underlying stocks:

Index. I i
J A  Sj

A lthough the index is quoted in terms of an average of relative prices, 
it is nonetheless possible to  deduce from it the average implicit volatility

7 X GjiSj > i)

of underlying stocks. This follows from a property of the Black-Scholes 
form ula tha t over realistic param eter values for any 0 <  A <  1 to a very 
close approxim ation3

ACK) +  (1 -  X)C(o2) *  C O ,  + (1 -

F or at-the-m oney calls, this property is apparent from Figure 5-6.
The CBO E uses a similar but more complex procedure for com puting 

its index.4 The exchange selects the same four call options for each under
lying stock and calculates their implicit volatilities as in Step 1. In Step 2, it 
com putes a simple average of these

<7* =  [c7(X1? t j  +  <j(K 2 , *i) +  ct( K 19 t2) +  a(K 29 t2)]/4.

3 Of course, by suitably permuting Steps 3 and 4, the index could be made to represent exactly 
this average implicit volatility. That is, for Step 3 we would average the implicit volatilities 
across all stocks and for Step 4 convert this single average volatility into a single relative price.
4 This procedure is described in detail in “The CBOE Call Option Index: Methodology and 
Technical Considerations” prepared by the Research Departm ent of the Chicago Board 
Options Exchange, March 1979.
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In Step 3, this volatility is used via the Black-Scholes form ula to calculate 
the theoretical value of a six-month at-the-m oney call, C*(S, j). However, 
the CBO E does not regard this as its final estim ate of a standardized call 
price. Again it uses cr* to calculate the four Black-Scholes call values 
C*(Ku t 1\  C*(K2 , t i), C*(KU t2), and C*(K2 , t 2). These five theoretical 
values are then used to construct weights to average the four actual call 
prices.

Specifically the CBO E com putes its estimate of C(S, j) according to

C(S, ±) =  XxC (K l9 t x) +  X2C (K 2 , t x) +  A3 C (K l9 t2) +  24 C (K 2 , f2), 
where

y  =  sign[C*(X l5 — C*(X2 , t2J], Z =  A1 -I- X2 -I- +  A4 ,
and

Ax =  y[C*(S, i) -  C*(K2 , t 2m ,  X3 = [C*(S, i)  -  C*(K2, t l )]/Z,
X2 =  lC * (K t, t2)-  C*{S, ! ) ] / ! ,  =  y[C *(K „ tx) -  C*(S, i ) ] / s .

This procedure tends to give m ost weight to the prices of options whose 
theoretical values are closest to the theoretical value of a six-m onth at-the- 
m oney call.

In Step 4 , the index is calculated by a simple average of these relative 
prices across all underlying CBO E stocks:

CBO E Index =  -  £  - j(Sf  
J  j= 1 j

There are two dilferences between our suggested index and the CBOE 
index, only one of which is empirically significant. Clearly, we use a differ
ent weighting procedure to obtain the value of a standardized option for 
each underlying stock. O urs at least has the property that all the weight is 
placed on the price of a six-m onth at-the-m oney call, if it exists, while this is 
not typically true for the CBO E procedure.5 M oreover, our weighting p ro 
cedure is less complicated. However, prelim inary sim ulations indicate that 
any difference between the two indices due to weighting is empirically 
negligible.

O f greater significance is the fact that the CBO E index standardizes 
its relative price to an at-the-m oney call (that is, K  = 5), while ours stand
ardizes to a som ewhat out-of-the-m oney call (that is, K  = Sy/r). This differ
ence causes changes in the CBO E index to reflect both  volatility and

5 Evidently, to surmount this objection, if such an option exists, the CBOE substitutes the 
price of this option for its weighted average price. This induces a discontinuity that our 
procedure does not require.
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interest rate changes, while ours is a pure reflection of changes in volatility.6 
This accords with our principle that a sensible index of option prices should 
be designed to convey only the additional inform ation not already supplied 
by indices taken from other securities m arkets.7 Adapting the CBOE index 
for this purpose requires using the appropriate interest rate to back out the 
implicit volatility of the index, then using this implicit volatility to calculate 
the relative price for a call with K  = Sy/r.

Figure 8A-1 does precisely this. The upper line shows the CBOE 
Index as of the final Thursday for each m onth from January  1976 through 
June 1979. One way to see the effects of changes in interest rates is to ask at 
w hat level the Index would be had the interest rate rem ained constant at its 
level at the end of January  1976, while letting the implicit volatility follow 
its actual pattern  over time. In tha t case, by June 28, 1979 the Index would 
have been at 6.89 instead of its actual level 7.97. This difference was caused 
by an increase in the interest rate over the period from 5.26% to 9.56%.8

The lower line in Figure 8A-1 shows our index over the period. Since 
this index removes interest rate effects, it is a pure reflection of the implicit 
volatility of the CBO E Index at each date.9 O f course, it is systematically 
lower because it measures the relative price of a six-m onth call which is 
som ewhat out-of-the-money. O ur index shows more change over the period 
because, while the implicit volatility tended to decline, interest rates rose.10 
H ad these moved together instead of in opposition, the C BO E Index would 
have exhibited greater change over the period.

Figure 8A-2 shows the annualized volatility from six-m onth options 
implicit in the CBO E Call O ption Index. Since the CBO E procedure does 
not separate out the effects of cash dividends, our calculation of volatilities 
implicit in the index will tend to be dow nw ard biased: If it were not for 
dividends, call prices would be higher causing the estim ated implied volatil
ities to be higher. It may be possible to overcome this defect by a simple 
correction, but we will not pursue it here. Potentially of equal significance is 
the use of an incorrect interest rate, which could bias our estimates in either 
direction.

6 It should be remembered from earlier chapters that at least in the context of the Black- 
Scholes formula, neither index will reflect changes in the expected direction of stock price 
movements.
7 To be fair, we should mention that the CBOE Index has the advantage of relating to an 
option with which more investors can readily identify. However, setting K = S^ /r to construct 
a put option index will mean that (except for their American aspects) both call and put indices 
will have the same value whenever puts and calls have the same implicit volatilities. This 
would facilitate comparison of these indices.
8 We use the average rate on total bids accepted in the weekly auction for 26-week T-bills.
9 Since we have made no dividend adjustments, our index will also reflect a forecast of future 
dividends. Even if an adjustment is made, our index will depend somewhat on our ability to 
forecast near-term dividends.
10 Recall that declining volatility, other things equal, decreases Black-Scholes call prices, while 
rising interest rates increase these prices.
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In the binomial model, the minimum number of up moves in the under
lying stock price for a call option to finish in-the-money.
In the binomial model, one plus the rate of return of a stock if the stock price 
moves down over the next period.
Bond default premium.
Gamma density function evaluated at n and z.
In the binomial model, the elapsed time between successive price changes. 
In the binomial model, the (random) number of up moves in the underlying 
stock price during the life of an option.
The number of shares that can be purchased by a single convertible bond; 
call or put striking price in a compound option context.
The expected return of a security over a single period; the number of 
outstanding warrants of a firm, each to one share; the number of 
convertible bonds of a firm, each convertible into k  shares.
In the binomial model, the number of periods remaining in the life of an 
option; the number of units purchased of a security; the number of 
outstanding common shares of a firm.
In the binomial model, the risk-neutral probability defined as [(r — d)/ 
(u — d)].
In the binomial model, a probability defined as (u/r)p.
In the binomial model, the subjective probability that the stock price will 
move up over the next period.
One plus the interest rate on a default-free loan over a fixed length of 
calendar time.
In the binomial model, one plus the interest rate over a period of length h. 
Time to expiration of an option.
In the binomial model, one plus the rate of return of the stock if the stock 
price moves up over the next period.
The standard deviation of return of a security over a single period.
A firm’s debt-to-total-value ratio, where the debt is valued at the present 
value, assuming no default, of its face value.
In the binomial model, the dollar amount invested in bonds in the hedging 
portfolio.
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C Current value of a call option to one share.
C* Value of a call option to one share on its expiration date.
D  Present value of the cash dividends per share that will be paid with

certainty during the remaining life of an option.
D + Present value of the maximum cash dividends per share that will be paid

during the remaining life of an option.
D~  Present value of the minimum cash dividends per share that will be paid

during the remaining life of an option.
ER  The equalizing ratio of an option.
F  The forward price of a forward contract; the futures price of a futures

contract; the current value of a generalized option.
F* Value of a generalized option on its expiration date.
G(w; n) Complementary gamma distribution function with parameter n evaluated 

at w.
H  Knock-out price for a down-and-out option.
K  Option striking price; lower payoff boundary of a supershare.
K b Total face value of a firm’s senior bonds.
K j  Total face value of a firm’s junior bonds.
N(z) Standard normal distribution function evaluated at z.
N \z )  Standard normal density function evaluated at z.
N 2(zY,z2\ p) Standard bivariate normal distribution with correlation parameter p 

evaluated at zx and z2.
P  Current value of a put option to one share.
P* Value of a put option to one share on its expiration date.
Q Current value of a supershare.
Q* Value of a supershare on its expiration date.
R  Yield-to-maturity of a bond; rebate from a down-and-out option.
S  Current market price of one share of stock.
S * Market price of one share of stock on an option’s expiration date.
S  The maximum  stock price at which a put is optimally exercised.
S The minimum stock price at which a call is optimally exercised.
T  Time to expiration of a generalized option; time to maturity of a bond.
V  Current total value of a firm.
V* Total value of a firm on the maturity date of its bonds.
W  Current value of a warrant to one share.
W* Value of a warrant to one share on its expiration date.
a  Alpha of a security—the excess expected rate of return of a security over

and above that justified by its level of risk.
P Beta of a security—the covariance of the security’s rate of return with that

of the market portfolio, divided by the variance of rate of return of the 
market portfolio.
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The percentage of total volatility explained by the jump component in a 
diffusion-jump model.
Gamma of an option—the sensitivity of the option delta to small changes in 
the underlying stock price.
The dividend yield of a stock; the volatility of the jump component in a 
diffusion-jump process model.
In the binomial model, the number of shares in the hedging portfolio, 
reinterpreted as the delta of an option—the sensitivity of the option value to 
small changes in the underlying stock price.
The parameter determining the size of a jump in a jump process model. 
Theta of an option—the sensitivity of the option value to a small reduction 
in the time to expiration.
The parameter determining the probability of a jump in a pure-jump or 
diffusion-jump process model.
The expected continuously compounded rate of return of a security per unit 
of time.
The expected continuously compounded rate of return of a security over 
a single interval of length h.

Statistical estimate of the expected continuously compounded rate of 
return of a security per unit of time.
Zero/one variable indicating the occurrence of an ex-dividend date. 

i) In the binomial model, the number of ex-dividend dates occurring during
the next n — i  periods.
The current price of a state-contingent claim.
The elasticity of the standard deviation of the stock rate of return.
The standard deviation of the continuously compounded rate of return of a 
security per unit of time.
The standard deviation of the continuously compounded rate of return 
of a security over a single interval of length h\ a parameter determining 
the volatility in a constant elasticity of variance diffusion model; the 
volatility of the diffusion component in a diffusion-jump process model. 
Statistical estimate of the standard deviation of the continuously com
pounded rate of return of a security per unit of time.

n,p] Complementary binomial distribution function with parameters n andp, 
evaluated at a.

y] Complementary Poisson distribution function with parametery  evaluated
at x.
Elasticity of an option—the ratio of the percentage change in the option 
value to a small percentage change in the underlying stock price.
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pricing methods can be applied to many other kinds of financial contracts. A few articles 
discussing corporate or other securities are listed in Section 1 instead, because they 
represent contributions to, rather than applications of, the theory of stock option 
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include the role of options markets in improving social welfare and the proposed 
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tion, 218(illus); {see also expiration time; puts and 
calls)

capital asset pricing model, 185-196  
capital gains {see gains, capital; taxes)

493
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capping, definition, 89 
cash dividends {see dividends)
CBOE {see Chicago Board Options Exchange) 
central market place, 25 
certainty equivalents, 317-322, 337-338  
certificateless trading, 26 
charitable foundations, IRS rules, 96 
Chicago Board Options Exchange, 24: broker/dealer 

functions, 25; call option example, 2-3; contract 
fee, 70; Market Makers, 71; Order Book Officials, 
71; price-volume information, 73; puts and calls 
option prices index, 468-474; volume example, 
1983, 83t 

Chiras, Donald, 340 
“chumming” {see trading) 
class of options {see options)
Clearing Fund, 69 
clearing member, 69-71  
combinations, rules, 106-107  
combination spread {see spread positions) 
commercial banks, rules, 96
commissions: call-stock ratio, 113t; May Day rule, 

109-110; option buyers, 68; rates, 109-111 
complex options {see options) 
compound options {see options)
Comptroller of the Currency, bank rules, 96 
constant proportional risk aversion, 320n 

{see also risks)
Consumer Price Index, 464
contingency orders {see orders)
continuous-trading valuation formula {see trading)
contracts units, round lots, 28
convertible bonds {see bonds)
corporate securities {see securities)
covered position margins {see margins; positions)
current market {see markets)
current stock price {see stock price)

Daily Margin Report, 69
Daily Position Report, 69
day orders {see orders)
dealer spread {see spread positions)
default-free bonds {see bonds)
default premium {see bonds)
delivery date, definition, 60
delta: definition, 172, 210; (see  a lso  calls; puts)
delta horizontal spread {see spread positions)
delta value positions {see positions)
delta vertical spread {see spread positions)
Department of Labor {see U.S. Department of Labor)
Depository Report, 69
diagonal spread {see spread position)
diffusion-jump process {see stock price movements)
diversification, 45
dividends: Black-Scholes formula, 269-270; Black- 

Scholes put values, 249t; cash, 35-36; cash value- 
arbitrage restriction, 161-163; early exercise ef
fects, 236-252; European otpions, 237-238; in
fluence on puts and calls, 36-37; policy, 389; 
propositions, 162-163  

DJIA {see Dow Jones Industrial Average)
DOL {see U.S. Department of Labor) 
dollar changes, 193-194  
dollar delta, definition, 313 
dollar gamma, definition, 313

Dow Jones Industrial Average, 70n: floor displays, 
73; index options, 448, 457n 

down-and-out options {see options)

early exercise {see exercise) 
elasticity: call-expiration time, function, 228(illus); 

call-stock price, function, 228(illus); constant, 
363(illus), 364t; put-expiration time, function, 
235(illus); put-stock price, function, 235(illus) 

elementary strategies, 8-23  
empirical evidence, 338-342  
Employment Retirement Income Security Act of 

1974, 96-97  
equilibrium risk {see risks) 
equivalent portfolio {see portfolio)
ERISA {see Employment Retirement Income Se

curity Act)
European-American call, values compared, 244-245  
European calls {see calls)
European option, 21, 372: dividends, 237-238; 

hedging effects, 58; payout-protected, 150; put-call 
relationship, 41-43; unprotected, 151, 237-238  

{see also options) 
ex-dividend dates, 139-144  

{see also dividends) 
exercise: arbitrage restrictions effects, 140-144,147; 

early, Black-Scholes formula, 270-271; definition, 
4n; dividends effects, 236-252; notices, index 
options, 449-450  

{see also boundaries; call option; striking price) 
Exercise Assignment Summary, 69 
expectations hypothesis, 423 
expected returns {see returns) 
expiration: arbitrage restrictions, 146; calendar, 27t;

call value, 138; cycle, 26; date, 1 ,13  
expiration time: call delta, function, 223(illus); call 

elasticity, function, 228(illus); call value, function, 
218(illus); delta horizontal spread, function, 
293(illus); delta vertical spread, function, 292(illus); 
gamma call, function, 227(illus); gamma horizontal 
spread, function, 303(illus); gamma vertical spread, 
function, 302(illus); horizontal spread, function, 
291 (illus); neutral position ratio-horizontal spread, 
29(illus); neutral position ratio-vertical spread, 
function 295(illus); option value, 34; put delta, 
function, 230(illus); put gamma, 234(illus); put 
theta, function, 2 3 l(illus); sensitivity, 225(illus), 
226(illus), 232-233(illus); theta call, function, 
224(illus); vertical spread value, function, 
290(illus); warrants, 396-397  

extreme values {see Black-Scholes formula)

fairness, 85-96
Federal Internal Revenue Code, 28n 
Federal Reserve Board, 98 
fictitious trades {see Market Maker) 
financing policy, 389 
firm resource allocation, 428, 443-444  
fixed price, 1

{see also spot market)
Floor Brokers, 25: floor action, 72-73; market orders 

procedures, 78; orders, 64 
Floor Procedures Committee {see stock exchanges) 
forward contract, 2n, 59-62
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forward price: arbitrage analysis, 61-62; definition, 
60; striking price relationship, 61 

{see  a ls o  prices) 
fraud {see  fairness) 
front running, 89
futures price; arbitrage analysis, 62; definition, 62; 

options on, 418-420

gains: capital, 115-119; long-term, 115, 117-119; 
short-term, 115, 117-119; taxable, calculations, 
118t

Galai, Dan, 338-342
gamma: definition, 211; (see  a lso  calls; puts) 
Geske, Robert, 412

Hakansson, Nils, 458
hedges, 305-306: adjustments, 183-184; Galai em

pirical test, 339-340; neutral, 161, 295-300; 
rules', 104-105  

hedging: European options, 58; option use-dividend 
changes, 57-58; options use-stock volatility, 57; 
position, 8-12; riskless-arbitrage effects, 167 

holder {see  buyer; warrant holders) 
horizontal spread {see  spread position)
HP-67 calculator, 343-345

income, ordinary, 115
index options, 446-448: Black-Scholes formula, 

457; exercise notices, 449-450; general economic 
justification, 450-451; option trading comparison, 
449; principle innovations, 449-450; protection, 
455; specific applications, 451-457  

{see  a lso  options) 
individual wealth allocation, 428, 436-443  
information sources, securities, 428, 444, 456 
institutional investors {se e  investors, institutional) 
insurance companies, options market, 97 
interest rates, 198n: Black-Scholes formula, 274 - 

275; call value, function, 219(illus); optimal 
exercise effects, 149n; options use relationship, 
56; predictability, 212; put value, function, 
221(illus); striking price relationship, 35; symbols, 
40, 41t; Treasury Bill relationship, 254-255  

intermarket price { se e  prices)
Internal Revenue Code: options tax treatment, 120- 

126; mutual funds regulations, 97 
Internal Revenue Service, charitable foundation 

rules, 96 
in-the-money option, definition, 4 
Investment Company Act of 1940, 97 
investment policy, 389-392  
investments, low risk, 95
investors: institutional, 93; options use, 44-59; risk 

changes, 49; risk-neutral, 174n; uninformed, 91 
IRS {see  Internal Revenue Service)

jump process {se e  stock price movements)

Latane, Henry, 279  
least margin {see  margins)
legislation: Employment Retirement Income Security

legislation (cont.)
Act of 1974, 96-97; Investment Company Act of 
1940, 97; Revenue Act of 1978, 117n, 118, 119; 
Securities Act of 1934, 23; Tax Reform Act of 
1976, 120 

limit orders {see  orders) 
liquidity, 83

{see  a ls o  options market, performance) 
long position {see  positions) 
long-term gains {see  gains)

MacBeth, James, 340 
Manaster, Steven, 340
margins: Black-Scholes formula, 271-273; least, 

algorithms, 107-109; requirements, 67, 153-154; 
restrictions, options use, 50-52; rules, 98-107  

market alpha, 326, 328 
Market Data Report, 87
Market Makers, 25: commissions, 81-82; empirical 

tests, 339-342; ficticious trades, 88; floor pro
cedures, 78-79; liquidity, 83-84; long-run posi
tions, 81; orders, 64; restrictions, 81; screening 
neutral positions, 308; size and profitability, 82 -  
83; ticket (example), 79; wash sale rule, 123-124; 
wash sales, 88 

market mispricing, 180-181
{see  a ls o  market alpha; pure option alpha; pure 

stock alpha) 
market orders {se e  orders) 
market portfolio {see  portfolios) 
market price {see  call price) 
markets: complete, 429-435; current, 98; Pareto- 

efficient, 435; secondary, 25; securities-economic 
function, 427-435;

{see  a lso  options)
“Market Statistics,” 84 
matched trade {see  trades)
Matched Trade Listing, 87-88  
May Day, 1975, 109-110  
MDR {see  Market Data Report)
Merton, Robert, 166 
Merville, Larry, 340 
Midwest Stock Exchange (MSE), 24 
MTL {see  Matched Trade Listing) 
multinomial stock price movements {see  stock price 

movements) 
multiple stock options, 415-418  
mutual funds: “Blue Sky” laws, 97; insurance, 446n; 

Internal Revenue Code regulations, 97; Invest
ment Company Act of 1940, 97

“naked” positions {see  uncovered position) 
negative time bias, 304 
neutral hedge {see  hedges) 
neutral position ratio, 182-183  
Newton-Raphson search, 278n 
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), 23: Composite 

Index, 446, 458-459; margin requirements, 9 8 - 
99; options, 86; options exchanges close, 29

objections to options {see  options)
OCC {see  Options Clearing Corporation) 
optimal exercise {see  exercise, optimal)
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option alpha, 190-193  
option beta, 189-193, 192(illus), 330 - 

331
option elasticity, 186
option expected return (se e  returns, expected) 
option gamma (see gamma) 
option prices: Black-Scholes formula, 285-287; 

CBOE comparative index of calls, 472(illus); 
index, 468-474; variables effects, 426 

(se e  a lso  options; prices) 
option pricing: Black-Scholes formula, 460-461; 

Black-Scholes model, 166; capital asset pricing 
relationship, 185-196; relative, 323 

option pricing formula: convergence, 204-209; dif
fusion-jump process, 370(illus); down-and-out,
410(illus); jump process, 366(illus); supershares, 
460-461  

option risks (see  risks)
options: American, 391 [binomial numerical pro

cedure for valuing, 241 (illus); payout-protected, 
151; unprotected, 152]; call, 1, 4; class, 4; 
complex, 438-439, 441; compound, 412-415; 
contributions, 436-445; contracts standardization, 
26; corporate valuations, 376; down-and-out, 4 0 8 -  
412; exchanges, NYSE closing, 29; generalized, 
371-375; market performance, 7, 82-92; objec
tions, 444-445; on more than one stock, 415-418; 
on stock futures, 418-420; payoffs compared, 407; 
payout-protected, 41, 150-151; put, 3-4; screen
ing, 308-312; stock comparison, 111-115; stock- 
price diagram, 154-161; trading, 23-32, 92; 
uncovered, 104; unprotected, 151-152; vs. cor
porate securities, 387-408  

(see  a lso  European options; index options; 
markets; option entries)

Options Clearing Corporation, 69: deposits, 70-71; 
orders, 64-65; rules and procedures, 90; second
ary market, 25; stock exchange guarantor, 25 

option series, definition, 4
options use: advanced knowledge, 55-57; borrowing 

and lending effects, 50; diversification, 45; forward 
contracts, 59-62; hedging-dividend changes, 5 7 -  
58; hedging-stock volatility, 57; interest rates 
relationship, 56; margin restrictions, 50-52; po
sition limits, 66-67; returns effects, 45, 49; short 
sale stocks, 58-59; superior performance portfolio, 
55-57; tax advantages, 52-54; transactions costs, 
lower, 54

option valuation, generalizations, 359-426  
option values: analysis, 37t; computations, 261-263, 

264t-265t; determinants, 33—39; expected rate of 
growth, 37-38; individual vs. group (firm) sales, 
407; puts and calls effects, 33-34; restrictions- 
stock price functions, 154-161; stock relationship, 
55, 168n; variables, 38-39, 165 

Order Book Officials, 25, 64  
orders, 64: execution time, 84; spread, 65-66; stop

loss, 5-7
(se e  a lso  Floor Brokers; transactions)

Order Support system, 85 
ordinary income (see  income)
OSS (se e  Order Support System) 
out-of-the-money option, definition, 4 
over the counter (OTC): options, 287; puts and calls, 

23-24; stock exchanges, 24-25

Pacific Stock Exchange, 24: broker/dealer functions, 
25; Market Makers, 71; Order Book Officials, 71 

Pareto-efficient market (see  markets) 
parity value (see  put option)
Pascal’s triangle, 169
payoff diagrams (se e  elementary strategies) 
payoffs, corporate securities, 5, 380(illus) 
payout-protected options (se e  options) 
pegging, 89n
pension trusts, ERISA rules, 96 
Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX), 24-25, 71 
portfolio: analysis, 329t; beta, 330-331; calculations, 

335n, 336; certainty equivalent return, 317-322; 
considerations, 317-338; equivalent, 172-175, 
263-268; market, 189; securities, 432; skewness, 
334-336; volatility, 334-336  

positions: analysis, 314t, 315-317; buy and hold, 
45-46; call-volatility, 333t; covered, analysis, 
287-307, 31 In; covered margins, 100-1011; delta- 
gamma-theta, 305-307; delta value, 288-294; 
equal dollar, 111; fixed, 113-114; gamma, 300- 
304; limits, 98; long, 5; neutral, 289-294; neutral 
ratio-expiration time, function, 295(illus), 299(illus); 
neutral ratio-stock price function, 294(illus), 
298(illus); neutral, screening, 307-317; options- 
stocks, 124; screening, different stocks, 313-315; 
screening, same stock, 311-312; short, 5-6; skew
ness, 331-334; theta, 304-305; uncovered, 99t; 
unfavorable, 184-185; volatility, 331-334  

premium, definition, 4 
premium price (se e  prices) 
present value factor, definition, 40  
price reporting terminal operator, 79 
prices: call, definition, 1-2; intermarket manipulation, 

89; recorded, 29; Black-Scholes formula, 460-461  
(se e  a lso  striking price) 

price-volume information, 73-75  
probability, 169-170, 202(illus) 
profit and loss, 6-7
profit-sharing plans, ERISA rules, 96-97  
proprietary trading (se e  trading)
PRTO (see  price reporting terminal operator)
Prudent Man Rule, 93-96
PSE (se e  Pacific Stock Exchange)
public orders, 63-69
purchased spread (see  spread position)
pure option alpha, 326-328
pure stock alpha, 326-328
Put and Call Brokers and Dealers Assoc., 23
put-call parity, 41-43
put delta (se e  puts)
put gamma (se e  puts)
put option (see  options)
puts: American, 245-252; arbitrage restrictions, 

145-150; buy, 6(illus); delta, 230(illus); elasticity- 
expiration time function, 235(illus); elasticity- 
stock price function, 235(illus); gamma, 234(illus) 
sensitivity, 229-235; spread positions, 15; theta, 
2 3 l(illus); up-and-out, 409; value, 219(illus)—
2 2 l(illus), 248t, 249t 

puts and calls, 1-32: buyers-taxes effects, 121; 
European, 41; margin restrictions, 50-52; pricing 
formula, 412-414; relationships, 39-41; writers- 
taxes effects, 122 

put theta (see  puts)
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quote reporting terminal operator (QRTO), 77 
Quotron (display screens), 73, 77 
Quotron Option Retrieval Code, 26

random variables, 201-204  
rate-of-retum diagram, 22 
recorded prices {see prices)
Registered Options Principal, 90 
Registered Options Traders, 71 
Registered Representative, 90 
Rendleman, Richard, 279 
returns: annualized, 324; Black-Scholes formula, 

325t; expected, 185-196, 322-325; stocks vs 
bonds, 384(illus); Reuters News Service, 73; 
Revenue Act of 1978, 117n, 118n, 119 

riskless trading strategies {see trading, riskless 
strategies)

risk-neutral investor {see investors, risk-neutral) 
risk premium, 422-423
risks: dollar changes, 193-194; equilibrium, 185— 

196; expected return effects, 185-186, 194-196; 
option, 187-188 (Black-Scholes formula, 2 53 - 
254; expected rate of return, 210-211); pooled, 
428; redistribution, 428 

Ross, Stephen, 436-441 
round lots {see contract units) 
rules: combinations, 106-107; hedges, 104-105; 

short-sale, 124-125; spreads, 105-106; uncovered 
options, 104; uncovered stock, 103; wash sale, 
123-124

safety covenants, 408-412  
scalper, 80 
Scholes, Myron, 166 
scratch trade {see trades) 
screening options {see options)
SEC {see Securities and Exchange Commission) 
secondary market-OCC relationship, 25 
securities: corporate, 375-408; selection, 449; under

lying, 1, 28-29  
Securities Act of 1934, 23 
Securities and Exchange Commission, 23, 29, 81 
Securities Industry Assoc., 84 
seller {see writer) 
sensitivity, 232—23 3(illus)
Sharpe, William, 166 
short position {see positions) 
single-contingent claim, 432
size and profitability {see options, market performance) 
skewness, 331-336  
short sale rule, 124-125  
short-term gains {see gains) 
specialists {see AM EX; PHLX) 
spread orders {see orders) 
spread positions: allowances, 77n; bullish and 

bearish, 13, 16-17; butterfly, 15, 17, 437n; 
combination, 15-16, 18-21; covered, written, 68; 
dealer spread, 23; delta horizontal, 293(illus); 
delta vertical, 292(illus); diagonal, 13; horizontal, 
12-13, 291 (illus), 298-399; purchased, 13; puts 
and calls, 15-21; ratios, 307; rules, 105-106; 
uncovered, written, 67-68; vertical, 12, 66; vertical 
gamma, 302(illus); vertical value-stock price, func-

spread positions (cont.)
tion, 290(illus); written, 15 

standard striking prices, 26 
standardized option contracts, 26 
stochastic process. 169 
stock-bond portfolios, 47t 

{see also portfolio) 
stock exchanges, 71-82, 87-88  
stock price: call delta, function, 222(illus); call 

elasticity, function, 228(illus); current, option 
value, 33-34; delta horizontal spread, function, 
293(illus); delta vertical spread, function, 292(illus); 
gamma call function, 227(illus); gamma horizontal 
spread, function, 303(illus); gamma vertical spread, 
function, 302(illus); growth-option value relation
ship, 38, 168n; horizontal spread, function, 
291(illus); jumps, 48; movements; alternative 
descriptions, 360-371; Black-Scholes formula, 
474n; diffusion-jump process, 368-371; jump 
process, 365-366; multinomial, 366-368; square 
root process, 362(illus); neutral position ratios, 
294(illus), 298(illus); put delta, function, 230(illus); 
put gamma, function, 234(illus); puts-elasticity, 
235(illus); put stock, function, 2 3 l(illus); put 
value, function, 219(illus); sensitivity, function, 
225—226(illus), 232-233(illus); theta call, func
tion, 223(illus); vertical spread value, function, 
290(illus)

{see also prices) 
stock risk {see risks, expected return) 
stocks: example listing, 346-357; nondiversifiable 

risk, 44n; options on futures, 418-420; options 
value relationship, 55; short sale-options use, 5 8 -  
59; uncovered, rule, 103 

stop-loss order {see orders, stop-loss) 
straddle position {see spread position, combination) 
striking price: arbitrage restrictions, 133, 145, 

148(illus); call values, 217(illus); chosen by ex
changes, 26; definition, 1; diagonal spread rela
tionship, 13; interest rate relationship, 35; option 
value, 34 

{see also prices) 
superfund, 461-468
supershares: construction, 4 6 It; definition, 458; 

maturities, 466; option pricing, 460-461; payoffs, 
467n; position examples, 463t; value, 462t 

surveillance, 90 {see also fairness)

taxes: Black-Scholes model, 271 274; op
tions, 52-54, 115-126  

Tax Reform Act of 1976, 120 
theta call, 223(illus), 224(illus) 
trades: blocks, 89; fictitious, 88; matched, 64;

procedure, 76-77; scratch, 70 
trading: “chumming,” 89; continuous, valuation 

equation, 208-209; frequency effects, 196-201; 
proprietary, 88-89; riskless strategies, 178-185; 
strategies, 80 

transactions: call option, 1; costs for options, 54; 
opening and closing, 64-65; spread, 84-85 

{see also orders)
Treasury bills, 254-255  
Trippi, Robert, 340 
turnover rate, definition, 91n
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uncovered options {see  options) 
uncovered position {se e  positions, uncovered) 
uncovered stock {see  stocks) 
underlying securities {se e  securities) 
unprotected options {see  options)
U.S. Department of Labor, 96-97  
utility function, 317-322

valuation equation, 208-209  
value-price difference, 308-310  
valuing, 241(illus)
variance: estimating, 256, 257t, 258-260; option 

pricing formula, 363(illus) 
vertical spread {see  spread position) 
volatility: Black-Scholes formula, 255-260, 276-  

277, 333t, 381,471; Black’s estimation, 280-285; 
call value effects, 48, 218(illus); CBOE call option 
index, 473(illus); definition, 34n; expected rate of 
return relationship, 192(illus); implicit, 278-279; 
option value, 34; portfolio, 334-336; of position, 
331-334; predictability, 212; put value, function, 
220(illus); random variables, 420-421; stock price

volatility (cont.) 
movements, 361-364

W a ll  S tr e e t  J o u rn a l:  citation practices, 29-32; 
dividend listings, 253-255; option prices, ex
amples, 378t; symbol definitions, 30-31  

warrant holders, 399
warrants: American, 391-399; Black-Scholes formula, 

395; European, 394t; expiration time, 396-397; 
payoffs, 398t; value, notation, 398t 

wash sales {see  Market Maker) 
write call, 6(illus) 
write put, 7(illus) 
writer, 1
written positions {see  spread position) 
written spread {see  spread position)

yield-to-maturity {see  bonds)

zero-coupon bonds {see  bonds) 
zero-profit lines, 160-161






